
What's Out?

Models, concepts, and topics that don't pass a simple test:
"Does this help students analyze cases and real business situations?"

What's In?

tiVRIO" - an integrative framework (see next page for details).

Broad enough to apply in analyzing a variety of cases and
real business settings.
Simple enough to imderstand and teach.

V R I O

The Results?

Provides students with the tools they need to do strategic analysis.
Nothing more. Nothing less.
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"VALUE. RARITY. IMITABILITY. ORGANIZATION."

What Is It?

Thisbook is not just a list of concepts,models, and theories.It is the first
undergraduate textbook to introduce a theory-based, multi-chapter organizing
framework to add additional structure to thefield ofstrategic management.

"VRIO" is a mechanism that integratestwoexisting theoretical frameworks:
the positioning perspective and the resource-based view. It is the primarytool
for accomplishing internalanalysis. It stands for four questions one must ask
abouta resource or capability to determine itscompetitive potential:

1. The Question ofValue: Does a resource enablea firm to exploit an
environmental opportunity, and/or neutralize an environmental threat?

2. The Question of Raritjr: Isa resource currently controlled by onlya small
number of competing firms?

3. The Question of Imitability: Do firms without a resource face a cost
disadvantage in obtaining or developing it?

4. The Question of Organization: Area firm's otherpolicies and procedures
organizedto support the exploitation of its valuable, rare,and costly-to-
imitate resources?

What's the Benefit of the VRIO Framework?

The VRIOframework is the organizational fotmdation of the text. It creates a
decision-makingframework for students to use in analyzingcaseand business
situations.

Students tend to view concepts, models, and theories (in all of tiieir
coursework)as fi-agmented and disconnected. Strategy is no exception. This
view encouragesrote memorization,not real understanding. VRIO, by serving
as a consistent framework,connectsideas together.This encouragesreal
understanding, not memorization.

This understanding enables students to better analyze business cases and
situations—the goal of the course.

The VRIOframework makes it possible to discuss the formulation and
implementationof a strategysimultaneously, within eachchapter.

Becausethe VRIO framework provides a simple integrative structure,
we are actuallyable to address issues in this book that are largelyignored
elsewhere—^including discussions of vertical integration, outsourcing, real
options logic,and mergers and acquisitions, to name just a few.
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Chapter Wehave chosen firms that are familiar to most students. Opening
Opening cases focuson iTunes'successin the musicdownload industry,how
Cases Ryanair has become the lowest cost airline in the world, how Victoria's

Secret differentiated its products, how ESPNhas diversified its
operations, and so forth.

Strategy For professors and students interested in understanding the full
in Depth intellectualunderpinnings of the field,we have included an optional

Strategy in Depth feature in every chapter. Knowledge in strategic
management continues to evolve rapidly, in ways that are well beyond
what is normally included in introductory texts.

Research The Research Made Relevant feature highlights very current research
Made Relevant findings related to some of the strategic topics discussed in that chapter.

Challenge These might be of an ethical or moral nature, forcing students to apply
Questions concepts across chapters, apply concepts to themselves, or extend

chapter ideas in creative ways.

Problem Set Problem Set asks students to apply theories and t<x>is from the chapter.
These often require calculations. They can be thought of as homework
assignments. If students struggle with these problems they might have
trouble with the more complex cases. These problem sols are largely
diagnostic in character.

Rthics and Highlights some of the most important dilemmas faced by firms when
Strategy creatingand implementing strategies.

Strategy in Growing number of graduates work for small and medium-sized
the Emerging firms. This featiue presents an extended example, in each chapter,
Enterprise of the unique strategicproblems facing those employed in small and

medium-sized firms.

By having cases tightly
linked to the material,

students can develop strategic
analysis skills by studying
firms familiar to them.

Customize your course
as desired to provide
eiuichment material for

advanced students.

Shows students the 49

evolving nature of strategy.

Requires students to think 245
critically.

Sharpens quantitati\'e
skills, and provides a bridge
between chapter material
and case analvsis.

Helps students make better 210
ethical decisions as managers.

This feature highlights the 22
unique challenges of doing
strategic analysis in emerging
enterprises, and small and
medium-sized firms.
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Thefirst thing you will noticeas you look through this edition of our book is that it contin
ues to be much shorter than most textbooks on strategic management. There is not the
usual "later edition" increase in number of pages and bulk. We're strong proponents of the
philosophy that,often, lessismore. Thegeneral tendency is for textbooks to getlongerand
longer as authors make sure that their books leave out nothing that is in other books. We
take a different approach. Our guiding principle in deciding what to include is; "Does this
concept help students analyze cases and realbusiness situations?" Formanyconcepts we
considered, the answer is no. But,where the answer Isyes, the conceptis in the book.

VRIO Framework and Other Hallmark Features

We continue to have a pointof viewabout the field of strategic management, In planning
for this book,we recalled our own educationalexperience and the textbooks that did and
didn't workfor us then. Those fewthat stoodout as thebestdid not merely cover allof the
different topics ina field ofstudy. They provided a framework thatwecould carry around
in our heads, and they helped us to see what we werestudying as an integrated whole
rather than a disjointed sequence of loosely related subjects. This text continues to be inte
grated around the VRIOframework. As those of you familiar with the resource-based the
ory of strategy recognize, the VRIO framework addresses the centralquestions aroimd
gaining and sustaining competitive advantage. TheVRIO logic ofcompetitive advantage is
applied in everychapter. It is simple enough to understandand teach yetbroadenoughto
apply to a wide variety of cases and business settings.

Our consistent use of the VRIO framework does not mean that any of the concepts
fundamental to a strategy course are missing.Westillhave all of the core ideas and theories
that are essential to a strategy course. Ideas such as the five forces framework, value chain
analysis,generic strategies, and corporate strategy are all in the book. Because the VRIO
framework provides a single integrative structure, we are able to address issues in this
bookthat are largely ignored elsewhere—including discussions ofvertical integration, out
sourcing, real options logic, and mergers and acquisitions, to name a few.

We also have designed flexibility into the book. Eachchapter has four short sections
that present specific issues in more depth. These sections allow instructors to adapt the
book to the particularneeds of their students. "Strategyin Depth" examines the intellectual
foundations that are behind the way managers think about and practice strategy today.
"Strategy in the Emerging Enterprise" presents examples of strategic challenges faced by
new and emerging enterprises. "Ethics and Strategy" delves into some of the ethicaldilem
mas that managers face as they confront strategic decisions. "Research Made Relevant"
includesrecentresearch relatedto the topics in that chapter.

To us, the field of strategicmanagement is more than just a textbook, morethan justa
class. It is a passion; a passion we havesharedforover30years. Andin themidstof today's
financial challenges, it seems that understanding how firms can gainand sustain competi
tive advantages—if anything—is even more important. For, while we emphasize the
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economic consequences for shareholders of enhancing a firm's performance, it is also
important to remember thatusually mostofa firm's stakeholders—^including itsemployees
and society at large—benefit when a firm enhances its efficiency and gains a competitive
advantage.

Supplements
At the Instructor ResourceCenter,at www.pearsonhighered.com/irc, instructors can access
a variety ofprint, digital, andpresentation resources available withthistext in download
able format. Registration is simple and gives youimmediate access to new titles and new
editions. As a registered faculty member, you can download resource files and receive
immediate access to and instructions for installing course management content on
your campus server. In case youeverneed assistance, our dedicated technical support
team is ready to help with the media supplements that accompany this text. Visit
http:/'247.pearsoned.custhelp.com for answers tofrequently asked questions and toll-free
user support phone numbers.

Thefollowing supplementsareavailable for downloadto adopting instructors:

• Instructor's Manual

• Test Item File

• TestGen® Computerized Test Bank
• PowerPoint Slides

Videos on DVD

Exciting andhigh-quality video clips help deliver engaging topics tothe classroom tohelp
students better imderstand the concepts explained in the textbook. Please contact your
localrepresentative to receive a copyof the DVD.

CourseSmart

CourseSmart eTextbooks were developedfor students looking to save on required or rec
ommended textbooks. Students simply select their eText by title or author and purchase
immediate accessto the content for the duration of the course using any major credit card.
Witha CourseSmart eText, studentscansearchforspecific keywords or pagenumbers,take
notes online, print outreading assignments that incorporate lecture notes, andbookmark
important passages for later review. For more information or to purchase a CourseSmart
eTextbook, visit www.coursesmart.com.
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CHAPTER

1
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After reading this chapter,
you should be able to:

1. Define strategy.

2. Describe the strategic
management process.

3. Define competitive
advantage and explain its
relationship to economic
value creation.

4. Describe two different

measures of competitive
advantage.

5. Explain the difference
between emergent and
intended strategies.

6. Discuss the importance of
vmderstanding a firm's
strategy even if you are not
a senior manager in a firm.

What Is StpatGgi) and the
Strategic Management Process?

The IVIusic Download

Itall began with Napster—uploading digi

tal music files and then sharing them with

others on the Web. Nothing could be eas

ier. Hard drives around the world began to

fill with vast music libraries, all for free.

There was only one little problem: It

turned out that such downloading was

illegal.

Not that this stopped illegal down

loads.Indeed,even today there are 40 illegal

music downloads for every legal one. Not

surprisingly, the musicindustry continues to

sue those engaging In this practice; over

12,000such lawsuitshave been filedaround

the world so far.

But declaring some music down

loads Illegal only created a new market,

with new competitive opportunities: the

legal download market. After just a few

years, ITunes has emerged as a clear win

ner in this legal download market. In2006,

ITunes had over 88 percent of the legal

download market. In 2008, ITunes sur

passed Best Buyand Wal-Martto become

the largest music seller in the United

States. The second most successful firm in

the online music market—eMusic—has

less than 10 percent of the market. Other

contenders, including Amazon's digital

music store and MusicPass (owned by

SonyBMG), have lessthan 5 percent of the
market.

So,why has ITunesbeen so success

ful? ITunes Is a division of Apple and

understanding ITunes' success begins by

recognizing the link between the ITunes

Web site and iPod, Apple's incredibly suc

cessful MP3 portable music player. The

IPod Isgenerallyrecognized as one of the
simplest, most elegant music listening

devices ever created. Efforts to imitate

iPod'ssimple interface and software have,

according to most reviewers, simply failed.

So Applebegan with a great music-play
ing product, the iPod.

Apple made it easy to link the iPod

to its ITunes Web site. Even technological

neophytes can download songs from

ITunesto their iPods in just a few minutes.

Ofcourse, to make this transfer as seamless

as possible, Apple developed proprietary

software—called FairPlay. This software

restricts the use of music downloaded from

ITunes to iPod MP3 players. That means

once you start downloading music from
ITunes to your iPod, you are unlikely to

change to another music Website because

you would have to download and payfor
the music a second time.

Pretty clever. Build a great player—

the IPod—develop proprietary download

software—ITunes—and you have built-in

customer loyalty. It isalso pretty profitable.

As the number of IPod or ITunes users con

tinued to grow, more and more music pro

ducers were willing to sign agreements to

let Apple distribute their music through



ITunes.The result was Apple's dominance of the legal

music download industry.

So, can anyone catch ITunes? Several firms are

trying.

Some people think that the future of the music

download Industry is going to depend on the extent

to which restrictions on the use of downloaded music

are eliminated. These restrictions are created by

the digital rights management (DRM) software that

is "wrapped" around each song downloaded from

ITunes.Initially, music companies insisted on DRM pro

tection, to ensure that they were compensated for the

use of their music. But now Apple's proprietary DRM

system seems to be one reason that iTunes has been

able to create and sustain a huge advantage in the

music download industry.

Enter Amazon. In 2007, Amazon.com announced

that it would start selling music without DRM restrictions

on its online music store. As important, most of the big

music companies signed up to sell music on Amazon.

Shortly thereafter, SonyBMG, eMusic, and Rhapsody all

announced the creation of non-DRM music download

sites. Would legal downloads without use restrictions

begin to erode iTunes' huge advantage?

It's early days, but so far iTunes' competitive

advantage seems to be secure. Of course, Apple did not

ignore this potential competitive threat. Almost imme

diately, it began to sell non-DRM music downloads on

iTunes, albeit at a price higher than its DRM-restricted

downloads. As important, Apple continued to invest in

its MP3 player and related technologies. First there was

the iPhone, then more advanced iPods that played

videos and games. Now some iPod models have the

same "soft touch" interface system as Apple's iPhone.

All this has made iPods and related products more

attractive than competing MP3 players, and people who

buy Apple MP3 players are more likely to download

music from iTunes than any other Web site. So Apple

matched the non-DRM offer and simultaneously rein

forced its perceived hardware advantages—essentially

implementing many of the same strategies that

enabled it to gain its advantages in the musicdownload

industry in the first place.

But competition in this industry continues to

evolve. What's next? Watch for Nokia and other cell

phone manufacturers!

Sources: E. Smith (2006). 'Can anybody catch iTunes?' The WallStreet
Journal,November27,pp. R1 +;J.Chaffin and A.van Duyn(2006). "Universal
backs free music rival to fTunes." August 29, www.ft.com/cms/s:P. Thurrott
and K.Furman (2004).'Illegal music downloads jump despite RIAA legal
action.'January 22, www.connectedhomemag.com. DavidKravets(2007).
"Like Amazon's DRM-free music downloads? Thank Apple,"wired.com/
entertainment/music/news/2007/09; Peter Kafka (2008). "iTunes com
petitors: We're number 2, we're number 2," Silicon Alley Insider, www.
alleyinsider.com/ 2008/3; PeterKafka (2(X)8).'How arethose DRM-free MP3s
selling?'S//(conA//^/ns/der,wwwjlle^nsider.com/2(X)8/3.
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Figuring out how ITunes has come to dominate the music download industry
and what competitors can do about it will go a long way in determining a
firm's performance in this industry. The process by which these kinds of

questions are answered is the strategic management process; the answer a firm
develops for these questions is a firm's strategy.

Strategy and the Strategic Management Process
Although most can agree that a firm's ability to survive and prosper depends on
choosing and implementing a goodstrategy there is lessagreement about what a
strategy is, and even less agreement about what constitutes a good strategy.
Indeed, thereare almostas many different definitions of theseconcepts as there
are books written about them.

Defining Strategy

In tihis book, a firm'sstrategyis defined as itstheoryabouthowtogaincompetitive
advantages.' Agoodstrategyis a strategythat actuallygenerates suchadvantages.
Apple's theory of how to gain a competitive advantage in the musicdownload-for-
a-fee businessis to link the musicdownloadbusinesswith particularMP3 players.
Amazon's eMusic's and Sony BMG's theory is that users will want to have no
restrictions on the use of downloaded music.

Each of these theories of how to gain competitive advantages in the music
download-for-a-fee business—like all theories—^is based ona setofassumptions and
h)rpotheses aboutthe way competition in thisindustry is likely to evolve, and how
that evolution canbe exploited to earna profit. Thegreater theextent to whichthese
assumptions and hypotheses accurately reflect how competition in thisindustryactu
allyevolves, the more likely it is that a firmwillgaina competitive advantage from
implementing its strategies. If theseassumptions and hypotheses turn out not to be
accurate, thena firm's strategies arenotlikely tobeasource ofcompetitive advantage.

Buthere is the challenge. It is usuallyvery difficult to predict how competi
tion in an industry will evolve, and so it is rarely possible to know for sure that a
firm is choosing therightstrategy. Thisis whya firm'sstrategy is almost always a
theory: It's a firm's best bet about how competition is going to evolve, and how
that evolution canbe exploited forcompetitive advantage.

The Strategic Management Process

Althoughit is usuallydifficult to knowforsure that a firmispursuing thebest strat
egy, it is possible to reduce the likelihoodfiiat mistakes are being made. The best
way to do this is fora firmto choose itsstrategycarefully and systematically and to
follow the strategicmanagementprocess. The strategic management process is a
sequential set of analyses and choices that can increase the likelihood that a firm will
choose a goodstrategy; thatis,a strategy thatgenerates competitive advantages. An
example of the strategic management process is presented in Figure 1.1. Not sur
prisingly, thisbookis organized aroimdthisstrategic management process.

A Firm's Mission

The strategicmanagementprocessbegins when a firm definesits mission. A firm's
mission is its long-term purpose. Missions defineboth what a firm aspiresto be in
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thelongrun andwhatit wantstoavoid in themeantime. Missions areoften written
down in the form of mission statements. Table 1.1 contains examples of several
mission statements taken from well-known firms.

Some Missions May Mot Affect Firm Performance. As shown in Table 1.1, most
missionstatementsincorporate commonelements. For example, many definethe
businesses within which a firm will operate—automobiles for Ford; computer
hardware, software, and services for IBM;or it can be very simple like how a firm
will compete in those businesses—doing everything direct at Dell. Many even
define the core values that a firm espouses—the ''soul of Dell" and Anheuser-
Busch's values, for examples.

Indeed, mission statements often contain so many common elements that
some havequestioned whetherhavinga mission statement evencreates valuefor
a firm.^ Moreover, even if a mission statement does say something unique about a
company, if that mission statementdoes not influence behavior throughout an
organization, it is imlikely to have much impact on a firm's actions. After all,
Enron's 1999 annual report includes the following statement of values:

Integrity: We work with customers and prospects openly, honestly, and sincerely.
When we say we will do something, we will do it;whm we say we cannot orwill not
dosomething, then wewon't do it.^

Thisstatementwas published at exactly the same time that senior managementat
Enronwas engagingin activities that ultimately defrauded investors, partners,
and Enron'sownemployees, and that landed someEnronexecutives in jail.^

Some Missions Can Improve Firm Performance. Despite these caveats, research has
identified somefirms whosesenseof purpose and missionpermeatesall that they
do. Someof these visionary firms, or firmswhose mission is central to all they do,
havebeencompiled by JimCollins and Jerry I. Porras in theirbook Built toLast,
and arepresented in Table 1.2.® Oneinteresting thingto noteaboutvisionary firms
is theirlong-term profitability. From 1926 through 1995, an investment of$1 in one
of these firms would have increased in value to $6,536.That same dollar invested in
an average firm overthissametime periodwouldhavebeenworth$415 in 1995.

These visionary firms earnedsubstantially higherreturns than average firms
even though many of their mission statements suggest that profit maximizing,
although an important corporate objective, isnot theirprimaryreason for existence.
Consider what Jim Burke, a former Chief Executive Officer (CEO) at Johnson &
Johnson(J&J; one of the visionary firmsidentified in Table 1.2), says about the rela
tionshipbetweenprofitsand his firm's missionand missionstatement:

All ourmanagement isgeared toprofit ona day-to-day basis. That's partofthe busi
ness ofbeing in business. But too often, in this and other businesses, people are
inclined to think, "We'dbetterdo this because if wedon't, it's going to show up on

Figure 1.1 The Strategic
Management Process
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TABLE 1.1 Examples of
Mission Statements Taken from

Several Well-Known Firms

Johnson & Johnson

Our Credo

We believe our firstresponsibility is to ttiedoctors/ nursesand patientS/ to motiiers
and fathers and allofiiers whouseour products and services. In meeting their
needsever3rthing we do must be ofhigh quality. We must constantly striveto
reduceour costsin order to maintain reasonable prices.Customers'orders must be
serviced promptly and accurately. CXir suppliers and distributors must have an
opportunity to make a fair profit.

We areieq>onsible to ouremployees, themenand womenwhoworkwithus through
out theworld.Everyone mustbeconsidered asan individual.Wemust respect their
dignity andrecognize fiieir merit. They musthaveasoiseofsecurity in their jobs.
Compensation mustbefairandadequate, andworking conditions dean,orderly and
safe. We mustbemindful ofwaystohdp ouremployees fulfill thdr family responsibil
ities. Employees mustfeel free tomake suggestions andcomplaints. There mustbe
equal opportunity for employment, development andadvaicement for thojse qualified.
We mustprovide competent management, and theiractions mustbejustandethical.

We are resppnsible to the coiiununities in which we live and work and to
the worldcommunityas well.We must be good dtizens—supportgoodworks
and charities and bear our fair share of taxes. We must encourage dvic improve
ments and better healfiiand education.Wemust maintain in good order the prop
erty we are privileged to use, protecting Ae environment and natural resources..

Our final responsibility is to our stockholders. Business mustmakea soimdprofit
Wemustexperiment withnew ideas.Research must be carriedon, innovative pro
gramsdevelopedand mistakes paid for. Newequipmentmustbe purchased, new
facilities providedand newproductslaunched. Reserves mustbe created to provide
foradverse times. When weoperate according to these principles, thestockholders
should realize a feir return.

DeU

Dellisbuildingits technology, itsbusiness, and its communities throughdirectrela
tionships with our customers, our employees, and our neighbors. Throughthis
process,we are committedto bringingvalue to customersand adding value to our
company, our neighborhoods, our communities, and our world through diversity,
aivironinental and global citizenship initiatives.

The core elements ofthe"soulofDell":
Customers: We believe in creating loyalcustomers by providing a superiorexpe

rience at a great value.
The pell Team: We believe our continued success lies in teamwork and in the

opportunity each team member has toleam, dev^op, andgrow.
DirectRelationships: Webelievem being direct in all we do.
Global Citizenship: We believe inparticipatingresponsibly intheglobal marke^lace.
Winning: We havea passion forwinning in everjrthing wedo.

IBM

At IBM, we strive to lead in the inveiition, development, and manufacture of tiie
industry'smostadvanced information technologies, including computersystems,
sofiw^, storage systems, and microelectronics. Wetranslate these advanced
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technologies into value for customers throughour professional solutions, services,
and consulting businesses worldwide.

Sources: ©Johnson &Johnson; Usedwith permission of DellComputerCorporation; Usedwith permission

oflBM.

thefigures over the short-term." [Ourmission] allows them tosay, "Wait a minute.
I don'thave todothat." The management has told methat they're... interested in me
operating under thissetofprinciples.^

Some Missions Can Hurt Firm Performance. Although some firms have used their
missions to develop strategies that create significant competitive advantages,
missionscan hurt a firm's performanceas well. For example,sometimesa firm's
mission will be very inwardly focused and defined only with reference to the
personalvalues and priorities of its founders or top managers, independent of
whether those values and priorities are consistent with the economic realities
facing a firm. Strategies derived from suchmissions or visions arenot likely to be
a source of competitive advantage.

For example, Ben &Jerry's IceCreamwas founded in 1977 by Ben Cohen
andJerry Greenfield, bothas a way toproducesuper-premium icecream and as a
way to create an organization based on the values of the 1960s' counterculture.
Thisstrongsenseof missionled Ben &Jerry's to adopt somevery unusual human
resource and other policies. Among these policies, the company adopted a com
pensation system whereby the highest paid firm employee could earn no more
than five times the income of the lowest paid firm employee. Later, this ratio was
adjusted to sevento one.However, evenat this level, sucha compensation policy
made it very difficult to acquire the senior management talent needed to ensure
the growth and profitability of the firm without grosslyoverpaying the lowest
paid employees in the firm. When anew CEO was appointed to ^e firm in 1995,
his $250,000 salary violated this compensation policy.

Indeed, though the frozen dessert market rapidly consolidated through the
late 1990s, Ben&Jerry's IceCream remained an independent firm,partly because
of Cohen's and Greenfield's commitment to maintaining the social values that
their firm embodied. Lackingaccessto the broad distribution network and mana
gerial talent that would have been available if Ben &Jerry's had merged with
another firm, the company's growth and profitability lagged. Finally, in April
2000, Ben&Jerry's IceCream was acquired by Unilever. The 66percent premium
finally earnedby Ben &Jerry's stockholders in April 2000 had been delayed for

3M

American Express
Boeing
Citicorp
Ford

General Electric

Hewlett-Packard

IBM

Johnson & Johnson
Marriott

Merck

Motorola

Nordstrom

Philip Morris
Procter & Gamble

Sony
Wal-Mart

Walt Disney

Source; J.C.Collinsand J. I. Porras.Builttolast:successfitl habits cfvisionarif companies. New York: Harper
CollinsPublishers,Inc.©1994 James C.CollinsandJerryI.Porras.Reprintedwith permissionbyJimCollins.

TABLE 1.2 A Sample of

Visionary Firms
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several years. In this sense, Cohen's and Greenfield's commitment to a set of per
sonal values and priorities was at least partly inconsistent with the economic real
ities of the frozen dessert market in the United States.'

Obviously,because a firm's mission can help, hurt, or have no impact on its
performance, missions by themselves do not necessarily lead a firm to choose and
implement strategies that generate competitive advantages. Indeed, as suggested
in Figure 1.1, while defining a firm's mission is an important step in the strategic
management process, it is only the first step in that process.

Objectives
Whereas a firm's mission is a broad statement of its purpose and values, its
objectives are specific measurable targets a firm can use to evaluate the extent to
which it is realizing its mission. Consider, for example, 3M's mission statement in
Table 1.3.This statement emphasizes the importance of finding innovative prod
ucts and producing high returns for shareholders. However, it is also possible to
link specific objectives to each of the elements of this mission statement. This is
also done in Table 1.3. For example, for the Investor Mission, possible objectives
might include; growth in earnings per share averaging 10 percent or better per
year, a return on employed capital of 27 percent or better, at least 30 percent of
sales from products that are no more than four years old, and so forth.

High-quality objectives are tightly connected to elements of a firm's mission
and are relatively easy to measure and track over time. Low-quality objectives
either do not exist or are not connected to elements of a firm's mission, are not
quantitative, or are difficult to measure or difficult to track over time. Obviously,
low-quality objectivescannot be used by management to evaluate how weU a mis
sion is being realized. Indeed, one indication that a firm is not that serious about
realizing part of its mission statement is when there are no objectives,or only low-
quality objectives, associated with that part of the mission.

External and Internal Analysis
The next two phases of the strategic management process—external analysis and
internal analysis—occurmore or less simultaneously. By conducting an external
analysis, a firm identifies the critical threats and opportunities in its competitive
environment. It also examines how competition in this environment is likely to
evolve and what implications that evolution has for the threats and opportunities
a firm is facing. Aconsiderableliterature on techniquesfor and approadies to con
ducting external analysis has evolved over the past several years. This literature is
the primary subject matter of Chapter 2 of this book.

Whereas external analysis focuses on the environmental threats and oppor
tunities facing a firm, internal analysis helps a firm identify its organizational
strengths and weaknesses. It also helps a firm understand which of its resources
and capabilities are likely to be sources of competitive advantage and which
are less likely to be sources of such advantages. Finally, internal analysis can be
used by firms to identify those areas of its organization that require improvement
and change. As with external analysis, a considerable literature on techniques for
and approaches to conducting internal analysis has evolved over the past several
years. This literature is the primary subject matter of Chapter 3 of this book.

Strategic Choke
Armed with a mission, objectives,and completed external and internal analyses, a
firm is ready to make its strategic choices. That is, a firm is ready to choose its
"theory of how to gain competitive advantage."
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The Strategicchoices available to firms fall into two large categories: business-
level strategies and corporate-level strategies. Business-level strategies are actions
firms take to gain competitive advantages in a single market or industry. These
strategies are the topic of Part 2of this book. The two most common business-level
strategies are cost leadership (Chapter 4) and product differentiation (Chapter 5).

Corporate-level strategies are actions firms take to gain competitive advan
tages by operating in multiple markets or industries simultaneously. These

TABLE 1.3 3M's Value

Our Values: Statement

Act with uncompromisinghonesty and integrity in everything we do.
Satisfyour customers with innovative tedmology and superior quality value and

service.

Provide our investors with an attractive return through sustainable,global growth.
Respect our sodal and physical environment around the world.
Valueand devdop our employees'diverse talents, initiative and leadership.
Earn the admiration of all tihose associated with 3M worldwide.

Source; Courtesy of 3M G)mpany.

As suggested in Abrahams (1995), these values couldbe expanded to include
spddfic objectives:

Satisfyour customers withsuperiorqualityand value:

m Providing die highest quality products and services consistent with our cus
tomers'requirements and preferences.

• Makingey^ aspectof everytransactiona satisfying experience for our customers.
• Finding innovative ways to make life easier and better for our customers.

Providinginvestors an attractivereturn through sustained, high-quality growth:

Our goals are:

• Growth in earnings per share averaging 10 percent a year or better.
• A return on capital employed of 27 percent or better.
• A return on stockholders' equity of between 20 and 25 percent.
• At least 30percent of our sales each year from products new in the last four years.

^specting our socialand physicalenvironment:

• Compljdng with all laws and meeting or exceeding regulations.
• Keeping customers, employees, investors and the public informed about our

operations.
• Developingproducts and processesdiat have a iniiiimalimpacton the enviroiunent.
• Stayingattuned to thechangingneedsand preferences ofour customers, employees

and sodety.
• Uncompromisinghonesty and integrity in every aspect of our operations.

Being a company that employees areproud to bea part of:

• Respecting the dignity and worth of individuals.
• Encoiuaging individual initiative and innovation in an atmosphere character

ized by flexibility, cooperation and trust.
• Qiallenging individual capabilities.
• Valuinghuman diversity and providing equal opportunity for development.

Source:J.Abrahams(1995). Themission statement book. Berkeley, CA:TenSpeedPiess, pp. 400-402.
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strategies are the topic of Part 3 of this book. Common corporate-level strategies
include vertical integration strategies (Chapter 6), diversification strategies
(Chapters 7 and 8),strategic alliance strategies (Chapter 9),merger and acquisition
strategies (Chapter 10), and global strategies (Chapter 11).

Obviously, the details of choosing specific strategies can be quite complex,
and a discussion of these details will be delayed imtil later in the book. However,
the underlying logic of strategic choice is not complex. Based on the strategic man
agement process, the objective when making a strategic choice is to choose a strat
egy that (1) supports the firm's mission, (2) is consistent with a firm's objectives,
(3) exploits opportunities in a firm's environment with a firm's strengths, and
(4)neutralizes threats in a firm's environment while avoiding a firm's weaknesses.
Assuming that this strategy is implemented—the last step of the strategic man
agement process—a strategy that meets these four criteria is very likely to be a
source of competitive advantage for a firm.

Strategy Implementation
Of course, simply choosing a strategy means nothing if that strategy is not imple
mented. Strategy implementation occurs when a firm adopts organizational poli
cies and practices that are consistent with its strategy. Three specific organizational
policiesand practicesare particularly important in implementing a strategy: a firm's
formal organizational structure, its formal and informal management control sys
tems, and its employee compensation policies.A firm that adopts an organizational
structure, management controls, and compensation policy that are consistent with
and reinforce its strategies is more likely to be able to implement those strategies
than a firm that adopts an organizational structure, management controls,and com
pensation policy that are inconsistent with its strategies. Specific organizational
structures, management controls,and compensation policiesused to implement the
business-levelstrategiesofcost leadership and product differentiationare discussed
in Chapters 4 and 5. How organizational structure, management controls, and com
pensation can be used to implement corporate-level strategies, including vertical
integration, strategic alliance,merger and acquisition, and global strategies, is dis
cussed in Chapters 6,9,10, and 11,respectively. However, there is so much informa
tion about implementing diversification strategies tiiat an entire chapter. Chapter 8,
is dedicated to the discussion of how this corporate-levelstrategy is implemented.

What Is Competitive Advantage?
Of course, the ultimate objective of the strategic management process is to enable
a firm to choose and implement a strategy that generates a competitive advantage.
But what is a competitive advantage? In general, a firm has a competitive
advantage when it is able to create more economic value than rival firms.
Economic value is simply the difference between the perceived benefits gained by
a customer that purchases a firm's products or services and the full economic cost
of these products or services. Thus, the size of a firm's competitive advantage
is the difference between the economic value a firm is able to create and the

economic value its rivals are able to create.®

Consider tire two firms presented in Figure 1.2.Both these firms compete in the
same market for the same customers. However, Firm I generates $180 of economic
value each time it sells a product or service, whereas Firm n generates $150 of eco
nomic value each time it sells a product or service. Because Firm I generates more
economic value each time it sells a product or service, it has a competitive advantage
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over Firm n. The size of this competitive advantage is equal to the difference in the
economic value these two firms create, in this case, $30 ($180 - $150 = $30).

However, as shown in the figure. Firm I's advantage may come from different
sources. For example, it might be the case that Firm I creates greater perceived bene
fits for its customers than Firm 11. In panelA of the figure. FirmI creates perceived
customer benefits worth $230, whereas Firm U creates perceived customer benefits
worth only$200. Thus,even though both firms' costs are the same(equal to $50 per
unit sold). Firm 1 creates more economic value ($230 - $50 = $180) than Firm 11
($200 —$50 = $150). Indeed, it is possible forFirmI, in thissituation, tohavehigher
costs than FirmII and stillcreate more economic value than Firm n if these higher
costsare offset by FirmI's abilityto creategreaterperceived benefitsfor its customers.

Alternatively, as shown in panel Bof the figure, these two firms may create
the same level of perceived customer benefit (equal to $210 in this example) but
have different costs. If Firm I's costs per unit are only $30, it will generate $180
worth of economic value ($210 - $30 = $180). If Firm II's costs are $60, it will
generate only $150 of economic value ($210 —$60 = $150). Indeed, it might be
possible for Firm I to create a lower level of perceived benefits for its customers
than Firm 11 and still create more economicvalue than Firm IT, as long as its disad
vantage in perceived customer benefits is more than offsetby its cost advantage.

A firm's competitive advantage can be temporary or sustained. As summa
rized in Figure 1.3, a temporary competitive advantage is a competitive advan
tage that lasts for a very short period of time. A sustained competitive advantage,
in contrast,can last much longer. How long sustained competitive advantagescan
last is discussed in the Research Made Relevant feature. Firms that create the same
economic value as their rivals experience competitive parity. Finally, firms that
generate less economic value than their rivals have a competitive disadvantage.
Not surprisingly, competitive disadvantages can be either temporary or sustained,
depending on the duration of the disadvantage.

Figure 1.2 TheSourcesofa
Firm'sCompetitive Advantage



For some time, economists have
been interested in how long firms

are able to sustain competitive advan
tages. Traditional economic theory
predicts that such advantages should
be short-lived in highly competitive
markets. This theory suggests that any
competitive advantages gained by a
particular firm will quickly be identi
fied and imitated by other firms,
ensuring competitive parity in the long
run. However, in real life, competitive
advantages often last longer than
traditional economic theory predicts.

One of the first scholars to exam

ine this issue was Dennis Mueller.

Mueller divided a sample of 472 firms
into eight categories, depending on
their level of performance in 1949. He
then examined the impact of a firm's
initial performance on its subsequent
performance. The traditional economic
hypothesis was that all firms in the
sample would converge on an average
level of performance. This did not occur.
Indeed, firms that were performing
well in an earlier time period tended
to perform well in later time periods,
and firms that performed poorly in an
earlier time period tended to perform
poorly in later time periods as well.

Geoffrey Waring followed up on
Mueller's work by explaining why
competitive advantages seem to persist

Competitive Advantage
When a firm creates
more economic value
than its rivals

Resfiapcli Made Pclevant

How Sustainable Are

Competitive Advantages?

longer in some industries than in oth
ers. Waring found that, among other
factors, firms that operate in industries
that (1) are informationally complex,
(2) require customers to know a great
deal in order to use an industry's prod
ucts, (3) require a great deal of research
and development, and (4) have signifi
cant economies of scale are more likely
to have sustained competitive advan
tages compared to firms that operate in
industries without these attributes.

Peter Roberts studied the persist
ence of profitability in one particular
industry—the U.S. pharmaceutical
industry. Roberts found that not
only can firms sustain competitive
advantages in this industry, but that
the ability to do so is almost entirely

attributable to the firms' capacity to
innovate by bringing out new and
powerful drugs.

The most recent work in this

tradition was published by Anita
McGahan and Michael Porter. They
showed that both high and low per
formance can persist for some time.
Persistent high performance is related
to attributes of the industry within
which a firm operates and the corpo
ration within which a business unit

functions. In contrast, persistent low
performance was caused by attributes
of a business unit itself.

In many ways, the difference
between traditional economics research

and strategic management research is
that the former attempts to explain why
competitiveadvantages should not per
sist, whereas the latter attempts to
explain when they can. Thus far, most
empirical research suggests that firms,
in at least some settings, can sustain
competitive advantages.

Sources; D. C. Mueller (1977). "The persistence
of profits above the norm." Economica, 44, pp.
369-380; P. W. Roberts (1999). "Product innova
tion, product-market competition, and persistent
profitability in the U.S. pharmaceutical industry."
Strategic Management journal, 20, pp. 655-670;
G. F. Waring (1996). "Industry differences in
the persistence of firm-specific returns." The
American Economic Reviao, 86, pp. 1253-1265;
A. McGahan and M. Porter (2003). "The emer
gence and sustainability of abnormal profits."
Strategic Organization, 1(1),pp. 79-108.

Competitive Parity
When a firm creates

the same economic
value as its rivals

Competitive Disadvantage
When a firm creates
less economic value

than its rivals

./\
Temporary Sustained

Competitive Advantages Competitive Advantages

Competitive advantages Competitive advantages
that last a short time that last a long time

/\
Temporary Sustained

Competitive Disadvantages Competitive Disadvantages
Competitive disadvantages Competitive disadvantages
that last a short time that last a long time

Figure 1.3 Types of Competitive Advantage

n
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The Strategic Management Process, Revisited
With this description of the strategic management process now complete, it is
possible toredraw theprocess, asdepicted in Figure 1.1, toincorporate thevari
ousoptions a firm faces as it chooses and implements its strategy. This is donein
Figure 1.4. Figure 1.4 is the organizing framework that will beused tiiroughout
this book.

Measuring Competitive Advantage
A firm has a competitive advantage when it createsmore economic value than its
rivals. Economic value is the difference between the perceived customer benefits
associated with bu)dng afirm's products orservices and the cost ofproducing and
selling these products or services. These are deceptively simple definitions.
However, these concepts are not always easy tomeasure directly. For example, the
benefits ofa firm's products orservices are always a matter ofcustomer percep
tion, and perceptionsare not easy to measure.Also, the total costsassociated with
producing a particular product orservice may not always beeasy to identify or
associate with a particular product or service. Despite the very real challenges
associated with measuring a firm's competitive advantage, two approaches have
emerged. The first estimates a firm's competitive advantage by examining its
accoimting performance; thesecond examines thefirm's economic performance.
These approaches arediscussed in thefollowing sections.

Accounting Measures of Competitive Advantage

Afirm's accounting performance isameasure ofitscompetitive advantage calcu
latedby using information from a firm's published profit and loss and balance
sheetstatements. Afirm's profitandlossandbalance sheetstatements, in turn,are
typically created using widely accepted accounting standards and principles. The
application ofthese standards and principles makes it possible to compare the
accoimting performance ofonefirm to the accounting performance ofotherfirms,
evenif those firms arenot in the sameindustry. However, to the extent that these

External

I Analysis
Mission Objectives 4 Threats
Impact:

None

Positive

Negative

Measurable OPPOrt"™ties
Specific Internal J

Analysis
Strengths
Weaknesses

!"• Strategic Choice —• Strategy Implementation—^ Competitive Advantage
^ I Business Strateaies Croanizational Structure DisaHvantaneBusiness Strategies

— Cost Leadership
— Product

Differentiation
Corporate Strategies

— Vertical Integration
— Strategic Alliances
— Diversification

— Mergers and
Acquisitions

Organizational Structure
Control Processes
Compensation Policy

Disadvantage
— Temporary
— Sustained

Parity
Advantage

— Temporary
— Sustained

Figure 1.4 Organizing Framework
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DSBBDEI Common Ratios to Measure a Firm's Accounting Performance

Ratio Calcolatioii

Profitability Ratios

1.ROA

2. ROE

3. Gross profit margin

4. Earnings per share (EPS)

5. Price earnings ratio (p/e)

6. Cash flow per share

Liquidity Ratios

1. Current ratio

2. Quick ratio

Leverage Ratios

1. Debt to assets

2, Debt to equity

3. Times interest earned

profit after taxes

total assets

profit after taxes

total stockholder's equity

sales —cost of goods sold

sales

profits (after taxes) -
preferred stockdividends

number of sluffes of common

stock outstanding

curr^t market price/share

after-taxearnings/share

after-taxprofit + depredation

number of common diares

stock outstanding

current assets

current liabilities

current assets —inventory

current liabilities

total debt

total assets

total debt

total equity

profit before interest
and taxes

total interest charges

Riterpretation

A measure of return on total investment in a

firm. Larger is usually better.

A measure of return on total equity invest
ment in a firm. Larger is usually better.

A rheasuie bf sales available to cover operat
ingexpense^ and stillgeneratea profit.
Larger is usually better.

Ameastueofprofitavailable to ownersof
commonstock.Largeris usually better.

Ameasureofanticipatedfem perform
ance—a highp/e ratiotaids to indicate
that the st<^ market antidpates
strong fututeperformaiice. Larger is
usually better.

A^easure offunds available tofundactivi
ties above current level of costs. Larger is
usually better.

A measure of the ability of a firm to cover
its current liabilities with assets that can be
converted into cash in the short term.

Recommended in the range of 2 to 3.

A measure of the ability of a firm to meet
its short-term obligations without
selling offits currentinventory. Aratioof
1 is thought to be acceptable in many indus
tries.

A measure of the e)dent to which debt

has financed a firm-s business activities.

The higher,the greater the risk of
bankruptcy.

A measure of the use of debt versus equity to
finance a firm's business activities. Generally
recommended less ihan 1.

A measure of how much a firm's profits can
dedme and still meet its interest obligations.
Should be well above 1.
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Activity Ratios

1. InventGiy turnover sales A measure of the speed with which a firm's
inventory mventory is turning over.

2.Accountsreceivableturnover annual credit sales A measure of the average time it takes a firm
accoimts receivable to collect on credit sales.

3.Averagecollectionperiod accountsreceivable A measure of the time it takes a firm to
averagedailysales rec^ye paymentaftera salehas beenmade.

standards and principles are not applied in generating a firm's accounting state
ments, or to the extent that different firms use different accounting standards and
principles in generating their statements, it can be difficult to compare the
accounting performance of firms. As described in the Global Perspectives feature,
these issues can be particularly challengingwhen comparing the performance of
firms in different coimtries around the world.

One way to use a firm's accounting statements to measure its competi
tive advantage is through the use of accoimting ratios. Accounting ratios are
simply numbers taken from a firm's financial statements that are manipulated
in ways that describe various aspects of a firm's performance. Some of the most
common accounting ratios that can be used to characterizea firm's performance are
presented in Table 1.4. These measures of firm accounting performance can
be grouped into four categories:(1)profitability ratios, or ratios with some measure
of profit in the numerator and some measure of firm size or assets in the denomina
tor; (2) liquidity ratios, or ratios that focus on the ability of a firm to meet its short-
term financialobligations; (3) leverage ratios, or ratios that focus on the level of a
firm's financial flexibility, including its ability to obtain more debt; and (4) activity
ratios, or ratios that focuson the levelof activityin a firm's business.

Of course, these ratios, by themselves, say very little about a firm. To deter
mine how a firm is performing, its accoimtingratiosmust be comparedwith some
standard. In general,that standard is the averageofaccountingratios ofother firms
in the same industry. Using ratio analysis,a firm earns above average accounting
performance when its performance is greater than the industry average. Such
firms typically have competitive advantages, sustained or otherwise. A finn earns
average accounting performance when its performance is equal to the industry
average. These firms generally enjoy only competitive parity. A firm earns below
average accounting performance when its performance is less than the industry
average. Thesefirms generally experiencecompetitive disadvantages.

Consider,for example, the performance of Apple Computer. Apple's finan
cial statements for 2007and 2008 are presented in Table 1.5. Losses in this table
would be presented in parentheses.Severalratio measures of accountingperform
ance are calculated for Apple in these two years in Table1.6.

Apple's sales increased dramatically from 2007 to 2008, from just over
$24 billion to just under $32.5billion. However, some profitability accounting
ratios suggest that its profitability dropped somewhat during this same time
period, from a return on total assets (ROA) of 0.138 to 0.122,and from a return on
equity (ROE) of 0.241 to 0.230. On ihe other hand, Apple's gross profit margin
increased from 0.340 to 0.343. So its sales went up, its overall profitability went
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TABLE 1.5

TABLE 1.6

Apple Computer's
Rnandal Statements for 2007

and 2008 (numbers in millions

ofdollars)

Some Accounting
Ratiosfor Apple Computer In
2007 and 2008

2007 2008

Nirt sales 24,006 32,479

Cost of goods sold 15,852 21,334

Gross margin 8,154 11,145
Selling,general and administrative expenses 2,963 3,751

Researdi and development expenses 782 1,109

Tot^operating expoises 3,745 4,370

Operating income (loss) 4,409 6,275
Total income (loss), before taxes 5,008 6,895

Provision for (benefit from) income taxes 1,512 2,061

Net income, after taxes 3,496 4,834

Inv^tories 346 509

Total current assets 21,956 34,690

Tot^ assets 25,347 39,572

Total current liabilities 9,280: 14,092.

Tot^debt 10,815 18,542

Tot^ shareholders'equity 14,532 21,030

down a little, but its gross profit margin went up a little. This pattern could reflect
several changes in Apple's business. For example, perhaps Apple was selling
more products, but at lower margins, in 2008 compared to 2007. This would
explain tiie lower ROAand ROE,but would not explain the increased gross profit
margin. Alternatively, maybe some of Apple's operating expenses increased at a
rate greater than the increase in its sales revenues. However, a quick look at Table
1.5 suggests that Apple's operating expenses increased at about the same rate as
its sales. The explanation of the slightly lower ROA and ROE numbers in 2008
doesn't have to do with revenues and costs, but rather has to do with increases in
Apple's total assets and its total shareholders' equity. Both of these balance sheet
numbers increased at a rate faster than Apple's sales increased, leading to
slightly lower ROAand ROEnumbers for 2008compared to 2007.

On the other hand, Apple's liquidity and leverage ratios remain largely
tmchanged over these two years. With current and quick ratios well over two, it's
pretty clear that Apple has enough cash on hand to respond to any short-term
financial needs. And its leverage ratios suggest that it still has some opportunities
to borrow money for long-term investments should the need arise.

Overall, the information in Tables1.5and 1.6suggests that Apple Computer,
m 2007 and 2008, is, financially speaking, very healthy.

2007 2008

ROA 0.138 0.122

ROE 0.241 0.230

Gross profit margin 0.340 0.343

Current ratio 2.37 2.46

Qui(^ratio. 2.33 2.43

Debt to.as^ets 0.427 0.469

Debt to equity 0.744 0.882
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Economic Measures of Competitive Advantage

The great advantage of accounting measures of competitive advantage is that
they are relatively easy to compute. All publicly traded firms must make their
accounting statements available to the public. Even privately owned firms will
typically release some information about their accounting performance. From
these statements, it is quite easy to calculate various accoimting ratios. One can
leam a lot about a firm's competitive position by comparing these ratios to indus
try averages.

However, accounting measures of competitive advantage have at least
one significant limitation. Earlier, economic profit was defined as the difference
between the perceived benefit associated with purchasing a firm's products or
services and the cost of producing and selling that product or service. However,
one important component of cost typically is not included in most accounting
measures of competitive advantage—the cost of the capital a firm employs
to produce and sell its products. The cost of capital is the rate of return that a
firm promises to pay its suppliers of capital to induce them to invest in the
firm. Once these investments are made, a firm can use this capital to produce
and sell products and services. However, a firm must provide the promised
return to its sources of capital if it expects to obtain more investment capital
in the future. Economic measures of competitive advantage compare a firm's
level of return to its cost of capital instead of to the average level of return in
the industry.

Generally, there are two broad categories of sources of capital: debt (capital
from banks and bondholders) and equity (capital from individuals and institu
tions that purchase a firm's stock). The cost of debt is equal to the interest that a
firm must pay its debt holders (adjusted for taxes) in order to induce those debt
holders to lend money to a firm. The cost of equity is equal to the rate of return a
firm must promise its equity holders in order to induce these individuals and
institutions to invest in a firm. A firm's weighted average cost of capital (WACO
is simply the percentage of a firm's total capital, which is debt times the cost of
debt, plus the percentage of a firm's total capital; that is, equity times the cost of
equity. A simple approach to measuring a firm's WACC is described in the
Strategy in Depth feature.

Conceptually, a firm's cost of capital is the level of performance a firm must
attain if it is to satisfy the economic objectives of two of its critical stakeholders:
debt holders and equity holders. A firm that earns above its cost of capital is
likely to be able to attract additional capital, because debt holders and equity
holders will scramble to make additional ftmds available for this firm. Such a

firm is said to be earning above normal economic performance and will be able
to use its access to cheap capital to grow and expand its business. A firm that
earns its cost of capital is said to have normal economic performance. This level
of performance is said to be "normal" because this is the level of performance
that most of a firm's equity and debt holders expect. Firms that have normal
economic performance are able to gain access to the capital they need to survive,
although they are not prospering. Growth opportunities may be somewhat
limited for these firms. In general, firms with competitive parity usually have
normal economic performance. A firm that earns less than its cost of capital
is in the process of liquidating. Below normal economic performance implies
that a firm's debt and equity holders will be looking for alternative ways to
invest their money, someplace where they can earn at least what they expect to
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A firm's WACC can be an impor
tant benchmark against which to

compare a firm's performance.
However, calculating this number
can sometimes be tricky. Fortunately,
it is possible to obtain all the informa
tion needed to calculate a firm's

WACC—at least for publicly traded
firms—from information published
in outlets such as Moody's, Standard
and Poor's, Dun and Bradstreet, and

Value Line. These publications are in
every major business school library
in the world and are also available

online.

To calculate a firm's WACC, five

pieces of information are required: (1)
a firm's debt rating, (2) its marginal tax
rate, (3) its Beta, (4) the risk-free and

market rates of return in the years a
firm's WACC is being calculated, and
(5) information about a firm's capital
structure.

Typically, a firm's debt rating
will be presented in the form of a series
of letters—for example, AA or BBB+.
Think of these ratings as grades for a
firm's riskiness: an "A" is less risky
than an "AA," which is less risky than
a "BBB+," and so forth. At any given
point in time, a firm with a given
debt rating has a market-determined
interest. Suppose that the market-
determined interest rate for a firm with

a BBB debt rating is 7.5 percent. This
is a firm's before-tax cost of debt.

However, because interest payments
are tax deductible in the United

States, this before-tax cost of debt

has to be adjusted for the tax savings
a firm has from using debt. If a firm
is reasonably large, then it will
almost certainly have to pay the

StpatPGiccjij in

Estimating a Firm's Weighted
Average Cost of Capital

largest marginal tax rate, which in
the United States has been 39 percent.
So, the after-tax cost of debt in

this example is (1 —0.39) (7.5), or
4.58 percent.

A firm's Beta is a measure of how

highly correlated the price of a firm's
equity is to the overall stock market.
Betas are published for most publicly
traded firms. The risk-free rate of return
is the rate the U.S. federal government
has to pay on its long-term bonds to
get investors to buy these bonds, and
the market rate of return is the return

investors would obtain if they pur
chased one share of each of the stocks

traded on public exchanges. Histori
cally, this risk-free rate of return has
been low—around 3 percent. The
market rate of return has averaged
around 8.5 percent in the United
States. Using these numbers, and
assuming that a firm's Beta is equal to
1.2, the cost of a firm's equity capital
can be estimated using the Capital
Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) as
follows:

Cost of Equity = RiskFreeRate of
Return -I- (Market

Rate of Return —

Risk Free Rate of

Return) Beta

For our example, this equation is:

9.6 = 3.0 + (8.5 - 3.0)1.2

Because firms do not gain tax
advantages from using equity capital,
the before- and after-tax cost of equity
is the same.

To calculate a firm's WACC, sim

ply multiple the percentage of a firm's
total capital; that is, debt times the
after-tax cost of debt, and add it to the

percentage of a firm's total capital; that
is, equity times the cost of equity. If a
firm has total assets of $5 million and

stockholders' equity of $4 million, then
it must have debt with a market value

of $1 million. The WACC for this hypo
thetical firm thus becomes:

WACC = (Stockholders' Equity/Total
Assets) Cost of Equity +
(Debt/Total Assets) After-
Tax Cost of Debt

= 4/5(9.6) -t 1/5(4.58)
= 7.68 -t- 0.916

= 8.59

Obviously, firms can have a
much more complicated capital struc
ture than this hypothetical example.
Moreover, the taxes a firm pays can be
quite complicated to calculate. There
are also some problems in using the
CAPM to calculate a firm's cost of

equity. However, even with these
caveats, this approach usually gives a
reasonable approximation to a firm's
weighted average cost of capital.
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earn; that is, normal economic performance. Unless a firm with below normal
performance changes, its long-term viability will come into question. Obviously,
firms that have a competitive disadvantage generally have below normal eco
nomic performance.

Measuring a firm's performance relative to its cost of capital has several
advantages for strategic analysis. Foremost among these is the notion that a firm
that earns at least its cost of capital is satisfying two of its most important stake
holders—debt holders and equity holders. Despite the advantages of comparing a
firm's performance to its cost of capital, this approach has some important limita
tions as well.

For example, it can sometimes be difficult to calculate a firm's cost of capital.
This is especially true if a firm is privately held—that is, if it has stock that is
not traded on public stock markets or if it is a division of a larger company. In
these situations, it may be necessary to use accoimting ratios to measure a firm's
performance.

Moreover, some have suggested that although accoimting measures of com
petitive advantage understate the importance of a firm's equity and debt holders
in evaluating a firm's performance, economic measures of competitive advantage
exaggerate the importance of tihese two particular stakeholders, often to the disad
vantage of other stakeholders in a firm. These issues are discussed in more detail
in the Ethics and Strategy feature.

The Relationship Between Economic and Accounting
Performance Measures

The correlation between economic and accounting measures of competitive
advantage is high. That is, firms that perform well using one of these measures
usually perform well using the other. Conversely, firms that do poorly using one
of these measures normally do poorly using the other. Thus, the relationships
among competitive advantage, accounting performance, and economic perform
ance depicted in Figure 1.5 generally hold.

However, it is possible for a firm to have above average accounting per
formance and simultaneously have below normal economic performance.
This could happen, for example, when a firm is not earning its cost of capital
but has above industry average accounting performance. Also, it is possible for
a firm to have below average accounting performance and above normal eco
nomic performance. This could happen when a firm has a very low cost of cap
ital and is earning at a rate in excess of this cost, but still below the industry
average.

Competitive —
Advantage

Competitive —
Parity

Competitive «•
Disadvantage

Above Average <-
Accounting Performance

Average Accounting
Performance

Below Average —
Accounting Performance

Above Normal

Economic Performance

Normal Economic

Performance

Below Normal
Economic Performance

Figure 1.5 Competitive
Advantage and Rrm
Performance
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Figure 1.6 Mintzberg's
Analysis of the Relationship
Between Intended and Realized

Strategies

Source; Reprinted from "Strategy
formation in an adhocracy,"by
H. Mintzberg and A. McHugh,
published in Adininistralive Science
Quarterly. 30,No. 2,June 1985, by
permission of Administrative
Science Quarterly. Copyright©
1985 by Administrative Science
Quarterly.

Emergent Versus Intended Strategies

The simplest way of thinking about a firm's strategy is to assume that firms
choose and implement their strategies exactly as described by the strategic man
agement process in Figure 1.1. That is, they begin with a well-defined mission
and objectives, they engage in external and internal analyses, they make their
strategic choices, and then they implement their strategies. And there is no
doubt that this describes the process for choosing and implementing a strategy
in many firms.

For example, FedEx, the world leader in the overnight delivery business,
entered this industry with a very well-developed theory about how to gain com
petitive advantages in this business. Indeed, Fred Smith, the founder of FedEx
(originally known as Federal Express), first articulated this theory as a student in
a term paper for an undergraduate business class at YaleUniversity. Legend has it
that he received only a "C" on the paper, but the company that was founded on
the theory of competitive advantage in the overnight delivery business developed
in that paper has done extremely well. Founded in 1971,FedEx had 2008 sales just
under $38 billion and profits of over $1,125billion.^

Other firms have also begun operations with a well-defined, well-formed
strategy, but have found it necessary to modify this strategy so much once it
is actually implemented in the marketplace that it bears little resemblance to
the theory with which the firm started. Emergent strategies are theories of how
to gain competitive advantage in an industry that emerge over time or that
have been radically reshaped once they are initially implemented.^" The rela
tionship between a firm's intended and emergent strategies is depicted in
Figure 1.6.

Several well-known firms have strategies that are at least partly emergent.
For example, J&J was originally a supplier of antiseptic gauze and medical plas
ters. It had no consumer business at all. Then, in response to complaints about irri
tation caused by some of its medical plasters, J&J began enclosing a small packet
of talcum powder with each of the medical plasters it sold. Soon customers were
asking to purchase the talcum powder by itself, and the company introduced
"Johnson's Toilet and Baby Powder." Later, an employee invented a ready-to-use
bandage for his wife. It seems she often cut herself while using knives in the

Intended strategy:
A strategy a firm thought
it was going to pursue.

Deliberote strategy:
An intended strategy

a firm actually
implements.

Realized strategy:
The strategy a firm Is
actually pursuing.

Unrealized strategy:
An intended strategy a
firm does not actually

implement.

Emergent strategy:
A strategy that emerges

over time or that has beer

radically reshaped once
implemented.



Considerable debate exists about the
role of a firm's equity and debt

holders versus its other stakeholders in

defining and measuring a firm's per
formance. These other stakeholders

include a firm's suppliers, its customers,
its employees, and the communities
within which it does business. Like

equity and debt holders, these other
stakeholders make investments in a

firm. They, too, expect some compensa
tion for making these investments.

On the one hand, some argue
that if a firm maximizes the wealth of

its equity holders, it will automatically
satisfy all of its other stakeholders.
This view of the firm depends on what
is called the residual claimants view of

equity holders. This view is that equity
holders only receive payment on their
investment in a firm after all legitimate
claims by a firm's other stakeholders
are satisfied. Thus, a firm's equity
holders, in this view, only receive pay
ment on their investments after the

firm's employees are compensated, its
suppliers are paid, its customers are
satisfied, and its obligations to the
communities within which it does

business have been met. By maximiz
ing returns to its equity holders, a firm
is ensuring that its other stakeholders
are fully compensated for investing in
a firm.
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Stockholders Versus Stakeholders

On the other hand, some argue
that the interests of equity holders and a
firm's other stakeholders often collide,

and that a firm that maximizes the

wealth of its equity holders does not
necessarily satisfy its other stakehold
ers. For example, whereas a firm's cus
tomers may want it to sell higher-qual
ity products at lower prices, a firm's
equity holders may want it to sell low-
quality products at higher prices; this
obviously would increase the amount of
money left over to pay off a firm's
equity holders. Also, whereas a firm's
employees may want it to adopt policies
that lead to steady performance over
long periods of time—because this wiU
lead to stable employment—a firm's

equity holders may be more interested
in its maximizing its short-term prof
itability, even if this hurts employment
stability. The interests of equity holders
and the broader community may also
clash, especially when it is very costly
for a firm to engage in environmentally
friendly behaviors that could reduce its
short-term performance.

This debate manifests itself in a

variety of ways. For example, many
groups that oppose the globalization of
the U.S.economy do so on the basis that
firms make production, marketing,
and other strategic choices in ways that
maximize profits for equity holders,
often to the detriment of a firm's

other stakeholders. These people are
concemed about the efects of globaliza
tion on workers, on the environment,

and on the cultures in the developing
economies where global firms some
times locate their manufacturing and
other operations. Managers in global
firms respond by saying that they have a
responsibility to maximize the wealth of
their equity holders. Given the passions
that surround this debate, it is unlikely
that these issues will be resolved soon.

Sources: T. Copeland, T. Koller, and J. Murrin
(1995). Valuation: Measuringand managingthe value
of companies. New York; Wiley; L. Donaldson
(1990). "The ethereal hand: Organizational eco
nomics and management theory." Academy of
Revieiv, 15, pp. 369-381.

kitchen. When J&Jmarketing managers learned of this invention, they decided to
introduce it into the marketplace. J&J's Band-Aid products have since become the
largest selling brand category at J&J. Overall, J&J's intended strategy was to
compete in the medical products market, but its emergent consumer products
strategies now generate over 40 percent of total corporate sales.

Another firm with what turns out to be an emergent strategy is the Marriott
Corporation. Marriott was originally in the restaurant business. In the late 1930s,
Marriott owned and operated eight restaurants. However, one of these restaurants
was close to a Washington, D.C., airport. Managers at this restaurant noticed that
airline passengers would come into the restaurant to purchase food to eat on their
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vStrcifeqij in llie Lmepcjinq Enter

Every entrepreneur—and would-be
entrepreneur—is fanuliar with the

drill: If you want to receive financial
support for your idea, you need to write
a business plan. Businessplans are typi
cally 25 to 30 pages long. Most begin
with an ExecutiveSummary; then move
quickly to describing an entrepreneur's
business idea, why customers will be
interested in this idea, how much it will

cost to realize this idea; and usually end
with a series of charts that project a
firm's cash flows over the next five

years.

Of course, because these business

ideas are often new and untried, no

one—including the entrepreneur—
really knows if customers will like the
idea well enough to buy from this firm.
No one really knows how much it will
cost to build these products or produce
these services—they've never been
built or produced before. And, cer
tainly, no one really knows what a
firm's cash flows will look like over the

next five years or so. Indeed, it is not
imusual for entrepreneurs to constantly
revise their business plan to reflectnew
information they have obtained about
their business idea and its viability. It is
not even unusual for entrepreneurs to
fundamentally revise their central busi
ness idea as they begin to pursue it in
earnest.

Emergent Strategies and
Entrepreneurship

The truth is, most decisions about

whether to create an entrepreneurial
firm take place under conditions of high
imcertainty and high unpredictability.
In this setting, the ability to adjust on the
fly, to be flexible, and to recast a busi
ness idea in ways that are more consis
tent with customer interests may be a
central determinant of a firm's ultimate

success. This, of course, suggests that
emergent strategies are likely to be very
important for entrepreneurial firms.

This view of entrepreneurship is
different from the popular stereotype. In
the popular view, entrepreneurs are
assumed to be hit by a "blinding rush of
insight" about a previously unexploited
market opportunity. In reality,entrepre
neurs are more likely to experience a

ppise

series of smaller insights about market
opportunities. But typicaUy, these peri
ods of insight will be preceded by peri
ods of disappointment, as an entrepre
neur discovers that what he or she

thought was a new and complete busi
ness model is, in fact, either not new or

not complete or both. In the popular
view, entrepreneurship is all about cre
ativity,about being able to see opportu
nities others cannot see. In reality, entre
preneurship may be more about
tenacity than creativity, because entre
preneurs build their firms step-by-step
out of the imcertainty and unpre
dictability that plague their decision
making. In the popular view, entrepre
neurs can envision their success well

before it occurs. In reality, although
entrepreneurs may dream about finan
cial and other forms of success, they
usually do not know the exact path they
will take, nor what success will actually
look like, until after they have arrived.

Sources; S. Alvarez and). Barney (2005)."How do
entrepreneurs organize firms under conditions of
uncertainty?" Journal of Management, 31 (5), pp.
776-793; S. Alvarez and J. Barney (2004).
"Organizing rent generation and appropriation;
Toward a theory of the entrepreneurial firm,"
Journal of Business Venturing, 19, pp. 621-636;
W.Gartner (1988). "Who is the entrepreneur? is the
wrongquestion."American Journal cfSmall Business,
12,pp. 11-32;S. Sarasvathy (2001). "Causation and
effectuation: Toward a theoretical shift from eco

nomic inevitability to entrepreneurial contingency."
Academy ofMamgement Review, 26,pp. 243-264.

trip. J. Willard Marriott, the founder of the Marriott Corporation, noticed this trend
and negotiated a deal with Eastern Airlines whereby Marriott's restaurant would
deliver prepackaged lunches directly to Eastern's planes. This arrangement was
later extended to include American Airlines. Over time, providing food service to
airlines became a major business segment for Marriott. Although Marriott's initial
intended strategy was to operate in the restaurant business, it became engaged in
the emergent food service business at over 100airports throughout the world."

Some firms have almost entirely emergent strategies. FEZ Candy, Inc., for
example, manufactures and sells small plastic candy dispensers with cartoon and
movie character heads, along with candy refills.This privately held firm has made
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few efforts to speed its growth, yet demand for current and older PEZ products
continues to grow.In the 1990s, PEZdoubled the size of its manufacturing opera
tion to keep up with demand. Old PEZ dispensers have become something of a
collector's item. Several national conferences on PEZ collecting have been held,
and some rare PEZ dispensers were once auctioned at Qiristie's. This demand has
enabled PEZ to raise its prices without increases in advertising, sales personnel,
and movie tie-ins so typical in the candy industry."

Of course, one might argue that emergent strategies are only important
when a firm fails to implement the strategic management process effectively. After
all, if this process is implemented effectively, then would it ever be necessary to
fundamentally alter the strategies that a firm has chosen?

In reality,it will often be the case that at the time a firm chooses its strategies,
some of the information needed to complete the strategic management process
may simply not be available. As suggested earlier, in this setting a firm simply has
to make its "best bet" about how competition in an industry is likely to emerge. In
such a situation, a firm's ability to change its strategies quickly to respond to
emergent trends in an industry may be as important a source of competitive
advantage as the ability to complete the strategic management process. For all
these reasons, emergent strategies may be particularly important for entrepre
neurial firms, asdescribed in theStrategy intheEmerging J^terprise feature.

Why You Need to Know About Strategy
At first glance, it may not be obvious why students would need to know about
strategy and the strategic management process. After all, the process of choosing
and implementing a strategy is normally the responsibility of senior managers in
a firm, and most students are unlikely to be senior managers in large corporations
until many years after graduation. Why study strategy and the strategic manage
ment process now?

hi fact, there are at least three very compelling reasons why it is important to
study strategy and the strategic management process now. First, it can give you
the tools you need to evaluate the strategies of firms that may employ you. We
have already seen how a firm's strategy can have a huge impact on its competitive
advantage. Your career opportunities in a firm are largely determined by that
firm's competitive advantage. Thus, in choosing a place to begin or continue yoiu:
career, tmderstanding a firm's theory of how it is going to gain a competitive
advantage can be essential in evaluating the career opportunities in a firm. Firms
with strategies that are unlikely to be a source of competitive advantage will
rarely provide the same career opportunities as firms with strategies that do gen
erate such advantages. Being able to distinguish between these t5rpes of strategies
can be very important in your career choices.

Second, once you are working for a firm, understanding that firm's strate
gies, and your role in implementing those strategies, can be very important for
your personal success. It will often be the case that expectations of how you per-
iform your function in a firm will change, depending on the strategies a firm is
pursuing. For example, as we will see in Part 2 of this book, the accoimting func
tion plays a very different role in a firm pursuing a cost leadership strategy versus
a product differentiation strategy. Marketing and manufacturing also play very
different roles in ihese two iypes of strategies. Youreffectiveness in a firm can be
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reduced by doing accounting,marketing, and manufacturing as if your firm were
pursuing a cost leadership strategy when it is actually pursuing a product differ
entiation strategy

Finally, although it is true that strategic choicesare generally limited to very
experienced senior managers inlarge organizations, insm^er and entrepreneurid
firmsmany employees end up beinginvolvedin the strategic managementprocess.
If you choose to work for one of these smaller or entrepreneurial firms—even if it is
not right after graduation—^you could very easily find yourself to be part of the
strategic management team, implementing the strategic management process and
choosingwhich strategies this firm should implement In this setting, a familiarity
with the essentialconceptsthat underlie the choiceand implementationof a strategy
may turn out to be very helpful.

Summary
Afirm's strategy is its theory of how to gain competitive advantages. These theories, like all
theories, are based on assumptions and hypotheses about how competition in an industry
is likely to evolve. When those assumptions and h)rpotheses are consistent with the actual
evolution of competition in an industry, a firm's strategy is more likely to be able to gener
ate a competitive advantage.

One way that a firm can choose its strategies is through the strategic management
process. This process is a set of analyses and decisions that increase the likelihood that a
firm will be able to choose a "good" strategy, that is, a strategy that will lead to a competi
tive advantage.

The strategic management process begins when a firm identifies its mission, or its
long-term purpose. This mission is often written down in the form of a mission statement.
Mission statements, by themselves, can have no impact on performance, enhance a firm's
performance, or hurt a firm's performance. Objectivesare measurable milestones firms use
to evaluate whether they are accomplishing their missions. External and internal analyses are
the processes through which a firm identifies its environmental threats and opportunities
and organizational strengths and weaknesses. Armed with these analyses, it is possible for a
firm to engage in strategic choice.Strategiescan be classifiedinto two categories: business-
level strategies (including cost leadership and product differentiation) and corporate-level
strategies (including vertical integration, strategic alliances, diversification, and mergers
and acquisitions). Strategy implementation follows strategic choice and involves choosing
organizational structures, management control policies, and compensation schemes that
support a firm's strategies.

The ultimate objective of the strategic management process is the realization of com
petitive advantage. A firm has a competitive advantage if it is creating more economic
value than its rivals. Economic value is defined as the difference between the perceived cus
tomer benefits from purchasing a product or service from a firm and the total economic cost
of developing and selling that product or service. Competitive advantages can be tempo
rary or sustained. Competitive parity exists when a firm creates the same economic value
as its rivals. A competitive disadvantage exists when a firm creates less economic value
than its rivals, and it can be either temporary or sustained.

Two popular measures of a firm's competitive advantage are accounting per
formance and economic performance. Accounting performance measures competitive
advantage using various ratios calculated from a firm's profit cind loss and balance sheet
statements. A firm's accounting performance is compared with the average level of
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accounting performance in a firm's industry. Economic performance compares a firm's
level of return to its cost of capital. A firm's cost of capital is the rate of return it had to
promise to pay to its debt and equity investors to induce them to invest in the firm.

Although many firms use the strategic management process to choose and imple
ment strategies, not all strategies are chosen this way. Some strategies emerge over time, as
firms respond to unanticipated changes in the structure of competition in an industry.

Students need to imderstand strategy and the strategicmanagement process for at least
three reasons. First, it can help in deciding where to work. Second, once you have a job it can
help you to be successful in that job. Finally, if you have a job in a small or entrepreneurial
firm you may become involved in strategy and the strategic management process from the
very beginning.
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diallenqG Questions
1. Some firms publicize their corpo
rate mission statements by including
them in annual reports, on company
letterheads, and in corporate adver
tising. What, if anything, does this
practice say about tiie ability of these
mission statements to be sources of

sustained competitive advantage for a
firm? Why?

2. Little empirical evidence indicates
that having a formal, written mission
statement improves a firm's perform
ance. Yet many firms spend a great
deal of time and money developing
mission statements. Why?

3. Is it possible to distinguish between
an emergent strategy and an ad hoc
rationalization of a firm's past deci
sions? Explain.

4. Both external and internal analyses
are important in the strategic manage
ment process. Is the order in which
these analyses are conducted impor
tant? If yes, which should come first:
external analysis or internal analysis? If
the order is not important, why not?

5. Will a firm that has a sustained

competitive disadvantage necessarily
go out of business? What about a firm

PpoLlem Set

with below average accounting per
formance over a long period of time?
Or a firm with below normal eco

nomic performance over a long period
of time?

6. Can more than one firm have a

competitive advantage in an industry
at the same time? Is it possible for a
firm to simultaneously have a compet
itive advantage and a competitive dis
advantage?

1. Writeobjectives for each of the following mission statements.
(a) Wewill be a leader in pharmaceutical innovation.
(b) Customer satisfection is our primary goal.
(c) We promise on-time delivery.
(d) Product quality is our first priority.

2. Rewrite each of the following objectivesto make them more helpful in guiding a firm's
strategic management process.
(a) We will introduce five new drugs.
(b) We will understand our customers' needs.
(c) Almost all of our products wUlbe delivered on time.
(d) The number of defects in our products will fall.

3. Do firms with the following financial results have below normal, normal, or above
normal economic performance?
(a) ROA = 14.3%, WACC = 12.8%
(b) ROA = 4.3%, WACC = 6.7%
(c) ROA = 6.5%, WACC = 9.2%
(d) ROA = 8.3%, WACC = 8.3%

4. Do these same firms have below average, average, or above average accounting
performance?
(a) ROA = 14.3%, Industry Avg. ROA = 15.2%
(b) ROA = 4.3%,Industry Avg. ROA = 4.1%
(c) ROA = 6.5%,Industry Avg. ROA = 6.1%
(d) ROA = 8.3%,Industry Avg. ROA = 9.4%
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5. Is it possiblefor a firm to simultaneouslyearn above normal economicreturns and below
averageaccounting returns? Whataboutbelownormaleconomic returns and aboveaverage
accoimtingreturns? Why or why not? If this can occur,which measure of performance is
morereliable: economic performance or accounting performance? Explain.

6. Examine the following corporate Web sitesand determine if the strategies pursued by
these firms were emergent, deliberate, or both emergent and deliberate. Justify your
answer with facts from the Web sites.

(a) www.walmart.com
(b) www.ibm.com
(c) www.homedepot.com
(d) www.cardinaLcom

7. Using the information provided, calculate this firm's ROA, ROE, gross profitmargin,
and quick ratio. If this firm's WACC is 6.6 percent and the average firm in its industry
has an ROA of8 percent, is this firmearningaboveor belownormaleconomic performance
and above or below average accounting performance?

Net sales 6,134 Operating cash 3,226 Net other operating assets 916 w. j.v
V ,

Cost of goods sold (4,438) Accoimts receivable 681 Total assets 5,161
Selling, general administrative Inventories 20 Net current liabilities 1,549

expenses (996) Other current assets 0 Long-term debt 300

Otiier expenses (341) Total current assets 3,927 Deferred income taxes 208 i;,-V

fiiterest income 72 Gross properties, plant. Preferred stock 0 K-S-
Interest expense (47) equipment 729 Retained earnings 0

Provision for taxes (75) Accumulated depreciation (411) Common stock 3,104 * -t

Other income 245 Book value of fixed assets 318 Other liabilities 0 ••

Net income 554 Goodwill 0 Total liabilities and equity 5,161
/.'
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After readinQ this chapter,
you should be able to:

1. Describe the dimensions of

the general environment
facing a firm and how this
environment can affect a

firm's opportunities and
threats.

2. Describe how the structure-

conduct-performance
(S-C-P) model suggests
that industry structure
can influence a firm's

competitive choices.

3. Describe the "five forces

model of industry
attractiveness" and

indicators of when each of

these forces will improve or
reduce the attractiveness of

an industry.

4. Describe how rivals and

substitutes differ.

5. Discuss the role of

complements in analyzing
competition within an
industry.

6. Describe four generic
industry structures and
specific strategic
opportunities in those
industries.

7. Describe the impact of
tariffs, quotas, and other
nontariff barriers to entry
on the cost of entry into
new geographic markets.

Eva

Env

Competing College?

On August 1,2006, a new athletic stadium

in Giendale, Arizona, opened. With 63,400

permanent seats, expandable to 73,000,

this stadium was the first to have both a

retractable roof and a retractable grass

field. Weighing 18.9 billion pounds, the

grass field is transported 741 feet at 1/8

mile per hour outside the stadium's wall so

that it can soak up the Arizona sunshine

and provide a healthy and safe playing sur

face for professional and college football

players. Since opening, the stadium has

hosted numerous NFL and college games,

including a BCS National Championship

game and Super Bowl XLII. An impressive

architectural sight—described by many as

an alien space ship landing on the desert—

the stadium is the state of the art in provid

ing fans and players a great sporting venue.

Indeed, there is only one thing unusual

about this stadium—its name. It is called

the University of Phoenix Stadium.^

Now, having a football stadium

associated with a university is not that

unusual in the United States. Many large

and small colleges and universities In the

United States have football stadiums on

campus, and some of them bear the name

of the school or the state within which

the school resides—Ohio State University

has, for example, the 105,000-seat Ohio

Stadium; the University of Michigan has

the no,000-seat Michigan Stadium; the

University of Texas has the 94,000-seat

Texas Memorial Stadium.

However, unlike these other univer

sities, the University of Phoenix has no

football team. It has no cheerleaders, no

mascot, no overpaid coach. Indeed, it has

no campus, in the traditional sense of a

single location where most of its students

attend class. Instead, the University of

Phoenix is a private university, founded in

1976, with more than 330,000 students

attending classes in 194 locations in 39

U.S. states, Puerto Rico, District of Colum

bia, Netherlands, Canada, and Mexico. Its

students can major in over 100 different

degree programs, many of which can be

completed entirely online. Just like United

Airline's investment in the United Center in

Chicago, and Chase's investment in Chase

Ball Park in Arizona, the University of

Phoenix signed on as a sponsor to the new

stadium in Giendale to advertise its brand

to potential consumers.

The University of Phoenix is one of

an increasing number of new entrants into

higher education. According to itsfounder,

Dr. John Sperling,the University of Phoenix

entered into this industry to meet the

growing demand for higher education

opportunities for working adults. Commit

ted to removing the barriers that have pre

vented working adults from completing

their education, the University of Phoenix



has been the fastest growing university in the United

States virtuallyfrom its founding.^

Competition seems to have come to the higher

education industry. And it's not just restricted to new

entrants like the University of Phoenix. After almost two

centuries of gentle competition among universities

confined almost entirely to the athletic field, universi

ties and colleges now find themselves competing for

the best students with attractive financial packages,

luxurious on-campus health clubs, and state-of-the-art

computing facilities. Universities now compete to hire

the best-known, most widely published professors, who

then compete with each other for research grants from

the government and various nongovernmental organi

zations. University and college development officers

compete to gain the favor of potential donors—people

who can help build a university or college's endowment,

which, in turn, can be used to fund programs for faculty,

staff, and students.

indeed, competition in the higher education

industry has never been more intense. University

presidents are now held responsible to the Trustees, for

the development and implementation of strategies

designed to give their schools a competitive advantage.

This is the case even though most colleges and universi

ties in the United States are not-for-profit organizations.

But, Just because these organizations are not trying to

maximize their economic profit does not mean that they

are not competing in a verycompetitive industry.^
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Ttie strategic management process described in Chapter1suggested that one of
the critical determinants of a firm's strategies is the threats and opportunities
in its competitive environment. If a firm understands these threats and

opportunities, it is one step closer to being able to choose and implement a "good
strategy"; that is, a strategy that leads to competitive advantage.

There are clearly both nev^ threats—like new entrants including the
University of Phoenix—and new opportunities in higher education.

However, it is not enough to recognize that it is important to understand the
threats and opportunities in a firm's competitive environment. A set of tools that
managers can apply to systematicallycomplete this external analysis as part of the
strategic management process is also required. These tools must be rooted in a
strong theoretical base, so that managers know that they have not been developed
in an arbitrary way. Fortunately, such tools exist and will be described in this
chapter.

Understanding a Firm's General Environment
Any analysis of the threats and opportunities facing a firm must begin with an
understanding of the general environment within which a firm operates. This
general environment consists of broad trends in the context within which a firm
operates that can have an impact on a firm's strategic choices. As depicted in
Figure 2.1, the general environment consists of six interrelated elements: techno
logical change, demographic trends, cultural trends, the economic climate, legal
and political conditions, and specific international events. Each of these elements
of the general environment is discussed in this section.

In 1899, Charles H. Duell, commissioner of the U.S. patent office, said,
"Everything that can be invented has been invented."^ He was wrong.
Technologicalchanges over the past few years have had significant impacts on the
ways firms do business and on the products and services they sell. These impacts

Technological
Change

Specific
Intemational

Events

Legal and
Political

Conditions

Demographic
Trends

Cultural
Trends

Economic

Climate
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have been most obvious for technologies that build on digital information—
computers, the Internet,cellphones,and so forth. Manyofus routinelyuse digital
products or services that did not exist just a few years ago—including TiVo.
However, rapid technological innovation has not been restricted to digital tech
nologies. Biotechnology has alsomaderapidprogress overthepast 10years. New
kinds of medicines are now being created. As important, biotechnology holds
the promise of developing entirely new ways of both preventing and treating
disease.^

Technological change creates both opportunity, as firms begin to explore
how to use technologyto createnew products and services, and threats,as techno
logical change forces firms to rethink their technological strategies. Indeed, in
Chapter 1, we saw how one technological innovation—downloading digital
music from theInternet—^has changed competition in themusic industry.^

A second element of the general environment facing firms is demographic
trends. Demographics isthedistribution ofindividuals inasociety in terms ofage,
sex, marital status, income, ethnicity, and other personal attributes thatmaydeter
minebuyingpatterns. Understanding this basic information about a population
canhelpa firm determine whether itsproducts or services willappealtocustomers
andhowmanypotential customers forthese products or services it might have.

Some demographic trendsareverywellknown. Forexample, everyone has
heard of the "baby boomers"—those who were bom shortly after World War n.
This large population has had an impact on the strategies of many firms, espe
cially as the boomers have grown older and have had moredisposable income.
However, otherdemographic groups havealso had an impact on firm strategies.
This is especially tme in the automobile industry. For example, minivans were
invented to meet the demands of "soccer moms"—women who live in the sub
urbsandhave yoimg children. The 3-series BMW seems tohavebeendesigned for
"Yuppies"—the young, urban, and upwardly mobile adults of the 1970s and
1980s—^whereas ^e Jeep Liberty and Nissan Xterra seem to have been designed
for the so-called Generation Y—^young menand women currently in their twen
tiesand eitherjustout ofcollege or anticipating graduation shortly.

In theUnited States, an important demographic trendoverthepast20 years
hasbeenthegrowth oftheHispanic population. In1990, thepercentage oftheU.S.
population that was African American was greater than the percentage that was
Hispanic. However, by 2000, people of Latin descent outnumbered African
Americans. By 2010, it isexpected thatHispanics willconstitute almost 15percent
of the U.S. population, whereas the percentageof AfiicanAmericanswill remain
constant at less than 8 percent. These trends are particularly notable in the South
and Southwest. For example, 36 percent of children imder 18 in Houston are
Hispanic, 39percentin Miami and San Diego, 53percentin Los Angeles, and 61
percent in San Antonio.''

Ofcourse, firms areaware ofthisgrowing population and itsbuying power.
Indeed,Hispanic disposable income in the UnitedStates jumped 29 percent, to
$652 billion, from 2001 to 2003. In response, firms havebegim marketing directly
to the U.S. Hispanic population. In one year, Procter &Gamble spent $90 million
marketing directly to Spanish-speaking customers. Procter & Gamble has also
formed a 65-person bilingual team to manage the marketing of products to
Hispanics. Indeed,Procter &Gamble expects that the Hispanic populationwillbe
the cornerstone of its sales growth in North America.®

Firmscan try to exploit their understanding of a particular demographic
segment of the population to create a competitive advantage—as Procter &
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Gambleis doing with the U.S. Hispanicpopulation—butfocusingon too narrow a
demographic segment can limitdemand fora firm'sproducts. TheWB, the alter
native television network created by Time Warner in 1995, faced this dilemma.
Initially, the WB found success in producing shows for teens—classics such as
Dawson's Creek and Buffy the Vampire Slayer. However, in 2003, the WB saw an 11
percent drop in viewership and a $25 million drop in advertising revenues.
Althoughit did not leaveits traditionaldemographic behind, the WB began pro
ducing someprograms intended to appeal to older viewers. Ultimately, the WB
merged with UPN to form a new network, the CWnetwork. CWis a joint venture
between CBS (owner ofUPN) and Time Warner (owner of theWB).^

A third elementofa firm's generalenvironmentis cultural trends. Culture is
the values, beliefs, and norms that guide behavior in a society. These values,
beliefs,and norms define what is "right and wrong" in a society, what is accept
able and imacceptable, what is fashionable and unfashionable. Failure to under
stand changes in culture, or differences between cultures, can have a very large
impact on ^e ability of a firm to gain acompetitive advantage.

Thisbecomes mostobviouswhen firms operatein multiplecountriessimul
taneously. Even seemingly smalldifferences in culturecan have an impact. For
example, advertisements in theUnited States thatendwitha person puttingtheir
indexfinger and thumb together mean that a product is "okay"; in Brazil, the
same symbol is vulgar and offensive. Ads in the United States that have a bride
dressed inwhitemaybe veryconfusing to theChinese, because in China, whiteis
the traditional color worn at funerals. In Germany, women tj^ically purchase
theirownengagement rings, whereas in the UnitedStates, men purchase engage
ment rings for their fiancees. And what might be appropriate ways to treat women
colleagues in Japan or France would land most men in U.S. firms in serious trou
ble.Understanding the culturalcontext withinwhich a firm operatesis important
inevaluating the ability ofa firm togenerate competitive advantages.^®

Afourtti element ofa firm'sgeneral environment is the currenteconomic cli
mate. The economic climate is the overall health of the economic systems within
whicha firm operates. Thehealth of die economy varies over timein a distinct
pattern: Periods of relative prosperity, when demand for goods and services is
highand unemployment is low, arefollowed by periodsofrelatively lowprosper
ity, whendemand for goods andservices is lowandunemployment ishigh. When
activity in an economy is relatively low, theeconomy is saidtobe in recession. A
severe recession that lasts for several years is known as a depression. This alter
nating pattern of prosperity followed by recession, followed by prosperity, is
called the business cycle.

Throughout the1990s, theworld, and especially theUnited States, enjoyed a
periodof sustained economic growth. Some observers evenspeculated that the
government had become soskilled at managing demand in Iheeconomy through
adjusting interest rates that a period of recession did not necessarily have to fol
low a period of sustained economic growth. Of course, the business cycle has
reared itsuglyhead twice since the1990s—first with the technology bubble-burst
around 2001 and, more recently, in the credit crunch in 2008. Most observers now
agree that although government policy can have a significant impact on the
frequency and sizeofeconomic downturns, these policies are unlikely to be able
prevent ^ese downturns altogether.

A fifthelementof a firm's generalenvironmentis legal and political condi
tions. The legal and political dimensions of an organization's generalenviron
ment are the laws and the legal system's impact on business, together with the
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general nature of the relationship between government and business. These laws
and the relationship between business and government can vary significantly
around the world. For example,in Japan, business and the government are gener
ally seen as having a consistentlycloseand cooperativerelationship.Indeed, some
have observed that one reason that the Japanese economy has been growing so
slowly over the last decade has been the government's reluctance to impose eco
nomic restructuring that would hurt the performance of some Japanese firms—
especially the largestJapanesebanks. In the UnitedStates,however, the quality of
the relationship betweenbusinessand the government tends to vary over time. In
some administrations, rigorous antitrust regulation and tough environmental
standards—^both seen as inconsistent with the interests of business—dominate.
In other administrations, antitrust regulationis less rigorous and the imposition
of environmental standards is delayed, suggesting a more business-friendly
perspective.

A final attribute of a firm's general environment is specific international
events. These include events such as civil wars, political coups, terrorism, wars
between countries, famines, and country or regional economic recessions. All of
thesespecific events canhave an enormous impacton the abilityof a firm's strate
gies to generate competitive advantage.

Of course, one of the most important of these specific events to have
occurred over the past several decadeswas the terroristattacks on NewYork City
and Washington, D.C., on September11,2001. Beyond the tragic loss of life, these
attackshad important businessimplications as well.Forexample,it tookover five
years for airlinedemand to return to pre-September 11 levels. Insurance compa
nies had to pay out billions of dollars in unanticipated claims as a result of the
attacks. Defense contractors saw demand for their products soar as the United
Statesand someof its allies began wagingwar in Afghanistan and then Iraq.

Afirm's general environment de^es tiie broad contextual backgroimd within
whichit operates. Understanding thisgeneral environment canhelp a firmidentify
some of the threats and opportunities it faces. However, this general environment
often has an impact on a firm's threats and opportunities through its impact on a
firm'smorelocal environment. Thus,whileanalyzing a firm'sgeneral environment
is an important step in any applicationof the strategicmanagementprocess, this
generalanalysis must be accompanied by an analysisofa firm's morelocalenviron
ment if the threats and opportunities facing a finn are to be fully imderstood.The
next sectiondiscussesspecific tools for analyzinga firm's localenvironment and the
theoretical perspectives from which these tools have been derived.

The Structure-Conduct-Performance

Model of Firm Performance

In the 1930s, a group of economists began developing an approach for imder-
standing the relationship among a firm's environment, behavior, and perform
ance. The original objective of this work was to describe conditions under
which competitionin an industry would notdevelop. Understanding when com
petition was not developing in an industry assisted government regulators
in identifying industries where competition-enhancing regulations should be
implemented.^^
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One of the basic tenets of economic
theory is that society is better off

when industries are very competitive.
Industries are very competitive when
there are large numbers of firms oper
ating in an industry, when the prod
ucts and services that these firms sell

are similar to each other, and when it is

not very costly for firms to enter into
or exit these industries. Indeed, as

is described in more detail in the

Strategy in Depth feature, these indus
tries are said to be perfectlycompetitive.

The reasons that society is better
off when industries are perfectly com
petitive are well known. In such indus
tries, firms must constantly strive to
keep their costs low, their quality high,
and, when appropriate, innovate if they
are to even survive. Low costs, high
quality, and appropriate innovation are
generally consistent with the interests
of a firm's customers, and thus consis

tent with society's overall welfare.
Indeed, concern for social wel

fare, or the overall good of society, is
the primary reason the S-C-P model
was developed. This model was to be
used to identify industries where per
fect competition was not occurring,
and thus where social welfare was not

being maximized. With these indus
tries identified, the government could
then engage in activities to increase the

EtIlies anj Stroteqij

Is a Firm Gaining a Competitive
Advantage Good for Society?

competitiveness of these industries,
thereby increasing socialwelfare.

Strategic management scholars
turned the S-C-P model upside down
by using it to describe industries where
firms could gain competitive advan
tages and attain above-average per
formance. However, some have asked

that if strategic management is all
about creating and exploiting competi
tive imperfections in industries, is
strategic management also all about
reducing the overall good of society
for advantages to be gained by a few
firms? It is not surprising that indi
viduals who are more interested in

improving society than improving the

performance of a few firms question
the moral legitimacy of the field of
strategic management.

However, there is another view

about strategic management and social
welfare. The S-C-P model assumes that

any competitive advantages a firm has
in an industry must hurt society. The
alternative view is that at least some

of the competitive advantages exist
because a firm addresses customer

needs more effectively than its com
petitors. From this perspective, com
petitive advantages are not bad for
social welfare; they are actually good
for social welfare.

Of course, both perspectives can
be true. For example, a firm such as
Microsofthas engaged in activities that
at least some courts have concluded

are inconsistent with social welfare.

However, Microsoft also sells applica
tions software that is routinely ranked
among the best in the industry, an
action that is consistent with meeting
customer needs in ways that maximize
social welfare.

Sources: J. B. Barney (1986). "Types of competi
tion and the theory of strategy." Academy of
ManagementReview, 11, pp. 791-800; H. Demsetz
(1973). "Industry structure, market rivalry, and
public policy." Journal of Law and Economics, 16,
pp. 1-9; M. Porter (1981). "The contribution of
industrialorgaiuzation to strategic management."
Academy ofh^tiagemenl Review, 6,pp. 609^20.

The theoretical framework that developed out of this eff^ort became known as
the structure-conduct-perfonnance (S-C-P) model; it is summarized in Figure 2.2.
The term structure in this model refers to industry structure, measured by such
factors as the number of competitors in an industry, the heterogeneity of products
in an industry, the cost of entry and exit in an industry, and so forth. Conduct
refers to the strategies that firms in an industry implement. Performance in the
S-C-P model has two meanings: (1) the performance of individual firms and
(2) the performance of the economy as a whole. Although both definitions of
performance in the S-C-P model are important, as suggested in Chapter 1, the
strategic management process is much more focused on the performance of indi
vidual firms than on the performance of the economy as a whole. That said, the



Number of competing firms
Homogeneity of products

Cost of entry and exit

Strategies firms pursue to gain
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Firm level: competitive disadvantage, parity,
temporary or sustained competitive advantage

Society: productive and allocative efficiency,
level of employment, progress

relationship between these two types ofperformance cansometimes be complex,
as described in the Ethics and Strategy feature.

The logic that links industry structure to conduct and performance is well
known. Attributes of the industry structurewithin which a firm operates define
the range ofoptions andconstraints facing a firm. In some industries, firms have
very few options and face many constraints. In general, firms in these industries
can only gain competitive parity. In this setting, industry structure completely
determines both firm conduct and long-run firm performance.

However, in other, less competitive industries, firms face fewer constraints
and a greater rangeofconduct options. Some of these options mayenable themto
obtain competitive advantages. However, even when firms have more conduct
options, industry structure still constrains the range ofoptions. Moreover, aswill
be shown in more detail later in this chapter, industry structure also has an impact
on how longfirms canexpect to maintain theircompetitive advantages in the face
of increased competition.

The Five Forces Model of Environmental Threats

As a theoretical framework, the S-C-P model has proven to be very useful in
informing both research and government policy. However, the modelcan some
times be awkward to use to identify threats in a firm's local environment.
Fortunately, several scholarshave developed models of envirorunental threats
based on the S-C-P model that are highly applicable in identifyingthreats facing a
particular firm. The most influential ofthese models was developed byProfessor
Michael Porter and is known as the "five forces framework."^^ The five forces
framework identifies the five most common threats faced by firms in their local
competitive environments and the conditions under whichthese threatsare more
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Figure 2.3 FiveForcesModel
of Environmental Threats

Source: Adapted with the permis
sion of The Free Press, a division of
Simon &Schuster AdultPublishing
Group,fromCompetitive Strategy:
Technujuesfor Analyzing Industries
atuiCompefifors by Michael E.
Porter. Copyright ©1980,1998 by
TheFreePress. Allrightsreserved.
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or less likely to be present.The relationship between the S-C-P model and the five
forces framework is discussed in theStrategy in Depthfeature.

To a firm seeking competitive advantages, an environmental threat is any
individual, group, or organization outside a firm that seeks to reduce the level of
that firm's performance. Threats increase a firm's costs, decrease a firm's rev
enues, or in other ways reduce a firm's performance. In S-C-P terms, environmen
tal threats are forces that tend to increase the competitiveness of an industry and
force firmperformance tocompetitive parity level.The five commonenvironmen
tal threats identified in the five forces framework are: (1) the threatofentry, (2) the
threatofrivalry, (3) the threatofsubstitutes, (4) the threatofsuppliers, and (5) the
threat ofbuyers. The fiveforces framework is summarized in Figure 2.3.

The Threat of Entry

The first environmental threat identified in the five forces framework is the threat of
new entry. New entrants are firms that have either recently started operatingin an
industryor that threaten tobegin operations in an industry soon. ForAmazon.com,
Barnes &Noble.com and Borders.com arenewentrants to theonline book-ordering
business. Amazon largely invented this way of selling books, and both Barnes &
Noble and Borders later followed with their entry into this market, even though
boththese firms already operated in thetraditional book sales industry. For ESPN in
the television sports industry, the Fox Sports Regional Network is a new entrant.
The Fox Sports Regional Network consists of several regional sportschannels that
broadcast both national and regional sporting events, sports news shows, and
sports entertainment shows—including The Best DamnSports Show Period}^

According to the S-C-P model, new entrants are motivated to enter into an
industry by the superiorprofits that someincumbent firms in that industry may
be earning. Firms seeking these high profits enter the industry, thereby increasing
the level of industry competition and reducing the performance of incumbent
firms. With theabsence ofanybarriers, entrywill continue as long asanyfirms in
the industry are earning competitive advantages, and entry will cease when aU
incumbent firmsare earning competitive parity.

The extent to which new entry acts as a threat to an incumbent firm's per
formance depends on the cost of entry. If the cost of entry into an industry is
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The relationship between the five
forces framework and the S-C-P

model turns on the relationship
between the threats identified in the

framework and the nature of competi
tion in an industry. When all five
threats are very high, competition in an
industry begins to approach what
economists call perfect competition.
When all five threats are very low,
competition in an industry begins to
approach what economists call a
monopoly. Between perfect competition
and monopoly, economists have identi
fied two other types of competition in
an industry—monopolistic competition
and oligopoly—where the five threats
identified in the framework are moder

ately high. These four types of competi
tion, and the expected performance of
firms in these different industries, are

summarized in the table below.

Industries are perfectly compet
itive when there are large numbers of
competing firms, the products being
sold are homogeneous with respect to
cost and product attributes, and entry
and exit costs are very low. An exam
ple of a perfectly competitive industry
is the spot market for crude oil. Firms

Stpciteqij in Deptli

The Five Forces Framework and the
S-C-P Model

in perfectly competitive industries can
expect to earn only competitive parity.

In monopolistically competitive
industries, there are large numbers of
competing firmsand low-costentry into
and exit from the industry. However,
unlike the case of perfect competition,
products in these industries are not
homogeneous with respect to costs or
productattributes. Examples of monop
olistically competitive industriesinclude
toothpaste, shampoo, golf balls, and
automobiles. Firms in such industries

can earn competitive advantages.

Types of Competition and Expected Firm Performance

"type of Competition Attributes

Perfect competition

Examples

Stock market

Crude oil

Oligopolies are characterized by
a small number of competing firms, by
homogeneous products, and by high
entry and exit costs. Examples of
oligopolistic industries include the
U.S. automobile and steel industries in

the 1950s and the U.S. breakfast cereal

market today. Currently, the top four
producers of breakfast cereal account
for about 90 percent of the breakfast
cereal sold in the United States. Firms

in such industries can earn competi
tive advantages.

Finally, monopolistic industries
consist of only a single firm. Entry into
this type of industry is very costly.
There are few examples of purely
monopolistic industries. Historically,
for example, the U.S.Post Office had a
monopoly on home mail delivery.
However, this monopoly has been
challenged in small-package delivery
by FedEx, larger-package delivery by
UPS, and in mail delivery by e-mail.
Monopolists can generate competitive
advantages—although they are some
times managed very inefficiently.

Source: J. Barney (2007). Gaining and sustaining
competitive advantage, 3rd ed. Upper Saddle River,
NJ: Pearson Higher Education.

Expected Firm Performance

Competitive parity

Monopolistic
competition

Oligopoly

Monopoly

Large number of firms
Homogeneous products
Low-cost entry and exit

Large number of firms
Heterogeneous products
Low-cost entry and exit

Small number of firms

Homogenous products
Costly entry and exit

One firm

Costly entry

Toothpaste
Shampoo
Golf balls

Automobiles

U.S. steel and autos in the 1950s

U.S. breakfast cereal

Home mail delivery

Competitive advantage

Competitive advantage

Competitive advantage
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TABLE 2.1 Barriersto Entry
into an Industry

Figure 2.4 Economies of
Scale and the Cost of
Production

1. Economies of scale

2. Product differ^tiation
3. Cost advantages independent of scale
4. Government regulationofentry

greater than the potential profits a new entrant could obtain by entering, then
entry will not be forthcoming, and new entrants are not a threat to incumbent
hrms. However, if thecostofentryis lower thanthereturn from entry, entrywill
occur until the profits derivedfromentryare lessthan the costsofentry.

Thethreatofentrydependsonthecostofentry, and thecostofentry, in turn,
depends on the existence and "height" ofbarriers to entry. Barriers to entry are
attributes ofan industry'sstructure that increase the costofentry. Thegreater the
costof entry, the greater the height of these barriers. When there are significant
barriers to entry, potential entrants willnotenterintoan industry evenif incum
bent hrms are earningcompetitive advantages.

Four important barriers toentry have been identified in theS-C-P andstrategy
literatures. These four barriers, listed inTable 2.1, are(1) economies ofscale, (2) prod
uct differentiation, (3) costadvantages independent of scale, and (4) government
regulation ofentry.^^

Economies of Scale as a Barrier to Entry
Economies of scale exist in an industry when a firm's costs fall as a function of its
volume of production. Diseconomies of scale exist when a firm's costs rise as a
function ofitsvolume ofproduction. The relationship among economies ofscale,
diseconomies ofscale, anda firm's volume ofproduction issummarized mFigure 2.4.
Asa firm's volume ofproduction increases, its costs begin to fall. This is a mani
festation of economies of scale. However, at some point a firm's volume of
productionbecomes too largeand its costsbegin to rise.Thisis a manifestation of
diseconomies ofscale. For economies ofscale to actasa barrier to entry, ihe rela
tionship between thevolume ofproduction and firm costs musthavetheshapeof
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tihe line in Figure2.4. Thiscurve suggests that any deviation, positive or negative,
froman optimallevelofproduction(pointXin Figure2.4) willlead a firmto expe
rience much higher costs of production.

Tosee how economies of scale can act as a barrier to entry, consider the follow
ingscoiario. Imagine anindustrywiththefollowing attributes: The industry hasfive
incumbentfirms (eachfirm has only one plant); the optimal level of production in
eachoftheseplantsis4,000 units (X =4,000 units); totaldemandfortheoutput ofthis
industryis fixed at 22,000 units;ihe economies-of-scale curveis asdepictedin Figure
2.4; and products in this industry areveryhomogeneous. Total demand in thisindus
try (22,000 units) is greater than total supply (5 X 4,000 units = 20,000). Everyone
knows that, when demand is greater than supply,prices go up. This means that the
fiveincumbentfirmsm this industry willhave high levelsofprofit. TheS-C-P model
suggests that,absentbarriers, thesesuperiorprofitsshould motivate entry.

However, look at the entry decision from the point of view of potential
entrants. Certainly, incumbent firms are earning superior profits, but potential
entrants face an unsavory choice. On the one hand, new entrants could enter the
industry with an optimally efficient plant and produce 4,000 units. However, this
form of entry will lead industry supply to rise to 24,000 units (20,000 + 4,000).
Suddenly, supply willbe greater than demand (24,000 > 22,000), and all the firmsin
the industry, induding the new entrant, will earn negative profits. On the other
hand, the new entrant might enter the industry with a plant ofsmaller-than-optimal
size (e.g., 1,000 units). Thiskind of entry leaves total industry demand larger than
industry supply (22,000 >21,000). However, thenew entrant faces a seriouscostdis
advantage in this casebecauseit does not produce at the low-cost positionon the
economies-of-scale curve. Faced with these bleak alternatives, the potential entrant
simply does not enter even though incumbentfirmsare earningpositiveprofits.

Of course,potential entrants have other options besides entering at the effi-
dent scale and losing money or entering at an ineffident scale and losing money.
For example,potential entrants can attempt to expand the total size of the market
(i.e., increase total demand from 22,000 to 24,000 units or more) and enter at the
optimal size. Potential entrants can also attempt to develop new production tech
nology, shift theeconomies-of-scale curveto the left(thereby reducingtheoptimal
plant size), and enter. Or,potential entrants may try to make their products seem
very special to their customers, enabling them to charge higher prices to offset
higher production costs associated witha smaller-than-optimal plant.^®

Any of these actions may enable a firm to enter an industry. However, these
actions are costly. If the cost of engaging in these 'harrier-busting" activities is
greater than the return from entry, entry will not occur,even if incumbent firms
are earning positive profits.

Historically, economiesof scaleacted as a barrier to entry into the worldwide
steel market. Tofully exploit economiesof scale, traditional steel plants had to be
very large.Ifnew entrants into the steelmarket had built theseeffident and large
steel-manufacturing plants, they would have had the effectof increasing the steel
supply over the demand for steel, and the outcome would have been reduced
profits for both new entrants and incumbent firms. This discouraged new entry.
However, in the 1970s, the development of alternative mini-mill technology
shifted the economies-of-scalecurve to the left by making smaller plants very effi
dent in addressing some segments of the steel market. This shift had the effectof
decreasing barriers to entry into the steel industry. Recent entrants, including
Nucor Steel and Chaparral Steel,now have significant cost advantages over firms
still using outdated, less efficient production technology.^^
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Product Differentiation as a Barrier to Entry
Product differentiation means that incumbent firms possess brand identification
and customer loyalty that potential entrants do not. Brand identification and cus
tomer loyalty serve as entry barriers because new entrants not only have to absorb
the standard costsassociatedwith starting production in a new industry; they also
have to absorb the costs associatedwith overcomingincumbent firms' differentia
tion advantages. If the cost of overcoming these advantages is greater than the
potential return from entering an industry, entry will not occur,even if incumbent
firms are earning positive profits.

Numerous examples exist of industries in which product differentiation
tends to act as a barrier to entry. In the brewing industry, for example, substantial
investments by Budweiser, Miller, and Coors (among other incumbent firms) in
advertising (willwe ever forget the Budweiserfirogs?) and brand recognitionhave
made large-scale entryinto the U.S. brewingindustryverycostly. '̂' Indeed,rather
than attempting to enter the U.S. market, InBev, a large brewer headquartered in
Belgium, decided to purchase Anheuser Busch.^®

E.&J. Gallo Winery,a U.S.winemaker, faced product difierentiation barriers
to entry in its efforts to sell Gallo wine in the French market. The market for wine
in France is huge—^the French consume 16.1 gallons of wine per person per year,
for a total consumption of over 400million cases of wine, whereas U.S.consumers
drink only 1.8gallons of wine per person per year, for a total consumption of less
than 200 million cases. Despite this difference, intense loyalties to local French
vineyards have made it very difficult for Gallo to break into the huge French
market—a market where American wines are still given as "gag gifts" and only
American theme restaurants carry U.S. wines ontheir menus. G^o isattempting
to overcome this product differentiation advantage of French wineries by empha
sizing its California roots—roots that many French consider to be exotic—and
downplaying the fact that it is a U.S. company, corporate origins that are less
attractive to manyFrench consumers.^^

Cost Advantages independent of Scale as Barriers to Entry
In addition to the barriers ttiat have been dted, incumbent firms may have a whole
range of cost advantages, independent of economies of scale, compared to new
entrants. These cost advantages can act to deter entry, because new entrants will
find themselves at a cost disadvantage vis-a-vis incumbent firms with these cost
advantages.New entrants can engagein activities to overcome the costadvantages
of incumbent firms, but as the cost of overcoming them increases, the economic
profit potential from entry is reduced. In some settings, incumbent firms enjo)dng
cost advantages, independent of scale, can earn superior profits and still not be
threatened by new entry because the cost of overcoming those advantages can be
prohibitive.Examplesof these costadvantages, independent of scale,are presented
in Table 2,2; they include (1) proprietary technology, (2) managerial know-how,
(3) favorable access to raw materials,and (4) learning-curve cost advantages.

ProprietaryTechnology. In some industries, proprietary (i.e., secret or patented)
technology gives incumbent firms important cost advantages over potential
entrants. To enter these industries, potential entrants must develop their own
substitute technologies or run the risks of copying another firm's patented
technologies. Both of these activities can be costly. Numerous firms in a wide
variety of industries have discovered the sometimes substantial economic costs
associated with violating another firm's patented proprietary technology. For
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Proprietaiy technology. When incumbent firms have secret or patented technolo^
that reduces their costs below the costs of potential entrants, potential
entrants must develop substitute techndlo^es to compete. The cost of
developing this technology can act as a barrier to entry.

Managerial know-how. When incumbent firms have taken-for-granted
knowledge,skiUs, and information that take years to develop and that is
not possessed by potential entrants. The cost of developing this know-how
can act as a barrier to entry.

Favorable access to raw materials. When incumbent firms have low-cost access

to critical raw materials not enjoyed by potential entrants. The cost of
gaining similar access can act as a barrier to entry.

Learning-curve cost advantages. When the cumulative volume of production of
incumbent firms gives them cost advantages not enjoyed by potential
entrants. These cost disadvantages of potential entrants can act as a barrier to
entry.

example, in the 1990s Eastman Kodak had to pay Polaroid $910 million and Intel
had to pay Digital $700 million for violating patents. More recently, Roche
Holding had to pay Igen International $505 million and Genentech had to pay
City of Hope National Medical Center $500 million for violating patents. Eolas
had to pay $521 million for infringing a Microsoft patent, and Gateway had to pay
$250million for violating an Intergraph patent.

Indeed, in the United States at least 20 firms have had to pay some other firm
over $100million for violating the other firm's patents. And this does not include
the numerous patent infringement suits that are settled out of court, suits that
involve literally billions of dollars exchanging hands. Obviously, if an industry
has several firms with proprietary technologies, these technologies can substan
tially increase the costofentry into that industry.^®

The number of patent infringement suits filed in the United States has
increased every year for the past 15 years. The number of such suits in 1991 was
1,171; the number in 2004 (the last year for which complete data are available)
was 3,075. Since 1994,the median damage award in a patent infringement suit has
been $8 million. Currently, 60 percent of the patent infringement suits filed lead to
financial compensation. Patent suits are distributed across numerous industries,
including electronic equipment (14.6 percent), chemicals (14 percent), measuring
instruments (13.4percent), computer equipment (12.2percent), and business serv
ices(9.8 percent).^^

Managerial Know-How. Even more important than technology per se as a barrier to
entry is the managerial know-how built up by incumbent firms over their
history.^ Managerial know-how is the often-taken-for-granted knowledge and
information that are needed to compete in an industry on a day-to-day basis.^
Know-how includes information that it has taken years, sometimes decades, for a
firm to accumulate that enables it to interact with customers and suppliers, to be
innovative and creative, to manufacture quality products, and so forth. Typically,
new entrants will not have access to this know-now, and it will often be costly for
them to build it quickly.

One industiy where this kind ofknow-how is a very important barrier to
entry is the pharmaceutical industry. Success in this industry depends on having

TABLE 2.2 ISources of Cost

Advantage, Independent of
Scale,That Can Act as Barriers to

Entry
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high-quality research and development skills. The development of world-class
research and development skills—^the know-how—takes decades to accumulate.
New entrants face enormous cost disadvantages for decades as they attempt to
develop these abilities^ and thus entry into the pharmaceutical industry has been
quitelimited.^^

Favorable Access to Raw Materials. Incumbent hrms may also have cost advantages,
compared to new entrants, based on favorable access to raw materials. If, for
example, only a few sources of high-quality iron ore are available in a specific
geographic region, steel firms that have access to these sources may have a cost
advantage overthose thatmustshiptheirorein from distant sources.^

Learning-Curve Cost Advantages. It has been shown that in certain industries (such
as airplane manufacturing) the cost of production falls with the cumulative
volume of production. Over time, as incumbent firms gain experience in
manufacturing, their costs fall below those of potential entrants. Potential
entrants, in this context, must endure substantially higher costs while they gain
experience, and ttius they may not enter the industry despite the superior profits
being earned by incumbent firms. These learning-curve economies are discussed
in more detail in Chapter 4.

Government Policy as a Barrier to Entry
Governments, for their own reasons, may decide to increase the cost of entry into
an industry. This occurs most frequently when a firm operates as a government-
regulated monopoly. In this setting, the government has concluded that it is in a
better position to ensure that specific products or services are made available to
the population at reasonable prices than competitive market forces. Industries
such as electricpower generation and elementary and secondary education have
been (and to some extent, continue to be) protected from competitive entry by
government restrictions on entry.

Although the government has acted to restrict competitive entry in many
industries in the past, the niunber of such industries and the level of this entry
restriction have both fallen dramatically over the past several years. Indeed, in the
United States, deregulation in the electric power generation industry has been
occurring at a rapid pace. And although the bankruptcy of Enron may delay the
relaxing of government-imposed barriers to entry into the power generation
industry, most observers agree that these restrictions will continue to be less
important in the future. Entry is even occmring in the primary and secondary
school industry with the creation of "charter schools"—schools that provide
educational alternatives to traditional public school systems.

The Threat of Rivalry

New entrants are an important threat to the ability of firms to maintain or improve
their level of performance, but they are not the only threat in a firm's environ
ment. A second environmental threat in the five forces framework is rivalry—^the
intensity of competition among a firm's direct competitors. Both Barnes &
Noble.com and Borders.com have become rivals ofAmazon.com. CBS, NBC, Fox,
USA Networks, and TNN—to name a few—^are all rivals of ESPN.

Rivalry threatens firms by reducing their economic profits. High levels of
rivalry are indicated by such actions as frequent price cutting by firms in an
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1. Large niimber ofGompeting firms that areroughly thesamesize
2. Slow industry growth
3. Lackof product difierentiation
4. Capacity added in large increments

industry (e.g., pricediscounts in the airline industry), frequent introduction of
new products by firms in an industry (e.g., continuous product introductions in
consumer electronics), intense advertising campaigns (e.g., Pepsi versus Coke
advertising), and rapid competitive actions and reactions in an industry (e.g.,
competing airlines quickly matching the discoimts ofotherairlines).

Someof the attributes of an industry that are likelyto generatehigh levelsof
rivalry arelisted in Table 2.3. First, rivalry tendstobehighwhentherearenumer
ous firmsin an industry and these firms tend to be roughly the samesize.Suchis
the case in the laptop personal computer industry. Worldwide,over 120firms
haveentered the laptop computer market, and no one firm dominates in market
share.Since the early1990s, pricesin the laptop markethave been declining 25to
30 percent a year. Profit margins for laptoppersonal computer firms thatused to
beinthe 10 to13 percent range have rapidly fallen to3to4percent.^

Second, rivalrytends to be highwhenindustrygrowthis slow. Whenindus
trygrowth isslow, firms seeking to increase their sales mustacquire market share
from established competitors. This tends to increase rivalry. Intense pricerivalry
emerged in the U.S. fast-food industry—with 99-cent Whoppers at Burger King
and "dollarmenus"at Wendy's and McDonald's—when thegrowthin thisindus
trydeclined.^^

Third, rivalry tends to be high when firms are unable to differentiate their
products in an industry. When product differentiation is not a viable strategic
option, firms are oftenforced to compete onlyon the basis ofprice. Intense price
competition is typical ofhigh-rivalry industries. In the airline industry, forexam
ple,intense competition on longer routes—such asbetween Los Angeles and New
York and Los Angeles and Chicago—has keptprices on these routes down. These
routes have relatively few product differentiation options. However, by creating
hub-and-spoke systems, certain airlines (American, United, Delta) havebeenable
todevelop regions oftheUnited States wheretheyarethedominant carrier. These
hub-and-spoke systems enable airlines to partially differentiate their products
geographically, thus reducing the level of rivalry insegments of this industry.^s

Finally, rivalrytends to be high when production capacity is added in large
increments. If, in order to obtain economies of scale, production capacity must be
added in largeincrements, an industry is likely to experience periods of oversup-
ply after new capacity comes on line. This overcapacity oftenleads to pricecuts.
Much of the growing rivalry in the commercial jet industrybetween Boeing and
AirBus can be traced to the large manufacturing capacity additions made by
AirBus when it entered the industry.^^

The Threat of Substitutes

A third environmental threat in the five forces framework is substitutes. The prod
ucts or services provided by a firm's rivalsmeet approximatelythe samecustomer
needs in the same ways as the products or services provided by the firm itself.
Substitutes meet approximately the same customerneeds, but do so in different

TABLE 2.3 IAttributes of an

IndustryThat Increasethe
Threat of Rivalry
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TABLE 2.4 IIndicators ofthe

Threat of Suppliers in an
Industry

ways. Close substitutes for Amazon.com include Barnes & Noble and Borders
bookstores. Television is a somewhat more distant substitute for Amazon, because
the popularity of television comedies, dramas, and documentaries dampens
demandforbooks. Substitutes forESPN include sportsmagazines, sportspagesin
the newspapers, and actuallyattending sporting events.

Substitutes placea ceiling on the pricesfirmsin an industry can chargeand
on the profits firms in an industry can earn. In the extreme, substitutes can ulti
mately replace an industry's products and services. This happens when a subs
titute is clearly superior to previous products. Examples include electronic
calculators as substitutes for slide rules and mechanical calculators, electronic
watch movements as substitutes for pin-lever mechanical watch movements, and
compactdiscs as substitutes for long-pla5dng (LP) records (althoughsome audio-
philes continue to argue for the sonic superiority of LPs). An open question
remains about the extent to which online downloading of music will replace
compact discs.

Substitutes are playing an increasingly important rolein reducing the profit
potential in a variety of industries. For example, in the legal profession private
mediation and arbitration services are becoming viable substitutes for lawyers.
Computerized textsare becomingviablesubstitutes for printed booksin the pub
lishingindustry. Television news programs,especially services such as CNN,are
very threatening substitutes for weekly newsmagazines, including Time and
Newsweek. In Europe, so-called superstores are threatening smaller food shops.
Minorleaguebaseball teamsare partial substitutesfor majorleagueteams. Cable
television is a substituteforbroadcasttelevision. Groupsof "BigBox" retailers are
substitutes for traditional shopping centers. Private mail deliverysystems (such
as those in the Netherlands and Australia)are substitutes for government postal
services. Home financial planning software is a partial substitute for professional
financial planners.^

The Threat of Powerful Suppliers

Afourthenvironmental threat in the five forces framework is suppliers. Suppliers
make a wide variety of raw materials, labor, and other critical assets available to
firms. Suppliers can threaten the performance of firms in an industryby increas
ing the price of their supplies or by reducing the quality of those supplies. Any
profitsthatwerebeingearnedin an industrycanbe transferred to suppliersin this
way. For Amazon, book publishers and, more recently, book authors are critical
suppliers, along with the employees that provide programming and logistics
capabilities to Amazon. Critic^ suppliers for ESPN include sports leagues—such
as the NFLand the NHL—as well as the TVpersonalities that staff ESPNtelevi
sion shows.

Some supplier attributes that can lead to high levels of threat are listed in
Table 2.4. First, a firm's suppliers are a greater threat if the suppliers' industry is

1. Suppliers' industry is dominated by small number of firms.
2. Suppliers sell unique or highly differentiatedproducts.
3. Suppliers are not threatened by substitutes.
4. Suppliers threaten forward vertical integration,
5. Firmsare wof important customers for suppliers.
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dominated by a small number of firms. In this setting, a firm has little choice but
to purchase supplies from these firms. These few firms thus have enormous flexi
bility to charge high prices, to reduce quality,or in other ways to squeeze the prof
its of the firms to which they sell. Much of Microsoft's power in the software
industry reflects its dominance in the operating system market, where Windows
Vista remains the de facto standard for most personal computers. For now, at least,
if a company wants to sell personal computers, it is going to need to interact with
Microsoft. It will be interesting to see if Linux-based PCs become more powerful,
thereby limiting some of Microsoft's power as a supplier.

Conversely, when a firm has the option of purchasing from a large number
of suppliers, suppliers have less power to fiireaten a firm's profits. For example, as
the number of lawyers in the United States has increased over the years (up 40
percent since 1981, currently over 1 million), lawyers and law firms have been
forced to begin competing for work. Some corporate clients have forced law firms
to reduce their hourly fees and to handle repetitive simple legal tasks for low
flat fees.^^

Second, suppliers are a greater threat when what they supply is unique or
highly differentiated. There was only one Michael Jordan, as a basketball player,
as a spokesperson, and as a celebrity (but not as a baseball player). Jordan's unique
status gave him enormous bargaining power as a supplier and enabled him to
extract much of the economic profit that would otherwise have been earned by the
Chicago Bulls and Nike. Currently, there is only one LeBron James. In the same
way, Intel's unique ability to develop, manufacture, and sell microprocessors
gives it significant bargaining power as a supplier in the personal computer
industry.

The uniqueness of suppliers can operate in almost any industry. For example,
in the highly competitive world of television talk shows, some guests, as suppliers,
can gain surprising fame for their unique characteristics. For example, one woman
was a guest on eight talk shows. Her claim to fame: She was the tenth wife of a gay,
con-man bigamist. Talkshow hosts can also exercisesignificant power as suppliers.
King World, the distributor of the Oprah talk show, has depended on Oprahfor as
much as 40 percent of its revenues. This, of course, has given the show's host,
OprahWinfrey, significant leverage in negotiating with King World.^^

Third, suppliers are a greater threat to firms in an industry when suppliers
are not threatened by substitutes. When there are no effective substitutes, suppli
ers can take advantage of their position to extract economic profits from firms they
supply. Both Intel (in microprocessors) and Microsoft (in PC operating systems)
have been accused of exploiting their unique product positions to extract profits
firom customers.

When there are substitutes for supplies, supplier power is checked. In the
metal can industry, for example, steel cans are threatened by aluminum and plas
tic containers as substitutes. In order to continue to sell to can manufacturers, steel
companies have had to keep their prices lower than would otherwise have been
the case. In this way, the potential power of the steel companies is checked by the
existence ofsubstituteproducts.^

Fourth, suppliers are a greater threat to firms when they can credibly
threaten to enter into and begin competing in a firm's industry. This is called
forward vertical integration; in this situation, suppliers cease to be suppliers only
and become suppliers and rivals. The threat of forward vertical integration is par
tially a function of barriers to entry into an industry. When an industry has high
barriers to entry, suppliers face significant costs of forward vertical integration.
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TABLS 2.5 Indicators of the

Threat of Buyersin an Industry

and thus forward integration is not as serious a threat to the profits of incumbent
firms. (Vertical integration is discussed in detail in Chapter 6.)

Finally, suppliers are a threat to firms when firms are not an important part
of suppliers' business. Steel companies, for example, are not too concerned with
losing the business of a sculptor or of a small construction company. However,
they are very concerned about losing the business of the major can manufacturers,
major white-goods manufacturers (i.e., manufacturers of refrigerators, washing
machines, dryers, and so forth), and automobile companies. Steel companies, as
suppliers, are likely to be very accommodating and willing to reduce prices and
increase quality for can manufacturers, white-goods manufacturers, and auto
companies. Smaller,"less important" customers, however, are likely to be subject
to greater price increases, lower-quality service, and lower-quality products.

The Threat of Powerful Buyers

The final environmental threat in the five forces framework is buyers. Buyers pur
chase a firm's products or services. Whereas powerful suppliers act to increase a
firm's costs, powerfulbuyers act to decrease a firm's revenues. Amazon.com's buy
ers include all those who purchase books online as well as those who purchase
advertising spaceonAmazon's Web site. ESPN's buyersinclude all those whowatch
sportson television aswellas those whopurchase advertising spaceon thenetwork,
^me ofthe important indicators ofthe threat ofbuyers are listed inTable 2.5.

First,if a firm has only onebuyer,or a small number ofbuyers, thesebuyers
can bevery threatening. Firms that sell a significant amount of^eir output tothe
U.S. Department of Defenserecognize the influence of this buyer on their opera
tions. Reductions in defense spending have forced defense companies to try even
harder to reduce costs and increase quality to satisfy government demands. All
these actions reduce the economic profits ofthese defense-oriented companies.^
Firms that sell to large retail chainshave also found it difficult to maintain high
levelsof profitability. Powerful retail firms—such as Wal-Mart and Home Depot—
canmake significantand complex logistical and other demands on their suppliers
and, if suppliers fail to meet these demands, buyers can "fire" their suppliers.
These demands can have the effectof reducing the profits of suppliers.

Second, if the productsor services iliatare beingsold to buyers are standard
and not differentiated, then the threat of buyers can be greater.For example,farm
ers sell a very standard product. It is very difficultto differentiateproducts such as
wheat, com, or tomatoes (although this can be done to some extent through the
development of new strains of crops, the timing of harvests, pesticide-free crops,
and so forth). In general, wholesale grocers and food brokers can always find
alternativesuppliers ofbasicfoodproducts.Thesenumerous altemativesuppliers
increasethe threat ofbuyers and forcefarmers to keep their prices and profits low.
If any one farmer attempts to raiseprices,wholesalegrocersand foodbrokers sim
ply purchase their supplies from some other farmer.

1. Number of buyers is small.
2. Products sold to buyers are imdifferentiated and standard.
3. Products sold to buyers are a significantpercentageof a buyer's finalcosts.
4. Buyersare notearningsignificanteconomic profits.
5. Buyemthreaten backward vertical integration.
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Ttiird, buyers are likely to be more of a threat when the supplies they pur
chase are a significantportion of the costs of their final products. In this context,
buyers are likelyto be very concerned about the costsof their supplies and con
stantlyon the lookout for cheaper alternatives. For example, in the canned food
industry, the cost of the can itself can constitute up to 40 percent of a product's
finalprice.Not surprisingly, firmssuch as CampbellSoup Companyare very con
cerned about keeping the price ofthe cans they purchase aslow aspossible.^

Foiurth, buyers are likely to be more of a^eat when they are not earning sig
nificanteconomicprofits. In these circumstances, buyers are likely to be very sen
sitive to costs and insist on the lowest possible cost and the highest possible qual
ity from suppliers. This effectcan be exacerbated when the profits suppliers earn
are greater ^an the profits buyers earn. In this setting, a buyer would have a
strong incentive to enter into its supplier's business to capture some of the eco
nomic profits being earned by the supplier. This strategy of backward vertical
integration is discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.

Finally, buyers are more of a threat to firms in an industry when they have
the ability to verticallyintegrate backward. In this case,buyers becomeboth buyers
and rivals and lock in a certain percentage of an industry's sales. The extent to
which buyers represent a threat to vertically integrate, in turn, depends on the
barriers to entry that are not in place in an industry. If there are significantbarriers
to entry,buyers may not be able to engage in backward vertical integration, and
their tiireat to firms is reduced.

The Five Forces Model and Average Industry Performance

The five forces model has ihree important implications for managers seeking to
choose and implement strategies. First, this model describes the most common
sources of local environmental threat in industries. These are the threat of entry,
the threat of rivalry, the threat of substitutes, the threat of suppliers, and the threat
ofbuyers. Second,this model can be used to characterizethe overall levelof threat
in an industry. Finally, becatisethe overall levelof threat in an industry is, accord
ing to S-C-P logic, related to the average level of performance of a firm in an
industry, the five forces model can also be used to anticipate the average level of
performance of firms in an industry.

Of covuse, it will rarely be the case that all five forces in an industry will be
equally threatening at the same time. This can sometimes complicate the anticipa
tion of the average level of firm performance in an industry. Consider, for example,
the four industries in Table2.6.It is easy to anticipate the average level of perform
ance of firms in the first two industries: In Industry I, this performance will be

TABLE 2.6 Estimating the
Indnstiyl Indnstcy n Industry ID btdostiy IV Levelof Average Performance in

Threat of ^tiy High Low High Low
an industry

Threat of rivalry High Low Low High
Threat of substitutes High Low High Low

Threatofpowerfulsuppliers High Low Low High
Threat of powerful buyers High Low High Low

Expectedaverage firm Low High Mixed Mixed

performance
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low; in Industry H,this performance will be high; however, in Industries III and IV
it is somewhat more complicated. In these mixed situations, the real question to
ask in anticipating tiie average performance of firms in an industry is, "Are one or
more threats in this industry powerful enough to appropriate most of the profits
that firms in this industry might generate?" If the answer to this question is yes,
then the anticipated average level of performance will be low. If the answer is no,
then the anticipated performance will be high.

Even more fimdamentally, the five forces framework can be used only to
anticipate the average level of firm performance in an industry. This is acceptable if
a firm's industry is the primary determinant of its overall performance. However,
as described in the Research Made Relevant feature, research suggests that the
industry a firm operates in is far from the only determinant of its performance.

Another Environmental Force: Complementors

Recently,Professors Adam Brandenburger and Barry Nalebuff have suggested that
another force needs to be added to Porter's five forces framework.^ These authors
distinguish between competitors and what they call a firm's complementors. If you
were ihe Qiief Executive Officer ofa firm, the following ishow you could tell the
difference between your competitors and your complementors: Another firm is a
competitor if your customers value your product less when they have the other
firm's product than when they have your product alone. Rivals,new entrants, and
substitutes are all examples of competitors. In contrast, another firm is a
complementer if your customers value your product more when they have this
other firm's product than when they have your product alone.

Consider, for example, the relationship between producers of television
programming and cable television companies. The value of these firms' products
partially depends on the existence of one another. Television producers need
outlets for their programming. The growth in the number of channels on cable
television provides more of these outlets and thus increases the value of these pro
duction firms. Cable television companies can continue to add channels, but those
channek need content. So, the value of cable television companies depends partly
on the existence of television production firms. Because the value of program-
producing companies is greater when cable television firms exist md because tiie
value of cable television companies is greater when program-producing companies
exist, these t3qjes of firms are complements.

Brandenburger and Nalebuff go on to argue that an important difference
between complementors and competitors is that a firm's complementors help to
increeisethe size of a firm's market, whereas a firm's competitors divide this mar
ket among a set of firms. Based on this logic, fiiese authors suggest that, although
it is usually the case that a firm will want to discourage the entry of competitors
into its market, it will usually want to encourage the entry of complementors.
Returning to the television producers/cable television example, television pro
ducers will actually want cable television companies to grow and prosper and
constantly add new channels, and cable television firms wiUwant television show
producers to grow and constantly create new and innovative programrning. If the
growth of either of these businesses slows, it hurts the growth of the other.

Of course, the same firm can be a complementor for one firm and a competi
tor for another. For example, the invention of satellite television and increased
popularity of DirecTVand the Dish Network represent a competitive challenge to
cable television companies. That is, DirecTV and, say. Time Warner Cable are



For some time now, scholars have
been interested in the relative

impact of the attributes of the industry
within which a firm operates and the
attributes of the firm itself on its per
formance. The first work in this area

was published by Richard Schmalansee.
Using a single year's worth of data,
Schmalansee estimated the variance in

the performance of firms that was
attributable to the industries within

which firms operated versus other
sources of performance variance.
Schmalansee's conclusion was that

approximately 20 percent of the vari
ance in firm performance was explained
by the industry within which a firm
operated—a conclusion consistent with
the S-C-P model and its emphasis on
industry as a primary determinant of a
firm's performance.

Richard Rumelt identified some

weaknesses in Schmalansee's research.

Most important of these was that
Schmalansee had only one year's
worth of data with which to examine

the effects of industry and firm attrib
utes on firm performance. Rumelt was
able to use four years' worth of data,
which allowed him to distinguish
between stable and transient industry
and firm effects on firm performance.
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The Impact of Industry and Firm
Characteristics on Firm

Performance

Rumelt's results were consistent with

Schmalansee's in one sense: Rumelt

also found that about 16 percent of the
variance in firm performance was due
to industry effects,versus Schmalansee's
20 percent. However, only about half
of this industry effect was stable. The
rest represented year-to-year fluctua
tions in the business conditions in an

industry. This result is broadly incon
sistent with the S-C-P model.

Rumelt also examined the impact
of firm attributes on firm performance
and found that over 80 percent of the
variance in firm performance was due

to these firm attributes, but that over

half of this 80 percent (46.38 percent)
was due to stable firm effects. The

importance of stable firm differences in
explaining differences in firm perform
ance is also inconsistent with the S-C-P

framework. These results are consistent

with another model of firm perform
ance called the Resource-Based View,

which will be described in Chapter 3.
Since Rumelt's research, efforts

to identify the factors that explain vari
ance in firm performance have acceler
ated. At least nine articles addressing
this issue have been published in the
literature. One of the most recent of

these suggests that, while the impact
of the industry, the corporation, and
the business on business unit perform
ance can vary across industries and
across corporations, overall, business
unit effects are larger than either cor
porate or industry effects.

Sources: R. P. Rumelt (1991). "How much does
industry matter?" Strategic Management journal,
12, pp. 167-185; R. Schmalansee (1985). "Do mar
kets differ much?" American Economic Revieiu,
75, pp. 341-351; V. F. Misangyi, H. Elms,
T. Greckhamer, and J. A. Lepine (2006). "A new
perspective on a fundamental debate; A multi
level approach to industry, corporate, and busi
ness unit effects." Strategic Management journal,
27(6), pp. 571-590.

competitors. However, DirecTV and television production companies are comple-
mentors to each other. In deciding whether to encourage the entry of new comple-
mentors, a firm has to weigh the extra value these new complementors will create
against the competitive impact of this entry on a firm's current complementors.

It is also the case that a single firm can be both a competitor and a comple-
mentor to the same firm. This is very common in industries where it is important
to create technological standards. Without standards for, say, the size of a CD, how
information on a CD will be stored, how this information will be read, and so
forth, consumers will often be unwilling to purchase a CD player. With standards
in place, however, sales of a particular technology can soar. Todevelop technology
standards, firms must be willing to cooperate. This cooperation means that, with
respect to the technology standard, these firms are complementors. And indeed.
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TABLE 2.7 Industry Structure
and Environmental

Opportunities

when these firms act as complementers, their actionshave the effectof increasing
the total size of the market. However, once these firms cooperate to establish stan
dards, they begin to compete to try to obtain as much of the market ttiey jointly
created as possible. In this sense, these firms are also competitors.

Understanding when firms in an industry should behave as complementers
and when they should behave as competitors is sometimes very difficult. It is even
more difficult for a firm that has interacted with other firms in its industry as a
competitor to change its organizational structure, formal and informal control sys
tems, and compensation policy and start interacting with these firms as a comple
menter, at least for some purposes. Learning to manage what Brandenburger and
Nalebuff call the "Jekyll and Hyde" dilemma associated with competitors and
complementers can distinguish excellent from average firms.

Industry Structure and Environmental
Opportunities
Identifying environmental threats is only half the task in accomplishing an exter
nal analysis. Such an analysis must also identify opportunities. Fortunately, the
same S-C-Plogic that made it possible to develop tools for the analysis of environ
mental threats can also be used to develop tools for ttie analysis of environmental
opportunities. However, instead of identifying the threats that are common in
most industries, opportunity analysis begins by identifying several generic indus
try structures and then describing the strategic opportunities that are available in
each of these different kinds of industries.^^

Of course, there are many different generic industry structures. However,
four are very common and will be the focus of opportunity analysis in this book:
(1) fragmented industries, (2) emerging industries, (3) mature industries, and
(4)declining industries. A fiftti industry structure—^international industries—^will
be discussed later in the chapter. The kinds of opportunities typically associated
with these industry structures are presented in Table 2.7.

Opportunities in Fragmented Industries: Consolidation

Fragmented industries are industries in which a large number of small or
medium-sized firms operate and no small set of firms has dominant market share
or creates dominant technologies. Most service industries, including retailing, fab
rics, and commercial printing, to name just a few,are fragmented industries.

Industry Structure

Fragmented industry
Emerging industry
Mature industry

Declining industry

Opportunities

Consolidation

First-mover advantages
Product refinement

Investment in service quality
Process innovation

Leadership
Niche

Harvest

Divestment
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Industries canbe jfragmented for a widevariety ofreasons. Forexample, the
fragmented industry may have few barriers to entry, thereby encourag^g numer
ous smallfirms to enter. The industry may have few, if any, economies of scale,
andeven some important diseconomies ofscale, thusencouraging firms toremain
small. Also, close localcontrol overenterprisesin an industry maybe necessary—
for example, local movie houses andlocal restaurants—to ensure quality and to
miriiinize losses from theft.

The major opportunity facing firms in fragmented industries is the imple
mentation ofstrategies thatbegin toconsolidate the industry intoa smaller num
ber of firms.Firmsthat are successful in implementing this consolidation strategy
canbecome industry leaders and obtain benefits from this kind of effort, if they
exist.

Consolidation can occur in several ways. For example, an incumbent firm
may discover new economies ofscale in an industry. In the highly fragmented
funeral home industry. Service Corporation International (SCI) foimd that the
development ofa chain offuneral homes gave itadvantages inacquiring key sup
plies (coffins) and in the allocation ofscarce resources (morticians andhearses).
By acquiring numerous previously independent funeral homes, SCI was able to
substantially reduce its costs and gain higher levels of economic performance.^

Incumbent firms sometimes adopt new ownership structures to helpconsol
idate an industry. Kampgroimds of America (KOA) uses franchise agreements
with local operators to provide camping facilities to travelers in the fragmented
private campgrounds industry. KOA provides local operators with professional
training, technical skills, andaccess toitsbrand-name reputation. Local operators,
in return, provide KOA with local managers who are intensely interested in the
financial and operational success of theircampgrounds. Similar franchise agree
ments have been instrumental in the consolidation of ofiier fragmented industries,
including fast food (McDonald's), muffler repair (Midas), and motels (La Quinta,
Holiday Inn, Howard Johnson's).^^

The benefits of implementing a consolidation strategy in a fragmented
industry turn on theadvantages larger firms in such industries gain from their
larger market share. As will be discussed in Chapter 4, firms withlarge market
share canhave important cost advantages. Large market share canalso helpa firm
differentiate its products.

Opportunities in Emerging Industries:First-Mover Advantages
Emerging industries arenewly created or newly re-created industries formed by
technological innovations, changes in demand, the emergence of new customer
needs, andsoforth. Overthepast30 years, theworldeconomy hasbeenflooded by
emerging industries, including themicroprocessor industry, thepersonal computer
industry, themedical imaging industry, and thebiotechnology industry, toname a
few. Firms inemerging industries face a unique setofopportunities, theexploitation
ofwhichcanbea source ofsuperior performance forsometimeforsome firms.

The opportunities thatface firms in emerging industries fall intothegeneral
category offirst-mover advantages. First-mover advantages areadvantages that
come to firms that makeimportantstrategic and technological decisions earlyin
the development ofan industry. In emerging industries, many of the rules of the
game andstandard operating procedures for competing andsucceeding have yet
to be established. First-moving firms cansometimes helpestablish the rulesof the
game andcreate anindustry's structure inways that are uniquely beneficial tothem.
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Ingeneral, first-mover advantages can arise from three primary sources: (1) tech
nological leadership, (2) preemption of strategically valuable assets, and (3) the
creationof customer-switching costs.^

First-Mover Advantagesand Technologicai Leadership
Firms thatmake early investments in particular technologies in an industry are
implementing a technological leadership strategy. Such strategies cangenerate
two advantages in emerging industries. First, firms thathave implemented these
strategies may obtain a low-cost position based on their greater cumulative vol
ume ofproduction witha particular technology. These cost advantages have had
important competitiveimplicationsin such diverse industries as the manufactiure
oftitamum dioxide byDuPont andProcter &Gamble's competitive advantage in
disposable diapers.^^

Second, firms that make early investments in a technology may obtain
patentprotections thatenhance theirperformance.^ Xerox's patents on thexerog
raphyprocess and General Electric's patenton Edison's original lightbulb design
were important for these firms' success when these two industries were emerg-
ing.^^ However, although there are some exceptions (e.g., the pharmaceutical
industry andspecialty chemicals), patents, perse,seem toprovide relatively small
profit opportunities for first-moving firms in most emerging industries. One
groupofresearchers foundthat imitators canduplicate firstmovers' patent-based
advantages for about 65percent of the first mover's costs.^ Theseresearchersalso
found that 60 percent of all patents are imitated within four years of being
granted—^without legally violating patent rights obtained by firstmovers. As we
will discuss indetail inChapter 3,patents arerarely a soiurce ofsustained compet
itiveadvantagefor firms, even in emergingindustries.

First-MoverAdvantages and Preemption of StrategicallyValuable Assets
Firstmovers that invest only in technology usually do not obtain sustained com
petitive advantages. However, firstmovers that move to tieup strategically valu
able resources inan industry before theirfull value iswidely understood cangain
sustained competitive advantages. Strategically valuable assets are resoiurces
required to successfully compete in an industry. Firms that are able to acquire
these resources have, in effect, erected formidable barriers to imitation in an
industry. Some strategically valuable assets that can be acquired in this way
include access to raw materials, particularly favorable geographic locations, and
particularly valuable product market positions.

When anoilcompany suchasRoyal Dutch Shell (because ofitssuperior explo
rationskills) acquires leases with greater development potential than was expected
by itscompetition, thecompany is gaming access to rawmaterials in a way that is
likely togenerate sustained competitive advantages. When Wal-Mart opens stores in
medium-sized cities before tiie arrival ofitscompetition, Wal-Mart ismaking it diffi
cultforthecompetition toenterintothismarket. And,whenbreakfast cereal compa
nies e?q>and their product lines to include all possible combinations of wheat, oats,
bran, com, andsugar, they, too, are using a first-mover advantage todeter entry.'̂

First-MoverAdvantages and Creating Customer-Switching Costs
Firms canalso gainfirst-mover advantages in an emerging industryby creating
customer-switching costs. Customer-switching costs exist when customers
make investments in order to use a firm's particular products or services. These
investments tie customers to a particular firm and make it more difficult for
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customers tobeginpurchasing jfrom otherfirms.^^ Such switching costs areimpor
tant factorsin industries as diverse as applications software for personal computers,
prescription pharmaceuticals, and groceries.^^

In applications software for personal computers, users make significant
investments to leam how to use a particular software package. Once computer
users have learned how to operate particular software,they are unlikely to switch
to new software, even if that new software system is superior to what they cur
rently use. Sucha switch would require learning the new softwareand determin
ing how it is similar to and different from the old software. For these reasons,
some computer users will continue to use outdated software, even though new
software performs much better.

Similarswitching costs can exist in some segments of the prescription phar
maceutical industry. Once medical doctors become familiar with a particular
drug, its applications, and side effects, they are sometimes reluctant to change to
a new drug, even if that new drug promises to be more effective than the older,
more familiar one. Tryingthe new drug requires learning about its properties and
side effects. Even if the new drug has received government approvals, its use
requires doctors to be willing to "experiment" with the health of their patients.
Given these issues, many physicians are unwilling to rapidly adopt new drug
iherapies.This is one reason that pharmaceutical firms spend so much time and
money usingtheirsalesforces to educatetheirphysician customers. This kind of
education is necessary if a doctor is going to be willing to switch from an old
drug to a new one.

Customer-switchingcosts can even play a role in the grocerystore industry.
Each grocery store has a particular layout of products. Once customers leam
where different products in a particular store are located, they are not likely to
change stores, because theywould then have to releam the location of products.
Manycustomers want to avoid the timeand fmstration associated with wander
ing around a new store lookingfor some obscure product. Indeed, the cost of
switching stores may be large enough to enable some grocery stores to charge
higherprices thanwouldbe the case withoutcustomer-switching costs.

First-Mover Disadvantages
Of course, the advantages of first moving in emerging industries must be bal
anced against the risks associated with exploiting this opportimity. Emerging
industries are characterized by a great deal of imcertainty. When fost-moving
firms are making critical strategic decisions, it may not be at all clear what the
right decisions are. In suchhighlyuncertain settings, a reasonable strategic alter
native to first moving may be retaining flexibility. Where first-moving firms
attempt to resolve the imcertainty they face by making decisions early and then
trying to influence the evolution of an emergingindustry, they use flexibility to
resolve this rmceiiainty by delajdng decisions until the economically correctpath
is clear and then moving quickly to take advantage of that path.

Opportunities in Mature Industries: Product Refinement,
Service, and Process Innovation

Emerging industries areoftenformed by thecreation ofnewproductsor technolo
gies that radically alter the rules of the game in an industry. However, over time,
as these new ways of doing business becomewidely understood, as technologies
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diffuse through competitors, and as the rate of innovation in new products and
technologies drops, an industry begins to enter the mature phase of its develop
ment. As described in the Strategy in ttie Emerging Enterprise feature, this change
in the nature of a firm's industry can be difficult to recognize and can create both
strategic and operational problems for a firm.

Common characteristics of mature industries include (1)slowing growth in
total industry demand, (2)the development of experienced repeat customers, (3)a
slowdown in increases in production capacity, (4)a slowdown in the introduction
of new products or services, (5) an increase in the amoxmt of international compe
tition, and (6) an overall reduction in ti\eprofitability offirms in theindustry.^

The fast-food industry in the United States has matured over the past 10 to
15 years. In the 1960s, the United States had only three large national fast-food
chains: McDonald's, Burger King, and Dairy Queen. Throu^ the 1980s, all three
of these chains grew rapidly, although the rate of growth at McDonald's out
stripped the growth rate of the other two firms. During this time period, however,
other fast-food chains also entered the market. These included some national

chains, such as Kentucky Fried Chicken,Wendy's, and Taco Bell, and some strong
regional chains, such as Jack in the Boxand In and Out Burger.Bythe early 1990s,
growth in this industry had slowed considerably. McDondd's annoimced that it
was having difficulty finding locations for new McDonald's that did not impinge
on the sales of already existing McDonald's. Except for non-U.S. operations,
where competition in the fast-food industry is not as mature, the profitability of
most U.S. fast-food companies did not grow as much in the 1990sas it did in the
1960s through the 1980s. Indeed, by 2002, all the major fast-food chains were
eithernot makingverymuchmoney, or,likeMcDonald's, actually losingmoney.^^

Opportunities for firms in mature industries typically shift from the devel
opment of new technologies and products in an emerging industry to a greater
emphasis on refining a firm's current products, an emphasis on increasing the
quality of service, and a focus on reducing manufacturing costs and increased
quality through process innovations.

Refining Current Products
In mature industries, such as home detergents, motor oil, and kitchen appliances,
few, if any,major technological breakthroughs are Ukely. However, this does not
mean that innovation is not occurring in these industries. Innovation in these
industries focuses on extending and improving current products and technolo
gies. In home detergents, innovation recently has focused on changes in packag
ing and on selling more highly concentrated detergents. In motor oil, packaging
changes (from fiber foil cans to plastic containers), additives that keep oil cleaner
longer, and oil formulated to operate in four-cylinder engines are recent examples
of this kind of innovation. In kitchen appliances, recent improvements include the
availability of refrigerators with crushed iceand water through the door,commercial-
grade stoves for home use, and dishwashers that automatically adjust the cleaning
cycledepending on how dirty the dishes are.^°

Emphasis on Service
When firms in an industry have only limited ability to invest in radical new tech
nologies and products, efforts to differentiateproducts often turn toward the qual
ity of customer service.A firm that is able to develop a reputation for high-quality
customer service may be able to obtain superior performance even though its
products are not highly differentiated.
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It began with a5,000-word e-mail sent
by SteveBalmer, CEOof Microsoft, to

all 57,000 employees. Whereas previ
ous e-mails from Microsoft founder

Bill Gates—including one in 1995 call
ing on the firm to leam how to "ride
the wave of the Internet"—inspired
the firm to move on to conquer more
technological challenges, Balmer's
e-mail focused on Microsoft's current

state and called on the firm to become

more focused and efficient. Balmer also

announced that Microsoft would cut its

costs by $1 billion during the next fiscal
year. One observer described it as the
kind of e-mail you would expect to
read at Procter & Gamble, not at

Microsoft.

Then the other shoe dropped. In
a surprise move, Balmer announced
that Microsoft would distribute a large
portion of its $56billioncash reserve in
the form of a special dividend to stock
holders. In what is believed to be the

largest such cash dispersion ever,
Microsoft distributed $32 billion to its

stockholders and used an additional

$30billion to buy back stock. BillGates
received a $3.2 billion cash dividend.

These changes meant that Microsoft's
capital structure was more similar to,
say, Procter & Gamble's than to an
entrepreneurial, high-flying software
company.

What happened at Microsoft?
Did Microsoft's management con
clude that the PC software industry
was no longer emerging, but had
matured to the point that Microsoft

Microsoft Grows Up

would have to alter some of its tradi

tional strategies? Most observers
believe that Balmer's e-mail, and the

decision to reduce its cash reserves,

signaled that Microsoft had come to
this conclusion. In fact, although most
of Microsoft's core businesses—its

Windows operating systems, its PC
applications software, and its server
software—are still growing at the
rate of about $3 billion a year, if they
were growing at historical rates these
businesses would be generating
$7 billion in new revenues each year.
Moreover, Microsoft's new businesses—

video games, Internet services, busi
ness software, and software for pho
nes and handheld computers—are
adding less than $1 billion in new rev
enues each year. That is, growth in
Microsoft's new businesses is not off

setting slower growth in its tradi
tional businesses.

Other indicators of the growing
maturity of the PC software industry,

and Microsoft's strategic changes, also
exist. For example, during 2003 and
2004, Microsoft resolved most of the
outstanding antitrust litigation it was
facing, abandoned its employee stock
option plan in favor of a stock-based
compensation scheme popular with
slower-growth firms, improved its sys
tems for receiving and acting on feed
back from customers, and improved
the quality of its relationships with
some of its major rivals, including Sun
Microsystems, Inc. These are all the
actions of a firm that recognizes that
the rapid growth opportimities that
existed in the software industry when
Microsoft was a new company do not
exist anymore.

At this point, Microsoft has to
choose whether it is going to jump-start
its growth through a series of large
acquisitions or accept the lower growth
rates in its core markets. As described in

the openingcaseforChapter10,it made
a significant, but ultimately unsuccess
ful, effort to acquire Yahoo in an attempt
to jump-start its growth in online serv
ices, a strong indicator that Microsoft,
while acknowledgingslower growth in
its core, has not completely abandoned
the idea of growing quickly in some
parts of its business.

Sources: J. Greene (2004)."Microsoft's midlife cri
sis." BusinessV^eek, April 19,2004, pp. 88 +; R.Gulh
and S. Thurm (2004)."Microsoft to dole out its cash
hoard." TheWallStreetJourml, Wednesday,July 21,
2004, pp. A1 +;S.Hamm (2004). "Microsoft's worst
enemy:Success." BusinessYJeek, July 19,2004,p. 33;
www.nucrosoft.eom/billgates/speeches/20G6/00-
15transition.asp.

This emphasis on service has become very important in a wide variety of
industries. For example, in the convenience food industry, one of the major rea
sons for slower growthin the fast-food segment has been growth in the so-called
"casual dining" segment. This segment includes restaurants such as Chili's and
Applebee's. The food sold at fast-food restaurants and casual dining restaurants
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overlaps—they both sell burgers, soft drinks, salads, chicken, desserts, and so
forth—^although many consumers believe that the quality of food is superior in
the casual dining restaurants. In addition to any perceived differences in the food,
however, the level of service in the two kinds of establishments varies signifi
cantly. At fast-food restaurants, food is handed to consumers on a tray; in casual
dining restaurants, wait staff actually bring food to consumerson a plate. This
levelofservice is onereasonthat casualdiningis growing in popularity.^^

Process innovation

A firm's processes are the activities it engages in to design, produce, and sell its
products or services. Process innovation, then, is a firm's effort to refine and
improve its current processes. Several authors have studied the relationship
between process innovation, product innovation, and the maturity of an indus
try.®^ This work suggests that, in theearly stages ofindustry development, prod
uct innovation is very important. However, over time product innovation
becomesless important, and processiimovationsdesigned to reduce manufactur
ing costs, increase product quality, and streamline management become more
important. In mature industries, finns can often gain an advantage by manufac
turing the same product as competitors,but at a lower cost.Alternatively, firms
can manufacture a product that is perceived to be of higher quality and do so at a
competitive cost. Process innovations facilitate both the reduction of costs and the
increase in quality.

The role of process innovation in more mature industries is perhaps best
exemplified by the improvement in quality in U.S. automobiles. In the 1980s,
Japanese firms such as Nissan, Toyota, and Honda sold cars that were of signifi
cantly higher quality than those produced by U.S. firms General Motors, Ford,
and Chrysler. In the faceof that competitivedisadvantage, the U.S. firmsengaged
in numerous process reforms to improve the quality of their cars. In the 1980s, U.S.
manufacturers were cited for car body panels that did not fit well,bumpers that
were himg crookedlyon cars, and the wrong engines being placed in cars. Today,
the differences in quality between newly manufactured U.S. and Japanese auto
mobiles are very small. Indeed, one well-known judge of initial manufacturing
quality—J. D" Powers—^now focuses on items such as the quality of a car's cup
holders and the maximum distance at which a car's keyless entry system still
works to establish quality rankings. The really significant quality issues of the
1980s arevirtually gone.®®

Opportunities inDeclining Industries: Leadership,
Niche, Harvest, and Divestment

A declining industry is an industry that has experienced an absolute decline in
unit sales overa sustained periodof time.®^ Obviously, firms in a declining indus
try face more threats than opportunities.Rivalryin a decliningindustry is likelyto
be very high, as is the threat of buyers, suppliers, and substitutes. However, even
though threats are significant, firms do have opportunities they can exploit.The
major strategic opportunities that firms in this kind of industry face are leader
ship, niche, harvest, and divestment.

Market Leadership
An industry in decline is often characterized by overcapacity in manufacturing,
distribution, and so fortti. Reduced demand often means that firms in a declining
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industry will have to endure a significant shakeout period until overcapacity is
reduced and capacity is brought in line with demand. After the shakeout, a
smaller number of lean and focused firms may enjoy a relatively benign environ
ment with few threats and several opportunities. If the industry structure that is
likely to exist after a shakeout is quite attractive, firms in an industry before the
shakeout may have an incentive to weather the storm of decline—^to survive imtil
the situation improves to the point that they can begin to earn higher profits.

If a firm has decided to wait out the storm of decline in hopes of better envi
ronmental conditions in the future, it should consider various steps to increase its
chances of survival. Most important of these is that a firm must establish itself as a
market leader in the pre-sh^eout industry, most typically bybecoming the firm
with the largest market share in that industry. The purpose of becoming a market
leader is not to facilitate tacit collusion (see Chapter 9) or to obtain lower costs
from economies of scale (see Chapter 6). Rather, in a declining industry the
leader's objective should be to try to facilitate the exit of firms tiiat are not likely to
survive a shakeout, thereby obtaining a more favorable competitive environment
as quickly as possible.

Market leaders in declining industries can facilitate exit in a variety of ways,
including purchasing and then deemphasizing competitors' product lines, pur
chasing and retiring competitors' manufacturing capacity, manufacturing spare
parts for competitors' product lines, and sending imambiguous signals of their
intention to stay in an industry and remain a dominant firm. For example, overca
pacity problems in the European petrochemical industry were partially resolved
when Imperial Chemical Industries (ICI) traded its polyethylene plants to British
Petroleum for HP's polyvinylchloride (PVC) plants. In this case, both firms were
able to close some excess capacity in specific markets (polyethylene and PVC),
while sending clearsignalsof their intention to remain in these markets.®^

Market Niche

Afirm in a declining industry following a leadership strategy attempts to facilitate
exit by other firms, but a firm following a niche strategy in a declining industry
reduces its scope of operations and focuses on narrow segments of the declining
industry. If only a few firms choose a particular niche, then these firms may have
a favorable competitive setting, even though the industry as a whole is facing
shrinking demand.

Two firms that used the niche approach in a declining market are GTE
Sylvania and General Electric (GE) in the vacuum tube industry. The invention of
the transistor followed by the semiconductor just about destroyed demand for
vacuum tubes in new products. GTE Sylvania and GE rapidly recognized that
new product sales in vacuum tubes were drying up. In response, these firms
began specializing in supplying replacement vacuum tubes to the consumer and
military markets. Toearn high profits, these firms had to refocus their sales efforts
and scale down their sales and manufacturing staffs. Over time, as fewer and
fewer firms manufactured vacuum tubes, GTE Sylvania and GE were able to
chargevery high pricesfor replacement parts.^^

Harvest

Leadership and niche strategies, though differing along several dimensions,
have one attribute in common: Firms that implement these strategies intend to
remain in the industry despite its decline. Firms pursuing a harvest strategy in a
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declining industry do not expect to remain in the industry over the long term.
Instead, they engage in a long, systematic, phased witiidrawal, extracting as much
value as possible during tiie withdrawal period.

The extraction of value during the implementation of a harvest strategy pre
sumes that there is some value to harvest. TTius, firms that implement this strategy
must ordinarily have enjoyed at least some profits at some time in their history,
before the industry began declining. Firms can implement a harvest strategy by
reducing the range of products they sell, reducing their distribution network,
eliminating less profitable customers, reducing product quality, reducing service
quality, deferring maintenance and equipment repair, and so forth. In the end,
after a period of harvesting in a declining industry, firms can either sell their oper
ations (to a market leader) or simply cease operations.

In principle, the harvest opportunity soimds simple, but in practice it pres
ents some significant management challenges. The movement toward a harvest
strategy often means that some of the characteristics of a business that have long
been a source of pride to managers may have to be abandoned. Thus, where prior
to harvest a firm may have specialized in high-quality service, quality products,
and excellent customer value, during the harvest period service quality may fall,
product quality may deteriorate, and prices may rise. Thesechanges may be diffi
cult for managers to accept, and higher turnover may be the result. It is also diffi
cult to hire quality managers into a harvesting business, because such individuals
are likely to seek greater opportunities elsewhere.

For these reasons, few firms explicitly annoimce a harvest strategy. However,
examples can be foimd. GE seems to be following a harvest strategy in the electric
turbine business. Also, United States Steel and the International Steel Group seem
tobe following thisstrategy in certain segments of thesteel market.^^

Divestment

The final opportunity facing firms in a declining industry is divestment. Like a
harvest strategy, the objective of divestment is to extract a firm from a declining
industry. However, unlike harvest, divestment occurs quickly, often soon after a
pattern of decline has been established. Firms without established competitive
advantages may find divestment a superior option to harvest, because they have
few competitive advantages they can exploit through harvesting.

In tihe 1980s,GE used this rapid divestment approach to virtually abandon
the consumer electronics business. Total demand in this business was more or less

stable during the 1980s,but competition (mainly from Asian manufacturers)
increased substantially. Rather than remain in this business, GE sold most of its
consumer electronics operations and used the capital to enter into the medical
imaging industry, where this firm has found an environment more conducive to
superior performance.®®

In the defense business, divestment is the stated strategy of General
D)mamics, at least in some of its business segments. General Dynamics' managers
recognized early on that the changing defense industry could not support all the
incumbent firms. When General Dynamics concluded that it could not remain a
leader in some of its businesses, it decided to divest those and concentrate on a
few remaining businesses. Since 1991, General Dynamics has sold businesses
worth over $2.83 billion, including its missile systems business, its Cessna aircraft
division, and its tactical aircraft division (maker of the very successful F-16aircraft
and partner in the development of the next generation of fighter aircraft, the F-22).
These divestitures have left General Dynamics in just three businesses: armored
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tanks, nuclear submarines, and space launch vehicles. During thistime, the mar
ket price of General Dynamics stock has returned almost $4.5 billion to its
investors, has seen itsstock gofrom $25 pershare toa high of$110 pershare, and
has provided atotal return to stockholders of 555 percent.^^

Of course, not all divestments are caused by industry decline. Sometimes
firms divest certain operations to focus theirefforts on remaining operations,
sometimes they divest toraise capital, and sometimes they divest to simplify
operations. These types of divestments reflect afirm's diversification strategy and
are exploredin detail in Chapter 11.

Summary
The strategic management process requires that afirm engage inan analysis ofthreats and
opportunities inits competitive environment before a strategic choice can be made. This
analysis begins with anunderstanding ofthe firm's general environment. This general
environment has six components; technological change, demographic trends, cultural
trends, economic climate, legal and political conditions, and specific international events.
Although some ofthese components of the general environment can affect a firm directly,
more frequently they affect a firm through their impact onitslocal environment.

The S-C-P model is a theoreticalframework that enables the analysis of a firm's local
environment and that links the structure of the industry within which a firm operates, its
strategic alternatives, and firm performance. Inthis model, structure isdefined asindustry
structure and includes those attributes of a firm's industry that constrain a firm's strategic
alternatives and performance. Conduct isdefined asa firm's strategies. Performance refers
either to theperformance ofa firm in an industry or theperformance of theentire econ
omy—although the former definition ofperformance ismore important for most strategic
management purposes.

TheS-C-P model canbe used to develop tools foranalyzing threats in a firm's com
petitive environment. The most influential of these tools iscalled the "five forces frame
work."Thefiveforces are: the threat ofentry, the threatof rivalry, the threat ofsubstitutes,
the threat ofsuppliers, andthe threat ofbuyers. The threat ofentry depends on the exis
tence and "height" ofbarriers toentry. Common barriers toentry include economies of
scale, product differentiation, cost advantages independent ofscale, andgovernment regu
lation. The threatof rivalry depends on the number and competitiveness of fums in an
industry. The threat ofrivalry ishigh inanindustry when there are large numbers ofcom
peting firms, competing firms are roughly the same size andhave thesame influence,
growth inanindustry isslow, there isnoproduct differentiation, andproductive capacity
is addedin large increments. The threat of substitutes depends on howclose substitute
products and services are—^in performance and cost—to products and services inanindus
try. Whereas rivals all meet the same customer needs in approximately thesame way,
substitutes meet the same customer needs, but do so in very different ways. The threat of
suppliers inanindustry depends onthe number and distinctiveness ofthe products suppli
ersprovide toan industry. The threat ofsuppliers increases when a supplier's industry is
dominated bya few firms, when suppliers sell unique or highly differentiated products,
when suppliers are not threatened by substitutes, when suppliers threaten forward vertical
integration, and when firms are not important customers for suppliers. Finally, the threat of
buyers depends onthe number andsize ofanindustry's customers. The threat ofbuyers is
greater when the number ofbuyers issmall, products sold tobuyers cire imdifferentiated
andstandard, products sold tobuyers are a significant percentage ofa buyer's final costs.
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buyers are r\ot earningsignificant profits, and buyers threaten backward vertical integration.
Taken together, the level of these threats in an industrycan be used to determine the
expected average performance offirms in an industry.

One force in a firm's environment not included within the five forces framework is
complementors. Where competitors (including rivals, newentrants, and substitutes) com
pete with a firmto divideprofitsin a market, complementors increase the totalsizeof the
market. Ifyouarea CEO ofa firm, you know thatanother firm isa complementor when the
valueofyour products to your customers is higherin combination with this otherfirm's
products than when customers use your products alone. Where firms have strong incen
tives to reduce the entryof competitors, theycansometimes havestrong incentives to
increase the entry of complementors.

The S-C-P model can also beused todevelop tools for analyzing strategic opportuni
ties inanindustry. This isdone byidentifying generic industry structures andthestrategic
opportunities available in thesedifferent kindsofindustries. Fourcommon industrystruc
tures are fragmented industries, emerging industries, matureindustries, and declining
industries. The primary opportunity infragmented industries isconsolidation. Inemerging
industries, the most important opportunity is first-mover advantages from technological
leadership, preemption ofstrategically valuable assets, or creation ofcustomer-switching
costs. In mature industries,the primaryopportunitiesare product refinement, service, and
process innovation. In declining industries,opportunitiesincludemarketleadership, niche,
harvest, and divestment.



CliallenqG Questions
1. Yourformer collegeroommate calls
you and asks to borrow$10,000 so that
he can open a pizza restaurant in his
hometown.In justifyingthis request,he
argues that there must be significant
demand for pizzaand other fast foodin
his hometown because there are lots of

such restaurants already there and
three or four new ones are opening each
month. He also argues that demand for
convenience food will continue to

increase, and he points to the large
munber of firms that now sell frozen

dinners in grocery stores. Willyou lend
him the money? Why or why not?

2. According to the five forces model,
one potential threat in an industry is

Ppoyem Set
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buyers. Yet imlessbuyers are satisfied,
they are likely to look for satisfaction
elsewhere. Can the fact that buyers can
be threats be reconciled with the need

to satisfy buyers?

3. Government policies can have a
significant impacton the averageprof
itability of firms in an industry. Gov
ernment, however, is not included as a
potential threat in the five forces
model. Should the model be expanded
to include government (to make a "six
forces" model)? Why or why not?

4. How would you add complemen-
tors to the five forces model? In partic
ular, if an industry has large numbers
of complementors, does that make it

more attractive, less attractive, or does
it have no impact on the industry's
attractiveness? Justify your answer.

5. Opportunities analysis seems to
suggest that strategic opportunities
are available in almost any industry,
including declining ones. If that is true,
is it fair to say that there is really no
such thing as an imattractiveindustry?
If yes, what implications does this
have for the five forces model? If no,

describe an industry that has no
opportunities.

6. Is the evolution of industry struc
ture from an emerging industry to a
mature industry to a declining indus
try inevitable?Why or why not?

1. Perform a five forcesanalysis on the followingtwo industries:

The Pharmaceutical Industry

The pharmaceutical industry consists of firms thatdevelop, patent, and distribute drugs.
Although this industry does not have significant production economies, it does have
important economies in research anddevelopment. Product difierentiation exists as well,
because firms oftensell branded products. Firmscompete in research and development.
However, once a product is developed andpatented, competition is significantly reduced.
Recently, theincreased availability ofgeneric, nonbranded drugs has threatened theprof
itability ofsome druglines. Once aneffective drugisdeveloped, few, ifany, alternatives to
that drug usually are available. Drugs aremanufactured from conunodity chemicals that
are available from numerous suppliers. Major customers include doctors and patients.
Recently, increased costs have led the federal government and insurance companies to
pressure drug companies to reduce their prices.

The Textile Industry

The textileindustry consists of firms that manufacture and distribute fabrics for use in
clothing, furniture, carpeting, andsoforth. Several firms have invested heavily insophisti
catedmanufacturing technology, and manylower-cost firms located in Asia havebegim
fabric production. Textiles arenotbranded products. Recently, tariffs on some imported
textiles havebeenimplemented. The industryhas numerous firms; the largest haveless
than10percent market share. Traditional fabric materials (such as cotton andwool) have
recently been threatened bythedevelopment ofalternative chemical-based materials (such
as nylon and rayon), although many textile companies have begun manufacturing with
these new materials as well. Most raw materials are widely available, although some
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synthetic products periodically .may be in short supply. There are numerous textile
customers, buttextile costs areusually a large percentage oftheir final product's total costs.
Many users shoparound theworld forthelowest textile prices.

2. Perform anopportunities analysis onthefollowing industries:
(a) TheU.S. airlineindustry
(b) The U.S. beer industry
(c) The U.S. property andcasualty insurance industry
(d) The worldwide portable digital media (e.g., flash drives) industry
(e) The worldwide small package overnight delivery industry

3. For each ofthe following firms identify at least two competitors (rivals, new entrants, or
substitutes) and two complementors.
(a) Yahoo!
(b) Microsoft
(c) Dell
(d) Boeing
(e) McDonald's
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CHAPTER

3
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After reading this chapter,
you should be able to:

1. Describe the critical

assumptions of the
resource-based view.

2. Describe four types of
resources and capabilities.

3. Apply the VRIO
framework to identify the
competitive implications
of a firm's resources and

capabilities.

4. Apply value chain analysis
to identify a firm's valuable
resources and capabilities.

5. Describe the kinds of

resources and capabilities
that are likely to be costly
to imitate.

6. Describe how a firm uses

its structure, formal and
informal control processes,
and compensation policy
to exploit its resources.

7. Discuss how the decision

of whether to imitate a
firm with a competitive
advantage affects the
competitive dynamics
in an industry.
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Evaluatinq a Eipms Intepna
CapaLilities

Has eBay Lost its Way?

On January 23, 2008, Meg Whitman—the

high-profileCEO of eBay—announced her

retirement. During her 10 years as CEO,

Whitman transformed eBay from a mod

estly profitable online auction site to a

diversified e-commerce giant, with net

income up 53 percent to $531 million on

revenues that increased 27 percent to $2.2

billion in the fourth quarter of 2007. Not

bad numbers to go out on for Whitman.

However, the story at eBay is actu

ally a bit more complicated than these

simple numbers suggest. Most of eBay's

recent growth comes from businesses that

eBay purchased—PayPai, the online pay

ment system, and Skype,the free Internet

telephone service. In fact, eBay's core

online auction service has remained quite

stable over the past few years.The number

ofactive eBayusers has remained constant

for almost a year, at around 83 million.

Newproduct listingson the site have only

increased 4 percent, and the number of

companies selling products on eBay at

fixed prices has actually declined.

What has happened to the core

business at eBay? First, in an attempt to

increase the firm's overall profitability.

Whitman increased the fees that sellers are

charged for using the auction service.This

drove many sellers to look for alternative

venues.

Second, competition emerged. For

example, despite eBay's substantial head
start, both in terms of auction software

and its number of users, Amazon.com has

become an increasingly attractive alterna

tive to eBay for online auctions. Many

users find Amazon's online auction system

to be easier—and cheaper—to use. eBay

only recently began upgrading is auction

system to offer services currently available
on Amazon—including new search soft

ware that enables shoppers to look at

product photos instead of long lists of
thumbnail product descriptions.

In addition to alternative online auc

tion services like Yahoo, other Web sites

that compete with eBay have also

emerged—including the online classified

ad site called Craig's List. Instead of trying

to buy and sell products through an auc

tion, many users prefer the simplicity of
buying and selling on Craig'sList.

Maybe part of eBay's challengewith

its online auction business has been its

efforts to expand beyond its core auction

business. With two major acquisitions in

three years—PayPal in October of 2002

and Skype in October of 2005—eBay's
managementhas had to focus muchof its
efforton integratingthese companieswith



eBay. All this was complicated when, two years after

acquiring Skypefor $2.5 billion, eBaywrote off $1.43 bil

lion of this investment—essentially acknowledging that

it had significantly overpaid for Skype.

In any case, eBay's new CEO—John Donahoe—

will have to find some way to revitalize eBay's core auc

tion business. Once eBay's central product around

which all of its other services were organized, the online

auction service faces the real threat of becoming a

mature, slow growth, and low-profit business for eBay.

Source: Catherin Holahan (2008)."eBay's new tough love CEO."Bus/ness
Week, February4, pp. 58-59,
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e
Bay has historically been the leader in online auctions. But this position
now seems to be at risk. Just how sustainable was eBay's original
advantage in the auction market?

The Resource-Based View of the Firm

In Chapter2,we saw that it was possibleto takesometheoretical modelsdeveloped
in economics—specifically the structure-conduct-performance (S-C-P) model—and
apply tiiem to develop tools for analyzing a firm's externalthreats and opportuni
ties. The same is true for analyzing a firm's internal strengths and weaknesses.
However, whereas the toolsdescribedin Chapter 2werebased on the S-C-P model,
the toolsdescribedin this chapter are ba^ on the resource-basedview (RBV) of
the firm.The RBV is a model of firm performance that focuses on the resourcesand
capabilities controlled bya firm assources ofcompetitive advantage.^

What Are Resources and Capabilities?

Resources in the RBV are defined as the tangibleand intangible assets that a firm
controls that it can use to conceive and implement its strategies. Examples of
resourcesinclude a firm's factories (a tangible asset), its products (a tangible asset),
its reputation among customers (an intangible asset), and teamwork among its
managers (an intangibleasset). eBay'stangibleassets include its Web site and asso
ciatedsoftware.Its intangibleassetsinclude itsbrand name in the auctionbusiness.

Capabilities are a subset of a firm's resourcesand are defined as the tangible
and intangible assetsthat enablea firmto takefulladvantageof the other resources
it controls. That is, capabilities alone do not enablea firm to conceive and imple
ment its strategies, but they enablea firm to use other resources to conceive and
implementsuch strategies. Examples ofcapabilities might includea firm's market
ing skillsand teamworkand cooperationamong its managers.At eBay, the cooper
ation amongsoftware developers and marketing people that made it possible for
eBayto dominate the online actionmarket is an exampleof a capability.

A firm's resources and capabilities can be classified into four broad cate
gories: financial resources,physical resources, individual resources,and organiza
tional resources. Financial resources include all the money, from whatever source,
that firms use to conceive and implement strategies. These financial resources
include cash from entrepreneurs, equity holders, bondholders, and banks.
Retained earnings, or the profit that a firm made earlier in its history and invests
in itself, are also an important type of financial resource.

Physical resources include all the physical technology used in a firm. This
includes a firm's plant and equipment, its geographic location, and its access to
raw materials. Specific examplesof plant and equipment that are part of a firm's
physical resources are a firm's computer hardware and software technology,
robots used in manufacturing, and automated warehouses. Geographic location,
as a type of physicalresource, is important for firms as diverse as Wal-Mart (with
its operations in rural markets generating, on average, higher returns than its
operations in more competitive urban markets) and L.L.Bean(a catalogue retail
firm that believes that its rural Maine location helps its employees identify with
theoutdoor lifestyle ofmany ofitscustomers).^

Human resources include the training, experience, judgment, intelligence,
relationships, and insight of individual managers and workers in a firm.^ The
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importance of the human resources of well-known entrepreneurs such as Bill
Gates (Microsoft) and Steve Jobs (currently at Apple) is broadly understood.
However, valuable human resources are not limited to just entrepreneurs or ^nior
managers. Each employee at afirm like Southwest Airlines is seen as essential for
theoverall success of the firm. Whether it is the willmgness of the gate agent to
joke with the harried traveler, or abaggage handler hustling to get apassenger s
bag into aplane, or even apilot's decision to fly in away that saves fuel—all of
these human resources are part of the resource base that has enabled Southwest to
gain competitive advantages in the very competitive U.S. ^^e industry.^

Whereas human resources are anattribute ofsingle individuals, organizational
resources are an attribute of groups of individuals. Organizational resources
include a firm's formal reporting structure; its formal and informal planning, con
trolling, and coordinating systems; its culture and reputation; and informal relations
among groups within afirm and between afirm and those in its environment. At
Southwest Airlines, relationships among individual resources arean important
organizational resource. For example, it is not imusual to see the pilots at
Southwest helping to load the bags on an airplane to ensure that the plane leaves
on time. This kind of cooperation and dedication shows up in ^ int^e loyalty
between Southwest employees and the firm—a loyalty that manifests itself inlow
employee turnover and high employee productivity, even though over 80 percent
of Southwest's workforce is unionized.

Critical Assumptions ofthe Resource-Based View
The RBV rests ontwo fundamental assumptions about the resources andcapabili
ties that firms may control. First, different firms may possess different bundles of
resources and capabilities, even if they are competing in the same industry. This is
the assumption of firm resource heterogeneity. Resource heterogeneity implies
that for agiven business activity, some firms may be more skilled in accomplish
ing this activity than other firms. In manufacturing, for example, Toyota continues
tobemore skilled than, say. General Motors. Inproduct design, Apple continues to
be more skiUed than, say, IBM. In motorcycles, Harley Davidson's reputation for
big, bad, and loud rides separates itfrom its competitors.

Second, some ofthese resource and capability differences among firms may
be long lasting, because itmay be very costly for firms without certain resources
and capabilities to develop or acquire them. This is the assumption of resource
immobility. For example, Toyota has had its advantage in manufacturing for at
least 30 years. Apple has had product design advantages over IBM since Apple
was founded in the1980s. And eBay has been able to retain itsbrand reputation
since the beginning of the online auction industry. Itis not that GM, IBM, and
eBay's competitors are unaware of their disadvantages. Indeed, some of these
firms—notably GM and IBM—have made progress in addressing their disadvan
tages. However, despite these efforts, Toyota, Apple, and, to alesser extent, eBay
continue toenjoy advantages over theircompetition.

Taken together, these two assumptions make itpossible to explain why some
firms outperform other firms, even if these firms are all competing in the same
industry. If a firm possesses valuable resources and capabilities that few other
firms possess, and if these other firms find ittoo costly to imitate these resources
and capabilities, the firm that possesses these tangible and mtangible assets can
gain asustained competitive advantage. The economic logic that imderlies the
RBV is described in moredetail in the Strategy in Depth feature.
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he theoretical roots of the
resource-

I based view can be traced to
research done by David Ricardo in
1817. Interestingly, Ricardo was not ^
even studying the profitability of M

eco- rA
nomic consequences of owning more
or less fertile farm land. 'i u

Unlike many other inputs into
the production process, the total supply
of land is relatively fixed and cannotbe
significantly increased in response to
higher demand and prices. Such inputs
are said to be inelastic in supply,
because their quantity ofsupply isfixed
anddoes notrespond toprice increases.
In thesesettings, it is possible for those wheatL
who own higher-quality
competitive advantages.

r" • •

land as a productive input is summa- in panel Aof Figure 3.1: As prices (P)

firms; he was interested in the

produce enough wheat so that the cost
of producing the last bushel of wheat
equals the revenue they will get from

^ selling that last bushel. However, this
1^ decision for the farm with less fertile

land (in panel B of the figure) gener-
ates revenues that exactly equal the
average total cost (ATC) of the only
capital this farmer is assumed to
employ, the cost of his land. In con
trast, the farmer with more fertile land

(in panel C of the figure) has an aver
age total cost (ATC) less than the

Ricardlan Economics and the , , . - ^ .
market-determined price, and thus is
able to earn an above-normal economic

profit. This is because at the market-
increases, then farmers with pro- determined price, P*, MC equals ATC

gressively less fertile land will be able for the farmer with less fertile land,
touse it to grow wheat. These observa- whereas MC isgreater than ATC for the

Ricardo s argument concerning tions lead to the market supply curve farmer with more fertile land.
. ^. _ . , ) In traditional economic analysis.

Resource-Based View

Rowing wheat. Also, suppose that the equal demand (D). This point deter- farmers to enter into this market, that
fertility of these different parcels varies mines the market price for wheat,
from high fertility (low costs of produc- given supply and demand. This price i;
tion) to low fertility (high costs of pro- called P* in the figure.
duction). It seems obvious that when F ...
the market price for wheat is low, itwiU ing two different kinds of farmers,
only payfarmers with the most fertile Ricardo assumed that both these farm-
land to glow wheat. Only these farm- ers follow traditional economic logic fertile land is available, and fertile land
ers will have costs low enough to make by producing aquantity (q) such that (by assumption) cannot be created
money when the market price for their marginal cost (MC) equals their This is what is meant by land being
wheat IS low. As the market price for marginal revenue (MR); that is, they inelastic in supply. Thus, the farmer

is wheat. However, all the land that can
beused toproducewheatina waythat

Nowconsider the situation fac- generates at least a normal return
giventhe market price P* is already in
production. Inparticular, no morevery

carmot be created.

The VRIO Framework

Armed with the RBV, it is possible to develop a set of tools for analyzing all the
different resources and capabilities afirm might possess and the potential of each
of these to generate competitive advantages. In this way, it will be possible to
identify afirm's internal strengths and its internal weaknesses. The primary tool
for accomplishing this internal analysis is called the VRIO framework.^ The
acronym, VRIO, in VRIO framework stands for four questions one must ask
about aresource or capability to determine its competitive potential: the question



A. Marketsupply and demand,
market quantity (Q*) and
market-determined price (P*)

B. Performance of firm with less
fertile land (higher average total
cost - ATQ

C. Performance of firm with more
fertile land (lower average total
cost - ATQ

MC =marginal costs, ATC =average total costs, Q=aggregate quantity produced in the industry, q- quantity
produced byeachfirm in the industry

Figure 3.1 The Economics of Land with Different Levels of Fertility

with more fertile land and lower
production costs has a sustained com
petitive advantage over those farmers
with less fertile land and higher pro
duction costs. Therefore, the farmer
with the more fertile land is able to
earn an above-normal economic profit.

Of course, at least two events can

threaten this sustained competitive
advantage. First, market demand may
shift down and to the left. This would
force farmers with less fertile land to
cease production and would also

reduce theprofit ofthose withmore fer
tile land. If demand shifted far enough,
this profit might disappear altogether.

Second, farmers with less fertile
land may discover low-cost ways of
increasing their land'sfertility, thereby
reducing thecompetitive advantage of
farmers with more fertile land. For
example, farmers withless fertile land
may beable to useinexpensive fertiliz
ers to increase their land's fertility. The
existence of such low-cost fertilizers
suggests that, although land maybe in

fixed supply, fertility may not be. If
enough farmers canincrease thefertil
ityof their land, then the profits origi
nally earned by the farmers with the
more fertile land will disappear.

Of course, what the RBV does is
recognize that landis not the onlypro
ductive input that is inelastic in sup
ply, and that farmers are not theonly
firms that benefit from having such
resources at their disposal.

Source: D. Ricardo (1817). Principles of political
economy and taxation. London:J. Murray.

of Value, the question of Rarity, the question of Imitability, and the question of
Organization. These four questions are summarized inTable 3.1.

The Question of Value

The question of value is: "Do resources and capabilities enable afirm to exploit an
external opportunity or neutralize an external threat?" If afirm answers this ques
tion with a"yes," then its resources and capabilities are valuable and can be con
sidered strengths. If a firm answers this question with a "no," its resources and
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TABLE 3.1 Questions Needed
to Conduct a Resource-Based

Analysis of a Rrm's Internal

Strengths and Weaknesses

1. Th^Quesiwn (^Value. Does atesource enable afimi to e>^lpit an environmental
oppoiiunify and/or neutralize an enviromnental fbxeat?

2. The Question ofRarity. Is aresource currently controlled by only asmall number
ofcompetingfirms?

3. The Question oflniitability. Do firms wititiout aresource fece acost disadvantage
in obtaining or developing it?
The Question ofOrganization. Are afirm's other policies and procedures organized
tosupport the exploitation ofitsvaluable, rare, and costly-to-imitate resources?

capabilities are weaknesses. There isnothing inherently valuable about a firm's
resources and capabilities. Rather, they are only valuable to the extent that they
enable a firm toenhance itscompetitive position. Sometimes, the same resources
and capabilities canbe strengths in onemarket and weaknesses in another. The
GlobalPerspectives feature discussesthis issue in more detail.

Valuable Resources and Firm Performance
^metimes itis difficult to know for sure whether afirm's resources and capabili
ties really enable it to exploit itsexternal opportunities or neutralize itsexternal
threats. Sometimes this requires detailed operational information that may not be
rea^yavailable. Other times, the full impact of afirm's resources and capabilities
onitsexternal opportunities andthreats may notbeknown for some time.

One way to track the impact of a firm's resources and capabilities on its
opportumties and threats is toexamine the impact ofusing Ihese resources and
capabilities onafirm srevenues and costs. Ingeneral, firms that use their resources
andcapabilities toexploit opportunities orneutralize threats will seean increase in
their net revenues, or adecrease in their net costs, or bodi, compared to the situa
tion in which they were not using these resources and capabilities to exploit oppor
tumties or neutralize threats. That is, die value of these resources and capabilities
will generally manifest itself ineither higher revenues or lower costs orboth, once
a firm starts using them toexploit opportunities orneutralize threats.

Applying the Question ofValue
For many firms, the answer to the question of value has been "yes." That is, many
firms have resources and capabilities that are used to exploit opportunities and
neutralize threats, and the use of these resources and capabilities enables these
firms to increase their net revenues or decrease their net costs. For example, Sony
has agreat deal of experience in designing, manufacturing, and selling miniatur
ized electronic technology. Sony has used these resources and capabilities to
exploit opportumties, including video games, digital cameras, computers and
peripherals, handheld computers, home video and audio, portable audio, and car
audio. 3M has used its resources and capabilities in substrates, coatings, and adhe-
sives, along with an organizational culture that rewards risk-taking and creativity,
to exploit opportumties inoffice products, including invisible tape and Post-It
notes. Sony s and 3M's resources and capabilities—^including their specific tech
nological skills and their creative organizational cultures—have made itpossible
for these firms to respond to, and even create, new opportunities.®

^Tifortunately, for other firms the answer to the question of value appears to
be no. The merger ofAOL and Time Warner was supposed create anew kind of
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Slrctcqij in tU I:nu^rqincj EnfeiPp'riSG

Entrepreneurial firms, like all other
firms, must be able to answer "yes"

to the question of value. That is, deci
sions by entrepreneurs to organize a
firm to exploit an opportunity must
increase revenues or reduce costs

beyond what would be the case if they
did not choose to organize a firm to
exploit an opportunity.

However, entrepreneurs often
find it difficult to answer the question
of value before they actually organize
a firm and try to exploit an opportu
nity. This is because the impact of
exploiting an opportunity on a firm's
revenues and costs often cannot be

known, with certainty, before that
opportunity is exploited.

Despite these challenges, entre
preneurs often are required to not only
estimate the value of any opportunities
they are thinking about exploiting, but
to do so in some detail and in a written

form. Projections about how organiz
ing a firm to exploit an opportunity
will affect a firm's revenues and costs

are often the centerpiece of an entrepre
neur's business plan—a document that
summarizes how an entrepreneur will
organize a firm to exploit an opportu-
rrity, along with the economic implica
tions of exploiting that opportunity.

Two schools of thought exist as
to the value of entrepreneurs writing
business plans. On the one hand, some
authors argue that writing a business
plan is likely to be helpful for entrepre
neurs, because it forces them to be

m it

Are Business Plans Good for

Entrepreneurs?

explicit about their assumptions,
exposes those assumptions to others
for critique and analysis, and helps
entrepreneurs focus their efforts on
building a new organization and
exploiting an opportunity. On the
other hand, other authors argue that
writing a business plan may actually
hurt an entrepreneur's performance,
because writing such a plan may
divert an entrepreneur's attention
from more important activities, may
give entrepreneurs the illusion that
they have more control of their busi
ness than they actually do, and may
lead to decision-making errors.

Research supports both points of
view. Scott Shane and Frederic Delmar

have shown that writing a business
plan significantly enhances the proba
bility that an entrepreneurial firm will
survive. In contrast, Amar Bhide shows

that most entrepreneurs go through

many different business plans before
they land on one that describes a busi
ness opportunity that they actually
support. For Bhide, writing the busi
ness plan is, at best, a means of helping
to create a new opportunity. Because
most business plans are abandoned
soon after they are written, writing
business plans has limited value.

One way to resolve the conflicts
among these scholars is to accept that
writing a business plan may be very
useful in some settings and not so use
ful in others. In particular, when it is
possible for entrepreneurs to collect
sufficient information about a poten
tial market opportunity so as to be able
to describe the probability of different
outcomes associated with exploiting
that opportunity—a setting described
as risky in the entrepreneurship
literature—business planning can be
very helpful. However, when such
information cannot be collected—a set

ting described as uncertain in the entre
preneurship literature—then writing a
business plan would be of only limited
value, and its disadvantages might out
weigh any advantages it might create.

Sources: S. Shane and F.Delmar (2004). "Planning
for the market: Businessplanning before marketing
and the continuation of organizing efforts." Jourml
of Business Venturing, 19, pp. 767-785; A. Bhide
(2000).Theoriginandevolutionofnewbusinesses. New
York;Oxford; R. H. Knight (1921).Risk,uncertainty,
and profit. Chicago: University of Chicago Press;
S. Alvarez and J. Barney (2006). "Discovery and
creation: Alternative theories in the field of entre

preneurship." Strategic Entrepreneurship journal,
1(1),pp. 11-26.

entertainment and media company; it is now widely recognized that Time Warner
has been unable to marshal the resources necessary to create economic value.
Time Warner wrote-off $90 billion in value in 2002; its stock price has been at
record lows, and there have been rumors that it will be broken up. Ironically,
many of the segments of this diverse media conglomerate continue to create
value. However, the company as a whole has not realized the synergies that it was
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Figure 3.2 ASimplified Value
Chain of Activities of Oil-Based

Refined Products such as

Gasoline and Motor Oil

expected to generate when it was created. Put differently, these synergies—as
resources and capabilities—^are apparently notvaluable.''

Using Value-Chain Analysis to identify Potentially
Valuable Resources and Capabilities
One way to identify potentially valuable resources and capabilities controlled by a
firm is to study that firm's value chain. A firm's value chain is the set of business
activities in which it engages to develop, produce, and market its products or
services. Each step in a firm's value chain requires the application and integration
of different resources and capabilities. Becausedifferent firms may make different
choices about whichvalue-chainactivities they will engagein, diey canend up devel
oping different sets of resources and capabilities. Thiscan be the caseeven if these
firais areall operating in the sameindustry. These choices canhave implications for
a firm's strategies, and, as described in ti\e Ethics and Strategy feature, they can
also have implications for society more generally.

Consider, for example, the oil industry. Figure 3.2 provides a simplified list
of all the business activities that must be completed if crude oil is to be turned into
consumer products, such as gasoline.Theseactivitiesinclude exploring for crude
oil,drilling for crude oil,pumping crude oil,shipping crude oil,buying crude oil,
refiningcrude oil,sellingrefined products to distributors, shipping refined prod
ucts, and selling refined products to final customers.

Different firmsmay make differentchoices about which of thesestages in the
oil industry they want to operate.Thus, the firmsin the oil industry may have very
different resources and capabilities. For example, exploring for crude oil is very
expensive and requires substantial financial resources. It alsorequires access to land
(a physicalresource), the application of substantialscientific and technical knowl
edge (individual resources), and an organizational commitment to risk-taking and
exploration (organizational resources). Firms that operate in this stage of the oil
businessare likelyto have very different resources and capabilities than those that.

Exploring for crude oil

T
Drillingfor crude oil

Pumping crude oil

Shipping crude oil
I

•
Buying crude oil

•
Refining crude oil

Selling refined products to distributors

Shipping refined products

Selling refined products to final customers



Strategic management adopts the
perspective of a firm's owners in

discussing how to gain and sustain
competitive advantages. Even when
adopting a stakeholder perspective
(see the Ethics and Strategy feature in
Chapter 1), how a firm can improve its
performance and increase the wealth
of its owners still takes center stage.

However, an exclusive focus on

the performance of a firm and the
wealth of its owners can sometimes

have broader effects—on society and on
the environment—that are not fully rec
ognized. Economists call these broader
effects "externalities," because they are
external to the core issue in economics

and strategic management of how firms
can maximize their performance. They
are external to this issue because firms

generally do not bear the full costs of the
externalities their profit-maximizing
behavior creates.

Externalities can take many
forms. The most obvious of these has

to do with pollution and the environ
ment. If, for example, in the process of
maximizing its performance a firm
engages in activities that pollute the
environment, the impact of that pollu
tion is an externality. Such pollution
reduces our quality of life and hurts
the envirorunent, but the firm creating
this pollution often does not bear the
full costs of doing so.

Other externalities have to do

with a firm's impact on the public's
health. For example, when tobacco
companies maximize their profits by
selling tobacco to children, they are
also creating a public health exter
nality. Getting children hooked on
tobacco early on might be good for the
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Externalities and the Broader

Consequences of Profit
Maximization

bottom line of a tobacco company,
but it increases the chances of these

children developing lung cancer,
emphysema, heart disease, and the
other ailments associated with tobacco.

Obviously, these individuals absorb
most of the adverse consequences of
these diseases, but society suffers as
well from the high health care costs that
are engendered.

Put differently, while adopting a
simple profit-maximizing perspective in
choosing and implementing strategies
can have positive impacts for a firm, its
owners, and its stakeholders, it can also
have negative consequences for society
as a whole. Two broad solutions to this

problem of externalities have been pro
posed. First, governments can take on
the responsibility of directly monitoring
and regulating the behavior of firms in
areas where these kinds of externalities

are likely to develop. Second, govern
ments can use lawsuits and regulations
to ensure that firms directly bear more

of the costs of any externalities their
behavior might generate. Once these
externalities are "internalized," it is then

a matter of self-interest for firms not to

engage in activities that generate nega
tive externalities.

Consumers can sometimes also

help internalize the externalities gener
ated by a firm's behavior by adjusting
their consumption patterns to buy
products or services ortly from compa
nies that do not generate negative
externalities. Consumers can even be

more proactive and let firms know
which of their strategies are particu
larly troubling. For example, many
consumers united to boycott firms
with operations in South Africa when
South Africa was still implementing a
policy of apartheid. Ultimately, this
pressure not only changed the strate
gies of many firms; it also helped
change South Africa's domestic poli
cies. More recently, consumer pres
sures on pharmaceutical companies
forced these firms to make their AIDS

drugs more accessible in less devel
oped countries in Africa; similar pres
sures forced Nike to adjust the wages
and working conditions of the individ
uals who manufacture Nike's shoes. To

the extent that sufficient demand for

"socially responsible firms" exists in
the marketplace, it may make profit-
maximizing sense for a firm to engage
in socially responsible behavior by
reducing the extent to which its actions
generate negative externalities.

Sources: "AIDS in Africa." British Medicaljournal,
June 1, p. 456;J. S. Friedman (2003). "Paying for
apartheid." Nation, June 6, pp. 7 +; L. Lee (2000).
"Can Nike still do it?" BusinessWeek, February 21,
pp. 121 +.
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Technology
development

Source

Sophistication
Patents

Product/process
choices

for example, sell refined oil products to final customers. Tobe successful in the retail
stage of this industry, a firm needs retail outlets (such as stores and gas stations),
which are costly to build and require both financial and physical resources. These
outlets, in turn, need to be staffed by salespeople—individual resources—and mar
keting these products to customers through advertisements and other means can
require a commitment to creativity—an organizational resource.

However, even firms that operate in the same set of value-chain activities in
an industry may approach these activities very differently, and therefore may
develop very different resources and capabilities associated with these activities.
For example, two firms may sell refined oil products to final customers. However,
one of these firms may sell only through retail outlets it owns, whereas the second
may sell only through retail outlets it does not own. The first firm's financial and
physical resources are likely to be very different from the second firm's, although
these two firms may have similar individual and organizational resources.

Studyinga firm's value chain forces us to think about firm resources and capa
bilities in a disaggregated way. Although it is possible to characterize a firm's
resources and capabilities morebroadly, it is usuallymorehelpful to thinkabout how
each of the activities a firm engages in affects its financial, physical, individual, and
organizational resources. Withthis understanding, it is possibleto begin to recognize
potential sourcesof competitive advantage for a firm in a much more detailed way.

Because this type of analysis can be so helpful in identifying the financial,
physical, individual, and organizational resources and capabilities controlled by a
firm, several generic value chains for identifying them have been developed. The
first, proposed by the management-consulting firm McKinsey and Company, is
presented in Figure3.3.® Thisrelatively simplemodel suggests that the creationof
value almost always involves six distinct activities: technology development,
product design, manufacturing, marketing, distribution, and service. Firms can
develop distinctivecapabilities in any one or any combination of these activities.

Michael E. Porter has developed a second generic value chain.^ This value
chain, presented in Figure 3.4,divides value-creating activities into two large cat
egories: primary activities and support activities. Primary activities include
inbound logistics (purchasing, inventory, and so forth), production, outbound
logistics (warehousingand distribution),salesand marketing,and service(dealer
support and customer service). Support activities include infrastructure
(planning, finance, informationservices, legal), technology development (research
and development,product design), and human resource managementand devel
opment. Primary activities are directly associated with the manufacture and

Product design Manufacturing Marketing

Function

Physical
characteristics

Aesthetics

Quality

Integration
Raw materials

Capacity
Location

Procurement

Parts production
Assembly

Prices

Advertising/
promotion

Sales force
Package
Brand

Distribution

Channels

Integration
Inventory
Warehousing
Transport

Service ••

Warranty Speed
Captive/independent
Prices

Figure 3.3 The GenericValueChain Developed by McKinsey and Company
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Support
Activities

Primary
Activities

infrastructure actmties: Planning, finance, MIS, legal ser>nces

Technology: Research,development, design

Human resource management and development

Purchasing' ; i Dealer
Inventory Warehousing • support
holding i Production! and Sales and i and

Materials j i distribution imarketing j customer
handling ' ' ' i service

J ^ J i L

Margin

distribution of a product. Support activities assist a firm in accomplishing its
primary activities. As with the McKinsey value chain, a firm can develop
strengths or weaknesses in any one or in any combination of the activities listed in
Porter's value chain. These activities, and how they are linked to one another,
point to the kinds of resources and capabilities a firm is likely to have developed.

The Question of Rarity

Understanding the value of a firm's resources and capabilities is an important first
consideration in understanding a firm's internal strengths and weaknesses.
However, if a particular resource or capability is controlled by numerous compet
ing firms, then that resource is unlikely to be a source of competitive advantage
for any one of them. Instead, valuable but common (i.e., not rare) resources and
capabilities are sources of competitive parity. Only when a resource is not con
trolled by numerous other firms is it likely to be a source of competitive advan
tage. These observations lead to the question of rarity: "How many competing
firms already possess particular valuable resources and capabilities?"

Consider, for example, competition among television sports channels. All the
major networks broadcast sports. In addition, several sports-only cable channels
are available, including the best-known all-sports channel, ESPN. Several years
ago, ESPN began televising what were then called alternative sports—skateboard
ing, snowboarding, mountain biking, and so forth. The surprising popularity of
these programs led ESPN to package them into an annual competition called the
"X-Games." "X" stands for "extreme," and ESPN has definitely gone to the
extreme in including sports in the X-Games. The X-Games now include sports such
as sky-surfing, competitive high diving, competitive bungee cord jumping, and so
forth. ESPN broadcasts both a summer X-Games and a winter X-Games. No other

sports outlet has yet made such a commitment to so-caUed extreme sports, and it
has paid handsome dividends for ESPN—extreme sports have very low-cost
broadcast rights and draw a fairly large audience. This commitment to extreme
sports has been a source of at least a temporary competitive advantage for ESPN.

Of course, not all of a firm's resources and capabilities have to be valuable
and rare. Indeed, most firms have a resource base that is composed primarily of
valuable but common resources and capabilities. These resources cannot be
sources of even temporary competitive advantage, but are essential if a firm is to
gain competitive parity. Under conditions of competitive parity, although no one
firm gains a competitive advantage, firms do increase their probability of survival.

Figure 3.4 The Generic Value
Chain Developed by Porter

Source: Reprinted with
permission of The Free Press, a
Division of Simon and Schuster

Adult Publishing Group, from
CompetitiveAdvantage: Creating
and Sustaining Superior Performance
by Michael E. Porter. Copyright
©1985,1998 by Michael E. Porter.
All rights reserved.
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Consider, for example, a telephone system as a resource or capability.
Becausetelephone systems are widely available, and because virtually all organi
zations have accessto telephone systems, these systems are not rare, and thus are
not a source of competitiveadvantage. However,firms that do not possess a tele
phone system are likely to give their competitors an important advantage and
place themselvesat a competitivedisadvantage.

How rare a valuable resource or capability must be in order to have the
potential for generating a competitive advantage varies from situation to situa
tion. It is not difficult to see that, if a firm's valuable resources and capabilities are
absolutely unique among a set of current and potential competitors, they can
generate a competitive advantage. However, it may be possible for a small num
ber of firms in an industry to possess a particular valuable resource or capability
and still obtain a competitive advantage. In general, as long as the number of
firms that possess a particular valuable resource or capability is less than the
number of firms needed to generate perfect competition dynamics in an industry,
that resource or capability can be considered rare and a potential source of com
petitive advantage.

The Question of imitabillty

Firms with valuable and rare resources are often strategic innovators, because
they are able to conceiveand engage in strategies that other firms cannot because
they lack the relevant resources and capabilities. These firms may gain the first-
mover advantages discussed in Chapter 2.

Valuable and rare organizational resources, however, can be sources of sus
tained competitive advantage only if firms that do not possess them face a cost
disadvantage in obtaining or developing them, compared to firms that already
possessthem.Thesekinds of resources are imperfectly imitable.^® These observa
tions lead to the question of imitability: "Do firms without a resource or capabil
ity face a cost disadvantage in obtaining or developing it compared to firms that
already possess it?"

Imagine an industry with five essentially identical firms. Each of these firms
manufactures the same products, uses the same raw materials, and sells the prod
ucts to the same customers through the same distribution channels. It is not hard
to see that firms in this kind of industry wiU have normal economicperformance.
Now, suppose that one of these firms, for whatever reason, discovers or develops
a heretofore unrecognized valuable resource and uses that resource either to
exploit an external opportunity or to neutralize an external threat. Obviously,this
firm will gain a competitive advantage over the others.

This firm's competitors can respond to this competitive advantage in at least
two ways. First, they can ignore the success of this one firm and continue as
before. This action, of course, will put them at a competitive disadvantage.
Second, these firms can attempt to imderstand why this one firm is able to be suc
cessful and then duplicate its resources to implement a similar strategy. If com
petitors have no cost disadvantages in acquiring or developing the needed
resources, then this imitative approach will generate competitive parity in the
industry.

Sometimes, however, for reasons that will be discussed later, competing firms
may face an important cost disadvantage in duplicating a successful firm's valu
able resources. If this is the case, this one innovative firm may gain a sustained
competitive advantage—^an advantage that is not competed away through strategic
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imitation. Firms that possess and exploit costly-to-imitate, rare, and valuable
resourcesin choosingand implementingtheir strategiesmay enjoya period ofsus
tainedcompetitive advantage.^^

For example, other sports networks have observed the success of ESPN's
X-Games and arebeginningtobroadcastsimilarcompetitions. NBC, for example,
has developed its own version of the X-Games, called the "Gravity Games," and
even the 01)anpics now include sports that were previously perceivedas being
"too extreme" for this mainline sports competition. Several Fox sports channels
broadcast programs that feature extremesports, and at least one new cablechan
nel (Fuel) broadcasts only extreme sports. Whether these efforts will be able to
attract the competitors that the X-Games attract, whether winners at these other
competitions will gain as much status in their sports as do winners of the X-
Games, and whether theseothercompetitions and programswillgain thereputa
tion among viewers enjoyedby ESPN will go a long way to determining whether
ESPN'scompetitiveadvantage in extremesports is temporary or sustained.^^

Forms of imitation: Direct Duplication and Substitution
In general, imitationoccursin one of two ways:direct duplication or substitution.
Imitating firms can attempt to directlyduplicate the resources possessedby the
firm with a competitive advantage.Thus, NBC sponsoringan alternativeextreme
games competition can be thought of as an effort to directly duplicate the resources
thatenabled ESPN's X-Games tobesuccessful. Ifthecostof thisdirect duplication
is toohigh, then a firmwith theseresources and capabilities mayobtaina sustained
competitive advantage. Ifthiscostisnot toohigh,tihen anycompetitive advantages
in this setting will be temporary.

Imitating firms canalsoattempt to substitute other resources for a costly to
imitate resource possessed by a firm with a competitive advantage. Extreme
sports shows and an extreme sports cable channel are potential substitutes for
ESPN's X-Games strategy. These shows appeal to much ^e same audience asthe
X-Games, but they do not require the same resources as an X-Games strategy
requires (i.e., because they are not competitions, they do not require the network
to bring together a large number of atiiletes all at once). If substitute resources
exist, and if imitating firms do not face a cost disadvantage in obtaining them,
then the competitive advantage of other firms will be temporary. However, if
these resources have no substitutes,or if the costof acquiringthese substitutesis
greater than the cost of obtaining the original resources, then competitive advan
tages can be sustained.

Why Might It BeCostly to Imitate Another Firm's Resources or Capabilities?
Anumber of authors have studied why it might be costly for one firm to imitate the
resources and capabilities of another. Four sources of costly imitation have been
noted.^^ They are summarized inTable 3.2 anddiscussed in the following text.

Unique Historical Conditions. It may be the case that a firm was able to acquire or
developits resources and capabilities in a low-cost manner becauseof its unique
historical conditions. The ability of firms to acquire, develop, and use resources
oftendepends on their placein timeand space. Oncetimeand historypass, firms
that do not have space-and-time-dependent resources face a significant cost
disadvantage in obtainingand developing them,becausedoing so would require
them to re-create history.^^
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TABLE 3.2 Sources of Costiy
Imitation Unique Historical Conditions. When a finn gains low-cost access to resources

because of its place in time and space, other firms m^y find fiieseresources
to be costly to imitate. Bothfirst-moveradvantages and path depend^ce can
create unique historical conditions.

Caus^ Ambiguity.Whencompetitorscannot tell,for sure, what enablesa firm
togainan advantage, that advantage maybecostly toimitate. Sources of
causalambiguityincludewhen competitive advantagesare based on "taken-
fbr-^granted" resources and capabilities, when multiplenon-testable
hypotheses existabout why a firmhas a competitive advantage,and when
a firm's advantages are based on complexsets of interrelated capabilities.

Social Complexity.When the resources and capabilitiesa firm uses to gain a
competitive advantage involveinterpersonalrelatiohships, trust, culture,
arid other socialresoiircesthat are costlyto iihitate in the ^ort term.

Patents. Only a sourceof sustained competitive advantage in a few industries,
including pharmaceuticals and specialty chemicals.

ESPN's early commitment to extremesports is an example of these unique
historical conditions. The status and reputation of the X-Games were created
because ESPNhappened to be the first major sports outlet that took these compe
titionsseriously. TheX-Games becamethe mostimportantcompetition in manyof
these extreme sports. Indeed, for snowboarders, winning a gold medal in the
X-Games is almost as important—if not more important—as winning a gold
medal in the Winter Olympics.Other sports outlets that hope to be able to com
pete with the X-Games will have to overcomeboth the status of ESPNas "the
worldwide leader in sports" and its historical advantage in extreme sports.
Overcoming these advantages is likely to be very costly, making competitive
threats from direct duplication, at least, less significant.

Of course, firms can also act to increase the costliness of imitating the
resourcesand capabilitiesthey control.ESPN is doing tiiisby expanding its cover
age of extreme sports and by engagingin a "grassroots" marketingcampaignthat
engages yoimg "extreme athletes" in local competitions.The purpose of these
efforts is clear: to keep ESPN's status as the most important source of extreme
sportscompetitions intact.^®

Unique historical circumstances can give a firm a sustained competitive
advantage in at least two ways. First, it may be that a particular firm was the first
in an industry to recognize and exploit an opportunity, and being first gave the
firm one or more of the first-mover advantages discussed in Chapter 2. Thus,
although in principle other firms in an industry could have exploitedan opportu
nity, that only one firm did so makes it more costly for other firms to imitate the
original firm.

A second way that history can have an impact on a firm builds on the con
cept of path dependence.^^ A process is said to be path dependent when events
early in the evolution of a processhave significanteffects on subsequent events. In
the evolution of competitive advantage, path dependence suggests that a firm
may gain a competitive advantage in the current period based on the acquisition
and developmentofresources in earlierperiods,lii theseearlierperiods,it is often
not clear what the full future value of particular resourceswill be. Because of this
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uncertainty, firms are able to acquire or develop these resources for less than what
will turn out to be their full value. However, once the full value of these resources
is revealed, other firms seeking to acquire or develop these resources wiU need to
pay their full known value, which (in general) will be greater than the costs
incurred by the firm that acquired or developed these resources in some earlier
period. The cost of acquiring both duplicate and substitute resources would rise
once their full value became known.

Consider, for example, a firm that purchased land for ranching some time ago
and discovered a rich supply of oil on this land in the current period. The difference
between the value of ttiis land as a supplier of oil (high) and the value of this land
for ranching (low) is a source of competitive advantage for this firm. Moreover,
other firms attempting to acquire this or adjacentland will now have to pay for the
full value of the Imd in its use as a supply of oil (high),and thus will be at a cost dis
advantage compared to the firm that acquired it some time ago for ranching.

Causal Ambiguity. A second reason why a firm's resources and capabilities may
be costly to imitate is that imitating firms may not understand the relationship
between the resources and capabilities controlled by a firm and that firm's
competitive advantage. In other words, the relationship between firm resources
and capabilities and competitive advantage may be causally ambiguous.

At first, it seems unlikely that causal ambiguity about the sources of compet
itive advantage for a firm would ever exist. Managers in a firm seem likely to
imderstand the sources of their own competitive advantage. If managers in one
firm understand the relationship between resources and competitive advantage,
then it seems likely that managers in other firms would also be able to discover
these relationships and thus would have a clear understanding of which resources
and capabilities they should duplicate or seek substitutes for. If there are no other
sources of cost disadvantage for imitating firms, imitation should lead to compet
itiveparity and normal economic performance.^^

However, it is not always the case that managers in a particular firm will
fully understand the relationshipbetween the resourcesand capabilitiesthey con
trol and competitive advantage. This lack of understanding could occur for at
least three reasons.First,it may be that the resourcesand capabilitiesthat generate
competitive advantage are so taken for granted, so much a part of the day-to-day
experience of managers in a firm, that these managers are unaware of them.^®
Organizational resources and capabilitiessuch as teamwork among top managers,
organizational culture, relationships among other employees, and relationships
with customers and suppliers may be almost "invisible" to managers in a firm.^^ If
managers in firms that have such capabilitiesdo not understand their relationship
to competitive advantage, managers in other firms face significant challenges in
understanding which resources they should imitate.

Second, managers may have multiple hypotheses about which resources and
capabilities enable their firm to gain a competitive advantage, but they may be
unable to evaluate which of these resources and capabilities, alone or in combina
tion, actually create the competitive advantage. For example, if one asks successful
entrepreneurswhat enabled them tobe successful, they are likelyto replywith sev
eral hypotheses, such as "hard work, willingness to take risks,and a high-quality
top management team." However, if one asks what happened to imsuccessful
entrepreneiurs, they, too, are likely to suggest that tiieir finns were characterized
by "hard work,willingness to take risks,and a high-qualitytop managementteam."
It may be the case tt\at "hard work, willingness to take risks, and a high-quality
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top management team" are important resourcesand capabilitiesfor entrepreneurial
firm success,but other factors may also play a role. Without rigorous experiments,
it is difficult to establish which of these resources have a causal relationship with
competitive advantage and which do not.

Finally, it may be that not just a few resources and capabilities enable a
firm to gain a competitive advantage, but that literally thousands of these
organizational attributes, bundled together, generate these advantages. When the
resources and capabilities that generate competitive advantage are complex net
works of relationships between individuals, groups, and technology, imitation can
be costly.

Whenever the sources of competitive advantage are widely diffused across
people, locations, and processes in a firm, those sources will be costly to imitate.
Perhaps the best example of such a resource is knowledge itself. To the extent
that valuable knowledge about a firm's products, processes, customers, and so
on is widely diffused throughout an organization, competitors will have diffi
culty imitating that knowledge, and it can be a source of sustained competitive
advantage.^®

Social Complexity. A third reason that a firm's resources and capabilities may be
costly to imitate is that they may be socially complex phenomena, beyond the
ability of firms to systematically manage and influence. When competitive
advantages are based on such complex social phenomena, the ability of other
firms to imitate these resources and capabilities,either through direct duplication
or substitution, is significantly constrained. Efforts to influence these kinds of
phenomena are likely to be much more costly than they would be if these
phenomenadevelopedin a natural way over timein a firm.^^

A wide variety of firm resources and capabilities may be socially complex.
Examples include tibie interpersonal relations among managers in a firm, a firm's
culture, and a firm's reputation amongsuppliers and customers.^ Notice that in
most of these cases it is possible to specify how these socially complex resources
add value to a firm. Thus, there is little or no causal ambiguity siuroimding the
link between these firm resources and capabilities and competitive advantage.
However, understanding that an organizational culture with certain attributes or
quality relations among managers can improve a firm's efficiency and effective
ness does not necessarily imply that firms lacking these attributes can engage in
systematic efforts to create them, or that low-cost substitutes for them exist. For the
time being, such social engineering may be beyond the abilities of most firms. At
the very least, such social engineering is likely to be much more costly than it
would be if socially complex resources evolved naturallywithin a firm.^

It is interesting to note that firms seeking to imitate complex physical technol
ogy often do not face the cost disadvantages of imitating complex social phenom
ena. A great deal of physical technology (machine tools, robots, and so forth) can be
purchased in supply markets. Even when a firm develops its own unique physical
technology, reverse engineering tends to diffuse this teclmology among competing
firms in a low-cost manner. Indeed, the costs of imitating a successful physical
technology areoften lowerthanthecosts ofdeveloping a new technology.^^

Although physical technology is usually not costly to imitate, the application
of this technology in a firm is likely to call for a wide variety of socially complex
organizational resources and capabilities. These organizational resources may be
costly to imitate, and, if they are valuable and rare, the combination of physical and
soci^y complex resources may bea source ofsustained competitive advantage.
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The importance of socially complexresources and capabilities for firm perform
ance has been studied in detail in the field of strategic human resource manage
ment, as described in the Research Made Relevant feature.

Patents. At first glance, it might appear that a firm's patents would makeit very
costlyfor competitors to imitateits products.^ Patentsdo have this effect in some
industries. For example, patents in the pharmaceutical and specialty chemical
industry effectively foreclose other firmsfrom marketing the same products until
a firm's patents expire. As suggested in Chapter 2, patents can raise the cost of
imitation in a variety of other industries as well.

However, from another point of view a firm's patents may decrease, rather
than increase, tiie costsof imitation. When a firm files for patent protection, it is
forced to reveal a significant amoimtofinformation aboutitsproduct. Governments
require this information to ensure that the technology in question is patentable. By
obtaining a patent, a firm mayprovide important information to competitors about
how to imitate its technology.

Moreover, most technological developments in an industry are diffused
throughout firms in that industry in a relatively brief period of time, even if the
technology in question is patented, because patented technology is not immime
from low-cost imitation. Patents mayrestrict direct duplication fora time, but they
may actually increase the chances of substitution by functionally equivalent
tecfinologies.^^

The Question of Organization

A firm's potential for competitive advantage depends on the value, rarity, and
mutabilityofits resources and capabilities. However, to fullyrealizethispotential,
a firm must be organized to exploitits resources and capabilities. These observa
tions lead to the question of organization: "Is a firm organizedto exploitthe full
competitive potential of its resources and capabilities?"

Numerouscomponents ofa firm'sorganization arerelevantto thequestionof
organization, including its formal reporting structure, its formal and informal man
agementcontrolsystems,and its compensation policies. A firm's formal reporting
structure is a description of whom in the organization reports to whom; it is often
embodied in a firm'sorganizationalchart.Managementcontrolsystemsincludea
rangeof formal and informal mechanisms to ensure that managers arebehaving
in ways consistent wiih a firm's strategies. Formal management controls include
a firm's budgeting and reporting activities that keep peoplehigherup in a firm's
organizational chart informed about the actions taken by people lower down in
a firm's organizational chart. Informal management controls might include a
firm's culture and the willingnessof employees to monitor each others' behavior.
Compensation policies are the ways &at firms pay employees. Such policies
create incentivesfor employees to behave in certain ways.

Thesecomponents of a firm's organization are often calledcomplementary
resources and capabilities, becausethey have limited abilityto generatecompeti
tive advantage in isolation. However, in combination with other resources and
capabilities they can enable a firm to realize its full potential for competitive
advantage. '̂'

For example, it has already been suggested that ESPN may have a sus
tained competitive advantage in ttieextreme sports segment of the sportsbroad
castingindustry. However, if ESPN's managementhad not taken advantageof its
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Mostempirical tests of the RBV have
focused on the extent to which his

tory, causal ambiguity, and social com
plexity have an impact on the ability of
firms to gain and sustain competitive
advantages. Among the most important
of these tests has been research that

examines the extent to which human

resource practices that are likely to gen
erate socially complex resources and
capabilities are related to firm perform
ance. This area of research is known as

strategic humanresources management.
The first of these tests was

conducted as part of a larger study of
efficient low-cost manufacturing in
the worldwide automobile industry. A
group of researchers from Massachusetts
Institute of Technology developed
rigorous measures of the cost and
quality of over 70 manufacturing
plants that assembled mid-size sedans
around the world. They discovered
that at the time of their study ordy six of
these plants had simultaneous low
costs and high-quality manufacturing—
a position that obviously would give
these plants a competitive advantage in
the marketplace.

In trying to understand what dis
tinguished these six plants from the

Researcn Made R elevci Ml

Strategic Human Resource
Management Research

others in the sample, the researchers
found that, not surprisingly, these six
plants had the most modern and up-
to-date manufacturing technology.
However, so did many of the less effec
tive plants. What distinguished these
effective plants was not their manufac
turing technology, per se, but their
human resource (HR) practices. These
six plants all implemented a bundle of
such practices that included participa
tive decision making, quality circles,
and an emphasis on team production.
One of the results of these efforts—and

another distinguishing feature of these

six plants—was a high level of
employee loyalty and commitment to a
plant, as well as the belief that plant
managers would heat employees fairly.
These socially complex resources and
capabilities are the types of resources
that the RBVsuggests should be sources
of sustained competitive advantage.

Later work has followed up on

this approach and has examined the
impact of HR practices on firm per
formance outside the manufacturing
arena. Using a variety of measures of
firm performance and several different
measures of HR practices, the results
of this research continue to be very
consistent with RBV logic. That is,
firms that are able to use HR practices
to develop socially complex human
and organizational resources are able
to gain competitive advantages over
firms that do not engage in such
practices.

Sources: J. P. Womack, D. I. Jones, and D. Roos
(1990). The machitte that changed the world. New
York;Rawson; M. Huselid (1995). "The impact of
human resource management practices on
turnover, productivity, and corporate financial
performance."Academy ofManagement journal,38,
pp. 635-672; J. B.Barneyand P.Wright(1998). "On
becoming a strategic partner." Human Resource
Management, 37, pp. 31-46.

opportunities in extreme sports by expanding coverage, ensuring that the best
competitors come to ESPN competitions, adding additional competitions, and
changing up older competitions, then its potential for competitive advantage
would not have been fully realized. Of course, the reason that ESPN has done all
these things is because it has an appropriate organizational structure, manage
ment controls, and employee compensation policies. By themselves, these attrib
utes of ESPN's organization could not be a source of competitive advantage; how
ever, they were essential for ESPN to realize its full competitive advantage
potential.

Having an appropriate organization in place has enabled ESPNto realize the
full competitive advantage potential of its other resources and capabilities.
Having an inappropriate organization in place prevented Xerox from taking full
advantage of some of its most critical valuable, rare, and costly-to-imitate
resources and capabilities.
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Through the1960s andearly 1970s, Xerox invested ina series ofvery innova
tive technology development research efforts. Itmanaged these efforts bycreating
a stand-alone research center in Palo Alto, California (Palo Alto Research Center
[PARC]), andstaffing itwitha large group ofhighly creative andinnovative scien
tists and engineers. Left to theirowndevices, these scientists and engineers at
Xerox PARC developed an amazing arrayof technological innovations; the per
sonal computer, the "mouse," Windows-type software, the laser printer, the
"paperless office," Ethernet, and soforth. Inretrospect, it isclear that the market
potential of these technologies was enormous. Moreover, because they were
developed at Xerox PARC, they were rare. Xerox might have been able to gain
some important first-mover advantages ifthe organization hadbeen able totrans
late these technologies into products, thereby increasing the cost toother firms of
imitating these technologies.

Xerox possessed the resources and capabilities, butit didnothave anorgam-
zation in place to take advantage ofthem. Nostructure existed whereby Xerox
PARC innovationscould becomeknown to managersat Xerox. Indeed, most Xerox
managers—even many senior managers—^were imaware of these technological
developments through the mid-1970s. Once they finally became aware of them,
very few ofthe technologies survived Xerox's highly bureaucratic product develop
ment process, a process whereby product development projects were divided into
hundreds ofminute tasks and progress in each taskwas reviewed by dozens of
large committees. Even innovations that survived the product development process
were not exploited by Xerox managers, because management compensation at
Xerox depended almost exclusively onmaximizing current revenue. Short-term
profitability was relatively less important incompensation calculations, and the
development ofmarkets for future sales and profitability was essentially irrelevant.
Xerox's formal reporting structure, itsexplicit management control systems, andits
compensation policies were all inconsistent witii exploiting the valuable, rare, and
costiy-to-imitate resources ithad developed. Not surprisingly, ttie company failed to
exploit any of its potential sources of sustained competitive advantage.^

Applying the VRIO Framework
The questions of value, rarity, imitability, and organization can be brought
together into a single framework tounderstand the return potential associated
with exploiting anyofa firm's resources or capabilities. This is done inTable 3.3.
The relationship oftheVRIO framework tostrengths andweaknesses ispresented
in Table 3.4.

If a resource or capability controlled by a firm is not valuable, it will not
enable a firm to choose or implement strategies that exploit environmental oppor
tunities or neutralize environmental threats. Organizing to exploit this resource
will increase a firm's costs or decrease its revenues. These types of resources are
weaknesses. Firms will either have to fix these weaknesses or avoid using them
when dioosing and implementing strategies. If firms do exploit these kinds of
resources and capabilities, they can expect toputthemselves at a competitive dis
advantage compared to those that either do not possess these nonvaluable
resourcesor do not use them in conceivingand implementing strategies.

If a resource or capability is valuable but not rare, exploitation of this
resource in conceiving and implementing strategies will generate competitive
parity. Exploiting these types ofresources will generally notcreate competitive
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TABLE 3.3 TheVRIO

Framework

TABLE 3.4 ITheRelationship
Between the VRIOFramework

and Organizational Strengths
and Weaknesses

Is a rei^uice or capability:

CcKtdyfo Exploitedby Competitive
A^faaMe? Rare? imitate? bi^ganization? ini^licafioiis

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No —

Yes No

Yes Yes

No

I
Yes

Competitive disadvantage

Competitive parity

Temporary competitive
advantage

Sustained competitive
advantage

advantages, but failure toexploit them can put a firm at a competitive disadvan
tage. Inthis sense, valuable-but-not-rare resources can bethought ofasorganiza
tional strengths.

If a resource or capability is valuable and rare but not costly to imitate,
exploiting this resource will generate a temporary competitive advantage for a
firm. Afirm that exploits this kind ofresource is, inanimportant sense, gaining
a first-mover advantage, because it is the first firm that is able toexploit a par
ticular resource. However, once competing firms observe this competitive
advantage, they will be able to acquire or develop the resources needed to
implement this strategy through direct duplication or substitution at no cost
disadvantage, compared to the first-moving firm. Over time, any competitive
advantage that the first mover obtained wouldbe competed away as other
firms imitate the resources needed to compete. Consequently, this type of
resource or capability canbe thought of as an organizational strengthand as a
distinctive competence.

Ifa resource orcapability isvaluable, rare, and costly toimitate, exploiting it
will generate a sustained competitive advantage. Inthis case, competing firms face
a significant cost disadvantage inimitating a successful firm's resources and capa
bilities. As suggested earlier, this competitive advantage may reflect the unique his
tory of the successful firm, causal an:i)iguity about which resources to imitate, the
socially complex nature of these resources and capabilities, or anypatent advan
tages afirm might possess. Inany case, attempts tocompete away the advantages of
firms that exploit tiiese resources will not generate competitive advantage, oreven

Is a resourceor capability:

Co8%to Exploitedby
l/bln^Ie? Rare? imitate? oiganization?

No

Yes
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Yes

Yes

No

Yes
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Strengtb and distinctive
^ competence :

Sttmigth and sustainable
distinctive competence
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competitive parity, for imitating firms. Evenif these firms are able to acquire or
develop the resources or capabilities in question, the very high costs of doingso
would put themat a competitive disadvantage. These kindsofresources and capa
bilities areorganizational strengths and sustainable distinctivecompetencies.

The question of organization operates as an adjustment factor in the VRIO
framework. For example, if a firm has a valuable, rare, and costly-to-imitate
resource and capability but fails to organize itself to take full advantage of this
resource, some of its potential competitive advantage could be lost (this is the
Xerox example). Extremely poor organization, in this case, could actually lead a
firm that has the potential for competitive advantage to gain only competitive
parity or competitive disadvantages.

Applying the VRIO Frameworkto Southwest Airlines

Toexaminehow the VRIO framework can be applied in analyzing real strategicsit
uations, consider thecompetitive position ofSouthwestAirlines. SouthwestAirlines
hasbeentheonlyconsistently profitable airline in the UnitedStates overthepast 30
years. While many U.S. airlines have gone inandoutofbankruptcy. Southwest has
remained profitable. Howhas itbeenable to gainthiscompetitive advantage?

Potentialsourcesof this competitiveadvantage fall into the two big categories:
Operational choices Southwest has madeand Soutiiwestis approach to managing
itspeople. Ontheoperational side. Southwest haschosen tofly only a single type of
aircraft (Boemg 737), only flies intosmaller airports, has avoided complicated hub-
and-spoke route systems, and,instead, flies a point-to-point system. Onthepeople-
management side, despite being highly unionized. Southwest has been able to
develop asense of commitment and loyity among its employees. It is not unusual
to see ^uthwest employees go well beyond their narrowly defined job responsibili
ties, helping out in whatever way is necessary to geta plane offthe groimd safely
and on time. Which of these—operational choices or Southwest's approach to man
aging itspeople—are more likely tobea source ofsustained competitive advantage?

Southwest's Operational Choices and Competitive Advantage
ConsiderfirstSouthwest'soperational choices. First,do theseoperationalchoices
reduce Southwest's costsor increase the willingness of its customers to pay—that
is, are these operational choices valuable? It can be shown most of Southwest's
operational choices have the effect of reducing its costs. For example, by flying
onlyone typeof airliner. Southwest is ableto reducethe costof training its main
tenance staff, reduce its spare parts inventory, and reduce the time its planes are
being repaired. By flying into smaller airports. Southwest reduces the fees it
wouldotherwise havetopay to landat largerairports. Itspoint-to-point systemof
routes avoids the costs associated with establishing large hub-and-spoke systems.
Overall, these operational choicesare valuable.

Second, are theseoperationalchoices rare? Formostof its history, Southwestis
operational choices have been rare. Only recently have large incumbent airlines and
smallernew entrants begim to implementsimilaroperationalchoices.

Third, are ^ese operationalchoices costly to imitate? Several inciunbent
airline firms have set up subsidiaries designed to emulate most of Southwest's
operational choices. For example. Continental created the Continental Lite
division. United created the Ted division, and Delta created the Song division. All
of tiiesedivisionschosea single type of airplane to fly, flew into smallerairports,
adopted a point-to-point routestructure, and soforth.
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In addition to these incumbent airlines, many new entrants into the airline
industry—both in theUnited States and elsewhere—have adopted similar opera
tional choices as Southwest. In the United States, these new entrants include
AirTran Airlines, Allegiant Airlines, JetBlue, Skybus Airlines, Spirit Airlines, and
Virgin American Airlines.

Thus, while Southwest's operational choicesare valuable and have been rare,
they areapparently not costly to imitate. This is not surprising since these opera
tional choices havefew of theattributes ofresources or capabilities that arecostly
to imitate. They do not derive from a firm's unique history, they are not path
dependent, theyarenotcausally ambiguous, and theyarenot socially complex.

Finally, is Southwest organizedto fullyexploitits operationalchoices? Most
observers agree thatSouthwest's structure, management controls, and compensa
tion policiesare consistentwith its operational choices.

Taken together, this analysis of Southwest's operational choices suggests
that they are valuable, have been rare, but are not costly to imitate. While
Southwest is organized to exploit theseopportunities, theyare likely to be onlya
source of temporary competitiveadvantage for Southwest.

Southwest's People-Management and Competitive Advantage
A similar VRIO analysiscan be conducted for Southwest's approach to people
management. First, is this approach valuable; that is, does it reduce Southwest's
costs or increase the willingness of its customers to pay?

Employee commitment and loyalty at Southwest is oneexplanation of why
Southwest is able to get higher levels of employee productivity than most other
U.S. airlines. Thisincreased productivity showsup in numerous ways. Forexam
ple, the average turnaround timefor Southwest flights is aroimd18minutes. Hie
average tumarotmd time for the average U.S. airline is 45 minutes. Southwest
Airline employees are simply more effective in unloading and loading luggage,
fueling, and catering their airplanes than employees in otherairlines. Thismeans
that Southwest Airlines airplanes are on the ground for less time and in the air
moretime than its competitors. Ofcourse, an airplane is onlymaking money if it
is in the air.This seeminglysimple idea is worth hundreds of millionsof dollars in
lower costs to Southwest.

Has such loyaltyand teamwork been rare in the U.S. airlineindustry?Over
thepast15 years, theU.S. airline industry hasbeenwracked byemployment strife.
Many airlines havehad tocutemployment, reduce wages, and inotherwaysstrain
theirrelationship with theiremployees. Overall, in comparison to incumbent air
lines, therelationship thatSouthwest enjoys withitsemployees hasbeen rare.

Is this relationship costly to imitate? Certainly, relationships betweenan air
lineand its employees havemanyof the attributes that shouldmakethemcostly
to imitate. Theyemerge over time; they are path dependent, causally ambiguous,
and sociallycomplex. It is reasonable to expect that incumbent airlines, airlines
that already have strainedrelationships with their employees, would have diffi
culty imitating the relationship Southwestenjoys with its employees. Thus, in
comparison to incumbent airlines, Southwest's approach to managing its people
is probably valuable, rare, and costly to imitate. Assuming it is organized appro
priately (and tills seems to be the case), this would mean that—^relative to incum
bentairlines—^Southwest has a sustained competitive advantage.

The situation may be somewhat different for new entrants into the U.S.
airline industry. These airlines maynot havea history ofstrained employee rela
tionships. As new firms, they maybe able to develop more valuable employee
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relationships from theverybeginning. This suggests that,relative tonewentrants,
Southwest's approach to people management may be valuable and rare, but not
costly to imitate. Again, assuming Southwest isorganized appropriately, relative
to new entrants into the U.S. airline industry, Southwest's people management
capabilities maybea source ofonlya temporary competitive advantage.

Imitation and Competitive Dynamics
in an Industry

Suppose afirm inanindustry has conducted ananalysis ofitsresources andcapa
bilities, concludes that it possesses some valuable, rare, and costly-to-imitate
resources and capabilities, and uses these to choose a strategy that it implements
with the appropriate organizational structure, formal and informal management
controls, and compensation policies. The RBV suggests that this firm willgaina
competitive advantage even if it is operating in whata five forces analysis (see
Chapter 2) would suggest is a very imattractive industry. Examples offirms that
have competitive advantages in unattractive industries include Southwest
Airlines, Nucor Steel, Wal-Mart,and Dell, to name a few.

Given thata particular firm inanindustry hasacompetitive advantage, how
should other firms respond? Decisions made by other firms given the strategic
choices ofa particular firm define thenature of thecompetitive dynamics that
exist in an industry. In general, other firms in an industry can respond to the
advantages ofa competitor in one of three ways. First, they can choose to limit
their response. For example, when Airbus decided tobuild a super-jumbo airliner
designed todominate intematioruil travel for thenext 30 years, Boeing limited its
responses toredesigning some aspects oftwo ofitsexistingplanes, the 777 andthe
747. Second, theycanchoose to alter some of their business tactics. For example,
when Southwest Airlines began operating out of Philadelphia's airport and
charged very low airfares, US Airways—the airline that used to dominate the
Philadelphia market—lowered its fares as well. Finally, they canchoose to alter
their strategy—their theory ofhow togain competitive advantage (see Qiapter 1).
For example, when Dell's direct and Internet-based approach toselling personal
computers became dominant. Gateway decided to abandon its retail stores in
favor ofa direct and Internet-based approach.^^ Afirm's responses determine the
structure of the competitivedynamics in an industry.

Not Respondingto Another Firm's CompetitiveAdvantage
Afirm might notrespond toanother firm's competitive advantage for atleast three
reasons. First, thisfirm might haveitsowncompetitive advantage. By responding
to anotherfirm'scompetitive advantage, it mightdestroy, or at leastcompromise,
its own sources of competitive advantage. Forexample, digital timekeeping has
made accurate watches available to most consumers at reasonable prices. Firms
suchas Casio havea competitive advantage in thisDaarket because ofitsminiatur
ization and electronic capabilities. Indeed, Casio's market shareand performance
in the watch business continue to climb. How should Rolex—^a manufacturer of
very expensive, non-electronic watches—^respond to Casio? Rolex's decision has
been: Notat all. Rolex appeals to a very differentmarket segment than Casio.
Should Rolex change itsstrategies—even ifit replaced itsmechanical self-winding
design withthetechnologically superior digital design—^it could easily compromise
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its competitive advantage in its own niche market.^® In general, when a firm
already possesses its own sources ofcompetitive advantage, it will notrespond to
different sources ofcompetitive advantage controlled byanother firm.

Second, a firm may not respond to another firm's competitive advantage
because it does nothave theresources andcapabilities todo so. Afirm withinsuffi
cient or inappropriate resources and capabilities—^be they physical, financial,
hiunan, or organizational—^typically will not be able to imitatea successful firm's
resources either through direct duplication orsubstitution. This may very well bethe
case with USAirways andSouthwestAirlines. Itmay simplybebeyond theability of
US Airways toimitate Southwesfs managerial resources andcapabilities. Inthis set
ting, US Airways islikely tofind itself ata sustained competitive disadvantage.^^

Finally, a firm maynot respond to theadvantages ofa competitor because it
is tryingto reduce the level of rivalry in an industry. Anyactions a firm takes that
have theeffect ofreducing thelevel ofrivalry in an industry and thatalso donot
require firms in an industry todirectly communicate ornegotiate witheach other
can be thought of as tacit cooperation. Explicit cooperation, where firms do
directly communicate and negotiate with each other, is discussed in detail in
Qiapter 9's analysisof strategicalliances.

Reducing thelevel ofrivalry inanindustry canbenefit allfirms operating in
that industry. This decision can have theeffect ofreducing the quantity ofgoods
and services provided in an industry to below thecompetitive level, actions that
will have theeffect ofincreasing theprices of these goods or services. When tacit
cooperation has theeffect ofreducing supplyand increasing prices, it is knownas
tacitcollusion. Tacit collusion canbe illegal in some settings. However, firms can
also tacitly cooperate along other dimensions besides quantity andprice. These
actions can also benefit allthefirms inanindustry and t)q)ically are notillegal.^^

For example, it may be that firms can tacitly agree not to invest in certain
kinds ofresearch anddevelopment. Some forms ofresearch anddevelopment are
very expensive, and although these investments mightend up generating prod
ucts or services that couldbenefit customers, firms mightstillpreferto avoid the
expense and risk. Firms canalso tacitly agree not to market their products in cer
tainways. Forexample, before regulations compelled themto do so,most tobacco
companies hadalready decided nottoput cigarette vending machines in locations
usually frequented by children, even though these machines could have gener
ated sigmficant revenues. Also, firms can tacitly cooperate by agreeing not to
engage in certain manufacturing practices, suchas outsourcing to developing
countries and engaging in environmentally unsoundpractices.

All ofthese actions can have theeffect of reducing thelevel ofrivalry in an
industry. And reducing thelevel ofrivalry can have theeffect ofincreasing theaver
age level ofperformance for a firm in an industry. However, tadt cooperative rela
tionships among firms aresometimes difficult tomaintain. Typically, inorder for tadt
cooperation to work, an industry must have the structural attributes described in
Table 3.5. First, ihe industry must have relatively few firms. Informally coimnunicat-
ingandcoordinating strategies among afew firms isdifficult enough; itiseven more
difficult when the industry has alarge number offirms. For this reason, tadtcooper
ation isa viable strategy only when anindustry isanoligopoly (see Qiapter2).

Second, firms in thisindustry mustbehomogeneous withrespect to theprod
ucts theysell and their cost structure. Having heterogeneous products makes it too
easy for a firm to "cheat" on its tadtlycooperative agreements by modifying its
products, andheterogeneous cost means that theoptimal level ofoutputfor a par
ticular firm maybevery different from thelevel agreed tothrough tadt cooperation.
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1. Small nimiber of competing firms
2. Homogeneous products and costs
3. Market-share leader

4. High barriers to entry

In this setting, a firm might have a strong incentive to increase its output and upset
cooperative agreements.

Third, an industry typically has to have at least one strong market-share
leader if firms are going to tacitly cooperate. This would be a relatively large firm
that has established an example of the kind of behavior that will be mutually ben
eficial in the industry, and other firms in the industry sometimes fall into line with
this example. Indeed, it is often the market-share leader that will choose not to
respond to the competitive actions of another firm in the industry in order to
maintain cooperative relations.

Finally, the maintenance of tacit cooperation in an industry almost always
requires the existence of high barriers to entry. If tacit cooperation is successful,
the average performance of firms in an industry will improve. However, this
higher level of performance can induce other firms to enter into this industry (see
Chapter 2).Such entry will increase the number of firms in an industry and make
it very difficult to maintain tacitly cooperative relationships. Thus, it must be very
costly for new firms to enter into an industry for those in that industry to maintain
their tacit cooperation. The higher these costs, the higher the barriers to entry.

Changing Tactics in Response to Another
Firm's Competitive Advantage

Tacticsare the specificactions a firm takes to implement its strategies.Examplesof
tactics include decisions firms make about various attributes of their products—
including size,shape, color,and price—specific advertising approaches adopted by
a firm, and specificsales and marketing efforts.Generally,firms change their tactics
much more frequently thanthey change their strategies.^

When competing firms are pursuing approximately the same strategies, the
competitive advantages that any one firm might enjoy at a given point in time are
most likely due to the tactics that that firm is pursuing. In this setting, it is not
tmusual for competing firms to'change their tactics by imitating the tactics of the
firm with an advantage in order to reduce that firm's advantage. Although
changing one's tactics in this manner will only generate competitive parity, this is
usually better than the competitive disadvantage these firms were experiencing.

^veral industries provide excellent examples ofthese kinds oftactical inter
actions. In consumer goods, for example, if one company increases its sales by
adding a "lemon scent" to laimdry detergent, then lemon scents start showing up
in everyone's laimdry detergent. If Coke starts selling a soft drink witti half the
sugar and half the carbs of regular Coke, can Pepsi's low-sugar/low-carb product
be far behind? And when Delta Airlines cuts it airfares, can American and United
be far behind? Not surprisingly, these kinds of tactical changes, because they
initially may be valuable and rare, are seldom costly to imitate, and thus are typi
cally only sources of temporary competitive advantage.

Sometimes, rather than simply imitating the tactics of a firm with a competi
tive advantage, a firm at a disadvantage may "leapfrog" its competitorsby develop
ing an entirely new set of tactics.Procter &Gamble engaged in this strategy when it

TABLE 3.5 Attributes of

Industry Structure That Facilitate
the Development ofTacit
Cooperation
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introduced its laundry detergent, Ude, in a new, concentrated formula. This new
formulation required new manufacturingand packagingequipment—^the smaller
box could not be filled in the current manufacturing lines in the industry—^which
meant ihat Tide's competitorshad to take more time in imitating the concentrated
laundry detergent tactic than other tactics pursued in this industry. Nevertheless,
within just a few weeks other firms in this market were introducing their own
versions of concentrated laimdry detergent.

Indeed, some firms can become so skilled at innovating new products and
other tactics that this innovative capability can be a source of sustained competi
tive advantage. Consider, for example, the performance of Sony. Most observers
agree that Sony possesses some special management and coordination skills that
enable it to conceive, design, and manufacture high-quality miniaturized con
sumer electronics. However,virtually every time Sonybrings out.a new miniatur
ized product several of its competitors quickly duplicate that product through
reverse engineering, thereby reducing Sony's technological advantage. In what
way can Sony's socially complex miniaturization resources and capabilities be a
source of sustained competitive advantage when most of Sony's products are
quickly imitated through direct duplication?

After Sony introduces each new product, it experiences a rapid increase in
profits attributable to the new product's unique features. This increase, how
ever, leads other firms to reverse-engineer the Sony product and introduce their
own versions. Increased competition results in a reduction in the profits associ
ated with a new product. Thus, at the level of individual products, Sony appar
ently enjoys only temporary competitive advantages. However, looking at the
total returns earned by Sony across all of its new products over time makes clear
the source of Sony's sustained competitive advantage: By exploiting its
resources and capabilities in miniaturization, Sony is able to constantly intro
duce new and excitingpersonal electronicsproducts. No single product generates
a sustained competitive advantage, but, over time, across several such product
introductions, Sony's resource and capability advantages lead to sustained com
petitiveadvantages.^

Changing Strategies in Response to Another
Firm's Competitive Advantage

Finally, firms sometimes respond to another firm's competitive advantage by
changing their strategies. Obviously, this does not occur very often, and it typi
callyonlyoccurswhen another firm's strategiesusurp a firm's competitiveadvan
tage. In this setting, a firm will not be able to gain even competitive parity if it
maintains its strategy, even if it implements that strategy very effectively.

Changes in consumer tastes, in population demographics, and in the laws
that govern a business can all have the effectof rendering what once was a valu
able strategy as valueless. However, the most frequent impact is changes in tech
nology. For example, no matter how well-made a mechanical calculator is, it is
simply inferior to an electronic calculator. No matter how efficient the telegraph
was in its day, it is an inferior technology to the telephone. And no matter how
quickly one's fingers can move the beads on an abacus, an electronic cash register
is a better way of keeping track of sales and making cheinge in a store.

When firms change their strategies, they must proceed through the entire
strategic management process, as described in Chapter 1. However, these firms
wiU often have difficultyabandoning their traditional strategies. For most firms.
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their strategy helps define what they do and who they are. Changing itsstrategy
often requires a firm to change its identity and its purposes. These are difficult
changes to make, and many firms wait to change their strategy imtil absolutely
forced to do soby disastrous financial results. By then, these firms notonly have
to change their strategy—^with all that implies—they have to do so in the face of
significant financial pressures.

The ability ofvirtually allstrategies togenerate competitive advantages typ
ically expires, sooner or later. In general, it is much better for a firm to change its
strategy before that strategy is no longer viable. In this way, a firm can make a
planned move toa new strategy thatmaintains whatever resources andcapabili
ties it still possesses while it develops the new resources and capabilities it wiU
need to compete in the future.

Implications of the Resource-Based View

The REV and the VRIO framework can be applied to individualfirms to under
stand whether these firms will gain competitive advantages, how sustainable
thesecompetitive advantagesare likelyto be, and what the sources of thesecom
petitive advantages are. In this way, the RBV and the VRIO framework can be
understood as important complements to the threats and opportunities analyses
described in Chapter 2.

However, beyond what these frameworks can say about the competitive
performance of a particular firm, the RBV has some broader implications for
managers seeking togaincompetitive advantages. Some ofthese broaderimplica
tionsare listed in Table 3.6and discussed in the following section.

1. Theresponsibility forcompetitive advantage in a firm:
Competitive advantage is everyemployee's responsibility.

2. Competitive parityand competitive advantage:
Ifalla firm does iswhatitscompetition does, it cangainonly competitive
parity. In gaining competitive advantage, it isbetterfora firm to exploit its
own valuable, rare, and costly-to-imitateresources than to imitate the valuable
and rare resourcesof a competitor.

3. Difficult to implementstrategies:
Aslongas thecostofstrategyimplementation is lessthan thevalueof
strategy implementation, therelative cost ofimplementing a strategy ismore

, a strategy.
Firms cansystematically overestimate andunderestimate their uniqueness.

4. Sociallycomplex resources:
Notonlycanemployee empowerment, organizational culture, and teamwork
bevaluable; they can also besources ofsustained competitive advantage.

5. The role of the organization:
Organization should support theiise ofvaliiable, rare, costly-to-iinitate
r^ourcjes. IfcqnflicIS between these attributes ofa firm arise, change the
organization.

TABLt3.& IBroader

Implications of the Resource-

Based View
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Where Does the Responsibility for Competitive
Advantage in a Firm Reside?

First, the RBV suggests that competitive advantages can be found in several of the
different resources and capabilities controlled by the firm. These resources and
capabilities are not limited to those that are controlled directly by a firm's senior
managers. Thus, the responsibility for creating, nurturing, and exploiting valu
able, rare, and costly-to-imitate resources and capabilities for competitive advan
tage is not restricted to senior managers, but falls on every employee in a firm.
Therefore, employees should go beyond defining their jobs in functional terms
and instead define their jobs in competitive and economic terms.

Consider a simple example. In a recent visit to a very successful automobile
manufacturing plant, the plant manager was asked to describe his job responsibil
ities. He said, "My job is to manage this plant in order to help the firm make and
sell the best cars in the world." In response to a similar question, the person in
charge of the manufacturing line said, "My job is to manage this manufacturing
line in order to help the firm make and sell the best cars in the world." A janitor
was also asked to describe his job responsibilities. Although he had not been pres
ent in the two earlier interviews, the janitor responded, "My job is to keep this
facility clean in order to help the firm make and sell the best cars in the world."

Which of these three employees is most likely to be a source of sustained
competitive advantage for this firm? Certainly, the plant manager and the manu
facturing line manager shoulddefine their jobs in terms of helping the firm make
and sell the best cars in the world. However, it is unlikely that their responses to
this question would be any different than the responses of other senior managers
at otiier manufacturing plants around the world. Put differently,although the def
inition ofthese two managers' jobs in terms ofenabling the fijin to make and sell
the best cars in the world is valuable, it is unlikely to be rare, and thus it is likely to
be a source of competitive parity, not competitive advantage. However, a janitor
who defines her job as helping the firm make and sell the best cars in the world
instead of simply to clean the facility is, most would agree, quite unusual. Because
it is rare, it mightbe a source ofat leasta temporary competitive advantage.^

The value created by one janitor defining her job in competitive terms rather
than functional terms is not huge, but suppose tiiat all the employees in this plant
defined their jobs in these terms. Suddenly, the value that might be created could
be substantial. Moreover, the organizational culture and tradition in a firm that
would lead employees to define their jobs in this way is likely to be costly for
other firms to imitate. Thus, if this approach to defining job responsibilities is
broadly diffused in a particular plant, it seems likely to be valuable, rare, and
costly to imitate, and thus a source of sustained competitive advantage, assuming
the firm is organized to take advantage of this imusual resource.

In the end, it is clear that competitive advantage is too important to remain
the sole property of senior management. Tothe extent that employees throughout
an organization are empowered to develop and exploit valuable, rare, and costly-
to-imitate resources and capabilities in the accomplishment of their job responsi
bilities, a firm may actually be able to gain sustained competitive advantages.

Competitive Parity and Competitive Advantage

Second, the RBV suggests that, if all a firm does is create value in the same way as
its competitors, the best performance it can ever expect to gain is competitive par
ity. To do better than competitive parity, firms must engage in valuable and rare
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activities. Theymust do things to createeconomic value that other firmshave not
even thought of,let alone implemented.

This is especially critic^ for firms that find themselves at acompetitive dis
advantage. Such a firm certainly should examine its more successful competition,
understand whathasmadethiscompetition sosuccessful, and,whereimitation is
very low cost, imitate the successful actions of its competitors. In this sense,
benchmarking a firm's performance against the performance ofits competitors
canbe extremely important.

However, ifthis isall that a firm does, itcan only expect togain competitive
parity. Gaining competitive advantage depends ona firm discovering its own
unique resources and capabilities and how they can be used in choosing and
implementing strategies. For a firm seeking competitive advantage, it isbetter to
be excellent inhow itdevelops and exploits its own unique resources and capabil
ities than it is tobeexcellent in how it imitates the resources and capabilities of
other firms.

This does not imply that firms must always be first movers to gain competitive
advantages. Some firms develop valuable, rare, and costly-to-imitate resources and
capabilities in being efficient second movers—that is, in rapidly imitating and
improving ontheproductand technological innovations ofotherfirms. Rather than
suggesting tiiat firms mustalways befirst movers, theRBV suggests that, inorder to
gain competitive advantages, firms must implement strategies tiiat rely onvaluable,
rare, and costly-to-imitate resources and capabilities, whatever those strategies or
resources might be.

Difficult-to-lmplement Strategies
Third, as firms contemplate different strategic options, they often ask how diffi
cult and costly it will beto implement different strategies. As long as the cost of
implementing astrategy is less than the value that astrategy creates, the RBV sug
gests that the critical question facing firms isnot "Is a strategy easy to implement
or not?" but rather "Is this strategy easier for us to implement thanit is for our
competitors to implement?" Firms that already possess the valuable, rare, and
costly-to-imitate resources needed toimplement a strategy will, ingeneral, find it
easier (i.e., less costly) to implement astrategy than firms that first have to develop
the required resources and then implement the proposed strategy. For firms that
already possess a resource, strategy implementation canbenatural and swift.

hi imderstanding the relative costs of implementing a strategy, firms can
make two errors. First, they can overestimate the uniqueness of the resources
they control. Although every firm's history isunique and no two management
teams are exactly the same, this does not always mean that a firm's resources
and capabilities will berare. Firms with similar histories operating in similar
industries will oftendevelop similar capabilities. If a firm overestimates the
rarity ofits resources and capabilities, it can overestimate its ability togenerate
competitive advantages.

For example, when asked what their most critical sources ofcompetitive
advantage are, many firms will cite the quality of their top management team, the
quality of their technology, and their commitment to excellence inall that they do.
When pushed about their competitors, these same firms will admit that they too
have high-quality top management teams, high-quality technology, and a com
mitment to excellence in all that theydo.Although these three attributes canbe
sources of competitive parity, they cannot be sources of competitive advantage.
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Second, firms can sometimes underestimate their uniqueness and thus
underestimate theextent towhich thestrategies they pursue canbesources ofsus
tained competitive advantage. When firms possess valuable, rare, and costly-to-
imitate resources, strategy implementation can berelatively easy. Inthis context, it
seems reasonable to expect that other firms will beable to quickly umtate this
"easy-to-implement" strategy. Of course, this isnot the case ifthese resources con
trolled by a firm are,in fact, rareand costly to imitate.

In general, firms must take great care not to overestimate or imderestimate
their uniqueness. An accurate assessment of the value, rarity, and imitability of a
firm's resources isnecessary todevelop anaccurate ixnderstanding ofthe relative
costs of implementing afirm's strategies, and thus ihe ability ofthose strategies to
generate competitive advantages. Often, firms must employ outside assistance in
helping them describe the rarity and imitability of their resources, even though
managers in firms will generally bemuch more famihar with the resources con
trolled by a firm than outsiders. However, outsiders can provide a measure of
objectivity inevaluating theuniqueness ofa firm.

Socially Complex Resources

Over the past several decades, much has been written about the importance of
employee empowerment, organizational culture, and teamwork for firm perform
ance. Most ofthis work suggests thatfirms thatempower employees, thathave an
enabling culture, and that encourage teamwork will, on average, make better
strategic choices and implement them more efficiently than firms without these
organizational attributes. Using the language of the RBV, most of this work has
suggested that employee empowerment, organizational culture, and teamwork, at
least insome settings, are economically valuable.^

Resource-based logic acknowledges the importance of the value of these
organizational attributes. However, it also suggests that these socially complex
resources and capabilities can be rare and costly to imitate—and it is these attrib
utes that make it possible for socially complex resources and capabilities to be
sources ofsustained competitive advantage. Put differently, the RBV actually
extends and broadens traditional analyses of the socially complex attributes of
firms. Not only can these attributes be valuable, but they can also be rare and
costly toimitate, and thus sources ofsustained competitive advantage.

The Role of Organization

Finally, resource-based logic suggests that an organization's structure, control sys
tems, and compensation policies should support and enable a firm's efforts to
fully exploit the valuable, rare, and costly-to-imitate resources and capabilities it
controls. These attributes of organization, by themselves, areusually not sources
of sustained competitive advantage.

These observations suggest thatif there isa conflict between theresources a
firm controls and that firm's organization, theorganization should be changed.
However, it isoften thecase thatonce a firm's structure, control systems, andcom-
p^ation policies are put in place they tend to remain, regardless of whether they
areconsistent witha firm's imderlying resources andcapabilities. Insuchsettings,
a firm will not be able to realize the full competitive potential of its imderlying
resource base. To theextent thata firm's resources and capabilities arecontinuously
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evolving, its organizational structure, control systems, and compensation policies
must also evolve. For these attributes of organization to evolve, managers must be
aware of their link with a firm's resources and capabilities and of organizational
alternatives.

Summary
The RBV is an economic theory that suggests that firm performance is a function of the
types of resources and capabilities controlled by firms. Resources are the tangible and
intangible assets a firm uses to conceiveand implement its strategies. Capabilitiesare a
subset of resources that enable a firm to take advantage of its other resources. Resources
and capabilities can be categorized into financial, physical, human, and organizational
resources categories.

The RBV makes two assumptions about resourcesand capabilities: the assumption of
resourceheterogeneity (that some resourcesand capabilitiesmay be heterogeneously dis
tributed acrosscompeting firms)and the assumption of resource immobility(that this het
erogeneitymay be long lasting).These two assumptions can be used to describeconditions
imder which firms will gain competitive advantages by exploiting their resources.

Atool foranalyzinga firm's internalstrengths and weaknessescanbe derived from the
RBV. Called the VRIO framework, this tool asks four questions about a firm's resourcesand
capabilities in order to evaluate their competitive potential.Thesequestionsare the question
ofvalue, the question of rarity,the questionof imitability, and the question of organization.

A firm's resources and capabilities are valuable when they enable it to exploit exter
nal opportunities or neutralize external threats. Such valuable resources and capabilities
cire a firm's strengths. Resources and capabilities that are not valuable are a firm's weak
nesses. Using valuable resources to exploit external opportunities or neutralize external
threats will have the effectof increasing a firm's net revenues or decreasing its net costs.

One way to identify a firm's valuable resourcesand capabilitiesis by examining its
value chain. A firm's value chain is the list of business activities it engages in to develop, pro
duce, and sell its products or services. Different stages in this value chain require different
resources and capabilities, and differences in value-chain choices across firms can lead to
importantdifferences amongtheresources and capabilities controlled by different companies.
Twogenericv^ue chainshavebeen developed, one by McKinsey and Companyand another
by Michael Porter.

Valuable and common (i.e., not rare) resources and capabilities can be a source of
competitive parity. Feiilure to invest in such resources can create a competitive disadvan
tage for a firm.Valuable and rare resourcescan be a sourceof at least a temporary compet
itive advantage. There are fewer firms able to control such a resource and still exploit it as a
source of at least temporary competitive advantage than there are firms that will generate
perfect competition dyneimics in an industry.

Valuable, rare, and costly-to-imitate resources and capabilities can be a source of sus
tained competitive advantage. Imitation can occur through direct duplication or through
substitution. A firm's resources and capabilities may be costly to imitate for at least four
reasons: unique historical circumstances, causal ambiguity, socially complex resources and
capabilities, and patents.

Totake full advantage of the potential of its resources and capabilities, a firm must be
appropriately organized.Afirm's organizationconsistsof its formal reporting structure, its
formal and informal control processes, and its compensation policy.These are complemen
tary resourcesin that they are rarely sourcesof competitiveadvantage on their own.
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The VRIO framework canbeusedto identify thecompetitive implications ofa firm's
resources and capabilities—^whether they are a source of competitive disadvantage,com
petitive parity, temporary competitiveadvantage, or sustained competitiveadvantage—
and theextenttowhichtheseresources and capabilities arestrengths or weaknesses.

When a firm faces a competitor that has a sustained competitive advantage, the
firm's options are not to respond, to change its tactics, or to change its strategies. Afirm
maychoose not to respond in thissettingforat least threereasons. First, a response might
weaken its ownsources ofsustained competitive advantage. Second, a firm maynothave
the resources required to respond. Third, a firmmay be trying to create or maintain tadt
cooperation within an industry.

The RBV has a series of broader managerial implications as well. For example,
resource-based logic suggeststhat competitive advantageis everyemployee's responsibil
ity. It alsosuggests that if alla firmdoesis what its competition does, it cangainonlycom
petitiveparity, and that in gainingcompetitive advantageit isbetter for a firmto exploitits
own valuable, rare, and costly-to-imitate resources than to imitate the valuable and rare
resources of a competitor. Also,resource-based logicimpliesthat as longas the costofstrat
egy implementation is less than the value of strategy implementation, the relativecostof
implementing a strategy is moreimportant for competitive advantage than the absolute
costof implementing a strategy. It also implies that firms cansystematically overestimate
and imderestimate their uniqueness. With regard to a firm's resources and capabilities,
resource-based logicsuggests that not only can employeeempowerment, organizational
culture,and teamwork be valuable; they can also be sources of sustained competitive
advantage. Also, if conflicts arise between a firm's valuable, rare, and costly-to-imitate
resources and its organization, the organization should be changed.
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1. Which of the following approaches
to strategy formulation is more likely to
generate economic profits: (a) evaluat
ing external opportunities and threats
and then developing resources and
capabilities to exploit fiiese opportuni
ties and neutralize these threats or

(b) evaluating internal resources and
capabilities and then searching for
industries where they can be exploited?
Explain your answer.

2. Which firm will have a higher level
of economic performance: (a) a firm
with valuable, rare, and costly-to-
imitate resources and capabilities oper
ating in a very attractive industry or
(b) a firm with valuable, rare, and costly-
to-imitate resources and capabilities
operating in a very unattractive indus
try?Assume both these firms are appro
priately organized. Explainyour answer.

3. Which is more critical to sustaining
human life—^water or diamonds?

Why do firms that provide water to
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customers generally earn lower eco
nomic performance than firms that
provide diamonds?

4. Will a firm currently experiencing
competitive parity be able to gain sus
tained competitive advantages by
studying another firm that is currently
experiencing sustained competitive
advantages? Why or why not?

5. Your former college roommate calls
you and asks to borrow $10,000 so that
he can open a pizza restaurant in his
hometown. He acknowledges that
there is a high degree of rivalry in this
market, that the cost of entry is low,
and that there are numerous substi

tutes for pizza, but he believes that his
pizza restaurant will have some sus
tained competitive advantages. For
example, he is going to have sawdust
on his floor, a variety of imported
beers, and a late-night delivery service.
\A^11 you lend him the money? Why or
why not?

6. In the text, it is suggested that
Boeing did not respond to Airbus's
announcement of the development of
a super-jumbo aircraft. Assuming this
aircraft will give Airbus a competitive
advantage in the segment of the air
liner business that supplies airplanes
for long international flights, why did
Boeing not respond?

(a) Does it have its own competitive
advantage that it does not want to
abandon?

(b) Does it not have the resources and
capabilities needed to respond?

(c) Is it trying to reduce the level of
rivalry in this industry?

7. Which firm is more likely to be suc
cessful in exploiting its sources of sus
tained competitive advantage in-its
home market than in a hig^y competi
tive, nondomestic market: (a) a firm
from a less competitive home country
or (b) a firm from a more competitive
home country? Why?

1. Apply the VRIO framework in the following settings. Will the actionsdescribed be a
sourceofcompetitive disadvantage, parity, temporary advantage,or sustainedcompetitive
advantage? Explain your answers.

(a) Procter & Gamble introduces new, smaller packaging for its Ude laundry detergent.
(b) AmericanAirlines annoimces a five percent across-the-boardreduction in airfares.
(c) The Koreanautomobile firm Hyimdai announces a 10-year, 100,000 mile warranty

on its cars.

(d) Microsoft makes it easier to transfer data and information from Microsoft Word to
Microsoft Excel.

(e) Merck is able to coordinate the work of its chemists and biologists in the development
of new drugs.

(f) Ford patents a new kind of brake pad for its cars.
(g) AshlandQiemical,a specialty chemical company, patentsa new chemical.
(h) The New YorkYankeessign AU-Star pitcher Randy Johnson to a long-term contract.
(i) Michael Dell uses the money he has made fix)m Dell to purchase the Dallas Cowboys

football team.

(j) TedTurner uses the moneyhe has madefromhis broadcasting empireto purchasethe
Atlanta Braves baseball team.
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2. Identify three firms you might want to work for. Usingthe VRIO framework, evaluate
the extent to which the resources and capabilities of these firms give them the potential
to realizecompetitivedisadvantages, parity, temporary advantages, or sustained advan
tages.What implications, if any,does this analysishave for the company you might want to
work for?

3. You have been assignedto estimatethe present value of a potentialconstruction project
for your company. How would you use the VRIO framework to construct the cash-flow
analysis that is a part of any present-value calculation?
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After reading this chapter,
you should be able to:

1. Definecost leadership.

2. Identify six reasons firms
can differ in their costs.

3. Identify four reasons
economies of scale can exist

and four reasons

diseconomies of scale can

4. Explain the relationship
between cost advantages
due to learning-curve
economies and a firm's

market share, as well as the
limitations of this logic.

5. Identify how cost
leadership helps neutralize
each of the major threats in
an industry.

6. Identify the bases of cost
leadership that are more
likely to be rare and costly
to imitate.

7. Explain how firms use a
functional organizational
structure to implement
business-level strategies,
such as cost leadership.

8. Describe the formal and

informal management
controls and compensation
policies firms use to
implement cost leadership
strategies.

Cost Leadcpsliip

The World's Lowest-Cost

Airline

Everyone's heard of low-cost airlines—

Southwest, AirTran, and JetBlue, for exam

ple. But have you heard of the world's

lowest-cost airline? This airline currently

gives 25 percent of its seats away for free.

Its goal is to double that within a couple of

years. And yet, from 2007 to 2008, its rev

enues Jumped 21 percent to €2.7 billion,

while its net income increased 20 percent

to €480.9 million. And this in spite of

unprecedented increases in jet fuel prices

during this same time period!

The name of this airline is Ryanair.

Headquartered in Dublin, Ireland, Ryanair

flies short flights throughout Western

Europe. In 1985, Ryanalr'sfounders started a

small airline to fly between Ireland and Eng

land. For six years, this airline barely broke

even. Then, in 1991, Michael O'Leary—

current CEO at Ryanair—was brought on

board. O'Leary traveled to the United States

and studied the most successful low-cost

airline in the world at that time—Southwest

Airlines. O'Leary became convinced that,

once European airspace was deregulated,

an airline that adopted Southwest's model

of quick turnarounds, no frills, no business

class, flying into smaller regional airports,

and using only a single kind of aircraft could

be extremely successful. Prices in the

European air market were fully deregulated

in 1997.

Since then, Ryanair has become an

even lower-cost airline than Southwest.

For example, like Southwest, Ryanair only

flies a single type of aircraft—a Boeing

737-800. However, to save on the cost of

its airplanes, Ryanair orders them without

window shades and with seats that do not

recline. This saves several hundred thou

sand dollars per plane and also reduces

ongoing maintenance costs. Both South

west and Ryanair try to make it easy for

consumers to order tickets online, thereby

avoiding the costs of call centers and travel

agents. However, Just 59 percent of South-

west's tickets are sold online; 98 percent of

Ryanair's tickets are sold online.

This focus on low costs allows Ryanair

to have the lowest prices possible for a seat

on its airplanes. The average fare on South

west is $92; the average fare on Ryanair is

$53. But, even at those low prices, Ryanair is

still able to earn comfortable margins.

However, those net margins don't

come Just from Ryanair's low costs. They

also reflect the fact that the fare you pay

Ryanair includes only the seat and virtually

no other services. If you want any other

services, you have to pay extra for them.

For example, you want to check bags? It

will cost $9.95 per bag. You want a snack

on the airplane? It will cost you $5.50. For

that, you get a not-very-tasty hot dog. You

want a bottle of water? It will cost you

$3.50. You want a blanket or pillow—they

cost $2.50 each.



In addition, flight attendants will sell you all sorts

of extras to keep you occupied during your flight. These

include scratch-card games, perfume, digital cameras

($137.50), and MP3 players ($165).During 2007, Ryanair

began offering in-flight mobile telephone service. Not

only did this enable passengers to call their friends and
family, Ryanair also used this service to introduce
mobile gamblingon its planes.Now, on your way from
London to Paris, you can playblackjack, poker, and slot
machines.

Finally, to further increase revenues, Ryanair sells
space on itsplanes to advertisers. When yourseattrayis
up,youmaysee an ad fora cell phonefrom Vodaphone.
When the tray is down, you may see an ad from Hertz.

All of these actions enable Ryanair to keep its

profits upwhile keeping itsfares as low as possible. And
the results of this strategy have been impressive—from

near bankruptcy in 1991, Ryanair is now the largest

international airline—transporting over 49 million pas

sengers in 2008.

Of course, this success did not happen without

some controversy. For example, in October 2006,

Ryanair was chosen as the most disliked European

^4
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airline in a poll of some 4,000 readers of TripAdvisor, a

British Web site for frequent travelers. Ryanair's

response:These frequent travelers usually have their
companies payfortheirtravel. Ifthey hadto payfortheir
own tickets, they would prefer Ryanair. Also, Ryanair's

strong anti-union stance has caused it political prob
lemsin manyof the union-dominated countrieswhere

it flies. Finally, Ryanair has been criticized forsome of its
lax security and safetyprocedures, for how it treats dis

abled passengers, and forthe cleanliness of its planes.
However, if you want to fly from London to

Barcelonafor $60 round trip, it's hard to beat Ryanair.

Source: K. Capell (2006). 'Wat-Mart with wings." BusinessWeek. November
27, pp.44-46; www//en.wit<ipedia.org/wiltt/Ryanalr: andf^terArnold. Inc
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R
yanair hasbeen profitable in an industry—the airline industry—that has
historically been populated by bankrupt firms. Itdoes this by implementing
an aggressive low-cost strategy.

What Is Business-Level Strategy?
Part 1of this book introduced you to the basic tools required to conduct astrategic
analysis: tools for analyzing external threats and opportunities (in Chapter 2) and
tools for analyzing internal strengths and weaknesses (in Chapter 3). Once you
have completed these two analyses, it is possible to begin making strategic
choices. As explained in Chapter 1, strategic choices faU into two large categories:
business strategies and corporate strategies. Business-level strategies are actions
firms take to gain competitive advantages in a single market or industry.
Corporate-level strategies are actions firms take to gain competitive advantages
byoperating inmultiple markets orindustries simultaneously.

The two business-level strategies discussed in this book are cost leadership
(this chapter) and product differentiation (Chapter 5). The importance ofthese
two business-level strategies is sowidely recognized that they are often called
generic business strategies.

What Is Cost Leadership?
Afirm that chooses acost leadership business strategy focuses on gaining advan
tages by reducing its costs to below those ofall its competitors. This does not
mean that this firm abandons other business or corporate strategies. Indeed, a
single-minded focus onJust reducing costs can lead afirm to make low-cost prod
ucts that no one wants to buy. However, afirm pursuing acost leadership strategy
focuses much ofitseffort onkeeping itscosts low.

Numerous firms have pursued cost leadership strategies. Ryanair clearly fol
lows this strategy in the airline industry, Hmex and Casio in the watch industry,
and BIC in the disposable pen and razor market. All these firms advertise their
products. However, these advertisements tend to emphasize reliability and low
prices ^the kinds ofproduct attributes that are usually emphasized by firms pur
suing costleadershipstrategies.

In automobiles, Hyundai has implemented acost leadership strategy with its
emphasis on low-priced cars for basic transportation. Like Ryanair, Tunex, Casio,
and BIC, Hyundai spends a significant amount ofmoney advertising its products,
but its advertisements tend to emphasize its sporty styling and high gas mileage.
Hyundai is positioned as afun and inexpensive car, not ahigh-performance sports
car oraluxurious status symbol. Hyundai's ability to sell these fun and inexpensive
automobiles depends onitsdesign choices (keep it simple) anditslow manufactur
ing costs.^

Sources of Cost Advantages
An individual firm may have a cost advantage over its competitors for a number
of reasons. Cost advantages are possible even when competing firms produce
similar products. Some of the most important of these sources of cost advantage
are listed in Table 4.1 and discussed in this section.
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1. Size differences and economies of scale

2. Size differences and diseconomies of scale

3. Experience differences and learning-ctirve economies
4. Differential low-cost access to productive inputs
5. Technological advantages independent of scale
6. Policy choices

Size Differences and Econonnies of Scale

One of the most widely cited sources of cost advantages for a firm is its size.
Whentherearesignificant economies of scalein manufacturing, marketing, dis
tribution, service, or other functions of a business, larger firms (up to some
point) have a costadvantage oversmaller firms. Theconcept of economies of
scale was first defined in Chapter 2. Economiesof scale are said to exist when
the increase in firm size (measured in terms of volume of production) is associ
ated with lower costs (measured in terms of average costs per unit of produc
tion), as depictedin Figure 4.1. As the volumeof productionin a firm increases,
the average cost per unit decreases until some optimal volume of production
(point X) is reached, after which the average costs per unit ofproduction begin
to rise because of diseconomies of scale (a concept discussed in more detail later
in this chapter).

If the relationship between volume of production and average costs per
unit of productiondepictedin Figure 4.1 holds,and if a firm in an industry has
the largest volume of production (but not greater than the optimal level, X),
then that firm will have a cost advantage in that industry. Increasing the vol
ume of productioncan reduce a firm's costs for several reasons. Some of the
most importantof thesereasons are summarized in Table 4.2and discussed in
the following text.

Volume of Production and Specialized Machines. When a firm has high levels of
production, it is often able to purchase and use specialized manufacturing tools
that cannot be kept in operation in smallfirms. Manufacturing managers at BIC

Volume of Production

TABLE 4.1 Important Sources

of Cost Advantages for Firms

Figure 4.1
Scale

Economies of
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TABLE 4.2 IWhyHigher
Volumes of Production in a Firm

Can Lead to Lower Costs

Withhigher production volume...

1. firmscan use specializedmachines...
2. firmscan build larger plants...
3. firms canincrease employee specialization...
4. firms canspread overhead costs across more unitsproduced
... whichcan lowerper-unit productioncosts.

Corporation, for example, have emphasized this important advantage of high
volumes ofproduction. Aformer director ofmanufacturing at BIG once observed:

We are in the automation business. Because ofourlarge volume, one tenth ofl cent
insavings turns out to be enormous.. .. One advantage ofthe high-volume busi
ness is thatyou can get the best equipment andamortize it entirely over a short
period oftime (4 to 5 months). I'm always lookingfornew equipment. IfI see a cost-
savings machine, I can buy it.I'm not constrained by money?-

Only firms with BIC's level ofproduction in thepenindustry have theability to
reduce their costs in this manner.

V/olume of Production and the Cost of Plant and Equipment. High volumes of
production mayalso enable a firm to build larger manufacturing operations. In
some industries, the costofbuilding these manufacturing operations per unit of
production is lower than the cost ofbuilding smaller manufacturing operations
per umt ofproduction. Thus, large-volume firms, other factors being equal, will
be able to build lower-per-unit-cost manufacturing operations and will have
loweraveragecostsofproduction.

The linkbetween volume of production and the cost ofbuilding manufac
turing operations isparticularly important in industries characterized by process
manufacturing—chemical, oil refining, paperand pulp manufacturing, and so
forth. Because ofthe physical geometry ofprocess manufacturing facilities, the
costs ofconstructing a processing plantwith increased capacity canbeexpected to
rise as the two-thirds power of a plant's capacity. Tliis is because the area of the
surface ofsome three-dimensional containers (such as spheres and cylinders)
increases at a slower rate than the volume of these containers. Thus, larger con
tainers holdgreater volumes andrequire less material perunitvolume fortheout
side skins of these containers. Up to some point, increases in capacity come at a
less-than-proportionate rise in thecost ofbuilding this capacity.^

For example, it mightcost a firm $100 to build a plant with a capacity of
1,000 units, for a per-unit average cost of$0.01. But, assuming thatthe"two-thirds
rule" applies, it might cost a firm $465 tobuild a plant with a capacity of10,000
units (465 =10,000^^), for aper-unit average cost of $0.0046. The difference between
$0.01 per umt and $0.0046 per unit represents acost advantage for a large firm.
V/olume ofProduction and Employee Specialization. Highvolumes ofproduction are
also associated with high levels ofemployee specialization. As workers specialize
in accomplishing a narrow task, they can becomemore and more efficient at this
task, thereby reducing their firm's costs. This reasoning applies both inspecialized
manufacturing tasks (such as thehighly specialized manufacturing functions in
an assembly line) and in specialized management functions (such as thehighly
specialized managerial functions ofaccounting, finance, and sdes).
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Smaller firms often do not possess the volume of production needed to jus
tify this level of employee specialization. With smaller volumes of production,
highly specialized employees may not have enough work to keep them busy an
entire workday. This low volume of production is one reason why smaller firms
often have employees that perform multiple business functions and often use out
side contract employees and part-time workers to accomplish highly specialized
functions, such as accoimting, taxes, and human resource management.

Volume of Production and Overhead Costs. A firm with high volumes of production
has the luxury of spreading its overhead costs over more units and thereby
reducing the overhead costs per unit. Suppose, in a particular industry, that the
operation of a variety of accounting, control, and research and development
functions, regardless of a firm's size, is $100,000. Clearly,a firm that manufactures
1,000 units is imposing a cost of $100 per unit to cover overhead expenses.
However, a firm that manufactures 10,000 units is imposing a cost of $10per unit
to cover overhead. Again, the larger-volume firm's average per-unit costs are
lower than the small-volume firm's average per-unit cost.

Size Differences and Diseconomies of Scale

Just as economies of scalecan generatecost advantages for larger firms, important
diseconomiesof scalecan actually increasecostsif firmsgrow too large.As Figure4.1
shows, if the volume of production risesbeyond some optimal point (point X in the
figure), this can actually lead to an increase in per-unit costs. If other firms in an
industry have grown beyond the optimal firm size, a smaller firm (with a level of
production closer to the optimal) may obtain a cost advantage even when aU firms in
the industry are producing very similar products. Some important sources of disec
onomies of scale for a firm are listed in Table 4.3 and discussed in this section.

Physical Limits to Efficient Size. Appl5dng the two-thirds rule to the construction
of manufacturing facilities seems to imply, for some industries at least, that larger
is always better. However, there are some important physical limitations to the
size of some manufacturing processes. Engineers have foimd, for example, that
cement kilns develop unstable internal aerodjmamics at capacities of above
7 million barrels per year. Others have suggested that scaling up nuclear reactors
firom small installations to huge facilities generates forces and physical processes
that, though nondetectable in smaller facilities, can become significant in larger
operations. These physical limitations on manufacturing processes reflect the
underlying physics and engineering in a manufacturing process and suggest
whenthecostcurvein Figure 4.1 willbeginto rise.^

Managerial Diseconomies. Although the underlying physics and engineering in a
manufacturing process have an important impact on a firm's costs, managerial
diseconomies are perhaps an even more important cause of these cost increases.

When the volume ofproduction gets too large... Sources of
Diseconomies of Scale

1. ph3rsical limits to efficientsize...
2. managerial diseconomies...
3. worker de-motivation.. .

4. distance tbmarkets and suppliers v.. -.

... caii increase per-unit costs.
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As a firm increases in size, it often increases in complexity, and the ability of
managers to control and operate it efficiently becomes limited.

One well-known example of a manufacturing plant that grew too large and
thus became inefficient is Crown, Cork and Seal's can-manufacturing plant in
Philadelphia. Through the early part of this century, this Philadelphia facilityhan
dled as many as 75 different can-manufacturing lines. The most efficient plants in
the industry, however, were running from 10 to 15 lines simultaneously. The huge
Philadelphia facility was simply too large to operate efficiently and was character
ized by large numbers of breakdowns, a high percentage of idle lines, and poor-
qualityproducts.^

Worker De-Motivation. A third source of diseconomies of scale depends on the
relationship between firm size, employee specialization, and employee
motivation. It has already been suggested that one of the advantages of increased
volumes of production is that it allows workers to specialize in smaller and more
narrowly defined production tasks. With specialization, workers become more
and more efficient at the particular task facing them.

However, a significant stream of research suggests that these types of very
specialized jobscanbe unmotivatingforemployees. Based on motivationaltheories
t^en from social psychology, this work suggests that asworkers are removed fur
ther fromthe completeproduct that is the end resultofa manufacturingprocess, the
role that a worker's job plays in the overall manufacturing process becomes more
and more obscure. As workers become mere "cogs in a manufacturing machine,"
worker motivation wanes, and productivity andquality canbothsuffer.^

Distance to Markets and Suppliers. A final source of diseconomies of scale can be the
distancebetween a large manufacturing facilityand where ihe goods in question are
to be sold or where essential raw materials are purchased. Any reductions in cost
attributable to the exploitation of economiesof scalein manufacturing may be more
than offset by large transportation costs associated with moving supplies and
products to and from the manufacturing facility. Firms that build highly efficient
plants without recognizing these significant transportation costs may put
themselves at a competitive disadvantage compared to firms with slightly less
efficientplants that are located closer to suppliers and key markets.

Experience Differences and Learning-Curve Economies
A third possible source of cost advantages for firms in a particular business
depends on their different cumulative levels of production. In some circumstances,
firmswith the greatestexperience in manufacturing a product or servicewill have
the lowest costs in an industry and thus will have a cost-based advantage. The link
between cumulative volumes of production and cost has been formalized in the
concept of the learning curve. The relationship between cumulative volumes of
production and per unit costs is graphically represented in Figure 4.2.

The Learning Curve and Economies of Scale. As depicted in Figure 4.2, the learning
curve is very similar to the concept of economies of scale. However, there are two
important differences. First, whereas economies of scale focus on the relationship
between the volume of production at a given point in time and average unit costs,
the learning curve focuses on the relationship between the cumulative volume of
production—^that is, how much a firm has produced over time—and average unit
costs. Second, where diseconomies of scale are presumed to exist if a firm gets too
large, there is no corresponding increase in costs in the learning-curve model as
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the cumulative volume of production grows. Rather, costs continue to fall until
they approach the lowest technologicallypossible cost.

The Learning Curve and Cost Advantages. The learning-curve model is based on
the empirical observation that the costs of producing a unit of output fall as the
cumulative volume of output increases. This relationship was first observed in
the construction of aircraft before World War U. Research showed that the labor
costs per aircraft fell by 20 percent each time the cumulative volume of
production doubled.^ A similar pattern has been observed in numerous
industries, including the manufacture of ships, computers, spacecraft, and
semiconductors. In all these cases, increases in cumulative production have been
associated with detailed learning about how to make production as efficient as
possible.

However, learning-curve cost advantages are not restricted to manufactur
ing. Learning can be associated with any business function, from purchasing raw
materials to distribution and service. Service industries can also experience
important learning effects. The learning curve applies whenever the cost of
accomplishing a business activity falls as a function of the cumulative number of
timesa firmhas engagedin that activity.®

The teaming Curve and Competitive Advantage. The learning-curve model
summarized in Figure 4.2 has been used to develop a model of cost-based
competitive advantage that links learning with market share and average
production costs.^

The logic behind this application of the learning-curve model is straightfor
ward: The first firm that successfully moves down the learning curve will obtain a
cost advantage over rivals. To move a production process down the learning
curve, a firm needs to have higher levels of cumulative volume of production. Of
course, firms successful at producing high volumes of output need to sell that out
put to customers. In selling this output, firms are increasing their market share.
Thus, to drive down the learning curve and obtain a cost advantage, firms must
aggressively acquire market share.

This application of learning-curve logic has been criticized by a wide variety
ofauthors.^® Two critidsms areparticularly salient. First, although ttie acquisition of

Figure 4.2 The Learning
Curve and the Cost of

Production
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market share is likelyto allow a firm to reduce its production costs,the acquisition
ofshareitselfis expensive. Indeed, as described in the Research MadeRelevant fea
ture, sometimes the cost of acquiring share may rise to equal its value.

The second major criticismof this application of the learning-curvemodel is
that there is, in this logic, no room for any other business or corporate strategies.
In other words, this applicationof the learningcurve implicitlyassumesthat firms
can compete only on ttie basis of their low costs and that other strategies are not
possible.Most industries, however, are characterizedby opportunities for at least
some of these other strategies, and thus this strict application of the learning-
curvemodelcanbe misleading.^^

These criticisms aside, it is still the case that in many industries firms with
larger cumulative levels of production, other things being equal, will have
lower average production costs. Thus, experience in all the facets of production
can be a source of cost advantage even if the single-minded pursuit of market
share to obtain these cost reductions may not give a firm above normal eco
nomic returns.

Differential Low-Cost Access to Productive inputs
Besideseconomies of scale,diseconomies of scale, and learning-curve cost advan
tages,differential low-cost access to productive inputs may createcostdifferences
among firms producing similar products in an industry. Productive inputs are
any supplies used by a firm in conducting its business activities; they include,
amongother things, labor, capital, land, and raw materials. Afirmthat has differ
ential low-cost access to one or more of these factors is likely to have lower eco
nomic costs compared to rivals.

Consider, for example, an oilcompanywith fields in SaudiArabia compared
to an oilcompany with fields in the Norfii Sea. Thecostof obtaining crudeoil for
the firstfirmis considerably less than tiiecostof obtainingcrude oilfor the second.
North Seadrilling involves the construction of giant offshore drilling platforms,
housing workers on floatingcities, and transporting oil acrossan often-stormysea.
Drilling in Saudi Arabia requires only the simplest drilling technologies, because
the oil is found relatively close to the surface.

Of course, in order to create a cost advantage, the cost of acquiring low-cost
productive inputs must be less than the cost savings generated by these factors.
For example, even though it may be much less costly to drill for oil in Saudi
Arabia than in the North Sea,if it is very expensive to purchase the rights to drill
in Saudi Arabia compared to the costs of the rights to drill in the North Sea, the
potential cost advantages of drilling in Saudi Arabia can be lost. As with all
sources of cost advantages, firms must be careful to weigh the cost of acquiring
that advantage against the value of that advantage for the firm.

Differential access to raw materials such as oil, coal, and copper ore can be
important determinants of a costadvantage. However,differentialaccessto other
productive inputs canbe just as important. Forexample,it may be easier (i.e., less
costly) to recruithighly trained electronics engineers for firms locatednear where
these engineers receive their schooling than for firms located some distance
away. This lower cost of recruiting is a partial explanation of the development of
geographic technology centers such as Silicon VaUey in California, Route 128 in
Massachusetts, and the Research Triangle in North Carolina. In all three cases,
firms are located physically close to several universities that train the engineers
that are the lifeblood of high-technology companies. The search for low-cost
labor can create ethical dilemmas, as described in the Ethics and Strategy feature.



Pesearch on the relationship between
market share and firm performance

has continuedovermany decades. Early
work identified market share as the pri
mary determinant of firm performance.
Indeed, one particularly influential arti
cle identified market share as being the
key to firmprofitability.

This initial conclusion about the

relationship between market share and
firm performance was based on the
observed positive correlation between
these two variables. That is, firms with

large market share tend to be highly
profitable; firms with low market
share tend to be less profitable. The
logical conclusion of this empirical
finding seems to be that if a firm wants
to increase its profitability, it should
increase its market share.

Not so fast. It turns out that the

relationship between market share and
firm profits isnot that simple.Consider
the following scenario. Suppose that 10
companies all conclude that the key to
their profitability is gaining market
share. Toacquire share from each other,
each firm will probably increase its
advertising and other marketing
expenses as well as reduce its prices.
This has the effect of putting a price on
the market share that a firm seeks

to acquire—that is, these competing
firms are creating what might be
called a "market-for-market share."

Rcseapcli Made Relevant

How Valuable Is

Market Share—Really?

And because there are 10 firms compet
ing for share in this market, this market
is likely to be highly competitive.
Returns to acquiring share in such
competitive markets for market share
should fall to a normal economic level.

All this analysis suggests that
although there may be a cross-sectional
positive correlation between market
share and firm performance—that is, at
a given point in time, market share and
firm performance may be positively
correlated—this correlation may not be
positive over time, as firms seek to
increase their market share. Several

papers have examined this hypothesis.
Two of the most influential of these

papers—by Dick Rumelt and Robin
Wensley and by Cynthia Montgomery
and Birger Wemerfelt—have shown
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that markets for market share often do

emerge in industries, that these markets
are often very competitive, and that
acquiring market share in these compet
itive markets does not improve a firm's
economic performance. Indeed, in their
study of the consolidation of the beer
industry Montgomery and Wemerfelt
showed that firms such as Anheuser-

Busch and Miller paid so much for the
market share they acquired that it actu
ally reduced their profitability.

The general consensus in the lit
erature now seems to be that large
market share is an outcome of a com

petitive process within an industry, not
an appropriate objective of firm man

agers, per se. Thus, firms with particu
larly valuable strategies will naturally
attract more customers, which, in tum,

suggests that they will often have
higher market share. That is, a firm's
valuable strategies generate both high
levels of firm performance and large
market share. This, in turn, explains
the positive correlation between mar
ket share and firm performance.

Sources: R. D. Buzzell, B. T. Gale, and R. M.
Sultan (1975). "Market share—the key to prof
itability." Harvard Business Review, 53, pp. 97-106;
R. Rumelt and R. Wensley (1981). "In search of
the market share effect." Proceedings of the
Academy ofManagementMeetings,1981,pp. 2-6; C.
Montgomery and B. Wemerfelt (1991). "Sources of
superior performance; Market share versus
industry effects in the U.S. brewing industry."
Management Science,37, pp. 954-959.

Technological Advantages Independent of Scale
Another possible source of cost advantage in an industry may be the different
technologies that firmsemploy to manage their business. It has already been sug
gested that larger firms may have technology-based cost advantages that reflect
their ability to exploit economies of scale (e.g., the two-thirds rule).

Traditionally, discussion of technology-based cost advantages has focused
on the machines, computers, and other physical tools that firms use to manage
their business. Clearly, in some industries, these physical technology differences
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between firms can create important cost differences—even when the firms in
questionare approximately the same size in terms of volume of production. In
^e steel industry, for example, technological advances can substantially reduce
the costofproducingsteel. Firms with the lateststeel-manufacturing technology
will typically enjoy somecostadvantagecomparedtosimilar-sized firmsthat do
not have the latest technology. The same applies in the manufacturing of semi
conductors, automobiles, consumer electronics, and a wide variety of other
products.^^

These physical technology costadvantages apply in service firms as wellas
in manufacturing firms. Forexample, earlyin itshistoryCharles Schwab, a lead
ing discount brokerage, purchased a computer system that enabled it to com
plete customer transactions more rapidly and at a lower cost than its rivals.^^
Kaiser-Permanente, the largestHMOin the UnitedStates, has investedin infor
mation technology that doctorscan use to avoid incorrect diagnoses and proce
dures that can adversely affect a patient's health. By avoiding these medical
mistakes, Kaiser-Permanente can substantially reduce its costs of providing
medical service.^^

However, the concept of technology can be easilybroadened to include not
just the physicaltools that firms use to manage their business,but any processes
within a frm used in this way. Thisconcept of firm technology includesnot only
the technological hardware of companies—the machines and robots—^but also
the technological software of firms—things such as the quality of relations
between labor and management, an organization's culture, and the quality of
managerial controls.All these characteristics of a firm can have an impact on a
firm's economic costs.^®

Policy Choices
Thus far, this discussion has focused on reasons why a firm can gain a cost advan
tage despite producing products that are similar to competing firms' products.
When firms produce essentially the sameoutputs, differences in economies of
scale, learning-curve advantages, differential access to productive inputs,and dif
ferences in technology can aU create cost advantages (and disadvantages) for
them. However, firms can also make choicesabout the kinds of products and serv
ices they will sell—choices that have an impact on their relative cost position.
These choices are called policy choices.

In general, firmsthat are attemptingto implementa cost leadershipstrategy
will choose to produce relatively simplestandardizedproducts that sell for rela
tively lowprices compared to the products and prices firms pursuingotherbusi
ness or corporate strategies choose. These kinds of products often tend to have
high volumes of sales, which (if significant economies of scale exist) tend to
reduce costs even further.

These kinds of choices in product and pricing tend to have a very broad
impact on a cost leader's operations. In these firms, the task of reducing costs is
not delegated to a single function or a special taskforce within(hefirm, but is the
responsibility of every manager and employee. Cost reduction sometimes
becomes the centred objectiveof (he firm. Indeed, in fids setting management must
be constantly alert to cost-cutting efforts that reducethe ability ofthe firmto meet
customers' needs. Thiskind of cost-cuttingculture is central to Ryanair's ability to
implement its cost leadership strategy.



One of the most important produc
tive inputs in almost all companies

is labor. Getting differential low-cost
access to labor can give a firm a cost
advantage.

This search for low labor costs

has led some firms to engage in an
international "race to the bottom." It is

well known that the wage rates of
most U.S. and Western European
workers are much higher than the
wage rates of workers in other, less
developed parts of the world. While a
firm might have to pay its employees
$20per hour {inwages and benefits) to
make sneakers and basketball shoes in

the United States, that same firm may
only have to pay an employee in the
Philippines, or Malaysia, or China
$1.00per day to make the same sneak
ers and basketball shoes—shoes the

firm might be able to sell for $150 a
pair in the United States and Europe.
Thus, many firms look to overseas
manufacturing as a way to keep their
labor cost low.

But this search for low labor

cost has some important unintended
consequences. First, the location of
the lowest cost labor rates in the

world changes over time. It used to be
that Mexico had the lowest labor

rates, then Korea and the Philippines,
then Malaysia, then China. As the
infrastructures of each of these coun

tries evolve to the point that they can
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The Race to the Bottom

support worldwide manufacturing,
firms abandon their relationships
with firms in prior countries in search
of still lower costs in new countries.

The only way former "low-cost cen
ters" can compete is to drive their
costs even lower.

This sometimes leads to a sec

ond unintended consequence of the
"race to the bottom": horrendous

working conditions and low wages in
these low-cost manufacturing settings.
Employees earning $1 for working a
10-hour day, six days a week may look
good on the corporate bottom line, but
many observers are deeply concerned
about the moral and ethical issues

associated with this strategy. Indeed,
several companies—including Nike
and Kmart—have been forced to
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increase the wages and improve the
working conditions of many of their
overseas employees.

An even more horrific result of

this "race to the bottom" has been the

reemergence of what amounts to slav
ery in some Western European coun
tries and some parts of the United
States. In search of the promise of a
better life, illegal immigrants are some
times brought to Western European
countries or the United States and

forced to work in illegal, underground
factories. These illegal immigrants are
sometimes forced to work as many as
20 hours a day, for little or no pay—
supposedly to "pay off" the price of
bringing them out of their less devel
oped countries. And because of their
illegal status and language barriers,
they often do not feel empowered to
go to the local authorities.

Of course, the people who create
and manage these facilities are crimi
nals and deserve contempt. But what
about the companies that purchase the
services of these illegal and immoral
manufacturing operations? Aren't they
also culpable, both legally and morally?

Sources: R. DeGeorge (2000). "Ethics in interna
tional business—A contradiction in terms?"

Business Credit, 102, pp. 50 -i-; G. Edmondson,
K. Carlisle, 1. Resch, K. Nickel Anhalt, and

H. Dawley (2000). "Workers in bondage."
BusinessWeek, November 27, pp. 146 -f-; D. Winter
(2000). "Facing globalization." Ward's Auto World,
36, pp. 7 +.

The Value of Cost Leadership
There is little doubt that cost differences can exist among firms, even when those
firmsare sellingvery similarproducts. Policy choices about the kinds of products
firms in an industry choose to produce can also create important cost differences.
But under what conditions will these kinds of cost advantages actually create
value for a firm?

V R I O
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Itwassuggested inQiapter3 thatonewaytotellifa resource orcapability—
suchas the ability ofa firmto havea costadvantage—actually creates valuefora
firm is by whether that resourceor capabilityenables a firm to neutralize its exter
nal threats or exploit its externalopportunities. The abilityof a cost leadership
positionto neutralizeexternalthreatswillbe examinedhere.Theabilityof sucha
position to enable a firm to exploit opportunities willbe left as an exercise. The
specific economicconsequences of cost leadership are discussed in the Strategyin
Depth feature.

Cost Leadership and the Threat of Entry

A cost leadershipcompetitive strategyhelps reduce the threat of new entrantsby
creating cost-based barriersto entry. Recall that manyofthebarriersto entrycited
in Chapter2, including economies of scale and cost advantages independent of
scale, assume that inciunbent firms have lower costs than potential entrants. If an
incumbent firm is a cost leader, for any of the reasons just listed, then new entrants
may have to invest heavily to reduce their costsprior to entry.Often,new entrants
will enter using another business strategy (e.g., product differentiation) rather
than attempting to compete on costs.

Cost Leadership and the Threat of Rivalry

Firms with a low-cost position also reduce the threat of rivalry. The threat of
rivalryis reduced throughpricingstrategies that low-cost firmscanengagein and
throughtheir relative impacton the performance ofa low-cost firmand itshigher-
cost rivals.

Cost Leadership and the Threat of Substitutes

As suggested in Chapter 2, substitutes become a threat to a firm when their cost
and performance, relative to a firm's current products or services,become more
attractive to customers. Thus, when the price of crude oil goes up, substitutes for
crude oil become more attractive. When the cost and performance of electronic
calculatorsimprove, demand for mechanicaladding machines disappears.

In ttiis situation, cost leaders have the ability to keep their products and serv
icesattractiverelativeto substitutes. Whilehigh-costfirmsmay have to chargehigh
pricesto covertheircosts, thus makingsubstitutesmoreattractive, costleaderscan
keep theirprices low and stillearn normal or above-normal economic profits.

Cost Leadership and the Threat of Powerful Suppliers

Supplierscan becomea threat to a firmby charginghigher prices for the goods or
services they supply or by reducing the quality of those goods or services.
However, when a supplier sells to a cost leader, that firm has greater flexibility in
absorbing higher-cost supplies than does a high-cost firm. Higher supply costs
may destroy any above-normal profits for high-cost firms but still allow a cost
leader firm to earn an above-normal profit.

Cost leadership based on large volumes of production and economies of
scale can also reduce the threat of suppliers. Large volumes of production imply
large purchases of raw materials and other supplies. Suppliers are not likely to
jeopardize these sales by threatening their customers. Indeed, as was suggested



Another way to demonstrate that
cost leadership can be a source of

economic value is to directly examine
the economic profits generated by a
firm with a cost advantage operating
in an otherwise very competitive
industry. This is done in Figure 4.3.

The firms depicted in this figure
are price takers—that is, the price of
the products or services they sell is
determined by market conditions and
not by individual decisions of firms.
This implies that there is effectively no
product differentiation in this market
and that no one firm's sales constitute

a large percentage of this market.
The price of goods or services in

this typeof market (F*) isdeterminedby
aggregate industry supply and demand.
This industry price determines the
demand facingan individual firm in this
market. Because these firms are price
takers, the demand facing an individual
firm is horizontal—that is, firm decisions

about levels of output have a negligible
impact on overall industry supply and
thus a negligible impact on the market-
determined price. A firm in this setting
maximizes its economic performance by

tccjij in Otr^pth

The Economics of Cost Leadership

producing a quantity of output (Q) so
that marginal revenue equals marginal
cost (MQ. The ability of firms to earn
economic profits in this setting depends
upon the relationship between the
market-determined price (P*) and the
average total cost (ATC) of a firm at
the quantity it chooses toproduce.

Firms in the market depicted in
Figure 4.3 fall into two categories. All
but one firm have the average-total-
cost curve ATC2 and marginal-cost
curve MC2. However, one firm in this
industry has the average-total-cost

j MCi ATC2
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curve ATCj and marginal-cost curve
MCj. Notice that ATCj is less than
ATC2 at the performance-maximizing
quantities produced by these two
kinds of firms (Qj and Q2, respec
tively). In this particular example,
firms with common average-total-cost
curves are earning zero economic
profits, while the low-costfirm is earn
ing an economic profit (equal to the
shaded area in the figure). A variety of
other examples could also be con
structed: The cost leader firm could be

earning zero economic profits, while
other firms in the market are incurring
economic losses; the cost leader firm
could be earning substantial economic
profits, while other firms are earning
smaller economic profits; the cost
leader firm could be incurring small
economic losses, while the other firms

are incurring substantial economic
losses; and so forth. However, in all
these examples the cost leader's eco
nomic performance is greater than the
economic performance of other firms
in the industry. Thus, cost leadership
can have an important impact on a
firm's economic performance.

Figure 4.3 Cost Leadership
and Economic Performance

Q2 Q^
Quantity
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earlier, buyersareoftenabletouse theirpurchasing volumeto extract volumedis-
coimts from suppliers.

Cost Leadership and the Threat of Powerful Buyers

Costleadership canalsoreducethe direatofbuyers. Powerful buyersarea ttureat to
firms whentheyinsist onlowprices orhigjier quality andservice from theirsuppli
ers.Lowerprices threatenfirm revenues; higher qualitycan increase a firm's costs.
Costleaders canhavetheirrevenues reduced bybuyerthreats and still havenormal
or above-normal performance. These firms can also absorb the greater costs of
increased quality or service and stillhavea costadvantage overtheircompetition.

Buyers can alsobe a threat throughbackwardvertical integration. Being a cost
leader deters backward vertical integrationbybuyers, because abuyerthatvertically
integrates backward will often not have costs as low as an incumbent cost leader.
Rather thanvertically integrating backward andincreasing itscost ofsupplies, pow
erful buyers usually prefer tocontinue purchasing from their low-cost suppliers.

Finally, if cost leadershipis based on large volumesof production, then the
threatofbuyersmaybe reduced, because buyersmay depend on just a fewfirms
for the goods or services theypurchase. This dependence reduces the willingness
of buyers to threaten a selling firm.

Cost Leadership and Sustained
Competitive Advantage
Given that cost leadership can be valuable, an important question becomes
"Under what conditionswill firmsimplementingthis businessstrategybe able to
maintain that leadership to obtain a sustained competitiveadvantage?" If cost
leadership strategies canbe implemented bynumerous firms in an industry, or if
no firms face a cost disadvantage in imitating a cost leadership strategy, then
being a cost leader will not generate a sustained competitive advantage for a
firm. Assuggested in Chapter3, the ability ofa valuable costleadership compet
itive strategy to generate a sustained competitive advantage depends on that
strategybeing rare and costlyto imitate,either through directduplicationor sub
stitution. As suggested in Tables 4.4 and 4.5, the rarity and imitability of a cost
leadership strategy depend, at leastin part,on thesources ofthatcost advantage.

The Rarity of Sources of Cost Advantage

Some ofthesources ofcostadvantage listed inTable 4.4 arelikely toberareamong
a set ofcompeting firms; othersarelesslikely tobe rare. Sources ofcostadvantage
that are likelyto be rare includelearning-curve economies (at least in emerging
industries), differential low-cost access to productive inputs, and technological
"software." Theremaining sources ofcostadvantage arelesslikely tobe rare.

Rare Sources of Cost Advantage
Early in the evolution of an industry substantial differences in the cumulative vol
ume of production of different firms are not unusual. Indeed, this was one of the
major benefits associated withfirst-mover advantages, discussed inChapter2.These
differences in cumulativevolume of production, in combination with substantial
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learning-curve economies, suggest that, insome settings, learning-curve advantages
mayberareand thusa source ofat least temporary competitive advantage.

The definition of differential access to productive inputs implies that this
access is oftenrare.Certainly, if largenumbers ofcompeting firmshave this same
access, then it cannot be a source of competitive advantage.

Technological software is also likely to be rare among a set of competing
firms. These software attributes represent each firm's path through history. If
these histories areunique, thenthe technological software theycreate inayalso be
rare.Of course, if several competing firms experience similar paths through his
tory, the technological software in these firms is lesslikely tobe rare.

Less Rare Sources of Cost Advantage
When theeffident sizeofa firm orplantissignificantly smaller thanthetotal size of
anindustry, there will usuedly benumerous effident firms orplants in thatindustry,
and a cost leadership strategy based on economies of scalewill not be rare. For
example, if theeffident firm or plantsize in an industry is 500 units, and the total
sizeof the industry (measured in units produced) is 500,000 units, then there are
likely tobe numerous effident firms or plants in this industry, and economies of
scale are not likelyto giveany one firma cost-based competitive advantage.

Costadvantages basedon diseconomies ofscale arealsonot likely tobe rare.
It is unusualfornumerous firms toadoptlevels ofproduction in excess ofoptimal
levels. Ifonlya fewfirms are too largein this sense, then several competing firms
in an industry that are not toolarge wiU havecost advantages overthefirms that
are too large. However, because several firms will enjoy these cost advantages,
they are not rare.

One important exception to this generalization may be when changes in
technology significantly reduce the most efficient scale of an operation. Given
suchchanges in technology, several firms maybe inefficiently large. If a small
number of firmshappen to be sized appropriately, then the costadvantagesthese
firms obtainin thiswaymaybe rare. Suchchanges in technology havemadelarge
integrated steelproducers "too big" relative to smaller mini-mills. Thus, mini-
millshave a costadvantageover largerintegratedsteelfirms.

Technological hardware is also not likely tobe rare, espedally if it is devel
opedby suppliers and sold on the open market. However, if a firmhas propri
etary technology development skills, it maypossess rare technological hardware
that creates cost advantages.

TABLE 4.4 The Rarityof

Likely-to'be-iare soofcesof cost Less-likely-to-be-rajre sources of cost Sources ofCost Advantage
advantage advantage

Learning-curve economies ofscale Economies ofscale (except wheneffi-
(espedally in emerging businesses) dent plantsizeapproximately equals

total industry demand)

Differential low-cost access to Diseconomies of scale

productive inputs

Technological "Mftware" Technological hardware(imless a
firm has proprietary hardware devd-
opmentskills)
Policy choices
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TABLE 4.5 Direct Duplication
of Cost Leadership

Low-cost

duplication
possible
May be costly
to duplicate .

Source of CostAdvantage

1. Economies of scale

2. Diseconomies of scale

Basis for costly dnplicatioii

Sodal

Histpiy Uncertainty Complexity

3. Leaming-ctirve * — -
economies

4. Technological"hardware" — * "
5. Policy choices * — -

Usuallycostly 6.Differential low-costaccess *** — *'
to duplicate to productiveinputs

7. Technological"software" *** **

—=not a sourceofcostlyimitation/ *=somewhatlikelyto be a sourceof costly
imitation^ ** =likely tobea source ofcostly imitation/ *** = verylikelytbbe a
source of costly irnitation

Finally/ policychoices by themselves are not likelyto be a rare sourceofcost
advantage/ particxilarly ifthe product or service attributes in question are easy to
observe and describe.

The Imitabilityof Sources of Cost Advantage

Evenwhen a particularsource of costadvantage is rare, it must be costly to imi
tate in order tobe a sourceofsustainedcompetitive advantage. Both directdupli
cationand substitution/ as forms of imitation/ are important.Again/ the imitability
ofa cost advantage depends/ at leastin part/on thesource of thatadvantage.

Easy-to-Duplicate Sources of Cost Advantage
In general/ economies of scale and diseconomies of scale are relativelyeasy-to-
duplicate bases of cost leadership. As can be seen in Table 4.5/ thesesources of cost
advantage do not build on history; imcertainty/ or socially complex resources and
capabilities and thus are not protected from duplication for these reasons.

For example/ if a small number of firms obtain a cost advantage based on
economies of scale/and if the relationship between production scale and costs is
widelyunderstoodamongcompetingfirmS/ then firms at a costdisadvantagewill
rapidly adjust their production to exploit these economies of scale. This can be
done by either growing a firm's current operations to the point that the firm
exploits economies or by combiningpreviously separate operations to obtain
theseeconomies. Both actions enable a firm at a costdisadvantage to beginusing
specialized machines/ reduce the costofplant and equipment/ increase employee
specialization/ and spread overhead costsmore effectively.

Indeed/perhaps the only time economies of scaleare not subjectto low-cost
duplication is when the efficient size of operations is a significant percentage of
totaldemandin an industry. Ofcourse/ thisisthesituation described in Chapter2's
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discussion of economies of scale as a barrier to entry. For example, as suggested
earlier, BIC Corporation, with its dominant market share in the disposable pen
market, has apparently been able to gain and retain an important cost advantage
in that market based on economies of scale. BIC's ability to retain ibis advantage
reflects the fact that the optimal plant size in the disposable pen market is a signif
icant percentage of the pen market, and thus economies of scale act as a barrier to
entry in that market.

Like economies of scale, in many settings diseconomies of scale will not be
a source of sustained competitive advantage for firms that have not grown too
Icirge. In the short run, firms experiencing significant diseconomies can shrink
the size of their operations to become more efficient. In the long run, firms that
fail to adjust their size will earn below-normal economic performance and cease
operations.

Although in many ways reducing the size of operations to improve effi
ciency seems like a simple problem for managers in firms or plants, in practice it is
often a difhcult change to implement. Because of imcertainty, managers in a firm
or plant that is too large may not understand that diseconomies of scale have
increased their costs. Sometimes, managers conclude that the problem is that
employees are not working hard enough, that problems in production can be
fixed, and so forth. These finns or plants may continue their inefficientoperations
for some time, despite costs that arehigher than theindustry average.^^

Other psychologicalprocesses can also delay the abandonment of operations
that are too large.One of these phenomena is known as escalation of commitment:
Sometimes,managers committed to an incorrect (cost-increasingor revenue-reduc
ing) course of action increase their commitment to this action as its limitations
become manifest. For example, a manager who believes that the optimal firm size
in an industry is larger than the actual optimal size may remain committed to large
operations despite costs thatarehigher thantheindustry average.^^

For all these reasons, firms suffering from diseconomies of scale must often
turn to outside managers to assist in reducing costs. Outsiders bring a fresh view
to the organization's problems and are not committed to the practices tiiat gener
ated the problems in the firstplace.^^

Bases of Cost Leadership That IVlay Be Costly to Duplicate
Although cost advantages based on learning-curveeconomiesare rare (especially
in emerging industries), they are usually not costly to duplicate. As suggested in
Chapter 2, for learning-curve cost advantages to be a source of sustained compet
itive advantage the learning obtained by a firm must be proprietary. Most recent
empirical work suggests that in most industries learning is not proprietary and
thus can be rapidly duplicated as competing firms move down the learning curve
by increasing their cumulative volume of production.

However, the fact that learning is not costly to duplicate in most industries
does not mean it is never costly to duplicate. In some industries, the ability of
firms to leam firom their production experience may vary significantly.For exam
ple, some firms treat production errors as failures and systematically punish
employees who make those errors. These firms effectively reduce risk-taking
among their production employees and thus reduce the chances of learning how
to improve their production process. Alternatively, other firms treat production
errors as opportunities to leam how to improve their production process. These
firms are likely to move rapidly down the learning curve and retain cost advan
tages, despite the cumulative volume of production of competing firms. These
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different responses to production errors reflectthe organizational cultures of these
different firms. Because organizational cultures are socially complex, they can be
verycostly to duplicate.^®

Because technological hardware can usually be purchased across supply
markets, it isalso notlikely tobedifficult toduplicate, ^metimes, however, tech
nological hardware can be proprietary or closely bimdled with other unique,
costly-to-duplicate resources controlled by a firm. In this case, technological hard
ware can be costly to duplicate.

It isunusu^, butnotimpossible, for policy choices, perse, tobea source of
sustained competitive cost advantages for a firm. As suggested earlier, if the poli
cies in question focus on easy to observe and easy to describe product characteris
tics, then duplication is likely,and cost advantages based on policy choices will be
temporary. However, if policy choices reflect complex decision processes within a
firm, teamwork among different parts of the design and maniifacturing process,
or any of the software commitments discussed previously, then policy choices can
be a source of sustained competitive advantage, as long as only a few firms have
the ability to make these choices.

Indeed, most of the successful firms that operate in unattractive indus
tries make policy choices that are costly to imitate because they reflect histori
cal, causally ambiguous, and socially complex firm processes. Thus, for exam
ple, Wal-Mart's supply chain management strategy—a policy with clear
low-cost implications—actually reflects Wal-Mart's unique history, its socially
complex relations with suppliers, and its unique organizational culture.
And Ryanair's low-price pricing strategy—a strategy that reflects its low-cost
position—^is possible because of the kind of airplane fleet Ryanair has built
over time, the commitment of its employees to Ryanair's success, a charismatic
founder, and its unique organizational culture. Because these policies reflect
costly-to-imitate attributes of these firms, they can be sources of sustained
competitive advantage.

However, for these and other firms, it is not these policy choices,per se, that
create sustainable cost leadership advantages. Rather, it is how these policies flow
from the historical,causally ambiguous, and sociallycomplexprocesseswithin a
firm that makes them costly to duplicate. This has been the case for the Oakland
A's baseball team, as described in the Strategy in the Emerging Enterprise feature.

Costiy-to-Dupiicate Sources of Cost Advantage
Differential access to low-cost productive inputs and technological software is
usually a costly-to-duplicate basis of cost leadership. This is because these
inputs often build on historical, imcertain, and socially complex resources and
capabilities. As suggested earlier, differential access to productive inputs often
depends on the location of a firm. Moreover, to be a source of economic profits,
this valuable location must be obtained before its full value is widely under
stood. Both these attributes of differential access to productive inputs suggest
that if, in fact, it is rare, it will often be costly to duplicate. First, some locations
are unique and cannot be duplicated. For example, most private golf clubs
would like to own courses with the spectacular beauty of Pebble Beach in
Monterey, California, but there is only one Pebble Beach—a. course that runs par
allel to some of the most beautiful oceanfront scenery in the world. Although
"scenery" is an important factor of production in running and managing a golf
course, the re-creation of Pebble Beach's scenery at some other location is simply
beyond our technology.
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Second, even if a location is not unique, once its value is revealed, acquisition
of that location is not likely to generate economic profits. Thus, for example,
although being located in SiliconValleyprovides access to some important low-cost
productive inputs for electronics firms, firms that moved to this location after its
value was revealed have substantially higher costs than firms that moved there
before its full value was revealed. These higher costs effectively reduce the eco
nomic profit that otherwise could have been generated. Referringto the discussion
in Chapter 3, these arguments suggest that gainingdifferential access to productive
inputs in a way that generates economic profits may reflecta firm's unique path
through history.

Technological software is also likely to be difficult to duplicate and often can
be a source of sustained competitive advantage. As suggested in Chapter 3, the
values, beliefs, culture, and teamwork that constitute this software are socially
complex and may be immime from competitive duplication. Firms with cost
advantages rooted in these socially complex resources incorporate cost savings in
every aspect of their organization;they constantly focus on improving the quality
and cost of their operations, and they have employees who are firmly committed
to, and understand, what it takes to be a cost leader. Other firms may talk about
low costs; these firms live cost leadership. Ryanair,Dell,Wal-Mart,and Southwest
are all examples of such firms. If there are few firms in an industry with these
kinds of beliefs and commitments, then they can gain a sustained competitive
advantage from tiieir cost advantage.

Substitutes for Sources of Cost Advantage
In an important sense, all of the sources of cost advantage listed in this chapter are
at least partial substitutes for each other.Thus, for example, one firm may reduce
its cost through exploiting economies of scale in large-scale production, and a
competing firm may reduce its costs through exploitinglearning-curveeconomies
and large cumulativevolume of production. If these differentactivities have simi
lar effects on a firm's cost position, and if they are equally costly to implement,
then they are strategic substitutes for each other.

Because of the substitute effects of different sources of cost advantage, it is
not tmusual for firms pursuing cost leadership to simultaneously pursue all the
cost-reduction activities discussed in this chapter. Implemention of this bundle of
cost-reducing activities may have few substitutes. If duplicating this bundle of
activities is also rare and difficult, then a firm may be able to gain a sustained com
petitive advantage from doing so.

Several of the otiier strategies discussed in later chapters can also have the
effect of reducing a firm's costs and thus may be substitutes for the sources of
cost reduction discussed in this chapter. For example, one common motivation
for firms implementing strategic alliance strategies is to exploit economies of
scale in combination with other firms. Thus, a strategic alliance that reduces a
firm's costs may be a substitute for a firm exploiting economies of scale on its
own to reduce its costs. As is discussed in more detail in Chapter 8, many of the
strategic alliances among aluminum mining and smelting companies are moti
vated by realizing economies of scale and cost reduction. Also, corporate diversi
fication strategies often enable firms to exploit economies of scale across different
businesses within which they operate. In this setting, each of these businesses—
treated separately—^may have scale disadvantages, but collectively their scale
creates the same low-cost position asthat ofanindividual firm that ^ly exploits
economies of scale to reduce costs in a single business (see Chapter 9).
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Baseball in the United States has a
problem. Most observersagree that

it is better for fans if there iscompetitive
balance in the league—that is, if, at the
beginning of the year, the fans of several
teams believe that their team has a

chance to go to the World Series and
win itall. However, theeconomic reality
of competition in baseball is that onlya
small number of financially successful
teams in large cities—the New York
Yankees, the LosAngeles Dodgers, the
Chicago Cubs, the California Angels—
havethe resources necessary tocompete
for a spot in the WorldSeries year after
year. So-called "small-market teams,"
such as the Pittsburgh Pirates or the
Milwaukee Brewers, may be able to
compete every once in a while, but these
exceptions prove the general rule—
teams from large markets usually win
the World Series.

And then there is Oakland and tiie

Oakland A's. Oakland (with a popula
tion of just over 400,000) is the smallest—
and least glamorous—of the three cities
in the San FranciscoBayArea, the other
two being San Francisco and San Jose.
The A's play in an outdated stadium to
an average crowd of 26,038 fans—rank
ing nineteenth among the 30 major
league baseball teams in the United
States. In 2008, the A's player payroll
was $48 million, about one-fifth of the

Yankees' player payroll.
Despite these liabilities, from

1999 to 2008, the A's either won their

division or placed second in all but
two years. Over this period, the A's
won 57 percent of their games, second
only to the Yankees, who won 60 per
cent of their games over this same
period. And, the team made money!

What is the "secret" to the A's suc

cess? Their general manager, William
Lamar Beane, says that it has to do with
three factors: how players are evaluated,
making sure that every personnel deci
sion in the organization is consistent

The Oakland A's:Inventing a New
Way to Play Competitive Baseball

with this approach to evaluation, and
ensuring that all personnel decisions are
thought of as business decisions.

The criteria used by the A's to
evaluate players are easy enough to
state. For batters, the A's focus on on-

base percentage (i.e., how often a bat
ter reaches base) and total bases (a
measure of the ability of a batter to hit
for power); that is, they focus on the
ability of players to get on base and
score. For pitchers, the A's focus on the
percentage of first pitches that are
strikes and the quality of a pitcher's
fast ball. First-pitch strikes and throw
ing a good fast ball are correlated with
keeping runners off base. Thus, not
surprisingly, the A's criteria for evalu
ating pitchers are the reverse of their
criteria for evaluating hitters.

Although these evaluation crite
ria are easy to state, getting the entire
organization to apply them consis
tently in scouting, choosing, develop
ing, and managing players is much
more difficult. Almost every baseball
player and fan has his or her own
favorite way to evaluate players.
However, if you want to work in the
A's organization, you must be willing
to let go of your personal favorite and
evaluate players the A's way. The result
is that players that come through the
A's farm system—the minor leagues
where yoimger players are developed

imtil they are ready to play in the major
leagues—learn a single way of playing
baseball instead of learning a new
approach to the game every time they
change managers or coaches. One of
the implicatioxrs of this consistency has
been that the A's farm system has been
among the most productive in baseball.

Thisconsistentfarmsystemenables
the A's to treat personnel decisions—
including decisions about whether they
should re-sign a star player or let him go
to another team—as business decisions.

The A's simply do not have the resources
necessary to play the personnel game the
same way as tire LosAngeles Dodgers or
the New York Yankees. When these

teams need a particular kind of player,
they go and sign one. Oakland has to rely
more on its farm system. But because its
farm system performs so well, the A's
can let so-called "superstars" go to other
teams, knowing that they are likely to
have a younger—and cheaper—player
in the minor leagues, just waiting for the
chance to play in "the show"—the play
ers' nickname for the major leagues. This
allows the A's to keep tiieir payroll costs
down and remain profitable, despite rel
atively small crowds, while still fielding
a team that competes virtually every year
for the right to play in the WorldSeries.

Of course, an important ques
tion becomes: How sustainable is the

A's competitive advantage? The evalu
ation criteria themselves are not a

source of sustained competitive advan
tage. However, the socially complex
nature of how these criteria are consis

tently applied throughout the A's
organization may be a source of
sustained competitive advantage in
enabling the A's to gain the differential
access to low-cost productive inputs—
in this case, baseball players.

Sources: K.Hammonds (2003). "How to play Beane
ball." Fast Company, May, pp. W +; M. Lewis (2003).
Moneyball. New York: Norton; A. McGahan, J. F.
McGuire, and J. Kou (1997). "The baseball strike."
Harvard Business School Case No. 9-796-059.
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Oi^anizing to Implement Cost Leadership
As with all strategies, firms seeking to implement cost leadership strategies must
adopt anorganizational structure, management controls, and compensation poli
cies that reinforce this strategy. Some key issues associated with using these
organizing toolsto implementcostleadershipare summarizedin Table 4.6.

Organizational Structure in Implementing CostLeadership
As suggested inTable 4.6, firms implementing cost leadership strategies will gen
erally adopt what is known as a functional organizational structure.^^ Anexam
pleofa functional organization structure is presented in Figure 4.4. Indeed, this
functional organizational structure is thestructure used to implement allbusi
ness-level strategies a firm might pursue, although this structure is modified
whenused to implement these different strategies.

Ina functional structure, each ofthe major business functions ismanaged by
a functional manager. For example, ifmanufacturing, marketing, finance, account
ing, andsales areallincluded wittiin a functional organization, thena manufactur
ing manager leads that function, a marketing manager leads that function, a
finance manager leads that function, and so forth. Ina functional organizational
structure, all these functional managers report toone person. This person has many
different titles—including president, CEO, chair, orfounder. However, for purposes
of this discussion, this person will be caUed the chief executive officer (CEO).

The CEO ina functional organization hasa unique status. Everyone else in this
company isa functional specialist. Themanufacturing people manufacture, themar
keting people market, the finance people finance, and soforth. Indeed, only one per
sonin the functional organization has to have a multifunctional perspective—^the
CEO. This role issoimportant thatsometimes thefunctional organization iscalled a
U-form structure, where the "U" stands for "unitary"—^because there isonly one
person inthis organization that hasabroad, multifunctional corporate perspective.

When used to implement a costleadership strategy, thisU-form structure is
kept as simple as possible. As suggested in Table 4.6, firms implementing cost
leadership strategies will have relatively few layers in their reporting structure.

Organizatioii structure: Functional structure with

1. Fewlayersin the reportingstructure
2. Simplereporting relationships
3. Smallcorporatestafi
4. FocUs on narrow,range of business functions

Management control systems

1. Ught cost control systems
2. .Quantitative cost goals
3. Close supervision oflabor, rawmaterial, inventory, and othercosts
4. A cost leadership philosophy

Compensation policies

1. Reward for cost reduction

2. Incentives for all employees to be involved in cost reduction

TABLE 4.6 Organizing to
Realize the Full Potential ofCost

Leadership Strategies
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Figure 4.4 AnExampleof
the U-form Organizational
Structure

Chief Executive Officer
(CEO)

11 1 1 1
Manufacturing Sales Research and Human Legal

Development Resources

Complicated reporting structures, including matrix structures where one
employee reports totwo ormore people, are usually avoided.^ Corporate staff in
these organizations is kept small. Such firms do notoperate in a wide range of
business functions, but instead operate only in those few business functions
where theyhavevaluable, rare, and costly-to-imitate resources andcapabilities.

Oneexcellent example ofa firmpursuing a costleadership strategyis Nucor
Steel. Aleader in the mini-mill industry, Nucorhas only five layersin its reporting
structure, compared to12to15 initsmajor higher-cost competitors. Most operating
decisions at Nucorare delegated to plant managers, whohave full profit-and-loss
responsibility for their operations. Corporate staff atNucor issmall andfocuses its
efforts on accoimting forrevenues and costs and onexploring newmanufacturing
processes to further reduce Nucor's operating expenses and expand its business
opportunities. Nucor's former president. Ken Iverson, believed that Nucor does
onlytwothings well: buildplants efficiently andrun them effectively. Thus, Nucor
focuses its effortsin these areas and subcontracts many of its other business func
tions, including the purchase of its raw materials, to outside vendors.^

Responsibilities of the CEO in a Functional Organization
The CEO in a U-form organization hastwo basic responsibilities: (1) toformulate the
strategy ofthefirm and (2) tocoordinate the activities ofthe functional specialists in
the firm to facilitate the implementation of this strategy. In the special case ofa cost
leadership strategy, theCEO must decide onwhich bases such a strategy should be
founded—^including anyof those listed in Table 4.1—and then coordinate functions
withina firm tomake surethattheeconomic potential ofthisstrategy is fuUy reaUzed.

Strategy Formulation. The CEO in a U-form organization engages in strategy
formulation by applying the strategic management process described in Chapter
1. A CEO establishes the firm's mission and associated objectives, evaluates
environmental threats and opportunities, understands the firm's strengths and
weaknesses, and then chooses one or more of the business and corporate
strategies discussed in this book. In the case of a cost leadership strategy, the
application ofthestrategic management process mustleada CEO toconclude that
the best chance for achieving a firm's mission is for that firm to adopt a cost
leadership business-level strategy.

Although the responsibility for strategy formulation in a U-form organiza
tionultimately rests with the CEO, this individual needsto draw on the insights,
analysis, andinvolvement offunctional managers throughout thefirm. CEOs who
fail to involvefunctional managers in strategy formulationrun severalrisks.First,
strategic choices made in isolation from functional managers may be made with
out complete information. Second, limiting the involvement of functional man
agers in strategy formulation can limit their imderstanding of, and commitment
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to, the chosen strategy. This can severely limit their ability, and willingness, to
implement any strategy—^including cost leadership—that ischosen.^^
Coordinating Functions for Strategy implementation. Even the best formulated
strategy is competitively irrelevant ifitis not implemented. And the only way that
strategies can be effectively implemented is if all the functions within a firm are
aligned inaway consistent with this strategy.

For example, compare two firms pursuing acost leadership strategy. All but
one of the first firm's functions—marketing—are aligned with this cost leadership
strategy. All of the second firm's functions—including marketing—are aligned
with this cost leadership strategy. Because marketing isnot aligned with the first
firm's cost leadership strategy, this firm is likely to advertise products that itdoes
not sell. That is, this firm might advertise its products on the basis of their style
and performance, but sell products that are reliable (but not stylish) and inexpen
sive (but not high performers). Afirm that markets products itdoes not actually
sell is likely todisappoint itscustomers. Incontrast, thesecond firm thathasallof
its functions including marketing—aligned with its chosen strategy is more
likely to advertise products itactually sells and thus is less likely to disappoint its
customers. In the longrun,it seems reasonable to expect this second firm to out
perform the first, at least with respect to implementing acost leadership strategy.

Of course, alignment is required of all of a firm's functional areas, not just
marketing. Also, misalignment can emerge in anyof a firm's functional areas.
Some common misalignments between a firm's cost leadership strategy and its
functional activities are listed in Table 4.7.

Management Controls In Implementing Cost Leadership
Msuggested in Table 4.6, cost leadership firms are typically characterized by very
tight cost-control systems; frequent and detailed cost-control reports; an emphasis
onquantitative cost goals and targets; and close supervision oflabor, rawmateri
als, inventory, and other costs. Again, Nucor Steel is an example of a cost leader
ship firm that has implemented these kinds of control systems. At Nucor, groups
of employees are given weekly cost and productivity improvement goals. Groups

Manufacturing

Marketing

Research and

Development
Finance

Accoimting

Sales

Vfhea Function IsAligned with When Function IsMisaligned
CostLeadership Strategies witii CostLeadership Strategies

Lean, low cost,good quality

Emphasizevalue, reliability,
and price
Focus on product extensions
and process improvements
Focus on low cost and stable

financial structure

Collect costdata and adopt
conservative accoimting
principles
Focus on value,reliability, and
low price

Inefficient, high cost,poor
quality
Emphasize style and
performance
Focus on radical new

technologiesand products
Focus on nontraditional

financial instruments

Collect no-cost dataand adopt
very aggressive accounting
principles
Focuson styleand performance
and high price

TABLE 4.7 {Common

Misalignments Between
Business Functions and a Cost

Leadership Strategy
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that meet or exceed these goals receive extra compensation. Plant managers are
held responsible for cost and profit performance. Aplant manager who does not
meet corporate performance expectations cannot expect a long career atNucor.
Similar group-oriented cost-reduction systems are inplace at some of Nucor's
major competitors, including Chaparral Steel.^

Less formal management control systems also drive acost-reduction philos
ophy atcost leadership firms. For example, although Wal-Mart is one of the most
successful retail operations in the world, its Arkansas headquarters isplain and
simple. Indeed, some have suggested that Wal-Mart's headquarters looks like a
warehouse. Its style ofinterior decoration was once described as "early bus sta
tion." Wal-Mart even involves its customers in reducing costsby asking them to
"help keep your costs low" by returning shopping carts to the designated areas in
Wal-Mart's parking lots.^^

Compensation Policies and Implementing
Cost Leadership Strategies

As suggested inTable 4.6, compensation incost leadership firms is usually tied
directly to cost-reducing efforts. Such firms often provide incentives for employ
ees to work together toreduce costs and increase ormaintain quality, and they
expect every employee totake responsibility for both costs and quality. For exam
ple, animportant expense for retail stores like Wal-Mart is "shrinkage a nice
way ofsaying people steal stuff. About half theshrinkage in most stores comes
from employees stealing theirowncompames' products.

Wal-Mart used tohave a serious problem withshrinkage. Among other solu
tions (including hiring "greeters" whose real job istodiscourage shoplifters), Wal-
Mart developed acompensation scheme that took half the cost savings created by
reduced shrinkage and shared itwith employees inthe form ofabonus. Mth this
incentive inplace, Wal-Mart's shrinkage problems dropped significantly.

Summary
Firms producing essentially the same products can have different costs for several reasons.
Some ofthe most important ofthese are: (1) size differences and economies ofscale, (2) size
differences and diseconomies of scale, (3) experience differences and learning-curve
economies, (4) differential access to productive inputs, and (5) technological advantages
independent ofscale. Inaddition, firms competing inthe same industry can make policy
choices about thekinds ofproducts andservices tosell thatcan have animportant impact
ontheir relative cost position. Cost leadership inanindustry can bevaluable byassisting a
firm inreducing the threat ofeach ofthe five forces inanindustry outlined inChapter 2.

Each ofthesources ofcost advantage discussed inthischapter canbea source ofsus
tained competitive advantage if it is rare and costly to unitate. Overall, learning-curve
economies, differential access toproductive inputs, and technological software aremore
likely to be rare than other sources ofcost advantage. Differential access toproductive
inputs and technological "software" is more likely to be costly to imitate—eiiher through
direct duplication orthrough substitution—than the other sources ofcost advantage. Thus,
differential access toproductive inputs andtechnological "software" will often bemore
likely to be a source of sustained competitive advantage than cost advantages based on
other sources.
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Ofcourse, to realize the fullpotentialof thesecompetitive advantages, a firmmust be
organized appropriately. Organizing to implement a strategy always involves a firm's
organizational structure, its management control systems, and its compensation policies.
The organizational structure used to implement cost leadership—and other business
strategies—is called a functional, or U-form, structure. The CEO is the only person in
thisstructurewho has a corporateperspective. TheCEO has two responsibilities: to formu
latea firm's strategyand to implementit by coordinating functions withina firm. Ensuring
that a firm's functions are aligned with its strategy is essential to successful strategy
implementation.

When used to implementa cost leadershipstrategy, the U-form structure generally
has few layers, simple reporting relationships, and a small corporate staff. It focuses on a
narrow range of business functions. The managementcontrolsystemsused to implement
thesestrategies generally includetight costcontrols; quantitativecostgoals; close supervi
sion of labor, raw materials, inventory, and other costs; and a cost leadershipculture and
mentality. Finally, compensation policies in thesefirmstypicallyreward costreductionand
provide incentivesfor everyone in the organization to be part of the cost-reductionefibrt.
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aallenqe Quesliions

1. Ryanair, Wal-Mart, Hmex, Casio,
and Hjrundai are all dted as examples
of firms pursuing cost leadership
strategies, but these firms make sub
stantial investments in advertising,
which seems more likely to be associ
ated with a product differentiation
strategy. Are these firms really pursu
ing a cost leadership strategy, or are
they pursuing a product differentia
tion strategy by emphasizing their
lower costs?

2. When economies of scale exist,
firms with large volumes of produc
tion will have lower costs than those

with smaller volumes of production.
The realization of these economies of

scale, however, is far from automatic.

What actions can firms take to ensure

that they realize whatever economies
of sale are created by their volume of
production?

3. Firms engage in an activity called
"forward pricing" when they estab
lish, during the early stages of the
learning curve, a price for their prod
ucts that is lower than their actual

costs, in anticipation of lower costs
later on, after significant learning has
occurred. Under what conditions, if

any,does forward pricing make sense?
What risks, if any,do firms engaging in
forward pricing face?

4. One way of thinking about organiz
ing to implement cost leadership

PpoUem Set

strategies is that firms that pursue this
strategy should be highly centralized,
have high levels of direct supervision,
and keep employee wages to an
absolute minimum. Another approach
is to decentralize decision-making
authority—toensure that individuals
who know the most about reducing
costs make decisions about how to

reduce costs. This, in turn, would
imply less direct supervision and
somewhat higher levels of employee
wages. Why is this? Which of these
two approaches seems more reason
able? Under what conditions would

these different approaches make more
or less sense?

1. The economies of scalecurve in Figure 4.1 can be represented algebraically in the
following equation:

Average costs = a + bQ + cQ^

whereQ is the quantityproducedby a firm and a, b, and c are coefficients that are esti
mated from industry data. Forexample, it has been shownthat the economies of scale
curve for U.S. savings and loans is:

Average costs = 2.38 —.615A + .54A^

where Aisa savings and loan'stotalassets. Using tiusequation, whatis theoptimal sizeof
a savings and loan? (Hint: Plugin different values ofA and calculate average costs. The
lowestpossible averagecostis the optimalsizefor a savingsand loan.)

2. The learning curve depicted in Figure 4.2 can be represented algebraically by the
following equation:

Average time toproduce xunits = ax~^

wherez is the totalnumberofxmits producedby a firmin itshistory, fl is theamoimtof time
it took a firm to produce its firstunit,and p is a coefficient that describes therateoflearn
ing in a firm.
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Suppose it takes a team ofworkers 45 hours toassemble itsfirst product {a =45) and 40.5
hours toassemble thesecond. When a firm doubles itsproduction (in this case, from one to
two umts) and cuts its production time (in this case, from 45 hoxurs to40.5 hours), learning
issaid tohave occurred (in this case, a40.5/45, or90 percent, learning curve). The Pfor a90
percent learning ciuve is0.3219. Thus, this firm's learning curve is:

Average timetoproduce xunits = 45x~®'̂ ^^^

What is the average amoimt oftime itwill take this firm toproduce six products? (Hint:
Simplyplug "6"in forxin theequationand solve.) Whatis the totaltimeit tookthisfirmto
produce these six products? (Hint: Simply multiply the niunber ofunits produced, 6, by the
average time itwill take toproduce these six products.) What isthe average time itwill take
this firm toproduce five products? What isthe total time itwill take this firm to produce
five products? So, what is the total time itwill take this firm to produce its sixth product?
(Hint: Subtract thetotal time needed toproduce five products from thetotal time needed to
produce six products.)

Suppose anew firm isgoing tostart producing these same products. Assuming this
new firm does not leam anything from established firms, what wiU its cost disadvantage be
when itassembles itsfirst product? (Hint: Compare the costs ofthe experienced firm's sbcth
product withthecostofthenewfirm's first product.)
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CHAPTER

5
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After reading this chapter,
you should be able to:

1. Define product
differentiation.

2. Describe eleven bases of

product differentiation and
how they can be grouped
into three categories.

3. Describe how product
differentiation is ultimately
limited only by manageried
creativity.

4. Describe how product
differentiation can be

used to neutralize

environmental threats

and exploit environmental
opportunities.

5. Describe those bases of

product differentiation that
are not likely to be costly to
duplicate, those that may
be costly to duplicate, and
those that will often be

costly to duplicate.

6. Describe the main

substitutes for product
differentiation strategies.

7. Describe how

organizational structiure,
control processes, and
compensation policies can
be used to implement
product differentiation
strategies.

8. Discuss whether it is

possible for a firm to
implement cost leadership
and product differentiation
strategies simultaneously.
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Ppoduct Diffepeniiatiion

Who Is Victoria, and What

Is Her Secret?

Sexy. Glamorous. Mysterious. Victoria's

Secret is the world's leading specialty

retailer of lingerie and beauty products.

With 2007 sales of almost $6.1 billion, Vic

toria's Secret sells its mix of sexy lingerie,

prestige fragrances, and fashion-inspired

collections through over 1,000 retail stores

and the almost 400 million catalogues it

distributes each year.

But all this glamour and success

leaves the two central questions about this

firm unanswered: "Who is Victoria?" and

"What is her secret?"

It turns out that Victoria is a retired

fashion model who lives in an up-and-

coming fashionable district in London. She

has a committed relationship and is think

ing about starting a family.However,these

maternal Instincts are balanced by Victo

ria's adventurous and sexy side. She loves

good food, classical music, and great wine.

She travels frequently and is as much at

home in New York, Paris, and Los Angeles

as she Is In London. Her fashion tastes are

edgy enough to never be boring, but prac

tical enough to never be extreme. Her lin

gerie is an essential part of her wardrobe.

Sexy and alluring, but never cheap, trashy,

or vulgar, Victoria's lingerie is the perfect

complement to her overall lifestyle. Most

important, while Victoria knows she is

beautiful and sexy,she also knows that It is

her brains, not her looks, that have enabled

her to succeed in life.

This is who Victoria is. This Is the

woman that Victoria's Secret's designers

design for, the woman Victoria's Secret

marketers create advertising for, and the

woman to whom all Victoria's Secret sales

associates are trained to sell.

And this is her secret—Victoria doesn't

really exist. Or, more precisely, the number

of real women in the entire world who are

likeVictoria is very small—no more than a

handful. So why would a company like

Victoria's Secret organize all of Its design,

marketing, and sales efforts around meet

ingthe lingerie needs of a womanwho,for

all practicalpurposes,doesn't really exist?

Victoria's Secret knows how few of

its actual customers are like Victoria. How

ever, it is convinced that many of Its cus

tomers would like to be treated as if they

were Victoria,if only for a few hours, when

they come Into a Victoria's Secret store.

Victoria's Secret is not just selling lingerie;

it is selling an opportunity, almost a fan

tasy, to be likeVictoria—tolive in an excit

ing and sexy city, to travel the world, to

have refined, yet edgy, tastes. To buy and

wear Victoria's Secret lingerie is—ifonly for

a moment or two—an opportunity to

experience lifeas Victoriaexperiences it.



Practically speaking, building an entire company

around meeting the needs of a customer who does not

actually exist creates some interesting problems. You

can't just call Victoria on the phone and ask her about

trends in her lifestyle; you can't form a focus group of

people likeVictoria and ask them to evaluate new linesof

lingerie. Ina sense, not only has Nrtctoria's Secret invented

Victoria; it also had to invent Victoria's lifestyle—and the

lingerie, fragrances, and accessories that go along with

that lifestyle. And as long as the lifestyle that it invents

for Victoria is desirable to but Just beyond the reach of

its actual customers, Victoria's Secret will continue to be

able to sell a romantic fantasy—along with its bras and

panties.

Sources: wwwJimitedbrands.com; www.victoriassecretcom; and Corbis/
Bettmann.
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V
Ictoria's Secret uses the fictional character "Victoria" to help implement its
product differentiation strategy. As successful as this effort is, however, this
is only one of many ways that firms can try to differentiate their products.

What Is Product Differentiation?

Whereas Wal-Mart exemplifies a firm pursuing a cost leadership strategy,
Victoria's Secret exemplifies a firm pursuing a product differentiation strategy.
Product differentiation is a business strategy whereby firms attempt to gain a
competitive advantage by increasing the perceived value of their products or serv
ices relative to the perceived value of other firms' products or services. These
other firms can be rivals or firms that provide substitute products or services. By
increasing the perceived value of its products or services, a firm will be able to
charge a higher price than it would otherwise. This higher price can increase a
firm's revenues and generate competitive advantages.

A firm's attempts to create differences in the relative perceived value of its
products or servicesoftenare made by altering the objective properties of those prod
ucts or services. Rolex attempts to differentiate its watches from Hmex and Casio
watchesby manufacturing them with solid gold cases. Mercedesattempts to differ
entiate its cars from Hyundai's cars through sophisticatedengineering and high per
formance. \fictoria's Secretattempts to differentiateits shopping experiencefrom
Wal-Mart, and other retailers, through the merchandise it sells and the way it sells it.

Although firmsoftenalter the objective properties of their products or services
in order to implement a product differentiation strategy, the existence of product
differentiation, in the end, is always a matter of customerperception. Products sold
by two different firms may be very similar,but if customers believe the first is more
valuable than the second, then the first product has a differentiationadvantage.

In the world of "craft" or "microbrewery" beers, for example, the con
sumers' image of how a beer is brewed may be very different from how it is actu
ally brewed. Boston Beer Company, for example, sells Samuel Adams Beer.
Customers can tour the BostonBeerCompany,where they will see a small row of
fermenting tanks and two 10-barrelkettles being tended by a brewmaster wear
ing rubber boots. However, Samuel Adams Beerwas not actually brewed in this
small factory. Instead, it was, for much of its history, brewed—in 200-barrelsteel
tanks—^in Cincinnati, Ohio, by the Hudepohl-Schoenling Brewing Company, a
contract brewing firm that also manufactures Hudy Bold Beer and Little Kings
Cream Ale. Maui Beer Company's Aloha Lager brand was brewed in Portland,
Oregon, and Pete's Wicked Ale (a craft beer that claims it is brewed "one batch at
a time. Carefully.") was brewed in batches of 400barrels each by Stroh Brewery
Company, makers of Old Milwaukee Beer.However, the more consumers believe
there are important differences between these "craft" beers and more traditional
brews—despite many of their common manufacturing methods—the more will
ing they will be to pay more for a craft beer. This willingness to pay more sug
gests that an important "perceptual" basis of product differentiation exists for
these craftbeers.^ Ifproducts or services areperceived asbeingdifferent in a way
that is valued by consumers, then product differentiation exists.

Just as perceptions can create product differentiation between products that
are essentially identical, the lack of perceived differences between products with
very different characteristics can prevent product differentiation. For example,
consumers with an untrained palate may not be able to distinguish between two
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different wines, even though expert wine tasters would be very much aware of
their differences.Those who are not aware of these differences, even if they exist,
will not be willing to pay more for one wine over the other. In this sense, for these
consumers at least, these two wines, though different, are not differentiated.

Product differentiation is always a matter of customer perceptions, but firms
can take a variety of actions to influence these perceptions. These actions can be
thought of as different bases of product differentiation.

Bases of Product Differentiation

A large number of authors, drawing on both theory and empirical research, have
developedlistsofways firms candifferentiate theirproductsor services.^ Someof
these are listed in Table 5.1. Although the purpose of all these bases of product
differentiation is to create the perception that a firm's products or services are
unusually valuable, different bases of product differentiation attempt to accom
plish this objective in different ways. For example, the first four bases of product
differentiation listed in Table 5.1 attempt to create this perception by focusing
directly on the attributes of the products or services a firm sells. The second three
attempt to create this perception by developing a relationship between a firm and
its customers. The last five attempt to create this perception through linkages
within and between firms. Of course, these bases of product differentiation are not
mutually exclusive.Indeed, firms will often attempt to differentiate their products
or services along multiple dimensions simultaneously. An empirical method for
identifying ways that firms have differentiated their products is discussed in the
Research Made Relevant feature.

Focusing on the Attributes of a Firm's Products or Services
Thefirst group ofbases ofproduct differentiationidentified in Table 5.1focuses on
the attributes of a firm's products or services.

TABLE 5.1 IWaysFirmsCan
Todifierentiate its products, a firm can focus directly on the attributes of its DifferentiateTheir Products
products or services:

1. Product features

2. Product complexity
3. liming of product introduction
4. Location

or, on relationships between itself and its customers:
5. Product customization

6. Consumer marketing
7. Product reputation

or,on linkageswithin or betweenfirms:
8. Linkages among functions within a firm
9. Linkages with other firms

10. Product mix

11. Distribution channels

12. Service and support

Sources: M. E.Porter.(1980). Competitive strategy. New York: FreePress;R.E.Cavesand P.MUiamson.
(1985). "What is product differentiation, really?"Journal ofIndustrial Economics, 34,pp. 113-132.
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Product Features. The most obvious way that firms can try to differentiate their
products is by altering the features of the products they sell. One industry in which
firms are constantly modifying product features to attempt to differentiate their
products is the automobile industry. Chrysler, for example, introduced the "cab
forward" design to try to give its cars a distinctive look, whereas Audi went with a
more radical flowing and curved design to differentiate its cars. For emergency
situations. General Motors (CM)introduced the "On Star" system, which instantly
connects drivers to GM operators 24 hours a day, while Mercedes-Benz continued
to develop its "crumple zone" system to ensure passenger safety in a crash. In body
construction. General Motors continues to develop its "uni-body" construction
system, whereby different parts of a car are welded to each oilier rather than built
on a single frame, while Jaguar introduced a 100percait aluminum body to help
differentiate its top-of-the-line model from other luxury cars. Mazda continues to
tinker with the motor and suspension of its sporty Miata, while Nissan introduced
the 370Z—a continuation of the famous 240Z line—^and Porsche changed from air-
cooled to water-cooled engines in its 911 series of sports cars. All these—and many
more—changes in the attributes of automobiles are examples of firms trying to
differentiate their products by altering product features.

Product Complexity. Product complexity can be thought of as a special case of
altering a product's features to create product differentiation. In a given industry,
product complexity can vary significantly.The BIG"crystal pen," for example, has
only a handful of parts, whereas a Cross or a Mont Blanc pen has many more
parts. To the extent that these differences in product complexity convince
consumers that the products of some firms are more valuable than the products of
other firms, product complexity can be a basis of product differentiation.

Timing of Product Introduction. Introducing a product at the right time can also help
create product differentiation.As suggested in Chapter 2, in some industry settings
(e.g., in emerging industries) the critical issue is to be a first mover—^to introduce a
new product before all other firms. Beingfirst in emerging industries can enable a
firm to set important technological standards, preempt strategicallyvaluable assets,
and develop customer-switching costs. These first-mover advantages can create a
perception among customers that the products or services of the first-moving firm
aresomehow morevaluable than the productsor services ofotherftrms.^

Uming-based product differentiation, however, does not depend only on
being a first mover. Sometimes, a firm canbe a later mover in an industry but intro
duce products or services at just the right time and thereby gain a competitive
advantage. This can happen when the ultimate success of a product or service
depends on the availability of complementary products or technologies.For exam
ple, the domination of Microsoft's MS-DOS operating system, and thus ultimately
the domination of \^^dows, was only possible because IBMintroduced its version
of the personal computer. Without the IBMPC, it would have been difficult for any
operating system—^including MS-DOS—^to havesucha largemarketpresence.^

Location. The physical location of a firm can also be a source of product
differentiation.® Consider, for example, Disney's operations in Orlando, Florida.
Beginning with The Magic Kingdom and EPCOT Center, Disney built a world-
class destination resort in Orlando. Over the years, Disney has added numerous
attractions to its core entertainment activities, including MGM Studios, over
11,000Disney-owned hotel rooms, a $100 million sports center, an automobile
racing track, an after-hours entertainment district, and most recently, a $1 billion



Ofall the possible bases of product
differentiation that might exist in

a particular market, how does one pin
point those that have actually been
used? Research in strategic manage
ment and marketing has shown that
the bases of product differentiation can
be identified using multiple regression
analysis to estimate what are called
hedonic prices. A hedonic price is that
part of the price of a product or service
that is attributable to a particular char
acteristic of that product or service.

The logic behind hedonic prices
is straightforward. If customers are
willing to spend more for a product
with a particular attribute than they
are willing to spend for that same
product without that attribute, then
that attribute differentiates the first

product from the second. That is, this
attribute is a basis of product differen
tiation in this market.

Consider, for example, the price
of used cars. The market price of a used
car can be determined through the use
of a variety of used car buying guides.
These guides typically establish the
base price of a used car. This base price
typicallyincludes product features that
are common to almost all cars—a radio,

a standard engine, a heater/defroster.
Because these product attributes are
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Researcli k Icicle RelGvcint

Discovering the Bases
of Product Differentiation

common to virtually all cars, they are
not a basis for product differentiation.

However, in addition to these

common features, the base price of an
automobile is adjusted based on some
less common features—a high-end
stereo system, a larger engine, air-
conditioning. How much the base
price of the car is adjusted when these
features are added—$300 for a high-
end stereo, $500 for a larger engine,
$200 for air-conditioning—are the
hedonic prices of these product attrib
utes. These product attributes dif
ferentiate well-equipped cars from
iess-well-equipped cars and, because
consumers are willing to pay more for

well-equipped cars, can be thought of
as bases of product differentiation in
this market.

Multiple regression techniques
are used to estimate these hedonic

prices in the following way. For our
simple car example, the following
regression equation is estimated:

Price = ai + bi(Stereo) + b2iEngme)

+ bsiAC)

where Price is the retail price of cars.
Stereo is a variable describing whether
a car has a high-end stereo. Engine is a
variable describing whether a car has a
large engine, and AC is a variable
describing whether or not a car has air-
conditioning. If the hedonic prices for
these features are those suggested ear
lier, the results of running this regres
sion analysis would be:

Price = $7,800 + $300(Sfcrao)

+ $500(En^i>ie) + $200(AC)

where $7,800 is the base price of this
type of used car.

Source: D. Hay and D. Morris. (1979). Industrial
economics: Theory and evidence. Oxford: Oxford
University Press;K.Cowlingand J.Cubbin (1971).
"Price, quality, and advertising competition."
Economica, 38, pp. 378-394.

theme park called "The Animal Kingdom"—all in and around Orlando. Now,
families can travel from around the world to Orlando, knowing that in a single
location they can enjoy a full range ofDisney adventures.^

Focusing on the Relationship Between a Firm and Its Customers
Thesecondgroup ofbasesofproduct differentiation identifiedin Table 5.1 focuses
on relationships between a firm and its customers.

Product Customization. Products can also be differentiated by the extent to which
they are customized for particular customer applications. Product customization
is an importantbasis for product differentiation in a wide varietyof industries,
from enterprise software to bicycles.
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Enterprise software is software that is designed to support all of a firm's
criticalbusiness functions, including human resources,payroll, customerservice,
sales, quality control, and so forth. Major competitors in this industry include
Oracle and SAP. However, although these firms sell basic software packages,
most firmsfind it necessaryto customizethese basicpackagesto meet their spe
cific businessneeds.Theabilityto build complex softwarepackagesthat canalso
be customizedto meet the specific needs ofa particular customeris an important
basis ofproduct differentiation inthis marke^lace.

In the bicycle industry, consumers can spend as little as $50on a bicycle, and
as much as—^well, almost as much as they want on a bicycle, easily in excess of
$10,000. High-end bicycles use, of course, the very best components, such as
brakesand gears. Butwhat reallydistinguishes thesebicycles is their customized
fit. Once a seriousrider becomes accustomed to a particidarbicycle, it is verydif
ficult for that rider to switchtoalternative suppliers.

Consumer Marketing. Differential emphasis on consumer marketing has been a
basis for product differentiation in a wide variety of industries. Through
advertising and other consumer marketing efforts, firms attempt to alter the
perceptions of current and potentialcustomers, whether or not specific attributes
of a firm's products or services are actuallyaltered.

For example, in the soft drink industry. Mountain Dew—a product of
PepsiCo—^was originally marketed as a fruity, lightlycarbonated drink tiiat tasted
"as light as a morning dew in the mountains." However, beginning in the late
1990s Mountain Dew's marketing efforts changed dramatically. "As light as a
morning dew in the mountains" became "Do the Dew," and Moimtain Dew
focused its marketingefforts on yoimg,mostly male, extreme-sports-oriented
consumers. Yoimg men riding snowboards, roller blades, moimtain bikes, and
skateboards—^mostly upside down—^became central to most Mountain Dew com
mercials. Mountain Dew became a sponsor of a widevariety of extreme sports
contests and an important sponsor of the XGames on ESPN. And will we ever for
get the confrontation between the young Dew enthusiast and a big horn sheep
overa canofMountain Dew in a meadow? Note that thisradical repositioning of
Mountain Dew depended entirely on changes in consumer marketing. The fea
tures of the underlying productwerenot changed.

Reputation. Perhaps the most important relationship between a firm and its
customers depends on a firm's reputation in its marketplace. Indeed, a firm's
reputation is really no more than a socially complex relationship between a firm
and itscustomers. Once developed, a firm's reputation canlasta longtime, evenif
the basis for that reputation no longer exists.^

Afirm that has tried to exploit its reputation forcutting-edge entertainment
is MTV, a division of \fiacom. Inc. Although several well-known video artists—
including Madonna—^have had their videos banned from MTV, it has still been
able to develop a reputation for risk-taking on television. MTV believes that its
viewers have come to expect the unexpected in MTV programming. One of the
first efforts to exploit, and reinforce, ttiis reputation for risk-taking wasBeavis and
Butthead, an animated series starring two teenage boys with serious social and
emotional development problems. More recently, MTV exploited its reputation by
inventing an entirely new genre of television—"reality TV"—through its Real
World andHouse Rules programs. Notonly arethese shows cheap toproduce, they
build on the reputation that MTV has forproviding entertainment that is a little
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risky, a little sexy, and a little controversial. Indeed, MTV has been so successful
in providing this kind of entertainment that it had to form an entirely new cable
station—^MTV 2—to actuallyshow musicvideos.®

Focusing on Links Within and Between Firms
The third group of bases of product differentiation identified in Table 5.1 focuses
on links within and between firms.

Linkages Between Functions. A less obvious but still important way in which a
firm can attempt to differentiate its products is through linking different functions
within the firm. For example, research in the pharmaceutical industry suggests
that firms vary in the extent to which they are able to integrate different scientific
specialties—such as genetics, biology, chemistry, and pharmacology—^to develop
new drugs. Firms that are able to form effectivemultidisciplinary teams to explore
new drug categories have what some have called an architectural competence,
that is, the ability to use organizational structure to facilitate coordination among
scientificdisciplines to conduct research. Firms that have this competence are able
to more effectively pursue product differentiation strategies—^by introducing new
and powerful drugs—than those that do not have this competence. And in the
pharmaceutical industry, where firms that introduce such drugs can experience
very large positive returns, the ability to coordinate across functions is an
importantsource ofcompetitive advantage.^

Links with Other Firms. Another basis of product differentiation is linkages with
other firms. Here, instead of differentiating products or services on the basis of
linkages between functions within a single firm or linkages between different
products, differentiation is based on explicit linkages between one firm's products
and the products or services of other firms.

This form of product differentiation has increased in popularity over the last
several years. For example, with the growth in popularity of stock car racing in the
United States, more and more corporations are looking to link their products or
services with famous names and cars in NASCAR. Firms such as Kodak,
Gatorade, McDonald's, Home Depot, The Cartoon Network, True Value, and
Pfizer (manufacturers of Viagra) have all been major sponsors of NASCAR teams.
In one year, the Coca-Cola Corporation filled orders for over 200,000 NASCAR-
themed vending machines. Visa struggled to keep up with demand for its
NASCAR affinity cards, and over 1 million NASCAR Barbies were sold by
Mattel—generating revenues of about $50 million. Notice that none of these finns
sells products for automobiles. Rather, these firms seek to associate themselves
with NASCAR becauseof the sport's popularity.^®

In general, linkages between firms that differentiate their products are exam
ples of cooperative strategic alliance strategies. The conditions imder which coop
erative strategic alliances create value and are sources of sustained competitive
advantage are discussed in detail in Chapter 9.

Product Mix. One of the outcomes of links among functions within a firm and links
between firms can be changes in the mix of products a firm brings to the market.
This mix of products or services can be a source ofproduct differentiation, especially
when (1) those products or services are technologically linked or (2) when a single
set of customers purchases several of a firm's products or services.

For example, technological interconnectivity is an extremely important sell
ing point in the information technology business, and thus an important basis of
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potential product differentiation. However, seamless interconnectivity—^where
Company A's computers talk to Company B's computers across Company C's
data line merging a database created by Company D's software with a database
created by Company E's software to be used in a callingcenter that operates with
Company F's technology—^has been extremely difficult to realize. For this reason,
some information technology firms try to re^dze the goal ofinterconnectivity by
adjusting their product mix, that is, by selling a bundle of products whose inter
connectivity they can control and guarantee to customers. This goal of selling a
bundle of interconnected technologies can influence a firm's research and devel
opment, strategic alliance,and merger and acquisition strategies,because all these
activities can influence the set of products a fim brings to market.

Shopping mallsare an exampleof the secondkind of linkage among a mixof
products—^whereproducts have a common set of customers. Many customers
prefer to go to one location, to shop at several stores at once, rather than travel to
a series of locations to shop. This one-stop shopping reduces travel time and helps
turnshopping into a soci^experience. Mall development companies have recog
nized that the value of several stores brought together in a particular location is
greater than the value of those stores if they were isolated, and they have invested
to help create this mixof retailshoppingopportunities.^^

Distribution Channels. Linkages within and between firms can also have an
impact on how a firm chooses to distribute its products, and distribution channels
can be a basis of product differentiation. For example, in the soft drink industry
Coca-Cola, PepsiCo, and 7-Up all distribute their drinks through a network of
independent and company-owned bottlers. These firms manufacture key
ingredients for their soft drinks and ship these ingredients to local bottlers, who
add carbonated water, package the drinks in bottles or cans, and distribute the
final product to soft drink outlets in a given geographic area. Each local bottler has
exclusive rights to distribute a particular brand in a geographic location.

Canada Dry has adopted a completely different distribution network.
Instead of relying on local bottlers, Canada Dry packages its soft drinks in several
locations and then ships them directly to wholesale grocers, who distribute the
product to local grocery stores, convenience stores, and other retail outlets.

One of the consequences of these alternative distribution strategies is that
Canada Dry has a relatively strong presence in grocery stores but a relatively
small presence in soft drink vending machines. The vending machine market is
dominated by Coca-Cola and PepsiCo. These two firms have local distributors
that maintain and stock vending machines. Canada Dry has no local distributors
and is able to get its products into vending machines only when they are pur
chased by local Coca-Cola or Pepsi distributors. These local distributors are likely
to purchase and stock Canada Dry products such as Canada Dry ginger ale, but
they are contractually prohibited from purchasing Canada Dry's various cola
products.^^

Serviceand Support. Finally, products have been differentiated by the level of
service and support associated with them. Some firms in the home appliance
market, including General Electric, have not developed their own service and
support network and instead rely on a network of independent service and
support operations throughout the United States. Other firms in the same
industry, including Sears, have developed their own service and support
networks.^^
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Product Differentiation and Creativity

Thebasesof product differentiation listedin Table 5.1 indicate a broad range of
ways in whichfirms can differentiatetheir products and services. In the end, how
ever, any effort to list all possible ways to differentiateproducts and services is
doomed to failure. Product differentiation is ultimatelyan expression of the cre
ativityofindividuals and groupswithinfirms. It is limitedonlyby theopportuni
ties that exist, or that canbe created, in a particular industryand by the willing
ness and ability of firms to creatively exploreways to take advantage of those
opportunities. It is not unreasonable to expect that the day some academic
researcher claims to havedevelopedthe definitive listofbasesofproductdifferen
tiation,some creativeengineer, marketing specialist, or manager will think of yet
another way to differentiatehis or her product.

The Value of Product Differentiation

In order to have the potentialfor generatingcompetitive advantages, the basesof
product differentiation upon which a firm competes must be valuable. The market
conditions under which product differentiation can be valuable are discussed in
the Strategy in Depth feature. More generally, in order to be valuable, bases of
productdifferentiation must enablea firmto neutralize its threatsand/or exploit
its opportunities.

Product Differentiation and Environmental Threats

Successful product differentiationhelps a firm respond to eachof the environmen
tal threatsidentifiedin the five forces fi*amework. Forexample, product differenti
ation helps reduce the threat of new entry by forcing potential entrants to an
industry to absorb not only the standard costs of beginning business, but also the
additionalcostsassociated with overcoming incumbentfirms' product differenti
ationadvantages. Therelationship betweenproduct differentiation and newentry
has already been discussed in Chapter 2.

Product differentiation reduces the threat of rivalry, because each firm in an
industry attempts to carve out its own unique product niche. Rivalry is not
reduced to zero,because these products still competewith one another for a com
mon set of customers, but it is somewhat attenuated because tiie customers each
firmseeksaredifferent. Forexample, both a Rolls Royce and a Hytmdaisatisfy the
same basic consumer need—^transportation—but it is unlikely fiiat potential cus
tomers of RoUs Roycewill also be interested in purchasing a Hyimdai or viceversa.

Product differentiation also helps firms reduce the threat of substitutes by
makinga firm's current products appear more attractivethan substitute products.
For example, fresh food can be thought of as a substitute for frozen processed
foods. In order to make its frozen processed foods more attractive than fresh
foods, productssuchas Stouffer's and Swanson aremarketed heavily throughtel
evisionadvertisements, newspaperads,point-of-purchase displays, and coupons.

Product differentiation can also reduce the threat of powerful suppliers.
Powerful suppliers can raise the prices of the products or services they provide.
Often, these increased supply costs must be passed on to a firm's customers in the
form of higher prices if a firm's profit margin is not to deteriorate. Afirm without
a highly differentiated product may find it difficult to pass its increased costs on to
customers,because these customers will have numerous other ways to purchase

LxJK_H. j
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Ttxe two classic treatments of the
relationsliip between product differ

entiation and firm value, developed
independently and published at approx
imately the same time, are by Edward
Chamberlin and Joan Robinson.

Both Chamberlin and Robinson

examine product differentiation and
firm performance relative to perfect
competition. As explained in Chapter 2,
under perfect competition, it is assumed
that there are numerous firms in an

industry, each controlling a small pro
portion of the market, and the products
or services sold by these firms are
assumed to be identical. Under these

conditions, firms face a horizontal

demand curve (because they have no
control over the price of the products
they sell), and they maximize their eco
nomic performance by producing and
selling output such that marginal rev
enue equals marginal costs. The maxi
mum economic performance a firm in a
perfectly competitive market can obtain,
assuming no cost differences across
firms, is normal economic performance.

When firms sell differentiated

products, they gain some ability to
adjust their prices. A firm can sell its
output at very high prices and produce
relatively smaller amounts of output,
or it can sell its output at very low
prices and produce relatively greater

Stpaleqi) in Dcptkep\

The Economics of Product

Differentiation

amounts of output. These trade-offs
between price and quantity produced
suggest that firms selling differentiated
products face a downward-sloping
demand curve, rather than the horizon

tal demand curve for firms in a per
fectly competitive market. Firms sell
ing differentiated products and facing
a downward-sloping demand curve
are in an industry structure described
by Chamberlin as monopolistic com
petition. It is as if, within the market
niche defined by a firm's differentiated
product, a firm possesses a monopoly.

Firms in monopolistically com
petitive markets still maximize their
economic profit by producing and sell
ing a quantity of products such that

marginal revenue equals marginal cost.
The price that firms can charge at this
optimal point depends on the demand
they face for their differentiated prod
uct. If demand is large, then the price
that can be charged is greater; if demand
is low,then the price that can be charged
is lower. However, if a firm's average
total cost is below the price it can charge
(i.e., if average total cost is less than the
demand-determined price), then a firm
selling a differentiated product can earn
an above-normal economic profit.

Consider the example presented
in Figure 5.1. Several curves are rele
vant in this figure. First,note that a firm
in this industry faces downward-
sloping demand (D). This means that
the industry is not perfectly competi
tive and that a firm has some control

over the prices it will charge for its
products. Also, the marginal-revenue
curve (MR) is downward sloping and
everywhere lower than the demand
curve. Marginal revenue is downward
sloping because in order to sell addi
tional levels of output of a single prod
uct, a firm must be willing to lower its
price. The marginal-revenue curve is
lower than the demand curve because

this lower price applies to all the prod-
ucte sold by a firm, not just to any addi
tional products the firm sells. The mar
ginal-cost curve (MC) isupward sloping.

similar products or services from a firm's competitors. However, a firm with a
highly differentiated product may have loyal customers or customers who are
unable to purchase similar products or services from other firms. These types of
customers are more likely to accept increased prices. Thus, a powerful supplier
may be able to raise its prices, but, up to some point, these increases will not
reduce the profitability of a firm selling a highly differentiated product.

Finally, product differentiation can reduce the threat of powerful buyers.
When a firm sells a highly differentiated product, it enjoys a "quasi-monopoly" in
that segment of the market. Buyers interested in purchasing this particular prod
uct must buy it from a particular firm. Any potential buyer power is reduced by
the ability of a firm to withhold highly valued products or services from a buyer.



indicating that in order to produce
additional outputs a firm must accept
additional costs. The average-total-cost
curve (ATC) can have a variety of
shapes, depending on the economies of
scale, the cost of productive inputs, and
other cost phenomena described in
Chapter 4.

These four curves (demand, mar
ginal revenue, marginal cost, and aver
age total cost) can be used to determine
the level of economic profit for a firm
imder monopolistic competition. To
maximize profit, the firm produces an
amount (Q^) such that marginal costs
equal marginal revenues. To determine
the price of a firm's output at this level
of production, a vertical line is drawn
from the point where
marginal costs equal
marginal revenues. ^
This line will intersect

with the demand

curve. Where this ver

tical line intersects

demand, a horizontal

line is drawn to the
p

vertical (price) axis to ^
determine the price a V
firm can charge. In the
figure, this priceis P^. *
At the point P^, aver
age total cost is less
than the price. The

Ciiaptep 5: Product Differentiatic

total revenue obtained by the firm in
this situation (price X quantity) is indi
cated by the shaded area in the figure.
The economic profit portion of this total
revenue is indicated by the cross-
hatched section of the shaded portion
of the figure. Because this crosshatched
section is above average total costs in
the figure, it represents a competitive
advantage. If this section was below
average total costs, it would represent a
competitive disadvantage.

Chamberlin and Robinson go
on to discuss the impact of entry into
the market niche defined by a firm's
differentiated product. As discussed
in Chapter 2, a basic assumption of
S-C-P models is that the existence of

above-normal economic performance
motivates entry into an industry or
into a market niche within an industry.
In monopolistically competitive indus
tries, such entry means that the demand
curve facing incumbent firms shifts
downward and to the left. This implies
that an incumbent firm's customers

will buy less of its output if it main
tains its prices or (equivalently) that a
firm will have to lower its prices to
maintain its current volume of sales. In

the long run, entry into this market
niche can lead to a situation where the

price of goods or services sold when a
firm produces output such that mar
ginal cost equals marginal revenue is
exactly equal to that firm's average

total cost. At this point, a
firm earns zero economic

profits even if it still sells a
differentiated product.

Sources: E. H. Chamberlin. (1933).
Theeconomics monopolistic competi
tion. Cambridge, MA; MIT Press;
J. Robinson. (1934). "What is perfect
competition?" Quarterly journal of
Ect»/iom/cs, 49, pp. 104-120.

Figure 5.1 Product Differen
tiation and Firm Performance:

The Analysis of Monopoiistic
Competition

Product Differentiation and Environmental Opportunities

Product differentiation can alsohelp a firm take advantage ofenvironmentaloppor
tunities. For example, in fragmented industries firms can use product differentiation
strategies to help consolidate a market. In the office-paper industry, Xerox has used
its brand name to become the leading seller of paper for office copy machines and
printers. Arguing that its paper is specially manufactured to avoid jamming in its
own copy machines,Xerox was able to brand what had been a commodity product
and facilitate the consolidation ofwhat had been a very fragmented industry.^^

The role of product differentiation in emerging industries was discussed
in Chapter 2. By being a first mover in these industries, firms can gain product
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differentiation advantages based onperceived technological leadership, preemption
ofstrategically valuable assets, andbuyerloyalty due tohighswitching costs.

In mature industries, product differentiation efforts often switch from
attempts to introduce radically new technologies to product refinement as a basis
ofproduct differentiation. For example, in the mature retail gasoline market firms
attempt todifferentiate their products byselling slightly modified gasoline (cleaner-
burning gasoline, gasoline thatcleans fuel injectors, andso forth) andby altering
the product mix (linking gasoline sales wiffi convenience stores). In mature mar
kets,it is sometimes difficult to findways to actuallyrefine a product or service. In
suchsettings, firms cansometimes be tempted to exaggerate the extent to which
they have refined and improved their products or services. The implications of
theseexaggerations are discussed in the Ethics and Strategy feature.

Product differentiation can also be an important strategicoption in a declin
ingindustry. Product-differentiating firms may be able to become leaders in this
kind of industry (based on their reputation, unique product attributes, or some
otherproductdifferentiation basis). Alternatively, highlydifferentiated firms may
be able to discover a viable market niche that will enable them to survive despite
the overall decline in the market.

Finally, the decision to implement a product differentiation strategy can
have asignificant impact onhow afirm acts inaglobal industry. For example, sev
eral firms in the retail clothing industry with important product differentiation
advantages in theirhomemarkets arebeginning to enterinto the U.S. retail cloth
ing market. These firms include Sweden's H &M Hennes &Mauritz AB, with its
emphasis on "cheapchic"; the DutchfirmMexx (a division ofLizClaibome); the
Spanishcompany Zara (a divisionof InditexSA); and the Frenchsportswear com
panyLacoste (adivision ofDevanlay SA).^^

Product Differentiation and Sustained

Competitive Advantage

Productdifferentiation strategies add valueby enabling firms to charge pricesfor
their products or services that are greater than their averagetotal cost. Firmsthat
implementthis strategysuccessfully can reducea varietyof environmental threats
and exploit a variety of environmental opportunities. However, as discussed in
Chapter3, the ability of a strategyto add value to a firmmust be linkedwith rare
and costly-to-imitate organizational strengthsin order togeneratea sustainedcom
petitiveadvantage.Eachof the basesofproduct differentiation listedearlierin this
chapter varies with respect to how likely it is to be rare and costly to imitate.

Rare Bases for Product Differentiation

Theconcept of productdifferentiation generally assumes that the number of firms
that have been able to differentiate their products in a particular way is, at some
point in time,smallerthan the number of foms needed to generateperfectcompeti
tion dynamics. Indeed, the reasonthat highlydifferentiated firmscanchargea price
for their product that is greater than average total cost is because these firms are
using a basis for product differentiation that few competingfirmsare also using.

Ultimately, the rarity of a product differentiation strategy depends on the
ability of individual firms to be creative in finding new ways to differentiate



One of the most common ways to
try to differentiate a product is to

make claims about that product's per
formance. In general, high-performance
products command a price premium
over low-performance products. How
ever, the potential price advantages ^
enjoyedby high-performanceproducts \
can sometimes lead firms to make '
claims about theirproducts that,at the ^
least,strain credibility, and at the most,
simply lie about what their products
can do.

Some of these claims are easily
dismissed as harmless exaggerations.
Fewpeople actuallybelieve that using
a particular type of whitening tooth
paste is going to make your in-laws "gold standard" ofdrug approval—not mine and thus is likely to enhance
like you or that not wearing aparticu- only must adrug demonstrate that it strength and athletic performance,
lar type of deodorant is going to cause does what it claims, it must also Others—including those that claim that
patrons ina bar tocollapse when you demonstrate that itdoes not do any sig- a mixture of herbs can actually increase
lift your arms in victory after afoosball nificant harm to the patient. Patients the size of male genitals—seem far-
game. These exaggerations are harm- can be confident that drugs that pass fetched, atbest. Indeed, a recent analy-
less and present few ethical challenges, the FDA approval process meet the sis of herbal treatments making this

However, in the field of health highest standards in the world. claim found no ingredients that could
care, exaggerated productperformance However, this "goldstandard" of have this effect, but did find an unac-
claims can have serious consequences, approval creates important ethical ceptably high concentration of bacteria
This canhappen when apatient takes a dilemmas—mostly stemming from the from animal feces thatcan cause serious
medication with exaggerated perform- time ittakes adrug to pass FDA inspec- stomach disorders. Firms that sell prod-
ance claims inlieu of amedication with tions. This process can take between ucts on the basis of exaggerated and
more modest, although accurate, per- five and seven years. During FDA tri- unsubstantiated claims face their
formance claims. A history of false als, patients who might otherwise ben- ethical dilemmas. And, without the
medical performance claims in the efit from a drug are not allowed touse FDA to ensure product safety and effi-
United States led to the formation of it because it has not yet received FDA cacy, the adage caveat emptor—let the
the Food and Drug Administration approval. Thus, although the FDA buyerbeware—seems like good advice.
(FDA), a federal regulatory agency approval process may work very well
charged with evaluating the efficacy of for people who may need adrugsome- Sources: j. Angwin. (2003). "Some 'enlargement
drugs before they are marketed, time in the future, it works less weUfor
Historically, the FDA has adopted the those whoneed a drugrightnow.

ICS and

Product Claims and the Ethical

Dilemmas in Health Care
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A growing suspicion among
some consumers that the FDA process
may prevent effective drugs from
being marketed has helped feed the
growth of alternative treatments—
usually based on some herbal or more
natural formula. Such treatments are

careful to note that their claims—

everything from regrowing hair to los
ing weight to enhancing athletic per
formance to quitting smoking—have
not been tested by the FDA. And yet,
these claims are still made.

• Some of these performance
claims seem at least reasonable. For

example,it is now widely accepted that
ephedra does behave as an ampheta-

own

Harvard Business School Case No. 9-692-041.

their products. As suggested earlier, highly creative firms will be able to dis
coveror createnew ways todo this.These kindsoffirmswill alwaysbe onestep
ahead of thecompetition, because rival firms will often be trying toimitate these
firms' last product differentiation moves while creative firms are working on
their next one.
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The imitability of Product Differentiation

Valuable and rare bases ofproduct differentiation must becostly tomutate ifthey
are tobesources ofsustained competitive advantage. Both direct duplication and
substitution, as approaches to imitation, are important inunderstanding the abil
ityofproduct differentiation togenerate competitive advantages.

Direct Duplication ,of Product Differentiation
As discussed inChapter 4, firms that successfully implement a cost leadership
strategy can choose whether they want toreveal this strategic choice totheir com
petition by adjusting their prices. Ifthey keep their prices high—despite their cost
advantages—^the existence ofthose cost advantages may not berevealed tocom
petitors. Of course, other firms—such as Wal-Mart—that are confident that their
cost advantages cannot beduplicated at low cost are wilhng to reveal their cost
advantage through charging lower prices for their products orservices.

Firms pursuing product differentiation strategies usually do not have this
option. More often than not, the act ofselling a highly differentiated product or
service reveals thebasis upon which a firm is trying todifferentiate itsproducts.
In fact, most firms goto great lengths to let their customers know how they are
differentiating their products, and in the process of informing potential cus
tomers they also inform their competitors. Indeed, if competitors are not sure
how afirm isdifferentiating its product, all they need todoispurchase that prod
uct themselves. Their ownexperience with the product—its features and other
attributes—^will tell them all they need to know about this firm's product differ
entiation strategy.

Knowing how a firm is differentiating itsproducts, however, does not nec
essarily mean thatcompetitors will be able to duplicate thestrategy at low cost.
The ability to duplicate a valuable and rare product differentiation strategy
depends on the basis upon which a firm is differentiating its products. As sug
gested inTable 5.2, some bases ofproduct differentiation—^including the use of
product features—are almost always easy toduplicate. Others—^including prod
uct mix, links withotherfirms, productcustomization, product complexity, and
consumer marketing—can sometimes be costly to duplicate. Finally, still other
bases ofproduct differentiation—^including links between functions, timing, loca
tion, reputation, distribution channels, and service and support—are usually
costly to duplicate.

How costly it is to duplicate a particular basis of product differentiation
depends on the kinds ofresources andcapabilities that basis uses. When those
resources andcapabilities are acquired inunique historical settings, when there is
some uncertainty about how to build these resources and capabilities, or when
these resources andcapabilities are socially complex innature, then product differ
entiation strategies thatexploit these kinds ofresources and capabilities will be
costly toimitate. These strategies can bea source ofsustained competitive advan
tage for a firm. However, when a product differentiation strategy exploits
resources andcapabilities thatdonotpossess these attributes, then those strategies
are likely tobeless costly toduplicate, and even ifthey are valuable and rare, will
onlybe sources of temporarycompetitive advantage.

BasesofProduct Differentiation ThatAre Easy to Duplicate. The one basis of product
differentiation in Table 5.2 that is identified as alioost always being easy to
duplicate isproduct features. The irony isthat product features are byfar the most
popular way for firms to try to differentiate their products. Rarely do product
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Low-cost duplicationusually possible
1. Product features

Maybe costlyto duplicate •
2. Product mix

3. links with other firms

4. Product customization

5. Product complexity
6. Consumer marketing

Usually costlyto duplicate
7. Links between functions

8. Timing
9. Location

10. Reputation
11. Distribution channels

12. Serviceand support * » »»

—=Notlil^y tobeasource ofcostly duplication, *=Somewhat likely tobeasource ofcostly duplication,
**=likely tobeasource ofcostly duplication, "•**—Very likely tobea source ofcostly duplication

History Uncertainty Sodal Complexity

»*♦

features, by themselves, enable a firm to gain sustained competitive advantages
froma productdifferentiation strategy.

For example,virtually every one of the product featuresused in the automo
bile industry to differentiate the products of different automobile companies has
been duplicated. Chrysler's "cab forward" design hasbeen incorporated intothe
designof many manufacturers. The curved, sporty styling of the Audi has sur
faced incars manufactured byLexus andGeneral Motors. GM's "On Star" system
has been duplicated by Mercedes. Mercedes' crumple-zone technology has
become the industry standard, as has GM's uni-body construction method.
Indeed, only the Mazda Miata, Nissan 370 Z, and the Porsche 911have remained
unduplicated—and thishas littleto do with theproduct features of these carsand
much more to do with their reputation.

The only time product features, perse, can bea source ofsustained competi
tive advantage for a firm is when those features are protected by patents.
However, aswasdiscussed in Chapters 2and 3,evenpatentsprovideonlylimited
protection from direct duplication, except in veryunusualsettings.

Although product features, by themselves, are usually not a source of sus
tained competitive advantage, they can be a source ofa temporary competitive
advantage. During the period of time whena firm has a temporary competitive
advantage from implementing a product differentiation strategy based onproduct
features, it maybe able to attractnew customers. Once these customers try the
product, they may discover other features of a firm's products that make them
attractive. If these otherfeatures arecostly toduplicate, thentheycanbea source of
sustained competitive advantage, even though thefeatures thatoriginally attracted
a customer toa firm's products willoften be rapidly duplicated by competitors.

Bases of Product Differentiation Ttiat May Be Costly to Duplicate. Some bases of
product differentiationmay be costly to duplicate, at least in some circumstances.
The first of these, listed in Table 5.2,is product mix.

TABLE 5.2 Bases of Product

Differentiation and the Cost

of Duplication
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Duplicating the features ofanother firm's products is usually not difficult.
However, if that firm brings a series ofproducts to market, if each of these prod
ucts has imique features, and most important, if the products arehighly inte
grated with each other, then this mix ofproducts may be costly to duplicate.
Certainly, the technological integration of the mix of information technology
products sold by IBM and other firms has been relatively difficult toduplicate for
firms that do not manufacture all these products themselves.

However, when this basis of a product mix advantage is a common cus
tomer, then duplication is often less difficult. Thus, although having a mall that
brings several stores together ina single place is a source ofcompetitive advan
tage over stand-alone stores, it is nota competitive advantage over other malls
thatprovide the same service. Because there continue tobeopportumties tobuild
such malls, the fact that malls make it easier for a common set of customers to
shopdoesnot give anyonemall a sustained competitive advantage.

Links withotherfirms mayalso becostly toduplicate, especially whenthose
links depend on socially complex relationships. The extent to which interfirm
links canprovide sources ofsustained competitive advantage isdiscussed inmore
detail in Chapter 9.

In the same way, product customization and product complexity are often
easy-to-duplicate bases ofproduct differentiation. However, sometimes the ability of
a filmto customize itsproducts for oneofitscustomers depends on theclose rela
tionships it hasdeveloped with those customers. Product customization ofthis sort
depends onthewillingness ofa firm toshare often-proprietary details aboutitsoper
ations, products, research anddevelopment, orother characteristics with asupplying
firm. Willingness toshare this kind ofmformation, intum, depends onthe ability of
each firm to trustandrelyon theother. Thefirm opening itsoperations toa supplier
musttrustthatthatsupplier will notmake this information broadly available tocom
petingfirms. Thefirm suppljring customized products must trust that its customer
will not take unfair advantage of it. If two firms have developed these kinds of
socially complex relationships, andfew other firms have them, thenlinks withother
firms willbe costly toduplicate and a source ofsustained competitive advantage.

The product customization seeninbothenterprise software and in high-end
customized bicycles has these socially complex features. In a real sense, when
theseproducts arepurchased, a relationship witha supplierisbeingestablished—
a relationship that is likely to last a longperiodof time. Once this relationship is
established, partnersare Wcely to be imwilling to abandon it, unless, of course, a
party to the exchange tries to take unfair advantage of another party to that
exchange. This possibilityis discussed in detail in Chapter 9.

Finally, consumer marketing, thougha very common formofproduct differ
entiation, is ofteneasyto duplicate. Thus, whereas Mountain Dewhas established
itselfas the "extreme games" drink, other drinks, including Gatorade, have also
begunto tap into thismarketsegment. Ofcoiurse, every once in a while an adver
tising campaign orslogan, a point-of-purchase display, or some other attribute ofa
consiuner marketing campaignwillimexpectedly catch onand create greater-lhan-
expected product awareness. In beer, marketing campaigns such as "Tastes great,
lessfilling," "Whyaskwhy?," the"Budweiser Frogs," and "Whafs Up?" havehad
tiiese unusual effects. If a firm, in relation with its various consiuner marketing
agencies, is systematically able to develop these superior consumer marketing
campaigns, then it may be able to obtain a sustained competitive advantage.
However, ifsuchcampaigns areunpredictable andlargely a matterofa firm's good
luck,theycannotbe expected tobe a sourceofsustainedcompetitive advantage.
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Bases of ProductDifferentiation That AreUsuaiiy Costlyto Duplicate. The remaining
bases of product differentiation listed in Table5.2 are usually costly to duplicate.
Firms that differentiate their products on these bases may be able to obtain
sustained competitive advantages.

Linkages across functions within a single firm are usually a costly-to-duplicate
basis of product differentiation. Whereas linkages with other firms can be either
easy or costly to duplicate, depending on the nature of the relationship that exists
between firms, linkages across functions within a single firm usually require
sociallycomplex, trusting relations. There are numerous built-in conflictsbetween
functions and divisions within a single firm. Organizations that have a history
and culture that support cooperative relations among conflicting divisions may be
able to set aside functional and divisional conflicts to cooperate in delivering a dif
ferentiated product to the market. However,firms with a history of conflictacross
functional and divisional boundaries face a significant, and costly, challenge in
altering these socially complex, historical patterns.

Indeed, the research on architectiural competence in pharmaceutical firms
suggests that not only do somefirmspossessthis competence, but that other firms
do not. Moreover,despite the significant advantages ihat accrue to firms with this
competence, firms without this competence have, on average, been unable to
develop it.All this suggests that such a competence, if it is also rare, is likelyto be
costly to duplicate and thus a source of sustained competitiveadvantage.

Timing is also a difficult-to-duplicate basis of product differentiation. As
suggested in Chapter 3, itis difficult (if not impossible) to re-create afirm's unique
history. If that history endows a firm witih specialresourcesand capabilities it can
use to differentiate its products, this product differentiation strategy can be
a source of sustained competitive advantage. Rivalsof a firm with such a timing-
basedproductdifferentiation advantage mayneedto seekalternative waysto dif
ferentiate their products. Thus, it is not surprising that universities that compete
with the oldest universities in the country find alternative ways to differentiate
themselves—^through their size, the qualityof the extramuralsports, through their
diversity—^rather than reljdng on their age.

Location is oftena difficult-to-duplicate basisof product differentiation. This
isespecially thecase whena firm's location isunique. Forexample, research on the
hotelpreferences ofbusinesstravelers suggeststhat location isa majordeterminant
of the decision to stay in a hotel. Hotels that are convenient to both major trans
portation and commercial centers in a cityarepreferred, otherthings beingequal,
to hotels m other types of locations. Indeed, locationhas been shown to be a more
importantdecision criterion forbusiness travelers thanprice. Ifonlya few hotels in
a dty have theseprimelocations, and if no furtherhoteldevelopment is possible,
then hotels wifii these locations can gain sustained competitive advantages.

Of all the bases of product differentiation listed in this chapter,perhaps none is
moredifficult to duplicate than a firm'sreputation. Assuggestedearlier, a firm'srep
utation is actuallya socially complex relationship betweena firmand its customers,
based on years of experience, commitment, and trust. Reputations are not built
quickly, nor can theybe boughtand sold. Rather, theycan onlybe developed over
timeby consistent investment in the relationship between a firmand its customers.
A firm with a positive reputation can enjoy a significantcompetitiveadvantage,
whereasa firm with a negativereputation,or no reputation,may have to investsig
nificant amountsoverlongperiodsof timeto matchthe differentiated firm.

Distribution channels can also be a costly-to-duplicate basis of product
differentiation, for at least two reasons. First, relations between a firm and its
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distribution channels are often socially complex and thus costly to duplicate.
Second, the supply of distribution channels may be limited. Firms that already
have access to these channels may be able to use tiiem, but firms that do not have
such access may be forced to create their own or develop new channels. Creating
new channels, or developing entirely new means of distribution, can be difficult
and costly undertakings.^^ These costs areoneof the primarymotivations under
lying many international joint ventures (see Chapter 9).

Finally, level of service and support can be a costly-to-duplicate basis of
product differentiation. In most industries, it is usually not too costly to provide a
minimiim level of service and support. In home electronics, this minimum level of
service can be provided by a network of independent electronic repair shops. In
automobiles, this level of service can be provided by service facilities associated
with dealerships. In fast foods, this level of service can be provided by a minimum
level of employee training.

However, moving beyond this minimum level of service and support can be
difficult for at least two reasons. First, increasing the quality of service and sup
port may involve substantial amounts of costly training. McDonald's has created
a sophisticated training facility (Hamburger University) to maintain its unusually
high level of service in fast foods. General Electrichas invested heavily in training
for service and support over the last several years. Many Japanese automakers
spent millions on training employees to help support auto dealerships, before
theyopenedU.S. manufacturing facilities.^^

More important than the direct costs of the training needed to provide high-
quality service and support, these bases of product differentiation often reflect
the attitude of a firm and its employees toward customers. In many firms
throughout the world, the customer has become "the bad guy." This is, in many
ways, understandable. Employees tend to interact with their customers less fre
quently than they interact with other employees. When they do interact with cus
tomers, they are often the recipients of complaints directed at the firm. In these
settings, hostility toward the customer can develop. Such hostility is, of course,
inconsistent with a product differentiation strategy based on customer service
and support.

In the end, high levelsof customer serviceand support are based on socially
complex relations between firms and customers. Firms that have conflicts with
their customersmay facesome difficultyduplicating the high levelsof serviceand
support provided by competing firms.

Substitutes for Product Differentiation

Thebases of product differentiationoutlined in this chapter vary in how rare they
are likely to be and in how difficult they are to duplicate. However, the ability of
the basesofproduct differentiation to generatea sustained competitiveadvantage
also depends on whether low-cost substitutes exist.

Substitutesforbases of product differentiationcan take two forms. First,many
of thebasesofproduct differentiation listedin Table 5.1 canbe partial substitutesfor
each other. For example, product features, product customization, and product
complexity are all very similar bases of product differentiation and thus can act as
substitutesforeachother.Aparticularfirmmay try to developa competitive advan
tage by differentiating its products on the basis of product customization only to
find that its customization advantages are reduced as another firm alters the fea
tures of its products. In a similarway,linkagesbetween functions,linkagesbetween
firms, and product mix, as bases of product differentiation, can also be substitutes
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for each other. IBM links its sales, service, and consulting functions to differentiate
itselfin the computer market. Other computer firms, however, may develop close
relationships with computer service companies and consulting firms to close this
productdifferentiation advantage. Given thatdifferent bases ofproductdifferentia
tion are oftenpartial substitutesfor eachother,it isnot surprisingthat firmspursue
thesemultiplebases of product differentiation simultaneously.

Second, other strategies discussed throughout this book can be substitutes
for many of the bases of product differentiation listed in Table 5.1. One firm may
try to gain a competitive advantage through adjusting its product mix, and
another firm may substitute strategic alliances to createthe same type of product
differentiation. For example. SouthwestAirline'scontinuedemphasison friendly,
on-time, low-cost service and United Airlines' emphasis on its links to Lufthansa
and other worldwide airlines through the Star Alliance can both be seen as prod
uctdifferentiation efforts thatareat least partial substitutes.^®

In contrast, some of the other bases of product differentiation discussed in
this chapter have few obvious close substitutes. These include timing,location,
distribution channels, and service and support. To the extent that these bases of
productdifferentiation areako valuable, rare,and difficult to duplicate, theymay
be sources of sustained competitive advantage.

Organizing to Implement Product Differentiation
Aswassuggested inChapter 3,theability toimplement a strategy depends on the
adjustment of a firm's structure, its management controls, and its compensation
policies to be consistent with thatstrategy. Whereas strategy implementation for
firms adopting a cost leadership strategy focuses on reducing a firm's costs and
increasing its efficiency, strategy implementation for a firm adopting a product
differentiation strategy must focus on innovation, creativity, and product per
formance. Whereas cost-leading firms are all about customer value, product-
differentiating firms are all about style. How the need for style is reflected in a
firm's structure,controls, and compensation policies is summarizedin Table 5.3.

Oiganizationai Structure:

1. Cross-divisional/cross-functional product development teams
2. Complex matrix structures
3. Isolated pockets ofintensecreative efforts: Skunkworks

Management Control Systems:

1. Broad decision-making guidelines
2. Managerialfreedom within guidelines
3. A policy of experimentation

Compensation Policies:

1. Rewards for risk-taking,not punishment for failures
2. Rewards for creative flair

3. Multidimensional performance measurement

V R I O

TABLE 5.3 Organizing to

Impiement Product
Differentiation Strategies
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Organizational Structure and Implementing Product Differentiation

Both cost leadership and product differentiation strategies are implemented
through the use ofa functional, or U-form, organization^ structure. However,
whereas theU-form structureused to implement a costleadershipstrategyhas few
layers, simplereportingrelationships, a smallcorporate staff, and a focus on onlya
few business functions, the U-form structurefor a firm implementing a product
differentiation strategy canbe somewhat morecomplex. Forexample, these firms
often use temporary cross-divisional and cross-functional teams to manage the
development and implementation of new, innovative, and highly differentiated
products. These teams bring individuals from different businesses and different
functional areastogeffier to cooperate on a particularnew productor service.

One firm that has used tiiese cross-divisional and cross-functional teams
effectively is the British advertising agency WPP. WPP owns severalvery large
advertising agencies, several public relations firms, several market researdi com
panies,and so forth. Eachof thesebusinesses operatesrelatively independentlyin
most areas. However, the corporation has identified a few markets where cross-
divisional and cross-functionalcollaboration is important. One of these is the
health care market. To exploit opportunities in the health care market, WPP, the
corporation, forms teams of advertising specialists, market researchspecialists,
public relations specialists, and so on, drawn from each of the businesses it owns.
The resultingcross-divisional teams are given the responsibility of developing
new and highlydifferentiated approaches to developing marketing strategies for
their clientsin the health care industry.^^

Thecreation ofcross-divisional or cross-functional teamsoften implies that a
firm hasimplemented some form ofmatrix structure. As suggested inChapter 4,a
matrix structure exists when individuals in a firm have two or more "bosses"
simultaneously. Thus, for example, if a person from one of WPP's advertising
agencies is assigned temporarily to a cross-divisional team, that person has two
bosses: the head of the temporary team and the boss back in the advertising
agency. Managing two bosses simiiltaneously can be very challenging, especially
whenthey haveconflicting interests. AndaswewillseeinChapter 8,theinterests
of these multiple bosses willoften conflict.

A particularly important form of the cross-divisional or cross-fimctional
team exists when this team is relieved of all ottier responsibilities in the firm and
focuses all its attention on developing a newinnovative product or service. The
best-known example of this approach to developing a differentiated product
occurredat the Lockheed Corporation during the 1950s and 1960s when small
groups ofengineers wereput onveryfocused teams to develop sophisticated and
top secret military aircraft. These teams would have a section of the Lockheed
facility dedicated to their efforts and designated as off-limits to almostall other
employees. The joke was that these intensive creative efforts were so engaging
that members of these teams actually would forget to shower—Whence, the name
"skunk works."Skunk workshavebeenusedby numerous firms to focus thecre
ativeenergy requiredto develop and introduce highlydifferentiated products.^o

Management Controls and Implementing Product Differentiation

The first twomanagement controls helpful for implementing product differentia
tionlisted inTable 5.3—broad decision-making guidelines andmanagerial freedom
within thoseguidelines—often go together, even Ihoughthey sound somewhat
contradictory. These potential contradictions are discussed in theStrategy in the
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Stpcifcqii in tlie Emenqrncj Enterprise

In tlie 1950s, awell-known economist
named Joseph Schumpeter suggested

that only very large and profitable
companies have the resources neces
sary to invest in creating new and
highly irmovative products and serv
ices. His conclusion suggested that the
social evils caused by economic power
being concentrated in the hands of
a relatively few large and powerful
organizations was simply the price
society had to pay for innovations that
could benefit consumers.

The economic history of the past
30 years or so suggests that one
of Schumpeter's key assumptions—
that only large firms can afford to be
innovative—is wrong. Indeed, over
this time period it is clear that a great
deal of iimovation has occurred

through the creation of entrepreneurial
firms. Firms such as Dell, Microsoft,

Intel, Apple, Home Depot, Cisco,
Gateway, Sun, Office Depot, Nike,
Oracle, PeopleSoft, Foot Locker,
Amazon.com, and Starbucks have all

been sources of major innovations in
their industries, and all were begun as
entrepreneurial ventures in the past
35 years. Indeed, given the impact of
these and other entrepreneurial ven
tures on the worldwide economy dur
ing this time period, it is possible to
call the past 30 years the "era of the
entrepreneur."

What is it about entrepreneurial
firms that enables them to develop

Can Only Small Firms Be
Innovative?

innovations that sometimes come to

dominate a market? Some scholars

have suggested that the small size and
lack of resources that characterize

entrepreneurial start-ups, far from lim
iting their innovativeness, actually
facilitate innovation.

For example, entrepreneurial
firms have relatively little to lose when
engaging in innovation. If the market
accepts their innovation, great; if it
doesn't, they can move on to the next
innovation. Established firms, however,

may have a significant stake in an older
technology,an older distribution system,
or an older type of customer. Established
firms may be unwilling to cannibalize
the sales of their current products for
new and innovative products.

Moreover, small entrepreneurial
firms have relatively few bureaucratic
controls. Information and ideas flow

freely in these organizations. Such
information flow tends to facilitate

innovation. Larger firms, in contrast,
have usually installed numerous
bureaucratic controls that impede
cross-functional commuiucation, and

thus slow innovation.

Indeed, some have even argued
that the types of people who are
attracted to small entrepreneurial
firms tend to be more innovative than

those who are attracted to larger, more
stable companies. People who are
comfortable with risk-seeking and cre
ativity may be attracted to an entrepre
neurial firm, whereas those who are

less comfortable with risk-seeking and
creativity may be attracted to larger,
more stable firms.

Whatever the reasons, many
large firms have come to realize that
they cannot afford to be "out-inno
vated" and "outmaneuvered" by entre
preneurial start-ups. In response, larger
firms have begun to adopt policies and
procedures that try to create the kind of
innovativeness and creativity one often
sees in entrepreneurial firms. Some
firms—such as 3M (see Table 5.4)—
have been quite successful in this
effort. Others have been less successful.

Sources: C. Christensen. (1997). The innovator's
dilemma. Boston; Harvard Business School Press;

J. Schumpeter. (1942). Capitalism, socialism, and
democracy. New York; Harper and Rowe;
T. Zenger and E. Rasmusen. (19W). "Diseconomies
of scale in employment contracts." Journal of Law,
Economics, and Organization, 6, pp. 65-98.

Emerging Enterprise feature. Managing these contradictions is one of the central
challenges of firms looking to implement product differentiation strategies.

Broad decision-making guidelines help bring order to what otherwise might
be a chaotic decision-making process. When managers have no constraints in their
decision making, they can make decisions that are disconnected from each other
and inconsistent with a firm's overall mission and objectives. This results in deci
sions that are either not implemented or not implemented well.



TABLE 5.4 Guiding Innovative Principles at 3M*

1. Vision. Declare the importance of innovation;
make it part of the company's self-image.

"Our ^rts toencourage and support innova
tion are proof that we really do intend to
achieve our vision of ourselves. . . that we
intend to become what we want to be.. .as a

business and as creative indiinduals."

2. Foresight Find out where technologies and
markets are going. Identify articulated and
unarticulated needs of customers.

"Ifyouare working on a next-generation med
ical imaging device, you'll probably talk to
radiologists, butyou mightalsosit downwith
people whoenhanceimages from interplane
taryspace probes."

3. Stretch goals. Setgoalsthat wiU make you and the
organization stretchtomake quantiun improvements.
Although many projecte are pursued, placeyotu
biggestbets on those that change the basis of
competitionand redefinethe industry.

"Wehave a number ofstretchgoals at 3M. The
first states that wewill drive30 percent ofall
sales from products introduced in the past
4 years.... To establish a sense of urgency,
we've recently added anothergoal,which is that
we want 10 percent of our sales to comefrom
products that have been in the market for just
1year.... Innovation is timesensitive... you
needto move quickly."

4. Empowerment. Hire good people and trust them,
delegate responsibilities,provide slack resources,
and get out of the way.Betolerant of initiativeand
the mistakes that occur because of that initiative.

"William McKnight [aformer chairman of3M]
came up with oneway to institutionalize a toler
anceofindividualeffort. He said that all technical
employees could devote 15percent of their time to
a project of their own invention. In other words,
theycouldmanage themselvesfor 15percent ofthe
time.. . . The number is not so important as the
message, which is this: Thesystem has some slack
in it. Ifyou havea goodidea, and thecommitment
to squirrel away time to work on it and the raw
nerve to skirt your lab manager's expressed
desires, thengofor it.

"Put another way, we want to institu
tionalize a bit ofrebellion in our labs. Wecan't

*Asexpressed by W.Coyne. (1996). Building a tradition ofinnovation. The Fifth UJC Innovation Lecture,Department of Trade and Industry, London.
Qted inVan de Yen etal. (19^), pp. 198-200.
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have all our people offtotally on theirown...
wedo believe in discipline.. .but at thesame
time 3M management encourages a healthy
disrespectfor 3Mmanagement. This is not the
sortofthingwepublicize in ourannualreport,
but the stories we tell—with relish—arefre
quentlyabout 3Mers who have circumvented
theirsupervisors and succeeded.

"We also recognize thatwhen you letpeo
plefollow theirown lead... everyone doesn't
windupat thesame place. You can'taskpeople to
have unique visions and march inlodcstep. Some
people are very precise, detail-oriented peo
ple... andothers arefuzzythinkers andvision
aries ... and thisisexactly whatwewant."

5. Communications. Open, extensiveexchanges
accordingto ground rules in forums that are
present for sharing ideas and where networkingis
each individual's responsibility. Multiplemethods
for sharing informatioh are necessary.

"When innovators communicate with each

other, youcanleverage theirdiscoveries. This is
critically important because it allowscompa
nies to get the maximum return on their sub
stantial investments in new technologies. It
also acts as a stimulus tofurther innovation.
Indeed, we believe that the ability to combine
and transfer technologies isas important as the
original discovery ofa technology."

6. Rewards and recognition. Emphasize individual
recognition more than monetary rewards through
peer recognition and by choice of managerial or
technical promotion routes. "Innovation is an
intensely human activity."

"I've laidout six elements of 3M's corporate cul
ture that contribute to a tradition of innovation:
vision,foresight, stretch goals, empowerment, com
munication, and recognition.. . . Thelist is.. .
too orderly. Innovation at 3M is anything but
orderly. It is sensible, in that our efforts are
directed at reaching our goals, but the organiza
tion . . . and the process. . . and sometimes the
people can bechaotic. We are managingin chaos,
and this is the right way to manage if you want
innovation. It's been said that the competition
never knows what weare going to come up with
next. Thefact is, neitherdo we."
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However, if these decision-making guidelinesbecometoo narrow, they can
stiflecreativity within a firm. Aswas suggestedearlier, a firm's abilityto differen
tiate its products is limited only by its creativity. Thus, decision guidelines must be
narrow enough to ensure that the decisions made are consistent with a firm's mis
sion and objectives. Yet, these guidelines also must be broad enough so that man
agerialcreativity is not destroyed. In well-managed firms implementing product
differentiation strategies, as long as managerial decisions fall within the broad
decision-making guidelines in a firm, managers have the right—in fact, are
expected—^to make creative decisions.

A firm that has worked hard to reach this balance between chaos and con
trol is 3M. In an effort to provide guiding principles that define the range of
acceptable decisions at 3M,its senior managers have developed a set of innovat
ing principles. These are presented in Table 5.4 and define the boundaries of
innovative chaos at 3M. Within these boundaries, managers and engineers
are expected to be creative and innovative in developing highly differentiated
products and services.^^

Another firm that has managed this tension well is BritishAirways (BA). BA
has extensive trair^g programs to teach its flight attendants how to provide
world-classservice, especially for its business-class customers. This training con
stitutes standard operating procedures that give purpose and structure to BA's
efforts to provide a differentiatedservicein the highly competitiveairline indus
try. Interestingly, however, BAalso trains its flight attendants in when to violate
thesestandardpolicies and procedures. By recognizing thatnoset ofmanagement
controlscan ever anticipate all the specialsituations that can occur when provid
ing service to customers, BAempowers its employees to meet specific customer
needs. ThisenablesBAto have both a clearlydefined product differentiationstrat
egy and the flexibility to adjust this strategyas the situation dictates.^

Firms can also facilitate the implementation of a product differentiation
strategy by adopting a policy of experimentation. Such a policy exists when
firms are committed to engaging in several related product differentiation efforts
simultaneously. That these product differentiation efforts are related suggests
that a firm has some vision about how a particular market is likely to unfold over
time. However, that there are several of these product differentiation efforts
occurring simultaneously suggests that a firm is not overly committed to a partic
ular narrow vision about how a market is going to evolve. Rather, several differ
ent experiments facilitate the exploration of different futures in a marketplace.
Indeed, successful experiments can actually help define the future evolution of a
marketplace.

Consider, for example, Charles Schwab, the innovative discoimt broker. In
the face of increased competition from full-service and Internet-based brokerage
firms, Schwab engaged in a series of experiments to discover the next generation
of products it could offer to its customers and the different ways it could differen
tiate those products. Schwab investigated software for simplifying online mutual
fund selection, online futures trading, and online company research. It also
formed an exploratory alliancewith Goldman Sachs to evaluate the possibilityof
enabling Schwab customers to trade in initial public offerings. Not aU of Schwab's
experiments led to the introduction of highly differentiated products. For exam
ple, based on some experimental investments, Schwab decided not to enter the
credit card market. However, by experimenting with a range of possible product
differentiation moves, it was able to develop a range of new products for the fast-
changing financial servicesindustry.^
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Compensation Policiesand Implementing Product
Differentiation Strategies

The compensation policies used to implement product differentiation listed in
Table 5.3 very much complement the organizational structure and managerial
controls listed in that table. For example, a policy of experimentation has little
impact on the ability of a firm to implement product differentiation strategies if
every time an innovative experiment fails individuals are punished for taking
risks. Thus,compensation policies that reward risk-taking and celebrate a creative
flair help to enable a firm to implement its product differentiation strategy.

Consider, for example, Nordstrom. Nordstrom is a department store that
celebrates the risk-taking and creative flair of its associates as they try to satisfy
their customers' needs. The story is often told of a Nordstrom sales associatewho
allowed a customer to return a set of tires to the store because she wasn't satisfied
with them. What makes this story interesting—^whether or not it is true—is that
Nordstrom doesn't sell tires. But this sales associate felt empowered to make
what was obviously a risky decision, and this decision is celebrated within
Nordstrom as an example of the kind of service that Nordstrom's customers
should expect.

The last Compensation policy listed in Table 5.3 is multidimensional per
formance measurement. In implementing a cost leadership strategy, compensa
tion should focus on providing appropriate incentives for managers and
employees to reduce costs. Various forms of cash payments, stock, and stock
options can all be tied to the attainment of specific cost goals, and thus can be
used to create incentivesfor realizingcost advantages. Similar techniques can be
used to create incentives for helping a firm implement its product differentiation
advantage. However, because the implementation of a product differentiation
strategy generally involves the integration of multiple business functions, often
through the use of product development teams, compensation schemes
designed to help implement this strategy must generally recognize its multi
functional character.

Thus, rather than focusingonly on a single dimension of performance, these
firms often examine employee performance along multiple dimensions simulta
neously. Examples ofsuch dimensionsincludenot only a product's salesand prof
itability, but customer satisfaction, an employee's willingness to cooperate with
other businesses and functions within a fijm, an employee's ability to effectively
facilitate cross-divisional and cross-functional teams, and an employee's ability to
engage in creative decision making.

Can Firms Implement Product Differentiation
and Cost Leadership Simultaneously?
Theargumentsdevelopedin Chapter4 and in this chaptersuggestthat cost lead
ership and product differentiation business strategies, under certain conditions,
can both create sustained competitive advantages. Given the beneficial impact of
both strategies on a firm's competitive position, an important question becomes:
Can a single firm simultaneously implement both strategies?After all, if each sep
arately can improve a firm's performance, wouldn't it be better for a firm to imple
ment both?
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No: These Strategies Cannot Be Implemented Simultaneously

A quick comparison of the organizational requirements for the successful imple
mentation of cost leadership strategies and product differentiation strategies
presented in Table 5.5 summarizes one perspective on the question of whether
these strategies can be implemented simultaneously. In this view, the organiza
tional requirements of these strategies are essentially contradictory. Cost leader
ship requires simple reporting relationships, whereas product differentiation
requires cross-divisional/cross-functional linkages. Cost leadership requires
intense labor supervision, whereas product differentiation requires less intense
supervision of creative employees. Cost leadership requires rewards for cost
reduction, whereas product differentiation requires rewards for creative flair. It
is reasonable to ask "Can a single firm combine these multiple contradictory
skills and abilities?"

Some have argued that firms attempting to implement both strategies will
end up doing neither well. This logic leads to the curve pictured in Figure 5.2.
This figure suggests that there are often only two ways to earn superior economic
performance within a single industry: (1) by selling high-priced products and
gaining small market share (product differentiation) or (2) by selling low-priced
products and gaining large market share (cost leadership). Firms that do not
make this choice of strategies (medium price, medium market share) or that
attempt to implement both strategies will fail. These firms are said to be "stuck in
the middle."^^

TABLE 5.5 TheOrganizational Requirementsfor ImplementingCostLeadership and Product Differentiation Strategies

Cost leadership

Organizational structure

1. Fewlayers in the reporting structure

2. Simple reporting relationships

3. Small corporate staff
4. Focus on narrow range of business functions

Management control systems

1. Hgfit cost-control syst^ns
2. Quantitative cost goals
3. Close supervision of labor, raw material, inventory,

and other costs

4. A cost leadership philosophy

Compensatipn policies

1. Reward for cost reduction

2. Incentives for all employees to be involved in cost
reduction

Product differentiation

Organizational structure

1. Cross-divisional/cross-functional product
development teams

2. V>ftllingness to explore new structures to exploit
new opportunities

3. Isolated pockets of intense creative efforts

Management control systems

1. Broad decision-making guidelines
2. Managerial freedom within guidelines
3. Policy of experimentation

Compensation policies

1. Rewards for risk-taking, not punishment for ^ures
2. Rewards for creative flair

3. Multidimensional performance measurement
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Figure 5.2 Simultaneous
Implementation of Cost Leader
ship and Product Differentiation
CompetitiveStrategies;Being
'Stuck in the Middle"

Source: Adapted with the permis
sion of the Free Press, a Division
of Simon & Schuster Adult

PublishingGroup, horn
Competitive strategy: Techniquesfor
analyzing industries and competitors
by MichaelE.Porter.Copyright©
1980,1998by The Free Press. All
rights reserved.
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Yes: These Strategies Can BeImplemented Simultaneously

More recent work contradicts assertions about being "stuck in the middle." This
work suggests that firms that are successful in both cost leadership and product
differentiation can often expect to gain a sustainedcompetitive advantage. This
advantage reflects at least two processes.

Differentiation, Market Share, and Low-CostLeadership
Firmsable to successfully differentiatetheir products and servicesare likely to see
an increasein their volume of sales.This is especiallythe case if the basis of prod
uct differentiation is attractive to a large number of potential customers. Thus,
product differentiation can lead to increasedvolumes of sales.It has already been
established (in Chapter 4) that an increased volume of sales can lead to economies
of scale, learning,and other forms ofcost reduction. So, successful product differ
entiation can,in turn,lead to costreductions and a costleadership position.^

This is the situation that best describes McDonald's. McDon^d's has tradi
tionally followed a product differentiation strategy, emphasizing cleanliness,
consistency, and fun in its fast-food outlets. Over time, McDonald's has used its
differentiated product to become the marketshare leaderin the fast-food industry.
This market position has enabled it to reduce its costs, so that it is now the cost
leader in fast foods as well. Thus, McDonald's level of profitabilitydepends both
on its product differentiation strategy and its low-cost strategy. Either one of these
two strategies by itself would be difficult to overcome; together they give
McDonald's a verycostly-to-imitate competitive advantage.^^

Managing Organizational Contradictions
Product differentiation can lead to high market share and low costs.It may also be
the case that some firms develop special skills in managing the contradictions that
are part of simultaneously implementing low-cost and product differentiation
strategies. Some recent research on automobile manufacturing helps describe
these special skills. '̂' Traditional thinking in automotive manufacturing was that
plants could either reduce manufacturing costs by speeding up the assembly line
or increase the quality of the cars they made by slowing the line, emphasizing
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team-based production, and soforth. Ingeneral, it was thought that plants could
notsimultaneouslybuild low-cost/high-quality (i.e., low-cost and highly differen
tiated) automobiles.

Several researchers at the Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology examined
this traditional wisdom. They began by developing rigorous measures ofthecost
andquality performance ofautomobile plants and thenapplied these measures to
over 70 auto plants throughout the world that assembled mid-size sedans. What
they discovered was six plants in the entire world that had, at the time this
research was done, verylowcosts and veryhighquality.^®

In examining what made these six plants different from other auto plants,
the researchers focused on a broad range ofmanufacturing policies, management
practices, and cultural variables. Three important findings emerged. First, these
six plants had the best manufacturing technology hardware available—^robots,
laser-guided paint machines, and soforth. However, because many ofthe plants
inthe study hadthese same technologies, manufacturing technology byitself was
notenough tomake these six plants special. In addition, policies andprocedures
at these plants implemented a range ofhighly participative, group-oriented man
agement techniques, including participative management, teamproduction, and
total quality management. Asimportant, employees in these plants had a sense of
loyalty and commitment toward the plant they worked for—a belief that they
wouldbe treated fairly by theirplantmanagers.

What this research shows is that firms can simultaneously implement cost
leadership and product differentiation strategies if tiiey leam how tomanage the
contradictions inherent in these twostrategies. The management of these contra
dictions, in turn, depends on socially complex relations among employees,
between employees andthe technology they use, andbetween employees andthe
fum for which they work. These relations are not only valuable (because they
enable a firm toimplement cost leadership anddifferentiation strategies) butalso
socially complex and thus likely to be costly to imitate and a source of sustained
competitive advantage.

Recently, many scholars have backed away from the original "stuck in the
middle" arguments and now suggest that low-cost firms must have competitive
levels ofproduct differentiation to survive, and thatproduct differentiation firms
must have competitive levels ofcost tosurvive.^^ For example, thefashion design
company Versace—the ultimate product differentiating firm—^has recently hireda
new CEO and controller to help control its costs.^^

Summary
Product differentiation exists when customers perceive a particular firm's products tobe
more valuable thanotherfirms' products. Although differentiation canhaveseveral bases,
it is, in theend,always a matter ofcustomer perception. Bases ofproduct differentiation
include: (1) attributes of the products or services a firm sells (including product features,
productcomplexity, the timing ofproductintroduction, and location); (2) relations between
afirm anditscustomers (including product customization, consumer marketing, and repu
tation); and (3) linkswithinand between firms (including linksbetween functions, links
with other firms, a firm's product mix, itsdistribution system, and itslevel ofservice and
support). However, inthe end, product differentiation islimited only bythe creativity ofa
firm's managers.
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Product differentiation is valuable to the extent that it enables a firm to set its prices
higher than what itwould otherwise beable to. Each ofthe bases of product differentiation
identified can be used to neutralize environmental threats and exploit envirorunental
opportunities. The rarity and imitability ofbases ofproduct differentiation vary. Highly
imitable bases ofproduct differentiation include product features. Somewhat unitable
bases include product mix, links with other firms, product customization, andconsumer
marketing. Costly-to-imitate bases ofproduct differentiation include linking business func
tions,timing, location, reputation,and service and support.

The implementation ofa product differentiation strategy involves management of
organizational structure, management controls, and compensation policies. Structurally,
it is not unusual for firms implementing product differentiation strategiesto use cross-
divisional andcross-functional teams, together withteams thatarefocused exclusively on
a particular product differentiation effort, so-called "skrmk works." Managerial controls
that provide free managerial decision making within broad decision-making guidelines can
behelpful inimplementing product differentiation strategies, asisa policy ofexperimenta-
tion. Finally, compensation policies that tolerate risk-taking and a creative flair and that
measure employee performance along multiple dimensions simultaneously can also be
helpfulin implementing product differentiation strategies.

Avariety oforganizational attributes isrequired tosuccessfully implement aproduct
differentiation strategy." Some have argued that contradictions between these organiza
tional characteristics and those required to implement acost leadership strate^mean that
firms that attempt to doboth will perform poorly. More recent research has noted the rela
tionship between product differentiation, market share, and low costs and has observed
that some firms have learned to manage thecontradictions between cost leadership and
product differentiation.



CLIIenqe Questions
1. Although cost leadership is per
haps less relevant for firms pursuing
product differentiation, costs are not
totally irrelevant. What advice about
costswould you givea firmpursuing a
product differentiationstrategy?

2. Product features are often the focus

of product differentiation efforts.
Yet product featiures are among the
easiest-to-imitate bases of product dif
ferentiation and thus among the least
likely bases of product differentiation
to be a source of sustained competitive
advantage. Doesthis seem paradoxical
to you? If no, why not? If yes, how can
you resolve this paradox?

3. What are the strengths and weak
nesses of using regression analysis and

Ppoyem Set
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hedonic prices to describe the bases of
product differentiation?

4. Chamberlinused the term "monop
olistic competition" to describe firms
pursuing a product differentiation
strategy in a competitive industry.
However, it is usually the case that
firms that operate in monopolies are
less efficient and less competitive than
those that operate in more competitive
settings (see Chapter 3). Does this
same problem exist for firms operating
in a "monopolistic competition" con
text? Why or why not?

5. Implementing a product differenti
ation strategy seems to require just the
right mix of control and creativity.
How do you know if a firm has the

right mix? Is it possible to evaluate this
mix before problems associated with
being out of balance manifest them
selves? If yes, how? If no, why not?

6. A firm with a highly differentiated
product can increase the volume of its
sales. Increased sales volumes can

enable a firm to reduce its costs. High
volumes with low costs can lead a firm

to have very high profits, some of
which the firm can use to invest in fur

ther differentiating its products. What
advice would you give a firm whose
competition is enjoying this product
differentiation and cost leadership
advantage?

1. Foreachof the listedproducts,describe at least twoways theyare differentiated.
(a) Ben &Jerry's ice cream
(b) The Hiunmer H2
(c) TheX-Games
(d) The Pussycat Dolls
(e) The movies Animal House and Caddyshack
(f) Frederick's of Hollywood
(g) TacoBell

2. Which, if any, of the bases of product differentiation in question #1 are likely to be
sourcesof sustained competitiveadvantage? Why?

3. Suppose you obtained the followingregressionresults,where the starred (*) coefficients
are statisticallysignificant. What could you say about the basesof product differentiationin
thismarket? (Hint: Aregression coefficient is statistically significant whenit issolarge that
its effectis very vmlikely to have emerged by chance.)

House Price = $125,000* + $15,000* (More than three bedrooms)
+ $18,000* (More than 3,500 square feet)
+ $150(Has plumbing) + $180(Has lawn)
+ $17,000* (Lot larger than 1/2 acre)

How much would you expect to pay for a four-bedroom, 3,800-square-foot house on a
one-acrelot?How much for a four-bedroom, 2,700-square-foot house on a quarter-acrelot?
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Do these results say anything about the sustainability ofcompetitive advantages in this
market?

4. Which of the following management controls and compensation policies is consistent
with implementing cost leadership? With product differentiation? With bothcost leader
ship andproduct differentiation? With neither cost leadership norproduct differentiation?
(a) Firm-wide stock options
(b) Compensation that rewards each function separately for meeting itsownobjectives
(c) A detailed financial budget plan
(d) Adocument thatdescribes, in detail, howtheinnovation process will unfold ina firm
(e) Apolicy thatreduces the compensation ofa manager who introduces a product that

fails in the market

(f) Apolicy that reduces thecompensation ofa manager whointroduces several products
that fail in the market

(g) Thecreationof a purchasingcouncil to discusshow different businessunits can
reduce their costs

5. Identify three industries or markets thathave thevolume-profit relationship described
in Figure 5.2. Which firms in this industry are implementing cost leadership strategies?
Which are implementing product differentiation strategies? Are any firms "stuck in the
middle"? Ifyes, which ones? Ifno, whynot? Are anyfirms implementing both cost leader
ship and productdifferentiation strategies? Ifyes, whichones? Ifno,whynot?
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6
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After reading this chapter,
you should be able to:

1. Define vertical integration,
forward vertical

integration, and backward
vertical integration.

2. Discuss how vertical

integration can create value
by reducing the threat of
opportunism.

3. Discuss how vertical

integration can create value
by enabling a firm to
exploit its valuable, rare,
and costly-to-imitate
resources and capabilities.

4. Discuss how vertical

integration can create value
by enabling a firm to retain
its flexibility.

5. Describe conditions under

which vertical integration
may be rare and costly to
imitate.

6. Describe how the

functional organization
structure, management
controls, and compensation
policies are used to
implement vertical
integration.

Verfical InteqpaTion

Outsourcing Research

First it was simple manufacturing—toys,

dog food, and the like—that was out

sourced to Asia. This was OK, because even

though manufacturing could be out

sourced to China and India, the real

value driver of the Western economy—

services—could never be outsourced. Or at

least that was what we thought.

And then firms started outsourcing

call centers, and tax preparation, and

travel planning, and a host of other serv

ices to India and the Philippines. Anything

that could be done on a phone or online, it

seemed, could be done cheaper in Asia.

Sometimes, the quality of the service was

compromised, but with training and addi

tional technological development, maybe

even these problems could be addressed.

And this was OK, because the real value

driver of the Western economy—research

and intellectual property—could never be

outsourced. Or at least that was what we

thought.

Now, it turns out that some leading

Western pharmaceutical firms—including

Merck, Eli Lilly, and Johnson and Johnson-

have begun outsourcing some critical

aspects of the pharmaceutical research and

development process to pharmaceutical

firms in India.This seemed impossible just a

few years ago.

In the 1970s, India announced that it

would not honor pharmaceutical patents.

This policy decision had at least two

important implications for the pharmaceu

tical industry in India. First, it led to the

founding of thousands of generic drug

manufacturers there—firms that reverse

engineered patented drugs produced by

U.S. and Western European pharmaceuti

cal companies and then sold them on

world markets for a fraction of their origi

nal price.Second, virtually no pharmaceu

tical research and development took place

in India. After all, why spend all the time

and money needed to develop a new drug

when generic drug firms would instantly
reverse engineer your technology and

undercut your abilityto make a profit?

All this changed in 2003 when the

Indian government reversed its policies

and began honoring pharmaceutical
patents. Now, for the first time in over two

decades, Indian firms could tap Into their

pool of highly educated scientists and
engineers and begin engaging in original
research. But,developing the skills needed

to do world-class pharmaceutical research

on yourown isdifficult and time-consuming.

So, Indian firms began searching for poten

tial partners in the West.

In the beginning. Western pharma

ceutical companies outsourced only very

routine lab work to their new Indian



partners. But many of these firms found that their

Indian partners were well managed, with potentially

significant technical capability, and willing to do more

research-oriented kinds of work. Since 2007, a surpris

ingly large number of Western pharmaceutical firms

have begun outsourcing progressively more important

parts of the research and development process to their

Indian partners.

And what do the Western firms get out of this

outsourcing? Notsurprisingly—low costs. It costs about

$250,000 per year to employ an outsourced Ph.D.

chemist in the West. That same $250,000 buys five such

scientists in India. Five times as many scientists means

that pharmaceutical firms can develop and test more

compounds faster by working with their Indian partners

than they could do on their own. The mantra in the

pharmaceutical industry—"fail fast and cheap"—Is

more easily realized when muchof the earlytesting of
potential drugs isdone in Indiaand not the West.

Of course, testing compounds developed by

Western firms is not exactly doing basic research in

pharmaceuticals. It will never be possible to outsource

this central driver of the Western economy. Or will it?

Sources: M. Kripalani and P. Engardio. (2003). 'The rise of India.'
BusinessWeek, December 8, pp. 66 +; K. J. Delaney. (2003)."Outsourcing
jobs—and workers—to lndla.'7he WallStreetJournal, October13,pp.81+;
B. Elhhorn. (2006)."A dragon InR&D"BusinessWeek, November6, pp.44 +;
andP. Engardio andA. Weintraub. (2008). "Outsourcing thedrugindustry."
BusinessWeek, September 5,2008, pp. 48-52; Peter Arnold,Inc.
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The decision to hire an offshore company to accomplish aspecific business
function is an example of a decision that determines the level of a firm's
vertical integration. This is the case whether the company that is hired to

perform these services is located in the United States or India.

What Is Corporate Strategy?
Vertical integration is the firstcorporate strategy examined in detailin thisbook.
As suggested in Chapter 1,business strategy is a firm's theory ofhow to gain
competitive advantage in a single business or industry. The two business strate
gies discussed in this book are cost leadership and product differentiation.
Corporate strategy is a firm's theory ofhow to gain competitive advantage by
operating insever^ businesses simultaneously. Decisions about whether to verti
cally integrate often determine whether a firm isoperating ina single business or
industry or in multiple businesses or industries. Other corporate strategies dis
cussed in this book include strategic alliances, diversification, andmergers and
acquisitions.

What Is Vertical Integration?
The concept of a firm's value chain was first introduced in Chapter 3. As a
reminder, avalue chain isthat set ofactivities that must be accomplished tobring
a product or service from raw materials to the pointthat it canbe soldto a final
customer. Asimplified value chain oftheoilandgas industry, originally presented
in Figure 3.2, is reproducedin Figure6.1.

Afirm's level ofvertical integration is simply the number ofsteps in this
value chain that a firm accomplishes within its boimdaries. Firms that are more
vertically integrated accomplish more stages of the value chain within their
boimdaries than firms that are less vertically integrated. Amore sophisticated
approach to measuring the degree ofa firm's vertical integration ispresented in
the Strategy in Depth feature.

Afirm engages inbackward vertical integration when it incorporates more
stages ofthevalue chain within itsboundaries andthose stages bring it closer to
the begmnmg ofthe value chain; that is, closer togaining access toraw materials.
When computer companies developed all their own software, they were engaging
inbackward vertical integration, because these actions are close tothe beginning
of the value chain. When they began using independent companies operating in
India todevelop this software, they were less vertically integrated backward.

Afum engages in forward vertical integration when it incorporates more
stages ofthe value chain within itsboundaries and those stages bring it closer to
the endof the value chain; that is, closer to interacting directly with final cus
tomers. Whencompames staffedand operated theirowncallcentersin the United
States, they were engaging inforward vertical integration, because these activities
brought them closer tothe ultimate customer. When they started using independ
entcompames in India tostaff andoperate these centers, they were less vertically
integrated forward.

Of course, in choosing how to organize its value chain, a firm has more
choices than whether to vertically integrate or notvertically integrate. Indeed,
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^piorlngfor cruSe oil

Drilling for crude oil f

Buyingcrude

Refining crude oil

Ifemng rained products to final custorhe

between these two extremes a wide range of somewhat vertically integrated
options exist. These alternatives include various types of strategic alliances and
joint ventures, the primary topic of Chapter 9.

The Value of Vertical Integration

The question of vertical integration—which stages of the value chain should be
included within a firm's boundaries and why—has been studied by many schol
ars for almost 100 years. The reason this question has been of such interest was
first articulated by Nobel Prize-winning economist Ronald Coase. In a famous
article originally published in 1937, Coase asked a simple question: Given how
efficiently markets can be used to organize economic exchanges among thou
sands, even hundreds of thousands, of separate individuals, why would markets,
as a method for managing economic exchanges, ever be replaced by firms? In mar
kets, almost as if by magic, Adam Smith's "invisible hand" coordinates the quan
tity and quality of goods and services produced with the quantity and quality of
goods and services demanded through the adjustment of prices—all without a
centralized controlling authority. However, in firms, centralized bureaucrats

Figure 6.1 ASimplified Value
Chain of Activities in the Oil and

Gas Industry

V R I O
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It is sometimes possible to observe
which stages of the value chain a firm

is engaging in, and thus the level
of that firm's vertical integration.
Sometimes, however, it is more diffi
cult to directly observe a firm's level of
vertical integration. This is especially
true when a firm believes that its level

of vertical integration is a potential
source of competitive advantage. In
this case, the firm would not likely
reveal this information freely to
competitors.

In this situation, it is possible to
get a sense of the degree of a firm's
vertical integration—though not a
complete list of the steps in the value
chain integrated by the firm—from a
close examination of the firm's value

added as a percentage of sales. Valued
added as a percentage of sales meas
ures that percentage of a firm's sales
that is generated by activities done
within the boundaries of a firm. A firm

Exhibit 1

Strateqij in Depthep

Measuring Vertical Integration

with a high ratio between value added
and sales has brought many of the
value-creating activities associated
with its business inside its boundaries,

consistent with a high level of vertical
integration. A firm with a low ratio
between value added and sales does

not have, on average, as high a level of
vertical integration.

Value added as a percentage of
sales is computed using the following
equation in Exhibit 1.

The sum of net income and

income taxes is subtracted in both the

numerator and the denominator in this

equation to control for inflation and
changes in the tax code over time. Net
income, income taxes, and sales can all

be taken directly from a firm's profit-
and-loss statement. Value added can

be calculated using the equation in
Exhibit 2.

Again, most of the numbers
needed to calculate value added can be

found either in a firm's profit-and-loss
statement or in its balance sheet.

Sources: A. Laffer.(1969). "Verticalintegration by
corporations: 1929-1965." Review of Economics and
Slalistics,51, pp. 91-93; 1.Tucker and R. P.Wilder.
(1977). "Trends in vertical integration in the U.S.
manufacturing sector." Journal of Industrial
Economics, 26, pp. 81-94; and K. Harrigan. (1986).
"Matching vertical integrabon strategies to com
petitive conditions." Strategic Management Jotimal,
7, pp. 535-555.

value addedj - (netincomci + income taxes,)
vertical integrationj =

salesj —(net incomei + income taxesj)

where,

vertical integrationj = the level of vertical integration for firmj

value addedj = the level of value added for firmj

netinformj = the level of net income for firmj

income taxesj = firmj's income taxes

salesj = firmj's sales

Exhibit 2

valueadded = depreciation -I- amortization + fixed charges + interestexpense

-f- labor and related expenses + pension and retirement

expenses -I- income taxes -I- net income (after taxes)

•+• rental expense
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monitor and control subordinates who, in turn, battle each other for "turf" and
control of inefficient internal "fiefdoms." Why would the "beauty" of the invisible
hand everbe replaced by theclumsy "visible hand" of the modemcorporation?^

Coase began to answer his own question when he observed that sometimes
the cost of using a market to manage an economic exchange must be higher than
the cost of using vertical integration and bringing an exchange within the bound
ary of a firm. Over the years, efforts have focused on identifying the conditions
under which this would be the case. The resulting work has described several dif
ferent situations where vertical integration can either increase a firm's revenues or
decrease its costs compared to not vertically integrating; that is, several situations
where vertical integration can be valuable. The following sections present tiiree of
the most influential of these explanations of when vertical integration can create
value for a firm.

Vertical Integration and the Threat of Opportunism

One of the best-known explanations of when vertical integration can be valuable
focuses on using vertical integration to reduce the threat of opportunism.^
Opportunism exists when a firm is unfairly exploited in an exchange. Examples
of opportunism include when a party to an exchangeexpectsa high levelof qual
ity in a product it is purchasing, only to discover it has received a lower level of
quality than it expected; when a party to an exchange expects to receive a service
by a particular point in time and that serviceis delivered late (or early);and when
a party to an exchange expects to pay a price to complete this exchange and its
exchange partner demands a higher price than what was previously agreed to.

Obviously,when one of its exchange partners behaves opportunistically, this
reduces the economic value of a firm. One way to reduce the threat of oppor
tunism is to bring an exchangewithin the boundary of a firm, that is, to vertically
integrate into this exchange. Thisway,managers in a firm can monitor and control
this exchange instead of relying on the market to manage it. If the exchange that is
brought within the boundary of a firm brings a firm closer to its ultimate suppli
ers, it is an example of backward vertical integration. If the exchange that is
brought within the boimdary of a firm brings a firm closer to its ultimate cus
tomer, it is an example of forward vertical integration.

Of course, firms should only bring market exchanges within their boimd-
aries when the cost of vertical integration is less than the cost of opportunism. If
the cost of vertical integration is greater than the cost of opportunism, then firms
should not vertically integrate into an exchange. This is the case for both back
ward and forward vertical integration decisions.

So, when will the threat of opportunism be large enough to warrant vertical
integration? Research has shown ^at the threat ofopportunism isgreatest when a
party to an exchange has made transaction-specific investments. A transaction-
specific investment is any investment in an exchange that has significantly more
value in the current exchange than it does in alternative exchanges. Perhaps the
easiest way to understand the concept of a transaction-specific investment is
through an example.

Consider the economicexchange between an oil refining company and an oil
pipeline building company, which is depicted in Figure 6.2. As can be seen in the
figure, this oil refinery is built on the edge of a deep-water bay.Becauseof this, the
refinery has been receivingsupplies of crude oil from large tanker ships. However,
an oil field exists several miles distant from the refinery, but the only way to
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Oil tanker ship

Oil refinery built
on the edge of

a deep-water bay

'oil pipeline

Oil tank truck

Oil field

transport crude oil from the oil field to the refinery is with trucks—a very expensive
way to move crude oil, especiallycompared to large tankers. But if the oil refining
company could find a way to get crude oil from this field cheaply,it would probably
make this refinery even more valuable.

Enter the pipeline company.Suppose this pipeline company approaches the
refineryand offersto build a pipeline from the oil field to the refinery. In return, all
the pipeline company expects is for the refineryto promise to buy a certain num
ber ofbarrelsofcrude at an agreed-toprice forsomeperiod of time,say, fiveyears,
through the pipeline. If reasonable prices can be negotiated, the oil refinery is
likely to find this offerattractive,for the costof crude oil carried by the pipeline is
likelyto be lower than the costof crude oil deliveredby ship or by truck.Based on
this analysis, the refineryand the oilpipelinecompanyare likelyto cooperateand
the pipeline is likely to be built.

Now, five years go by, and it is time to renegotiate the contract. Which of
these two firms has made the largest transaction-specific investments? Remember
that a transaction-specific investment is any investment in an exchange that is
more valuable in that particular exchange than in alternative exchanges.

What specific investments has the refinery made? Well, how much is this
refinery worth if this exchange with the pipeline company is not renewed? Its
value would probably drop some, because oil through the pipeline is probably
cheaper than oil through ships or trucks. So, if the refiner doesn't use the pipeline
any longer, it will have to use these alternative supplies. This will reduce its value
some—say, from $1 million to $900,000. This $100,000 difference is the size of the
transaction-specific investment made by the refining company.

However, the transaction-specific investment made by the pipeline firm is
probably much larger. Suppose the pipeline is worth $750,000 as long as it is
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pumping oil to the refinery. But if it is not pumping oil, how much is it worth? Not
very much. An oil pipeline that is not pumping oil has limited alternative uses. It
has value either as scrap or (perhaps) as the world's largest enclosed water slide.
If the value of the pipeline is only $10,000 if it is not pumping oil to the refinery,
then the level oftransaction specific investment made bydie pipeline firm issub
stantially larger than that made by the firm that owns the refinery: $750,000 -
$10,000, or $740,000 for the pipeline company, versus $100,000 for the refining
company.

So, which company is at greater risk of opportunism when the contract
is renegotiated—^the refinery or the pipeline company? Obviously, the pipeline
company has more to lose. If it cannot come to an agreement with the oil refining
company, it will lose $740,000. If the refinery cannot come to an agreement with
the pipeline company, it will lose $100,000. Knowing this, the refining company
can squeeze the pipeline company during the renegotiationby insisting on lower
prices or more timely deliveries of higher-quality crude oil, and the pipeline
company really cannot do much about it.

Of course, managers in the pipeline firm are not stupid. They know that after
the first five years of their exchangewith the refining company they will be in a
very difficult bargaining position. So, in anticipation, they will insist on much
higher pricesforbuilding Ihe oilpipeline in tt\e firstplace would otherwisebe
the case.This will drive up fiie cost of building the pipeline, perhaps to the point
that it is no longer cheaper ttian getting crude oil from ships. If this is the case, then
ihe pipeline will not be built, even though if it could be built and the threat of
opportunism eliminated both the refining company and the pipeline company
would be better off.

One way to solve this problem is for the oil refining company to buy the oil
pipelinecompany—^that is, for the oil refinery to backward vertically integrate.^
When this happens, the incentive for the oil refinery to exploit the vulnerabfiity of
the pipeline company will bereduced. After all, ifdie refinery business tries torip
off ihe pipeline business, it only hurts itself,because it owns the pipeline business.

This, then, is the essence of opportunism-based explanations of when verti
cal integration creates value: Transaction-specific investments make parties to an
exchange vulnerable to opportunism, and vertical integration solves this vulnera
bility problem. Using language developed in Chapter 3, this approach suggests
that vertical integration is valuable when it reduces threats from a firm's powerful
suppliers or powerful buyers due to any transaction-specific investments a firm
has made.

Vertical Integration and Firm Capabilities

Asecond approach to vertical integration decisions focuses on a firm's capabilities
and its ability to generate sustained competitive advantages.^ Thisapproach has
two broad implications. First, it suggests diat firms should vertically integrate into
those business activities where they possess valuable, rare, and costly-to-imitate
resources and capabilities. This way, firms can appropriate at least some of the
profits that using these capabilities to exploit environmental opportunities will
create. Second, this approach also suggests that firms should not vertically inte
grate into business activitieswhere they do not possess the resomces necessary to
gain competitive advantages. Such vertical integration decisions would not be a
somce of profits to a firm, becaiise they do not possess any of the valuable, rare, or
costly-to-imitate resources needed to gain competitive advantages in these
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business activities. Indeed, to the extent that some other firms have competitive
advantages in these business activities, verticallyintegrating into them could put
a firm at a competitive disadvantage.

This, then, is the essence of the capabilities approach to vertical integration:
If a firm possesses valuable, rare, and costly-to-imitate resources in a business
activity, it should vertically integrateinto that activity; otherwise, no verticalinte
gration.This perspectivecan sometimeslead to verticalintegration decisionsthat
conflict with decisions derived from opportunism-based explanations of vertical
integration.

Consider,for example,firms acting as suppliers to Wal-Mart. Wal-Marthas a
huge competitive advantagein the discoimtretailindustry. In principle, firmsthat
sell to Wal-Martcould vertically integrate forward into the discount retail market
to selltheirown products.Thatis, thesefirmscouldbeginto compete againstWal-
Mart. However, such efforts are not likely to be a source of competitive advantage
for these firms. Wal-Mart's resources and capabilities are just too extensive and
costly to imitate for most of these suppliers. So, instead of forward vertical inte
gration, most of these firms sell their products through Wal-Mart.

Ofcourse, theproblemis thatby relying somuchonWal-Mart, thesefirms are
makingsignificant transaction-specific investments. If tiieystop sellingto Wal-Mart,
they may go out of business.However, this decisionwill have a limited impact on
Wal-Mart. Wal-Mart can go to any number of suppliers around the world who are
willing to replace this failed firm. So, Wal-Mart's suppliers are at risk of oppor
tunism in this exchange, and indeed, it is wellknown that Wal-Mart can squeezeits
suppliers, in termsof the qualityof the productsit purchases, the priceat whichit
purchases them, and the way in which these products are delivered.

So the tension between these two approaches to vertical integration becomes
clear. Concernsabout opportunism suggest that Wal-Mart's suppliers should ver
tically integrate forward. Concerns about having a competitivedisadvantage if
they do vertically integrateforwardsuggest that Wal-Mart's suppliers should not
vertically integrate. So, should they or shouldn't they vertically integrate?

Not many of Wal-Mart's suppliers have been able to resolve this difficult
problem. Most do not vertically integrate into the discount retail industry.
However, they try to reduce the levelof transaction-specific investmentthey make
with Wal-Mart by supplyingotherdiscountretailers, botiiin the UnitedStatesand
abroad.Theyalso try to use their specialcapabilitiesto differentiatetheir products
so much that Wal-Mart'scustomers insist on Wal-Martselling these products. And
these firms constantly search for cheaper ways to make and distribute higher-
quality products.

Vertical Integration and Flexibility

A third perspectiveon verticalintegrationfocuses on the impact of this decisionon
a firm's flexibility. Flexibility refers to how costlyit is for a firm to alter its strategic
and organizationaldecisions. Flexibility is high when the costofchangingstrategic
choices is low;flexibility is low when the costof changingstrategicchoices is high.

So, which is less flexible—^vertical integration or no vertical integration?
Researchsuggests that, in general, vertically integrating is less flexible tiian not
vertically integrating.® Thisis because once a firmhas vertically integrated, it has
committed its organizationalstructure, its management controls,and its compen
sation policies to a particular vertically integrated way of doing business.
Undoing this decisionoften means changing these aspects of an organization.
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Suppose, for example, thata vertically integrated firm decides togetoutofa
particular business. To do so,thefirm willhavetosellor close itsfactories (actions
thatcanadversely affect boththeemployees it hastolayoffand those thatremain),
alter itssupply relationships, hurtcustomers that have come torely onitasa part
ner, andchange itsinternal reporting structure. Incontrast, ifa non-vertically inte
gratedfirm decides to get out of a business, it simply stops. It cancels whatever
contractsit mighthave had in placeand ceasesoperationsin that business.Thecost
of exiting a non-vertically integrated business is generally muchlower than the
costof exitinga verticallyintegrated business.

Ofcotuse, flexibility is not always valuable. In fact, flexibility is only valu
able when the decision-making setting a firm is facing is imcertain. A decision-
making setting is uncertain when the future value of an exchange cannot be
known when investments in thatexchange are being made. Insuch settings, less
vertical integrationis better than more vertical integration. This is because verti
cally integrating into an exchange is less flexible than not vertically integrating
intoan exchange. If an exchange turns out not to be valuable, it is usually more
costly for firms that have vertically integrated into an exchange to exit that
exchange compared to thosethat have not vertically integrated.

Consider, for example, a pharmaceutical firm making investments in
biotechnology. The outcome ofbiotechnology research isvery uncertain. Ifaphar
maceutical company vertically integrates into aparticular t^e of biotechnology
research byhiring particular types ofscientists, building anexpensive laboratory,
and developing the otherskills necessary to do thisparticular typeofbiotechnol
ogyresearch, it has made a very largeinvestment. Now suppose that this research
turns out not to be profitable. TTiis firmhas made huge investmentsthat now have
little value. As important, it has failed to make investments in other areas of
biotechnology that could turn out to be valuable.

Aflexibility-based approach tovertical integration suggests thatrattier thanver
tically integrating into a business activity whose value is highlyuncertain, firms
should notvertically integrate andbutshould instead form astrategic alliance toman
agethisexchange. Astrategic alliance ismore flexible thanvertical integration butstill
gives a firm enoughinformation aboutan exchange toestimate itsvalueovertime.

An alliancehas a second advantage in this setting. The downside risks asso
ciated withinvesting in a strategic alliance are known and fixed. They equal the
cost of creating and maintaining the alliance. If an imcertain investment turns out
not to be valuable, parties to this alliance know the maximum amount theycan
lose—^an amountequal to the costofcreating and maintaining thealliance. On the
other hand, if this exchange turns out to be very valuable, then maintaining an
alliance can give a firm access to this huge upside potential. These aspects of
strategic allianceswill be discussed in more detail in Chapter 9.

Eachof these explanations of vertical integration has received significant
empirical attention in the academic literature. Some of these studies are described
in the Research Made Relevant feature.

Applyingthe Theories to the Management of Call Centers

One of the most common business functions to be outsourced, and even off-
shored, is a firm's callcenter activities. So, what do these three theories sayabout
how call centers should be managed: When should they be brought within the
boundaries of a firm, and when should they be outsourced?Eachof these theories
will be discussed in turn.
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Of the three explanations of vertical
integration discussed here,

opportunism-based explanations are
the oldest and thus have received the

greatest empirical support. One review
of this empirical work, by Professor Joe
Mahoney of the University of Illinois,
observes that the core assertion of

this approach—that high levels of
transaction-specific investment lead to
higher levels of vertical integration—
receives consistent empirical support.

More recent work has begun to
examine the trade-offs among these
three explanations of vertical integra
tion by examining their effects on verti
cal integration simultaneously. For
example. Professor Tim Folta of Purdue
University examined the opportunism
and flexibility approaches to vertical
integration simultaneously. His results
show that the basic assertion of the

opportunism approach still holds.
However, when he incorporates uncer
tainty into his empirical analysis, he
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Empirical Tests of Theories of
Vertical Integration

finds that firms engage in less vertical
integration than predicted by oppor-
timism by itself. In other words,
firms apparently worry not only about
transaction-specific investments when
they make vertical integration choices;
they also worry about how costly it is to
reverse those investments in the face of

high uncertainty.

An even more recent study by
Michael Leiblein from The Ohio State

University and Doug Miller from the
Universityof Illinois examinesall three
of these explanations of vertical inte
gration simultaneously. These authors
study vertical integration decisions
in the semiconductor manufacturing
industry and find that all three explana
tions hold. That is, firms in this indus

try worry about transaction-specific
investment, the capabilities they pos
sess, the capabilities they would like to
possess,and the uncertaintyof the mar
kets within which they operate when
they make vertical integrationchoices.

Sources: J. Mahoney. (1992). "The choiceof orga
nizational form: Vertical financial ownership
versus other methods of vertical integration."
Strategic Management journal, 13, pp. 559-584;
T. Folta. (1998). "Governance and uncertainty;
The trade-off between administrative control and
commitment." Strategic Management journal, 19,
pp. 1007-1028; and M. Leiblein and D. Miller.
(2003). "An empirical examination of transaction-
and firm-level influences on the vertical bound

aries of the firm." StrategicManagement jountal,
24(9),pp. 839-859.

Transaction-Specific Investments and Managing Call Centers
When applying opportunism-based explanations of vertical integration, start by
looking for actual or potential transaction-specific investments that would need to
be made in order to complete an exchange. High levels of such investments sug
gest the need for vertical integration; low levels of such investments suggest that
vertically integrating this exchange is not necessary.

When the call-center approach to providing customer service was first
developed in the 1980s, it required substantial levelsof transaction-specific invest
ment. First, a great deal of special-purpose equipment had to be purchased. And
although this equipment could be used for any callcenter,it had little value except
within a call center.Thus, this equipment was an example of a somewhat specific
investment.

More important, in order to provide service in call centers, call-center
employees would have to be fully aware ofall the problemslikelyto emergewith
the use of a firm's products. This requires a firm to study its products very closely
and then to train call-center employees to be able to respond to any problems cus
tomers might have. This training was sometimes very complex and very time
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consuming and represented substantial transaction-specific investments on the
partofcall-center employees. Only employees that worked full-time for a large
corporation—^where job security was usually high for productive workers—
would be willing to make these l^ds of specific investments. Thus, vertical inte
gration into call-center managementmade a great deal of sense.

However, as information technology improved, firms foimd it waspossible
to traincall-center employees much faster. Now, all call-center employees had to
do was follow scripts that were prewritten and preloaded onto theircomputers.
By asking a few scripted questions, call-center employees coulddiagnose most
problems. In addition, solutions to those problems were also included on an
employee's computer. Only really unusual problems could not be handledby
employees working off these computer scripts. Because thelevel ofspecific invest
ment required to use these scripts was muchlower, employees werewilling to
work for companies without thejob security usually associated withlarge firms.
Indeed, call centers became good part-time and temporary employment opportu
nities. Because the levelof spjecific investmentrequired to work in thesecallcen
terswasmuchlower, notvertically integrating intocall-center management made
a great deal of sense.

Capabilities and Managing Call Centers
In opportunism-based explanations ofvertical integration, youstartby looking
for transaction-specific investments and thenmake vertical integration decisions
based on these investments. Incapability-based approaches, you startby looking
forvaluable, rare,and costly-to-imitate resources and capabilities, and thenmake
vertical integration decisionsappropriately.

In theearlydaysofcall-center management, howwella firm operated itscall
centers could actually be a source of competitive advantage. During this time
period, the technology was new, and the trainingrequiredto answera customer's
questions was extensive. Firms that developed special capabilities in managing
these processes could gain competitive advantages andthuswould vertically inte
grate into call-centermanagement.

However, over time, as more and more call-center management suppliers
were created, and as the technology and training required to staff a call center
became more widely available, theability ofa call center tobea source ofcompet
itiveadvantage fora firmdropped.Thatis, the ability to manage a callcenterwas
still valuable, but it wasnolonger rare or costly to imitate. In thissetting, it isnot
surprising to see firms getting out of the call-center management business, out
sourcingthisbusinessto low-cost specialist firms, and focusing on thosebusiness
functions where theymight beable togaina sustained competitive advantage.

Flexibility and Managing Call Centers
Opportunism logic suggests startingwith a search for transaction-specific invest
ments; capabilities logic suggests starting with a search for valuable, rare, and
costly-to-imitate resources and capabilities. Flexibility logic suggests starting by
looking for sources of imcertainty in an exchange.

Oneof thebiggest uncertainties in providing customer service through call
centers is the question of whether the people staffing the phones actually help a
firm's customers. This is a particularly troubling concern for firms thatareselling
complex products that canhavenumerous types ofproblems. Avariety of techno
logical solutions have beendeveloped to try to address this imcertainty. But, if a
firm vertically integrates into thecall-center management business, it iscommitting
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to a particular technological solution. This solution may notwork, or it may not
work as well as some other solutions.

In the face of this uncertainty, maintaining relationships with several differ
ent call-center management companies—each ofwhom have adopted different
technological solutions to the problem ofhow to usecall-center employees to
assist customers who are using very complex products—gives a firm techno
logical flexibility that it would not otherwise have. Once a superior solution is
identified, diena firm nolonger needs thisflexibility andmaychoose tovertically
integrate into call-center management or not, depending on opportunism and
capabilities considerations.

Integrating DifferentTheories of Vertical Integration

Atfirst glance, having three different explanations about howvertical integration
can create value seems troubling. After all, won't these explanations sometimes
contradict each other?

The answer tothisquestion isyes. We havealready seensucha contradiction
in the case of opportunism and capabilities explanations of whether Wal-Mart
suppliers should forward vertically integrate intothediscount retail industry.

However,more often than not, tiiese three explanations are complementary
in nature. That is, each approach generally leads to the same conclusion about
how a firmshould vertically integrate. Moreover, sometimes it is simplyeasierto
apply one of these approaches to evaluate a firm's vertical integration choices
thantheothertwo. Having a "tool kit"thatincludes three explanations ofvertical
integration enables theanalyst to choose the approach thatis most likely to bea
source of insight in a particular situation.

Even when these explanations make contradictory assertions aboutvertical
integration, having multiple approaches canbe helpful. In this context, having
multiple explanations canhighlight the trade-offs that a firm is making when
choosing itsvertical integration strategy. Thus, for example, ifopportunism-based
explanations suggest thatvertical integration isnecessarybecause ofhig^transaction-
specific investments, capabilities-based explanations caution about the cost of
developing the resources and capabilities necessary to vertically integrate and
flexibility concerns caution about the risks that committing to vertical integration
imply, and the costs andbenefits ofwhatever vertical integration decision is ulti
mately made can be understood very clearly.

Overall, having three explanations ofvertical integration hasseveral advan
tages for those looking toanalyze the vertical integration choices ofreal firms. Of
course, applying ihese explanations can create important ethical dilemmas for a
firm, especially when it becomes clear thata firm needs tobecome less vertically
integrated than it hashistorically been. Some of these dilemmas are discussed in
ihe Ethics and Strategy feature.

Vertical Integration and Sustained
Competitive Advantage

Of course, in order for vertical integration to be a source of sustained competi
tive advantage, not only must it be valuable (because it responds to threats of
opportunism; enables a firm toexploit itsown or other firms' valuable, rare, and
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costly-to-imitate resources; or because it gives a firm flexibility), it must also be
rare and costlyto imitate,and a firm must be organized to implement it correctly.

The Rarity of Vertical Integration

Afirm's vertical integration strategy is rare when few competing firms are able to
create valueby vertically integrating in the same way. Afirm's vertical integration
strategycan be rare because it is one of a small number of competing firms that is
able to vertically integrate efficiently or because it is one of a small number of firms
thatisable toadopta non-vertically integrated approach tomanaging anexchange.

Rare Vertical Integration
A firm may be able to createvalue through vertical integration, when most of its
competitorsare not able to, for at least three reasons. Not surprisingly, thesereasons
parallel the three explanations ofvertical integration presented in this chapter.

Imagine afirm that has successfully
operated in a vertically integrated

manner for decades. Employees come
to work, they know their jobs, they
know how to work together effec
tively, they know where to park. The
job is not just the economic center of
their lives; it has become the social

center as well. Most of their friends

work in the same company, in the
same function, as they do. The future
appears to be much as the past—stable
employment and effective work, all
aiming toward a comfortable and well-
planned retirement. And then the firm
adopts a new outsourcing strategy. It
changes its vertical integration strat
egy by becoming less vertically inte
grated and purchasing services from
outside suppliers that it used to obtain
intemally.

The economics of outsourcing
can be compelling. Outsourcing can
help firms reduce costs and focus their
efforts on those business fimctions that

are central to their competitive advan
tage. When done well, outsourcing
creates value—value that firms can

share with their owners, their stock
holders.

Efli ics and Strotmicqij

*« 8^('ae *

The Ethics of Outsourcing

Indeed, outsourcing is becoming
a trend in business. Some observers pre
dict that by 2015, an additional 3.3 mil
lion jobs in the United States will be
outsourced, many to operations overseas.

But what of the employees
whose jobs are taken away? What of
their lifetime of commitment, their
steady and reliable work? What of
their stable and secure retirement?

Outsourcing often devastates lives,
even as it creates economic value. Of

course, some firms go out of their way
to soften the impact of outsourcing on
their employees. Those that are near

retirement age are often given an
opportunity to retire early. Others
receive severance payments in recog
nition of their years of service. Other
firms hire "outplacement" companies—
firms that specialize in placing sud
denly unemployed people in new jobs
and new careers.

But all these efforts to soften

the blow do not make the blow go
away. Many employees assume that
they have an implicit contract with the
firms they work for. That contract is:
"As long as I do my job well, I will
have a job." That contract is being
replaced with: "As long as a firm
wants to employ me, I will have a job."
In such a world, it is not surprising
that many employees now look first
to maintain their employability in
their current job—by receiving addi
tional training and experiences that
might be valuable at numerous other
employers—and are concerned less
with what they can do to improve the
performance of the firm they work for.

Sources: S. Steele-Carlin. (2003). "Outsourcing
poised for growth in 2(X)2." FreelanceJobsNews.com,
October 20; and (2003). "Who wins in off-
shoring?" McKinseyQuarterly.com, October 20.
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Rare Transaction-Specific Investment and Vertical Integration. First,a firm may have
developed a newtechnology, ora newapproach todoingbusiness, that requires its
business partners to make substantial transaction-specific investments. Firms that
engage in these activities will find it in their self-interest to vertically integrate,
whereas firms thathavenotengaged in these activities willnot find it in theirself-
interest to vertically integrate. If these activities are rareand costly to imitate, they
canbe a source ofcompetitive advantagefor a vertically integrating firm.

For example, theopening case in thischapter suggests thatmany firms in the
computer industryare offshoring someof theirkeybusiness functions. However,
one firm, DeU, recently broughtone of these fjunctions—^its technical callcenters
for corporate customers—^back firom India and re-vertically integrated into this
business.^ The problems faced by corporate customers are typically much more
complicated thanthose faced byindividual consumers. Thus, it ismuchmore dif
ficult toprovidecall-center employees with the training theyneedto addresscor
porate problems. Moreover, because corporate technologies change more rapidly
than many consumer technologies, keeping call-center employees up-to-date on
how to service corporate customers is also more complicated than havipgcall-
centeremployees provide services to its noncorporate customers. Because Dell
needs the people staffing its corporate call centers to make substantial specific
investments in its technology and in imderstanding its customers, it has found
it necessary to bring these individuals within the boimdaries of the firm and to
re-vertically integrate the operation of this particular type of servicecenter.

If DeU, through this vertical integrationdecision, is able to satisfyits cus
tomers more effectively than its competitors, and if the costofmanaging this caU
center is not toohigh, then thisvertical integration decision is both valuable and
rare and thus a sourceof at least a temporary competitive advantage for DeU.

Rare Capabilities and Vertical Integration. A firm such as DeU might also conclude
that it has unusual skUls, either in operating a call center or in providing the
training that is neededto staffcertain kindsofcaU centers. If thosecapabUities are
valuable and rare, then verticaUy integrating into businesses that exploit these
capabiUties canenable a firmto gainat leasta temporary competitive advantage.
Indeed, the beUef that a firm possesses valuable and rare capabiUties is often a
justificationfor rare vertical integration decisionsin an industry.

Rare Uncertainty and Vertical Integration. FinaUy, a firm may be able to gain an
advantage from verticaUy integrating when it resolves some imcertainty it faces
sooner than its competition. Suppose, for example, that several firms in an
industry all begin investing in a very uncertain technology. FlexibiUty logic
suggests that, to the extent possible, these firms will prefer to not verticaUy
integrate into the manufacturing of this technology imtU its designs and features
stabilize and market demand for this technology is weU established.

However, imagine that one of these firms is able to resolve these uncertain
tiesbefore anyotherfirm. This firm no longer needsto retainthe flexibiUty that is
so valuable under conditions of uncertainty. Instead, this firm might be able to,
say, designspecial-purpose machines that can efficiently manufacture this tech
nology. Suchmachinesare not flexible, but they can be very efficient.

Of course, outside vendors would have to make substantial transaction-
specific investments to use thesemachines. Outsidevendorsmay be reluctant to
make these investments. In this setting, this firm may find it necessary to verti
caUy integrate tobe ableto use its machines to producethis technology. Thus,this
firm, by resolving uncertainty faster than its competitors, is able to gainsome of
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the advantages of vertical integration sooner than its competitors. Whereas the
competition is stillfocusing on flexibility in the face of uncertainty, this firm gets
to focus on production efficiency in meeting customers' product demands. This
can obviously be a sourceof competitive advantage.

Rare Vertical Dis-integratlon
Each of theexamples ofvertical integration and competitive advantage described
sofar have focused ona firm's ability tovertically integrate tocreate competitive
advantage. However, firms can also gaincompetitive advantages through their
decisions to vertically dis-integrate, that is, through the decision to outsource an
activity that used to be within the boundaries of the firm. Whenever a firm is
among the first in its industry to conclude that the levelof specific investment
required to manage an economic exchange is no longer high, or that a particular
exchange isnolonger rare orcostly toimitate, orthatthelevel ofuncertainty about
thevalue ofanexchange hasincreased, it may beamong the first in itsindustry to
vertically dis-integrate this exchange. Such activities, to theextent they arevdu-
able, will berare, andthus a source ofat least a temporary competitive advantage.

The Imitability of Vertical Integration

Theextenttowhichtheserarevertical integration decisions canbe sources ofsus
tainedcompetitive advantage depends, as always, on the imitability of the rare
resources that givea firmat leasta temporary competitive advantage. Both direct
duplication and substitution can be used to imitate another firm's valuable and
rare vertical integration choices.

Direct Duplication of Vertical Integration
Direct duplication occurs when competitors develop or obtain the resources and
capabilities that enable another firm to implement a valuable and rare vertical
integration strategy. To the extent that these resources and capabilities are path
dependent, socially complex, or causally ambiguous, theymaybe immime from
direct duplication, and thus a source ofsustained competitive advantage.

With respect tooffshoring business functions, it seems thatthevery popular
ity of this strategy suggests that it is highly imitable. Indeed, this strategy is
becoming socommon thatfirms that move inthe other direction byvertically inte
grating a callcenter and managing it in the United States (likeDell) make news.

But the fact that many firms are implementing this strategy doesnot mean
that theyare all equally successful in doingso.These differences in performance
may reflect some subtle andcomplex capabilities thatsome ofthese outsourcing
firms possess but others do not. These are the kinds of resources and capabilities
that may be sources of sustainedcompetitive advantage.

Someof the resources that mightenablea firm to implementa valuableand
rare vertical integration strategy may not be susceptible to direct duplication.
These might include a firm's ability to analyze the attributes of its economic
exchanges and its ability to conceive and implement vertical integration strate
gies. Both of these capabilities maybe socially complex and path dependent—
built up over years of experience.

Substitutes for Vertical integration
The major substitute for vertical integration—strategic alliances—is the major
topicofChapter9.Ananalysis ofhow strategic alliances cansubstituteforvertical
integration will be delayed until then.
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viiyioS Ot^anizing to Implement Viertical Integration

Organizing to implementvertical integration involves the same organizing tools
as implementing any business or corporate strategy: organizational structure,
management controls, and compensation policies.

Organizational Structure and Implementing
Vertical Integration

Theorganizational structurethat is used to implementa costleadershipand prod
uct differentiation strategy—^the functional, or U-form, structure—^is also used to
implement a vertical integrationstrategy. Indeed, each of the exchanges included
within the boimdaries of a firm as a result of vertical integration decisions are
incorporated into one of the functions in a functional organizational structure.
Decisions about which manufacturing activitiesto verticallyintegrate into deter
mine the range and responsibilities of the manufacturing function within a func
tionally organized finn; decisions about which marketing activities to vertically
integrate into determine the range and responsibilities of the marketing function
within a functionally organized firm; and so forth. Thus, in an important sense,ver
ticalintegrationdecisions made by a firm determine the structure of a functionally
organized firm.

The Chief ExecutiveOfficer (CEO) in this vertically integrated, functionally
organized firm has the same two responsibilities that were first identified in
Chapter 4: strategy formulation and strategy implementation. However, these
two responsibilitiestake on added dimensions when implementing vertical inte
gration decisions. In particular, although the CEO must take the lead in making
decisions about whether each individual function should be vertically integrated
into a firm, this person must also work to resolve conflicts that naturally arise
betweOT vertically integrated functions. The approach of one reluctant CEO to
this management challenge is described in the Strategy in the Emerging
Enterprise feature.

Resolving Functional Conflicts In a Vertically Integrated Firm
From a CEO's perspective, coordinating functional specialists to implement
a vertical integration strategy almost always involves conflict resolution.
Conflicts among functional managers in a U-form organization are both
expected and normal. Indeed, if there is no conflict among certain functional
managers in a U-form organization, then some of these managers probably
are not doing their jobs. TTie task facing the CEO is not to pretend this conflict
does not exist or to ignore it, but to manage it in a way that facilitates strategy
implementation.

Consider, for example, the relationship between manufacturing and sales
managers. Typically, manufacturing managers prefer to manufacture a single
product with long production runs. Salesmanagers, however, generally prefer to
sell numerous customized products. Manufacturing managers generally do not
like large inventories of finished products; sales managers generally prefer large
inventories of finished products that facilitate rapid deliveries to customers. If
these various interests of manufacturing and sales managers do not, at least some
times, come into conflict in a vertically integrated U-form organization, then the
manufacturing manager is not focusing enough on cost reduction and quality
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improvement in manufacturing or the sales manager is not focusing enough on
meeting customer needs in a timely way, or both.

Numerous other conflicts arise among functional managers in a vertically
integrated U-form organization. Accountants often focus on maximizing manage
rial accountability and close analysis of costs; research and development man
agers may fear that such accoxmting practices will interfere with innovation and
creativity. Finance managers often focus on the relationship between a firm and its
external capital markets; human resource managers are more concerned with the
relationship between a firm and external labor markets.

In this context, the CEO's job is to help resolve conflicts in ways that facilitate
the implementation of the firm's strategy. Functional managers do not have to
"like" each other. However, if a firm's vertical integration strategy is correct, the
reason that a function has been included within the boundaries of a firm is that

Stpateqij in the Emerqinq Enterprise

With anet worth over $1 billion,
Oprah Winfrey heads one of the

most successful multimedia compa
nies in the United States. One of the

businesses she owns—Harpo, Inc.—
produces one of the most successful
daytime television shows ever (with
revenues of over $300 million a year); a
magazine with the most successful
launch ever and currently 2.5 million
paid subscribers (more than Vogue and
Fortune); and a movie production unit.
One investment banker estimates that

if Harpo, Inc. was a publicly traded
firm, it would be valued at $575 mil

lion. Other properties Oprah owns—
including investments, real estate, a
stake in the cable television channel

Oxygen, and stock options in Viacom—
generate another $468 million in
revenues per year.

And Oprah Winfrey does not
consider herself to be a CEO.

Certainly, her decision-making
style is not typical of most CEOs. She
has been quoted as describing her
business decision making as "leaps of
faith" and "If I called a strategic plan
ning meeting, there would be dead

Oprah, Inc.

silence, and then people would fall out
of their chairs laughing."

However, she has made other

decisions that put her firmly in control
of her empire. For example, in 1987,
she hired a tough Chicago entertain
ment attorney—Jeff Jacobs—as presi
dent of Harpo, Inc. Whereas Oprah's
business decisions are made from her

gut and from her heart, Jacobs makes
sure that the numbers add up to more
revenues and profits for Harpo. She
has also been unwilling to license her
name to other firms, unlike Martha

Stewart, who licensed her name to

Kmart. Oprah has made strategic
alliances with King World (to distrib
ute her TV show), with ABC (to broad
cast her movies), with Hearst (to
distribute her magazine), and with
Oxygen (to distribute some other tele
vision programs). But she has never
given up control of her business. And
she has not taken her firm public. She
currently owns 90 percent of Harpo's
stock. She was once quoted as saying,
"If I lost control of my business, I'd
lose myself—or at least the ability to be
myself."

To help control this growing
business, Oprah and Jacobs hired a
chief operating officer (COO), Tim
Bennett, who then created several func

tional departments, including account
ing, legal, and human resources, to
help manage the firm. With 221
employees, an office,and a real organi
zation, Harpo is a real company, and
Oprah is a real CEO—albeit a CEO
with a slightly different approach to
making business decisior\s.

Sources: P. Sellers. (2002). "The business of being
Oprah." Fortune, April I, pp. 50 +; Oprah.com;
Hoovers.com; and (2003). "Harpo Inc." October 20.
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this decision creates value for the firm. Allowing functional conflicts to get in the
way of taking advantage of each of the functions within a firm's boundaries can
destroy this potential value.

Management Controls and Implementing Vertical Integration

Although having the correct organizational structure is important for firms imple
menting their vertical integration strategies^that structure must be supported by a
variety of management control processes. Among the most important of these
processes are the budgeting process and the management committee oversight
process, which can also help CEOs resolve the functional conflicts that are com
mon within vertically integrated firms.

The Budgeting Process
Budgeting is one of the most important control mechanisms available to CEOs in
vertically integrated U-form organizations. Indeed, in most U-form companies
enormous management effort goes into the creation of budgets and the evaluation
of performance relative to budgets. Budgets are developed for costs, revenues,
and a variety of other activities performed by a firm's functional managers. Often,
managerial compensation and promotion opportunities depend on ttie ability of a
manager to meet budget expectations.

Although budgets are an important control tool, they can also have unin
tended negative consequences. For example, the use of budgets can lead func
tional managers to overemphasize short-term behavior that is easy to measure
and imderemphasize longer-term behavior that is more difficult to measiure.Thus,
for example, the strategically correct thing for a functional manager to do might
be to increase expenditures for maintenance and management training, thereby
ensuring that the function will have both the technology and the skilled people
needed to do the job in the future. An overemphasis on meeting current budget
requirements, however, might lead this manager to delay maintenance and train
ing expenditures. By meeting short-term budgetary demands, this manager may
be sacrificingthe long-term viability of this function, compromising the long-term
viability of the firm.

CEOs can do a variety of things to counter the "short-termism" effects of the
budgeting process. For example, research suggests that evaluating a functional
manager's performance relative to budgets can be an effective control device
when (1) the processused in developing budgets is open and participative, (2) the
process reflects the economic reality facing functional managers and the firm, and
(3) quantitative evaluations of a fimctional manager's performance are aug
mented by qualitative evaluations of that performance. Adopting an open and
participative process for setting budgets helps ensure that budget targets are real
istic and that functional managers understand and accept them. Including qualita
tive criteria for evaluation reduces the chances that functional managers will
engage in behaviors that are very harmful in the long run but enable them to make
budget in the short run.^

The Management Committee Oversight Process
In addition to budgets, vertically integrated U-form organizations can use various
internal management committees as management control devices. Two particu
larly common internal management committees are the executive committee and
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the operations committee (although these committees have many different names
in different organizations).

The executive committee in a U-form organization typically consists of the
CEOand two or three key functionalseniormanagers. It normally meetsweekly and
reviews the performance of the firm on a short-term basis. Functions represented on
this committee generally include accoimting, legal, and other functions (such as
manufacturing or sales) that are most central to the firm's short-term business
success.The fundamental purpose of the executive committee is to track the short-
term performance of the firm, to note and correct any budget variances for func
tional managers, and to respond to any crises that might emerge. Obviously, the
executive committee can help avoid many functional conflicts in a vertically inte
grated firm before they arise.

In addition to the executive committee, another group of managers meets
regularly to help control the operations of the firm. Often called the operations com
mittee, tlus committee typically meets monthly and usually consists of the CEO
and each of the heads of the fimctional areas included in the firm. The executive

committee is a subset of the operations committee.
The primary objective of the operations committee is to track firm perform

ance over time intervals slightly longer than the weekly interval of primary inter
est to the executive committee and to monitor longer-term strategic investments
and activities. Such investments might include plant expansions, the introduction
of new products, and the implementation of cost-reduction or quality improve
ment programs. The operations committee provides a forum in which senior func
tional managers can come together to share concerns and opportunities and to
coordinate efforts to implement strategies. Obviously, the operations committee
can help resolvefunctionalconflicts in a verticallyintegrated firm after they arise.

In addition to these two standing committees, various other committees and
task forces can be organized within ttie U-form organization to manage specific
projects and tasks.Theseadditional groups are typicallychaired by a member of
the executive or operations committee and report to one or both of these standing
committees, as warranted.

Compensation in Implementing Vertical
Integration Strategies

Organizationalstructure and management controlsystems can have an important
impact on the ability of a firm to implement its vertical integration strategy.
However, a firm's compensation policies can be important as well.

We have already seen how compensation can play a role in implementing
cost leadership and product differentiation,and how compensation can be tied to
budgets to help implement vertical integration. However, the three explanations
of vertical integration presented in this chapter have important compensation
implications as well. We will first discuss the compensation challenges these
three explanations suggest and then discuss ways these challenges can be
addressed.

Opportunism-Based Vertical Integration and Compensation Policy
Opportunism-based approaches to vertical integration suggest that employees
who make firm-specific investments in their jobswill often be able to createmore
value for a firm than employeeswho do not. Firm-specific investments are a type
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of transaction-specific investment. Whereas transaction-specific investments are
investments that have more value in a particular exchange than in alternative
exchanges, firm-specific investments are investments made by employees that
havemorevcilue in a particularfirmthan in alternative firms.®

Examples of firm-specificinvestments include an employee's understanding
of a particular firm's culture, his or her personal relationships with others in the
firm, and an employee's knowledge about a firm's unique business processes. All
this knowledge can be used by an employee to create a great deal of value in a
firm. However, this knowledge has almost no value in other firms. The effort to
create this knowledge is thus a firm-specific investment.

Despite the value that an employee's firm-specific investments can create,
opportunism-based explanations of vertical integration suggest that employees
will often be reluctant to make these investments, because, once they do, they
become vulnerable in their exchange with this firm. For example, an employee
who has made very significant firm-spedfic investments may not be able to quit
and go to work for another company, even if he or she is passed over for promo
tion, does not receive a raise, or is even actively discriminated against. This is
because by quitting this fibrm, this employee loses all the investment he or she
made in this particular firm. Because this employee has few emplojonent options
other than his or her current fibrm, this firm can treat this employee badly and the
employee can do little about it. This is why employees are often reluctant to make
firm-specific investments.

But the firm needs its employees to make such investments if it is to realize
its fuU economic potential. Thus, one of the tasks of compensation policy is to cre
ate incentives for employees whose firm-specific investments could create great
value to actually make those investments.

Capabiiities and Compensation
Capability explanations of vertical integration also acknowledge the importance
of firm-specific investments in creating value for a firm. Indeed, many of the
valuable, rare, and costly-to-imitate resources and capabilities that can exist in a
firm are a manifestation of firm-specific investments made by a firm's employ
ees. However, whereas opportunism explanations of vertical integration tend to
focus on firm-specific investments made by individual employees, capabilities
explanations tend to focus on firm-specific investments made by groups of
employees.^

In Chapter 3, it was suggested that one of the reasons that a firm's valuable
and rare resources may be costly to imitate is that these resources are socially com
plex in nature. Socially complex resources reflect the teamwork, cooperation, and
culture that have evolved within a firm—capabilities that can increase the value of
a firm significantly,but capabilities that other firms will often find costly to imi
tate, at least in the short to medium term. Moreover, these are capabilities that
exist because several employees—^not just a single employee—^have made specific
investments in a firm.

From the point of view of designing a compensation policy, capabilities
analysis suggests that not only should a firm's compensation policy encourage
employees whose firm-specific investments could create value to actually make
those investments; it also recognizes that these investments will often be collective
in nature—that, for example, imtil all the members of a critical management team
make firm-specific commitments to that team, that team's ability to create and
sustain competitive advantages will be significantly limited.
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Opportunism explanations

Capabilities explanations

Flexibility explanations

Salary
Cash bonuses for individual performance
Stockgrants for individual performance
Cash bonuses for corporate or group performance
Stock grants for a>rporate or group performance
Stockoptions for individual, corporate, or group

performance

Flexibility and Compensation
Flexibility explanations of vertical integration also have some important implica
tions for compensation. In particular, because the creation of flexibility in a firm
depends on employees being willing to engage in activities that have fixed and
known downside risks and significant upside potential, it follows that compensa
tion thathas fixed and known downside rislb and significant upside potential
would encourage employees to choose and implement flexible vertical integration
strategies.

Compensation Alternatives
Table6.1 lists several compensation alternatives and how they are related to each
of the three explanations of vertical integration discussed in this chapter.Not sur
prisingly, opportunism-based explanations suggest that compensation that
focuses on individual employees and how they can make firm-specific invest
ments will be important for firms implementing their vertical integration strate
gies.Such individual compensation includes an employee's salary, cash bonuses
based on individual performance, and stock grants—or payments to employees
in a firm's stock—^based on individual performance.

Capabilities explanations of vertical integration suggest that compensation
that focuses on groups of employees making firm-specific investments in valu
able, rare, and costly-to-imitate resources and capabilities will be particularly
important for firms implementing vertical integration strategies. Such collective
compensation includes cash bonuses based on a firm's overallperformance and
stock grants based on a firm's overall performance.

Finally, flexibility logic suggests that compensation that has a fixed and
known downside risk and significant upside potential is important for firms
implementing verticcil integration strategies. Stock options, whereby employees
are given the right, but not the obligation, to piurchase stock at predetermined
prices,are a form of compensation that has these characteristics. Stockoptions can
be grantedbased on an individualemployee'sperformance or the performance of
the firm as a whole.

The task facing CEOs looking to implement a vertical integration strategy
through compensation policy is to determine what kinds of employee behavior
they need to have for this strategy to createsustained competitiveadvantages and
then to use the appropriate compensation policy. Not surprisingly, most CEOs
find that all three explanations of vertical integration are important in their deci
sion making. Thus,not surprisingly,many firms adopt compensationpoliciesthat
feature a mix of the compensation policies listed in Table6.1.Most firms use both
individual and corporate-wide compensation schemes along with salaries, cash
bonuses, stock grants, and stock options for employees who have the greatest
impact on a firm's overall performance.

TABLE 6.1 Types of
Compensation and Approaches
to MakingVerticalIntegration
Decisions
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Summary
Vertical integration is defined as the number of stages in an industry's value chain that a
firm has brought within its boundaries. Forward vertical integration brings a firm closer to
its ultimate customer;backward vertical integration brings a firm closer to the somces of its
raw materials. In making verticeil integration decisions for a particular business activity,
firms can choose to be not vertically integrated, somewhat vertically integrated, or verti
cally integrated.

Vertical integration can create value in three different ways: First, it can reduce
opportunistic threats from a firm's buyers and suppliers due to transaction-specific
investments the firm may have made. A transaction-specific investment is «in investment
that has more value in a particular exchange than in any alternative exchanges. Second,
vertical integration can create value by enabling a firm to exploit its valuable, rare, and
costly-to-imitate resources and capabilities. Firms should vertically integrate into activi
ties in which they enjoy such advantages and should not vertically integrate into other
activities. Third, vertical integration t5^ically only creates value under conditions of low
uncertainty. Under high imcertainty, vertical integration can commit a firm to a costly-to-
reverse course of action and the flexibility of a non-vertically integrated approach may be
preferred.

Often, all three approaches to vertical integration will generate similar conclusions.
However, even when they suggest different vertical integration strategies, they can still be
helpful to management.

The ability of valuable vertical integration strategies to generate a sustained compet
itive advantage depends on how rare and costly to imitate the strategies are. Vertical
integrationstrategiescan be rare in two ways: (1) when a firm is verticallyintegrated while
most competing firms are not vertically integrated and (2) when a firm is not vertically
integrated while most competing firms are. These rare vertical integration strategies are
possible whenfirms varyin theextent towhichthestrategies theypursuerequire transaction-
specific investments; theyv^ in the resources and capabilities they control; or they vary in
the level of imcertainty they face.

The ability to directly duplicate a firm's vertical integration strategies depends on
how costlyit is to directlyduplicatethe resources and capabilities that enablea firm to pur
sue these strategies.The closestsubstitute for vertical integration—strategic alliances—^is
discussed in more detail in Chapter 9.

Organizing to implement vertical integration depends on a firm's organizational
structure, its management controls, and its compensation policies. The organizational
structure most commonly used to implement vertical integration is the functional, or
U-form, organization, which involvescost leadership and product differentiationstrate
gies. In a vertically integrated U-form organization, the CEO must focus not only on
deciding which functions to vertically integrate into, but also how to resolve conflicts
that inevitably arise in a functionallyorganized vertically integrated firm. Twomanage
ment controls that can be used to help implement vertical integration strategies and
resolve these functional conflictsare the budgeting process and management oversight
committees.

Each of the three explanations of vertical integration suggests different kinds of
compensation policies that a firm looking to implement vertical integration should
pursue. Opportunism-based explanations suggest individual-based compensation—
including salaries and cash bonus and stock grants based on individual performance;
capabilities-based explanations suggest group-based compensation—including cash
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bonuses and stock grants based on corporate or group performance; and flexibility-based
explanations suggest flexible compensation—including stock options based on
individual, group, or corporate performance. Because all three approaches to vertical
integration are often operating in a firm, it is not surprising that many firms employ all
these devices in compensating employees whose actions are likely to have a significant
impact on firm performance.
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Qallenqe (Questions
1. Some firms have engaged in back
ward vertical integration strategies in
order to appropriate the economic
profits that would have been earned by
suppliers selling to them. How is this
motivation for backward vertical inte

gration related to the opportunism
logic for vertical integration described
in this chapter? (Hint: Compare the
competitive conditions under which
firms may earn economic profits to the
competitive conditions imder which
tirms will be motivated to avoid oppor
tunism through vertical integration.)

2. You are about to purchase a used
car. What kinds of threats do you face
in this purchase? What can you do to
protect yourself from these threats?
How is bujdng a car like and unlike
vertical integration decisions?

3. What are the competitive implica
tions for firms if they assume that all
potential exchange partners cannot be
trusted?

4. Common conflicts between sales

and manufacturing are mentioned in
the text. What conflicts might exist

ProbiGm Set

between research and development
and manufacturing? Between finance
and manufacturing? Between mar
keting and sales? Between account
ing and everyone else? What could
a CEO do to help resolve these
conflicts?

5. Under what conditions would you
accept a lower-pajting job over a
higher-pajringone? What implications
does your answer have for your
potential employer's compensation
policy?

1. Whichof the following two firms is more verticallyintegrated? How can you tell?

(a) Firm A has included manufacturing, sales, finance, and human resources within its
boundaries and has outsourced legal and customer service.

(b) Firm Bhas included manufacturing, sales, legal, and customer service within its
boundaries and has outsourced finance and human resources.

2. What is the level of transaction-specific investment for each firm in the following
transactions?Who in these transactionsis at greater risk ofbeing taken unfair advantage of?

(a) FirmI has built a plant right nextdoor to FirmU. FirmI's plant is worth $5millionif it
supplies Firm U.It is worth $200,000 if it does not supply Firm H.Firm n has three
alternative suppliers. If it receives supplies from Firm I, it is worth $10million. If it
does not receive supplies from Firm I, it is worth $9.8million.

(b) Firm A has just piurchaseda new computer system that is only available from Firm B.
Firm A has redesigned its entire production process around this new computer
system. The old production process is worth $1 million, the new process is worth
$12 million. Firm B has several himdred customers for its new computer system.

(c) Firm Alpha, a fast-food restaurant company, has a contract with Firm Beta,a movie
studio. After negotiating with several other potential partners. FirmAlpha agreed to
a contract that requires Firm Alpha to pay Firm Beta$5million per year for the right to
use characters from Firm Beta's movies in its packaged meals for children. Demand for
children's movies has recently dropped.

(d) Firm I owns and runs a printing press. Firm J uses the services of a printing press.
Historically,Firm I has sold its services to many customers. However, it was recently
approached by Firm J to become its exclusive supplier of printing-press services.
Currently,Firm I is worth $1million.If it became the sole supplier to FirmJ, it would
be worth $8 million. Tocomplete this deal. Firm I would have to stop suppljting its
current customers and modify its machines to meet Firm J's needs. No other firm
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needsthesameservices asFirmJ.Firm J contacted several othersuppliers whosaid
they would bewilling tobecome a sole supplier forFirm Jbefore deciding topropose
this arrangement with Firm 1.

3. In each of the following situations, would you recommend vertical integration or no
vertical integration? Explain.

(a) FirmAneedsa newand uniquetechnology foritsproductline. Nosubstitute
technologies areavailable. Should Firm Amakethistechnology or buyit?

(b) FirmI has beensellingits products througha distributorfor sometime.It has
become the marketshareleader. Unfortunately, this distributorhas not beenableto
keepup withtheevolving technology and customers arecomplaining. Noalternative
distributors areavailable. Should Firm I keep itscurrent distributor orshould it begin
distribution on its own?

(c) FirmAlpha hasmanufactured itsownproducts foryears. Recently, however, oneof
theseproductshas become moreand morelikea commodity. Several firmsarenow
ableto manufacture thisproductat thesamepriceand qualityas FirmAlpha.
However, theydo not haveFirmAlpha'sbrand namein the marketplace. Should
FirmAlphacontinueto manufacturethis product or should it outsourceit to one
of these other firms?

(d) Firm I isconvinced thata certain class oftechnologies holdsrealeconomic potential.
However, it doesnot know, forsure,whichparticular version of this technology is
going to dominate themarket. There areeightcompeting versions ofthistechnology
currently,but ultimately,only one will dominate the market. Should Firm 1invest in
alleightofthese technologies itself? Should it invest in justoneofthese technologies?
Should it partnerwithotherfirms thatarie investing in these different technologies?
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After reading this chapter,
you should be able to:

1. Define corporate
diversification and describe

five types of corporate
diversification.

2. Specify the two conditions
that a corporate
diversification strategy
must meet in order to

create economic value.

3. Define the concept of
"economies of scope" and
identify eight potential
economies of scope a
diversified firm might try
to exploit.

4. Identify which of these
economies of scope a firm's
outside equity investors are
able to realize on their own

at low cost.

5. Specify the circumstances
under which a firm's

diversification strategy will
be rare.

6. Indicate which of the

economies of scope
identified in this chapter
are more likely to be subject
to low-cost imitation and

which are less likely to be
subject to low-cost
imitation.

7. Identify two potential
substitutes for corporate
diversification.
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The Worldwide Leader

The breadth of ESPN's diversification has

even caught the attention of Hollywood

writers. In the 2004 movie DodgebaIhA True

Underdog Story, the championship game

between the underdog Average Joes and

the bad guy Purple Cobras is broadcast on

the fictitious cable channel ESPN8. Also

known as "the Ocho," ESPNS's theme is "If

it's almost a sport, we've got it."

Here's the irony: ESPN has way over

eight networks currently in operation.

ESPN was founded In 1979 by Bill

and Scott Rasmussen after the father and

son duo was fired from positions with the

New England Whalers, a National Hockey

League team now playing in Raleigh,

North Carolina. Their initial idea was to

rent satellite space to broadcast sports

from Connecticut—the University of Con

necticut's basketball games, Whaler's

hockey games, and so forth. But they

found that it was cheaper to rent satellite

space for 24 hours straight than to rent

space a few hours during the week, and

thus a 24-hour sports channel was born.

ESPN went on the air September 7,

1979. The first event broadcast was a slow-

pitch Softball game. Initially, the network

broadcast sports that, at the time, were

not widely known to U.S. consumers-

Australian rules football, Davis Cup tennis,

professional wrestling, minor league bowl

ing. Early on, ESPN also gained the rights

to broadcast early rounds of the NCAA

basketball tournament. At the time, the

major networks did not broadcast these

early round games, even though we now

know that some of these early games are

among the most exciting in the entire

tournament.

The longest-running ESPN program

is, of course. Sports Center. Although the

first Sporfs Centercontained no highlights

and a scheduled interview with the foot

ball coach at the University of Colorado

was interrupted by technical difficulties,

Sporfs Center and its familiar theme have

become icons in American popular cul

ture. The 25,000th episode of Sports Center

was broadcast on August 25,2002.

ESPN was "admitted" into the world

of big-time sports in 1987 when it signed

with the National Football League to

broadcast Sunday Night Football. Since

then, ESPN has broadcast Major League

Baseball, the National Basketball Associa

tion, and, at various times, the National

Hockey League. These professional sports

have been augmented by college football,

basketball, and baseball games.

ESPN's first expansion was modest—

in 1993, it introduced ESPN2. Originally,

this station played nothing but rock music

and scrolled sports scores. Within a few

months, however, ESPN2 was broadcast

ing a full program of sports.

After this initial slow expansion,

ESPN began to diversify its businesses rap

idly. In 1996, it added ESPN News(an all-

sports news channel); in 1997, it acquired



a company and opened ESPN Classics (this channel

shows old sporting events); and in 2005, it started

ESPNU (a channel dedicated to college athletics).

However, these five ESPN channels represent only

a fraction of ESPN's diverse business interests. In 1998,

ESPN opened its first restaurant, the ESPN Zone. This

chain has continued to expand around the world. Also,

in 1998, it started a magazine to compete with the then-

dominant Sports Illustrated. Called ESPN TheMagazine, it

now has over 2 million subscribers. In 2001, ESPN went

into the entertainment production business when it

founded ESPN Original Entertainment. In 2005, ESPN

started ESPN De Portes, a Spanish-language 24-hour

sports channel. And in 2006, it founded ESPN on ABC, a

company that manages much of the sports content

broadcast on ABC. (In 1984, ABC purchased ESPN. Sub

sequently, ABC was purchased by Capital Cities Enter

tainment, and most of Capital Cities Entertainment was

then sold to Walt Disney Corporation. Currently, ESPN is

a division of Disney.)

And none of this counts ESPN HD, ESPN2 HD,

ESPN Pay Per View, ESPN Radio, and ESPN's retail opera

tions on the Web—ESPN.com.

Of all the expansion and diversification efforts, so

far ESPN has only stumbled once. In 2006, it founded

Mobile ESPN, a mobile telephone service. Not only would

this service provide Its customers mobile telephone

service, it would also provide them up-to-the-minute

scoring updates and a variety of other sports information.

ESPN spent over $40 million advertising its new service

and over $150 million on the technology required to

make this service available. Unfortunately, it never

signed up more than 30,000 subscribers. The breakeven

point was estimated to be 500,000 subscribers.

Despite this setback, ESPN has emerged from

being that odd little cable channel that broadcast odd

little games to a $5 billion company with operations

around the world in cable and broadcast television,

radio, restaurants, magazines, books, and movie and tel

evision production. Which of those numerous enter

prises could be characterized as "the Ocho" is hard to tell.

Sources.- T. Lowry, (2006). "ESPN's cell-phone fumble." BusinessWeek,
October 30, pp. 26 httpV/en.wikipedla.org/wiki/ESPN; APWide World
Photos.
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ESPN is like most large firms in the United States and the world: It has
diversified operations. Indeed, virtually all of the 500 largest firms in the
United States and the 500largest firms in the world are diversified,either by

product or geographically. Large single-business firms are very unusual.
However, like most of these large diversified firms, ESPN has diversified along
some dimensions but not others.

What Is Corporate Diversification?
Afirm implementsa corporate diversification strategy when it operates in mul
tiple industries or markets simultaneously. When a firm operates in multiple
industries simultaneously, it is said to be implementing a product diversifica
tion strategy. When a firm operates in multiple geographicmarkets simultane
ously, it is said to be implementing a geographic market diversification
strategy. When a firm implements both types of diversificationsimultaneously,
it is said to be implementing a product-market diversification strategy. Just
how geographically diversified firms really are is examined in the Global
Perspectives feature.

We have already seen glimpses of these diversification strategies in the
discussionof verticalintegrationstrategiesin Chapter 6. Sometimes, when a firm
vertically integratesbackwardor forward, it beginsoperationsin a new product or
geographic market. This happened to computer softwarefirms when they began
manningtheir own callcenters. These firmsmoved from the "computersoftware
development"business to the "call-center management"business when they verti
cally integrated forward. In this sense, when firms vertically integrate, they may
also be implementinga diversification strategy. However, the critical difference
between the diversification strategies studied here and vertical integration (dis
cussed in Chapter 6) is that in this chapter,product-market diversification is the
primary objective of thesestrategies, whereasin Chapter6 such diversification was
often a secondary consequence of pursuing a vertical integration strategy.

Types of Corporate Diversification

Firmsvary in the extent to which they have diversified the mix of businesses they
pursue. Perhaps the simplestway of characterizing differences in ihe levelofcor
porate diversification focuses on the relatedness of the businesses pursued by a
firm. As shown in Figure 7.1, firms can pursue a strategy of limited corporate
diversification, of related corporate diversification, or of unrelated corporate
diversification.

Limited Corporate Diversification

A firm has implemented a strategy of limited corporate diversification when all
or most of its business activities fall within a single industry and geographic mar
ket (see Panel A of Figure 7.1). Two kinds of firms are included in this corporate
diversification category: single-business firms (firms with greater than 95percent
of their total sales in a single-product market) and dominant-business firms
(firms with between 70 and 95 percent of their total sales in a single-product
market).
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A. Limited Diversification

• Single-business: 95 percent or more of
firm revenues comes from a business

• Dominant-business: between 70 and 95 percent
of firm revenuescomes from a single business

B. Related Diversification

Related-constrained: less than 70 percent of
firm revenues comes from a singlebusiness,
and different businesses share numerous links
and common attributes

Related-linked: less than 70 percent of firm
revenues comes from a single business, and
different businessesshare only a few links and
common attributes or different links and
common attributes

C. Unrelated Diversification

Lessthan 70 percent of firm revenues comes
from a singlebusiness, and there are few, ifany,
links or common attributes among businesses

Differences between single-business and dominant-business firms are repre
sented in PanelA of Figure 7.1. The firm pursuing a single-business corporate
diversification strategyengages in onlyonebusiness. Business A.Anexample ofa
single-business firm is the WD-40 Company of San Diego,California. This com
pany manufactures and distributes only one product—the spray cleanser and
lubricantWD-40. Thedominant-business firmpursues two businesses. Business E
and a smaller Business F that is tightly linked to Business E. An example of a
dominant-business firm is Donato's Pizza. Donato's Pizza does thevastmajority
of its business in a single product—^pizza—^in a single market—^the United States.
However, Donato'shas begun selling non-pizza food products, including sand
wiches, and also ownsa subsidiary thatmakes a machine thatautomatically slices
and puts pepperoni on pizzas. Not only does Donato's use this machinein its own
pizzerias, it also sells this machine to food manufacturers that make frozen pep
peroni pizza.

In an important sense,firmspursuing a strategy of limited corporate diversi
fication are not leveraging their resources and capabilities beyond a single prod
uct or market. Thus, the analysis of limitedcorporate diversification is logically
equivalent to the analysis of business-levelstrategies (discussed in Part 2 of this
book). Because these l^ds ofstrategies have already been discussed, the remain
der of this chapter focuses on corporate strategies that involve higher levels of
diversification.

Related Corporate Diversification

As a firm begins to engage in businesses in more than one product or market, it
moves away frombeing a single-business or dominant-business firm and begins
to adopthigherlevels ofcorporate diversification. When lessthan 70 percent ofa
firm's revenuecomes from a single-product market and these multiple lines of

Figure 7.1 Levels and Types
of Diversification
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business are linked, the firm has implemented a strategy of related corporate
diversification.

Themultiple businesses thata diversified firm pursuescanbe related in two
ways(see PanelBinFigure 7.1). Ifall thebusinesses inwhich a firm operates share
a significant number of inputs, production technologies, distribution channels,
similar customers, and so forth, this corporate diversification strategy is called
related-constrained. This strategy is constrained because corporate managers pur
sue business opportunities in new markets or industries onlyif those markets or
industries share numerous resource and capability requirementswith the busi
nesses the firm is currently pursuing. Commonalities across businesses in a strat
egy of related-constrained diversification are represented by the linkages among
Businesses K, L, M, and N in the related-constrained section of Figure 7.1.

PepsiCo is an example of a related-constrained diversified firm. Although
PepsiCo operates in multiple businesses around the world, all of its businesses
focus on providingsnack-type products,eitherfoodorbeverages. PepsiCo is not
in the business of making or selling more traditional types of food—such as
pasta, or cheese, or breakfast cereal. Moreover, PepsiCo attempts to use a single,
firm-wide capabilityto gaincompetitive advantagesin eachof its businesses—its
ability to develop and exploit well-known brand names. Whether it's Pepsi,
Doritos, Moimtain Dew,or BigRed, PepsiCo is all about building brand names.
In fact, PepsiCo has 16brands that generate $1billion or more in revenues each
year. That is more so-called "power brands" than Nestle, Procter & Gamble, or
Coca-Cola!^

If the differentbusinesses that a singlefirm ptusues are linked on only a cou
ple ofdimensions, or if different setsofbusinesses arelinked along verydifferent
dimensions, the corporate diversification strategy is called related-linked. For
example. Business Q and Business R may share similar production technology.
Business R and Business S may share similarcustomers.Business Sand Business T
may share similarsuppliers,and Business Q and Business T may have no common
attributes. This strategy is represented in the related-linked section of Figure 7.1 by
businesses with relatively few links between them and with different kinds of
links between them (i.e., straight lines and ctuved lines).

An example of a related-linked diversified firm is Disney. Disney has
evolved froma single-business firm (whenit did nothingbut produceanimated
motion pictures), to a dominant business firm (when it produced family-
oriented motion pictures and operated a theme park), to a related-constrained
diversified firm (when it produced family-oriented motion pictures, operated
multiple theme parks, and sold products through its DisneyStores). Recently, it
has become so diversified that it has taken on the attributes of related-linked
diversification. Although much of the Disney empire still builds on characters
developed in its animated motion pictures, it also owns and operates
businesses—^including a movie studio Aat produces movies more appropriate
for mature audiences, several hotels and resorts that have little or nothing to do
with Disney characters, and a television network (ABC) that broadcasts non-
Disney-produced content—that are less directly linked to these characters. This
is not to suggest that Disney is pursuing an imrelated diversification strategy.
After all, most of its businesses are in the entertainment industry, broadly
defined. Rather, this is only to suggest that it is no longer possible to find a sin
gle thread—like a Mickey Mouse or a Lion King—that cormects all of Disney's
business enterprises. In this sense, Disneyhas becomea related-linked diversi
fied firm.2
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Unrelated Corporate Diversification

Firms thatpursue a strategy ofrelated corporate diversification have some type of
linkages among most, ifnot aU, thedifferent businesses they pursue. However, it
is possible for firms to pursue numerous different businesses and for there to be no
linkages among them (see Panel C ofFigure 7.1). When less than 70 percent ofa
firm'srevenues aregenerated in a single-product market, and whena firm's busi
nesses share few, if any, common attributes, thenthat firm is pursuing a strategy
of unrelated corporate diversification.

General Electric (GE) is an example of a firmpursuing an unrelateddiversi
fication strategy. GE's mixof businesses includes aviation products ($16.8 billion
in 2007 revenues), aviation financial services ($4.6 billion in 2007 revenues),
energy products ($21.8 billion in 2007 revenues), energy financial services
($2.4 billionin 2007 revenues), oiland gasproducts($6.8 billion in 2007 revenues),
transportation ($4.5 billion in 2007 revenues), capital solutions ($14.3 billion in
2007 revenues), realestate($7 billionin 2007 revenues), GE Money ($25.1 billionin
2007revenues), health care ($17billion in 2007revenues), consumer and industrial
products ($13.3 billion in 2007 revenues), enterprise solutions ($4.5 billionin 2007
revenues), and NBC Universal ($16billion in 2007 revenues). It is difficult to see
how these businesses are closely related to each other. Indeed, GE tends to man
age each of its businesses as if they were stand-alone entities—a management
approach consistent witha firm implementing an unrelated diversified corporate
strategy.^

The Value of Corporate Diversification v r i o
For corporate diversification to be economically valuable, two conditions must
hold. First, there must be some valuable economy of scope among the multiple
businesses in which a firm isoperating. Second, it mustbe less costly formanagers
in a firm to realize these economies of scope than for outside equity holders on
theirown. If outside investors could realize the value of a particular economy of
scope on their own, and at low cost, then they would have few incentives to "hire"
managers to realize thiseconomy ofscope for them.Eachof theserequirements for
corporate diversification to add value for a firm will be considered below.

What Are Valuable Economies of Scope?

Economies of scope exist in a firm when the value of the products or services it
sellsincreases as a function of the number of businesses in which that firm oper
ates. In this definition, the term scope refers to the range of businesses in which a
diversified firmoperates. Forthis reason, onlydiversified firms can,by definition,
exploit economies of scope. Economies of scope are valuable to the extent that
they increasea firm's revenues or decrease its costs, compared to what would be
the case if these economies of scope were not exploited.

A wide variety of potentially valuable sources of economies of scopehave
been identified in the literature. Some of the most important of these are listed in
Table 7.1 and discussed in the following text. How valuableeconomies of scope
actually are, on average,has been the subjectof a great deal of research,which we
summarize in the Research Made Relevant feature.
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•Kisnaal Different Types of
Economies of Scope 1. Operational economies of scope

• Shared activities

• Core competencies

2. Financial economies of scope

• Internal capital allocation
• Risk reduction

• Taxadvantages

3. Anticompetitive economies of scope

• Multipoint competition
• Exploiting market power

4. Employee and stakeholder incentives for diversification

• Maximizing management compensation

In 1994, Lang and Stulz published a
sensational article that suggested that,

on average, when a fim began imple
menting a corporate diversification
strategy, it destroyed about 25 percent
of its market value. Lang and Stulz
came to this conclusion by comparing
themarketperformance offirmspursu
ing a corporate diversification strategy
with portfoliosof firms pursuing a lim
ited diversification strategy. Taken
together, the market performance of a
portfolio of firms that were pursuing a
limited diversification strategy was
about 25 percent higher than the market
performance of a single diversified firm
operating in all of the businesses
included in this portfolio. These results
suggested that not only were economies
of scope not valuable, but, on average,
efforts to realize these economies actu

ally destroyed economic value. Similar
results were published by Comment
and Jarrell using different measures of
firm performance.

:li Made Pel Gvci nt<.est-'GP(

How Valuable Are Economies of

Scope, on Average?

Not surprisingly, these results
generated quite a stir. If Lang and
Stulz were correct, then diversified

firms—no matter what kind of diversi

fication strategy they engaged in—
destroyed an enormous amount of
economic value. This could lead to a

fundamental restructuring of the U.S.
economy.

However, several researchers
questioned Lang and Stutz's conclu
sions. Two new findings suggest that,
even if there is a 25 percent discount,
diversification can still add value.

First, Villalonga and others foimd that
firms pursuing diversification strate
gies were generally performing more
poorly before they began diversifying
than firms that never pursued diversi
fication strategies. Thus, although it
might appear that diversification leads
to a significant loss of economic value,
in reality that loss of value occurred
before these firms began implementing
a diversification strategy. Indeed, some
more recent research suggests that
these relatively poor-performing firms
may actually increase their market
value over what would have been the

case if they did not diversify.
Second, Miller found that firms

that find it in their self-interest to

diversify do so in a very predictable
pattern. These firms tend to diversify
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Diversification to Exploit Operational Economies of Scope
Sometimes, economies of scope may reflect operational links among the busi
nesses in which a firm engages. Operational economies of scope typically take
one of two forms: shared activities and shared core competencies.

Shared Activities. In Chapter 3, it was suggested that value-chain analysis can be
used to describe the specific business activities of a firm. This same value-chain
analysis can alsobe used to describe the business activities that may be shared
across several different businesses within a diversified firm. These shared activities
arepotential sources ofoperational economies ofscope fordiversified firms.

Consider, for example, the hypothetical firm presented in Figure 7.2. This
diversified firm engages in three businesses: A, B, and C. However, these three
businessesshare a variety ofactivities throughout their value chains.Forexample,
all three draw on the same technology development operation. Product design
and manufacturing are sharedin Businesses Aand Band separatefor Business C.
All three businesses share a common marketing and serviceoperation. BusinessA
has its own distribution system.

into the most profitable new business Stulz's original "diversification dis- value; firms that pay out and diversify
first, thesecond most profitable busi- count" finding may be reemerging. It destroy some value; and firms that just
ness second, and soforth. Notsurpris- turns out that all the papers that show diversify destroy significant value,
ingly, the fiftieth diversification move that diversification does not, on aver- Of course, these results are "on
made by these firms might not gener- age, destroy value, and that it some- average." Itis possible to identify firms
ate huge additional profits. However, times can add value, fail toconsider all that actually create value from diversi-
these profits—it turns out—are still, on the investment options open to firms, fication—about 17 percent ofdiversi-
average, positive. Because multiple In particular, firms that are generating fied firms in the United States create
rounds ofdiversification increase prof- free cash flow buthave limited growth value from diversification. What dis-
its at a decreasing rate, the overall opportunities in their current busi- tinguishes firms that destroy andcre-
average profitability of diversified nesses—that is, the kinds of firms that ate value from diversification is likely
firms will generally be less than the Villalonga and Miller suggest will ere- tobe the subject ofresearch for some
overall average profitability of firms ate value through diversification— timetocome,
that do not pursue a diversification haveother investment options besides
strategy—thus, a substantial difference diversification. In particular, these Sources: H. P. Lang and R. M. Stulz. (1994).
between the market value of nondiver- firms can return their free cash to their "Tobin's corporate diversificafaOT, ^ i»r-

formance. loiirnal of Polttical Economy, H)2, pp.
sified and diversified firms might equity holders, either through a direct i248-i280; R. Comment and G. Jarreii. (1995).
exist. However, this discount, per se, cash dividend or through buying back "Corporate focu.s and stock returns." loumal of
does not mean that the diversified firm stock,

is destroying economic value. Rather, it
"Technological diversity, related diversification,

_ Mackey and Barney show that and firm performance." strategic Management
may mean o°nly that adiversifying firm firms that do not pay out to sharehold-
is creating value in smaller increments ers destroy value compared to firms discount'?" financial Management, 33(2), pp. 5-28;
as it continues to diversify. 1 . ,

However, some even more that use their free cash flow to pay div-
recent research suggests that Langand idends and buy back stock create Resources, The Ohio State University.

that do pay out. In particular, firms T. Mackey and J. Bamey. (2006). "Is there a
diversification discount—really?" Unpublished,
Department of Management and Human
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Figure 7.2 AHypothetical
RrmSharing Activities Among
Three Businesses Technology Development

A, B,C

Product Design
A, B

1
•

Product Design
C

1
•

Manufacturing
A, B

^ Marketing ^
A,B,C

Manufacturing
C

Distribution
A

^ Service ^
A, B,C

Distribution
B,C

These kinds of shared activities are quite common among both related-
constrained and related-linked diversified fin^.At Texas Instruments, for example,
a variety ofelectronics businesses sharesome research and development activities
and manysharecommon manufacturing locations. Procter &Gamble's numerous
consumer productsbusinesses oftenshare common manufacturing locations and
rely on a common distribution network (through retail grocery stores).^ Some of
the most common shared activities in diversified firms and their location in the
value chain are summarized in Table 7.2.

Many of the shared activities listed in Table 7.2 can have the effect of reduc
ing a diversified firm's costs. For example, if a diversified firm has a purchasing
function that is common to several of its different businesses, it can often obtain
volume discounts onitspurchases thatwould otherwise notbepossible. Also, by
manufacturing products that are used as inputs into severalofa diversified firm's
businesses, the total costs ofproducing these products can be reduced. Asingle
sales force representing the products or services of several different businesses
withina diversified firm canreduce tiiecost of selling these products or services.
Firms such as IBM, HP,and General Motors (GM) have all used shared activities
to reduce their costs in these ways.

Failure to exploit shared activities across businesses can lead to out-of-control
costs. For example, Kentucky Fried Chicken, whenit wasa division of PepsiCo,
encouraged each ofits regional business operations in North America to develop
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\^ne Chain Activily

Input activities

Production activities

Warehousing and distribution

Sales and marketing

Dealer support and service

Shared Activities

Common purchasing
Common inventory control system
Common warehousing facilities
Common inventory delivery system
Common quality assurance
Common input requirements sjretem
Common suppliers

Common product components
Common productcomponents manufacturing
Common assembly facilities
Commonqualitycontrolsystem
Common maintenance operation
Common inventory control system

Common product deliveiy system
Common wardiouse facilities

Common advertising efforts
Common promotional activities
Cross-selling of products
Common pricing systems
Commonmarketingdepartments
Common distribution channels

Common sales forces

Common sales offices

Common order processing services

Common service network

Common guarantees and warranties
Common accounts receivable management systems
Common dealer training
Common dealer support services

Sources: Porter, M.E.(1985). Competitive advantage. NewYork; Free Press; Rumelt, R.P.(1974). Strategy,
structure, and economic performance. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press; andAnsoff, H.I.(1965).
Corporate strategy. NewYork: McGraw-Hill.

itsown quality improvement plan. The result was enormous redundancy and at
least three conflicting quality efforts—all leading to higher-than-necessary costs.
In a similar way, Levi Strauss's unwillingness to centralize and coordinate order
processing led to a situation where sixseparate order-processing computer sys
tems operated simultaneously. This costly redundancy was ultimately replaced by
asingle, integrated ordering system shared across the entire corporation.®

Shared activities can also increase the revenues in diversified firms' busi
nesses. This canhappen in at least twoways. First, it maybe that shared product
development and s^es activities may enable two or more businesses in adiversified
firm to offer a bimdled setofproducts to customers. Sometimes, thevalue of these
"product bundles" isgreater than the value ofeach product separately. This addi
tional customer value cangenerate revenues greater ttianwouldhavebeenthecase
if thebusinesses werenot together andsharing activities in a diversified firm.

TABLE 7.2 Possible Shared

Activities and Their Place in the

Value Chain
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In the telecommunications industry, for example, separate firms sell tele
phones, access to telephone lines, equipment to route calls in an office, mobile
telephones, and paging services. Acustomer that requires all these services could
contact five different companies. Each of these five different firms would likely
possess its own unique technological standardsand software, making the devel
opmentofan integrated telecommunications system for the customer difficult, at
best. Alternatively, a single diversified firm sharing sales activities across these
businesses could significantly reduce thesearch costs ofpotential customers. This
one-stop shopping is likely tobevaluable tocustomers, who might bewilling to
paya slightly higher price for this convenience than they would payif they pur
chased these services from five separate firms. Moreover, if this diversified firm
also shares some technology development activities across itsbusinesses, itmight
beable tooffer anintegrated telecommunications network topotential customers.
The extra value of this integrated network for customers is very likely to be
reflected in prices thatarehigher than would have been possible ifeach of these
businesses were independent or if activities among these businesses were not
shared. Most of the regional telephone operating companies in the United States
are attempting to gain these economies of scope.®

Suchproductbimdles are important inother firms aswell. Many grocery stores
now sell prepared foods alongside traditional grocery products inthe belief thatbusy
customers want access to allkinds of foodproducts—^in the same location.^

Second, shared activities can enhance business revenues byexploiting the
strong, positive reputations of some of a firm's businesses in other of its businesses.
For example, if one business has a strong positive reputation for high-quality
manufacturing, other businesses sharing this manufacturing activity will gain
some ofthe advantages ofthis reputation. And, ifone business has a strong posi
tive reputation for selling high-performance products, other businesses sharing
sales and marketing activities with this business will gain some ofthe advantages
ofthis reputation. Inboth cases, businesses that draw onthe strong reputation of
another business through shared activities with that business will have larger rev
enuesthan theywouldweretheyoperating on theirown.

The Limits of Activity Sharing. Despite the potential of activity sharing to be the
basis ofa valuable corporate diversification strategy, this approach has three
important limits.® First, substantial organizational issues areoften associated with
a diversified firm's learning how to manage cross-business relationships.
Managing these relationships effectively can bevery difficult, andfailure can lead
to excess bureaucracy, inefficiency, and organizational gridlock. These issues are
discussed in detail in Chapter 8.

Second, sharing activities may limitthe ability of a particular business to
meet its specific customers'needs.Forexample, if two businesses sharemanufac-
turing activities, they may reduce their manufacturing costs. However, to gain
these cost advantages, these businesses may need tobuild products using some
whatstandardized components thatdo notfully meet theirindividual customers'
needs. Businesses that share distribution activities mayhavelower overall distri
bution costs but be imable to distribute their products to all their customers.
Businesses that share sales activities may have lower overall sales costs but be
tmable toprovidethe specialized selling required in eachbusiness.

One diversified firm thathas struggled with theability tomeet the special
ized needs ofcustomers in itsdifferent divisions is GM. To exploit economies of
scope in the design of new automobiles, GM shared thedesign,process across
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several automobile divisions. The result through much of the 1990s was "cookie-
cutter" cars—the traditional distinctiveness of several GM divisions, including
Oldsmobile and Cadillac, was all but lost?

Third, if one business in a diversified firm has a poor reputation, sharing
activities with that business can reduce the quality of the reputation of other busi
nesses in the firm.

Takentogether,these limits on activitysharing can more than offsetany pos
sible gains. Indeed, over the past decade more and more diversified firms have
been abandoning efforts at activity sharing in favor of managing each business's
activities independently. For example, ABB, Inc. (a Swiss engineering firm) and
CIBA-Geigy (a Swiss chemicalsfirm) have adopted explicit corporate policies that
restrict almost all activity sharing across businesses.^® Other diversified firms,
including Nestleand GE,restrict activitysharing to just one or two activities(such
as research and development or management training). However, to the extent
that a diversified firm can exploit shared activitieswhile avoiding these problems,
shared activities can add value to a firm.

Core Competencies. Recently, a second operational linkage among the businesses
of a diversified firm has been described. Unlike shared activities, this linkage is
based on different businesses in a diversified firm sharing less tangible resources
such as managerial and technicalknow-how,experience,and wisdom. This source
ofoperational economy ofscope hasbeencalled a firm's core competence.^^ Core
competence has been defined by Prahalad and Hamel as "the collective leeiming
in the organization, especially how to coordinate diverse production skills and
integrate multiple streams of technologies." Core competenciesare complex sets
of resources and capabilities that link different businesses in a diversified firm
through managerial andtechnical know-how, experience, andwisdom.^^

Twofirms that have well-developed core competenciesare 3M and Johnson &
Johnson Q&J). 3M has a core competence in substrates, adhesives, and coatings.
Collectively, employees at 3M know more about developing and applying adhe
sives and coatings on different kinds of substrates than do employees in any other
organization. Over the years, 3M has applied these resourcesand capabilities in a
wide variety of products, including Post-it notes, magnetic tape, photographic
film, pressure-sensitive tape, and coated abrasives. At first glance, these widely
diversifiedproducts seem to have littleor nothing in common.Yet they all draw on
a singlecoresetof resources and capabilities in substrates,adhesives, <md coatings.

Johnson & Johnson has a core competence in developing or acquiring phar
maceuticaland medicalproducts and then marketing them to the public.Many of
J&J's products are dominant in their market segments—J&J's in baby powder,
Ethicon in surgical sutures, and Tylenol in pain relievers. And although these
products range broadly from those sold directly to consumers (e.g., the Band-Aid
brand of adhesive bandages) to highly sophisticated medical technologies sold
only to doctors and hospitals (e.g.,Ethiconsutures), all of J&J's products build on
the same ability to identify,develop, acquire, and market products in the pharma
ceutical and medical products industry.

To understand how core competencies can reduce a firm's costs or increase
its revenues, consider how core competencies emerge over time. Most firms begin
operations in a single business. Imagine that a firm has carefullyevaluated all of
its current business opportunities and has fully funded all of those with a positive
net present value. Any of the above-normal returns that this firm has left over
after fully funding all its current positive net present value opportunities can be
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thought ofasfreecashflow2^ Firms canspendthisfree cashin a variety ofways:
They can spend it on benefits for managers; they can give it to shareholders
through dividends or by buying back a firm's stock; they can use it to invest in
new businesses.

Suppose a firm chooses to use this cash to invest in a new business. In other
words, suppose this firm chooses to implement a diversification strategy. If this
firm is seeking to maximize the return from implementing this diversification
strategy, which of all the possible businesses that it could invest in should it invest
in? Obviously, a profit-maximizing firm will choose to begin operations in a busi
ness in which it has a competitive advantage. What kind of business is likely to
generate this competitive advantage for this firm? The obvious answer is a busi
ness in which the same imderl)dng resources and capabilities that gave this firm
an advantage in its original business are still valuable, rare, and costly to imitate.
Consequently, this first diversification move sees the firm investing in a business
that is closely related to its original business, because both businesses will draw
on a common set of underlying resources and capabilities that provide the firm
with a competitive advantage.

Put another way, a firm that diversifies by exploiting its resource and capa
bility advantages in its original business will have lower costs than those that
begina new businesswithout theseresource and capability advantages, or higher
revenues than firms lacking these advantages, or both. As long as this firm organ
izes itselfto take advantage of these resourceand capabilityadvantages in its new
business, it should earn high profits in itsnew business, ^ong with the profits it
will stillbe earning in its original business.^^ This canbe true for even relatively
small firms,as describedin the Strategyin the EmergingEnterprisefeature.

Of course, over time this diversified firm is likely to develop new resources
and capabilities through its operations in the new business. These new resources
and capabilities enhance the entireset of skillsthat a firmmight be able to bring to
stillanotherbusiness. Usingthe profits it has obtainedin its previousbusinesses,
this firm is likely to enter another new business.Again,choosingfrom among all
the new businesses it could enter, it is likely to begin operations in a business in
which it can exploit its now-expanded resource and capability advantages to
obtain a competitive advantage, and so forth.

After a firm has engaged in this diversification strategy several times, the
resourcesand capabilitiesthat enable it to operate successfullyin several businesses
become itscorecompetencies. Afirmdevelops thesecore competencies by transfer
ring the technical and managementknowledge, experience, and wisdom it devel
oped in earlier businesses to its new businesses. A firm that has just begun this
diversification process has implemented a dominant-business strategy. If all of a
firm'sbusinesses sharethesamecorecompetencies, then that firmhas implemented
a strategy of related-constrained diversification. If different businessesexploit dif
ferent sets of resourcesand capabilities, that firm has implemented a strategy of
related-linked diversification. In any case, these core competencies enable firms to
have lower costsor higher revenuesas they include morebusinessesin their diver
sifiedportfolio, compared to firmswithout thesecompetencies.

Of course, not all firms develop core competencies in this logical and
rational manner. That is, sometimes a firm's core competencies are examples of
the emergentstrategiesdescribed in Chapter 1.Indeed, as describedin Chapter 1,
J&J is an example of a firm that has a core competence that emerged over time.
However, no matter how a firm develops core competencies, to fiie extent that
they enable a diversified firm to have lower costs or larger revenues in its



W. L. Gore &Associates is best
known for manufacturing a

waterproof and windproof, but breath
able, fabric that is used to insulate win

ter coats, hiking boots, and a myriad of
other outdoor apparel products. This
fabric—known as Gore-Tex—has a

brand name in its market niche every
bit as strong as any of the brand names
controlled by PepsiCo or Procter &
Gamble. The "Gore-Tex" label attached

to any outdoor garment promises
waterproof comfort in even the harsh
est conditions.

But W. L. Gore & Associates did

not start out in the outdoor fabric busi

ness. Indeed, for the first 10 years of its
existence, W. L. Gore sold insulation for

wires and similar industrial products
using a molecular technology originally
developed by DuPont—a technology
most of us know as Teflon. Only 10
years after its initial founding did the
founder's son, Bob Gore, discover that

it was possible to stretch the Teflon
molecule to form a strong and porous
material that is chemically inert, has
a low friction coefficient, functions

within a wide temperature range, does
not age, and is extremely strong. This is
the material called Gore-Tex.
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Gore-Tex and Guitar Strings

By extending its basic technol
ogy, W. L. Gore and Associates has
been able to diversify well beyond its
original wire insulation business. With
over 8,000 employees and more than
$2 billion in revenues, the company
currently has operations in medical
products (including synthetic blood
vessels and patches for soft tissue
regeneration), electronics products
(including wiring board materials and
computer chip components), industrial
products (including filter bags for
environmental protection and sealants
for chemical manufacturing), and
fabrics (including Gore-Tex fabric,

Wind-Stopper fabric, and CleanStream
filters).

And Gore continues to discover

new ways to exploit its competence in
the Teflon molecule. In 1997, a team

of Gore engineers developed a cable
made out of the Teflon molecule to con

trol puppets at Disney's theme parks.
Unfortunately, these cables did not per
form up to expectations and were not
sold to Disney. However, some guitar
players discovered these cables and
began using them as strings for their
guitars. They found out that these
"Gore-Tex" strings sounded great and
lasted five times as long as alternative
guitar strings. So Gore entered yet
another market—the $100 million

fretted-stringed-instrument business—
with its Elixir brand of guitar strings.
Currently, W. L. Gore is the second-
largest manufacturer in this market.

The flexibility of the Teflon
molecule—and W. L. Gore's ability to
explore and exploit that flexibility—
has created a diversified company
whose original objective was simply to
sell insulation for wires.

Sources: www.gore.com; D. Sacks. (2003). "The
Gore- Texof guitar strings." Fast Times, December,
p. 46.

business operations, these competencies can be thought of as sources of
economies of scope.

Some diversified firms realize the value of these kinds of core competencies
through shared activities. For example, as suggested earlier, 3M has a core compe
tence in substrates, adhesives, and coatings. To exploit this, 3M has adopted a
multitiered product innovation process. In addition to product innovations within
each business unit separately, 3M also supports a corporate research and develop
ment lab that seeks to exploit and expand its core competence in substrates, adhe
sives, and coatings. Because the corporate research and development laboratory is
shared by all of 3M's different businesses, it can be thought of as a shared activity.

However, other firms realize the value of their core competencies without
shared activities. Although J&J has a core competence in developing, acquiring.
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and marketing pharmaceutical and medical products, it does not realize this core
competence through shared activities. Indeed, each of J&J'sbusinesses is run very
independently. For example, although one of its most successful products is
Tylenol, the fact that the company that manufacttues and distributes Tylenol—
McNeil—^is actually a division of J&J is not printed on any Tylenol packaging. If
you did not know that Tylenolwas a J&J product, you could not tell from the bot
tles of Tylenolyou buy.

Although J&J does not use shared activities to realize the value of its core
competencies, it does engage in other activities to realize this value. For example,
it is not imcommon for members of the senior management team of each of the
businesses in J&J's portfolio to have obtained managerial experience in some
other J&J business. That is, J&J identifies high-potential managers in one of its
businesses and uses this knowledge by givingthese managersadditional respon
sibilities in another J&J business. This ability to leverage its management talent
acrossmultiple businesses is an exampleofa firm's corecompetence,although the
realizationof the value of that competence does not depend on the existence of a
shared activity.

Sometimes, because a firm's core competence is not reflected in specific
shared activities, it is easy to conclude that it is not exploitingany economies of
scope in its diversification strategy.Diversified firms that are exploiting core com
petencies as an economy of scope but are not doing so with any shared activities
are sometimes called seemingly unrelated diversified firms. They may appear to
be unrelated diversified firms', but are, in fact, related diversified firms without
any shared activities.

One example of a seemingly unrelated diversified firm is the British com
pany VirginGroup. Operating in a wide variety of businesses—everything from
record producing, music retailing, air and rail travel, soft drinks, spirits, mobile
phones, cosmetics, retail bridal shops, financial services, and providing gas and
electricity, to hot air ballooning—the Virgin Group is clearlydiversified. The firm
has few, if any, shared activities. However, at least two core competenciescut
across aU the business activities in the group—the brand name "Virgin" and the
eccentric marketing and management approach of Virgin's founder, Richard
Branson. Branson is the CEOwho walked down a "catwalk" in a wedding gown
to help publicize the opening of \firgin Brides—^the Virgin Group's line of retail
bridal shops. Branson is also the CEO who had all of Virgin Air's airplanes
repainted with the British "Union Jack" and the slogan "Britain's Real Airline"
whenBritish Airways eliminated the British flagfromits airplanes. Whether these
two core competencies create sufficientvalue to justify the VirginGroup's contin
ued existence and whether they will continue beyond Branson's affiliationwith
the group are still open questions.

Limits of Core Competencies. Just as there are limits to the value of shared
activities as sources of economies of scope, so there are limits to core competencies
as sources of these economies. The first of these limitations stems from important
organizational issues to be discussed in Chapter 8. The way that a diversified firm
is organized can either facilitate the exploitation of core competencies or prevent
this exploitation from occurring.

A second limitation of core competencies is a result of the intangible nature
of these economies of scope. Whereas shared activities are reflected in tangible
operations in a diversified firm, core competenciesmay be reflectedonly in shared
knowledge, experience, and wisdom across businesses. The intangible character
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of these relationships is emphasized when they are described as a dominant
logic in a firm, or a common way of thinking about strategy across different
businesses^®

The intangibility of core competencies can lead diversified firms to make
two kinds of errors in managing relatedness. First, intangible core competencies
can be illusory inventions by creative managers who link even the most com
pletely unrelated businesses and thereby justify their diversification strategy. A
firm that manufactures airplanes and running shoes can rationalize this diversifi
cation by claiming to have a core competence in managing transportation businesses.
A firm operating in the professional football business and the movie business can
rationalize this diversification by claiming to have a core competence in managing
entertainment businesses. Such invented competencies are not real sources of
economies of scope.

Second, a diversified firm's businesses may be linked by a core competence,
but this competence may affect these businesses' costs or revenues in a trivial way.
Thus, for example, all of a firm's businesses may be affected by government
actions, but the impact of these actions on costs and revenues in different busi
nesses may be quite small. A firm may have a core competence in managing rela
tionships with the government, but tfds core competence will not reduce costs or
enhance revenues for these particular businesses very much. Also, each of a diver
sified firm's businesses may use some advertising. However, if advertising does
not have a major impact on revenues for these businesses, core competencies in
advertising are not likely to significantly reduce a firm's costs or increase its rev
enues. In this case, a core competence may be a source of economies of scope, but
the value of those economies may be very small.

Diversification to Exploit Financial Economies of Scope
A second class of motivations for diversification shifts attention away from opera
tional linkages among a firm's businesses and toward financial advantages associ
ated with diversification. Three financial implications of diversification have been
studied: diversification and capitial allocation, diversification and risk reduction,
and tax advantages of diversification.

Diversification and CapitalAllocation. Capital can be allocated to businesses in one
of two ways. First, businesses operating as independent entities can compete for
capital in fileexternal capital market. They do this by providing a sufficiently high
return to induce investors to purchase shares of their equity, by having a
sufficiently high cash flow to repay principal and interest on debt, and in other
ways. Alternatively, a business can be part of a diversified firm. That diversified
firm competes in the external capital market and allocates capital among its
various businesses. In a sense, diversification creates an internal capital market in
whichbusinesses in a diversified firmcompetefor corporatecapital.^®

For an internal capital market to create value for a diversified firm, it must
offer some efficiency advantages over an external capital market. It has been sug
gested that a potential efficiency gain fi-om internal capital markets depends on
the greater amount and quality of information that a diversified firm possesses
about the businesses it owns, compared with the information that external suppli
ers of capital possess. Owning a business gives a diversified firm access to
detailed and accurate information about the actual performance of the business,
its true future prospects, and thus the actual amount and cost of the capital that
should be allocated to it. External sources of capital, in contrast, have relatively
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limited access to information and thus have a limited ability to judge the actual
performance and future prospects of a business.

Some have questioned whether a diversified firm, as a soiurce of capital,
actually has more and better information about a business it owns, compared to
external sources of capital. After all, independent businesses seeking capital have
a strong incentive to provide sufficient information to external suppliers of capital
to obtain required funds. However, a firm that owns a business may have at least
two informational advantages over external sources of capital.

First, although an independent business has an incentive to provide infor
mation to external sources of capital, it also has an incentive to downplay or even
not report any negative information about its performance and prospects. Such
negative information would raise an independent firm's cost of capital. External
sources of capital have limited ability to force a business to reveal all information
about its performance and prospects and thus may provide capital at a lower cost
than they would if they had fuU information. Ownership gives a firm the right to
compel more complete disclosme, although even here full disclosure is not guar
anteed. With this more complete information, a diversified firm can allocate just
the right amount of capital, at the appropriate cost, to each business.

Second, an independent business may have an incentive not to reveal all the
positive information about its performance and prospects. In Chapter 3, the ability
of a firm to earn economic profits was shown to depend on the imitability of its
resources and capabilities. An independent business that informs external sources
of capital about all of its soiurces of competitive advantage is also informing its
potential competitors about these sources of advantage. This information sharing
increases the probability that these sources of advantage will be imitated. Because
of tihe competitiveimplicationsof sharing this information,firms may choosenot
to share it, and external sources of capital may underestimate the true perform
ance and prospects of a business.

A diversified firm, however, may gain access to this additional information
about its businesses without revealing it to potential competitors. This informa
tion enables the diversified firm to make more informed decisions about how

much capital to allocate to a business and about the cost of that capital, compared
to theexternal capital market.^^

Over time, ^ere should be fewer errors infunding businesses through inter
nal capital markets, compared to funding businesses through external capital
markets. Fewer funding errors, over time, suggest a slight capital allocation
advantage for a diversified firm, compared to an external capital market. This
advantage should be reflectedin somewhat higher rates of return on invested cap
ital for the diversified firm, compared to the rates of return on invested capital for
external sources of capital.

However, the businesses within a diversified Jfirm do not always gain cost-
of-capital advantages by being part of a diversified firm's portfolio. Several
authors have argued that because a diversified firm has lower overall risk (see the
following discussion), it will have a lower cost of capital, which it can pass along
to the businesses within its portfolio. Although the lower risks associated with a
diversified firm may lower the firm's cost of capital, the appropriate cost of capital
to businesses within the firm depends on the performance and prospects of each
of those businesses. The firm's advantages in evaluating its businesses' perform
ances and prospects result in more appropriate capital allocation, not just in lower
cost of capital for those businesses. Indeed, a business's cost of capital may be
lower than it could have obtained in the external capital market (because the firm
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is able to more fully evaluate the positive aspects of that business), or it may be
higher than it could have obtained in the externalcapitalmarket (because the firm
is able to more fullyevaluate the negativeaspectsof that business).

Ofcourse, if these businesses alsohavelower costor higherrevenue expec
tations because they are part of a diversified firm, then those cost/revenue advan
tageswillbe reflected in the appropriate costofcapitalfor thesebusinesses. In this
sense,any operational economies ofscopeforbusinesses in a diversified firmmay
be recognized by a diversified firm exploiting financial economies ofscope.

Limits on intemai Capital Markets. Although internal capital allocation has several
potential advantages for a diversified firm, this process also has several limits.
First, the level and type of diversification that a firm pursues can affect the
efficiency ofthisallocation process. Afirm thatimplements a strategy ofunrelated
diversification, whereby managers have to evaluate the performance and
prospects of numerous very different businesses, puts a greater strain on the
capital allocation skills of its managers than does a firm fiiat implements related
diversification. Indeed, in the extreme, the capital allocation efficiency of a firm
pursuing broad-based unrelated diversification will probably not be superior to
the capital allocationefficiency of the external capital market.

Second, the increased efficiency of intemai capital allocation depends on
managers in a diversified firm having better information for capital allocation
than the information available to extemalsources. However, this higher-quality
information is not guaranteed. Theincentives that can lead managers to exagger
ate their performance and prospects to extemal capital sources can also lead to
this behavior within a diversifiedfirm.Indeed, several examplesofbusiness man
agers falsifying performance records to gain access to more intemai capital have
been reported.^® Research suggests that capital allocation requests bymanagers
are routinely discoimted in diversified firms in order to correct for these man
agers' inflatedestimates of the performance and prospectsof their businesses.^^

Finally, not only do business managers have an incentiveto inflate the per
formance and prospects of ffieir business in a diversifiedfirm, but managers in
chargeof capitalallocationin thesefirmsmay have an incentiveto continueinvest
ing in a business despite its poor performance and prospects. The reputationand
status of these managers often depend on the success of these business invest
ments, becauseoften they initiallyapproved them.Thesemanagers oftencontinue
throwing goodmoney at thiese businesses in hopethat theywillsomeday improve,
thereby justifying their original decision. Organizational psychologists call this
process escalation of commitment and have presented numerous examples of
managers' becomingirrationallycommittedto a particular investment.^

Indeed, research onthe v^ue ofintemai capital markets indiversified firms
suggests that, on average, the limitations of these markets often outweigh their
advantages. For example, even controlling for firm size, excessive investmentin
poorly performing businesses in a diversified firm reduces the market value of ffie
average diversified fiim.^^ However, thefact thatmanyfirms donotgaintheadvan
tages associated with intemai capital markets does not necessarily imply that no
firmsgain theseadvantages. If onlya few firmsare ableto obtainthe advantagesof
intemai capital markets while successfullyavoiding their limitations, this financial
economyofscopemay be a sourceofat leasta temporarycompetitive advantage.

Diversification and Risk Reduction. Another possible financial economy of scope
for a diversified firm has already been briefly mentioned—^the riskiness of the
cash flows of diversified firms is lower than the riskiness of the cash flows of
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undiversified firms. Consider, for example, the riskiness of two businesses
operatingseparately compared to the riskof a diversified firmoperating in those
same two businesses simultaneously. If both these businesses are very risky on
their own, and the cash flows from these businesses are not highly correlated over
time,then combining these twobusinesses into a singlefirmwill generatea lower
level of overall risk for the diversified firm than for each of these businesses on
their own.

This lower level of risk is due to the low correlation between the cash flows
associated with these two businesses. If BusinessI is having a bad year.Business II
might be having a good year,and a firm that operates in both of thesebusinesses
simultaneously can have moderate levels of performance. In another year.
Business n might be off, while Business I is having a good year. Again, the firm
operating in both these businesses can have moderate levels of performance.
Firms that diversify to reduce risk will have relatively stable returns over time,
especially as they diversifyinto many differentbusinesseswith cashflowsthat are
not highly correlated over time.

Tax Advantages of Diversification. Another financial economy of scope from
diversification stems from possible tax advantages of this corporate strategy.
These possible tax advantages reflectone or a combinationof two effects. First, a
diversified firm can use losses in some of its businesses to offset profits in others,
therebyreducing its overall tax liability. Ofcourse,substantial lossesin someof its
businesses may overwhelm profits in other businesses, forcing businesses that
would have remained solvent if they were independent to cease operation.
However, as long as business losses are not too large, a diversified firm's tax
liability can be reduced. Empirical research suggests that diversified firms do,
sometimes, offsetprofitsin somebusinesseswith lossesin others,although the tax
savings ofthese activities areusually small.^

Second, because diversification can reduce the riskiness of a firm's cash
flows, it can also reduce the probability that a firm will declare bankruptcy. This
can increase a firm's debt capacity. This effecton debt capacity is greatest when
the cash flows of a diversified firm's businesses are perfectly and negatively corre
lated. However, even when these cash flows are perfectly and positively corre
lated, there can still be a (modest) increase in debt capacity.

Debt capacity is particularly important in tax environments where interest
payments on debt are tax deductible, hi this context, diversified firms can increase
their leverage up to theirdebt capacity and reducetheir taxliability accordingly. Of
course, if interest payments are not tax deductible, or if the marginalcorporate tax
rate is relatively small,then the taxadvantagesof diversification canbe quite small.
Recentempiricalwork suggests that diversifiedfirms do have greater debt capacity
than imdiversified firms. However, low marginalcorporate tax rates,at least in the
United States, make theaccompanying tax savings onaverage relatively small.^

Diversification to Exploit Anticompetitive Economies of Scope
A third group of motivations for diversification is based on the relationship
between diversification strategies and various anticompetitive activities by firms.
Two specific examples of these activities are (1) multipoint competition to facili
tate mutual forbearance and tacit collusion and (2) exploiting market power.

Multipoint Competition. Multipoint competition exists when two or more
diversified firms simultaneously compete in multiple markets. For example, HP
and Dell compete in both the personal computer market and the market for
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Firm A

Firm B

computer printers. Michelin and Goodyear compete in both the U.S. automobile
tire market and the European automobile tire market. Disney and AOL/Time
Warner compete in both the movie production and book publishing businesses.

Multipoint competition can serve to facilitate a particular type of tacit collu
sion called mutual forbearance. Firms engage in tacit collusion when they coop
erate to reduce rivalry below the level expected under perfect competition.
Consider the situation facing two diversified firms, A and B. These two firms
operate in the same businesses, I, II, HI,and IV (see Figure 7.3).In this context, any
decisions that Firm A might make to compete aggressively in BusinessesI and III
must take into account the possibility that Firm B will respond by competing
aggressively in Businesses 11 and IV and vice versa. The potential loss that each of
these firms may experience in some of its businesses must be compared to the
potential gain that each might obtain if it exploits competitive advantages in other
of its businesses. If tiie present value of gains does not outweigh the present value
of losses from retaliation, then both firms will avoid competitive activity.
Refraining from competition is mutualforbearance.^^

Mutual forbearance as a result of multipoint competition has occurred in
several industries. For example, this form of tacit collusion has been described
as existing between Michelin and Goodyear, Maxwell House and Folger's,
Caterpillar and John Deere, and BIC and Gillette.^^ Another clear example of
such cooperation can be foimd in the airline industry. For example, America West
began service into the Houston Intercontinental Airport with very low introduc
tory fares. Continental Airlines, the dominant firm at Houston Intercontinental,
rapidly responded to America West's low Houston fares by reducing the price of
its flights from Phoenix, Arizona, to several cities in the United States. Phoenix is
the home airport of America West.Within just a few weeks, America Westwith
drew its low introductory fares in the Houston market, and Continental with
drew its reduced prices in the Phoenix market. The threat of retaliation across
markets apparently led America West and Continental to tacitly collude on
prices.^^

However, sometimes multipoint competition does not lead to mutual
forbearance. Consider, for example, the conflict between The Walt Disney
Company and Time Warner in the early 1990s. As mentioned earlier, Disney
operates in the theme park, movie and television production, and television

Figure 7,3 MultipointCom
petition Between Hypothetical
Firms A and B
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broadcasting industries. Time Warner operatesin the themepark and movieand
televisionproduction industries and also operates a very large magazine business
(Time, People, Sports Illustrated, among others). From 1988 through 1993,Disney
spent over $40 million in advertising its theme parks in Hme Warner magazines.
Despite this substantial revenue. Time Warner began an aggressive advertising
campaign aimed at wooing customers away from Disney tiieme parks to its own.
Disney retaliated by canceling all of its advertising in Time Warner magazines.
Time Warner responded to Disney's actions by canceling a corporate meeting to
be held in Florida at Disney World. Disney responded to Time Warner's meeting
cancellationby refusing to broadcast TimeWarner theme park advertisements on
itsLos Angeles television station.^^

Some recent research investigates the conditions under which mutual for
bearance strategies are pursued, as well as conditions imder which multipoint
competitiondoes not lead to mutual forbearance.^® In general, the value of the
threat of retaliation must be substantial for multipoint competition to lead to
mutual forbearance.However,not only must the payoffs to mutual forbearancebe
substantial, but the firms pursuing this strategy must have strong strategic link
ages among their diversifiedbusinesses.Thissuggests that firmspursuing mutual
forbearance strategies based on multipoint competition are usually pursuing a
form of related diversification.

Diversification and Market Power. Internal allocations of capital among a
divf/sified firm's businesses may enable it to exploit in some of its businesses the
market power advantages it enjoys in other of its businesses. For example,
suppose that a firm is earning monopolyprofits in a particularbusiness.Thisfirm
can use some of these monopoly profits to subsidize the operations of another
of its businesses. This cross-subsidization can take several forms, including
predatory pricing—^that is, setting prices so that they are less than the subsidized
business's costs. The effect of this cross-subsidy may be to drive competitors out
of the subsidized business and then to obtain monopoly profits in that subsidized
business. In a sense, diversification enables a firm to apply its monopoly power in
several different businesses. Economists call this a deep-pockets model of
diversification.^^

Diversified firms with operations in regulated monopolies have been
criticized for this kind of cross-subsidization. For example, most of the regional
telephone companies in the United States are engaging in diversification strate
gies. The consent decree that forced the breakup of the original AT&T expressly
forbade cross-subsidies between these regional companies' telephone monopo
lies and other business activities, imder the assumption that such subsidies
would give these firms an unfair competitive advantage in their diversified
business activities.®®

Although these market power economies of scope, in principle, may exist,
relatively little empirical work documents their existence.Indeed, research on reg
ulated utilities diversifying into nonregulated businesses in the 1980ssuggests not
that these firms use monopoly profits in their regulated businesses to unfairly
subsidize nonregulated businesses, but that the poor management skills devel
oped in the regulatedbusinessestend to make diversification lessprofitablerather
than more profitable.®^ Nevertheless, the potential that large diversified firms
have to exercise market power and to behave in socially irresponsible ways has
led some observers to c^ for actions to curtail both tiieeconomic and political
power of these firms.Theseissues are discussed in the Ethicsand Strategyfeature.
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FirmSize and Employee incentives to Diversify
Employees mayhave incentives to diversify that are independent ofanybenefits
from othersources ofeconomies ofscope. Tlus isespecially thecase for employees
in seniormanagement positions and employees with long tenure in a particular
firm. These employee incentives reflect the interest of employees to diversify
because oftherelationship between firm sizeand management compensation.

Research overthe years demonstrates conclusively tiiattheprimary determi
nantofthecompensation oftopmanagers ina firm isnottheeconomic performance
of the firm but the size of the firm, usually measured in sales.^^ Thus, managers
seeking tomaximize theirincome shouldattempttogrowtheirfirm. Oneoftheeas
iestways to growa firmis throughdiversification, especially unrelated diversifica
tion throughmergers and acquisitions. Bymakinglargeacquisitions, a diversified
firm can grow substantially in a short period of time, leading senior managers to
earnhigherincomes. Allofthisisindependent ofanyeconomic profitthatdiversifi
cation may or maynot generate. Senior managers needonlyworryabouteconomic
profitif the levelof that profitis so low that unfriendly takeovers are a threator so
lowthat theboardofdirectors maybeforced to replace management.

Recently, the traditional relationship betweenfirm size and management
compensation has begim to break down. More and more, the compensation of
seniormanagers is being tied to the firm's economic performance. In particular,
theuse of stock and other forms of deferred compensation makes it in manage
ment's best interest to be concerned with a firm's economic performance. These
changes in compensation do not necessarily imply that firms will abandon all
forms of diversification. However, theydo suggest that firms willabandon those
forms ofdiversification that do not generate re^ economies of scope.

Can Equity Holders Realize These Economies
of Scope on Their Own?

Earlier in this chapter, it wassuggested that fora firm's diversification strategies
tocreate value, twoconditions musthold.First, these strategies mustexploit valu
able economies of scope. Potentially valuable economies ofscope werepresented
inTable 7.1 anddiscussed in theprevious section. Second, it mustbeless costly for
managers in a firm to realize these economies of scope than for outside equity
holders ontheir own. Ifoutside equity holders could realize a particular economy
of scope on their own, without a firm's managers, at low cost, whywould they
want to hire managers to do this for them by investing in a firm and providing
capital to managers to exploitan economyof scope?

Table 7.3summarizes the discussion on the potential value of the different
economies of scopelisted in Table 7.1. It alsosuggestswhich of theseeconomies of
scopewillbe difficult foroutsideequityinvestorstoexploiton theirown and ttius
whichbasesofdiversification are most likelyto createpositivereturns for a firm's
equity holders.

Most of the economies of scope listed in Table 7.3 cannot be realized by
equityholderson their own. Thisis because most of them require activities that
equity holders cannot engage inor information thatequity holders donotpossess.
For example, shared activities, corecompetencies, multipoint competition, and
exploiting market power all require the detailed coordination of business activi
ties across multiple businesses ina firm. Although equityholders mayowna port
folio of equities, they are not in a position to coordinate business activitiesacross
this portfolio. In a similar way, internal capital allocation requires information
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In 1999, aloose coalition of union
members, environmentalists, youth,

indigenous peoples, human rights
activists, and small farmers took to the

streets of Seattle, Washington, to
protest a meeting of the World Trade
Organization (WTO) and to fight
against the growing global power of
corporations. Government officials and
corporate officers alike were confused
by these protests. After all, hadn't
world trade increased 19 times from

1950 to 1995 ($0.4 trillion to $7.6 trillion

in constant 2003 dollars), and hadn't

the total economic output of the entire
world gone from $6.4 trillion in 1950
to $60.7 trillion in 2005 (again, in con
stant 2003 dollars)? Why protest a
global economic system—a system
that was enhancing the level of free
trade and facilitating global economic
efficiency—that was so clearly improv
ing the economic well-being of the
world's population?

The protestors' message to gov
ernment and big business was that
these aggregate growth numbers
masked more tmth than they told. Yes,
there has been economic growth. But
that growth has benefited only a small
percentage of the world's population.
Most of the population still struggles to
survive. The combined net worth of 358

U.S. billionaires in the early 1990s($760
billion) was equal to the combined net
worth of the 2.5 billion poorest people
on the earth! Eighty-three percent of
the world's total income goes to the
richest fifth of the population while the
poorest fifth of the world's population
receives only 1.4 percent of the world's
total income. Currently, 45 to 70million
people worldwide have had to leave

EtI lies anJ Sfrateqij

Globalization and the Threat of the

Multinational Firm

their home countries to find work in

foreign lands, and approximately 1.4
billion people around the world live on
less than $1 a day. Even in relatively
affluent societies such as the United

States, people are finding it increas
ingly difficult to meet their financial
obligations. Falling real wages, eco
nomic insecurity, and corporate down
sizing have led many people to work
longer hours or to hold two or three
jobs. While the number of billionaires
in the world continues to grow, the
number ofpeople facingmind-numbing
and strength-robbing poverty grows
even faster.

The causes of this apparent
contradiction—global economic growth
linked with growing global economic
decay—are numerous and complex.
However, one explanation focuses on
the growing economic power of the
diversified multinational corporation.
The size of these institutions can be

immense—many international diversi
fied firms are larger than the entire
economies of many nations. And these
huge institutions, with a single-

minded focus on maximizing their
performance, can make profit-making
decisions that adversely affect their
suppliers, their customers, their
employees, and the environment, all
with relative impunity. Armed with
the unspoken mantra that "Greed
is good," these corporations can
justify almost any action, as long as
it increases the wealth of their

shareholders.

Of coiiTse, even if one accepts tiiis
hypothesis—and it is far from being
universally accepted—solutions to the
growingpowerofinternationally diver
sified firms are not obvious. The prob
lem is that one way that firms become
large and powerful is by being able to
meet customer demands effectively.
Thus, firm size, per se, is not necessarily
an indication that a firm is behaving in
ways inconsistentwith the pubhc good.
Government efforts to restrict the size of

firms simply because they are large
could easily have the effect of making
citizens worse off. However, once firms

are large and powerful, they may very
well be tempted to exercise that power
in ways that benefit themselvesat great
cost to society.

Whatever the causes and solu

tions to these problems, the protests in
Seattle in 1999and at every WTO meet
ing since Seattle have at least one clear
message—global growth for growth's
sake is no longer universally accepted
as the correct objective of international
economic policy.

Sources: D. C. Korlen. (2001). When corporations
rule the vjorld, 2nd ed. Bloomfield, CT; Kumarian
Press; and H. Demsetz. (1973). "Industry struc
ture, marketrivalry, and publicpolicy." journal of
Lawand Economics, 16, pp. 1-9.
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TABLE 7.3 TheCompetitive Implications ofDifferent Economies ofScope

"typeof Ecottomy of Saipe

Can They Be Realized
by Equity Holders on

AreTlieyl^aable? HteirOwn?

Fositive Returns to

Equity Holders?

4.

Operational economies ofscope
Shared activities

Core competencies

Financial economies ofscope
Internalcapitalallocation
Riskr^uction
Tax advantages

Anticompetitive economies ofscope
Mtdtipoint competition
Exploiting marketpower

Employee incentivesfar diversification
Maximizing managementcompensation

Pc^ible No Possible

Po^ible No Possible

Possible No Possible

Possible Yes No

Possible—small No Possible—small

Possible No Possible

Possible No Possible

No No No

about a business's prospects that issimply notavailable toa firm's outside equity
holders.

Indeed^ the only two economies ofscope listed inTable 7.3 that donot have the
potential for generating positive returns for afirm's equityholders are diversification
in order to maximize the size of a firm—because firm size,per se, is not valuable—
and diversification to reduce risk—because equityholderscando thison theirown
atvery low cost bysimply investing ina diversified portfolio of stocks. Indeed,
although risk reduction is often a published rationale for many diversification
moves, this rationale, byitself, isnot directly consistent with the interests ofa firm's
equity holders. However, some scholars have suggested that this strategy may
directly benefit other of a firm's stakeholders and thus indirectly benefit its equity
holders. This possibility isdiscussed indetail inthe Strategy inDepth feature.

Overall, this analysis ofpossible bases ofdiversification suggests that related
diversification is more likely to be consistent with the interests ofa firm's equity
holders than unrelated diversification. This is because the one economy of scope
listed in Table 7.3 that is the easiest for outsideequity holders to duplicate—risk
reduction—^is theonly economy ofscope tiiatanunrelated diversified firm cantry
to realize. Allthe othereconomies ofscope listedin Table 7.3 require coordination
and information sharing across businesses in a diversified firm that are very
difficult to realize in unrelated diversified firms. Indeed, the preponderance of
empirical research suggests that related diversified firms outperform unrelated
diversified firms.^

Corporate Diversification and Sustained
Competitive Advantage

Table 7.3 describes those economies ofscope thatarelikely to create realeconomic
value for diversifying firms. It also suggests that related diversification can be
valuable, and unrelated diversification is usually not valuable. However, as we

'm}M
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Although diversifying in order
to reduce risk generally does

not directly benefit outside equity
investors in a firm, it canindirectly ben
efit outside equity investors through
its impact on the willingness of other
stakeholders in a firm to make firm-
specific investments. A firm's stake
holders include all thosegroups and
individuals who have an interest in
how a firm performs. In this sense, a
firm's equity investors are one of a
firm's stakeholders. Other firm stake
holders include employees, suppliers,
and customers.

Firm stakeholders make firm-
specific investments when the value
of the investments they make in a par
ticular firm is much greater than the
value of those same investments
would be in other firms. Consider, for
example, a firm's employees. An
employee with a long tenure in a par
ticular firm has generally made sub
stantial firm-specific human capita!
investments. These investments
include understanding a particular
firm's culture, policies, and proce
dures; knowing the "right" people to
contact to complete a task; and so
forth. Such investments have signifi
cantvalue in the firm where theyare
made. Indeed, suchfirm-specific knowl
edge is generally necessary if an
employee is to be able to help a firm

equ in

Risk-Reducing Diversification
and a Firm's Other Stakeholders

conceive and implement valuable
strategies. However, the specific
investments that an employee makes
in a particular firm have almost no
value in other firms. If a firm were to

cease operations, employees would
instantly lose almost all the value of
any of the firm-specific investments
they had made in that firm.

Suppliers and customers can
also make these firm-specific invest
ments. Suppliers make these invest
ments when they customize their
products or services to the specific
requirements of a particular customer.
They also make firm-specific invest
ments when they forgo opportunities
to sell to other firms in order to sell to a

particular firm. Customers make firm-

specific investments when they cus
tomize their operations to fully utilize
the products or services of a particular
firm. Also, by developing close rela
tionships with a particular firm, cus
tomers may forgo the opportunity to
develop relationships with other firms.
These, too, are firm-specific invest
ments made by customers. If a firm
were to cease operations, suppliers and
customers would instantly lose almost
the entire value of the specific invest
ments they have made in this firm.

Although the firm-specific invest
ments made by employees, suppliers,
and customers are risky—in the sense
that almost their entire value is lost if

the firm in which they are made ceases
operations—they are extremely impor
tant if a firm is going to be able to
generate economic profits. As was sug
gested in Chapter 3, valuable, rare, and
costly-to-imitate resources and capa
bilitiesare more likely to be a source of
sustained competitive advantage than
resources and capabilities without
these attributes. Firm-specific invest
ments are more likely to have these
attributes than non-firm-specific invest
ments. Non-firm-specific investments
are investments that can generate value
in numerous different firms.

Thus, valuable, rare, and costly-
to-imitate firm-specific investments
made by a firm'semployees, suppliers,

have seenwith all the other strategies discussed in this book, the fact that a strat
egy is valuable does not necessarily imply that it will be a source of sustained
competitive advantage. In order for diversification to be a source of sustained
competitive advantage, it must be not only valuable but also rare and costly to
imitate, and a firm must be organized to implement this strategy. The rarity and
mutability ofdiversification are discussed inthis section; organizational questions
are deferred until the next.
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and customers can be the source of making them. And although suppliers compensation for the firm-specific
economic profits. And because afirm's and customers can diversify their firm- investments that a firm's employees,
outside equity holders are residual specific investments to agreater degree suppliers, and customers make in a
claimants on the cash flows generated than employees—through selling to firm. Outside equity holders have an
by afirm, these economic profits bene- multiple customers and through buy- incentive to encourage this compensa-
fit equity holders. Thus, a firm's out- ing from multiple suppliers—the cost tion inretum for access to some ofthe
side equity holders generally will want of this diversification for suppliers and economic profits that these firm-
afirm's employees, suppUers, and cus- customers is usually greater than the specific investments can generate. In
tomers to make specific investments in costs that are bom by outside equity general, the greater the impact of the
a firm because those investments are holders in diversifying their risk. J
likely to be sourcesof economicwealth
for outside equity holders. afirm's employees, suppliers, and cus- tomers onthe ability of afirm to gener-

However, given the riskiness of tomers to diversify the risks associated ate economic profits, the more likely
firm-specific investments, employees, with making firm-specific investments that pursuing a corporate diversifica-
suppliers, and customers will generally on their own, these stakeholders will tion strategy is indirectly consistent
only be willing to make these invest- often prefer that afirm's managers help with the interests of a firm's outside
ments if some of the riskiness associ- manage this risk for them. Managers in equity holders. In addition, the more
ated with making them can be reduced, a firm can do this by diversifying the limited the ability of a firm's employ-
Outside equity holders have little diffi- portfolio of businesses in which a firm ees, suppliers, and customers to diver-
culty managing the risks associated operates. If afirm is unwilling to diver- sify the risks associated with making
with investing in a particular firm, sify its portfolio of businesses, then that firm-specific investments at low cost,

' because they can always create a port- firm's employees, suppliers, and cus- the more that corporate diversification
folio of stocks that fully diversifies this tomers will generally be unwilling to is consistent with the interests of out-
risk atvery low cost. This iswhy diver- make specific investments in that firm, side equity investors.
sification that reduces the riskiness of a Moreover, because these firm-specific
firm's cash flows does not generally investments can generate economic
directly benefit a firm's outside equity profits, and because economic profits Management, it', pp. 99-120; R. M. Stulz. (1996).
holders. However, a firm's employees, can directly benefit a firm's outside "Refliinking risk management." foumai ofA^kd

,, , . , 1. I. u u Corporiife finflrtce, Fall,pp. 8-24; K. Miller. (1998).
suppliers, and customers usually do equityholders, equityholders have an
not have these low-cost diversification indirect incentive to encourage a firm ment" Strategic Management }ourml,33.pp.'̂ 779-,
opportunities. Employees, for example, to pursue a diversification strategy,
are rai

economic

firm-specific investment made by a
Because it is often verycostly for firm's employees, suppliers, and cus-

for outside equity holders.

with investing in a

Put differently, a firm's diversifi-

Sources: J. B. Barney. (1991). "Firmresources and

"Economicexposure and integrated risk manage-

R. Amit and B. Wemerfelt. (1990). "Why do firms
reduce business risk?" Academy of Management

irely able to make firm-specific even though that strategy does not jounwl, 33, pp. 520-533; and h.Wang and j.Bamey.
human capital investments in a large directly benefit them.
enough number of different firms to
fully diversify the risks associated with cation strategy can be thought of as Rmm;, 31(2), pp. 466-476.

(2006), "Employee incentives to make firmspecific
investments;Implicationsfor resource-based fiieo-
ries of diversification." Academy of Management

The Rarity of Diversification

At first glance, it seems clear that diversification per se is usually not a rare
firm strategy. Most large firms have adopted some form of diversification, if
only the limited diversification of a dominant-business firm. Even many small
and medium-sized firms have adopted different levels of diversification
strategy.
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TABLE 7.4 Costly Duplication
of Economies ofScope Costty-to-DopIicafe

Economies of Scope

Shared activities ;

Risk reduction

Taxadvantages
Employeecompensation

€!oi^^-to?I|tiplicate
Economies of Srope

Core competencies
Internal capital allocation
Multipoint competition
Exploitingmarket power

However, the rarity of diversification depends not on diversification per se
but onhowraretheparticular economies ofscope associated withthatdiversifica
tion are. If onlya few competing firms haveexploited a particular economy of
scope, that economyof scope can be rare. If numerous firms have done so, it will
becommon andnota source ofcompetitive advantage.

The Imitability of Diversification

Both forms of imitation—direct duplication and substitution—^are relevant in
evaluating theability ofdiversification strategies to generate sustained competi
tive advantages, even if theeconomies ofscope thattheycreate arerare.

Direct Duplication of Diversification
The extent to which a valuable and rare corporate diversification strategy is
immune from direct duplication depends onhowcostly it is for competing firms
to realize thissameeconomy ofscope. Assuggested in Table 7.4, some economies
ofscope are,in general, morecostly to duplicate than others.

Shared activities, risk reduction, tax advantages, and employee compensa
tion asbases for corporate diversification are usually relatively easy toduplicate.
Because shared activities arebased on tangible assets that a firm exploits across
multiple businesses, such as common research and development labs, common
sales forces, and common manufacturing, they are usually relatively easy to
duplicate. The only duplication issues for shared activities concern developing the
cooperative cross-business relationships that often facilitate the use of shared
activities—tissues discussedin the next chapter. Moreover, becauserisk reduction,
tax advantages, and employee compensation motives for diversifying can be
accomplished through both related and unrelated diversification, these motives
for diversifying tend toberelatively easy toduplicate.

Other economies ofscope aremuch more difficult toduplicate. These difficult-
to-duplicate economies ofscope include core competencies, internal capital alloca
tion efficiencies, multipoint competition, and exploitation of market power.
Because core competencies are more intangible, their direct duplication is often
challenging. The realization ofcapital allocation economies ofscope requires very
substantial information-processing capabilities. These capabilities are often very
difficult to develop. Multipoint competition requires very close coordination
between thedifferent businesses in which a firm operates. This kind ofcoordina
tion is socially complex and thus often immime from direct duplication. Finally,
exploitation ofmarket power may becostly toduplicate because it requires that a
firm mustpossess significant market powerin oneof its lines ofbusiness. Afirm
thatdoes nothave this market power advantage would have toobtain it.The cost
ofdoing so,in mostsituations, wouldbeprohibitive.
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Substitutes for Diversification

Two obvious substitutes for diversification exist. First, instead of obtaining cost or
revenue advantages from e^qjloiting economies of scope across businesses in a diver
sified firm, a firm may decide to simply grow and develop each of its businesses
separately. In this sense, a firm that successfully implements a cost leadership
strategy or a product differentiation strategy in a single business can obtain the
same cost or revenue advantages it could have obtained by exploiting economies
of scope but without having to develop cross-business relations. Growing inde
pendent businesses within a diversified firm can be a substitute for exploiting
economies of scope in a diversification strategy.

One firm that has chosen this strategy is Nestle. Nestle exploits few, if any,
economies of scope among its different businesses. Rather, it has focused its efforts
on growing each of its international operations to the point that they obtain cost or
revenue advantages that could have otherwise been obtained in some form of
related diversification. Thus, for example, Nestle's operation in the United States
is sufficiently large to exploit economies of scale in production, sales, and market
ing, without reliance on economies of scope between U.S. operations and opera
tions in other countries.^

A second substitute for exploiting economies of scope in diversification can
be foimd in strategic alliances.By using a strategic alliance, a firm may be able to
gain the economies of scope it could have obtained if it had carefully exploited
economies of scope across its businesses. Thus, for example, instead of a firm
exploiting research and development economiesof scope between two businesses
it owns, it could form a strategic alliance with a different firm and form a joint
research and development lab. Instead of a firm exploiting sales economies of
scope by linking its businesses through a common sales force, it might develop
a sales agreement with another firm and obtain cost or revenue advantages in
this way.

Summary
Firmsimplementcorporatediversification strategiesthat range fromlimiteddiversification
(single-business, dominant-business) to related diversification (related-constrained,
related-linked) to unrelated diversification. In order to be valuable, corporate diversifica
tion strategies must reduce costsor increaserevenues by exploiting economiesof scope that
outside equity holders cannot realize on their own at low cost.

Several motivations for implementing diversification strategies exist, including
exploiting operational economies of scope (shared activities, core competencies),
exploiting financial economies of scope (internal capital allocation, risk reduction,
obtaining tax advantages), exploiting anticompetitive economies of scope (multipoint
competition, market power advantages), and employee incentives to diversify (maxi
mizing management compensation). All these reasons for diversifying, except diversify
ing to maximize management compensation, have the potential to create economic
value for a firm. Moreover, a firm's outside equity holders will find it costly to realize
all of these bases for diversification, except risk reduction. Thus, diversifying to
maximize management compensation or diversifying to reduce risk is not consistent
with the wealth-maximizing interests of a firm's equity holders. This analysis also sug
gests that, on average, related diversified firms will outperform unrelated diversified
firms.
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Theability of a diversification strategy to create sustained competitive advantages
depends notonlyonthevalue ofthatstrategy, but also onitsrarityandimitabiUty. The rar
ityofa diversification strategy depends onthenumber ofcompeting firms thatareexploit
ing the same economies of scope through diversification. Imitation can occur either
through direct duplication or through substitutes. Costly-to-duplicate economies ofscope
include core competencies, internal capital allocation, multipoint competition, and
exploitation ofmarket power. Other economies ofscope areusually lesscostly toduplicate.
Important substitutes fordiversification arewhenrelevanteconomies areobtained through
the independent actions of businesses within a firm and when relevant economies are
obtained through strategic alliances.

This discussion set asideimportant organizational issues in implementing diversifi
cation strategies. These issues areexamined indetailin thenextchapter.



diallenqG C^uestiions

1. One simple way to think about
lelatedness is to look at the products or
services a firm manufactures. The more

similar these products or services are,
the more related is the firm's diversifi

cation strategy. However, will firms
that exploit core competencies in their
diversification strategies always pro
duce products or services that are simi
lar to each other? Why or why not?

2. A firm implementing a diversifica
tion strategy has just acquired what it
claims is a strategically related target
firm but annoimces fiiat it is not going
to change this recently acquired firm in
any way. \^fill this type of diversifying
acquisition enable the firm to realize
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any valuable economies of scope that
could not be duplicated by outside
investors on their own? Why or why
not?

3. One of the reasons why internal
capital markets may be more efiident
than external capital markets is that
firms may not want to reveal full infor
mation about their sources of competi
tive advemtage to external capital mar
kets in order to reduce the threat of

competitive imitation. This suggests
that external capital markets may sys
tematically undervalue firms with
competitive advantages that are sub
ject to imitation. Do you agree with
this analysis? If yes, how could you

trade on this information in your own
investment activities? If no, why not?

4. Aparticular firm is owned by mem
bers of a single feunily. Most of the
wealth of this family is derived from
the operations of this firm, and the
family does not want to "go public"
with the firm by selling its equity posi
tion to outside investors. Will this firm

pursue a highly related diversification
strategy or a somewhat less related
diversification strategy? Why?

5. Under what conditions will a

related diversification strategy not be
a source of competitive advantage for
a firm?

1. \^it the corporate Websites for the following firms. How would you characterize the
corporate strategies of these companies? Are they following a strategy of limited diversifi
cation, related diversification, or unrelated diversification?
(a) ExxonMobil
(b) Google
(c) General Motors
(d) JetBlue
(e) Citigroup
(f) Entertainment Arts

(g) IBM
(h) DeU
(i) Berkshire Hathaway

2. Consider the following list of strategies. In your view, which are examples of potential
economies of scope imderlying a corporate diversification strategy? For those strategies
that are an economy of scope, which economy of scope are they? For those strategies that
are not an economy of scope, why aren't they?
(a) The Coca-Cola Corporation replaces its old diet cola drink (Tab)with a new diet cola

drink called Diet Coke.

(b) Apple introduces an iPod MP3 player with a larger memory.
(c) PepsiCo distributes Lay's Potato Chips to the same stores where it sells Pepsi.
(d) Kmart extends its licensing arrangement with Martha Stewart for four years.
(e) Wal-Nfert uses five same distribution system to supply its Wal-Martstores, its

Wal-Mart Supercenters (Wal-Mart stores with grocery stores in fhem), and its
Sam's Qubs.
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(f) Head SkiCompany introduces a line of tennis rackets.
(g) General Electric borrows money from BankAmerica at 3 percent interest and then

makes capital available to its jet engine subsidiary at 8 percent interest.
(h) McDonald's acquires Boston Market and Chipotle (two restaurants where many

customers sit in the restaurant to eat their meals).
(i) A venture capital firm invests in a firm in the biotechnology industry and a firm in the

entertainment industry.
(j) Another venture capital firm invests in two firms in the biotechnology industry.

3. Consider the following facts. The standard deviation of the cash flows associated with
Business I is 0.8. The larger this standard deviation, the riskier a business's future cash
flows are likely to be. The standard deviation of the cash flows associated with Business II
is 1.3. That is. Business II is riskier than Business I. Finally, the correlation between the cash
flows of these two businesses over time is 0.8.This means that when Business I is up. Busi
ness II tends to be down, and vice versa. Suppose one firm owns both of these businesses,
(a) Assuming that Business I constitutes 40 percent of this firm's revenues and Business n

constitutes 60 percent of its revenues, calculate the riskiness of this firm's total rev
enues using the following equation:

sdj^ =̂ w^sdj +(l -w)^sdQ +2w(l + jjsdjsdjj)

Wherew = 0.40; sdj = 0.8, sdjj = 1.3,and rj jj= -8.
(b) Given this result, does it make sense for this firm to own both Business I and Business

n? Why or why not?
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8
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After reading this chapter,
you should be able to:

1. Describe the multidivisional,
or M-form, structure and
how it is used to

implement a corporate
diversification strategy.

2. Describe the roles of the

board of directors,
institutional investors, the
senior executive, corporate
staff, division general
managers, and shared
activity managers in
making the M-form
structure work.

3. Describe how three

management control
processes—measuring
divisional performance,
allocating corporate capital,
and transferring
intermediate products—are
used to help implement a
corporate diversification
strategy.

4. Describe the role of

management compensation
in helping to implement a
corporate diversification
strategy.

Opqanizinq to Implement
Coppomte Divepsification

Tyco Ten Years On

For almost 10 years, now, Tyco International

has been the poster child for managerial

irresponsibility and fraud. Acquisitions

gone wild, decadent corporate parties on

exotic Italian islands, millions in unethical

loans, all leading to one of the most notori

ous trials for corporate fraud in the last

decade. After one hung jury, a second jury

found Tyco's former Chief Executive Officer

(CEO), Dennis KozlowskI, guilty of fraud and

sentenced him to serve a term of 8 to

25 years in federal prison.

But, Tyco, the company, remained.

Many of the businesses it owned con

tinued operating—despite accounting

malfeasance and creativity at the corpo

rate level—largely untouched. Customers

still bought their products, those products

still required service, and the cash still had

to be counted.

But, how do you manage the mess

that Tyco—the corporation—had become

without putting the businesses that Tyco

still owned—many of which were very

viable—at risk? This was the dilemma that

Edward Breen, the new CEO at Tyco, has

had to face.

Inthe short term, Breen put most of

his energies into cleaning up Kozlowski's

mess. This Included replacing Tyco's entire

board of directors and most of its senior

corporate management team, settling

most of its outstanding stockholder law

suits, and reducing its level of indebted

ness by three quarters. This emergency

first aid allowed Tyco to gain some credi

bility among its shareholders, debt hold

ers, and even among its own employees.

With these changes In place, Breen

then turned his attention to rationalizing

the mishmash portfolio of companies

that KozlowskI—through some 600

acquisitions—had stitched together. Step

One: Divide the company into three parts—

the first focusing on health care-related

activities; the second on electronic parts

and products; the third focusing on Tyco's

security, fire, and flow management busi

nesses. Step Two:Sell off the first two parts

of the business—the first known as Covi-

dien, the second as Tyco Electronics—so

that management could focus on the

remaining businesses at Tyco.This restruc

turing work was done by late 2007.

While not nearly as diverse as it was,

these actions still left Tyco in a wide range



of businesses, including ADT home security monitoring
systems; a business that makes valves and pipes for the

oil, gas, and water Industries; a business that focuses on

fire protection services; a business that manufactures

materials for pipes, wiring, and razor fencing; and a

business that makes video security and related prod

ucts. Now a "mini-conglomerate,"Tyco has shrunk from

$40 billion in revenues—in the Kozlowski days—to a

more modest $18 billion in revenues.

But, even as a "mini-conglomerate," Breen still

needs to explain how his firm is managing this mix of

businesses in a way that creates value in excess of what

would be the case if each of these businesses were

owned separately. So far, the market does not seem

convinced by Breen's managerial efforts—Tyco's stock

has fallen by 22 percent over the past few months. This

does not compare favorably to the stock price of other

conglomerates during the same time period, including

Danaher, whose share price dropped just four percent,

and Emerson Electric, whose share price went up six

percent. Managing a diverse portfolio of businesses in a

way that creates value is hard to do, even when your

firm is no longer dragged down by fraud, and even

when your portfolio is not as diverse as it once was.

Source: Brian HIndo(2008). 'SolvingTyco's identity crisis.'BusinessWeek,
February18,pp.62-63; APWideWorldPhotos.
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This chapter is about how large diversified firms—^like Tyco—are managed
and governed efficiently. The chapter explains how these kinds offirms are
managed in a way that is consistent with the interests of their owners—

equity holders—as well as the interests of their other stakeholders. The three
components of organizing toimplement any strategy, which were first identified
inChapter 3—organizational structure, management controls, andcompensation
policy—are also important in implementing corporate diversification strategies.

Organizational Structure and Implementing
Corporate Diversification
The most common organizational structure for implementing a corporate diversi
fication strategy is the M-form, or multidivisional, structure. At^ical M-form
structure, as it wouldappearin a firm's annual report, is presented in Figure 8.1.
This same structure is redrawn in Figure8.2to emphasize the rolesand responsi
bilities of each ofthe major components of the M-form organization.^

In the multidivisional structure, each business that the firm engages in is man
aged through a division. Different firms have different names for these divisions—
strategic business units (SBUs), business groups, companies. Whatever their names,
thedivisions inanM-form organization are trueprofit-and-loss centers: Profits and
losses are calculated at the level of the division in these firms.

Different firms use different criteria fordefiningtheboundariesofprofit-and-
loss centers. For example. General Electric defines itsdivisions interms ofthetypes
of products each one manufactures and sells (e.g.. Energy Infrastructure,
Technology Infrastructure, GE Capital, and NBC Universal). Nestle defines its

Figure 8.1 AnExample of M-Form Organizational Structureas Depictedina Firm's Annual Report
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Board of Directors

Senior Executive

Corporate staff:
Finance
Legal
Accounting
Human Resources

Division Division Division
General Manager A General Manager B GeneralManager C

Division A

/
Shared Activity:

Research and Development

Division B Division C

Shared Artivitt^

Sales

divisionswith reference to the geographic scope of each of its businesses (North
America, South America, and so forth). General Motors defines its divisions in
terms of the brand names of its products (Cadillac, Chevrolet, and so forth).
However they are defined, divisions in an M-form organization should be large
enough to representidentifiable businessentitiesbut smallenoughso thateachone
canbe managed effectively by a division general manager. Indeed, each division in
an M-form organization typically adopts a U-form structure (see the discussion of
the U-form structure in Chapters 4, 5, and 6), and the division general manager
takes on the role of a U-form senior executive for his or her division.

The M-form structure is designed to create checks and balances for man
agers that increase the probability that a diversified firm will be managed in ways
consistent with the interests of its equity holders. The roles of each of the major
elements of the M-form structure in accomplishing this objective are summarized
in Table 8.1 and discussed in the following text. Some of the conflicts of interest
that might emergebetween a firm's equity holders and its managersare described
in the Strategy in Depth feature.

The Board of Directors

One of the major components of an M-form organization is a firm's board of
directors. In principle, all of a firm's senior managers report to the board. The
board's primary responsibility is to monitor decision makingin the firm,ensuring
that it is consistent with the interests of outside equity holders.

A board of directors typicallyconsistsof 10 to 15 individuals drawn from a
firm's top management group and from individuals outside the firm. A firm's

Figure 8.2 AnM-Form
Structure Redrawn to

Emphasize Roles and
Responsibilities
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TABLE 8.1 The Roles and

Responsibilitiesof Major
Components of the M-Form

Structure

Component

Board of directors

Institutional

investors

Senior executives

Corporate staff

Division general
managers

Shared activity
managers

Activity

Monitor decision making in a firm to ensure that it is
consistent with the interests of outside equity holders

Monitor decision making to ensure that it is consistent with
die interests of major institutional equity investors

Formulatecorporatestrategiesconsistentwith equity holders'
intraestsand assure strategy implementaticm

Strategy formulation:
• Decide the businesses in which die firm wiUoperate
• Decidehow the firm should compete in those businesses
• Specify the economies ofscopearound which the diversi

fied firm will operate

Strategy implementation:
• Encourage cooperation across divisions to exploit

economiesof scope
• Evaluate performance of divisions
• Allocate capital across divisions

Provides information to the senior executive about internal

and external environments for strategy formulation and
implementation

Formulatedivisionalstrategies consistentwith corporate
strategies and assure strategy implementation

Strategy formulation:
• Decide how the division will compete in its business,

given the corporate strategy

Strategy implementation:
• Coordinate the decisions and actions of functional

managers reporting to the division general manager
to implement divisional strategy

• Compete for corporate capital allocations
• Cooperate with other divisions to e^qiloitcorporate

economies of scope

Support the operations of multiple divisions

senior executive (often identified by the title president or chief executive officeror
CEO), its chief financial officer (CFO),and a few other senior managers are usu
ally on the board—^although managers on the board are typicallyoutnumbered by
outsiders. The firm's senior executive is often, but not always, the chairman of the
board (a term used here to denote both female and male senior executives). The
task of managerial board members—^including the board chairman—^is to provide
other board members information and insights about critical decisions being
made in the firm and the effect those decisions are likely to have on a firm's equity
holders. The task of outsiders on the board is to evaluate the past, ciurent, and
future performance of the firm and of its senior managers to ensure that the
actions takenin the firmare consistent with equityholders' interests.^



In Chapter 7, it was suggested that
sometimes it is in the best interest of

equity holders to delegate to managers
the day-to-day management of their
equity investments in a firm. This will
be the case when equity investors can
not realize a valuable economy of
scope on their own, while managers
can realize that economy of scope.

Several authors have suggested
that whenever one party to an exchange
delegates decision-making authority
to a second party, an agency relation
ship has been created between these

parties. The party delegating this
decision-making authority is called
the principal; the party to whom this
authority is delegated is called the
agent. In the context of corporate
diversification, an agency relationship
exists between a firm's outside equity
holders (as principals) and its man
agers (as agents) to the extent that
equity holders delegate the day-to-day
management of their investment to
those managers.

The agency relationship between
equity holders and managers can be
very effectiveas long as managers make
investment decisions that are consistent

with equity holders' interests. Thus, if
equity holders are interested in maxi
mizing the rate of return on their invest
ment in a firm and if managers make
their investment decisions with this

objective in mind, then equity holders
will have few concerns about delegating
the day-to-day management of their
investments to managers. Unfortunately,
in numerous situations the interests of a

firm's outside equity holders and its
managers do not coincide. When parties
in an agency relationship differ in their

Cliaptep 8: Opqanizinq to lmp!emeni Coppopatc Divepsification

vStrateqij in Depth

Agency Conflicts Between
Managers and Equity Holders

decision-making objectives, agency
problems arise. Two common agency
problems have been identified: invest
ment in managerial perquisites and
managerial risk aversion.

Managers may decide to take
some of a firm's capital and invest it in
managerial perquisites that do not
add economic value to the firm but

do directly benefit those managers.
Examples of such investments include
lavish offices, fleets of corporate jets,
and corporate vacation homes. Dennis
Kozlowski, former CEO of Tyco Inter
national, is accused of "stealing" $600
million in these kinds of managerial
perquisites from his firm. The list of
goods and services that Kozlowski lav
ished on himself and those close to him

is truly astounding—a multimillion-
dollar birthday party for his wife, a $6,000
wastebasket, a $15,000 umbrella stand, a

$144,000 loan to a board member, toga-
clad waiters at an event, and so on.

As outrageous as some of these
managerial perquisites can be, the sec
ond source of agency problems—
managerial risk aversion—is probably

more important in most diversified
firms. As discussed in Chapter 7,
equity holders can diversify their port
folio of investments at very low cost.
Through their diversification efforts,
they can eliminate all firm-specific risk
in their portfolios. In this setting,
equity holders would prefer that man
agers make more risky rather than less
risky investments, because the expected
return on risky investments is usually
greater than the expected return on
less risky investments.

Managers, in contrast, have lim
ited ability to diversify their human
capital investments in their firm. Some
portion of these investments is specific
to a particular firm and has limited
value in alternative uses. The value of a

manager's human capital investment
in a firm depends critically on the con
tinued existence of the firm. Thus,

managers are not indifferent to die risk
iness of investment opportunities in a
firm. Very risky investments may jeop
ardize a firm's survival and thus elimi

nate the value of a manager's human
capital investments. These incentives
can make managers more risk averse in
their decision making than equity
holders would like them to be.

One of the purposes of the
M-form structure, and indeed of all

aspects of organizing to implement
corporate diversification, is to reduce
these agency problems.

Sources: M. C. Jensen and W.H. Meckling (1976).
"Theory of the firm: Managerial behavior, agency
costs, and ownership structure." Journal of
Financial Economics, 3, pp. 305-360; J. Useem
(2003). "The biggest show." Fortune, December 8,
pp. 157+; R.Lambert (1986). "Executive effort and
selection of risky projects." Rand Journal of
Economics, 13(2), pp. 369-^78.
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A great deal of research has tried to
determine when boards of direc

tors are more or less effective in ensur

ing that firms are managed in ways
consistent with the interests of equity
holders. Threeissues havereceived par
ticular attention: (1) the roles of insiders

{i.e., managers) and outsiders on the
board, (2) whether the board chair and

the senior executive should be the same

or different people, and (3)whether the
boardshouldbe active or passive.

With respect to insiders and out
siders on the board, in one way this
seems like a simple problem. Because
the primary roleof the board of directors
is to monitor managerial decisions to
ensure that they are consistent with the
interests of equity holders, it follows that
the board should consist primarily of
outsidersbecausetheyface no conflict of
interest in evaluating managerial per
formance. Obviously, managers, as
inside members of theboard,face signif
icant conflictsof interest in evaluating
their own performance.

Research on outsider members

of boards of directorstends to support
this point of view. Outside directors, as
compared to insiders, tend to focus

R esearch McicIg RgIGvant

The Effectiveness of Boards

of Directors

more on monitoring a firm's economic
performance than on other measures
of firm performance. Obviously, a
firm's economic performance is most
relevant to its equity investors. Out
side board members are also more

likely than inside members to dismiss
CEOs for poor performance. Also, out
side board members have a stronger
incentive than inside members to

maintain their reputations as effective
monitors. This incentive by itself can
lead to more effective monitoring by
outside board members. Moreover, the

monitoring effectiveness of outside
board members seems to be enhanced

when they personally own a substan
tial amount of a firm's equity.

However, the fact that outside

members face fewer conflicts of interest

in evaluating managerial performance
compared to management insiders on
the board does not mean that there

is no appropriate role for inside
board members. Managers bring some
thing to the board that cannot be easily
duplicated by outsiders—detailed
information about the decision-making
activities inside the firm. This is pre
cisely the information that outsiders
need to effectively monitor the activi
ties of a firm, and it is information

available to them only if they work
closely with insiders (managers). One
way to gain access to this information
is to include managers as members of
the board of directors. Thus, while

most research suggests that a board of
directors should be composed prima
rily of outsiders, there is an important
role for insiders/managers to play as
members of a firm's board.

There is currently some debate
about whether the roles of board

Boards of directors are typically organized into several subcommittees. An
audit committee is responsible for ensuring the accuracy of accounting and finan
cial statements. A finance committee maintains the relationship between the firm
and external capital markets. A nominating committee nominates new board
members. A personnel and compensation committee evaluates and compensates
the performance of a firm's senior executive and other senior managers. Often,
membership on these standing committees is reserved for external board mem
bers. Other standing committees reflect specific issues for a particular firm and are
typically open to external and internal board members.^

Over the years, a great deal of research has been conducted about the effec
tiveness of boards of directors in ensuring that a firm's managers make decisions
in ways consistent with the interests of its equity holders. Some of this work is
summarized in the Research Made Relevant feature.



chairman and CEO should t>ecombined

or separated and, if separated, what
kinds of people should occupy these
positions. Some have argued that the
roles of CEO and chairman of the board

should definitely be separated and that
the role of the chairman should be filled

by an outside(nonmanagerial) member
of the board of directors. These argu
ments are based on the assumption that
only an outside member of the board
can ensure the independent monitoring
of managerial decision making. Others
have argued that effective morutoring
often requires more information than
would be available to outsiders, and

thus the roles of board chairman and

CEO should be combined and filled by
a firm's senior manager.

Empirical research on this ques
tionsuggests thatwhethertheseroles of
CEO and chairman should be combined

or not dependson thecomplexity of the
information analysis and monitoring
task facing the CEO and chairman.
Brian Boyd has found that combining
the roles of CEO and chairman is posi
tivelycorrelatedwith firm performance
when finns operate in slow-growthand
simple competitive environments—

Cliaptcp 8: Opcjanizinq to Implement Corporate Diversification

environments that do not overtax the

cognitive capability of a singleindivid
ual. This finding suggests that combin
ing these roles does not necessarily
increase conflicts between a firm and its

equityholders. Thisresearch alsofound
that separating the roles of CEO and
board chairman is positively correlated
with firm performance when firms
operate in high-growth and very com
plex environments. In such environ
ments, a single individual cannot fulfill
all the responsibilities ofboth CEO and
chairman, and thus the two roles need

to be held by separate individuals.
Finally, with respect to active

versus passive boards, historically the
boards of major firms have been rela
tively passive and would take dra
matic action, such as firing the senior
executive,only if a firm's performance
was significantly below expectations
for long periods of time. However,
more recently, boards have become
moreactiveproponentsof equity hold
ers' interests. This recent surge in
board activity reflects a new economic
reality; If a board does not become
more active in monitoring firm
performance, then other monitoring

mechanisms will. Consequently, the
board of directors has become progres
sively more influential in representing
the interests of a firm's equity holders.

However, board activity can go

too far. To the extent that the board

beginstooperateabusiness ona day-to
daybasis, itgoes beyond itscapabilities.
Boards rarely have sufficient detailed
information to manage a firm directly.
When it is necessary to change a firm's
senior executive, boards will usually not
take on the responsibilities of that exec
utive, but rather will rapidly identify a
single individual—either an insider or
outsider—to take over this position.

Sources: E. Zajac and J. Westphal (1994). "The
costs and benefits of managerial incentives and
monitoring in large U.S. corporations: When is
more not better?" Strategic hAamgement /our»w(, 15,
pp. 121-142; P. Rechner and D. Dalton (1991).
"CEO duality and organizational performance:
A longitudinal analysis." Strategic Management
Journal, 12, pp. 155-160; S. Finkelstein and
R. D'Aveni(1994). "CEOduality as a double-edged
sword: How boards of directors balance entrench
ment avoidance and unity ofcommand." AcaAetiit/
ofManagement Journal, 37,pp. 1079-1108; B. K.
Boyd(1995). "CEO duality and firmperformance:
A contingency model." Strategic Management
Journal, 16,pp. 301-312; and F. Kesnerand R. B.
Johnson (1990). "An investigation of the relation
ship betweenboard composition and stockholder
suits."Strategic AAanagement Journal, 11, pp. 327-336.

Institutional Owners

Historically, the typical large diversified firm has had itsequity owned in small
blocks bymillions ofindividual investors. The exception to this general rule was
family-owned or -dominated firms, a phenomenon that is relatively more com
mon outside the United States.When a firm's ownership is spread among millions
of small investors, it is difficult for any one of these investors to have a large
enough ownership position to influence management decisions directly. The only
course of action open to such investors if they disagree with management deci
sions is to sell their stock.

However, the growth of institutional owners has changed the ownership
structure ofmany large diversified firms over the last several years. Institutional
owners are usually pension funds, mutual funds, insurance companies, or
other groups of individual investors thathave joined together to manage their
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investments. In 1970, institutions owned 32 percent of theequity traded in the
United States. By 1990, institutions owned 48 percent ofthis equity. In2005, they
owned 59 percent ofall equity traded in the United States and 69 percent ofthe
equity of the 1,000 largest firms in the United States.^

Institutional investors can use their investment clout to insist that a firm's
management behaves in ways consistent with the interests of equity holders.
Observers who assume that institutional investors are interested more in maxi-
mizmg the short-term value oftheir portfolios than inthe long-term performance
of firms in those portfolios fear that such power will force firms tomake only
short-term investments. Recent research inthe United States and Japan, however,
suggests that institutional investors are notunduly myopic. Rather, assuggested
earlier, these investors use approximately the same logic equity investors use
when evaluating the performance ofafirm. For example, one group ofresearchers
examined the unpact ofinstitutional ownership on research and development
investments in Research and Development (R&D)—intensive industries. R&D
investments tend to be longer term in orientation. If institutional investors are
myopic, they should influence firms to invest in relatively less R&D in favor of
investments that generate shorter-term profits. This research showed that high
levels ofinstitutional ownership did notadversely affect thelevel ofR&D in a
firm. These findings are consistent with the notion that institutionalinvestorsare
notinappropriately concerned with the short term intheir monitoring activities.®

More generally, other researchers have shown that highlevels of institu
tional ownership leadfirms tosell strategically unrelated businesses. This effect of
institutional investors is enhanced if, in addition, outside directors on a firm's
boardhavesubstantial equityinvestments in the firm. Given the discussion of the
value ofunrelated diversification in Chapter 7, it seems clear that these divest
mentactions aretypically consistent withmaximizing thepresent value ofa firm.®

The Senior Executive

As suggested in Table 8.1, the senior executive (the president or CEO) in an
M-form organization has two responsibilities: strategy formulation and strategy
implementation. Strategyformulation entails deciding which setofbusinesses a
diversified firm will operate in; strategy implementation focuses on encouraging
behavior ina firm that isconsistent with this strategy. Each of these responsibili
ties of the senior executive is discussed in turn.

Strategy Formulation
At the broadest level, deciding which businesses adiversified firm should operate
in is equivalent to discovering and developing valuable economies of scope
among a firm's current and potential businesses. Ifthese economies ofscope are
also rare andcostly to imitate, they can bea source ofsustained competitive
advantage for a diversified firm.

The senior executive isuniquely positioned todiscover, develop, and nurture
valuable economies ofscope inadiversified firm. Every other manager inthis kind
of firm either has a divisional point of view (e.g., division general managers and
shared activity managers) orisafunctional specialist (e.g., corporate staff and func
tional managers within divisions). Only the senior executive has a truly corporate
perspective. However, the senior executive in an M-form organization should
involve numerous other divisional and functional'managers instrategy formulation
to ensure complete and accurate information as input to the process and a broad
understanding ofandcommitment tothat strategy once ithas been formulated.
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Strategy Implementation
As is the case for senior executives in a U-form structure, strategy implementation
in an M-form structurealmostalwaysinvolves resolving conflicts amonggroupsof
managers. However, insteadofsimply resolving conflicts between functional man
agers (asis the case in a U-form), senior executives in M-form organizations must
resolveconflicts within and between each of the majormanagerial components of
the M-form structure: corporate staff, divisiongeneralmanagers, and sharedactiv
ity managers. Various corporate staffmanagers may disagree about the economic
relevance of their stafffunctions, corporatestaffmay comeinto conflict with divi
sion general managers over variouscorporate programs and activities, division
general managers maydisagree withhowcapital isallocated across divisions, divi
siongeneral managers maycome intoconflict withshared activity managers about
how shared activities should be managed,shared activitymanagers may disagree
withcorporate staffabouttheirmutualroles and responsibilities, and soforlh.

Obviously, thenumerous andoften conflicting relationships among groups of
managers inanM-form organization canplace significant strategy implementation
burdens on the seniorexecutive.^ While resolving these numerousconflicts, how
ever, the senior executiveneeds to keep in mind the reasons why the firm began
pursuing a diversification strategy in ttiefirst place: to exploit realeconomies of
scope thatoutside investors cannot realize on theirown.Anystrategy implementa
tion decisions that jeopardize the realization of these real economies of scope are
inconsistent with the imderljdng strategic objectives of a diversified firm. These
issuesare analyzedin detail later in thischapter, in the discussion of management
control systems in the M-form organization.

The Office of the President: Chairman, CEO, and COO
It is often the case that the roles and responsibilities of the senior executivein an
M-form organization aregreater thancanbereasonably managed by a single indi
vidual. This is especially likely if a firm is broadly diversifiedacrossnumerous
complex products and markets. In this situation, it isnot imcommon for the tasks
of the senior executive to be divided among two or three people: the chairman of
the board, the chief executive officer, and the chief operating officer (COO). The
primary responsibilities ofeach ofthese roles inanM-form organization arelisted
in Table 8.2. Together, theserolesare known as the officeof the president. In gen
eral, as the tasks facing the office of the presidentbecome more demanding and
complex, themore likely it is thattheroles andresponsibilities ofthisoffice willbe
divided among two or three people.

Corporate Staff

The primary responsibility of corporate staff is to provide information about the
firm's external and internal environments to the firm's senior executive. This infor
mation is vital for both the strategy formulation and the strategy implementation

Chairman of the bo^

Chief executive officer

Chiefopefatog officer

Supervision of the boardof directorsin its
monitoring role

Strategy formulation
Strategy implementation

TABLE 8.2 Responsibilities

ofThree Different Roles In the

Office of the President
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responsibilities oftheseniorexecutive. Corporate stafffunctions thatprovideinfor
mation about a firm's external environment include finance, investor relations,
legal affairs, regulatory affairs, and corporate advertising. Corporate staff functions
thatprovide information about a firm's internal environment include accounting
and corporate humanresources. These corporate staff functions reportdirectly toa
firm's senior executive and are a conduit of information to that executive.

Corporate and Divisional Staff
Many organizations re-createsome corporate staff functions within each division
of theorganization. This is particularly truefor internally oriented corporate staff
functionssuch as accotmting and human resources. At the divisionlevel,divisional
staff managers usually have a direct "solid-line" reporting relationship to their
respective corporate staff functional managers and a less formal "dotted-line"
reporting relationship to theirdivision general manager. Thereporting relationship
between the divisional staff manager and the corporate staff manager is the linlc
that enables the corporatestaff manager to collect the informationthat the senior
executive requiresfor strategyformulation and implementation. Theseniorexecu
tivecanalsouse thiscorporate staff-division staffrelationship tocommunicate cor
poratepolicies and procedures to the divisions, although thesepolicies canalsobe
communicated directly by theseniorexecutive to division general managers.

Although division^ staff managers usually have a less formal relationship
with their division general managers, in practice division general managers can
have an important influence on the activities of divisional staff. After all, divi
sional staff managers mayformally report to corporate staff managers, but they
spend most of their time interacting with their division general managers and
withthe other functional managers who report totheir division general managers.
These divided loyalties cansometimes affect the timelines and accuracy of the
information transmitted from divisional staff managers to corporate staff man
agers and thus affect the timeliness and accuracy of the information the senior
executiveuses for strategy formulation and implementation.

Nowhere are these divided loyalties potentially more problematic than in
accoimting staff functions. Obviously, it is vitally important for the senior execu
tive in an M-form organization to receive timelyand accurateinformation about
divisional performance. If the timeliness and accuracy of that information are
inappropriatelyaffected by divisiongeneralmanagers, the effectiveness of senior
management can be adversely affected. Moreover, in some situations division
general managers can have very strong incentives to affect the timeliness and
accuracy of divisional performance information, especially if a division general
manager'scompensation dependson thisinformation or if the capital allocated to
a division depends on this information.

Efficient monitoring by theseniorexecutive requires that corporate staff, and
especially the accounting corporate staff function, remain organizationally inde
pendentofdivision general managers—^thus, theimportance of thesolid-line rela
tionship between divisional staff managers and corporate staff managers.
Neverttieless, the ability of corporate staff to obtain accurate performance infor
mation from divisions also depends on close cooperative working relationships
between corporate staff, divisional staff, and division general managers—Whence,
theimportance ofthedotted-line relationship between divisional staff managers
and division general managers. How one maintains the balance between, on the
onehand, the distance and objectivity needed to evaluate a division's perform
ance and, ontheother hand, thecooperation andteamwork needed togain access
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to the information required to evaluate a division's performance distinguishes
excellent from mediocre corporate staff managers.

Overinvoivement in Managing Division Operations
Over and above the failure to maintain a balance between objectivity and cooper
ation inevaluating divisional performance, the one sure way that corporate staff
can fail in a multidivisional firm is to become too involved in the day-to-day oper
ations of divisions. In an M-form structure, the management of such day-to-day
operations isdelegated to division general managers and to functional managers
who report to division general managers. Corporate staff managers collect and
transmit information; theydo not manage divisional operations.

One way toensure that corporate staff does not become too involved inman
aging the day-to-day operations of divisions is to keep corporate staff small. This
iscertainly true for some of the best-managed diversified firms inthe world. For
example, just 1.5 percent of Johnson &Johnson's 82,700 employees work at the
firm's headquarters, and only some of those individuals are members of the cor
porate staff. Hanson Industries has in its U.S. headquarters 120 people who help
manage adiversified firm with $8 biUion in revenues. Clayton, Dubilier, and Rice,
a management buyout firm, has only 11 headquarters staff members overseeing
eight businesses with collective sales of over $6 billion.®

Division General Manager

Division general managers inan M-form organization have primary responsibil
ity for managing a firm's businesses from day to day. Division general managers
have full profit-and-loss responsibility and typically have multiple functional
managers reporting to them. As general managers, they have both strategy formu
lation and strategy implementation responsibilities. On the strategy formulation
side, division general managers choose strategies for their divisions, within the
broader strategic context established by the senior executive of the firm. Many of
the analytical tools described inParts 1and 2of this book can be used by division
general managers to make these strategy formulation decisions.

The strategy implementation responsibilities ofdivision general managers
in an M-form organization parallel the strategy implementation responsibilities of
senior executives in U-form organizations. In particular, division general man
agers must be able to coordinate the activities of often-conflicting functional man
agers in order toimplement a division's strategies.

In addition to their responsibilities as a U-form senior executive, division
general managers in an M-form organization have two additional responsibilities:
to compete for corporate capital and to cooperate with other divisions to exploit
corporate economies of scope. Division general managers compete for corporate
capital by promising high rates of return on capital invested by the corporation in
their business. In most firms, divisions that have demonstrated the ability to gen
erate high rates of return on earlier capital investments gain access to more capital
ortolower-cost capital, compared todivisions that have not demonstrated a his
tory of such performance.

Division general managers cooperate to exploit economies of scope by work
ing with shared activity managers, corporate staff managers, and the senior exec
utive in the firm to isolate, imderstand, and use the economies of scope around
which the diversified firm wasoriginally organized. Division general managers
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can even become involved in discovering new economies ofscope that were not
anticipated when the firm's diversification strategy was originally implemented
butnevertheless may beboth valuable and costly for outside investors tocreate on
their own.

Ofcourse, a careful reader will recognize a fundamental coiiflict between the
last two responsibilities of division general managers in an M-form organization.
These managers are required to compete for corporate capital and to cooperate to
exploit economies ofscope at the same time. Competition isimportant, because it
leads division general managers tofocus on generating high levels ofeconomic
performance from their divisions. Ifeach division isgenerating high levels of eco
nomic performance, then the diversified firm as a whole islikely todo well also.
However, cooperation isimportant to exploit economies ofscope that are the eco-
noimc justification for implementing adiversification strategy inthe first place. If
divisions do not cooperate in exploiting these economies, there are few, if any, jus
tifications for implementing a corporate diversification strategy, and the diversi
fied firm should besplit into multiple independent entities. The need tosimulta
neously compete and cooperate puts significant managerial burdens ondivision
general managers. It is likely that this ability isboth rare and costly to imitate
across most diversified firms.^

Shared Activity Managers
One of the potential economies of scope identified inChapter 7was shared activi
ties. Divisions in an M-form organization exploit this economy of scope when one
or more of the stages intheir value chains are managed in common. Typical exam
ples of activities shared across two or more divisions in a multidivisional firm
include common sales forces, common distribution systems, common manufactur
ing facilities, and common research and development efforts (also see Table 7.2).
The primary responsibility of the individuals who manage shared activities is to
support the operations ofthe divisions that share the activity.

The way inwhich M-form structure isoften depicted incompany annual
reports (as inFigure 8.1) tends toobscure tiie operational role ofshared activities.
In thisversion oftheM-form organizational chart, nodistinction ismadebetween
corporate staff functions and shared activity functions. Moreover, it appears that
managers of shared activities report (hrectly to a firm's senior executive, just like
corporate staff. These ambiguities are resolved by redrawing the M-form organi
zational chart toemphasize the roles andresponsibilities ofdifferent units within
the M-form (as inFigure 8.2). In this more accurate representation of how an
M-form actually functions, corporate staff groups are separated firom shared activ
itymanagers, and each is shown reporting to its primary internal "customer."
That internal customer is the senior executive for corporate staff groups and
two ormore division general managers for shared activity managers.

Shared Activities as Cost Centers
Shared activities are often managed as cost centers inanM-form structure. That is,
rather than having profit-and-loss responsibility, cost centers are assigned a
budget and manage their operations tothat budget. When this isthe case, shared
activity managers do not attempt tocreate profits when they provide services to
the divisions they support. Rather, these services are priced tointernal customers
in such away that the shared activity just covers its cost of operating.
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Because cost center shared activities do not have to generate profits from
theiroperations, the costof the services theyprovideto divisions canbe lessthan
the cost of similar servicesprovided either by a division itself or by outside sup
pliers. Ifa sharedactivity ismanaged asa costcenter, and thecostofservices from
this shared activity isgreater than the costof similarservices provided by alterna
tive sources, then either this shared activity is not being well managed or it was
not a real economy of scopein the first place. However, when the cost of services
from a shared activity is less than the cost of comparable services provided by a
division itselfor by an outside supplier, then division general managers have a
strong incentive tousetheservices ofsharedactivities, thereby exploiting an econ
omy of scope that may have been oneof the original reasons why a firm imple
mented a corporate diversification strategy.

Shared Activities as Profit Centers

Some diversified firms arebeginning to manage shared activities as profit centers,
rather than as costcenters.Moreover, rather than requiring divisions to use the serv
icesofshared activities, divisions retainthe right to purchaseservices frominternal
sharedactivities or fromoutsidesuppliersor to provideservices for themselves. In
this setting, managers ofshared activities are required tocompete for their internal
customers onthe basis ofthe price and quality ofthe services they provide.^®

One firm that has taken this profit-center approach to managing shared
activities is ABB, Inc., a Swiss engineering firm. ABB eliminated almostall its cor
porate staff and reorganized its remaining staff functions into shared activities.
Shared activities in ABB compete to provideservices to ABB divisions. Not only
do some traditional shared activities—such as research and development and
sales—compete for internal customers, but many traditional corporate staff
functions—such as human resources,marketing, and finance—do as well. ABB's
approach tomanaging shared activities hasresulted ina relatively small corporate
staff and inincreasingly specialized and customized shared activities.^^

Ofcourse, thegreatest risk associated withtreating shared activities asprofit
centers and letting themcompete for divisional customers is that divisions may
choose to obtain no services or support from shared activities. Although this
course of action maybe in the self-interest of each division, it maynotbe in the
bestinterestofthecorporation as a wholeif,in fact, sharedactivities arean impor
tanteconomy ofscope aroimd which thediversified firm is organized.

In the end, the task facing the managersof shared activities is the same: to
provide such highly customized andhigh-quality services todivisional customers
at a reasonable cost that those internal customers will not want to seek alternative
suppliers outside the firm or provide those services themselves. In an M-form
organization, thebestway to ensure that shared activity economies ofscope are
realized is for sharedactivity managers to satisfy their internalcustomers.

Management Controls and Implementing
Corporate Diversification
The M-form structure presented in Figures 8.1 and 8.2 is complex and multifac-
eted. However, no organizational structure by itself is able to fully implement a
corporate diversification strategy. The M-form structure must besupplemented
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with a varietyofmanagement controls. Three of themostimportantmanagement
controls in an M-form structure—systems for evaluatingdivisional performance,
for allocating capitalacross divisions, and for transferring intermediateproducts
between divisions—are discussed in this section.^^

Evaluating Divisional Performance

Because divisions in an M-form structure are profit-and-loss centers, evaluating
divisional performance should, inprinciple, bestraightforward: Divisions thatare
very profitable should be evaluatedmore positively than divisions that are less
profitable. In practice, this seemingly simple task is surprisingly complex. Two
problems typically arise: (1) Howshould division profitability be measured? and
(2) How should economy-of-scope linkagesbetween divisions be factored into
divisional performance measures?

Measuring Divisional Performance
Divisional performance canbemeasured in at leasttwoways. Thefirstfocuses on
a division's accounting performance; the second on a division's economic
performance.

Accounting Measures of Divisional Performance. Both accounting and economic
measures of performance canbe used in measuring the performance of divisions
within adiversified firm. Common accounting measures ofdivisional performance
include the returnon theassets controlled bya division, thereturnon a division's
sales, and a division's sales growth. These accoimting measures of divisional
performance are then compared with some standard to see if a division's
performance exceeds or falls short of that standard. Diversified firms use three
different standards ofcomparison when evaluating theperformance ofa division:
(1) a hurdle rate that is common across all the different business units in a firm,
(2) a division's budgeted level ofperformance (which mayvarybydivision), and
(3) theaverage level ofprofitability offirms ina division's industry.

Each ofthese standardsofcomparison has its strengths and weaknesses. For
example, ifa corporation hasa single hurdle rateofprofitability thatalldivisions
must meetor exceed, thereis littleambiguity about fiie performance objectives of
divisions. However, a single standard ignores important differences in perform
ance that might exist across divisions.

Comparing a division's actual performance to its budgeted performance
allows theperformance expectations ofdifferent divisions tovary, butthebudget
ing process is time-consuming and fraught with political intrigue. One study
showed thatcorporate managers routinely discoimt the sales projections andcap
ital requests ofdivision managers on theassumption thatdivision managers are
trying to"game" the budgeting systeni.^^ Moreover, division budgets areusually
based ona single setofassumptions about how the economy is going to evolve,
howcompetition in a division's industryis going to evolve, and whatactions that
division is going to take in its industry. When these assumptions no longer hold,
budgets are redone—a costly and time-consuming process that has little to do
with generating value in a firm.

Finally, although comparing a division's performance withtheaverage level
ofprofitability offirms in a division's industry also allows performance expecta
tions to vary across divisions withina diversified firm, this approach lets other
firms determine what is and is not excellent performance for a division within a
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diversified firm. This approach can also be manipulated: By choosing just the
"right" firms with which to compare a division's performance, almost any divi
sion canbemade tolook like it's performing better than itsindustry average.^^

No matter what standard of comparison is used to evaluate a division's
accoimting performance, most accounting measures of divisional performance
have a common limitation. All these measures have a short-term bias. This short-
term bias reflects the fact that all these measures treat investments in resources and
capabilities that have the potential for generating value in the long run as costs
during a particularyear. In order to reducecostsin a givenyear, divisionmanagers
may sometimes forgo investing in these resources and capabilities, even if they
could be a sourceof sustained competitiveadvantage for a division in the long run.

Economic Measures of Divisional Performance. Given the limitations of accounting
measures of divisionalperformance,several firms have begun adopting economic
methods of evaluating this performance. Economic methods build on accounting
methods but adjust those methods to incorporate short-term investments that
may generate long-term benefits. Economic methods also compare a division's
performance witha firm's cost ofcapital (see Chapter 1). This avoids some of the
gaming thatcancharacterize theuseofotherstandards ofcomparison inapplying
accountingmeasuresof divisional performance.

Perhaps the mostpopular of these economically oriented measures of divi
sion performance isknown aseconomic value added (EVA).^® EVA iscalculated by
subtracting the costofcapitalemployed in a division fromthat division's earnings
in the following marmer:

EVA = adjusted accoimting earnings
(weighted average costofcapital X totalcapital employed bya division)

Several of the terms in the EVA formula require some discussion. For exam
ple, the calculation of economic value addedbegins with a division's "adjusted"
accounting earnings. These are a division's traditional accounting earnings,
adjusted so that theyapproximate a division's economic earnings. Several adjust
ments to a division's accounting statements have been described in the literature.
For example, traditional accounting practices require R&D spending to be
deducted each year from a division's earnings. This can lead division general
managers tounder-invest in longer-term R&D efforts. In theEVA measure ofdivi
sional performance, R&D spendingis added backinto a division's performance,
and R&Dis then treated as an asset and depreciated over some period of time.

One consulting firm (StemStewart) that specializes in implementing EVA-
based divisional evaluation systems in multidivisional firms makes up to 40
"adjustments" to a division's standard accounting eamings so that they more
closely approximate economic eamings. Many of these adjustments are propri
etaryto thisconsulting firm. However, the mostimportant adjustments—such as
how R&D should be treated—are broadly known.

The terms in parentheses in the EVA equation reflect the cost of investing in
a division. Rather than using some altemative standard of comparison, EVA
applies financial theory and multiplies the amountof money invested in a divi
sionby a firm's weighted average costof capital. A firm's weighted average cost
ofcapital is theamountofmoney a firm couldeam ifit invested in anyofitsother
divisions. In this sense,a firm's weightedaveragecostofcapitalcanbe thought of
as the opportunity costof investingin a particulardivision, as opposed to invest
ing in any other division in the firm.\
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Byadjusting a division's earnings and accounting for the cost of investing in
a division, EVA is a much more accurate estimate of a division's economic per
formance than are traditional accounting measures of performance. The number
of diversified firms evaluating ttieir divisions with EVA-based measures of divi
sional performance is impressive and growing. These firms include AT&T, Coca-
Cola, Quaker Oats, CSX, Briggs and Stratton, and Allied Signal. At Allied Signal,
divisions tiiat do not earn their cost of capital are awarded the infamous "leaky
bucket" award. If this performance is not improved, division general managers
are replaced. The use of EVA has been touted as the key to creating economic
wealthin a diversified corporation.^^

Economies of Scope and the Ambiguity of Divisional Performance
Whether a firm uses accounting measures to evaluate the performance of a divi
sion or uses economic measures of performance such as EVA, divisional perform
ance in a well-managed diversified firm can never be evaluated unambiguously.
Consider a simple example.

Suppose that in a particular multidivisional firm there are only two divisions
(Division A and DivisionB) and one shared activity (R&D). Also,suppose that the
two divisions are managed as profit-and-loss centers and that the R&D shared
activity is managed as a cost center.Tosupport this R&Deffort, each division pays
$10 million per yearand has beendoingso for 10years.Finally, supposethat after
10years of effort (and investment) the R&D group develops a valuable new tech
nology that perfectly addresses Division A's business needs.

Obviously, no matter how divisionalperformanceis measured it is likely to
be the case that Division A's performance will rise relative to DivisionB's per
formance. In this situation, what percentage of Division A's improved perform
anceshould be allocated to DivisionA,what percentageshould be allocatedto the
R&Dgroup, and what percentage should be allocated to Division B?

The managers in each part of this diversified firm can make compelling
arguments in their favor. Division general manager A can reasonably argue that
without Division A's efforts to exploit the new technology, the full value of the
technology would never have been realized. The R&D manager can reasonably
argue that, without the R&D effort, there would not have been a technology to
exploitin the first place. Finally, divisiongeneralmanagerBcan reasonably argue
that, without the dedicated long-term investment of Division B in R&D, there '
would have been no new technologyand no performanceincreasefor DivisionA.

Thatall threeof theseargumentscanbe made suggeststhat, to theextenttiiata
firm exploits real economies ofscope in implementing a diversification strategy, it
willnot be possible to unambiguously evaluate the performance of individualdivi
sions in that firm. The fact that there are economies of scope in a diversified firm
means that all of the businesses a firm operates in are more valuable bundled
together than they would be if kept separatefromone another. Efforts to evaluate tihe
performance of thesebusinesses as if they wereseparatefromoneanotherare futUe.

One solution to this problem is to force businesses in a diversified firm to
operate independently of each other. If each business operates independently,
then it will be possible to unambiguouslyevaluate its performance. Of course, to
the extent that this independenceis enforced, the diversifiedfirm is unlikely to be
ableto realize the veryeconomies ofscopethat were thejustification for the diver
sification strategy in^e first place.

Divisional performance ambiguity isbadenough when shared activities are J
the primary economy of scope that a diversified firm is tiying to exploit. This /
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ambiguity increases dramatically when the economy ofscope is basedon intangi
ble core competencies. In this situation, it is shared learningand experience that
justifya firm's diversification efforts. Theintangible nature of theseeconomies of
scope multiplies the difficulty of the divisional evaluation task.

Evenfirms that apply rigorousEVA measures of divisional performance are
unable to fullyresolve theseperformance ambiguitydifficulties. Forexample, the
Coca-Cola division of the Coca-Cola Company has made enormous investments
in the Cokebrand name over the years,and the DietCokedivisionhas exploited
some of that brand name capital in its own marketing efforts. Of course, it is not
clear that all of Diet Coke's success can be attributed to the Coke brand name.
After all. Diet Coke has developed its own creative advertising, its own loyal
group of customers, and so forth. How much of Diet Coke's success—as measured
through that division's economic value added—should be allocated to the Coke
brand name (an investment made long beforeDiet Coke was even conceived) and
how much should be allocated to the Diet Coke division's efforts? EVA measures
of divisional performance do not resolveambiguities created when economies of
scopeexistacross divisions. '̂'

In the end, the quantitative evaluation of divisional performance—with
either accounting or economic measures—^must be supplemented by the experi
enceand judgment of seniorexecutives in a diversifiedfirm.Chily by evaluatinga
division's performancenumbers in the contextof a broader, more subjectiveeval
uation of the division's performancecan a true picture of divisionalperformance
be developed.

Allocating Corporate Capital

Another potentially valuable economy of scope outlined in Chapter 7 (besides
shared activities and core competencies) is internal capital allocation. In that dis
cussion, it was suggested that for internal capital allocation to be a justificationfor
diversification the information made available to seniorexecutives allocating cap
ital in a diversifiedfirm must be superior, in both amount and quality,to the infor
mation available to external sources of capital in the external capital market. Both
the quality and the quantity of the information available in an internal capital
market depend on the organization of the diversified firm.

One of the primary limitations of internal capital markets is that division
generalmanagers have a strong incentive to overstate their division's prospects
and understate its problems in order to gain access to more capital at lower costs.
Having an independent corporate accounting function in a diversified firm can
help address this problem.However,given the ambiguities inherent in evaluating
divisional performance in a weU-managed diversified firm, independent corpo
rate accoimtants do not resolve all these informational problems.

In the face of these challenges, some firms use a process called zero-based
budgeting to help allocate capital. In zero-based budgeting, corporate executives
create a list of all capital allocation requests from divisions in a firm, rank them
from "most important" to "least important," and then fund all the projects a firm
can afford,given the amount of capital it has available. In principle,no projectwill
receive funding for the future simply because it received funding in the past.
Rather, each project has to stand on its own merits each year by being included
among the important projects the firm can afford to fund.

Although zero-based budgeting has some attractive features, it has some
important limitations as well. For example, evaluating and ranking all projects in
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a diversified firm from "most important" to "least important" is a very difficult
task. It requires corporate executives to have a very complete understanding of
the strategic roleofeachofthe projects beingproposedby a division, as wellasan
understanding of how these projects will affect the short-term performance of
divisions.

In the end, no matter what process firms use to allocate capital, allocating
capital insidea firmin a way that is moreefficient than couldbe doneby external
capital markets requires the use of informationthat is not available to those exter
nal markets. Typically, that information will be intangible, tacit, and complex.
Corporatemanagerslooking to realize this economy of scopemust find a way to
use this kind of information effectively.^® The difficulty of managingthis process
effectively may be one of the reasons why internalcapitalallocation oftenfails to
qualify asa vduableeconomy ofscope in diversified firms.^^

Transferring Intermediate Products

The existence of economies of scopeacrossmultiple divisionsin a diversified firm
oftenmeansthat productsor services producedin onedivision areusedas inputsfor
products or servicesproduced by a second division. Such products or servicesare
called intermediate products or services. Intermediate products or servicescan be
transferred betweenany of the units in an M-form organization. Thistransferis per
haps mostimportantand problematic when it occursbetweenprofitcenterdivisions.

The transfer of intermediate products or services among divisions is usually
managed through a transfer-pricing system: One division "sells" its product or
service to a second division for a transfer price. Unlike a market price, which is
typicallydetermined by market forces of supply and demand, transfer prices are
set by a firm's corporate management to accomplish corporate objectives.

Setting Optimal Transfer Prices
Froman economic point of view, the rule forestablishing ffie optimal transferprice
in a diversified firm is quite simple: The transferprice should be the value of the
opportunities forgone when one division's product or service is transferred to
another division. Consider the following example. Division A's marginal cost of
production is $5 per unit, but DivisionA can sell all of its output to outside cus
tomersfor$6per unit. IfDivision Acan sellallof its output to outsidecustomersfor
$6per unit, the value of the opportunity forgoneof transferringa unit of production
from DivisionA to Division B is $6—theamount of money that DivisionA forgoes
by transferringits production to DivisionBinstead of sellingit to the market.

However, if Division A is selling all the units it can to external customers for
$6 per unit but still has some excess manufacturing capacity, the value of the
opportunity forgone in transferring the product from Division A to Division B is
only $5 per unit—^Division A's marginal cost of production. Because the external
market cannot absorb any more of DivisionA's product at $6per unit, the value of
the opportunity forgonewhen DivisionA transfers units of production to DivisionB
isnot$6 perunit (Division Acan'tgetthatprice), but only $5 per unit.^®

When transfer prices are set equal to opportunity costs, selling divisions will
produce output up to the point that the marginal cost of the last unit produced
equals the transfer price. Moreover, buying divisions will buy units from other
divisions in the firm as long as the net revenues from doing so just cover the trans
fer price. These transfer prices will lead profit-maximizing divisions to optimize
the diversified firm's profits.
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Difficulties in Setting Optimal Transfer Prices
Setting transfer prices equal to opportunity costs sounds simple enough, but it is
very difficult to do in real diversified firms. Establishing optimal transfer prices
requires information about the value of the opportunities forgone by the "selling"
division. This, in turn, requires information about this division's marginal costs,
its manufacturing capacity,external demand for its products, and so forth. Much
of this irfformation is difficult to obtain. Moreover, it is rarely stable. As market
conditions change, demand for a division's products can change, marginal costs
can change, and the value of opportunities forgone can change. Also, to the extent
that a sellingdivision customizesthe products or servicesit transfers to other divi
sions in a diversified firm, the value of the opportunities forgone by this selling
division become even more difficult to calculate.

Even if this information could be obtained and updated rapidly, division gen
eral managers in selling divisions have strong incentives to manipulate the infor
mation in ways that increase the perceivedvalue of ihe opportunities forgone by
their division. Thesedivisiongeneralmanagerscan thus increasethe transferprice
for the products or servicesthey sell to internal customers and thereby appropriate
for their divisionprofits that should have been allocatedto buying divisions.

Setting Transfer Prices in Practice
Because it is rarelypossiblefor firms to establishan optimal transfer-pricing scheme,
most diversified firms must adopt some form of transfer pricing that attempts to
approximate optimalprices. Several of thesetransfer-pricing schemes aredescribed
in Table 8.3. However, no matter what particular scheme a firm uses, the transfer
prices it generates will, at times, create inefficiencies and conflicts in a diversified
firm. Some of these inefficiencies and conflicts are described in Table 8.4.^^

The inefficiencies and conflicts created by transfer-pricingschemesthat only
approximate optimaltransfer pricesmeanthat few diversified firms areeverfully
satisfiedwith how they set transfer prices. Indeed, one study foimd that as the

TABLE 8.3
Exchange • Buying and selling division general managers arefree to

autonomy negotiatetransferpricewithout corporateinvolvement.
• Transfer price is set equal to the sellingdivision'sprice to

extemal customers.

Mandated • Transferprice is set equal to the selling division's actual cost
full cost of production.

• Transfer priceis set equal to the sellingdivision'sstandard
cost (i.e.,the cost of production if the selling division were
operating at maximiun efficiency).

Mandated • Transfer priceis set equal to the marketpricein the selling
market based division's market.

Dualpricing • Transfer pricefor thebuyingdivision isset equalto theselling
(hvision's actual or standard costs.

• Transferprice for the sellingdivision is set equal to the price
to extemal customers or to the market price in the selling
division's market.

Source: Ecdes, R. (19^.The Transfer Pricing Problenu ATheoryfar Practice. Lexin^n Books: Lexington, MA.
Used wlBl ^mussion ofRowman andLittlefield Publishing Group.
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TABLE 8.4 IWeaknesses of

AlternativeTransfer-Pricing
Schemes

1. 6u3ringand selling divisions negotiate transfer price.

• The corporation risks not exploitingeconomiesof scope if the right transf^
price cannot be negotiate^.

2, Transfer price is set equal to the selling,division'sprice to extjsmal customers.

• Shouldn't the volume createdby the bu5dng divisionfor a sellingdivisionbe
reflected in a lower transfer price?

• Thesellingdivisiondoesn't have marketingexpenses when sellingto another
division.Shouldn't that be reflected in a lower transferprice?

3. Transferprice is set equcd to the selling division's actual costs.
• What are those actual costs^ and who gets to determine them?
• Allthe selling division'scosts, or only the costsrelevantto the productsbeing

purchased by the bu)dng division?
4. Tr^fer priceis set equal to the sellingdivision'sstandard costs.

• Standard costs arethecosts theselling division would incur ifit were running at
maximumefficiency. Thishypothetical capacity subsidizes thebuyingdivision.

5. Transfer price is set equal to ffie market price.
• If the product in questionis highlydifferentiated, thereis no simple"market

price."
• l^ouldn't thevolume created bythebuying division fora selling division be

reflectedin a lower transferprice?
• Thesellingdivision doesn'thavemarketing expenses whensellingto a buying

division. Shouldn'tthat bereflected in a,lowertransfer price?
6. Transfer priceis set equal to actualcostsfor the sellingdivisionand to market

price for the buying division.
• Thiscoihbination ofschemes simplycombines otherproblems ofsetting

transfer prices.

level of resource sharing in a diversified firm increases (thereby increasing the
importance of transfer-pricingmechanisms) the level of job satisfactionfor divi
siongeneral managers decreases.^

It is not imusual for a diversified firm to change its transfer-pricing mecha
nismseveryfewyearsin an attemptto findthe "right" transfer-pricing mechanism.
Economic theory tellsus what the "right" transfer-pridng medianism is: Transfer
prices shouldequalopportunity cost. However, this"correct" transfer-pricing mech
anism cannot be implemented in most firms. Firms that continually change their
transfer-pridng mechanisms generally find that all thesesystems havesomeweak
nesses.In deddmg which system to use, a firm should be less concerned about find
ing the right transfer-pricing mechanism and more concerned about choosing a
transfer-pricing policythat creates the fewest management problems—or at least
the kinds of problemsthat the firm can manage effectively. Indeed, some scholars
havesuggested that the searchfor optimaltransfer pricingshouldbe abandonedin
favoroftreatingtransferpricingas a conflict-resolution process. \^ewed in thisway,
transferpricinghighlights differences betweendi\dsions, and thus makesit possible
tobeginto resolve those differences in a mutually benefidal way.^

Overall, the three management controlprocesses describedhere—^measuring
divisionalperformance,allocatingcorporatecapital,and transferringintermediate
products—suggest that the implementation of a corporate diversification strategy
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Stpateqij in fke Emepqing Enlepppise

A corporate spin-off exists when a
large, typically diversified firm

divests itself of a business in which it

has historically been operating and the
divested business operates as an inde
pendent entity. Thus, corporate spin-
offs are different from asset divesti

tures, where a firm sells some of its

assets, including perhaps a particular
business, to another firm. Spin-offs are
a way that new firms can enter into the
economy.

Spin-offs can occur in numerous
ways. For example, a business might be
sold to its managers and employees who
then manage and work in this independ
ently operating firm. Alternatively, a
business unit within a diversified firm

may be sold to the public through an
initial public offering (IPO).Sometimes,
the corporation spinning off a business
unit will retain some ownership stake in
the spin-off; other times, this corporation
will sever all financial links with the

spun-off firm.
In general, large diversified

firms might spin off businesses they
own for three reasons. First, the effi

cient management of these businesses
may require very specific skills that are
not available in a diversified firm. For

example, suppose a diversified manu
facturing firm finds itself operating in
an R&D-intensive industry. The man
agement skills required to manage
manufacturing efficiently can be very
different from the management skills
required to manage R&D. If a diversi
fied firm's skills do not match the skills

required in a particular business, that
business might be spun off.

Second, anticipated economies
of scope between a business and the
rest of a diversified firm may turn out

Transforming Big Business into
Entrepreneurship

to not be valuable. For example,
PepsiCo acquired Kentucky Fried
Chicken, Pizza Hut, and Taco Bell,

anticipating important marketing
synergies between these fast-food
restaurants and PepsiCo's soft drink
business. Despite numerous efforts to
realize these synergies, they were not
forthcoming. Indeed, several of these
fast-food restaurants began losing
market share because they were forced
to sell Pepsi rather than Coca-Cola
products. After a few years, PepsiCo
spun off its restaurants into a separate
business.

Finally, it may be necessary to
spin a business off in order to fund a
firm's other businesses. Large diversi
fied firms may face capital constraints
due to, among other things, their high
level of debt. In this setting, firms may
need to spin off a business in order to
raise capital to invest in other parts of
the firm. Moreover, spinning off a part
of the business that is particularly
costly in terms of the capital it con
sumes may not only be a source of
funds for other parts of this firm's
business, it can also reduce the demand

for that capital within a firm.

Research in corporate finance
suggests that corporations are most
likely to spin off businesses that
are unrelated to a firm's corporate
diversification strategy; those that are
poorly performing compared to other
businesses a firm operates in; and
relatively small businesses. Also, the
amount of merger and acquisition
activity in a particular industry will
determine which businesses are spun
off.The greater the level of this activity
in an industry, the more likely that a
business owned by a corporation in
such an industry will be spun off. This
is because the level of merger and
acquisition activity in an industry is an
indicator of the number of people and
firms that might be interested in pur
chasing a spim-off business. However,
when there is not much merger and
acquisition activity in an industry,
businesses in that industry are less
likely to be spun off, even if they are
unrelated to a firm's corporate diversi
fication strategy, are poorly perform
ing, or are small. In such settings, large
firms are not likely to obtain the
full value associated with spinning
off a business and thus are reluctant

to do so.

Whatever the conditions that

lead a large diversified firm to spin off
one of its businesses, this process is
important for creating new firms in the
economy.

Sources: F. Schlingemann, R. M. Stulz, and R.
Walkling (2002). "Divestitures and the liquidity
of the market for corporate assets." Journal of
Financial Economics, 64, pp. 117-144; G. Hite,
J. Owens, and R. Rogers (1987). "The market for
inter-firm asset sales: Partial sell-offs and total liq
uidations." Journal of Financial Economics, 18, pp.
229-252; and P.Bergerand E.Ofek (1999). "Causes
and consequences of corporate focusing pro
grams." Review ofFinancial Studies, 12,pp. 311-345.
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requires a great deal of management skill and experience. They also suggest that
sometimes diversified firms may find themselves operating businesses that no
longer fit with the firm's overall corporate strategy. What happens when a division
no longer fits with a firm's corporate strategy is described in the Strategy in the
Emerging Enterprise feature.

Compensation Policies and Implementing
Corporate Diversification
A firm's compensation policies constitute a final set of tools for implementing
diversification. Traditionally, the compensation of corporate managers in a diver
sified firm has been only loosely connected to the firm's economic performance.
One important study examined the relationship between executive compensation
and firm performance and found that differences in CEO cash compensation
(salary plus cash bonus) are not very responsive to differences in firm perform
ance.^^ Inparticular, this study showedthat a CEO ofa firm whoseequityholders

Mothing gets as much negative press
as CEO salaries. And the numbers

are staggering. In 2007, the CEO of

Countrywide Financial, AngeloMozilo,
was paid $103 million; LloydBlankfein,
CEO of Goldman Sachs, was paid $74
million; Richard Fuld, CEO of Lehman

Brothers, was paid $72 million; and
John Mack, CEO of Morgan Stanley,
was paid $41 million.

Of course, what is interesting
about these particular compensation
examples is that, despite the serious
dollars that were paid out to these
CEOs in 2007,by the end of 2008,all of
these companies were in serious finan
cial difficulty—either facing bank
ruptcy, acquired as a way to avoid
bankruptcy, or reorganized to reduce
the impact of severe economic losses.
So, how can a CEO be "worth" mil

lions of dollars in 2007 and then

head up an economicallydepressed—
nearly bankrupt—company less than
12 months later?

EtIlies and Strat

CEO Compensation
and the Credit Crisis of 2008

Part of the explanation for this
disconnect between CEO compensa
tion and firm performance has to do
with the unexpected and radical
nature of the economic downturn

associated with the credit crunch of

2008. All of these CEOs were working

in financial services companies in 2007
and 2008, a segment of the economy
that was badly hurt by the credit
crunch of 2008. It could be argued that
the compensation these CEOs received
in 2007 reflected the value they created
in that year and had little to do with
the performance of these organizations
in 2008, a level of performance that—
many have suggested—could not have
been anticipated in 2007.

However, another view of this

situation is that the compensation
these CEOs received in 2007 was

partly responsible for the credit crisis
of 2008. In this view, CEO compensa
tion is not just the benign result of
market forces in the market for CEOs,

but rather can shape firm strategies
and actions in ways that can help—or
hurt—economic activity in the long
run. Consider the following.

Most CEOs receive compensation
packages that consist of a base salary, a
cash bonus, and various stock grants
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lost collectively, $400 million in a year earned average cash compensation worth
$800,000, while a CEO of a firm whose equity holders gained, collectively, $400
million in a year earned average cash compensation worth $1,040,000. Thus, an
$800 million difference in the performance of a firm only had, on average, a
$204,000 impact on the size ofa CEO's salary andcash bonus. Putdifferently, for
every million dollars ofimproved firm performance, CEOs, onaverage, getpaid
an additional $255. After taxes, increasing a firm's performance by a milliondol
lars is roughly equal in value to a good dinner at a nice restaurant.

However, this same study was able to show that if a substantial percentage
ofa CEO's compensation came in the form ofstock andstock options in the firm,
changes in compensation would be closely linked with changes in the firm per
formance. In particular, the $800 million difference in firm performance just
described would be associated with a $1.2 million difference in the value of CEO
compensation ifCEO compensation included stock andstock options inaddition
to cash compensation. In this setting, an additional million dollars of firm per
formance increases a CEO's salary by $667.

These and similar findings reported elsewhere have led more and more
diversified firms to include stock and stock options as part of the compensation

and stock options. When CEOs receive
stockoptions, they obtain the right, but
not the obligation, to buy the firm's
stock at a particular price—usually the
priceat whichthefirm'sstock istrading
when the stock options are granted. If a
firm's stock rises significantly, then
CEOs can cash in their stock options—
theyare"in themoney"—and purchase
their company's stock at sometimes
very significant discounts.Thiscan rep
resent a great deal of money to CEO—
often millions, and even hundreds of
millions of dollars, over time.

In the face of this huge upside
potential, CEOs have a strong incen
tive to increase the price of their firm's
stock. In general, these are actions that
are consistent with the interests of a

firm's shareholders. However, some

times CEOs can engage in very risky
activities to increase their share price.
Investors in these firms may not fully
understand the nature of these risks,

and thus may not be fully protected

from these risks through diversifica
tion and other investment strategies.

In particular, manyfinancial serv
ices companies apparently engaged in
these risky actions in the early 2000s—
selling mortgages to peoplewho could
not afford them; packaging these mort
gages in financial instruments that were
then sold to financial institutions that

didn't fully understand the risks they
were taking on; purchasing "insurance"
policies against any downsides associ
ated with these investments, even

though the nature of these risks were
not well understood and the firms sell

ing this insurancedid not have the capi
tal needed to offset any losses that were
forthcoming. In short, in an effort to
crank up the stock price as high as
possible—and therebypockethugegains
from cashing in stock options—CEOs in
some financial services companies put
the entire financial services industry at
risk. And not just in the United States,
but around the world as well.

Put differently, CEO compensa
tion in the financial services industry
in 2005,2006,and 2007may have had a
negative consequence—what econo
mists call a negative externality—for
the entire economy in 2008. A measure
of the size of this negative externality
is the size of the government bailouts
that were used to shore up the finan
cial system during 2008—bailouts and
subsidies that total several trillions of

dollars around the world.

In the face of such substantial

negative externalities,some have won
dered whether or not CEO compensa
tion should be regulated—to prevent
future CEOs from engaging in actions
that not only hurt their individual
companies but also put the entire
financial system at risk.

Sources: www.nytiines.com/interactive/2008/
05/05/business/20080405_EXECCOMP; www
.forbes.eom/iisls/2008/12/lead_beslbosses08_
CEO-Compensatlon_Rank; www.forbes.com/
leaderhjp/2008/08/13/yahoo-memc-nvidia-
lead<omp<z_mk_0813.
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package for the CEO. As important, many firms now extend this non-cash com
pensation to other senior managers in a diversified firm, including division gen
eral managers. For example, the top1^00managers at General Dynamics receive
stock andstock options aspartoftheir compensation package. Moreover, thecash
bonuses ofthese managers also depend on General Dynamics' stock market per
formance. AtJohnson &Johnson, alldivision general managers receive a five-
component compensation package. The level of only one of thosecomponents,
salary, does notvarywith theeconomic profitability ofthebusiness overwhich a
division general manager presides. The level of theother four components—a
cash bonus, stock grants, stock options, and a deferred income package—^varies
with the economic performance of a particular division. Moreover, the value of
some ofthese variable components ofcompensation also depends onJohnson &
Johnson'slong-term economic performance.^^

To the extent that compensation indiversified firms gives managers incentives
tomake decisions consistent witti stockholders' interests, they can be animportant
part of the process of implementing corporate diversification. However, the sheer
size of the compensationpaid to some CEOs raises ethical issues for some. These
ethical issues are discussed inthe Etiiics and Strategy feature.

Summary
To be valuable, diversification strategies must exploit valuable economies ofscope that can
not be duplicated by outside investors at low cost. However, to realize the value of these
economies ofscope, firms must organize themselves appropriately. Afirm's organizational
structure, itsmanagement control processes, anditscompensation policies areaU relevant
inimplementing a corporate diversification strategy.

The best organizational structure for implementing adiversification leveraging strat-
egy is the multidivisional, or M-form,structure. The M-form structure has several critical
components, including the board of directors, institutional investors, the seniorexecutive,
corporate staff, division general managers, and shared activity managers.

This orgamzational structure is supported by a variety of management control
processes. Three critical management control processes for firms implementing diversifica
tion strategies are (1) evaluating the performance ofdivisions, (2) allocating capital across
divisions, and (3) transferring intermediate products between divisions. The existence of
economies ofscope infirms implementing corporate diversification strategies significantly
complicates the management of these processes.

Finally, a firm's compensation policies are also important for firms implementing a
diversification strategy. Historically, management compensation has been only loosely
connected toa firm's economic performance, butthe last few years have seen the increased
popularity ofusing stock and stock options to help compensate managers. Such compensa
tion schemes help reduce conflicts between managers and outside investors, but the
absolute level ofCEO compensation isstill very high, at least in the United States.



CLIIenqe Questions
1. Agency theory has been criticized
for assuming that managers, left on
their own, will behave in ways that
reduce the wealth of outside equity
holders when, in fact, most managers
are highly responsible stewards of the
assets they control. This alternative
view of managers has been called
stewardship theory. Do you agree with
this criticismof agency theory? Why or
why not?

2. Suppose that the concept of the
stewardship tit\eory is correct and that
most managers, most of the time,
behave responsibly and make deci
sions that maximize the present value
of the assets they control. What impli
cations, if any, would this supposition
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have on organizing to implement
diversification strategies?

3. The M-form structure enables firms

to pursue complex corporate diver
sification strategies by delegating dif
ferent management responsibilities
to different individuals and groups
within a firm. Will there come a time

when a firm becomes too large and too
complex to be managed even through
an M-form structure? In other words,

is there a natural limit to the efficient

size of a diversified firm?

4. Most observers agree that centrally
planned economies fail because it is
impossible for bureaucrats in large
government hierarchies to coordinate

different sectors of an economy as effi
ciently as market mechanisms do.
Many diversified firms, however, are
as large as some economies and use
private sectorhierarchies to coordinate
diverse business activities in a firm.

Are these large, private sector hierar
chies somehow different from ihe

government hierarchies of centrally
planned economies? If yes, in what
way? If no, why do these large,private
sector hierarchies continue to exist?

5. Suppose that the optimal transfer
price between one business and all
other business activities in a firm is ihe

market price.Whatdoes this condition
say about whether this firm should
own this business?

1. Which elements of the M-form structure (the board of directors, the officeof the CEO,
corporate staff, division general managers, shared activity managers) should beinvolved in
the following business activities? Ifmore than one ofthese groups should beinvolved, indi
cate theirrelative level ofinvolvement (e.g., 20percent office oftheCEO, 10percent shared
activity manager, 70 percent division general manager). Justify youranswers.
(a) Determiningthe compensationof the CEO
(b) Determming thecompensation ofthecorporate vice president ofhuman resources
(c) Determining thecompensation ofavice president ofhuman resources ina particular

business division

(d) Decidingto sell a businessdivision
(e) Deciding tobuya relatively small firm whose activities areclosely related totheactivi

ties of one of the firm's current divisions

(f) Deciding tobuya l^ger firm thatisnotclosely related totheactivities ofanyofa
firm's current divisions

(g) Evaluating the performance ofthe vice president ofsales, amanager whose sales staff
sells the products of three divisions in the firm

(h) Evaluating the performance ofthevice president ofsales, a manager whose sales staff
sellsthe productsofonlyone divisionin the firm

(i) Determining howmuchmoney to invest in a corporate R&D function
(j) Deciding how much money toinvest inanR&D function thatsupports theoperations

of two divisions within the firm

(k) Decidingwhether to firean R&D scientist
(1) Deciding whether tofire thevice president ofaccounting ina particular division
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(m) Deciding whether tofire thecorporation's vice president ofaccounting
(n) Deciding whether totake a firm public byselling stock inthefirm tothegeneral public

for the first time

2. Consider thefollowing facts. Division Ain a firm hasgenerated $847,000 ofprofits on
$24 million worth ofsales, using $32 million worth ofdedicated assets. The cost ofcapital
for this firm is 9 percent, and the firm has invested $7.3million in this division.

(a) Calculate theReturnon Sales (ROS) and Return on TotalAssets (ROA) ofDivision A.
Ifthehurdle rates for ROS andROA in this firm are, respectively, 0.06 and0.04, has
this division performed well?

(b) Calculate theEVA ofDivision A(assuming thatthereported profits have already been
adjusted). Based on this EVA, has thisdivision performed well?

(c) Suppose youwere CEO ofthis firm. How would youchoose between ROS/ROA and
EVA for evaluating this division?

3. Suppose thatDivision Asells an intermediate product to Division B. Choose oneofthe
ways ofdetermining transfer prices described in this chapter (not setting transfer prices
equal to theselling firm's opportunity costs) and show how Division Manager Acan use
this mechtuusm to justify a higher transfer price while Division Manager Bcan usethis
mechanism tojustify a lower transfer price. Repeat this exercise with another approach to
setting transferpricesdescribedin the chapter.
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After reading this chapter,
you should be able to:

1. Define a strategic alliance
and give three specific
examples of strategic
alliances.

2. Describe nine different

ways that alliances can
create value for firms and
how these nine sources of
value can be grouped into
three large categories.

3. Describe how adverse

selection, moral hazard,
and holdup can threaten
the ability of alliances to
generate value.

4. Describe the conditions

under which a strategic
alliance can be rare and
costly to duplicate.

5. Describe the conditions

under which "going it
alone" and acquisitions are
not likely to be substitutes
for alliances.

6. Describe how contracts,
equity investments, firm
reputations, joint ventures,
and trust can all reduce the

threat of cheating in
strategic alliances.

Sfrafeqic All iancGS

Who Makes Video Games?

Video games are a large and growing

market. Some video games—Madden, FIFA

Soccer, NBA Live—are built around estab

lished sports franchises. Other video

games—S/ms, Guitar Hero, Rock Band—are

built around their own unique concepts.

And still other video games—James Bond.

HarryPotter, Toy Story—build on characters

and situations that were originally devel

oped in motion pictures.

This last category of video games—

those that buildon motion picturecontent-

may be in the process of radically changing

the way that allvideo games are made.

In the early 1990s, several movie stu

dios tried to develop their own video games

based on the content of their own movies.

But most of these firms quickly discovered

that the technical skills required to develop

the games were actually more important to

their successthan the creativestorycreating/

character building skills they possessed as

movie studios. And so, after several failed

attempts, most movie studios outsourced

video game development to video game

specialists, firms like Electronic Arts, Activi-

sion, and THQ, to develop video games

based on characters and situations in movies.

THQ, for example, partnered with Pixar—

before Pixarwas acquired by Disney—and

developed all the video games based on

Pixar's animated characters. These games

werethen sold,and Disney/Pixar wouldget a

licensingfee from each game sold.

Forming alliances with video game

firms seemed to make a great deal of sense.

But some problems began to emerge. First,

some movie studios believed that the

video game firms were not investing suffi

cient quality in their movie-based games,

and instead, invested all their technical and

creative talent on their own proprietary

titles. That is, some studios thought that

ToySfo/y video games were simply not get

ting the support that, say. Guitar Hero or

Halo were getting.

Second, some video game firms

began to complain about unrealistic

development schedules—schedules that

required video games to be released at the

same time as the movies themselves.

These tight schedules, the video game

firms argued, increased their development

costs and cut Into their profits from selling

the games.

Now, despite alliances that have

lasted over a decade, some big media

companies are thinking about getting

back into the video game production busi

ness. One way to do this would be to buy

some independent video game firms and

incorporate them into these media com

panies. However, throughout 2007 and

early 2008, the price of these stand-alone

video game firms was very high—high

enough to discourage most acquisitions.

Those acquisitions that did occur were

relatively small. For example, Warner

Brother's bought TT games—maker of

LegoStar Warsgames—and Viacom bought



Harmonix Music Systems—developer of Rock Bond—for

$175 million.

Other firms, including Disney and Time Warner, are

attempting to create their ownvideogame development

skills, in-house, without the benefit of an acquisition. Dis

ney,for example,has 800 employees working in Disney

Interactive Studios. However, until these firms success

fully create state of the art video game development

skills, they will still be forcedto form alliances with video

game specialists, especially in the development of tech
nically more sophisticated games. For example,while
Disney decided to develop the game for Toy Story3 in-

house, it decided to use an alliance with a Canadian firm

to develop the video game for High School Musical. The

Toy Story3 game isa straightforward extension of previ

ous Toy Story games, while the High School Musical game
requiredmoresophisticated"sing-along technology."

Inthe long run, whether they acquire these capa

bilities or create them in-house, large media companies

are ultimatelyinterested in doing more than just build

ing video games based on their motion picture content.

As box office revenues remain flat (up Just 4 percent in

2007) and home video sales actually decline (down

3.2 percent in 2007),video game sales continue to grow

(up 34 percent in 2007). So, many media firms see the
development of all kinds of video games, not just those

based on motion picture content, to be an important

growth opportunity.

However, it remains to be seen if media firms

have either the creative or technical abilities needed to

develop video games that do not relyon motion picture

content. These uncertainties could lead these media

firms to retain alliances with video game specialist firms

for some time to come.

Sources; M. Marr and N, Wingfield (2008). "Big mediacompanieswant back
In thegame."77ie WallStreetJournal, February 19,2008, pp. B1 +:andC. Salter
(2002). "Playing to win." FastCompany. December, pp.80+;Corbis/Reuters
America LLC.

m
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Figure 9.1 Types ofStrategic
Alliances

The use of strategic alliances to manage economic exchanges has grown
substantially over the lastseveral years. In the early 1990s, strategic alliances
wererelatively uncommon, except in a fewindustries. And not justin thevideo

game industry. However, by the late 1990s they had becomemuch more commonin
a wide variety of industries. Indeed, over 20,000 alliances were created worldwide in
2000 and 2001. In the computer-technology-based industries, over 2,200 alliances
were created between 2001 and 2005. And in 2006, both General Motors (CM) and
Ford were considering alliances asa waytohelpsolve their economic problems.^

What Is a Strategic Alliance?
A strategic alliance exists whenever two or more independent organizations
cooperate in the development, manufacture, or sale of products or services. As
shown inFigure 9.1, strategic alliances canbegrouped intothree broad categories:
nonequity alliances,equity alliances, and joint ventures.

In a nonequity alliance, cooperating firms agree to work together to develop,
manufacture, or sell products or services, but they do not take equity positions in
each other or form an independent organizational unit to manage their cooperative
efforts. Rather, these cooperative relations are managed through theuse ofvarious
contracts. Licensing agreements (where one firm allows others to use its brand name
to sell products), supply agreements (where one firm agrees to supplyothers), and
distribution agreements (where onefirm agrees todistribute theproducts ofothers)
are examples of nonequity strategic alliances. Most of the alliances between Tony
Hawkandhispartners take theform ofnonequity licensing agreements.

In an equity alliance, cooperating firms supplementcontracts with equity
holdings in alliance partners. For example, when GM beganimporting small cars
manufactured by Isuzu, not only did these partners havesupplycontracts in place,
butGM purchased 34.2 percent ofIsuzu's stock. Ford hadasirrular relationship with
Mazda, andChrysler hada similar relationship withMitsubishi.^ Equity alliances are
also verycommon in thebiotechnology industry. Large pharmaceutical firms suchas
Pfizer andMerck own equity positions inseveral start-up biotechnology companies.

Strategic Alliances

Nonequity Alliance
Cooperation between firms is managed
directly through contracts, without
cross-equity holdings or an independent
firm being created.

loint Venture
Cooperating firms form an independent
firm in which they invest. Profitsfrom
this independent firm compensate
partners for this investment.

EquityAlliance
Cooperative contracts are supplemented
by equity investments by one partner in
the other partner. Sometimes these
investments are reciprocated.
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In a joint venture, cooperating firms create a legally independent firm in
which they invest and from which they share any profits that are created.Someof
these jointventures canbeverylarge. Forexample, Dowand Coming's jointven
ture, Dow-Coming, is a Fortune 500 company on its own. AT&T and BellSouth
before they merged were co-owners of the joint venture Cingular, one of the
largestwireless phone companies in the UnitedStates. And CFM—a jointventure
between General Electric and SNECMA (a FrenchAerospace firm)—^is one of the
world's leading manufacturers of jet engines forcommercial aircraft. If you have
ever flown on a Boeing737, then you have placed your life in the hands of this
jointventure, because it manufactures the engines for virtually all of these aircraft.

How Do Strategic Alliances Create Value? iyjillB
Like all the strategies discussed in this book,strategic alliances create value by
exploiting opportunities and neutralizing threats facing a firm. Some of the most
important opportunities that can be exploited by strategic alliances are listed in
Table 9.1. Threats to strategic alliances arediscussed laterin thischapter.

Strategic Alliance Opportunities

Opportunities associated with strategic alliances fall into three largecategories.
First, these alliances can be used by a firm to improve the performanceof its cur
rent operations. Second,alliancescan be used to create a competitive environment
favorable to superior firm performance. Finally, they can be used to facilitate a
firm's entry into or exit from new markets or industries.

Improving Current Operations
Oneway that firmscan use strategic alliances to improvetheir current operations
is to use alliancesto realizeeconomiesof scale.The concept of economies of scale
wasfirstintroduced in Chapter2.Economies of scaleexistwhen theper-unitcost
of production falls as the volume of production increases. Thus, for example,
althoughtheper-unitcostofproducing one Bic pen is very high,the per-unitcost
of producing 50million Bic pens is very low.

To realize economies of scale, firms have to have a largevolumeof produc
tion,or at least a volume of production large enough so that the cost advantages

Helpingfirms improve the performanceof their current operations

E)q}loiting economies of scale Value
2. Learning fiom competitors
3. Managing risk and sharing costs
4. Creatinga competitiveenvironmentfovorable to superior performance
5. Facilitatingthe development of technologystandards
6. Facilitating tadt collusion
7. Facilitating entry and exit
8. Low-cost entry into new industries and new industry segments
9. Low-costexit from industries and industry segments

10. Managing uncertainty
11. Low-cost entry into new markets

TABLE 9.1 Ways Strategic

Alliances Can Create Economic
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associated with scale can be realized. Sometimes—^aswas described in Chapters 2
and 4—a firm can realize these economies of scale by itself; other times, it cannot.
Whena firmcannotrealize the costsavingsfromeconomies ofscaleallby itself, it
mayjoinin a strategic alliance with otherfirms. Jointly, these firms mayhavesuf
ficientvolume to be able to gain the cost advantages of economiesof scale.

But, why wouldn't a firm be able to realize these economies allby itself? A
firm may have to turn to alliance partners tohelp realize economies ofscale for a
number of reasons. For example, if the volume of production required to realize
these economies is very large, a single firm might have to dominate an entire
industry in order to obtain these advantages. It is often verydifficult for a single
firm to obtain such a dominant position in an industry. And even if it does so, it
may be subject to anti-monopoly regulation by thegovernment. Also, although a
particular partor technology maybeveryimportant toseveral firms, no onefirm
may generate sufficient demand for this partor technology torealize economies of
scale in itsdevelopment andproduction. Inthissetting aswell, independent firms
mayjoin together to form an alliance to realize economies ofscale in thedevelop
ment and production of the part or technology.

Firms can also use alliancesto improve their current operations by learning
from theircompetitors. As suggested in Chapter 3, different firms in an industry
may have different resources and capabilities. These resources can give some
firms competitive advantages over others. Firms that are at a competitive disad
vantage may want to form alliances with the firms that have an advantage in
order to leam about their resources and capabilities.

General Motors formed this kind of fiance with Toyota. In the early 1990s,
CM and Toyota jointly invested in a previously closed CM plant in Fremont,
California. This joint venture—called NUMl—^was tobuildcompact carstobedis
tributed through GM's distribution network. Butwhy did GM decide to build
thesecarsin an alliance with Toyota? Obviously, it couldhavebuilt themin anyof
its own plants. However, GM was very interested in learning abouthow Toyota
was able to manufacture high-quality smallcars at a profit. Indeed, in the NUMl
plant, Toyota agreed to take total responsibility for the manufacturing process,
using former GM employees to install and operate the"leanmanufacturing" sys
tem that had enabledToyota tobecomethe quality leader in the small-car segment
of the automobile industry. However, Toyota also agreed to let GM managers
work in the plant and directly observe how Toyota managed this production
process. Since its inception, GM has rotated thousands ofits managers from other
GM plants through the NUMl plant so that theycanbe exposed to Toyota's lean
manufacturing methods.

It is clear why GMwould want this alliance with Toyota. Butwhy would
Toyota want this alliance with GM? Certainly, Toyota was not lookingto leam
about lean manufacturing, per se. However, becauseToyota was contemplating
entering theUnited States bybuilding itsownmanufacturing facilities, it did need
to leam how to implement lean manufacturing in the United States with U.S.
employees. Thus,Toyota alsohad somethingto leam fromthis alliance.

When both parties to an alliance are seeking to leam something firom that
alliance, an interesting dynamiccalleda learning race can evolve. Thisd5mamic is
described in more detail in the Strategy in Depth feature.

Finally, firms canusealliances to improve their current operations through
sharingcosts and risks. Forexample, HBO produces mostofits original programs in
alliances with independent producers. Most of tiiese alliances are created to share
costsand risks. Producing new television shows can be costly. Development and
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production costs can run into the hundreds of millions of dollars, especially for long
and complicated series like HBO's Deadwood, Entourage, and TheSopranos. And,
despite audience testing and careful market analyses, the production of these new
shows is also very risky.Even bankable stars like Dustin Hoffman and Warren Beatty
and BenAffleckand Jennifer Lopez—^remember Gigli?—cannot guarantee success.

In this context, it is not surprising that HBO decides to not "go it alone" in its
production efforts. If HBO was to be the sole producer of its original program
ming, not only would it have to absorb all the production costs, but it would also
bear all the risk if a production turned out not to be successful. Of course, by get
ting other firms involved in its production efforts, HBO also has to share whatever
profits a particular production generates. Apparently, HBO has concluded that
sharing this upside potential is more than compensated for by sharing the costs
and risks of these productions. ,>

Creating a Favorable Competitive Environment
Firms can also use strategic alliances to create a competitive environment that is more
conducive to superior performance.Thiscan be done in at least two ways. First,firms
can use alliances to help set technology standards in an industry. With these stan
dards in place, technology-based products can be developed and consumers can be
confident that the products they buy will be useful for some time to come.

Such technological standards are particularly important in what are called
network industries. Such industries are characterized by increasing returns to
scale. Consider, for example, fax machines. How valuable is one fax machine, all
by itself? Obviously, not very valuable. Two fax machines that can talk to each
other are a little more valuable, three that can talk to each other are still more valu
able, and so forth. The value of each individual fax machine depends on the total
number of fax machines in operation that can talk to each other. This is what is
meant by increasing returns to scale—the value (or returns) on each product
increases as the number of these products (or scale) increases.

If there are 100 million fax machines in operation but none of these machines
can talk to each other, none of these machines has any value whatsoever—except
as a large paperweight. For their full value to be realized, they must be able to talk
to each other. And to talk to each other, they must aUadopt the same—or at least
compatible—communication standards. This is why setting technology standards
is so important in network industries.

Standards can be set in two ways. First, different firms can introduce different
standards, and consumers can decide which they prefer. This is how the standard for
home videotapes was set. Sony sold one type of videotape machine—the Betamax—
and Matsushita sold a second type of videotape machine—VHS.These two technolo
gies were incompatible. Some consumers preferred Beta and purchased Sony's
technology. Others preferred VHS and bought Matsushita's technology. However,
because Matsushita licensed its VHS technology to numerous other firms, whereas
Sony refused to do so, more and more consumers started buying VHS machines,
until VHS became the de facto standard. This was the case even though most
observers agreed that Betawas superior to VHS on several dimensions.

Of course, the biggest problem with letting customers and competition set
technology standards is that customers may end up purchasing technologies that
are incompatible with the standard that is ultimately set in the industry. What
about all those consumers who purchased Beta products? For this reason, cus
tomers may be imwilling to invest in a new technology imtil the standards of that
technology are established.
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A learning race exists in astrategic
alliance when both parties to that

alliance seek to leam from each other

but the rate at which these two firms

leam varies. In this setting, the first
firm to learn what it wants to learn

from an alliance has the option to begin
to underinvest in, and perhaps even
withdraw from, an alliance. In this

way, the firm that learns faster is able to
prevent the slower-learning firm from
learning all it wanted from an alliance.
If, outside of this alliance, these firms

are competitors, winning a learning
race can create a sustained competitive
advantage for the faster-learning firm
over the slower-leaming firm.

Firms in an alliance may vary in
the rate they leam from each other for
a variety of reasons. First, they may be
looking to leam different things, some
of which are easier to learn than oth

ers. For example, in the GM-Toyota
example, GM wanted to learn about
how to use "lean manufacturing" to
build high-quality small cars prof
itably. Toyota wanted to leam how to
apply the "lean manufacturing" skills
it already possessed in the United
States. Which of these is easier to

leam—"lean manufacturing" or how
to apply "lean manufacturing" in the
United States?

An argument can be made that
GM's learning task was much more
complicated than Toyota's. At the very
least, in order for GM to apply knowl
edge about "lean manufacturing"
gleaned from Toyota it would have to
transfer that knowledge to several of its
currently operating plants. Using this
knowledge would require these plants
to change their current operations—a
difficult and time-consuming process.
Toyota, however, only had to transfer

Strategij in Depih

Winning Learning Races

its knowledge of how to operate a
"lean manufacturing" operation in the
United States to its other U.S. plants—
plants that at the time this alliance was
first created had yet to be built.
Because GM's leaming task was more
complicated than Toyota's, it is very
likely that Toyota's rate of leaming
was greater than GM's.

Second, firms may differ in
terms of their ability to leam. This abil
ity has been called a firm's absorptive
capacity. Firms with high levels of
absorptive capacity will leam at faster
rates than firms with low levels of

absorptive capacity, even if these two
firms are trying to learn exactly the
same things in an alliance. Absorptive
capacity has been shown to be an
important organizational capability in
a wide variety of settings.

Third, firms can engage in activ
ities to try to slow the rate of leaming
of their alliance partners. For example,
although a firm might make its
technology available to an alliance
partner—thereby fulfilling the alliance
agreement—it may not provide all the
know-how necessary to exploit this
technology. This can slow a partner's

leaming. Also, a firm might withhold
critical employees from an alliance,
thereby slowing the learning of an
alliance partner. All these actions, to
the extent that they slow the rate of a
partner's leaming without also slow
ing the rate at which the firm engaging
in these activities leams, can help this
firm win a leaming race.

Although leaming race dynamics
have been described in a wide variety
of settings, they are particularly com
mon in relations between entrepreneur
ial and large firms. In these alliances,
entrepreneurial firms are often looking
to leam about all the managerial func
tions required to bring a product to
market, including manufacturing, sales,
distribution, and so forth. This is a diffi

cult leaming task. Large firms in these
alliances oftenare only looking to leam
about the entrepreneurial firm's tech
nology. This is a less difficult leaming
task. Because the learning task facing
entrepreneurial firms is more challeng
ing than that facing their large-firm
partners, larger firms in these alliances
typically win the learning race. Once
these large firms leam what they want
from their alliance partners, they often
underinvest or even withdraw from

these alliances. This is why, in one
study, almost 80 percent of the man
agers in entrepreneurial firms felt
unfairly exploited by their large-firm
alliance partners.

Sources: S. A. Alvarez and J. B. Barney (2001).
"How entrepreneurial firms can benefit
from alliances with large partners." Academy of
Management Executive, 15, pp-139-148; G. Hamel
(1991). "Competition for competence and inter-
parmer learning within international alliances."
Strategic Management Journal, 12,pp. 83-103;and
W. Cohen and D. Levinthal (1990). "Absorptive
capacity: A new perspective on leaming and
innovation." Administrative Science Quarterly, 35,
pp. 128-152.
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This is where strategic alliances come in. Sometimes, firms form strategic
allianceswith the sole purpose of evaluating and then choosing a technology stan
dard. With such a standard in place, technologies can be turned into products that
customers are likely to be more willing to purchase, because they know that they
will be compatiblewith industry standards for at least some period of time.Thus,
in this setting, strategic alliances can be used to create a more favorable competi
tive environment.

Another incentive for cooperating in strategic alliances is that such activities
may facilitate the development of tacit collusion. As explained in Chapter 3,
collusion exists when two or more firms in an industry coordinate their strategic
choicesto reduce competition in an industry. Thisreduction in competition usually
makes it easier for colluding finns to earn high levels of performance. A common
example of collusion is when firms cooperate to reduce the quantity of products
being produced in an industry in order to drive prices up. Explicit collusion exists
when firms directly communicatewith each other to coordinate their levelsof pro
duction, their prices, and so forth. Explicitcollusion is illegal in most countries.

Because managers that engagein explicitcollusioncan end up in jaU, most col
lusion must be tadt in character. Tadt collusion exists when firms coordinate their

production and pricing decisions, not by directlycommunicating with each other,
but by exchanging signalswith otherfirmsabout their intent to cooperate. Examples
of such signals might indude public announcements about price increases, public
annoimcements about reductions in a firm's productive output, public annoimce-
ments about decisions not to pursue a new technology, and so forth.

Sometimes, signals of intent to collude are very ambiguous. For example,
when firms in an industry do not reduce their prices in response to a decrease in
demand, they may be sending a signal that they want to collude,or they may be
attempting to exploit their product differentiation to maintain high margins.
When firms do not reduce their prices in response to reduced supply costs, they
may be sending a signal that Ihey want to collude, or they may be individually
maximizing iheir economicperformance. In both these cases, a firm's intent to col
lude or not, as implied by its activities, is ambiguous at best.

In this context,strategicalliances can facilitate tacit coUusion. Separatefirms,
even if they are in the same industry, can form strategic alliances.Although com
municationbetween these firms cannot legallyinclude sharing informationabout
prices and costs for products or services that are produced outside the alliance,
such interactiondoes help create the socialsetting within which tacit collusionmay
develop.^ Assuggestedin the Research MadeRelevant feature, most earlyresearch
on strategic alliances focused on their implications for tacit collusion. More
recently,research suggests that alliances do not usually facilitate tacit collusion.

Facilitating Entry and Exit
A final way that strategic alliances can be used to create value is by facilitating a
firm's entry into a new market or industry or its exit from a market or industry.
StrategicaUiances are particularly valuable in this contextwhen the value of mar
ket entry or exit is uncertain. Entry into an industry can require skills, abilities,
and products that a potential entrant does not possess.Strategicalliancescan help
a firm enter a new industry by avoiding the high costs of creating these skills,abil
ities, and products.

For example, recently DuPont wanted to enter into the electronicsindustry.
However,buildmg the skillsand abilities needed to develop competitiveproducts in
this industry can be very difficultand cosily. Rather than absorb these costs,EhiPont
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developed a strategic alliance (DuPont/Philips Optical) withan established electron
icsfirm.Philips, to distributesomeof Philips'sproducts in the UnitedStates. In this
way, DuPont was able to enter into a new industry (electronics) without having to
absorball the costsofcreatingelectronics resources and abilities from the ground up.

Of course, for this joint venture to succeed. Philips must have had an incen
tive to cooperate with DuPont. Whereas DuPontwas looking to reduce its costof
entry into a new industry.Philipswas looking to reduce its costof continued entry
into a new market—theUnited States.Philips used its alliancewith DuPont to sell
in theUnited States thecompact discs it already wasselling in Europe.^ The role of
alliances in facilitating entry into new geographic markets will be discussed in
more detail later in this chapter.

Alliances to facilitate entry into new industries can be valuable even when
the skills needed in these industries are not as complex and difficult to leam as
skills in the electronics industry. For example, rather than develop their own
frozen novelty foods, Welch Foods, Inc., and Leaf, Inc. (maker of Heath candy
bars) asked Eskimo Pie to formulate products for this industry. Eskimo Pie devel
oped Welch's frozen grape juice bar and the Heath toffee ice cream bar. These
fijms thensplit the profits derived from these products.^ As longas the cost of
using an alliance to entera new industry is lessthan the costoflearningnew skills
and capabilities, an alliance can be a valuable strategic opportunity.

Some firms use strategic alliances as a mechanism to withdraw from indus
tries or industry segments in a low-cost way. Firms are motivated to withdraw
from an industry or industry segment when their level of performance in that
business is less than expected and when there are few prospects of it improving.
When a firm desires to exit an industry or industry segment, often it will need to
dispose of the assets it has developed to compete in that industry or industry seg
ment. Theseassets often include tangible resourcesand capabilities, such as facto
ries, distribution centers, and product technologies, and intangible resourcesand
capabilities, such as brand name, relationships with suppliers and customers, a
loyal and committed workforce, and so forth.

Firmswill often have difficultyin obtaining the full economicvalue of these
tangible and intangible assets as they exit an industry or industry segment. This
reflects an important information asymmetry that exists between the firms that
currently own these assets and firms that may want to purchase these assets. By
forming an alliancewith a firm that may want to purchase its assets, a firm is giv
ing its partner an opportunity to directly observe how valuablethoseassetsare.If
those assets are actually valuable, then this "sneak preview" can lead ffieassets to
be more appropriately priced and thereby facilitate the exitof the firm that is look
ing to sell its assets. These issues will be discussed in more detail in Chapter lO's
discussion of mergers and acquisitions.

One firm that has used strategic alliances to facilitate its exit from an indus
try or industry segment is Coming. In the late 1980s, Coming entered the medical
diagnostics industry. After several years, however. Coming concluded that its
resources and capabilities could be more productively used in other businesses.
For this reason, it began to extract itself from the medical diagnostics business.
However, to ensure that it received the full value of the assets it had created in the
medical diagnosticsbusiness upon exiting, it formed a strategic alliancewith the
Swiss specialty chemical company Ciba-Geigy. Ciba-Geigy paid $75 million to
purchase half of Coming's medical diagnostics business. A couple of years later.
Coming finished exiting from the medical diagnostics business by selling its
remaining assets in this industry to Ciba-Geigy. However, whereas Ciba-Geigy



Several authors have concluded that
joint ventures, as a form of alliance,

do increase the probability of tacit col
lusion in an industry. As reviewed in
books by Scherer and Barney, one study
foxmd that joint ventures created two
industrial groups, besides U.S. Steel, in
the U.S. iron and steel industry in the
early 1900s. In this sense, joint ventures
in the steel industry were a substitute
for U.S. Steel's vertical integration and
had the effect of creating an oligopoly
in what (without joint ventures) would
have been a more competitive market.
Other studies found that over 50 per
cent of joint venture parents belong to
the same industry. After examining 885
joint venture bids for oil and gas leases,
yet anotherstudy foimd only16instances
where joint venture parents competed
with one another on another tract in the

same sale. These results suggest that
joint ventures might encourage subse
quent tacit collusion among firms in the
same industry.

In a parhcularly influential study,
Pfefferand Nowak found that joint ven
tures were most likely in industries of
moderate concentration. These authors

argued that in highly concentrated

PSGQVC It MgcIg Pelevant

Do Strategic Alliances Facilitate
Tacit Collusion?

industries—where there were only a
small number of competing firms—joint
ventures were not necessary to create

conditions conducive to collusion. In

highly fragmented industries, the high
levels of industry concentration con
ducive to tacit collusion could not be cre

ated by joint ventures. Only when joint
venture activity could effectivelycreate
concentrated industries—that is, only
when industries were moderately
concentrated—were jointventures likely.

Scherer and Barney also review
more recent work that disputes these

Cliaptep 9: Slralcqic Alliances

findings.Jointventures between firms in
the same industry may be valuable for a
variety of reasons that have little or
nothing to do with collusion. Moreover,
by using a lower level of aggregation,
several authors have disputed the find
ing that joint ventures are most likelyin
moderately concentrated industries. The
original study defined industries using
very broad industry categories—"the
electronics industry," "the automobile
industry," and so forth. By defining
industries less broadly—"consumer
electronics" and "automobile part man
ufacturers"—subsequent work found
that 73percentof the jointventures had
parent firms coming from different
industries. Although joint ventures
between firms in the same industry
(defined at this lower level of aggrega
tion) may have collusive implications,
subsequent work has shown that these
kinds ofjointventures are relativelyrare.

Sources: F. M. Scherer (1980). Industrial market
structure and economic performance. Boston:
Houghton Mifflin; J. B.Barney(2006). Gaining and
sustaining competitive advantage, 3rd ed. Upper
Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall; and J. Pfeffer and
P. Nowak (1976). "Patterns of joint venture activ
ity;Implications for anti-trustresearch." Antitrust
Bulletin, 21, pp. 315-339.

had paid $75 million for the first half of Coming's assets, it paid $150 million for
the second half.Coming's alliance with Ciba-Geigy had made it possible for Ciba-
Geigy to fully value Coming's medical diagnostics capabilities. Any information
asymmetry that might have existed was reduced, and Corning was able to get
more of thefull value ofitsassets uponexiting this industry.^

Finally, firms may use strategic alliances to manage uncertainty. Under con
ditions of high uncertainty, firms may not be able to tell at a particular point in
time which of several different strategies they should pursue. Firms in this setting
have an incentive to retain the flexibility to move quickly into a particular market
or industry once the full value of that strategy is revealed. In this sense, strategic
alliances enable a firm to maintain a point of entry into a market or industry, with
out incurring the costs associated with full-scale entry.

Based on this logic, strategic alliances have been analyzed as real options/
In this sense, a joint venture is an option that a firm buys, under conditions of
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TABLE 9.2 Ways to Cheat in
Strategic Alliances

uncertainty, to retain the ability to move quickly into a market or industry if valu
able opportunities present themselves. One way in which firms can move quickly
into a market is simply to buy out their partner(s) in the joint venture. Moreover,
by investing in a joint venture a firm may gain accessto the information it needs to
evaluate full-scale entry into a market. In this approach to analyzing strategic
alliances, firms that invest in alliancesas options will acquire their alliance part
ners only after the market signals an imexpected increase in value of the venture;
tihat is, only after uncertainty is reduced and the true, positive value of entering
intoa market isknown. Empirical findings areconsistent withthese expectations.®

Given lliese observations, it is not surprising to see firms in new and uncer
tain environments develop numerous strategic alliances.This is one of the reasons
that strategic alliances are so common in the biotechnology industry. Although
there is relatively little uncertainty that at least some drugs created through
biotechnology will ultimately prove to be very valuable, which specificdrugs will
turn out to be the most valuable is very imcertain. Rather than investing in a small
number of biotechnology drugs on their own, pharmaceutical companies have
invested in numerous strategic alliances with small biotechnology firms. Each of
these smaller firms represents a particular "bet" about the value of biotechnology
in a particular class of drugs. If one of these "bets" turns out to be valuable, tiien
the large pharmaceutical firm that has invested in that firm has the right, but not
the obligation, to purchase the rest of this company. In this sense, from the point of
view of the pharmaceutical firms, alliances between large pharmaceutical firms
and small biotechnology firms can be thought of as real options.

Alliance Threats: Incentives to Cheat

on Strategic Alliances
Just as there are incentives to cooperate in strategic alliances, there are also incen
tives to cheat on these cooperative agreements. Indeed, research shows that as
many as one-third of all strategic alliances do not meet the expectations of at least
one alliance partner.^ Althoughsome of these alliance "failures" may be due to
firms forming alliancesthat do not have the potential for creatingvalue, some are
also due to parties to an alliance cheating—^that is, not cooperating in a way that
maximizes the value of the alliance.Cheating can occur in at least the tiiree differ
ent wayspresented in Table 9.2: adverseselection, moralhazard,and holdup.^*^

Adverse Selection

Potential cooperative partners can misrepresent the skills, abilities, and other
resoiurces that they will bring to an alliance. This form of cheating, called adverse
selection, exists when an alliance partner promises to bring to an alliance certain

Adverse selection: Potential partners misrepresent the value of the slolls and
abilities they bring to the alliance.
Moralhazard: Partners provide to the alliance skills and abilities of lower quality
than they promised.
Holdup:
the alliance.

m
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resources that it either does not control or cannot acquire. For example, a local
firmengages in adverseselection when it promises to makeavailable to alliance
partners a local distribution network that does not currently exist. Firms that
engage in adverse selectionare not competent alliancepartners.

Adverse selection in a strategic alliance is likely only when it is difficult or
costly to observe theresources orcapabilities thata partnerbringstoan alliance. If
potential partners can easily see that a firm is misrepresenting tiie resources and
capabilities it possesses, they will not create a strategicalliance with that firm.
Armed with such understanding, they will seek a different alliance partner,
developthe neededskillsand resources internally, or perhapsforgo thisparticular
business opportunity.

However,evaluating the veracityof tihe claimsof potential alliancepartners is
often not easy. The ability to evaluate these claimsdepends on informationthat a
firmmay not possess. To fullyevaluate claims about a potential partner's political
contacts, forexample, a firmneeds itsown political contacts; tofullyevaluateclaims
aboutpotential partners'marketknowledge, a firmneedssignificant marketknowl
edge.A firm that can completely, and at low cost, evaluate the resources and capa
bilities ofpotentialalliance partners probablydoesnot reallyneed ihesepartners in
a strategicalliance. Thefactthat a firmis seekingan alliancepartner is in somesense
an indication that tiie firm has limited abilities to evaluate potential partners.

In general, the less tangible the resources and capabilities that are to be
brought to a strategic alliance, the more costly it will be to estimate their value
before an alliance is created, and the more likely it is that adverse selection will
occur. Firms considering alliances with partners that bring intangible resources
such as "knowledgeof localconditions" or "contacts with key political figures"
will need to guard against this form of cheating.

Moral Hazard

Partners in an alliance may possess high-quality resources and capabilities of
significant value in an alliance but fail to make those resources and capabilities
available to alliance partners. This form of cheating is called moral hazard. For
example, a partner in an engineering strategic alliance may agree to send only its
most talentedand best-trained engineers to work in the alliance but then actually
send less talented, poorly trained engineers. These less qualified engineers may
not be able to contribute substantially to making the alliancesuccessful, but they
may be able to learn a greatdeal from the highlyqualified engineers providedby
otheralliance partners. In thisway, the lessqualified engineers effectively transfer
wealth from otheralliance partners to theirownfirm.^^

Oftenboth parties in a failed allianceaccuseeach other of moral hazard. This
was the case in the abandoned alliance between Disney and Pixar, described in the
Strategy in the Emerging Enterprise feature.

The existence of moral hazard in a strategic alliance does not necessarily
mean that any of the parties to that allianceare malicious or dishonest. Rather,
what often happens is that market conditions change after an alliance is formed,
requiring one or more partners to an allianceto change their strategies.

For example, in the early days of the personal computer industry Compaq
ComputerCorporation reliedon a network of independent distributorsto sell its
computers. However, ascompetition in thepersonal computer industryincreased,
Internet, mail order, and so-called computer superstores became much more
valuable distribution networks, and alliances between Compaq and its traditional
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distributors became strained. Over time, Compaq's traditional distributors were
unable to obtain the inventory they wanted in a timely manner. Indeed, to satisfy
the needs of large accoimts, some traditional distributors actually purchased
Compaq computers from local computer superstores and then shipped them to
their customers. Compaq's shift from independent dealers to alternative distribu
tors looked like moral hazard—at least from the point of view of the independent
dealers. However, from Compaq's perspective, this change simply reflectedeco
nomicrealities in the personal computer industry.^^

Holdup

Even if alliance partners do not engage in either adverse selection or moral haz
ard, another form of cheating may evolve. Once a strategic alliancehas been cre
ated, partner firms may make investments that have value only in the context of
that alliance and in no other economic exchanges. These are the transaction-
specific investments mentioned in Chapter 6. For example, managers from one
alliancepartner may have to develop close,trusting relationships with managers
from other alliance partners. These close relationships are very valuable in the
context of the alliance, but they have limited economic value in other economic
exchanges. Also, one partner may have to customize its manufacturing equip
ment, distribution network, and key organizational policies to cooperate with
other partners. These modifications have significant value in the context of the
alliance, but they do not help the firm, and may even hurt it, in economic exchanges
outside the alliance.As was the case in Chapter 6,whenever an investment's value
in its first-bestuse (in this case,within the alliance) is much greater than its value
in its second-best use (in this case, outside the alliance), that investment is said to
be transaction specific.^^

When one firm makes more transaction-specific investments in a strategic
alliance than partner firms make, that firm may be subject to the form of cheating
calledholdup. Holdup occurswhen a firm thathas not made significant transaction-
specific investments demands returnsfroman alliance fiiatarehigher than the part
ners agreed to when they created the alliance.

For example, suppose two alliance partners agree to a 50-50split of the costs
and profits associated with an alliance. To make the alliance work. Firm A has to
customize its production process. Firm B,however, does not have to modify itself
to cooperate with Firm A. The value to Firm A of this customized production
process, if it is used in the strategic alliance, is $5,000. However, outside the
alliance, this customized process is only worth $200 (asscrap).

Obviously, Firm A has made a transactipn-spedfic investment in this alliance
and Firm B has not. Consequently, Firm A may be subject to holdup by Firm B.
In particular. Firm Bmay threaten to leave the aUiance unless Firm A agrees to give
Firm B part of the $5,000 value that Firm A obtains by using the modified
production processin the alliance. Rather than lose aU the value that couldbe gener
ated by its investment. Firm A may be willing to give up some of its $5,000 to avoid
gaining only $200. Indeed, if Firm Bextracts up to the value of Firm A's production
process in its next-bestuse (here,only $200), FirmA will stillbe better offcontinuing
in this relationship rather than dissolving it. Thus, even though FirmA and Firm B
initiaUy agreed on a 50-50 split from this strategic alliance, the agreement may be
modified if one party to the alliance makes significant transaction-specific invest
ments. Researchon international joint ventures suggests that the existenceof trans
action-specific investments in these relationships often leads toholdupproblems.^^
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Stpcitcqij in tlie Emerqincj Entepppise

In 1994, Pixar was astruggling start-up
company in northern California that

was trying to compete in an industry
that really didn't yet exist—the com
puter graphicsanimated motionpicture
industry. Headedby theformer founder
of Apple Computer, Steven Jobs, Pixar
was desperately looking for a partner
that could help financeand distribute its
new brand of animated movies. Who

better, Pixar thought, than the world's
leader in animated feature-length films:
Disney. And thus, a strategic alliance
between Pixar and Disney was formed.

In the alliance, Disney agreed to
helpfinance and distribute Pkar's films.
In return, they would share in any prof
its these films generated. Also, Disney
would retain the right to produce any
sequels to Pixar's films—after first
offering Pixar the right to make these
sequels. This agreement gave Disney a
greatdeal of controlover any characters
that Pixar created in movies distributed

through Pixar'salliance witliDisney. Of
course, at the time the alliance was orig
inally formed there were no such char
acters. Indeed, Pbcarhad yet to produce
any movies. So, because Pixar was a
weak alliance partner, Disney was able
to gain control of any characters Pixar
developedin the future.Disney, afterall,
had the track record of success.

Afunny thing happened over the
next 10 years. Pixar produced block
buster animated features such as Toy
Story (total revenues of $419.9 million);
ABug's Life (total revenues of $358 mil
lion); Toy Story 2 (total revenues of
$629.9 million); Monsters, Inc. (total

Disney and Pixar

revenues of $903.1 million); Finding
Nemo (total revenues of $1,281.4 mil
lion); The Incredibles (total revenues of
$946.6 million); and Cars (total rev
enues of $331.9 million). And these
revenue numbers do not include sales

of merchandise associated with these

films. During this same time period,
Disney's traditional animated fare per
formed much more poorly—Treasure
Planet generated only $112 million in
revenues. The Emperor's New Groove
only$169 million, and Brother Bear only
$126million, Disney's "big hit" during
this time period was Lilo &Stitch, with
revenues of $269 million—less than

any of the moviesproduced by Pixar.
Oops!The firm with the "proven

track record" of producing hit atu-
mated features—Disney—stumbled
badly, and the upstart company with
no track record—Pixar—had all the

success. Because Disney did not have
many of its own characters upon
which to base sequels, it began to eye
Pixar's characters.

Fast-forward to 20O4. It's time to

renew this alliance. But now Pixar has

die upper hand,because it has the track
record. Disney comes knocking and
asks Pixar to redo the alliance. What

does Pixar say, "Okay, but... we want
control of our characters, we want

Disney to act just as a distributor"—in
other words, "We want Disney out of
our business!" Disney balks at these
demands, and Pixar—well, Pixar just
cancelled the alliance.

But Pixar still needed a distribu

tion partner. Pixar simply does not
produce enough films to justify the
expense of building its own distribu
tion system. After a several-month
search, Pixar found what it considered
to be its best distribution partner. The
only problem was—it was Disney.

Reestablishing the alliance
between Pixar and Disney seemed
out of the question. After all, such an
alliance would have all the same chal

lenges as the previous alliance.
Instead, Disney decided to buy

Pixar. On January 25, 2006, Disney
annoimced that it was buying Pixar in
a deal worth $7.4 billion. Steve Jobs

became Disney's single largest investor
and became a member of Disney's
board of directors. John Lasseter—the
creative force behind Pixar's success—

became chief creative officer at CHsney.

Sources: S. Levy and D. Jefferson (2004). "Hey
Mickey, buzzoff!" BusinessWeek, February 9,pp. 4;
T. Lowry et al. (2004). "Megamedia mergers;
How dangerous?" BusinessWeek, February 23,pp.
34 +; and htfp://money.cim.com/2006/01/24/
newscompanies/disney_pixar_deal.

Although holdup is a form of cheating in strategic alliances, the threat of
holdup canalso be a motivation for creating an alliance. Bauxite-smelting compa
nies often join in joint ventures with mining companies in order to exploit
economies of scale in mining. However, these firms have another option: They
could choose to operate large and efficient mines by themselves and thensellthe
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excess bauxite (over and above theirneeds for theirown smelters) on the open
market. Unfortunately, bauxite is not a homogeneous commodity. Moreover, dif
ferent kinds ofbauxite require different smelting technologies. In order for one
firm to sell its excess bauxite on the market, othersmelting firms would have to
make enormous investments, the sole purpose of which would be to refinethat
particular firm's bauxite. These investments would be transaction specific and
subject theseother smeltersto holdup problems.

In thiscontext, a strategic alliance canbe thoughtofas a wayofreducing the
threatof holdup by creating an explicit management framework for resolving
holdupproblems. In otherwords, although holdupproblems might stillexist in
these strategic alliances, thealliance framework maystill bea better wayinwhich
to manage theseproblems than attempting to manage themin arm's-length mar
ket relationships.Someof the ethical dimensions of adverse selection, moral haz
ard,and holdup arediscussed in the Ethics and Strategy feature.

Strategic Alliances and Sustained
Competitive Advantage
The ability ofstrategic alliances tobesources ofsustained competitive advantage,
likeall the otherstrategies discussed in thisbook, canbe analyzed with the VRIO
framework developed in Chapter 3.An alliance is economically valuable when
it exploits any of the opportunities listed in Table 9.1 but avoids the threats in
Table 9.2. In addition, fora strategic alliance to be a source of sustained competi
tive advantage it must be rare and costly to imitate.

The Rarity of Strategic Alliances

The rarity ofstrategic alliances does notonly depend onthenumber ofcompeting
firms thathavealready implemented an alliance. It also depends on whether the
benefits thatfirms obtain from tiieir alliances arecommon across firms competing
in an industry.

Consider, for example, the U.S. automobile industry. Over the past several
years, strategicalliances have becomevery commonin this industry, especially
withJapanese autofirms. General Motors developed an alliance withToyota that
hasalready beendescribed; Ford developed an alliance withMazda before it pur
chased this Japanese firm outright; and Chrysler developed an alliance with
Mitsubishi. Given the frequency with which alliances have developed in this
industry, it is tempting to conclude that strategic alliances are not rare and thus
not a source of competitive advantage.

Closer examination, however, suggests that these alliances may have been
created for different reasons. For example, imtil recently, GM and Toyota have
cooperated only in building a single line of cars, the Chevrolet Nova. General
Motors hasbeenlessinterested in learning designskills from Toyota and has been
moreinterested in learningaboutmanufacturing high-quality smallcarsprofitably.
Ford and Mazda, in contrast, haveworked closely together in designing newcars
and have joint manufacturing operations. Indeed, Ford and Mazda have worked so
closely together thatFord finally purchased Mazda. Mitsubishi hasacted primarily
as a supplier to Chrysler, and (imtil recently) therehas been relatively littlejoint
development or manufacturing. Thus, although all three U.S. firms have strategic
alliances, thealliances serve different purposes, and therefore each mayberare.^^
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One of the reasons why tiie benefits that accrue from a particular strategic
alliance may be rare is that relatively few firms may have the complementary
resources and abilities needed to form an alliance. This is particularly likely when
an alliance is formed to enter into a new market, especially a new foreign market.
In many less-developed economies, only one local firm or very few local firms
may existwith the localknowledge, contacts, and distributionnetworkneeded to
facilitate entry into that market.Moreover, sometimesthe government acts to limit
the number of these local firms. Although several firms may seek entry into this
market, only a very small number will be able to form a strategic alliance with
the localentity and therefore the benefits that accrueto the allied firmswill likely
be rare.

The Imitability of Strategic Alliances

As discussed in Chapter 3, the resources and capabilities that enable firms to con
ceive and implement valuable strategies may be imitated in two ways: direct
duplication and substitution. Both duplication and substitution are important
considerations in analyzing the imitability of strategic alliances.

Direct Duplication of Strategic Alliances
Recent research suggests that successful strategic alliances are often based on
socially complex relations among alliance partners.^^ In this sense, successful
strategic alliancesoften go well beyond simple legal contracts and are character
ized by socially complex phenomena such as a trusting relationship between
alliancepartners, friendship, and even (perhaps)a willingness to suspend narrow
self-interest for the longer-term good of the relationship.

Some research has shown that the development of trusting relationships
between alliancepartners is both difficiilt and essential to the successof strategic
alliances. In one study, die most common reason that alliancesfailed to meet the
expectations of partner firms was the partners' inability to trust one another.
Interpersonal conununication, tolerance for cultural differences, patience, and
willingness to sacrifice short-term profits for longer-termsuccess were all impor
tantdeterminants of thelevel of trustamong alliance partners. '̂'

Of course, not all firms in an industry are likely to have the organizational
and relationship-buildingskills required for successful alliancebuilding. If these
skills and abilities are rare among a set of competing firms and costly to develop,
then firms that are able to exploit these abilities by creating alliances may gain
competitive advantages.Examples of firms that have developed these specialized
skills include Coming andCisco, withseveral hundred strategic alliances each.^®

Substitutes for Strategic Alliances
Evenif the purpose and objectives ofa strategicalliance are valuableand rare, and
even if the relationships on which an alliance is created are sociallycomplex and
costly to imitate, that alliance will still not generate a sustained competitive
advantage if low-cost substitutes are available. At least two possible substitutes
for strategic alliances exist: "going it alone" and acquisitions.^^

**(3oing ItAlone." Firms "go it alone" when they attempt to develop all the resources
and capabilities they need to exploit market opportunities and neutralize market
threats by themselves. Sometimes "going it alone" can create the same—or even
more—^value than using alliancesto exploit opportunities and neutralize ihreats. In
these settings, "going it alone" is a substitute for a strategic alliance. However, in
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Firms in strategic alliances can cheat
on their alliancepartners by engag

ing in adverse selection, moral hazard,
or holdup. These three activities all
have at least one thing in common—
they all involve one alliance partner
lying to another. And these lies can
often pay off big in the form of the
lying firm appropriating more than its
"fair share" of the value created in an

alliance. Are alliances one place in the
economy where the adage "cheaters
never prosper" does not hold?

There is little doubt that, in the
short run, firms that cheat on their

alliance partners can gain some advan
tages. But research suggests that cheat
ing does not pay in the long run,
because firms that cheat on their

alliance partners will find it difficult to
form alliances with new partners and
thus have many valuable exchange
opportunities foreclosed to them.

One study that examined the
long-term return to "cheaters" in strate
gic alliances analyzed alliances using a
simple game called the "Prisoner's
Dilemma." In a "Prisoner's Dilemma"

game, firms have two options: to con
tinue cooperating in a strategic alliance
or to "cheat" on that alliance through
adverse selection, moral hazard, or
holdup. The payoffs to firms in this
game depend on the decisions made by
both firms. As shown in Table 9.3, if

Oh ICS and Stratim

When it Comes to Alliances,

Do "Cheaters Never Prosper"?

both firms decide to cooperate, they
each get a good size payoff from the
alliance ($3,000 in Table 9.3); if they
both decide to cheat on the alliance,

they each get a very small payoff
($1,000 in Table 9.3); and if one decides

to cheat while the other decides to

cooperate, then the cheating firm gets a
very big payoff ($5,000 in Table 9.3)
while the cooperating firm gets a very
small payoff ($0 in Table 9.3).

If Firm 1 and Firm 2 in this game
are going to engage in only one strategic
alliance, then they have a very strong
incentive to "cheat." The worst that

could happen if they cheat is that they
earn a $1,000 payoff, but there is a possi
bility of a $5,000 payoff. However,

research has shown that if a firm is con

templating engaging in multiple strate
gic alliances over time, then the optimal
strategy is to cooperate in all its alliances.
This is true even if all these alliances are

not with the same partner firm.
The specific "winning" strategy

in repeated "Prisoner Dilemma" games
is called a "tit-for-tat" strategy. "Tit-for-
tat" means that Firm 1 will cooperate in
an alliance as long as Firm 2 cooper
ates. However, as soon as Firm 2 cheats

on an alliance. Firm 1 cheats as well.

"Ht-for-tat" works well in this setting
because adopting a cooperative pos
ture in an alliance ensures that, most of

the time, the alliance will generate a
high payoff (of $3,000 in Table 9.3).
However, by immediately responding
to cheaters by cheating, the firm imple
menting a "tit-for-tat" strategy also
minimizes the times when it will earn

the lowest payoff in the table ($0). So,
"tit-for-tat" maximizes the upside
potential of an alliance while minimiz
ing its downside.

All this analysis suggests that
although cheating on an alliance can
give a firm competitive advantages in
the short to medium term, in the long
run, "cheaters never prosper."

Sources: R. M. Axelrod (1984). The evolution of
cooperation. New York: Basic Books; and D. Ernst
and J. Bleeke (1993). Collaborating to compete. New
York: Wiley.

IfcTtHilgM Returns from

Cooperating and Cheating in

a "Prisoner's Dilemma" Firml

Strategic Alliance

Cooperates

1: $3,000

2: $3,000

1:$0

2: $5,000

Cooperates

Firm 2

Cheats

1: $5,000

2: $0

1: $1,000

2: $1,000
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Allianceswill be preferred over "going it alone" when:
1. Thelevelof transaction-spedfic investment requiredto complete an exchange is

moderate.

2. Anexchange partnerpossesses valuable, rare,and costly-to-imitate resources
and capabilities.

3. There is greatuncertainty about thefuturevalueofan exchange.

Other settings using an alliance can create substantially morevalue than "goingit
alone." In thesesettings, "goingit alone" isnot a substitute fora strategic alliance.

So, when will firms prefer an alliance over "going it alone"? Not surpris
ingly, the three explanations of vertical integration, discussed in Chapter 6, are
relevant here as well. These three explanations focused on the threat of oppor
tunism, theimpactoffirm resources and capabilities, and theroleofuncertainty. If
you need to review these three explanations, they are described in detail in
Chapter6.Theyare relevant herebecause "goingit alone"—as a potential substi
tute for a strategicalliance—^is an exampleof verticalintegration.The implications
of these three explanations for when strategic alliances will be preferred over
"going it alone" are summarized in Table 9.4. If any of the conditions listed in
Table 9.4exist,then "going it alone" will not be a substitute for strategicalliances.

Recall from Chapter 6 that opportunism-based explanations of vertical inte
gration suggest that firms willwant to vertically integrate an economic exchange
when they have made high levels of transaction-specific investment in that
exchange. That is, using language developed in this chapter, firms will want to
vertically integrate an economic exchange when usingan alliance to manage lhat
exchange couldsubject themto holdup.Extending this logic to strategic alliances
suggests that strategic alliances willbe preferred over"goingit alone" and other
alternatives when the level of transaction-specific investment required to com
pletean exchange is moderate. If the level of this specific investment is low, then
market forms of exchangewiU be preferred; if the level of this specific investment
ishigh,then"going it alone" in a vertically integrated waywillbe preferred; if the
level of this specific investment is moderate, then some sort of strategic alliance
will be preferred. Thus, when the level of specific exchange in a transaction is
moderate, then "goingit alone" is not a substitutefor a strategic alliance.

Capabilities-based explanations suggestthat an alliance wiU be preferred over
"going it alone" whenan exchange partnerpossesses valuable, rare, and costly-to-
imitate resources and capabilities. Afirm without these capabilities may find ^em
to be too costly to developon its own. If a firm must have access to capabilities it
cannotdevelop on its own, it must use an alliance to gain access to thosecapabili
ties. Intihis setting, "going italone" isnotasubstitute for a strategic alliance.^®

Finally, it has alreadybeen suggested that, imder conditions of high uncer
tainty, firms maybeunwilling tocommit toa particular course ofaction byengaging
in an exchange withina firm. Insuchsettings, firms maychoose thestrategic flexibil
ity associated with alliances. As suggested earlier in this chapter, alliances canbe
thoughtofas realoptions that givea firmthe right, but not the obligation, to invest
further in an exchange—perhaps by bringingit within the boimdaries of a firm—^if
that exchange turns out to be valuable sometime in the future. Thus, under condi
tionsofhigh imcertainty, "goingit alone"is not a substituteforstrategic alliances.

Acquisitions. The acquisition of other firms can also be a substitute for alliances.
In this case, rather than developing a strategic alliance or attempting to develop
and exploit therelevant resources by "goingit alone," a firm seeking toexploit the

TABLE 9.4 When Alliances

WillBe Preferred Over'Going It

Alone"
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TABLE 9.5 ReasonsWhy
Strategic Alliances MayBeMore
AttractiveThan Acquisitions to
RealizeExchange Opportunities

Allianceswill be preferred to acquisitionswhen:
1. Thereare legalconstraints on acquisitions.
2. Acquisitions limita firm's flexibility imder conditionsof high imcertainty.
3. There is substantial imwantedorganizational "baggage" in an acquired tirm.
4. Thevalue ofa firm's resources and capabilities depends on its independence.

opportunities listed in Table 9.1 may simply acquire another firm that already
possesses the relevant resources and capabilities. However, such acquisitions have
four characteristics that often limit the extent to whichthey can act as substitutes
for strategic alliances.These are summarized in Table9.5.^^

First, there may be legal constraints on acquisitions. These are especially
likely if firms are seeking advantages by combiningwith other firms in their own
industry. Thus, for example, using acquisitions as a substitute for strategic
alliances in the aluminum industry would lead to a very concentrated industry
and subject some of these firms to serious antitrust liabilities. These firms have
acquisitionsforeclosed to them and must look elsewhereto gain advantages from
cooperating with their competition.

Second, as has already been suggested, strategic alliances enable a firm to
retain its flexibility either to enter or not to enter into a new business. Acquisitions
limit that flexibility, because they represent a strong commitment to engage in a
certain business activity. Consequently, under conditions of high imcertainty
firms may choosestrategicalliancesover acquisitionsas a way to exploitopportu
nities while maintaining the flexibility that alliances create.

Third, firms may choose strategic alliances over acquisitions because of the
unwanted organizational baggage that oftencomeswith an acquisition. Sometimes,
tiie value createdby combining firms depends on combining particular functions,
divisions, or otiierassetsin the firms. Astrategic alliance can focuson exploiting the
value ofcombiningjust those parts of firms that create the most value.Acquisitions,
in contrast, generally include the entire organization,both the parts of a firm where
valueis likelytobe createdand parts ofa firmwherevalueis not likely tobe created.

From the point of view of the acquiring firm, parts of a firm that do not cre
ate value are essentially imwanted baggage. These parts of the firm may be sold
off subsequent to an acquisition. However, this seU-off may be costly and time
consuming. If enough baggage exists, firms may determine that an acquisition is
not a viable option, even though important economic value could be created
between a firm and a potential acquisition target. Togain this value, an alternative
approach—^a strategic alliance—^may be preferred. Theseissues will be explored in
more detail in Qiapter 10.

Finally, sometimes a firm's resources and capabilities are valuable because that
firai is independent. In this setting, the act of acquiringa firm can actuallyreduce
the value of a firm. When this is the case, any value between two firms is best real
ized through an alliance, not an acquisition. For example, the international growth
of numerous marketing-orientedcompaniesin tiie 1980s led to strong pressures for
advertising agencies to develop global marketing capabilities. During the 1990s,
many domestic-only advertising firms acquired nondomestic agencies to form a
few large international advertising agencies.However, one firm tiiat was reluctant
to be acquired in order to be part of an international advertising network was the
French advertising company Publids. Over and above the personal interests of its
owners to retain control of the company, Publids wanted to remain an independent
French agency in order to retain its stable of French and French-speaking
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clients—^including Renaidt andNestle. These firms had indicated thatthey preferred
working witha French advertising agency and that theywouldlook foralternative
suppliers ifPublids were acquired bya foreign firm. Because much ofthevalue that
Publidscreated in a potential acquisition dependedon obtaining access to its stable
ofclients, the actof acquiring Publidswouldhavehad the effect of destroying the
very thing that made the acquisition attractive. For this reason, rather than lowing
itself to be acquired by foreign advertising agendes, Publidsdeveloped a complex
equitystrategic alliance and jointventure witha U.S. advertising firm, Foote, Coyne,
and Belding. Although, ultimately, this alliance was not successful in providing an
international networkforeitherof thesetwo partnerfirms, an acquisition ofPublids
by Foote, Coyne, and Belding would almostcertainly have destroyed someof the
economicvalue that Publids enjoyedas a stand-alone company.

Organizing to Implement Strategic Alliances vr io

Oneof the mostimportant determinants of the success of strategic alliances is their
organization. Theprimary purpose of organizing a strategic alliance is to enable
partnersin the alliance to gain all the benefits associated with cooperation while
minimizingthe probabilitythat cooperatingfirms will cheat on their cooperative
agreements. Theorganizing skills required in managing alliances are,in manyways,
unique. It often takes sometimefor firms to leam theseskills and realize the fiill
potential of their alliances. This is why some firms are able to gain competitive
advantages from managing alliances more effectively thantheircompetitors. Indeed,
sometimes firms may have to choosealternatives to alliances—^including "going it
alone" and acquisitions—even when those alternatives are not preferred, simply
because theydo not have the skiUs required to organize and managealliances.

A variety of tools and mechanisms can be used to help realize the value of
alliances and minimize the threat of cheating. These include contracts, equity
investments, firm reputations, joint ventures, and trust.

Explicit Contracts and Legal Sanctions

One way to avoid cheatingin strategic alliances is for the parties to an alliance to
antidpate theways in which cheating mayoccur (induding adverse selection, moral
hazard, and holdup) and towriteexplidtcontracts that define legal liability ifcheat
ingdoesoccur. Writing these contracts, together withtheclose monitoring ofcontrac
tual compliance and the threat of legal sanctions, can reduce the probability of
cheating. Earlier in thischapter, suchstrategic alliances werecalled nonequity alliances.

However, contracts sometimes fail to antidpate all forms ofcheating ^at might
occurin a relationship—and firms may cheaton cooperative agreements in subtle
ways that are difficult to evaluate in terms of contractual requirements. Thus, for
example, acontractmay require parties inastrategic alliance tomake available tothe
alliance certain proprietary technologies orprocesses. However, it maybeverydiffi
cult to communicate the subtletiesof these technologies or processesto alliancepart
ners. Doesthis failure in communication represent a clearviolation of contractual
requirements, or does it represent a good-faith effort by alliance partners? Moreover,
howcanonepartnertellwhether it isobtaining allthenecessary information abouta
technology orprocess whenit isunaware ofalltheinformation tiiatexists inanother
firm? Hence, although contracts are an important component of most strategic
alliances, theydo not resolve all the problems assodatedwith cheating.
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TABLE 9.6 Common Clauses

in Contracts Used to Govern

Strategic Alliances

Establishment Issues

Shareholdings
Ifan equityalliance or jointventureis to beformed, what percentage ofequity
is to be purchased by each firm involved in the alliance?

Votingrights
Thenumberofvotesassigned to eachpartner in an alliance. Mayor maynot
be equal to shareholding percentages.

Dividend percentage
How the profitsfroman alliance willbe allocated amongcooperating firms^
May or may not be equal to shareholding percentages.

Minority protection
Descriptionof the kinds of decisionsthat can be vetoed by firms with a minor
ity interest in an alliance.

Board of directors

Initialboard of directors, plus mechanisms for dismissing and appointing
board members.

Articles of association

Proceduresfor passingresolutions, share issuance,share disposal,etc.

Placeof incorporation
If a jointventure,geographiclocationof incorporation.

Advisors

Lawyers, accountants, and other consultants to the alliance.

Identificationof parties
Legalentities directly involved in an alliance.

Operating Issues
Performance clauses

Dutiesand obligations of alliancepartners, includingwarranties and mini
mum performance levels expected.

Noncompete clauses
Partnersare restrictedfromenteringthe primary businessof the alliance.

Nonsolidtation clauses

Partnersare restrictedfrom recruitingemployeesfromeachother.

Confidentiality clauses
Proprietary information from partners or from the alliancecannot be shared
outside the alliance.

Although most contracts associated with strategic alliances are highly cus
tomized, these different contracts do have some common features. These common
features are described in detail in Table 9.6. In general, firms contemplating a
strategic alliance that wiU be at leastpartiallygovernedby a contractwill have to
include clauses that address the issues presented in Table 9.6.

Equity Investments

The effectiveness of contracts can be enhancedby having partners in an alliance
make equity investments in each other. When Firm A buys a substantial equity
position in its alliance partner. Firm B, the market value of FirmA now depends.
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Licensing intellectual property rights
Whoowns the intellectualproperty createdby an allianceand how this
property is licensed to other firms.

Liability
Liability of the allianceand liabilityof cooperatingpartners.

Qianges to the contract
Processby which the contract can be amended.

Dispute resolution
P^rocessby whichdisputes among partnerswillberesolved.

Terniination Issues

Preemption rights
Ifone partner wishes tosell itsshares, itmustfirst offer them totheofiier partner

Variations on preemption rights
Partners are forbidden to ever discuss the sale of their shares to an outsider

wifiiout first informing their partner of their intention to do so.
Call options

When onepartner canforcethe oflierpartner to sell its shares to it. Includes
discussion on how these shares will be valued and the circumstances imder

which a call option can be exercised.

Put options
Apartner has the right to force another partner to buy its alliance shares.

Drag-along rights
Onepartnercanarrange a saleto an outside firm and force theotherpartner
to sell shares as well.

tag-along rights
Apartner canprevent the sale of the secondpzLrtner's shares to an outside
firmunless that outsidefirm alsobuys the firstpartner's shares.

Initial public offering (IPO)
Circumstances imder whichan IPOwiU be piusued.

Termination

Conditions under which the contractcanbe terminatedand consequences of
termination for partners.

Source: Based on E.Campbell andJ.Reuer(2001). "Noteon the legalnegotiation ofstrategicalliance
agreements." Copyright ® 2000INSEAD.

to some extent, on the economic performance of that partner. The incentive of
Firm A to cheat Firm B falls, for to do so would be to reduce the economic per
formance ofFirmBand thus the valueofFirmA'sinvestment in its partner. These
kinds of strategicalliancesare called equihf alliances.

Many firms use cross-equity investments to help manage their strategic
alliances. Thesearrangementsare particularlycommonin Japan, where a firm's
largest equityholdersoftenincludeseveral ofits keysuppliers, including its main
banks. These equity investments, because they reduce the threat of cheating in
alliances with suppliers,can reduce thesefirms' supply costs. In turn, not only do
firms have equitypositionsin their suppliers,but suppliersoftenhave substantial
equitypositionsin the firms to whichthey sell.^
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Firm Reputations

A third constraint on incentives to cheat in strategic alliancesexistsin the effectthat
a reputation for cheatinghas on a firm's future opportunities.Although it is often
difficult to anticipate all the different ways in which an alliance partner may cheat,
it is often easier to describe after the fact how an alliance partner has cheated.
Informationabout an alliancepartner that has cheated is likely to becomewidely
known. A firm with a reputation as a cheater is not likely to be able to develop
strategic allianceswith other partners in ffie future, despite any special resources or
capabilities that it might be able to bring to an alliance. In this way, cheating in a
current alliance may foreclose opportunities for developing other valuable
alliances. For this reason, firms may decide nottocheat in their current alliances.^

Substantial evidence suggests that the effectof reputation on future business
opportunities is important. Firmsgo to great lengths to makesure that they do not
developa negativereputation. Nevertheless, this reputationalcontrol of cheating
in strategic alliances doeshaveseveral limitations.^^

First, subtle cheatingin a strategicalliance may not becomepublic, and if it
doesbecome public,the responsibility for the failureofthe strategic alliance maybe
very ambiguous. In one equityjointventure attemptingto perfect the designof a
new turbineforpower generation, financial troublesmade onepartner considerably
more anxious than ffie offier partner to completeproduct development. The finan
cially healthy, and thus patient, partner believed that if ffie alliance required an
additionalinfusionof capital, ffie financially troubled partner would have to aban
don ffie allianceand would have to sell its part of ffie allianceat a relatively low
price.The patient partner thus encouragedalliance engineers to work slowlyand
carefully in ffie gmse of developing ffie technology to reach its full potential. The
financially troubled, and thus impatient, partner encouraged alliance engineers to
work quickly, perhaps sacrificingsome quality to develop ffie technology sooner.
Eventually, ffie impatientpartner ran out of money, sold its share of ffie alliance to
ffie patient partner at a reduced price,and accusedffie patient partner of not acting
in good faiffi to facilitate ffie rapid development of ffienew technology. The patient
partner accusedffie offier firmofpushing ffie technology too quickly, therebysacri
ficing quality and, perhaps, worker safety. In some sense,both firmswere cheating
on ffieir agreement to develop ffie new technology cooperatively. However, this
cheatingwas subtle and difficultto spot and had relativelylittle impact on ffie repu
tationofeither firmor on ffie abilityofeither firmto establishalliances in ffie future.
It is likely that most observers would simply conclude that the patient partner
obtained a windfall because offfie impatient partner'sbadluck.^

Second,although one partner to an alliancemaybe imambiguously cheating
on ffie relationship,one or both of ffie jfirms may not be sufficiently connectedinto
a network with offier firms to make this information public. When information
about cheating remains private, public reputations are not tarnished and future
opportunities are not forgone. Tliis is especially likely to happen if one or both
alliance partners operate in less developed economies where information about
partner behavior may not be rapidly di^sed tooffier firms ortooffier countries.

Finally, ffie effect of a tarnished reputation, as long as cheatingm an alliance
is imambiguous and publicly known, may foreclose future opportunities for a
firm, but it does little to address ffie current losses experienced by ffie firm that
was cheated. Moreover, any of ffie forms of cheating discussed earlier—adverse
selection,moral hazard, or holdup—can result in substantial losses for a firm cur
rently in an alliance. Indeed, ffie wealth created by cheating in a current alliance
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may be large enough to make a firm willing to forgo future alliances. In this case,
a tarnished reputation maybeofminor consequence toa cheating firm.^^

Joint Ventures

A fourth way to reduce the threat of cheating is for partners in a strategic alliance
to invest in a joint venture. Creating a separate legal entity, in which alliance part
ners invest and from whose profits they earn returns on their investments, reduces
some of the risks of cheating in strategic alliances.When a joint venture is created,
the ability of partners to earn returns on their investments depends on the eco
nomic success of the joint venture. Partners in joint ventures have limited interests
in behaving in ways that hurt the performance of the joint venture, because such
behaviors end up hurting both partners. Moreover, unlike reputational conse
quences of cheating, cheating in a joint venture does not just foreclose future
^ance opportunities; it can hurt the cheating firm in thecurrent period aswell.

Given the advantages of joint ventures in controlling cheating, it is not surpris
ing that when the probabilityof cheating in a cooperativerelationshipis greatest,a
joint venture is usually tihe preferred form of cooperation. For example, bauxite min
ing has some clear economies of scale. However, transaction-specific investments
would lead to significantholdup problems in sellingexcessbauxite in the open mar
ket,and legalconstraintsprevent the acquisition ofother smeltercompaniesto create
an intraorganizationaldemand for excessbauxite.Holdup problemswould continue
to exist in any mining strategic alliancesihat might be created. Nonequity alliances,
equity alliances, and reputational effects are not likelyto restraincheatingin this sit
uation, because the returns on holdup, once transaction-specific investments are in
place,can be very large.Thus, most of the strategicalliancescreated to mine bauxite
take the form of joint ventures. Only this form of strategic allianceis likely to create
incentives strong enough tosignificantly reduce theprobability ofcheating.^

Despite these strengths, joint ventures are not able to reduce all cheating in
an alliance without cost. Sometimes the value of cheating in a joint venture is suf
ficiently large that a firm cheats even though doing so hurts tiie joint venture and
forecloses future opportunities. For example, a particular firm may gain access to
a technology through a joint venture that would be valuable if used in another of
its lines of business. This firm may be tempted to transfer this technology to this
other line of business even if it has agreed not to do so and even if doing so would
limit the performance of its joint venture. Because the profits earned in this other
line of business may have a greater value than the returns that could have been
earned in the joint venture and the returns that could have been earned in the
future with other strategic alliances, cheating may occur.

Trust

It is sometimes the case that alliance partners rely only on legalistic and narrowly
economic approaches to manage their alliance. However, recent work seems
to suggest that although successful alliance partners do not ignore legal and
economic disincentives to cheating, they strongly support these narrower linkages
with a rich set of interpersonal relations and trust. Trust, in combination with con
tracts, can help reduce the threat of cheating. More important, trust may enable
partners to explore exchange opportunities that they could not explore if only
legal and economic organizing mechanisms were in place.^®

At first glance, this argument may seem far-fetched. However, some research
offers support for this approach to managing strategic alliances, suggesting that
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successful alliancepartners t5^icallydo not specifyall the terms and conditionsin
their relationship in a legal contractand do not specifyall possibleforms of cheat
ing and their consequences. Moreover, when joint ventures are formed, partners
do notalwaysinsiston simple50-50 splitsofequityownership and profitsharing.
Rather, successful alliances involvetrust, a willingness to be flexible, a willingness
to leam, and a willingness to let the alliance develop in ways that the partners
couldnot haveanticipated.^^

Commitment, coordination, and trust are all important determinants of
alliance success. Put another way, a strategicallianceis a relationshipthat evolves
over time.Allowing the lawyers and economiststo too-rigorously define, a priori,
the boundariesof that relationship may limit it and stunt its development.^^

This "trust" approach also has implicationsfor the extent to which strategic
alliances may be sourcesof sustained competitiveadvantage for firms. The ability
to move into strategic alliancesin this trusting way may be very valuable over the
long run. Thereis strong reasonto believethat this abilityis not uniformlydistrib
uted across aU firms that might have an interest in forming strategicalliancesand
that this abilitymay be history-dependentand socially complexand ttius costlyto
imitate. Firms with these skills may be able to gain sustained competitiveadvan
tages from their alliance relationships. The observation that just a few firms,
including Coming and Cisco,are well known for their strategic alliancesuccesses
is consistent with the observation that these alliance management skills may be
valuable, rare, and costly to imitate.

Summary
Strategic alliances existwhenever two or more organizations cooperate in the develop
ment, manufacture, or sale of products or services. Strategic alliances can be grouped into
threelargecategories: nonequityalliances, equityalliances, and jointventures.

Firmsjoinin strategicalliances for threebroad reasons: to improve the performanceof
their current operations, to improve the competitive environment within which they are
operating, and to fitdlitate entry into or exit from markets and industries. Just as there are
incentives to cooperate in strategicalliances, therearealsoincentives to cheat.Cheatinggen
erallytakes oneor a combination ofthreeforms: adverseselection, moralhazard, orholdup.

Strategic alliances can be a sourceof sustained competitive advantage.The rarity of
alliances depends not only on the number of competingfirms that have developed an
alliance, but alsoon thebenefitsthat firmsgain throughtheir alliances.

Imitation through direct duplication of an alliance may be costly because of the
sociallycomplex relations that imderlie an alliance; however, imitation through substitu
tion is more likely. Two substitutes for alliances may be "going it alone," where firms
developand exploitthe relevantsetsof resources and capabilities on theirown,and acqui
sitions.Opportunism, capabilities, and uncertainty all have an impact on when "going it
alone" will be a substitute for a strategic alliance. Acquisitionsmay be a substitute for
strategicalliances when there are no legal constraints, strategicflexibility is not an impor
tant consideration, when the acquired firm has relativelylittle tmwanted "organizational
baggage," and when the valueof a firm's resources and capabilities does not depend on its
remaining independent. However,when these conditionsdo not exist,acquisitionsare not
a substitute for alliances.

The key issue facing firms in organizing their alliances is to facilitate cooperation
whileavoidingthe threatofcheating. Contracts, equityinvestments, firmreputations, joint
ventures, and trust can all reduce the threat of cheating in different contexts.



Challenqe Questiions

1. One reason why firms might want
to pursue a strategic alliance strategy
is to exploit economies of scale.
Exploiting economies of scale should
reduce a firm's costs. Does this mean

that a firm pursuing an alliance strat
egy to exploit economies of scale is
actually pursuing a cost leadership
strategy? Why or why not?

2. Consider the joint venture between
GM and Toyota. General Motors has
been interested in learning how to prof
itably manufacture high-quality small
cars from its alliancewith Toyota. Toy
ota has been interested in gaining
access to GM's U.S. distribution net

work and in reducing the political lia
bility associated with local content
laws. Which of these firms do you think

Ppoblem Set

is more likely to accomplish its objec
tives, and why? What implications, if
any, does your answer have for a possi
ble "learning race" in this alliance?

3. Some researchers have argued that
strategic alliances are one way in
which firms can help facilitate the
development of a tacit collusion strat
egy. In your view, what are the critical
differences between tacit collusion

strategies and strategic alliance strate
gies? How can one tell whether two
firms are engaging in an alliance to
facilitate collusion or are engaging in
an alliance for other purposes?

4. Some researchers have argued that
alliances can be used to help firms eval
uate the economic potential of entering
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into a new industry or market. Under
what conditions will a firm seeking to
evaluate these opportunities need to
invest in an alliance to accomplish this
evaluation? Why couldn't such a firm
simply hire some smart managers, con
sultants, and industry experts to evalu
ate the economic potential of entering
into a new industry? What, if an5dhing,
about an alliance makes this a better

way to evaluate entry opportunities
than alternative methods?

5. If adverse selection, moral hazard,

and holdup are such significant prob
lems for firms pursuing alliance strate
gies, why do firms even bother with
alliances? Why don't they instead
adopt a "go it alone" strategy to replace
strategic alliances?

1. Which of the following firms faces the greater threat of "cheating" in the alliances
described, and why?

(a) Firm I and Firm Uform a strategic alliance.As part of the alliance.Firm I agrees to
build a new plant^rightnext to Firm U's primary facility. In return. Firm n promises to
buy most of the output of this new plant. Who is at risk. Firm I or Firm U?

(b) FirmA and Firm Bform a strategic alliance. As part of the alliance.FirmA promises to
begin sellingproducts it already sellsaroimd the world in the home country of Firm B.
In return. Firm Bpromises to provide Firm A with crucial contacts in its home coun
try's government. These contacts are essential if Firm A is going to be able to sell in
Firm B's home coimtry. Who is at risk. Firm A or Firm B?

(c) Firm 1 and Firm 2 form a strategic alliance.As part of the alliance. Firm 1 promises to
provide Firm 2 access to some new and untested technology that Firm 2 will use in its
products. In return. Firm 2 will share some of the profits from its sales with Firm 1.
Who is at risk. Firm 1 or Firm 2?

2. For each of the strategic alliances described in the above question, what actions could be
taken to reduce the likelihood that partner firms will "cheat" in these alliances?

3. Examine the Web sites of the following strategic alliances and determine which of the
sources of value presented in Table9.1 are present:

(a) Dow-Coming (an alliance between Dow Chemical and Coming)
(b) CFM (an alliance between General Electric and SNECMA)
(c) Cingular (an alliance between SBC and BellSouth)
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(d) NCAA(an allianceamong collegesand universities in the United States)
(e) Visa (an alliance among banks in the United States)
(f) The alliance amongUnited,Delta,Singapore Airlines, AeroMexico, Alitalia, and

Korean Air
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After reading this chapter,
you should be able to:

1. Describe different types of
mergers and acquisitions.

2. Estimate the return to the

stockholders of bidding
and target firms when there
is no strategic relatedness
between firms.

3. Describe different sources

of relatedness between
bidding and target firms.

4. Estimate the return to

stockholders of bidding
and target firms when there
is strategic relatedness
between firms.

5. Describefive reasons why
bidding firms might still
engage in acquisitions,
even if, on average, they
do not create value

for a bidding firm's
stockholders.

6. Describe three ways that
bidding firms might be
able to generate high
returns for their equity
holders through
implementing mergers
or acquisitions.

7. Describe the major
challenges that firms
integrating acquisitions
are likely to face.

Merqeps andAcq uisifions

A Merger Mystery

it has all the intrigue and backstabbing of

an episode of SumVor; all the tension and

uncertainty of the final night of American

Idol; ail the lying and greed of a season of

the Bachelor. And it wasn't even created for

television.

It's Microsoft's attempted acquisi

tion of Yahoo.

In some ways, Yahoo had to see this

coming. Microsoft has struggled for years

to establish itself on the Web. It built MSN;

it acquired Hotmail; it gave many of its

services away for free and cut rates to its

advertisers. And still, despite all this effort,

Microsoft commanded only five percent of

the revenue coming from the U.S. online

search market in 2007 (the ads listed on

the results of Web searches). It has a

stronger position in the display ad market

(ads displayed on Web sites), but still cap

tures only a small share of this market.

Indeed, from 2005 to 2008, Microsoft lost

$1.5 billion in its online businesses.

And a presence on the Web was very

importantto Microsoft. Its core businesses—

its operating systems and applications

software—were being threatened by free

online software that accomplished the

same tasks as Microsoft's products. If, in

the long run, Microsoft would not be able

to charge for its programs directly, it

needed to be able to generate revenue

from them indirectly, through advertising

associated with selling its software. But

Microsoft had limited experience with this

business model and needed to learn about

it in an area on the Web already dominated

by revenue generated from ads—online

searches.

The current winner in this market

space is Google, with 77 percent market

share. Indeed, Google has become so per

vasive in the search market that its

brand—a proper noun—was rapidly mor-

phing Into a verb—"to google," meaning

to search for some piece of information in

a complex setting, as in "I googled him to

see if he had a criminal record."

And the dollars at stake here are not

trivial. The ad revenue from the search

market is expected to grow to $17.6 billion

by 2012. Five percent of $17 billion is still a

big chunk of change, but it is trivial com

pared to Google's 77 percent. The display

market is expected to grow to $15.1 billion

by that same year.

Enter Yahoo, the second largest

presence in the search market. Yahoo has

more online visitors than Microsoft, gener

ates over twice as much revenue from

online ads as Microsoft, and continues to

build a stable of user-friendly and effective

online applications—just ask eSay about

Yahoo's online auction site. If Microsoft

couldn't build its own profitable presence

on the Web, well, it would buy that

presence.

On February 1, 2008, Microsoft

announced a $44 billion bid to buy Yahoo.

Yahoo's CEO, Jerry Yang, immediately



responded by suggesting that Microsoft's bid underval

ued Yahoo—despite the fact that at $31 per share,

Microsoft's bid represented a 62 percent price premium

for Yahoo's stock. Later, Microsoft raised the bid to

$47.5 billion, or $33 per share. And still,Yang resisted.

In fact, Yang and the Yahoo board adopted a "poi

son pill"—a policy designed to increase the cost of

acquiring Yahoo so much that Microsoft would with

draw its offer. The poison pill Yahoo adopted paid very

high severance packages to any Yahoo employee laid

off as a result of an acquisition. Estimates about the cost

of this severance package ranged from $757 million to

$2.4 billion, depending on the details of any acquisition

that would have been completed.

Enter Carl Icahn—the well-known corporate

raider and arbitrage specialist. As soon as Microsoft

announced its offer and Yahoo its resistance, Icahn

began buying Yahoo stock. Once he established his

position as a major Yahoo shareholder, he began pres

suring Yahoo to accept Microsoft's offer. In an open

letter to other Yahoo shareholders and Yahoo's manage

ment team, icahn called for Yangto resign, for the board

to resign, and for negotiations with Microsoft to begin

again, icahn also filed suit against Yahoo's management,

alleging that they were no longer behaving in ways con

sistent with the interests of Yahoo's stockholders.

And still,Jerry Yang resisted. Ultimately, Microsoft

withdrew its offer and Yahoo's shareholders saw their

HcfosoU

stock fall from the mid-twenties to the mid-teens. Most

observers argue that both Microsoft and Yahoo are

worse off for not having consummated this deal-

Microsoft's weaknesses in online advertising are still

unresolved and now widely understood; Yahoo's man

agement is now widely mistrusted and the weaknesses

of their ongoing business model are also now widely

understood.

But, Just like soap operas on television, this story

Just continues. On November 17, 2008, Jerry Yang

announced that he would step down as CEO of Yahoo.

Sources; Jay Greene (2008).'Inside Microsoft'swar against Google.' Business
Week, May 19, 2008, pp. 36-40; 'icahn writes Yahooagain,"BusinessWeek
Online, June 9,2008; Robert Hof (2008)."WhyYahoo'sYang keeps holding
out.' BusinessWeek, June 16, 2008, pp. 30; Robert Hof (2008). "Yahoo,
Microsoft left searching." Bus/nesslVeekOnline,May5,2(X)8; httpY/mashable.
com/2008/11/17/jerry-yang-out-as-yahoo-ceo/; and Getty Images, Inc-
Agence France Presse.
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Mergers and acquisitions are one very common way that afirm can
accomplish its vertical integration and diversification objectives.However,
although a firm may be able to accomplish its vertical integration and

diversification objectives through mergers or acquisitions,it is sometimesdifficult
to generate real economic profit from doing so. Indeed, one of the strongest
empirical findings in the fields of strategic management and finance is that, on
average, the equity holders of target firms in mergers and acquisitions make
money while the equity holders of bidding firms in these same mergers and
acquisitions usually only "break even."

What Are Mergers and Acquisitions?
The terms mergers and acquisitions are often used interchangeably, even though
they are not synonjnns. Afirmengagesin an acquisition when it purchasesa sec
ond firm. The form of this purchase can vary. For example,an acquiring firm can
use cash it has generated from its ongoing businesses to purchase a target firm; it
can go into debt to purchase a target firm; it can use its own equity to purchase a
target firm;or it can use a mix of these mechanismsto purchase a target firm.Also,
anacquiring firm can purchase all ofatarget firm's assets; itcan pur^aseamajor
ity of those assets (greater than 51percent);or it can purchase a controlling share
of thoseassets(i.e., enoughassetsso that the acquiringfirmis able to makeall fiie
management and strategic decisions in the target firm).

Acquisitions also vary on several other dimensions. For example, friendly
acquisitions occur when the management of the target firm wants the firm to be
acquired. Unfriendly acquisitions occur when the management of the target firm
does not want the firm to be acquired. Some unfriendly acquisitions are also
known as hostile takeovers. Some acquisitions are accomplished through direct
negotiations between an acquiring firm's managers and the managers of a target
firm. Thisis especially commonwhen a target fhm is privately held (i.e., when it
has not sold shares on the public stock market) or closely held (i.e., when it has
not sold very many shares on the public stock market). Other acquisitions are
accomplishedby the acquiring firm publicly annoimcing that it is willing to pur
chasethe outstanding sharesof a potential targetfor a particularprice. Thisprice
is normally greater than the current market price of the target fim's shares. The
difference betweenthe current marketprice ofa target firm's sharesand the price
a potential acquirer offers to pay for those shares is known as an acquisition pre
mium. This approach to purchasing a firm is called a tender offer. Tender offers
can be made either with or without the support of the management of the target
firm. Obviously, tender offers with the support of the target firm's management
are typically friendly in character; those made without the support of the target
firm's management are typically unfriendly.

It is usually the case that larger firms—in terms of sales or assets—acquire
smaller firms. For example, Microsoftis a much larger company than its intended
acquisition target. Yahoo. In contrast, when the assets of two similar-sized firms
are combined, this transaction is calleda merger. Mergerscan be accomplishedin
many of the same ways as acquisitions, that is, using cash or stock to purchase a
percentage of another firm's assets. Typically, however, mergers will not be
unfriendly. In a merger, one firm purchases some percentage of a second firm's
assets while the second firm simultaneously purchases some percentage of the
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first firm's assets. For example, DaimlerChrysler was created as a merger between
Daimler-Benz (the maker of Mercedes-Benz) and Chrysler. Daimler-Benz invested
some of its capital in Chrysler, and Chrysler invested some of its capital in
Daimler-Benz. More recently, these merged companies split into two firms again.

Although mergers typically begin as a transaction between equals—that is,
between firms of equal size and profitability—^they often evolve after a merger
such that one firm becomes more dominant in the management of the merged
firm than the other. For example, most observers believe that Daimler (the
German part of DainilerChrysler) became more dominant in the management of
the combined firm than Chtysler (theAmerican part).^ Put differently, although
mergers usually start out as something different from acquisitions, they usually
end up looking more like acquisitions than mergers.

The Value of Mergers and Acquisitions v r i o
That merger and acquisition strategies are an important strategic option open to
firms pursuing diversification and vertical integration strategies can hardly be
disputed. Thenumber of firms that have used merger and acquisitionstrategies to .
become diversified over the last few years is staggering. This is the case even
though the credit crunch crisis in 2008 reduced M&Aactivity somewhat. For the
first 11 months of 2008, there were 8,190 acquisitions or mergers done in the
United States, with a total value of $1.1 trillion. For this same time period in 2007,
there were over 10,000deals in the United States, valued at $1.7 trillion.^

The list of firms that have recently engaged in mergers or acquisitions is long
and varied. For example, AT&T (recently acquired by SBC) acquired BellSouthfor
$85.6billion, ConocoPhillips acquired Burlington Resources for $35billion, Boston
Scientific bought Guidant for $25.1 billion, Wachovia bought Golden West
Financial for $24.2billion, Thermo Electron bought Fisher Scientific for $11.1 bil
lion, Duke Energy bought Cinergy for $9 billion, BASF bought Englehard for $4.8
billion, and Osl^osh Trucks bought JLG Industries for $2.9 billion. And the list
goes on and on.^

That mergers and acquisitions are common is clear. What is less clear is that
they actually generate value for firms implementing these strategies. Two cases
will be examined here: mergers and acquisitions between strategically unrelated
firms and mergers and acquisitions between strategically related firms.

Mergers and Acquisitions: The Unrelated Case

Imagine the following scenario:One firm (the target) is the objectof an acquisition
effort, and 10 firms (the bidders) are interested in making this acquisition.
Suppose the current market value of the target firm is $10,000—^that is, the price
of each of this firm's shares times the number of shares outstanding equals
$10,000. Also, suppose the current market value of each of the bidding firms is
$15,000.^ Finally, suppose there is no strategic relatedness betweenthesebidding
firms and the target. This means that the value of any one of these bidding firms
when combined with the target firm exactly equals the sum of the value of these
firms as separate entities. In this example,because the current market value of the
target is $10,000 and the current market value of the bidding firms is $15,000,
the value of this target when combined with any of these bidders would be
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$25,000 ($10,000 + $15,000). Given this information, at what price will this target
be acquired, and what are the economicperformance implications for bidding and
target firms at this price?

In this, and all acquisition situations, bidding firms will be willing to pay a
price for a target up to the value that ttie target firm adds to ihe bidder once it is
acquired. This price is simply the difference between the value of the two firms com
bined (in this case,$25,000) and the value of the bidding firm by itself (in this case,
$15,000). Noticethat thispricedoesnot depend on the valueof the targetfirmacting
as an independent business; rather, it depends on ihe value that the target firm cre
ates when it is combined with the bidding firm.Any price for a target less than this
value (i.e., less than $10,000) will be a source of economicprofit for a bidding firm;
any price equal to this value (i.e.,equal to $10,000) will be a source of zero economic
profits; and any price greater than this value (i.e., greater than $10,000) will be a
source of economiclosses for the bidding firm that acquires the target.

It is not hard to see that the price of this acquisition will quickly rise to
$10,000, and that at this price the bidding firm that acquires the target will earn
zero economic profits. The price of this acquisition will quickly rise to $10,000
because any bid less than $10,000 will generate economic profits for a successful
bidder. These potential profits, in turn, will generate entry into the bidding war
for a target. Becauseentry into the acquisition contest is very likely,the price of the
acquisition wiU quickly rise to its value, and economic profits will not be created.

Moreover, at this $10,000price the target firm's equity holders will also gain
zero economic profits. Indeed, for them, all that has occurred is that the market
value of the target firm has been capitalized in the form of a cash payment from
the bidder to the target. The target was worth $10,000, and that is exactly what
these equity holders will receive.

Mergers and Acquisitions: The Related Case

The conclusion that the acquisition of strategically unrelated targets will generate
only zero economic profits for both the bidding and the target firms is not surpris
ing. It is very consistent with the discussion of the economic consequences of
unrelated diversification in Chapter 7. There it was argued that there is no eco
nomic justification for a corporate diversification strategy that does not build on
some type of economy of scope across the businesses within which a firm oper
ates, and therefore unrelated diversification is not an economically viable corpo
rate strategy. So, if there is any hope that mergers and acquisitions will be a source
of superior performance for bidding firms, it must be because of some sort of
strategic relatedness or economy of scope between bidding and target firms.

Types of Strategic Relatedness
Of course, bidding and target firms can be strategically related in a wide variety
of ways. Three particularly important lists of these potential linkages are
discussed here.^

The Federal Trade Commission Categories. Because mergers and acquisitions can
have the effect of increasing (or decreasing) the level of concentration in an
industry, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) is charged with the responsibility
of evaluating the competitive implications of proposed mergers or acquisitions.
In principle, the FTC will disallow any acquisition involving firms with
headquarters in the United States that could have the potential for generating
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Verticalmerger
Horizontal merger
Product extension

merger

Market extension

merger

Conglomerate
merger

A firm acquires former suppliers or customers.
A firm acquires a former competitor.
A firm gains accessto complementaryproducts

through an acquisition.
A firm gains accessto complementary markets

through an acquisition.
Thereis no strategicrelatednessbetween a bidding

and a target firm.

monopoly (or oligopoly) profits in an industry. To help in this regulatory effort,
the FTChas developed a typology of mergers and acquisitions (see Table 10.1).
Eachcategory in this typology can be thought of as a different way in which a
bidding firmand a targetfirmcanbe related in a mergeror acquisition.

According to the FTC, a firmengages in a verticalmerger when it vertically
integrates, either forward or backward, through its acquisition efforts. Vertical
mergers could include a firm purchasing criticalsuppliers of raw materials (back
ward vertical integration) or acquiring customers and distribution networks
(forward vertical integration). eBay's acquisition ofSkype is an example ofa back
ward vertical integration as eBay tries to assemble all the resources to compete in
the Internet telephone industry. Disney's acquisitionof Capital Cities/ABCcan be
understood as an attempt by Disneyto forward vertically integrate into the enter
tainment distribution industry, and its acquisition of ESPNcan be seen as back
ward vertical integration into the entertainment production business.^

Afirmengages in a horizontalmergerwhenit acquires a former competitor;
Adidas's acquisition of Reebok is an example of a horizontal merger, as the
number 2 and number 3 sneaker manufacturers in the world combined their
efforts. Obviously, theFTC isparticularly concerned with thecompetitive implica
tions of horizontal mergers because these strategies can have the most direct and
obvious anticompetitive implications in an industry.For example, the FTC raised
antitrust concerns in the $10 billion merger between Oracle and PeopleSoft,
because these firms, collectively, dominated the enterprise software market.
Similar concerns were raised in the $16.4 billion merger between ChevronTexaco
and Unocal and the merger between Mobil and Exxon.

The third type of merger identified by the FTC is a product extension
merger. In a product extension merger, firms acquire complementary products
through their merger and acquisition activities. Examples include SBC's acquisi
tion of AT&T and Verizon's acquisition of MCI.

The fourth type of merger identified by the FTC is a market extension
merger. Here, the primary objective is to gain accessto new geographic markets.
Examples include SAB^^ller's acquisition of Bavaria Brewery Company in
Columbia, South America.

Thefinaltype ofmergeror acquisition identifiedby the FTC isa conglomerate
merger. For the FTC, conglomeratemergers are a residual category. If there are no
vertical, horizontal, product extension, or market extension links between firms,
the FTC defines the merger or acquisitionactivitybetween firms as a conglomer
ate merger. Given our earlier conclusion that mergers or acquisitions between
strategically unrelated firms will not generate economicprofits for either bidders or
targets,it should not be surprising that there are currently relatively few examples

TABLE 10.1 FederalTrade

Commission Categories of

Mergers and Acquisitions
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TABLE 10.2 Lubatkin's List of

Potential Sources of Strategic

Relatedness Between Bidding
and Target Firms

ofconglomerate mergers oracquisitions; however, at various times inhistory, they
havebeenrelatively common. In the 1960s, for example, many acquisitions took
theform ofconglomerate mergers. Research hasshown that thefraction ofsingle-
business firms in the Fortune500dropped from 22.8 percent in 1959 to 14.8percent
in 1969, while the fraction of firms in the Fortiine500pursuing unrelated diversi
fication strategies rose from 7.3 to18.7 percent duringthesametime period. These
findings are consistent with an increase in the number of conglomerate mergers
and acquisitions duringthe1960s.''

Despite the popularity of conglomerate mergers in the 1960s, many mergers
oracquisitions among strategically unrelated firms are divested shortly after the) /
are completed. One study estimated that over one-third of the conglomerare
mergers of the 1960s were divested by the early 1980s. Another study showed tlAt
over 50percent ofthese acquisitions were subsequently divested. These results«re
all consistent with our earlier conclusion that mergers or acquisitions involving
strategically unrelated firms are nota source ofeconomic profits.®
Other Types ofStrategic Relatedness. Although the FTC categories ofmergers aad
acquisitions provide some information about possible motives underlying th !se
corporate strategies, they do not capture the full complexity of the links that n^ht
exist between bidding and target firms. Several authors haveattempted todevelop
more complete lists ofpossible sources of relatedness between biddingand target
firms. Oneof theselists,developed by Professor Michael Lubatkin, is sununarized
in Table 10.2. This list includes technical economies (in marketing, production,
and similar forms of relatedness), pecuniary economies (market power), and
diversification economies (in portfolio management and risk reduction) as
possible basesofstrategic relatedness between biddingand targetfirms.

Asecond importantlist of possible sources of strategic relatedness between
bidding and target firms was developed by Michael Jensen and Richard Ruback
after a comprehensive review of empirical research on the economic returns to
mergers and acquisitions. This list is summarized in Table 10.3 and includes the
following factors as possible sources of economic gains in mergers and acquisi
tions: potential reductions in production or distribution costs (from economies of

Technical economies

Pecuniary economies

Diversification

economies

Scaleeconomiesthat occur when ttie physical
processeis insidea firm are altered so that the same
amotmtsof input producea higherquantityof out
puts. Sources of technical economies indudemarket-
ing, production,experience, scheduling,banking,
and compensation.

Economies achievedby the abilityof firms to dictate
prices by exerting market power.

Economies achieved by improvinga firm'sperform
ance relative to its risk attributes of lowering its risk
attributes relative to its performance. Sources of

mehtmid risk reduct^^

Soimw Li&^tldn (1983). '̂ eigers aaid ihe pc^nnance of acquiring fitm-'' Academy
ili^225. iS)1983 by ttie dfM^gemeni i^roduciad'M^parianisribii.
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Toreduce production or distribution costs:

1. Through economies of scale.
2. Throujghvertical integration.
3. Through the adoption of more efficient production or organizational technology.
4. Through the increased utilization of the bidder's management team.
5. Through a reduction of agency costs by bringing organization-specific assets

under common ownership.

Financial motivations:

1. To gain access to rmderutilized tax shields.
2. Toavoid bankruptcy costs.
3. Toincrease leverage opportunities.
4. Togain offier tax advantages.
5. Togain market power in product markets^;
6. Toeliminate inefficient target management.

Source:Rq>rintedficom Jensen,M.C, and R.S. Ruback"The Market for G)iporate ControLThe Scientific
Evidence."Jounal ofFittttncidl Economics, 11,pp. 5^. VoL ILCopyright© 1983,with permissionfrom
Elsevier.

scale, vertical integration, reduction in agency costs, and so forth); the realization
of financial opportunities (such as gaining access to underutilized tax shields,
avoiding bankruptcy costs); the creation of market power; and the ability to elim
inate inefficient management in the target firm.

To be economically valuable, links between bidding and target firms must
meet the same criteria as diversification strategies (see Chapter 7). First, these
links must build on real economies of scope between bidding and target firms.
These economies of scope can reflect either cost savings or revenue enhancements
that are created by combining firms. Second,not only must this economy of scope
exist, but it must be less costly for the merged firm to realize than for outside
equity holders to realize on their own. As is the case with corporate diversification
strategies, by investing in a diversified portfolio of stocks, outside equity investors
can gain many of the economies associated with a merger or acquisition on their
own. Moreover, investors can realize some of these economies of scope at almost
zero cost. In this situation, it makes little sense for investors to "hire" managers in
firms to realize these economies of scope for them through a merger or acquisi
tion. Radier, firms should pursue merger and acquisition strategies only to obtain
valuable economies of scope that outside investors find too costly to create on
their own.

Economic Profits in Related Acquisitions
If bidding and target firms are strategically related, then the economic value of
these two firms combined is greater than their economic value as separate entities.
To see how this changes returns to merger and acquisition strategies, consider the
following scenario: As before, there is one target firm and 10 bidding firms. The
market value of the target firm as a stand-alone entity is $10,000, and the market
value of the bidding fiims as stand-alone entities is $15,000. However, unlike the
earlier scenario in this chapter, tiie bidding and target firms are strategicallyrelated.
Any of the types of relatedness identified in Table 10.1, Table 10.2, or Table 10.3

TABLE 10.3 Jensen and

Ruback's Listof Reasons Why
Bidding FirmsMight Want
to Engage in Merger and

Acquisition Strategies
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could be the source of these economies of scope. They imply that when any of Ihe
bidding firms and the target are combined, the market value of this combined
entity will be $32,000—^note that $32,000 is greater than the sum of $15,000 and
$10,000. At what price will this target firm be acquired, and what are the economic
profit implications for bidding and target firms at this price?

Asbefore,bidding firmswillbe willingto pay a pricefor a target up to the value
that a targetfirm adds onceit is acquired.Thus, the maximum pricebidding firmsare
willing to pay is still the differencebetween the value of the combined entity (here,
$32,000) and the value of a bidding firm on its own (here,$15,000), or $17,000.

As was the case for the strategically unrelated acquisition, it is not hard to see
that the price for actually acquiring the target firm in this scenario will rapidly rise
to $17,000, because any bid less than $17,000 has the potential for generating prof
its for a bidding firm. Suppose that one bidding firm offers $13,000 for ihe target.
For this $13,000, the bidding firm gains access to a target that wHlgenerate $17,000
of value once it is acquired. Thus, to this bidding firm, the target is worth $17,000,
and a bid of $13,000 will generate $4,000 economic profit. Of course, these potential
profits will motivate entry into the competitive bidding process. Entry will con
tinue until the price of this target equals $17,000. Any price greater than $17,000
wouldmeanthata biddingfirm isactually losing money on itsacquisition.^

At this $17,000 price, the successful bidding firm earns zero economic prof
its. After all, this firm has acquired an asset that will generate $17,000 of value and
has paid $17,000 to do so. However, the owners of the target firm will earn an eco
nomic profit worth $7,000. As a stand-alone firm, the target is worth $10,000; when
combined with a bidding firm, it is worth $17,000. The difference between the
value of the target as a stand-alone entity and its value in combination with a bid
ding firm is the value of the economic profit that can be appropriated by the own
ers of the target firm.

Thus, the existence of strategic relatedness between bidding and target firms
is not a sufficient condition for the equity holders of bidding firms to earn eco
nomic profits from their acquisition strategies. If the economic potential of acquir
ing a particular target firm is widely known and if several potential bidding firms
can all obtain this value by acquiring a target, the equity holders of bidding firms
will, at best, earn only zero economic profits fi*om implementing an acquisition
strategy. In this setting, a "strategically related" merger or acquisition will create
economic value, but this value will be distributed in the form of economic profits
to the equity holders of acquired target firms.

Because so much of the value created in a merger or acquisition is appropri
ated by the stockholders of the target firm, it is not surprising that many small and
entrepreneurial firms look to be acquired as one way to compensate their owners
for taking the risks associated with founding these firms. This phenomenon is dis
cussed in more detail in the Strategy in the Emerging Enterprise feature.

What Does Research Say About Returns
to Mergers and Acquisitions?
The empirical implications of this discussion of returns to bidding and target
firms in strategically related and strategically unrelated mergers and acquisitions
have been examined in a variety of acadenuc literatures. One study reviewed over
40 empirical merger and acquisition studies in the finance literature. This study
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StrateqL) in tlic Cmercjinq Enterprise

Imagine you are an entrepreneur. You
have mortgaged your home, taken

out loans, run up your credit cards, and
put all you own on the line in order
to help grow a small company. And
finally, after yearsof effort, things start
going well. Your product or service
starts to sell,customers start toappreci
ate your unique value proposition, and
you actually begin to pay yourself a
reasonable salary.What do you do next
to help grow your company?

Some entrepreneurs in this situa
tion decide that maintaining control of
the firm is very important. These
entrepreneurs may compensate certain
critical employees with equity in the
firm, but typically limit the number of
outsiders who make equity invest
ments in their firm. To grow these
closelyheld firms, these entrepreneurs
must rely on capital generated from
their ongoing operations (called
retained earnings) and debt capital
provided by banks, customers, and
suppliers. Entrepreneurs who decide
to maintain control of their companies
are compensated for taking the risks
associated with starting a firm through
the salary they pay themselves.

Other entrepreneurs get more
outside equity investors involved in
providing the capital a firm needs to
grow. These outside investors might
include wealthy individuals—called
business angels—looking to invest in
entrepreneurial ventures or venture
capital firms. Venture capital firms
typically raise money from numerous

Cashing Out

smaller investors that they then invest
in a portfolio of entrepreneurial firms.
Over time, many of these firms decide
to "go public" by engaging in what is
calledan initial public offering(IPO). In
an IPO, a firm, typically working with
an investmentbanker, sells its equity to
the public at large. Entrepreneurs who
decide to sell equity in their firm are
compensated for taking the risks associ
ated with starting a firm through the
sale of their equity on the public mar
kets through an IPO. An entrepreneur
who receives compensation for risk-
taking in this manner is said to be
cashing out.

Finally, still other entrepreneurs
may decide to not use an IPO to cash
out, but rather to have their firm

acquired by another, typically larger
firm. In this scenario, entrepreneurs are
compensated by the acquiring firm for
taking the risks associated with start
ing a firm. Indeed, because the demand
for IPOs has been volatile since the

technology-bubble burst of 2000, more
and more small and entrepreneurial
firms are looking to be acquired as a
way for their founders to cash out.
Moreover, because the stockholders of

target firms typically appropriate a
large percentage of the total value cre
ated by an acquisition, and because the
founders of these entrepreneurial firms
are alsooften largestockholders, being
acquired is often a source of great
wealth for an entrepreneurial firm's
founders.

The choice between keeping a
firm private, going public, or being
acquired is a difficult and multidimen
sional one. Issues such as the personal
preferences of a firm's founders,
demand for IPOs, how much capital
a firm will need in order to continue

to grow its business, and what other
resources—besides capital—the firm
will need to create additional value all

play a role. In general, firms that do
not need a great deal of money or
other resources to grow will choose to
remain private. Those that need only
money to grow will choose IPOs,
whereas those that need managerial or
technical resources controlled by
another firm to grow will typically be
acquired. Of course, this changes if the
entrepreneurs decide to maintain
control of their firms because they
want to.

Sources: R. Hennessey (2004). "Underwriters cut
prices on IPOs as market softens." TJie WallStreet
journal. May 27, p. C4; and F. Vogelstein (2003).
"Can Google grow up?" Fortune, December 8,
pp. 102 +.

concluded thatacquisitions, onaverage, increased themarket value oftarget firms
by about 25 percent and left the market value of bidding firms unchanged.
The authors of this report concluded that "corporate takeovers generate positive
gains,. . . targetfirmequity holders benefit, and . . . bidding firmequityholders
do not lose." '̂̂ The way these studies evaluate the return to acquisition strategies
is discussed in the Strategy in Depth feature.
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TABLE 10.4 Possible

Motivations to Engage in

Mergers and Acquisitions
EvenThough They Usually

Do Not Generate Profits for

Bidding Firms

Strategy researchers have also attempted to examine in more detail the
sources of value creation in mergers and acquisitions and the question of
whether these sources of value creation affect whether bidders or targets appro
priate this value. For example, two well-known studies examined the impact of
the type and degree ofstrategic relatedness (defined using the FTC typology
summarized in Table 10.1) betweenbidding and target fums on the economic
consequences ofmergers and acquisitions.^^ These studies found that the more
strategically related bidding and target firms are, the more economic value
mergers and acquisitions create. However, like the finance studies, this work
found that this economic value was appropriated by the owners of the target
firm, regardless ofthe type ordegree ofrelatedness between the bidding and
target firms. Bidding firms—even when they attempt to acquire strategically
related targets—earn, on average, zero economic profits from their merger and
acquisition strategies.

Why Are ThereSoMany Mergers and Acquisitions?
Given the overwhelming empirical evidence that most ofthe economic value cre
ated inmergers and acquisitions isappropriated bythe owners ofthe target firm
most ofthe time, animportant question becomes: "Why domanagers ofbidding
firms continue to engage in merger and acquisition strategies?" Some possible
explanations are summarized inTable 10.4 anddiscussed inthis section.

To Ensure Survival

Even ifmergers and acquisitions, onaverage, generate only zero economic profits
for bidding firms, itmay benecessary for bidding firms toengage inthese activi
ties to ensure their survival. In particular, if all of a biddingfirm's competitors
have been able to improve their efficiency and effectiveness through a particular
type ofacquisition, then failing tomake such anacquisition may puta firm at a
competitive disadvantage. Here, thepurpose ofa merger or acquisition is not to
gain competitive advantages, but rather to gain competitive parity.

Many recent mergers among banks in theUnited States seem to have com
petitive parity andnormal economic profits asanobjective. Most bank managers
recognize that changing bank regulations, increased competition from nonbank-
ing financial institutions, and soft demand are likely tolead to a consolidation of
the U.S. banking industry. To survive in this consolidated industry, many U.S.
banks will have tomerge. As the number ofbanks engaging inmergers andacqui-.
sitions goes up, the ability to earn superior profits from those strategies goes
down. These lowerreturnsfix)m acquisitions havealready reduced the economic
value of some of the most aggressive acquiring banks. Despite these lower
returns, acquisitions are likely tocontinue for the foreseeable future, asbanks seek
survival opportunities inaconsolidated industry.^^

1. To ensure survival

2. Free cash flow

3. Agency problems
4. Managerial hubris
5. Thepotentialforabove-normal profits
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Free Cash Flow

Another reason why jfirms may continue to invest in merger and acquisition
strategies is that these strategies, on average, can be expected to generate at least
competitive parity for bidding firms. This zero economic profit may be a more
attractive investment for some firms than alternativestrategicinvestments.This is
particularly the casefor firms that generatefreecashflow.^^

Freecash flow is simply the amoimt of cash a firm has to invest after all pos
itive net present-value investments in its ongoing businesses have been funded.
Freecashflowis createdwhen a firm's ongoingbusinessoperationsarevery prof
itable but offer few opportunities for additional investment. One firm that seems
to have generateda greatdeal offreecashflowover the last severalyearsis Philip
Morris. Philip Morris's retail tobacco operations are extremely profitable.
However, regulatoryconstraints, health concerns, and slowinggrowth in demand
limit investment opportunities in the tobacco industry. Thus, the amoimt of cash
generatedby Philip Morris's ongoing tobacco business has probablybeen larger
than the sum of its positive net present-value investments in ffiatbusiness. TTiis
difference is freecashflow for PhilipMorris. '̂*

A firm that generates a great deal of free cash flow must decide what to do
with this money. One obviousalternativewould be to give it to stockholdersin the
form of dividends or stock buybacks. However, in some situations (e.g., when
stockholders face high marginal tax rates), stockholders may prefer a firm to
retain tiiis cash flow and invest it for them. When this is the case, how should a
firm invest its free cash flow?

Because (by definition) no positivenet present-valueinvestment opportuni
ties in a firm's ongoing business operations are available, firms have only two
investment options: to invest their free cash flow in strategies that generate com
petitive parity or in strategies that generate competitive disadvantages. In this
context, merger and acquisition strategies are a viable option, because bidding
firms, on average, can expect to generate at least competitive parity. Put differ
ently, although mergersand acquisitions may not be a sourceof superior profits,
there are worse things you could do with your free cash flow.

Agency Problems
Another reason why firms might continue to engage in mergersand acquisitions,
despite earning only competitiveparity from doing so, is that mergersand acqui
sitions benefit managers directly, independent of any value they may or may not
create for a bidding firm's stockholders.As suggested in Chapter 8, these conflicts
of interest are a manifestationof agencyproblemsbetween a firm's managers and
its stockholders.

Merger and acquisition strategies can benefit managers—even if they do not
directly benefit a bidding firm's equity holders—^in at least two ways. First,man
agers can use mergers and acquisitions to help diversify their human capital
investments in their firm. As discussed in Chapter 7, managers have difficulty
diversifying their firm-specific human capital investments when a firm operates
in a narrow range of businesses. Byacquiring firms with cash flows that are not
perfectlycorrelated with the cash flows of a firm's current businesses, managers
can reduce the probabilityofbankruptcy for their firm and thus partially diversify
their human capital investments in their firm.

Second,managers can use mergers and acquisitions to quickly increase firm
size,measured in eithersalesor assets. Ifmanagementcompensationis closely linked
to firmsize,managerswho increase firmsizeare ableto increase theircompensation.
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By far, the most popular way to
evaluate the performance effects of

acquisitions for bidding firms is called
event study analysis. Rooted in the
field of financial economics, event

study analysis compares the actual
performance of a stock after an acqui
sition has been announced to the

expected performance of that stock if
no acquisition had been announced.
Any performance greater (or less) than
what was expected in a short period of
time around when an acquisition is
announced is attributed to that acqui
sition. This cumulative abnormal

return (CAR) can be positive or nega
tive depending on whether the stock in
question performs better or worse than
expected without an acquisition.

The CAR created by an acquisi
tion is calculated in several stages.
First, the expected performance of a
stock, without an acquisition, is esti
mated with the following regression
equation:

= «/ + bjRn,,t + ejj

where E{Rjj) is the expected return of
stock j during time t; Uj is a constant
(approximately equal to the rate of
return on risk-free equities); bj is an
empirical estimate of the financial
parameter (3 (equal to the covariance
between the returns of a particular
firm's stock and the average return of
all stocks in the market, over time);
R,„^ t is the actual average rate of return
of all stocks in the market over time;

and Cjj is an error term. The form of
this equation is derived from the capi
tal asset pricing model in finance. In
this model, £(R;,f) is simply the

Stpatccjij in Depth

Evaluating the Performance
Effects of Acquisitions

expected performance of a stock, given
the historical relationship between that
stock and the overall performance of
the stock market.

To calculate the unexpected per
formance of a stock, this expected level
of performance is simply subtracted
from the actual level of performance
for a stock. This is done in the follow

ing equation:

XRy,, = Ry,, - {a; + bjRr^j)

whereRjj is the actualperformance of
stock j during time t, and XRjj is the
unexpected performance of stock j
during time t.

In calculating the CAR for a par
ticular acquisition, it is necessary to
sum the unexpected returns (XRy,) for
a stock across the t periods when the
stock market is responding to news
about this acquisition. Most analyses of
acquisitions examine the market's reac
tion one day before an acquisition is
formally announced to three days after
it is announced. The sum of these imex-

pected returns over this time period is
the CAR attributable to this acquisition.

This methodology has been
applied to literally thousands of acqui
sition episodes. For example, when
Manulife Financial purchased John
Hancock Financial, Manulife's CAR

was -10 percent, whereas John
Hancock's CAR was 6 percent; when
Anthem acquired Wellpoint, Anthem's
CAR was -10 percent, and Wellpoint's
was 7 percent; when Bank of America
acquired FleetBoston Financial, Bank
of America's CAR was -9 percent, and
FleetBoston's was 24 percent; and
when UnitedHealth acquired Mid
Atlantic Medical, UnitedHealth's CAR
was -4 percent, and Mid Atlantic
Medical's was 11 percent.

Although the event study method
has been used widely, it does have
some important limitations. First, it is
based entirely on the capital asset
pricing model, and there is some
reason to believe that this model is not

a particularly good predictor of a
firm's expected stock price. Second, it
assumes that a firm's equity holders
can anticipate all the benefits associ
ated with making an acquisition at the
time that acquisition is made. Some
scholars have argued that value cre
ation continues long after an acquisi
tion is announced as parties in this
exchange discover value-creating
opportunities that could not have been
anticipated.

Sources: A. Arikan (2004). "Long-term returns
to acquisitions; The case of purchasing tangible
and intangible assets." Unpublished, Fisher
College of Business, Ohio State University;
S. J. Brown and J. B. Warner (1985). "Using daily
stock returns: The case of event studies." foumalof
Financial Economics, 14, pp. 3-31; and D. Henry,
M. Der Hovanseian, and D. Foust (2003). "M&A
deals: Show me." BusinessWeek, November 10,
pp. 38 +.
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Of all the ways to increase the size ofa firm quickly growth through mergers and
acquisitions isperhaps theeasiest. Even ifthere are noeconomies ofscope between a
bidding and a target firm, anacquisition ensures that the bidding firm will grow by
the size of the target (measured in either sales or assets). If there are economies of
scope between abidding and a target firm, the size ofthe bidding firm can grow atan
even faster rate, ascan the value ofmanagement's compensation, even though, on
average, acquisitions donotgenerate wealth for theowners ofthebidding firm.

Managerial Hubris
Another reason why managers may choose to continue to invest in mergers and
acquisitions, despite thefact that, onaverage, they gain noprofits firom doing so,
is the existence ofwhat has beencalled managerial hubris.^^ This is the unrealis
tic belief held by managers in bidding firms that they canmanage theassets ofa
target firm more efficiently than the target firm's current management. This
notion canlead bidding firms to engage in acquisition strategies even though
there maynotbepositive economic profits from doing so.

Theexistence of managerial hubris suggests that the economic valueof bid
ding firms wiU fall once they annoimce a merger oracquisition strategy. Although
managers inbidding firms might truly believe that they can manage a target firm's
assets more efficiently than the target firm's managers, investors in the capital
markets aremuchlesslikely tobecaughtup in thishubris. In thiscontext, a commit
menttoa merger or acquisition strategyisa strongsignalthata biddingfirm'sman
agement hasdeluded itself about itsabilities to manage a target firm's assets. Such
delusions will certainly adversely affect fiie economic value ofthe bidding firm.

Of course, empirical work on mergers and acquisitions discussed earlier in
this chapter has concluded thatalthough bidding firms donotobtain profits firom
their merger andacquisition strategies, they also do not, onaverage, reduce their
economic valuefrom implementing thesestrategies. This is inconsistent with the
"hubris hypothesis." However, thefact that, onaverage, bidding firms donotlose
economic value does not mean that some bidding firms do not lose economic
value. Thus, although it is unlikely that all merger and acquisition strategies are
motivated by managerialhubris, it is likelythat at least some of them are.^^

The Potential for Economic Profits
Afinal reason why managers might continue topursue merger and acquisition
strategies is the potential that these strategies offer for generating profits for at
least some bidding firms. The empirical research on returns to bidding firms in
mergers and acquisitions is very strong. On average, bidding firms do not gain
profits from their merger and acquisition strategies. However, the fact that bid
dingfirms, on average, donot earnprofits on these strategies doesnotmeanthatall
bidding firms will always fail to earn profits. In some situations, bidding firms
may be able to gaincompetitive advantages from merger and acquisition activi
ties. These situations are discussed in the following section.

Mergers and Acquisitions and Sustained
Competitive Advantage
We have already seen that the economies of scope that motivate mergers and
acquisitions between strategically related bidding and target firms can be valu
able. However, theability ofthese economies togenerate profits andcompetitive

V R I O
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advantages for bidding firms depends notonly ontheir economic value, but also
on the competitiveness of the market for corporate control through whi^ these
valuable economies are realized. The market for corporate control is the market
that is created whenmultiple firms actively seekto acquire one or several firms.
Only when themarket for corporate control isimperfectly competitive might itbe
possible forbidding firms to earnprofits firom implementing a merger or acquisi
tion strategy. To see how tihe competitiveness ofthe market for corporate control
canaffect returns to merger and acquisition strategies, we willconsider threesce
narios involving bidding and target firms and examine their implications for the
managers of these firms.^^

Valuable, Rare, and Private Economies of Scope

Animperfectly competitive market for corporate control canexist when a target is
worth more to one bidder than it is to any other bidders and when no other
firms—^including bidders and targets—^are aware of this additional value. In this
setting, theprice ofa target will rise to reflect public expectations about thevalue
ofthetarget. Once the target isacquired, however, the performance ofthe special
bidder that acquires the target will be greater than generally expected, and
this level ofperformance will generate profits for theequity holders of thebid
ding firm.

Consider a simplecase. Suppose the market value of bidder FirmA com
bined with target firms is $12,000, whereas themarket value ofall other bidders
combined with targets is$10,000. Noother firms (bidders or targets) are aware of
Firm A's unique relationship with these targets, butthey are aware ofthe value of
all otherbidders combined with targets (i.e., $10,000). Suppose alsothat the mar
ketvalue ofallbiddingfirms, asstand-alone entities, is$7,000. In thissetting. Firm
Awill bewilling topayup to$5,000 toacquire a target ($12,000 —$7,000), andall
otherbidders willonly bewilling topayup to $3,000 toacquire a target ($10,000 —
$7,000).

Because publicly available information suggests that acquiring a target is
worth $3,000 morethan the target'sstand-alone price, the priceof targets willrap
idlyrise to thislevel, ensiuing that, ifbidding firms, apartfrom Firm A,acquire a
target, they will obtain noprofits. Ifthere isonly one target in this market for cor
porate control, then Firm Awill be able tobidslightly more than$3,000 (perhaps
$3,001) for this target. No other firms willbid higher thanFirm A,because, firom
their point ofview, theacquisition is simply notworth more than$3,000. At this
$3,001 price. Firm Awillearna profit of$1,999—^Firm Ahad tospendonly $3,001
for a firm that brings $5,000 in value above its stand-alone market price.
Alternatively, if there are multiple tcirgets, thenseveral bidding firms, including
Firm A,willpay $3,000 for their targets. At thisprice, these bidding firms will all
earnzero economic profits, except forFirm A,which will earnaneconomic profit
equal to $2,000. That is, only FirmA will gain a competitive advantage from
acquiring a target in this market.

In order for FirmA to obtain this profit, the value of FirmA's economy of
scope withtarget firms mustbegreater thanthevalue ofanyother bidding firms
with that target. This special value willgenerally reflect imusual resources and
capabilities possessed by Firm A—^resources and capabilities that are more valu
able in combination with target firms than are the resources and capabilities that
otherbiddingfirms possess. Put differently, to be a source of economic profits
and competitive advantage. FirmA'slinkwith targetsmust bebasedon resources
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and capabilities that are rare among those firms competing in this market for
corporate control.

However, not onlydoes FirmAhave to possessvaluableand rare linkswith
biddingfirmsto gaineconomic profitsand competitive advantagesfromits acqui
sitionstrategies, but information about thesespecial economies of scopemust not
be knownby other firms. Ifotherbiddingfirms knowabout the additional value
associated with acquiring a target, theyare likely to try to duplicate thisvaluefor
themselves. Typically, theywould accomplish thisby imitating the typeofrelated-
ness that existsbetween Firm A and its targets by developing the resources and
capabilities that enabled Firm Ato haveitsvaluable economies ofscope with tar
gets. Once other bidders developed the resources and capabilities necessary to
obtain this more valuable economy of scope, they would be able to enter into
bidding, thereby increasing the likelihood that the equity holders of successful
bidding firms would earn no economicprofits.

Target firms mustalsobe unaware ofFirmA'sspecial resources and capabil
ities if Firm A is to obtain competitive advantages from an acquisition. If target
firms were aware of this extra value available to Firm A, along with the sources of
thisvalue, theycouldinform otherbiddingfirms. These biddingfirms couldthen
adjust their bids to reflect this higher value, and competitive bidding would
reduce profits tobidders. Target firms are likely to inform bidding firms in this
waybecause increasing thenumber ofbidders with more valuable economies of
scope increases the likelihood that targetfirms willextract all the economic value
created in a merger or acquisition.^®

Valuable, Rare,and Costly-to-lmltate Economies of Scope

The existence of firms that have valuable, rare, and private economies of scope
with targets is not the only way that the market for corporate control can be
imperfectly competitive. Ifotherbidders cannot imitate onebidder'svaluable and
rareeconomies with targets, thencompetition in thismarketforcorporate control
willbe imperfect, and theequityholdersof thisspecial biddingfirmwillearneco
nomic profits. In this case, the existence of valuable and rare economies doesnot
need to be private,because other bidding firms cannot imitate these economies,
and therefore bids that substantiallyreduce the profits for the equity holders of
the specialbidding firm are not forthcoming.

Typically, bidding firms willbe imable to imitate onebidder's valuable and
rare economies of scopewith targets when the strategic relatedness between the
special bidder and the targets stems from some rare and costly-to-imitate
resources or capabilities controlled by the special biddingfirm. Anyof the costly-
to-imitateresourcesand capabilities discussed in Chapter 3 could createcostly-to-
imitate economies of scope between a firm and a target. If, in addition, these
economies are valuableand rare, they can be a sourceofprofits to the equity hold
ersof the special biddingfirm. This canhappenevenifallfirms in thismarketfor
corporate control are aware of the more v^uable economies of scope available to
this firm and its sources. Although information about this special economy of
scope is publicly available, equityholders of special bidding firms will earn a
profit whenacquisition occurs. The equity holders of target firms will not obtain
all of thisprofit, because competitive biddingdyruimics cannot unfold when the
sources of a more valuable economy of scope are costly to imitate.

Of course,it may be possiblefor a valuable,rare, and costly-to-imitate econ-
pmyofscope between a biddingand a target firm to also be private. Indeed, it is
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TABLE 10.5 Rulesfor Bidding
FirmManagers

often thecase that those attributes ofa firm thatarecostly toimitate arealso diffi
cult to describe and thus canbe held as proprietary information. In that case, the
analysis ofprofits associated withvaluable, rare, and private economies ofscope
presented earlier applies.

Unexpected Valuable Economies of Scope Between
Bidding and Target Firms

Thus far, thisdiscussion hasadopted, for convenience, thestrong assumption that
the present value of the strategic relatedness between bidders and targets is
known withcertainty byindividual bidders. This is,inprinciple, possible, but cer
tainly not likely. Most modem acquisitions and mergers are massively complex,
involving numerous unknown and complicated relationships between firms. In
these settings, imexpected events after an acquisition has beencompleted may
make anacquisition ormerger more valuable thanbidders and targets anticipated
itwouldbe. The price thatbidding firms will paytoacquire a target willequal the
expected valueofthe targetonlywhen the targetis combined with thebidder.The
difference between the imexpected value ofan acquisition actually obtained bya
bidderand the price thebidderpaid for theacquisition is a profit for the equity
holders of the bidding firm.

Ofcourse, by definition, bidding firms cannot expect to obtain unexpected
value from an acquisition. Unexpected value, in thiscontext, is a surprise, a mani
festation ofabidding firm's good luck, notitsskill inacquiring targets. For example,
when theBritish advertising firm WPP acquired J. Walter Thompson for$550 mil
lion, it discovered some property owned byJ. Walter Thomson in Tokyo. No one
knew of thisproperty when the firm was acquired. It turned out to be worth over
$100 million after taxes, a financial windfall thathelped offset tiie high cost of this
acquisition. When asked, Martin Sorrel, president of WPP and the architect of this
acquisition, admittedthat this$100 million windfall was simplygoodluck.^^

Implications for Bidding Firm Managers
The existence ofvaluable, rare, and private economies ofscope between bidding
and target firms and of valuable, rare, and costly-to-imitate economies of scope
between bidding and target firms suggests that although, on average, most bid
dingfirms do not generate competitive advantages from their acquisition strate
gies,in some specialcircumstances it may be possiblefor them to do so. Thus, the
task facing managers in firms contemplating merger andacquisition strategies is
to choose strategies that have the greatest likelihood of beingable to generate
profits for their equity holders. Several important managerial prescriptions can
be derived from this discussion. These "rules" for bidding firm managers are
summarized in Table 10.5.

1. Search for valuable and rareeconomies ofscope.
2. Keepinformation away from other bidders.
3. Keepinformation away from targets.
4. Avoidwinning bidding wars.
5. Qose the deal quickly.
6. Operate in "thinly traded" acquisition markets.
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Search for Rare Economies of Scope
One of the main reasons why bidding firms do not obtain competitive advantages
from acquiring strategically related target firms is that several other bidding firms
value the target firm in the same way. When multiple bidders all value a target in
the same way competitive bidding is likely. Competitive bidding, in turn, drives
out the potential for superior performance. To avoid this problem, bidding firms
should seek to acquire targets with which they enjoy valuable and rare linkages.

Operationally, the search for rare economies of scope suggests that managers
in bidding firms need to consider not only the value of a target firm when com
bined with their own company, but also the value of a target firm when combined
with other potential bidders. This is important, because it is the difference
between the value of a particular bidding firai's relationship with a target and the
value of other bidding firms' relationships with that target that defines the size of
the potential economic profits from an acquisition.

In practice, the search for valuable and rare economies of scope is likely to
become a search for valuable and rare resources already controlled by a firm that
are syneigistically related to a target. For example, if a bidding firm has a unique
reputation in its product market, and if the target firm's products could benefit by
association with that reputation, then the target firm may be more valuable toth^
particular bidder than to ottier bidders (firms that do not possess this special repu
tation). Also, if a particiilar bidder possesses the largest market share in its industry,
the best distribution system, or restricted access to certain key raw materials, and if
the target firm would benefit from being associated with these valuable and rare
resources, then the acquisition of this target may be a source of economicprofits.

The search for v^uable andrare economies ofscope asabasis ofmergers and
acquisitions tends to rule out certain interfirm linkages as sources of economic
profits. For example, most acquisitions can lead to a reduction in overhead costs,
because much of the corporate overhead associated with the target firm can be
eliminated subsequent to acquisition. However, the ability to eliminate these over
head costs is not unique to any one bidder, and thus the value created by these
reduced costs will usually be captured by the equity holders of the target firm.

Keep Information Away from Other Bidders
One of the keys to earning superior performance in an acquisition strategy is to
avoid multiple bidders for a single target. One way to accomplish this is to keep
information about the bidding process, and about the sources of economies of
scope between a bidder and target that underlie this bidding process, as private as
possible. In order for other firms to become involved in bidding for a target, they
must be aware of the value of the economies of scope between themselves and
that target. If only one bidding firm knows this information, and if this bidding
firm can close the deal before the full value of the target is known, then it may gain
a competitive advantage from completing this acquisition.

Of course, in many circumstances, keeping all this information private is dif
ficult. Often, it is illegal. For example, when seeking to acquire a publicly traded
firm, potential bidders must meet disclosure requirements that effectivelyreduce
the amoimt of private information a bidder can retain. In these circumstances,
xmless a bidding firm has some valuable, rare, and costly-to-imitate economy of
scope with a target firm, the possibility of economic profits coming from an acqui
sition is very low. It is not surprising that the research conducted on mergers
and acquisitions of firms traded on public stock exchanges governed by the
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) disclosure rules suggests that.
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most of the time, bidding firms do not earn economic profits firom implementing
their acquisition strategies.

However, not all potential targets are publicly traded. Privately held firms
may be acquiredin an information environmentthat can createopportunities for
above-normal performance for bidding firms. Moreover, even when acquiringa
publicly traded firm, a bidder does not have to release all tiie information it has
about ^e potential value ofthat target incombination with itself. Indeed, ifsome
of this value reflects a bidding firm's taken-for-granted "invisible" assets,it may
not be possible to communicatethis information.In this case,as well, there may be
opportunities for competitive advantages for bidding firms.

Keep Information Away from Targets
Not only should bidding firms keep information about the value of their economy
of scope with a target away from other bidders; they should also keep ihis infor
mation away from target firms. Suppose that the value of a target firm to a bid
ding firm is $8,000, but the bidding firm, in an attempt to earn economic profits,
has bid only $5,000 for the target. If the target knows that it is actually worth
$8,000, it is very likelyto hold out for a higherbid. In fact, the targetmay contact
other potential bidding firms and tell them of the opportunity created by the
$5,000 bid.As the number ofbidders goesup, the possibility ofsuperioreconomic
performance for bidders goes down. Therefore, to keep ^e possibility ofthese
profits alive, bidding firms must not fully reveal the value of their economies of
scopewith a target firm.Again,in some circumstances, it is very difficult, or even
illegal,to attempt to limit the flow of information to target firms. In these settings,
superior economicperformance for bidding firms is very unlikely.

Limiting the amoimt of information that flows to the target firm may have
some other consequences as well. For example, it has been shown that a complete
sharing ofinformation, insights, and perspectives before an acquisition iscompleted
increases the probability that economies of scopewiU actuallybe realizedonce it is
completed.^® By limiting the flow ofinformation between itself and a target, a bid
dingfirm mayactually beincreasing thecostofintegrating thetarget intoitsongoing
business, thereby jeopardizing at leastsomeof the superioreconomic performance
that limiting information flowis designedto create. Bidding firms willneed to care
fullybalance the economic benefits of limiting the information they sharewith the
targetfirmagainstthe coststhat limitinginformation flow may create.

Avoid Winning Bidding Wars
It should be reasonablyclear that if a number of firmsbid for the same target, the
probability that the firm that successfully acquires the target will gain competitive
advantagesis very low. Indeed, to ensure that competitive bidding occurs, target
firms canactively encourage otherbidding firmsto enter into ffie bidding process.
The implications of these arguments are clear: Bidding firms should generally
avoid winning a bidding war. To"win" a bidding war, a bidding firm will often
have to pay a priceat least equal to ffie fullvalue of ffie target.Manytimes,given
ffie emotions ofan intensebiddingcontest, ffie winningbid may actuallybe larger
than ffie truevalue offfie target. Completing tiiis tjqje ofacquisition will certainly
reduce ffie economic performanceof ffie bidding firm.

Theonlytimeit mightmakesenseto "win" a bidding war iswhen ffie winning
firm possesses a rareand private or a rareand costly-to-imitate economy ofscope
with a target that is more valuableffian ffie strategicrelatedness that existsbetween
any other bidders and that target. In ffiis setting, ffie winning firm may be able to
earn a profitif it is ableto fullyrealize ffie valueof its relationship with the target.
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Close the Deal Quickly
Another rule of thumb for obtaining superior performance from implementing
merger and acquisition strategies is to close the deal quickly. All the economic
processes that make it difficult for bidding firms to earn economic profits from
acquiring a strategically related target take time to unfold. It takes time for other
bidders to become aware of the economic value associated with acquiring a target;
it takes time for the target to recruit other bidders; information leakage becomes
more of a problem over time; and so forth. Abidding firm that begins and ends the
bidding process quickly may forestall some of these processes and thereby retain
some superior performance for itself.

The admonition to close the deal quickly should not be taken to mean that
bidding firms need to make their acquisition decisions quickly.Indeed, the search
for valuable and rare economies of scope should be undertaken with great care.
There should be little rush in isolating and evaluating acquisition candidates.
However, once a target firm has been located and valued, bidding firms have a
strong incentive to reduce the period of time between the first bid and the comple
tion of the deal. The longer this period of negotiation, the less likely it is that the
bidding firm will earn economic profits from the acquisition.

Complete Acquisitions in "Thinly Traded" Markets
Finally, an acquisitionstrategy can be a sourceof economic profits to bidding firms
if these firms implement this corporate strategy in what could be described as
"thinly traded markets." In general, a thinly traded market is a market where
there are only a small number of buyers and sellers, where information about
opportunities in this market is not widely known, and where interests besides
purely maximizing the value of a firm can be important. In the context of mergers
and acquisitions, thinly traded markets are markets where only a few (often only
one) firms are implementing acquisitionstrategies.These unique firms may be the
only firms that imderstand the full value of the acquisition opportunities in this
market. Even target firm managers may not fully understand the value of the eco
nomicopportunities in these markets, and, if they do, they may have other interests
besides maximizingthe value of their firm if it becomesthe objectof a takeover.

In general, thinly traded merger and acquisition markets are highly frag
mented. Competition in these markets occurs at the local level,as one small local
firm competes with other small local firms for a common group of geographically
defined customers. Most of these small firms are privately held. Many are sole
proprietorships. Examples of these thinly traded markets have included, at vari
ous points in history, the printing industry, the fast-food industry, the used-car
industry, the dry-cleaningindustry, and the barber shop/hair salon industry.

Aswas suggestedin Chapter2, the majoropportunityin allhighlyfragmented
industries is consolidation. In the context of mergers and acquisitions, consolidation
can occur by one firm (or a small number of firms) buying numerous independent
firms to reaJize economies of scope in tiiese industries. Often, these economies of
scopereflect economies ofscalein theseindustries—economies ofscalethatwerenot
realized in a highly firagmented setting.As long as the number of firms implement
ing thisconsolidation strategyis small,then the marketforcorporatecontrol in these
marketswillprobablybe lessthan perfectly competitive, and opportunities for prof
its from implementing an acquisitionstrategy may be possible.

More generally, if a merger or acquisitioncontest is played out through full-
page ads in The Wall Street Journal, the abilityof bidding firms to gain competitive
advantages from their acquisitions is limited. Such highly public acquisitions
are likely to lead to very competitive markets for corporate control. Competitive
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markets for corporate control, in turn, assure that the equity holders of the target
firm will appropriate any value that could be created by an acquisition. However,
if these contests occur in obscure, out-of-the-way industries, it is more likely that
bidding firms will be able to earn profits from their acquisitions.

Service Corporation international: An Example
Empirical research on mergers and acquisitions suggests that it is not easy for bid
ding firms to earn economic profits from these strategies. However, it may be pos
sible for some bidding firms, some of the time, to do so. One firm that has been
successful in gaining competitive advantages from its merger and acquisition
strategies is Service Corporation International (SCI). Service Corporation
International is in the funeral home and cemetery business. It grew from a collec
tion of five funeral homes in 1967to being the largest owner of cemeteries and
funeral homes in the United States today. It has done this through an aggressive
and what was imtil recently a highly profitable acquisitions program in this his
torically fragmented industry.

The valuableand rare economyof scope that SQ brought to the funercd home
industry is the application of traditional business practices in a highly fragmented
and not often professionally managed industry. Service Corporation International-
owned funeral homes operate with gross margins approadhing30 percent, nearly
three times the gross margins of independently owned funeral homes.Among other
things, higher margins reflected savings from centralized purchasing services, cen
tralized embalming and professional services, and the sharing of underutilized
resources (including hearses) among funeral homes within geographic regions.
ServiceCorporation International's scaleadvantages made a particular funeral home
more valuable to SCI than to one of SCI's smaller competitors, and more valuable
than if a particular funeral home was left as a stand-alone business.

Moreover, the funeral homes that SQ targeted for acquisition were, typically,
family ownedand lackedheirs tocontinuethebusiness. Manyof theownersor oper
ators of thesefuneralhomeswere not fullyaware of the value of their operationsto
SQ (theyare morticiansmore than businessmanagers),nor were they just interested
in maximizingthe sale price of their funeral homes. Rather, they were often looking
to maintain continuity of servicein a community,secure emplo)anent for their loyal
employees, and ensurea comfortable (ifnot lavish) retirement for themselves. Being
acquiredby SCIwas likelyto be the only alternativeto closingthe funeralhome once
an owner or operator retired. Extracting less than the full value of the funeral home
when selling to SQ often seemed preferable to other alternatives.

Because SCI's acquisition of fimeral homes exploited real and valuable
economies of scope, this strategy had the potential for generating superior eco
nomic performance. BecauseSCIwas, for many years, the only firm implementing
this strategy in the funeral home industry, because the funeral homes that SCI
acquired were generally not publicly traded, and because the owner or operators
of these funeral homes often had interests besides simply maximizingthe price of
their operation when they sold it, it seems likely that SCI's acquisition strategy
generated superior economic performance for many years. However, m the last
several years, information about SCI's acquisition strategy has become widely
known. This has led other funeral homes to begin bidding to acquire formerly
independent funeral homes. Moreover, independent funeral home owners have
become more aware of their full value to SCI. Although SCI's economy of scope
with independent funeral homes is still valuable, it is no longer rare, and thus it is
no longer a source of economic profits to SCI. Put differently, the imperfectly
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competitive market for corporatecontrol that SCI was able to exploit for almost
10years has become more perfectly competitive. Future acquisitions by SCI are
not likely tobe a source ofsustained competitive advantage and economic profit.
For these reasons, SCI is currently reevaluating its corporate strategy, attempting
to discover a new way that it mightbe ableto generate superiorprofits.^^

Implications for Target Firm Managers

Although bidding firm managers can do several things to attempt to maximize
the probability of earning economic profits from their merger and acquisition
strategies, target firm managers can attempt to coimter these efforts to ensure that
the owners of target firms appropriate whatever value is created by a merger or
acquisition. These"rules" for target firm managers are summarized in Table 10.6.

Seek Information from Bidders

One waya bidder canattempt to obtain superior performance from implementing
an acquisition strategy is to keep information about the source and value of the
strategic relatedness that existsbetween the bidder and target private. If that rela
tionshipis actually worth $12,000, but targetsbelieve it is onlyworth $8,000, then a
targetmightbe willingtosettlefora bid of$8,000 and, thereby, forgo the extra$4,000
it couldhave extracted fromthe bidder.Oncethe targetknows that its true value to
thebidder is $12,000, it is in a muchbetterpositionto obtainthisfullvaluewhen tiie
acquisition is completed. Therefore, not only should a bidding firm inform itself
about the value of a target, target firms must inform themselvesabout their value to
potentialbidders. In this way,they can help obtain the full value of their assets.

invite Other Bidders to Join the Bidding Competition
Once a target firm is fully aware ofthenatureandvalue oftheeconomies ofscope
thatexist between it and current bidding firms, it canexploit this information by
seeking other firms that may have the same relationship with it and then inform
ing thesefirms of a potential acquisition opportunity. Byinviting otherfirms into
the bidding process, the target firm increases the competitiveness of the market
forcorporate control, thereby increasing the probability that the valuecreated by
an acquisition will be fully captured by the target firm.

Delay, but Do Not Stop, the Acquisition
As suggestedearlier, bidding firmshave a strong incentive to expeditethe acqui
sition process in order to prevent other bidders from becoming involved in an
acquisition. Of course, the target firm wants other bidding firms to enter the
process. Toincrease the probability of receiving more than one bid, target firms
have a strong incentive to delay an acquisition.

The objective, however, should be to delay an acquisition to create a more
competitivemarket for corporate control,not to stop an acquisition. If a valuable
economy of scopeexists betweena bidding firm and a target firm, the merger of
these two firms will create economic value. If the market for corporate control
within which this merger occurs is competitive, then the equity holders of the

TABLE 10.5 RulesforTarget
1. Seek information from bidders. Firm Managers
2. Inviteotherbidders to jointhe biddingcompetition.
3. Delaybut do not stop ttte acquisition.
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target firm will appropriate the full value of this economyof scope.Preventing an
acquisition in thissettingcanbe verycostlyto the equityholdersofthe targetfirm.

Target firm managerscan engagein a wide variety of activities to delay the
completionof an acquisition.Somecommonresponses of target firm management
totakeover efforts, ilong with their economic implications for iheequity holders
of target firms, are discussed in the ResearchMade Relevant feature.

v> Organizing to Implement a Merger or Acquisition

Torealize the full value of any strategicrelatedness that existsbetween a bidding
firmand a targetfirm, themerged organizations must beorganized appropriately.
The realization of each of the types of strategic relatedness discussed earlier in
this chapter requires at least somecoordination and integration betweenthe bid
ding and target firms after an acquisition has occiured. For example, to realize
economiesof scale from an acquisition,bidding and target firms must coordinate
in the combined firm the functions that are sensitive to economies of scale. To real
ize thevalueofany technology that a biddingfirmacquires froma targetfirm, the
combined firm must use this technologyin developing, manufacturing, or selling
its products. To exploit underutilized leverage capacity in the targetfirm, the bal
ancesheetsof the bidding and targetfirmsmust be merged,and the resultingfirm
must then seek additional debt funding. To realize the opportunity of replacing
the target firm's inefficient managementwith more efficient managementfrom
the bidding firm, thesemanagement changesmust actuallytake place.

Post-acquisition coordination and integrationis essential if bidding and tar
get firms are to realize the fullpotential of the strategic relatedness that drove the
acquisition in the first place. If a bidding firm decides not to coordinate or inte
grate any of its business activitieswith the activitiesof a target firm, then why was
this target firm acquired?Just as corporate diversificationrequires the active man
agementof linkages amongdifferent parts ofa firm, mergersand acquisitions (as
one way in which corporate diversification strategies can be created) require the
active management of linkages between a bidding and a target firm.

Post-Merger Integration and Implementing a Diversification Strategy

Given that most merger and acquisition strategies are used to create corporate
diversification strategies, the organizational approaches previously described
for implementing diversification are relevant for implementing merger and
acquisition strategies as well. Thus, mergers and acquisitions designed to create
diversification strategiesshould be managed through the M-formstructure.Theman
agement controlsystemsand compensation policies associated with implementing
diversification strategies should al^ be applied inorganizing toimplement merger
and acquisition strategies. In contrast,mergers and acquisitions designed to create
vertical integration strategies shouldbe managed througji the U-form structure and
havemanagementcontrols and compensation policies consistent with this strategy.

Special Challenges in Post-Merger Integration

Although, in general, organizing to implement merger and acquisition strategies
can be seen as a specialcase of organizing to implement corporate diversification
strategies or vertical integration strategies, implementing merger and acquisition
strategies can createspecialproblems. Most of these problemsreflect the fact that
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Managers in potential target firms
can respond to takeover attempts

in a variety of ways. As suggested in
Table 10.7, some of these responses
increase the wealth of target firm share
holders, some have no impact on target
firm shareholders, and others decrease

the wealdr of target firm shareholders.
Management responses that

have the effectof reducing the value of
target firms include greenmail, stand
still agreements, and "poison pills."
Each of these is an anti-takeover action

that target firm managers can take
to reduce the wealth of target firm
equity holders. Greenmail is a maneu
ver in which a target firm's manage
ment purchases any of the target firm's
stock owned by a bidder and does so
for a price that is greater than the cur
rent market value of that stock.

Greerunail effectively ends a bidding
firm's effort to acquire a particular tar
get and does so in a way that can
greatly reduce the wealth of a target
firm's equity holders. Not only do
these equity holders not appropriate

Reseapcli Mcicle^RelGvcinl

The Wealth Effects of

Management Responses to
Takeover Attempts

any economic value that could have
been created if an acquisition had been
completed, but they have to bear the
cost of the premium price that man
agement pays to buy its stock back
from the bidding firm.

Not surprisingly, target firms
that resort to greenmail substantially
reduce the economic wealth of their

equity holders. One study found that

1. Responses that reduce the wealth of target firm equity holders:

• Greenmail

• Standstill agreements
• Poison pills

2. Responses that do not affect the wealth of target firm equity holders:

• Shark repellents
• Pac Man defense

• Crown jewel sale
• Lawsuits

3. Responses that increase the wealth of target firm equity holders:

• Search for white knights
• Creation of bidding auctions
• Golden parachutes

the value of target firms that pay green
mail drops, on average, 1.76 percent.
Another study reported a 2.85 percent
drop in the value of such firms. These
reductions in value are greater if green
mail leads to the cancellation of a

takeover effort. Indeed, this second

study found that such episodes led to a
5.50 percent reduction in the value of
target firms. These reductions in value
as a response to greenmail activities
stand in marked contrast to the gener
ally positive market response to efforts
by a firm to repurchase its own shares
in nongreenmail situations.

Standstill agreements are often
negotiated in conjunction with green
mail. A standstill agreement is a con
tract between a target and a bidding
firm wherein the bidding firm agrees
not to attempt to take over the target
for some period of time. When a target
firm negotiates a standstill agreement,
it prevents the current acquisition
effort from being completed, and it
reduces the number of bidders that

might become involved in future

hMaiMpW TheWealth

Effects ofTarget Firm

Management Responses

to Acquisition Efforts
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acquisition efforts. Thus, the equity granting current stockholders other an acquisition attempt significantly
holders of this target firm forgo any rights—rights that effectively increase nor prevent it frombeingcompleted,
value that could have been created if the cost of an unfriendly takeover,
the current acquisition had occurred. Although poison pills are ere- affect the wealth of target firm equity
and they also lose some of the value ative devices that target firms can use holders is known as the Pac Man
that they could have appropriated in to prevent an acquisition, they gener- defense. Targets using this tactic fend
future acquisition episodes by the tar- ally have not been very effective. If a off an acquisition by taking over the
get's inviting multiple bidders into a bidding firm and a target firm are firmor firmsbidding forthem.Justas in
market for corporate control.

Standstill agreements, either be created in an acquisitioncan be sub- the hunter; the target turns the tableson
alone or in conjunction with green- stantial, and most of this value will be current and potentialbidders. It should
mail, reduce the economic value of a appropriated by the stockholdersof the not be too surprising that the Pac Man
target firm. One study found that target firm. Thus, target firm stock- defense does not, on average, either
standstill agreements that were unac- holders have a strong incentive to see hurt or help the stockholders of target
companied by stock repurchase agree- that the target firm is acquired, and firms. In this defense, targets become
ments reduced the value of a target they are amenable to direct offersmade bidders, and we know from empirical
firmby 4.05 percent. Suchagreements, by a biddingfirmto themas individual literature that, on average, bidding
in combination with stock repur- investors;theseare called tender offers, firms earn only zero economic profits
chases, reduced the value of a target However, to theextentthat poisonpills from their acquisition efforts. Thus, one
firm by 4.52percent.

So-called poison pills include sitions, they are usually bad for the Man defense would generate only zero
any of a variety of actions that target equity holdersof targetfirms. economic profits for thestockholders of
firm managers can take to make the Target firm management can targetfirms implementing it.
acquisition of the target prohibitively also engage in a wide variety of actions Another ineffective and inconse-
expensive. In one common poison-pill that have little or no impact on the quential response is called a crown
maneuver,a target firm issues rights to wealth of a target firm's equity hold- jewel sale. The idea behind a crown
its current stockholders indicating that ers. One class of these responses is jewel sale is that sometimes a bidding
if the firm is acquiredin an unfriendly known as shark repellents. Shark firm is interested in just a few of the
takeover, it will distribute a special repellents include a variety of rela- businesses currentlybeingoperatedby
cash dividend to stockholders. This tively minor corporate governance the target firm. These businesses are
cash dividend effectively increases the changes that, in principle, are sup- the target firm's "crown jewels." To
cost of acquiring the target and can posed to makeit somewhatmore diffi- prevent an acquisition, the target firm
discourage otherwise interested bid- cult to acquirea target firm. Common can sell off these crown jewels, either
ding firms from attempting to acquire examples of shark repellents include directly to the bidding firm or by set-
this target. Another poison-pill tactic supermajority voting rules (which ting up a separate company to own
substitutes the distribution of addi- specify that more than 50 percent of ai\d operate these businesses. In this
tional shares of a target firm's stock, at the target firm's board of directors way, the bidding firm is likely to be
very low prices, for the special cash must approve a takeover) and state less interested in acquiring the target,
dividend. Issuing this low-price stock incorporation laws (in some states, A final, relatively ineffective
to current stockholders effectively incorporation laws make it difficult to defense that most target firm man-
undermines the value of a bidding acquire a firm incorporated in that agers pursue is filing lawsuits against
firm's equity investment in a target state). However, if thevaluecreated by bidding firms. Indeed, at least in the
and thus increases the cost of the an acquisition is sufficiently large. United States, the filing of a lawsuit
acquisition. Other poison pills involve these shark repellents will neither slow has been almost automatic as soon as

Another response that does not

strategically related, the value that can the oldvideogame,thehunted becomes

actually do prevent mergers and acqui- would expect that, on average, the Pac



an acquisition effort is announced.
Thesesuits, however, usually do not
delay or stop an acquisition or merger.

Finally, as suggested in Table10.7,
some of the actions that the manage
ment of target firms can take to delay
(but not stop) an acquisition actually
benefit target firm equity holders. The
first of these is the search for a white

knight—another bidding firm that
agrees to acquire a particular target in
the place of the original bidding firm.
Target firm managementmay prefer to
be acquired by some bidding firms
more than by others. For example, it
may be that some bidding firms pos
sess much more valuable economies of

scope with a target firm than other bid
ding firms. It may also be that some
bidding firms will take a longer-term
view in managing a target firm's assets
than other bidding firms. In both
cases, target firm managers are likely
to prefer some bidding firms over
others.

Whatever motivation a target
firm's management has, inviting a
white knight tobid on a targetfirmhas
the effect of increasing the number of
firms bidding for a target by at least
one. If there is currently only one bid
der, inviting a white knight into the
bidding competition doubles the num
ber of firmsbidding for a target. As the
number of bidders increases, the com
petitiveness of the market for corpo
rate control and the likelihood that the

equity holders of the target firm will
appropriate all the value created by an
acquisition also increase. On average,
the entrance of a white knight into a
competitive bidding contest for a tar
get firm increases the wealth of target
firmequity holdersby 17percent.
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If adding one firm into the com
petitive bidding process increases the
wealth of target firm equity holders
some, then adding more firms to the
process is likely to increase this wealth
even more. Target firms can accom
plish this outcome by creating an
auction among bidding firms. On
average, the creation of an auction
among multiple bidders increases the
wealthof targetfirmequity holdersby
20 percent.

A third action that the managers
of a target firm can take to increase the
wealth of their equity holders from an
acquisition effort is the institution of
golden parachutes. A golden para
chute is a compensation arrangement
between a firm and its senior manage
ment team that promises these individ
uals a substantial cash payment if their
firmisacquired and theylosetheirjobs
in the process. Thesecashpayments can
appear to be very large, but they are
actually quite small in comparison to
the total value that can be created if a

merger or acquisition is completed. In
this sense, golden parachutes are a
small price to pay to give a potential
target firm's top managers incentives
not to stand in the way of completinga
takeover of their firm. Put differently,
golden parachutes reduce agencyprob
lems for the equity holders of a poten
tial target firm by aligning the interests
of top managers with the interests of
that firm's stockholders. On average,
when a firm announces golden para
chute compensation packages for its
top management team, the value of this
potential target firm's equity increases
by seven percent.

Overall, substantial evidence

suggests that delaying an acquisition

long enough to ensure that a competi
tive market for corporate control
emerges can significantly benefit the
equity holders of target firms. One
study found that when target firms
did not delay the completion of an
acquisition, their equity holders expe
rienced, on average, a 36 percent
increase in the value of their stock

once the acquisition was complete. If,
however, target firms did delay the
completion of the acquisition, this
average increase in value jumped to
65 percent.

Of course, target firm managers
can delay too long. Delaying too long
can create opportunity costs for their
firm's equity holders, because these
individuals do not actually realize the
gain from an acquisition until it has
been completed. Also, long delays can
jeopardize the completion of an acqui
sition, in which case the equity holders
of the target firm do not realize any
gains from the acquisition.

Sources: R. Walkling and M. Long (1984).
"Agency theory, managerial welfare, and
takeover bid resistance." Rand Journal of
Economics, 15(1), pp. 54-68; R. D, Kosnik (1987).
"Grecnmail:A study of board performance in cor
porate governance." Administrative Science
Qiiarterli/, 32, pp. 163-185; J. Walsh(1989). "Doing
a deal: Merger and acquisition negotiations and
their impact upon target company top manage
ment turnover." Strategic Management loumal, 10,
pp. 307-322; L. Y. Dann and H. DeAngelo (1983).
"Standstill agreements, privately negotiated stock
repurchases, and the market for corporate con
trol." founial of Financial Eco«o;w/cs, 11, pp.
275-300; M. Bradey and L. Wakeman (1983). "The
wealth effects of targeted share repurchases."
Journal of Fmancial Economics, 11, pp. 301-328;
H. Singh and F.Haricento (1989). "Top manage
ment tenure, corporate ownership and the magni
tude of golden parachutes." Strategic Management
journal, 10, pp. 143-156; and T. A. Turk (1987).
"The determinants of management responses to
interfirm tender offers and their effect on share
holder wealth." Unpublished doctoral disserta
tion,GraduateSchool of Management, University
of California at Irvine.
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operational/ functional, strategic, and cultural differences between bidding and tar
get firms involved inamerger or acquisition are likely to be much greater than these
same differences between the different parts ofa diversified orvertically integrated
business thatwas notcreated through acquisition. The reason for this difference is
thatthefirms involved ina merger oracquisition havehad aseparate existence, sep
arate histories, separate management philosophies, and separate strategies.

Differences between bidding and target firms can manifest themselves in a
wide variety ofways. For example, they may own and operate different computer
systems, different telephone systems, and other conflicting technologies. These
firms might have very different human resource policies and practices. One firm
might have a very generous retirement and health care program; the other, a less
generous program. One firm's compensation system might focus on high salaries,
the otiier firm's compensation system might focus on large cashbonuses and stock
options. Also, these firms might have very different relationships with customers.
At one firm, customers might be thought ofas business partners; inanother, the
relationship with customers might be more arm's-length incharacter. Integrating
bidding and target firms may require the resolution of numerous differences.

Perhaps the most significant challenge inintegrating bidding and target firms
hastodowith cultural differences.^ InChapter 3,it was suggested that it can often
be difficult to change afirm's organization^ culture. The fact that afirm has been
acquired does not mean that the culture in that firm will rapidly change to become
more like the culture ofthe bidding firm; cultural conflicts can last for very long peri
odsoftime. Indeed, thedifference between therelative success ofRenault's acquisi
tion ofNissan andDaimlerChrysler's acquisition ofMitsubishi has largely been
attributed to the inability ofMitsubishi to modify its traditional management culture.

Culturaldifferences wereapparently an importantpart of the post-merger
integration challenges in the merger between Bank One and First Chicago Bank.
Bank One had many operations and offices in small and medium-sized cities in
the Midwest. First Chicago was a more urban bank. Different kinds ofemployees
may have been attracted to these different firms, leading to sigmficant cultural
clashes as these two firms sought to rationalize their combined operations.^ Most
reports suggest that First Chicago employees have come to dominate this
"merger." Unlike the merger between Bank One and First Chicago, JP Morgan
Chaseclearlyacquired BankOne in 2004.

Operational, functional, strategic, and cultural differences between bidding
andtarget firms can all becompounded by the merger andacquisition process—
especially ifthatprocess was unfriendly. Unfriendly takeovers can generate anger
and animosity among the target firm management^t is directed toward the man
agement of the bidding firm. Research has shown that top management turnover is
much higher infirms that have been taken over compared tofirms not subject to
takeovers, reflecting one approach to resolving these management conflicts.^^

The difficulties often associated with organizing toimplement a merger and
acquisition strategy can be thought ofas an additional cost of the acquisition
process. Bidding firms, in addition to estimating the value of the strategic related-
ness between themselves anda target firm, also need toestimate thecost oforgan
izing to implement an acquisition. The value that a target firm brings to abidding
firm through an acquisition should bediscounted by the cost oforganizing to
implement this strategy. In some circumstances, itmay be tiie case that the cost of
organizing to realize the value of strategic relatedness between abidding firm and
a target may begreater than the value of that strategic relatedness, inwhich case
the acquisition should notoccur. For this reason, many observers argue that
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potentialeconomies of scopebetweenbidding and target firms are oftennot fully
realized. For example, despite the numerous multimedia mergers in the 1990s
(Time Warner, TurnerBroadcasting, and AOL; TheWalt DisneyCompany, Capital
Cities/ABC, and ESPN; General Electric and NBC; Westinghouse and CBS), few
seemto have beenable to realize any important economies ofscope.^

Altiiough organizing to implement mergers and acquisitionscan be a sourceof
significant cost,it can alsobe a sourceofvalue and opportunity. Somescholars have
suggested that valuecreation can continue to occur in a merger or acquisition long
after the formal acquisition is complete.^^ Asbidding and target firms continue to
coordinate and integrate theiroperations, unanticipatedopportunitiesfor valuecre
ation can be discovered. These sources of value couldnot have been anticipated at
the time a firm wasoriginally acquired (and thusare, at least partially, a manifesta
tionofa biddingfirm's good luck), butbiddingfirms caninfluence theprobability of
discovering these unanticipated sources ofvalue bylearning tocooperate effectively
withtarget firms while organizing to implement a merger or acquisition strategy.

Summary
Firmscan use mergersand acquisitionsto createcorporate diversificationand verticalinte
gration strategies. Mergers or acquisitions between strategically unrelated firms can be
expectedto generateonly competitive parity forboth bidders and targets. Thus,firmscon
templatingmergerand acquisition strategies must searchfor strategically relatedtargets.

Several sources ofstrategic relatedness havebeendiscussed in literature. Onaverage,
the acquisition of strategically related targets does create economic value, but most of that
valueis captured by theequity holders oftarget firms. Theequityholders ofbiddingfirms
generally gaincompetitive parityevenwhenbiddingfirms acquirestrategically relatedtar
gets.Empirical research on mergersand acquisitions is consistentwith theseexpectations.
On average, acquisitions do create value, but that value is captured by target firms, and
acquisitions do not hvut bidding firms.

Given that most mergers and acquisitions generate only zero economic profits for
biddingfirms, an importantquestion becomes: "Whyaretheresomanymergers andacqui
sitions?" Explanations include (1) the desire to ensure firm survival, (2) the existence of firee
cash flow, (3) agency problems between bidding firm managers and equity holders,
(4) managerialhubris,and (5) the possibility that somebidding firmsmightearn economic
profitsfrom implementingmergerand acquisition strategies.

Togain competitiveadvantages and economicprofits from mergers or acquisitions,
these strategiesmust be either valuable, rare, and private or valuable, rare, and costly to
imitate.In addition,a bidding firmmay exploitimanticipatedsourcesofstrategicrelatedness
with a target. These unanticipated soiurces of relatedness can also be a source of economic
profitsfor a bidding firm. These observations have severalimplications for the managersof
bidding and target firms.

Organizing to implement a merger or acquisitionstrategy can be seen as a special
caseof organizing to implementa corporatediversification or verticalintegrationstrategy.
However, historical difierences betweenbiddingand targetfirmsmaymakethe integration
of different parts of a firm created through acquisitions more difficult than if a firm is not
created through acquisitions. Cultural differences between bidding and target firms are
particularly problematic. Biddingfirms need to estimate the cost of organizing to imple
ment a merger or acquisition strategy and discount the value of a target by that cost.
However,organizing to implement a merger or acquisitioncan also be a way that bidding
and target firms can discover imanticipated economies of scope.
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Qollenqe Questiuesiions

1. Consider the following scenario:
A firm acquires a strategically related
target after successfully fending off
four other bidding firms. Under what
conditions, if any, can the firm that
acquired this target expect to earn an
economic profit from doing so?

2. Consider this scenario: A firm

acquires a strategically related target;
there were no other bidding firms. Is
this acquisition situation necessarily
different from the situation described

in question 1? Under what conditions,
if any, can the firm that acquired this
target expect to earn an economic
profit from doing so?

3. Some researchers have argued
that the existence of free cash flow

can lead managers in a firm to make

inappropriate acquisitiondecisions. To
avoid these problems, these authors
have argued that firms should increase
their debt-to-equity ratio and "soak
up" free cash flow through interest
emd principal payments. Is free cash
flow a significant problem for many
firms? What are the strengths and
weaknesses of increased leverage as a
response to free cash flow problems in
a firm?

4. The hubris hypothesis suggests that
managers continue to engage in acqui
sitions, even though, on average, they
do not generate economic profits,
because of the unrealistic belief on the

part of these managers that they can
manage a target firm's assets more
efficiently than that firm's current
management. This type of systematic

PpoklGm Set

nonrationality usually does not last
too long in competitive market condi
tions: Firms led by managers with
these unrealistic beliefs change, are
acquired, or go bankrupt in the long
run. Are there any attributes of the
market for corporate control that sug
gest that managerial hubris couldexist
in this market, despite its performance-
reducing implications for bidding
firms? If yes,what are theseattributes?
If no, can the hubris hypothesis be a
legitimate explanation for continuing
acquisition activity?

5. It has been shown that so-called

poison pills rarely prevent a takeover
from occurring. In fact, sometimes
when a firm armoimces that it is insti

tuting a poison pill, its stock price goes
up. Why?

1. Foreachof tliefollowing scenarios, estimate how muchvaluean acquisition willcreate,
how much of that valuewillbe appropriatedby eachof the bidding firms, and how much
of that valuewillbe appropriated by eachof the targetfirms. In each of thesescenarios,
assume that firms do not face significant capital constraints.

(a) Abiddingfirm. A,isworth$27,000 as a stand-alone entity. Atargetfirm, B, isworth
$12,000 as a stand-alone entity, but $18,000 if it is acquiredand integratedwith FirmA.
Several other firmsare interestedin acquiring FirmB,and FirmBis alsoworth $18,000
if it is acquiredby theseother firms. IfFirmAacquiredFirmB,would this acquisition
create value? Ifyes, howmuch? Howmuch ofthisvaluewouldtheequity holders of
Firm A receive? How much would the equity holders of Firm Breceive?

(b) Thesamescenarioas aboveexceptthat the value of FirmB,if it is acquiredby the
other firms interested in it, is only $12,000.

(c) Thesamescenario in part (a), except that the valueofFirmB, if it is acquired by the
other firms interested in it, is $16,000.

(d) Thesame scenarioas in part (b),exceptthat FirmBcontactsseveralother firmsand
explains to themhow theycancreate thesamevaluewithFirm BthatFirm Adoes.

(e) Thesamescenarioas in part (b),exceptthat FirmBsues FirmA.Aftersuing FirmA,
FirmBinstallsa "supermajority" rule in how its boardofdirectorsoperates. After
putting thisnewrule in place. FirmBoffers to buybackanystockpurchased by
FirmAfor 20 percent above the current market price.
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CHAPTER

11
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After reading this chapter,
you should be able to:

1. Define international

strategy.

2. Describe the relationship
between international

strategy and other
corporate strategies,
including vertical
integration and
diversification.

3. Describe five ways that
international strategies can
create economic value.

4. Discuss the trade

off between local

responsiveness and
international integration,
and transnational strategies
as a way to manage this
trade-off.

5. Discuss the political
risks associated with

international strategies and
how they can be measured.

6. Discuss the rarity and
imitability of international
strategies.

7. Describe four different

ways to organize to
implement international
strategies.

IntGPnaTiona Sfpateqies

The Russians Are Coming

In the depths of the ColdWar, some of the

most monumental struggles between com

munism and capitalism did not take place

in Vietnam, or Afghanistan, or Nicaragua, or

Cuba, but on athletic fields of various

shapes and sizesaround the world. Like the

basketball court In the 1976 Montreal Sum

mer Olympics, where the men's team from

the Soviet Union beat the U.S. team in

three overtimes—in such controversial

circumstances that members of the U.S.

team didn't even show up to accept their

medal. Or, like the 1980 Lake Placid Winter

Olympics, where the U.S. men's ice hockey

team upset the heavilyfavored team from

the Soviet Union, on its way to winning the

gold medal with the cheers of "USA, USA,

USA" ringing throughout the rink. Or like

the 1980 Moscow Summer Olympics, boy

cotted by much of the West in protest of

the Soviet Union's invasion of Afghanistan,

and the 1984 Los Angeles Summer Olympics

boycotted by much of the Soviet block in

retaliation for the Moscow boycott.

And so it went, until the fall of the

Soviet empire in the early 1990s. Since

then, teams and athletes from Russia have

generally not fared well in international

competitions—exemplified, perhaps, by

Russia's embarrassing 7 to 1 World Cup

qualifying loss to Portugal in 2004. The

state apparatus that identified, housed,

and trained budding world class athletes

in the Soviet Union days simply did not

survive the fall of the Soviet Union. Bythe

early 2000s, the best Russian athletes-

including, for example, Wimbledon tennis

champion Maria Sharapova—were leaving

Russia to live in the West, often in Florida.

All of that is beginning to change.

Russia's current government leaders are

apparently committed to rebuilding Rus

sia's athletic prowess. This time, however,

these efforts will not be sponsored by the

state, but by wealthy private citizens, citi

zens who have a love of sport—and more

money than they knowwhat to do with.

When the Soviet Union fell, a small

number of men were able to use the

resulting chaos to gain control of several

key industries. Later, when Russia was on

the verge of financial collapse, these "oli

garchs" rescued the state with loans, loans

that ultimately increased their wealth even

more. Currently, 22 men control over 40

percent of the Russian economy. Underthe

political slogan,"United Russia isan athletic

Russia," the Russian government—under

the leadership of its current Prime Minister

(and former Leningradcityjudo champion)

Vladimir Putin—has asked these wealthy

men to rebuild the Russian athletic system.

Partly out of a sense of patriotism, an inter

est in sport, and a reluctance to not do

what the Russian government has asked,

these men have responded.

The early results suggest that Russia

may once again emerge as a major figure

in world sports. Forexample, some Russian

businessmen have begun taking ownership



positions inwell-known sports clubs around the world,
including Chelsea and Arsenal, both members of the
English Premier League. Several Russian businessmen

have joined forces to create the Kontinental Hockey
League (KHL) and successfully lured former New York
Rangerscaptain JaromirJagr—for$14 million over two

years, tax free—to piay in a league designed to com
pete with the National Hockey League. Kobe Bryant—
when asked if he would ever be willing to play in a Euro

pean basketball league—joked bysaying "$40 million a
year, and I'm there." Within days, several Russians had
put together a deal for this amount—which Kobe
apparently politely refused. And inwomen's basketball,
certain Russian businessmen have put together,

arguably, the most powerful teams in the world.
Women playing inthe WNBA can increase theirsalaries
byover ten times byplaying inthe WNBA off-season in
Russia for teams likethe Spartak MoscowRegion. And

Russia's national soccer team? It has gone from thirty-

fourth in the world in November of 2004 to seventh in

the world in November of 2008.

These results, together with ongoing investments

in Junior training camps in soccer, basketball, and
numerousother sports, suggest that Russia may be an
important player on the world sports scene for some
time to come.

Sources;Alexander Wolff. (2008). "To Russia withlove." Sports Illustrated,
December 15, 2008, pp. 58-67; Dick Pond (2006). Inside theOlympia. New
York; Wiley;and Corbls/Sigma..
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Just like in international sports, business competition can come from
numerous sources around the world. In anticipation of these challenges,
manyfirms proactively engage in international strategies.
Firms thatoperate in multiple countries simultaneously are implementing

international strategies. International strategies are actually a special case ofthe
corporate strategies already discussed in Part 3 of this book. That is, firms can
vertically integrate, diversify, form strategic alliances, and implement mergers
and acquisitions, all across national borders. Thus, the reasons why firms might
want topursue these corporate strategies identified in Chapters 6through 10 also
apply to firms pursuing international strategies. For this reason, this chapter
emphasizes theimique characteristics ofinternational strategies.

At some level, international strategies have existed since before the beginning
of recorded time. Certainly, trade across country borders has been an important
determinant of the wealth of individuals, companies, and countries throughout history.
The search for trading opportunities and trade routes was aprimary motivation for the
exploration of much of the world. Therefore, itwould be inappropriate to argue that
international strategies are aninvention ofthe late twentieth century.

Slratpqu in the CniGPCjinq Enterprise
Logitech is aleader in peripheral

devices forpersonalcomputersand
related digital technology. With 2008
salesof$2.4 billion, and profits of$286
million, Logitech sells computer point
ing devices (e.g., computer mice and
trackballs), regular and cordless com
puter keyboards, webcam cameras,
PC headsets and VoIP (voice over
Internet protocol) handsets, PCgame
controllers, and speakers and head
phones for PCs in virtually every
country in the world. Headquartered
in Switzerland, and with offices in

California, Switzerland, China, Hong
Kong, Taiwan, and Japan, Logitech is a
classic example of a firm pursuing an
international strategy.

And it has always been this
way. Not that Logitech had sales of
$2.4 billion when it was first founded,
in 1981. But Logitech was one of the
first entrepreneurial firms that began
its operations—way back in 1981—by
pursuing an international strategy. At
its founding, for example, Logitech
had offices in Switzerland and the

United States. Within two years of its

' V k

International Entrepreneurial
Firms:The Case of Logitech

founding, it hadresearch anddevelop
ment and manufacturing operations in
Taiwan and Ireland. In short, Logitech
was "bom global."

Of course, not aUentrepreneurial
firms pursue international strategies
from their inception. But this is less
unusual for firms in high technology
industries, where global technical stan
dards make it possible for products
made in one marketto be sold as "plug
and play" products in markets around
theworld. Because Logitech's pointing

devices and other peripherals could be
used by any personal computer around
the world, their market—from day
one—was global in scope. Indeed, in
one study of firms that were "born
global," mostof thesefirms wereoper
ating in high technology markets with
well-developed technical standards.

More recently, entrepreneurial
firms have begun exploiting interna
tional opportunities in sourcing the
manufacturing of their products. The
rise of low-cost manufacturing in
China, Vietnam,and the Philippines—
among other places—has led increased
numbers of firms, including many
small and entrepreneurial firms, to
outsource their manufacturing opera
tions to these countries. In this global
environment, even the smallest entre

preneurial firms must become aware
of and manage the challenges associ
ated with implementing international
strategies discussed in this chapter.

Sources: Logitech.com; Logitech 10KReport, 2008;
and B. Ovlatt and P. McDougall (1995). "Global
start-ups: Entrepreneurs on a worldwide stage."
Academy ofManagement Executive, 9, pp. 30-44.
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In the past, however, the implementation of international strategies was limited
to relatively small numbers of risk-taking individuals and firms. Today these
strategies are becoming remarkably common. For example, in 2008, 24.2 percent
of WalMart'ssales revenues came from outside the United States;only about a third
of Exxon Mobile's profits came from its U.S. operations; 42 percent of General
Motor's automobile sales came from outside the United States; and about half of
General Electric's revenues came from non-U.S. operations. And it's not only U.S-
based firms that have invested in non-U.S. operations. Numerous non-U.S. firms
have invested around the world as well. For example, the U.S.market provides the
largest percentage of the sales of such firms as Nestle (a Swiss food company),
Toyota (a Japanese car company), and Royal Dutch/Shell Group (an energy
company headquartered in both the United Kingdom and the Netherlands).
Moreover, as described in the Strategy in the Emerging Enterprise section,
international strategies are not limited to just huge multinational companies.

The increased use of international strategies by both large and small firms
suggests that the economic opportunities associated with operating in multiple
geographic markets can be substantial. However, to be a source of sustained
competitive advantages for firms, these strategies must exploit a firm's valuable,
rare, and costly to imitate resources and capabilities. Moreover, a firm must be
appropriately organized to realize the full competitive potential of these resources
and capabilities.This chapter examines the conditions under which international
strategies can create economic value, as well as the conditions imder which they
can be sources of sustained competitive advantages.

The Value of International Strategies

Assuggestedearlier,internationalstrategiesare an exampleofcorporatestrategies.
So to be economically valuable, they must meet the two value criteria originally
introduced in Chapter 7:Theymust exploit realeconomics of scope,and it must be
costlyfor outside investors to realizetheseeconomies of scopeon their own. Many
of the economies of scopediscussedin the contextof verticalintegration,corporate
diversification, strategic alliances, and merger and acquisition strategies can be
created when firms operate across multiple businesses. These same economies can
also be created when firms operate across multiple geographic markets.

More generally, like all the strategies discussed in this book, to be valuable,
intemation^ strategies must enable a firm toexploit envirorunental opportunities
or neutralize environmental threats. To the extent that international strategies
enable a firm to respond to its environment, they will also enable a firm to reduce
its costs or increase the willingness of its customers to pay compared to what
would have been the case if that firm did not pursue these strategies. Several
potentially valuable economiesof scope particularly relevant for firms pursuing
international strategies are summarized in Table 11.1.

1. Togain access to new customers for current products or services
2. Togain access to low-cost factors of production
3. Todevelop new core competencies
4. Toleverage current core competencies in new ways
5. To manage corporate risk

y R I o

TABLE 11.1 Potential Sources

of Economies of Scope for
Rrms Pursuing International
Strategies
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To Gain Access to New Customers

for Current Products or Services

The most obviouseconomyof scope that may motivate firmsto pursue an interna
tional strategy is the potential new customers for a firm's current products or serv
ices that such a strategy might generate. To the extent that customers outside a
firm's domesticmarket are willingand able to buy a firm's current products or serv
ices, implementing an international strategy can directly increasea firm's revenues.

Internationalization and Firm Revenues

If customers outside a firm's domesticmarket are willing and able to purchase its
products or services, then selling into these markets will increase the firm's rev
enues. However, it is not always clear tiiat the products and services that a firm
sells in its domestic market will also sell in foreign markets.

Are Nondomestic Customers Willing to Buy?
It may be the case that customer preferences vary significantly in a firm's domes
tic and foreign markets. These different preferences may require firms seeking to
internationalize their operations to substantially change their current products or
services before nondomestic customers are willing to purchase them.

This challenge faced many U.S. home appliance manufacturers as they
looked to expand their operations into Europe and Asia. In the United States, the
physical size of most home appliances (washing machines, dryers, refrigerators,
dishwashers, and so forth) has become standardized, and these standard sizes are
built into new homes, condominiums, and apartments. Standard sizes have also
emerged in Europe and Asia. However, these non-U.S. standard sizes are much
smaller than the U.S. sizes, requiring U.S. manufacturers to substantially retool
their manufacturing operations in order to build products that might be attractive
toAsianand Europeancustomers.^

Different physical standards can require a firm pursuing international
opportunities to change its current products or services to seUthem into a nondo
mestic market. Physical standards, however, can easily be measured and
described.Differences in tastes can be much more challengingTor firms looking to
seUtheir products or services outside the domestic market.

The inability to anticipate differences in tastes aroimd the world has some
times led to very unfortunate, and often hiunorous, marketing blimders. For
example. General Motors once introduced the Chevrolet Nova to South America,
even though "No va" in Spanish means "it won't go." When Coca-Cola was first
introduced in China, it was translated into Ke-kou-ke-la, which turns out to mean
either "bite the wax tadpole" or "female horse stuffed with wax," depending on
which dialect one speaks. Coca-Cola reintroduced its product with the name
Ke-kou-ko-le, which roughly translates into "happiness in the mouth."

Coca-Colais not the only beverage firm to run into problems internationally.
Pepsi's slogan "Come alive with the Pepsi generation" was translated into "Pepsi
willbring your ancestorsbackfrom the dead" in Taiwan. In Italy, a marketingcam
paign for Schweppestonicwater was translated into Schweppestoiletwater—^not
a terribly appealing drink. Bacardi developed a fruity drink called "Pavian."
Unfortunately, "Pavian" means baboon in German. Coors used its "Turn it loose"
slogan when selling beer in Spain and Latin America. Unfortimately, "Turn it
loose" was translated into "Suffer from diarrhea."
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Food companies have had similar problems. Kentucky Fried Chicken's
slogan "Finger-lickin' good" translates into "eat your fingers off" in Chinese.
In Arabic, the "Jolly Green Giant" translates into "Intimidating Green Ogre."
Frank Perdue's famous catch phrase—"It takes a tough man to make a tender
chicken"—takes on a slightly different meaning when translated into Spanish—
"It takesa sexually stimulated man to makea chicken affectionate." And Gerber
found that it was unable to sell its baby food in Africa—^with pictures of cute
babies on the jar—^because the tradition in Africa is to put pictures of what is
inside the jar on the label. Think about it.

Other marketing blunders include Colgate's decision to introduce Cue
toothpaste in France, eventhoughCueis thenameofa French pornographic mag
azine; an American T-shirt manufacturer who wanted to print T-shirts in Spanish
that said "I saw the Pope" (elPapa) but instead printed T-shirts that said "I saw
the potato" (la papa); and Salem cigarettes, whose slogan "Salem—^feeling free"
translated intoJapanese as "Whensmoking Salem, you feel so refreshed that your
mind seems to be free and empty." What were they smoking?

However, ofall theseblunders,perhapsnone tops Electrolux—a Scandinavian
vacuum cleaner manufacturer. While its marketing slogan for the U.S. market
does rhyme—"Nothing suckslikean Electrolux"—^it doesn't really communicate
what the firm had in mind.^

It's not just these marketingblunders that can limit sales in nondomestic
markets. Forexample, Yugo had difficulty selling its automobiles in the United
States. Apparently, U.S. consumerswere unwilling to acceptpoor-performing,
poor-quality automobiles, despite their low price. Sony, despite its success in
Japan, was unable to carve out significant market sharein the U.S. video mar
ket with its Betamax technology. Most observers blame Sony's reluctance to
license this technology to other manufacturers, together with the shorter
recording timeavailable on Betamax, for thisproductfailure. The British retail
giant Marks andSpencer's efforts toenter theCanadian andU.S. retail markets
with its traditional mix of clothing and food stores also met with stiff consumer
resistance.^

In order for the basis of an international strategy to attract new customers,
those products or services mustaddress theneeds, wants, and preferences ofcus
tomers in foreign markets at leastas wellas, ifnot better than,alternatives. Firms
pursuing international opportunities may have to implement many of the cost-
leadership and productdifferentiation business strategies discussed in Chapters 4
and 5, modified to address the specific market needs of a nondomesticmarket.
Only thenwillcustomers in nondomestic markets be willing to buy a firm's cur
rent products or services.

Are Nondomestic Customers Able to Buy?
Customers in foreign markets mightbe willing to buy a firm's currentproducts
or services but be imable to buy them. This can occur for at least three reasons:
inadequate distribution channek, tradebarriers, and insufficient wealth to make
purchases.

Inadequate distribution channekmaymake it difficult, ifnot impossible, for
a firmto makeits productsor services available to customers outsideits domestic
market. In some international markets, adequate dktribution networks exkt but
aretiedupbyfirms already operating in these markets. Many European firms face
thk situationas they try to enter the U.S. market. In sucha situation,firmspursu
inginternational opportunities must either build their own dktribution networks
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TABLE 11.2 Tariffs,Quotas,
and Nontarifflrade Barriers

from scratch (avery costly endeavor) or work with a local partner to utilize the
networks that are already in place.

However, theproblem facing some firms pursuing international opportuni
ties is not thatdistribution networks are tied up by firms already operating in a
market. Rather, theproblem is thatdistribution networks do notexist or operate
in ways that are verydifferent fromthe operationof the distributionnetworksin a
firm's domestic market. This problem can beserious when firms seek toexpand
their operations into developing economies. Inadequate transportation, ware
housing, and retail facilities can make it difficult todistribute a finn's products or
services intoa newgeographic market. These kinds ofproblems have hampered
investment in Russia, China, and India. Forexample, when Nestle entered the
Chinese dairy market, ithad tobuild anetwork ofgravel roads connecting the vil
lages where dairy farmers produce milk and factory collection points. Obtaining
the right tobuild this network ofroads took 13 years ofnegotiations with Chinese
government officials.^

Such distribution problems are not limited to developing economies. For
example, Japanese retail distribution has historically been much more fragmented,
and much less efficient, than the system that exists in either the United Statesor
Western Europe. Rather thanbeing dominated by large grocery stores, discount
retail operations, and retail superstores, theJapanese retail distribution network has
been dominated bynumerous small, "mom-and-pop" operations. Many Western
firms find this distribution network difficult touse because its operating principles
are so different from what they have seen in their domesticmarkets. However,
Proctor &Gamble and afew other firms have been able tocrack open this Japanese
distribution system and exploit significant sales opportunities inJapan.^

Even if distribution networks exist in nondomestic markets, and even if
international firms can operate through those networks if theyhave access to
them, it still might bethe case that entry into these markets can berestricted by
various tariff andnontariff trade barriers. Alist ofsuch trade barriers ispresented
in Table 11.2. Trade barriers, nomatter whattheir specific form, have theeffect of

liuifiiB: Tuces levied

oh imported goods
or services

Import duties
Supplemental duties
Variable levies

Subsidies

Border levies

Coimtervailing duties

Quotas: Quantity
limits on tiie number

of products or services
that can be imported

Voluntary quotas
Involuntary quotas
Restricted import

licenses

Minimum import limits
Embargoes

Nontariff barriers: Rules,

regulations, and policies that
increase die cost of importing
products or services

Government policies
Governmentprocurementpolicies
Government-sponsoredexport

Domestic assistariceprograrhs
Custom policies

Valuationsystems
Tariff classifications

Documentation requirements
Fees

Quality standards

Labeling stimdaids
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increasing the cost of selling a firm's current products or services in a new geo
graphic market and thus make it difficult for a firm to realize this economy of
scope from its international strategy.

Despite a worldwide movement toward free trade and reduction in trade bar
riers, trade barriers are still an important economic phenomenon for many firms
seeking to implement an international strategy. Japanese automobile manufactur
ers have faced volimtary quotas and various other trade barriers as they have sought
to expand their presence in the U.S.market; U.S.automobile firms have argued that
Japan has used a series of tariff and nontariff trade barriers to restrict their entry into
the Japanese market. Kodak once asked the U.S. government to begin negotiations
to fadlitate Kodak's entry into the Japanese photography market—a market that
Kodak argued is controlled, through a government-sanctioned monopoly, by Fuji.
Historically,beginning operations in India was hampered by a variety of tariff and
nontariff trade barriers. Tariffs in India have averaged more than 80 percent;
foreign firms have been restricted to a 40 percent ownership stake in their opera
tions in India; and foreign imports have required government approvals and
licenses that could take up to three years to obtain. Over the past several years,
many of these trade barriers in India have been reduced but not eliminated. The
same is true for the United States. The tariff on imported goods and services
imposed by the U.S.government reached an aU-timehigh of 60 percent in 1932.It
averaged from 12 to 15 percent after the Second World War and now averages
about 5 percent for most imports into the United States. Thus, U.S. trade barriers
have been reduced but not eliminated.^

Governments create trade barriers for a wide variety of reasons: to raise gov
ernment revenue, to protect local employment, to encourage local production to
replace imports, to protect new industries from competition, to discourage foreign
direct investment, and to promote export activity. However, for firms seeking to
implement international strategies, trade barriers, no matter why they are erected,
have the effect of increasing the cost of implementing these strategies. Indeed,
trade barriers can be thought of as a special case of artificial barriers to entry, as
discussed in Qiapter 2. Such barriers to entry can turn what could have been eco
nomically viable strategies into nonviable strategies.

Finally, customers may be willing but imable to purchase a firm's current
products or services even if distribution networks are in place and trade barriers
are not making internationalization efforts too costly. If these customers lack the
wealth, or sufficient hard currency, to make these purchases, then the potential
value of this economy of scope can go unrealized.

Insufficient consumer wealth limits the ability of firms to sell products into a
variety of markets. For example, per capita gross national product in Bangladesh
is $270,$240 in Qiad, and $110in the Congo. In these coimtries, it is unlikely that
there will be significant demand for many products or services originally
designed for affluent Western economies. This situation also exists in India. The
middle class in India is large and growing (164 million people with the highest
20 percent of income in 1998), but the income of this middle class is considerably
lower than the income of the middle class in other economies. These income levels

are sufficient to create demand for some consumer products. For example, Gillette
estimates the market in India for its shaving products could include 240 million
consumers, and Nestle believes that the market in India for its noodles, ketchup,
and instant coffee products could include over 100million people. However, the
potential market for higher-end products in India is somewhat smaUer. For exam
ple, Bausch & Lomb believes that only about 30 million consumers in India can
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afford to purchase its high-end sunglasses and soft contact lenses. The level of
consumer wealth is such an important determinant of the economic potential
of beginning operations in a new country that McDonald's adjusts the number of
restaurants it expects to build in a new market by the per capita income of people
in that market.''

Even if there is sufficient wealth in a country to create market demand, lack
of hard currency can hamper internationalization efforts. Hard currencies are cur
rencies that are traded, and thus have value, on international money markets.
When an international firm does business in a country with hard currency, the
firm can take whatever after-tax profits it earns in that country and translate those
profits into other hard currencies—including the currency of the country in which
the firm has headquarters. Moreover, because the value of hard currencies can
fluctuate in the world economy, firms can also manage their currency risk by
engaging in various hedging strategies in world money markets.

When firms begin operations in countries without hard currency, they are
able to obtain few of these advantages. Indeed, without hard currency, cash pay
ments to these firms are made with a currency that has essentially no value
outside the country where the payments are made. Although these payments can

When international firms engage
in countertrade, they receive

payment for the products or services
they sell into a country, but not in the
form of currency. They receive pay
ment in the form of other products or
services that they can sell on the world
market. Countertrade has been a par
ticularly important way by which
firms have tried to gain access to the
markets in the former Soviet Union.

For example. Marc Richand Company
(a Swiss commodity-trading firm)
once put together the following deal:
Marc Rich purchased 70,000 tons of
raw sugar from Brazil on the open mar
ket; shipped this sugar to Ukraine,
where it was refined; then transported
30,000 tons of refined sugar (after using
some profits to pay the refineries) to
Siberia, where it was sold for 130,000
tons of oil products that, in turn, were
shipped to Mongolia in exchange for
35,000 tons of copper concentrate,
which was moved to Kazakhstan,
where it was refined into copper, and.

Strak (jij in Dentl

Countertrade

finally, sold on the world market to
obtain hard currency. This complicated
countertrade deal is typical of the kinds
of actions that international firms must

take if they are to engage in business in
countries without hard currency and if
they desire to extract their profits out of
those countries. Indeed, countertrade

in various forms is actually quite com
mon. One estimate suggests that coun
tertrade accounts for between 10 and

20 percent of world trade.

Although countertrade can enable
a firm to begin operations in countries
without hard currency, it can create dif
ficulties as well. In particular, in order
to do business, a firm must be willing
to accept payment in the form of some
good or commodity that it must sell in
order to obtain hard currency. This is
not likely to be a problem for a firm
that specializes in buying and selling
commodities. However, a firm that

does not have this expertise may find
itself taking possession of natural gas,
sesame seeds, or rattan in order to sell

its products or services in a country. If
this firm has limited expertise in mar
keting these kinds of commodities, it
may have to use brokers and other
advisers to complete these transac
tions. This, of course, increases the cost

of using countertrade as a way to facili
tate international operations.

Source: See A. Ignatius (1993). "Commodity giant
Marc Rich&Co. does big deals at big risk in former
U.S.S.R." TheWallStreetJourml, May 13,p. Al; and
D. Marin (1990).'Tying in trade: Evidence on coun
tertrade." World Economy, 13(3),p. 445.
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be used for additional investments inside that coimtry, an international firm has
limited ability to extract profits from countries without hard currencies and even
less ability to hedge currency fluctuation risks in tiiis context.The lack ofhard cur
rency has discouraged firms from entering a wide variety of countries at various
points in time despite the substantial demand for products and services in those
coimtries.® One solution to thisproblem, called countertrade, is discussed in the
Strategy in Depth feature,

internationalization and Product Life Cycles

Gaining access to new customers not only can directly increasea firm's revenues
but also can enable a firm to manage its products or services through their life
cycle. Atypical product lifecycle isdepicted inFigure 11.1. Different stages intius
life cycle are defined by different growth rates in demandfora product. Thus, in
the first emerging stage(called introduction in thefigure), relatively few firms are
producing a product, thereare relatively few customers, and the rate of growth
in demand for the product is relatively low. In the second stage (growth) of the
product life cycle, demand increases rapidly, and many newfirms enter to begin
producing the product or service. In the third phase of the product life cycle
(maturity), the number of firms producing a product or service remains stable,
demand growth levels off, andfirms direct ttieir investment efforts toward refining
the process by which a product or service is created and away from developing
entirelynew products.In the finalphase of the product lifecycle (decline), demand
drops offwhen a technologically superior product or serviceis introduced.^

From an international strategy perspective, the critical observation about
productlifecycles is that a productor service canbe at different stages of its life
cycle in different countries. Thus, a firm can use the resources and capabilities it
developed duringa particular stage ofthelife cycle in itsdomestic market during
that samestageof the life cycle in a nondomestic market. This can substantially
enhance a firm's economic performance.

One firm that has beenvery successful in managing its product lifecycles
through its international efforts is Crown Cork & Seal. This firm had a traditional
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strength inthemanufacturing ofthree-piece metal containers^ when theintroduc
tion of two-piece metal cans into the U.S. marketrapidlymade three-piece cans
obsolete. However, rather than abandoningits three-piece manufacturing technol
ogy, Crown Cork&Seal moved manyofits three-piece manufacturing operations
overseas into developing countries where demand for three-piece cans was just
emerging. In this way. Crown Cork &Seal wasable toextend theeffective life of
its three-piece manufacturing operations and substantially enhance its economic
performance. '̂̂

Internationalization and Cost Reduction

Gaining access to new customers for a firm's current products or servicescan
increase a firm's sales. If aspects of a firm's production process are sensitive to
economies of scale, this increased volume of sales can also reduce the firm's costs
and enable the firm to gain cost advantages in both its nondomestic and its
domestic markets.

Many firms in theworldwide automobile industry haveattempted torealize
manufacturing economies of scale through their international operations.
According to one estimate, the minimumefficient scale of a single compact-car
manufacturing plant is 400,000 imits per year.^^ Such a plant would produce
approximately 20 percent of all the automobiles sold in Britain, Italy, or France.
Obviously, to exploit this400,000 car-per-year manufacturing efficiency, European
automobde firms have had to sell cars in more than just a single coimtry market.
Thus, the implementation of an international strategy has enabled thesefirms to
realize animportant manufacturing economy ofscale.^^

To Gain Access to Low-Cost Factors of Production

Justas gaining access tonewcustomers canbean important economy ofscope for
firms pursuing international opportunities, soisgaining access to low-cost factors
of production such as raw materials, labor,and technology.

Raw Materials

Gaining access to low-cost raw materials is, perhaps, the most traditional reason
why firms begin international operations. Forexample, in 1600, the British East
IndiaCompany wasformed withan initial investment of$70,000 to manage trade
between England and the FarEast, including India. In 1601, the third British East
IndiaCompany fleet sailed for the Indies to buy cloves, pepper, silk, coffee, salt
peter,and other products.Thisfleetgenerateda return on investmentof 234 per
cent.These profits led to the formation of the Dutch EastIndia Companyin 1602
and the FrenchEastIndia Company in 1664. Similarfirms were organized to man
age trade in the New World. TheHudson Bay Company was chartered in 1670 to
manage the fur trade,and the rivalNorthWest Company was organized in 1784
for the samepurpose. All these organizations werecreated to gainaccess to low-
cost rawmateriak thatwere available only innondomestic markets.^^

Labor

In addition to gaining access to low-costraw materials, firms also begin interna
tional operations in order to gain access to low-cost labor. After World War II,
Japanhad some of the lowest laborcosts, and highest laborproductivity, in the



One of the most important produc
tive inputs in almost all com

panies is labor. Getting differential
low-costaccess to laborcan givea firm
a cost advantage.

This search for low labor costs

has led some firms to engage in an
international "race to the bottom." It is

well known that the wage rates of
most U.S. and Western European
workers are much higher than the
wage rates of workers in other, less
developed parts of the world. While a
firm might have to pay its employees
$20per hour (in wages and benefits) to
make sneakers and basketball shoes in

the United States, that same firm may
only have to pay an employee in the
Philippines, or Malaysia, or China $1
to $2 per day to make the same sneak
ers and basketball shoes—shoes the

firm might be able to sell for $150 a
pair in the United States and Europe.
Thus, many firms look to overseas
manufacturing as a way to keep their
labor cost low.

But this search for low labor cost

has some important unintended conse
quences. First, the location of the lowest

costlaborrates in theworld changes over
time. It used to be that Mexico had the

lowest labor rates, then Korea and the
Philippines, then Malaysia, then China.
As the infrastructures of each of these

countries evolve to the point that they
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The Race to the Bottom

can support worldwide manufacturing,
firms abandon their relationships with
firms in prior countries in search of still
lower costs in new countries. The only
way former "low<ost centere" can com
pete is to drive their costs even lower.

This sometimes leads to a sec

ond unintended consequence of the
"race to the bottom": horrendous

working conditions and low wages in
these low-costmanufacturing settings.
Employees earning $1 for working a
10-hour day, 6 days a week, may look
good on the corporate bottom line, but
many observers are deeply concerned
about the moral and ethical issues

associated with this strategy. Indeed,
several companies—including Nike
and Kmart—have been forced to

increase the wages and improve the

working conditions of many of their
overseas employees.

An even more horrific result of

this "race to the bottom" has been the

reemergence of what amounts to slav
ery in some Western European coun
tries and some parts of the United
States.In searchof the promiseof a bet
ter life, illegal immigrants are some
times brought to Western European
countries or the United States and

forced to work in illegal,underground
factories. These illegal immigrants are
sometimes forced to work as many as
20 hours a day, for little or no pay—
supposedly to "pay off" the price of
bringing them out of their less devel
oped countries. And because of their
illegal status and language barriers,
they often do not feel empowered to
go to the local authorities.

Of course, the people who create
and manage these facilities are crimi
nals and deserve contempt. But, what
about the companies that purchase the
services of these illegal and immoral
manufacturing operations?Aren't they
alsoculpable,both legallyand morally?

Sources: R. DeGeorge (2000). "Elhks in interna
tional business—A contradiction in terms?"

Business Credit, 102, pp. 50 +; G. Edmondson,
K. Carlisle, I. Resch, K. Nickel Anhalt, and
H. Dawley (2000). "Workers in bondage."
BusinessWeek, November 27, pp. 146 +; and
D. Winter (2000). "Facing globalization." Ward's
Auto World, 36, pp. 7 +.

world. Over time, however, the improving Japanese economy and the increased
value of the yenhas had the effect of increasing labor costs in Japan, and South
Korea, Taiwan, Singapore, and Malaysia all emerged as geographic areas with
inexpensive and highly productive labor. More recently, China, Mexico, and
Vietnam have taken this role in the world economy.^^

Numerous firms haveattempted togain theadvantages of lowlaborcosts by
moving their manufacturing operations. For example, Mineba, a Japanese ball
bearing and semiconductor manufacturer, attempted to exploit low labor costs by
manufacturing ballbearings inJapan in the1950s andearly 1960s, inSingapore in the
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1970s, and since 1980 has been manufocturing them inThailand. Hewlett-Packard
operates manufacturing and assembly operations inMalaysia and Mexico, Japan s
Mitsubishi Motors recently opened an automobile assembly plant in Vietnam,
General Motors operates assembly plants inMexico, and Motorola has begun oper
ationsin China. All theseinvestments were motivated, at leastpartly, by the avail
ability of low-cost labor in these coimtries.^^ Some of the ethical issues associated
with search for low-cost labor are discussed in the Ethics and Strategy feature.

Although gaining access to low-cost labor can be an important determinant of
a firm's international efforts, thisaccess by itself is usually not sufficient to motivate
entry into particular countries. After all, relative labor costs can change over time. For
example. South Korea used tobethe country inwhich most sports shoes were man
ufactured. In1990, Korean shoe manufacturers employed 130,000 workers in302 fac
tories. However, by1993, only 80,000 Koreans were employed in the shoe indushy,
and only 244 fectories (most employing fewer than 100 people) remained. Asignifi
cant portion of the shoe-manufacturing industry had moved from Korea to China
because ofthelabor-cost advantages ofChina (approximately $40 peremployee per
month) compared to Korea (approximately $800 per employee per month).^®

Moreover, low labor costs are not beneficial if a coimtry's workforce is not
able to produce high-quality products efficiently. In the sport shoe industry,
China's access to some of the manufacturing technology and supporting indus
tries (for example, synthetic fabrics) to efficiently produce high-end sports shoes
and high-technology hiking boots was delayed for several years. As a result,
Korea wasable tomaintain a presence in theshoe-manufacturing industry—-even
though mostofthat industry hadbeenoutsourced to China.

One interesting example offirms gaining access to low-cost labor through
their international strategies is maquiladoras—^manufacturing plants that are
owned bynon-Mexican companies and operated inMexico near the U.S. border.
The primary driver behind maquiladora investments is lower labor costs than
similar plants located in the United States. In addition, firms exporting from
maquiladoras tothe United States have topay duties only on the value added that
wascreated in Mexico; maquiladoras do not have to pay Mexican taxes on the
goods processed in Mexico; and the cost of land on wWch plants are built in
Mexico is substantially lower than would be the case in the United States.
However, a studyby the Banco de Mexico suggests that without the 20 percent
cost-of-labor advantage, most maquildoras would not be profitable.^^

Technology

Another factor ofproduction thatfirms cangain low-cost access to through oper
ations is technolo^. Historically, Japanese firms have tried togain access to tech
nology bypartnering witii non-Japanese firms. Although the non-Japanese firms
have often been looking togain access tonew customers for their current products
or services by operating in Japan, Japanese firms have used thisentryinto the
Japanese market togain access to foreign technology.^®

To Develop New Core Competencies
One of themost compelling reasons for firms to begin operations outside their
domestic markets is to refine their current core competencies and to develop
new core competencies. By beginning operations outside their domestic
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markets, firms can gain a greater understanding of the strengths and weaknesses
of their core competencies. By exposing these competencies to new competitive
contexts, traditional competencies can be modified, and new competencies can
be developed.

Of course, for international operations to affect a firm's core competencies,
firms must leam from their experiences in nondomestic markets. Moreover, once
these new core competencies are developed, they must be exploited in a firm's
other operations in order to realize their ftill economic potential.

Learning from International Operations

Learning from international operations is anything but automatic. Many firms
that begin operations in a nondomestic market encoimter challenges and difficul
ties and then immediately withdraw from their international efforts. Other firms
continue to try to operate internationally but are unable to leam how to modify
and change their core competencies.

One study examined several strategic alliances in an efiort to imderstand
why some firms in these allianceswere able to leam from their international oper
ations, modify their core competencies, and develop new core competencies,
while others were not. Thisstudy identified the intent to leam, the transparency of
business partners, and receptivity to learning as determinants of a firm's ability to
leam from its intemational operations (see Table11.3).

The Intent to Learn

A firm that has a strong intent to leam firom its intemational operations is more
likely to leam than a fim without this intent. Moreover, this intent must be com-
miinicated to all those who work in a firm's intemational activities. Compare, for
example,a quote from a manager whose firm failed to leam from its intemational
operations with a quote from a manager whose firm was able to leam from these
operations.^^

Our engineers were just as good as [our partner's]. In fact, theirs were narrower
technically, but they had a much better understanding of what the company was
trying toaccomplish. They knew they were there to leam;our people didn't.

We wanted tomake learning an automatic discipline. We asked the staffevery
day, "What didyou leamfrom [ourpartner] today?" Teaming was carefully moni
tored and recorded.

Obviously, the second firm was in a much better position than the first to leam
from its intemational operations and to modify its current core competencies and
develop new core competencies. Learning from intemational operations takes
place by design, not by default.

1. The intent to leam

Z The transparency of biisiness partners
3. Receptivity to learning

Sounx:G.Hamd(199i). "Gtnrqp^ticm forcompetence andintei^partner lemningwidiki international
strategic alliances.''StRit^i^togement /ourRa7/12, pp.8^03.

TABLE n.3 Determinants

of the Abilityof a Rrm to
Leam from Its Intemational

Operations
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Transparency and Learning
It has also been shown that firms were more likely to leam from their international
operations when they interacted with what have been called transparent business
partners. Some international business partners are more open and accessible than
others. This variance in accessibility can reflect different organizational philoso
phies, practices, and procedures, as well as differences in the culture of a firm's
home country.For example, knowledge in Japanese and most other Asian cultures
tends to be context specific and deeply embedded in the broader social system.
This makes it difficult for many Western managers to understand and appreciate
the subtlety ofJapanese business practices and Japanese culture. This, in turn, lim
its the ability of Western managers to leam from their operations in the Japanese
marketor fromtheirJapanese partners.^^

In contrast, knowledge in most Westem cultures tends to be less context spe
cific, less deeply embedded in the broader social system. Such knowledge can be
written down, can be taught in classes, and can be transmitted, all at a relatively
low cost. Japanese managers working in Westem economies are more likely to be
able to appreciate and imderstand Westem business practices and thus are more
able to leam from their operations in the West and from their Westem partners.

Receptivity to Learning
Firms also vary in their receptiveness to learning. A firm's receptiveness to team
ing is affected by its culture, its operating procedures, and its history. Research on
organizational learning suggests that, before firms can leam from their intema-
tional operations, they must be prepared to unleam. Unlearning requires a firm to
modify or abandon traditional ways of engaging in business. Unlearning can be
difficult, especially if a firm has a long history of success using old patterns of
behavior and if those old patterns of behavior are reflected in a firm's organiza
tional stmcture, itsmanagement control systems, and itscompensation policies.^^

Even if unlearning is possible, a firm may not have the resources it needs to
leam. If a firm is using all of its available managerial time and talent, capital, and
technology just to compete on a day-to-day business, the additional task of team
ing from intemational operations can go undone. Although managers in this sit
uation often acknowledge the importance of learning from their intemational
operations in order to modify their current core competencies or build new ones,
they simplymayhot have the timeor energyto do so.^

The ability to leam from operations can also be hampered if managers per
ceive that there is too much to be leamed. It is often difficult for a firm to under

stand how it can evolve from its current state to a position where it operates with
new and more valuable core competencies. This difficulty is exacerbated when the
distance between where a firm is and where it needs to be is large. One Westem
manager who perceived this large leaming gap after visiting a state-of-the-art
manufacturing facility operated bya Japanese partnerwasquoted assaying:^

It's nogoodfor us tosimply observe where theyare today, whatwehave tofind out
is how theygotfrom where weare to where they are. We need to experiment and
leam with intermediate technologies before duplicatingwhat they'vedone.

Leveraging New Core Competencies in Additional Markets

Once a firm has been able to leam from its intemational operations and modify its
traditional core competencies or develop new core competencies, it must ^en
leverage those competenciesacross its operations, both domestic and intemational.
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in order to realize their full value. Failure to leverage tiiese "lessons learned" can
substantially reduce the return associated with implementing an international
strategy.

To Leverage Current Core Competencies
in New Ways

International operations can also create opportunities for firms to leverage tiheir
traditional core competencies in new ways. This ability is related to, though differ
ent from, using international operations to gain access to new customers for a
firm's current products or services.When firms gain access to new customers for
their current products, they often leverage their domestic core competencies
across country boundaries. When they leverage core competencies in new ways,
they not only extend operations across country boundaries but also leverage their
competencies across products and services in ways that would not be economi
cally viable in their domestic market.

Consider, for example, Honda. There is widespread agreement tiiat Honda
has developed core competencies in the design and manufacture of power trains.
Honda has used this core competence to facUitate entry into a variety of product
markets—^including motorcycles, automobiles, and snow blowers—^both in its
domestic Japanese market and in nondomestic markets such as the United States.
However, Honda has begun to explore some competence-leverage opportunities
in the United States that are not available in the Japanese market. For example,
Honda has begun to design and manufacture lawn mowers of various sizes for the
home in the U.S. market—lawn mowers clearly build on Honda's traditional
power train competence. However, given the crowded living conditions in Japan,
consumer demand for lawn mowers in that country has never been very great.
Lawns in the United States,however, can be very large, and consumer demand for
high-quality lawn mowers in that market is substantial. The opportunity for
Honda to begin to leverage its power train competencies in the sale of lawn mow
ers to U.S. homeowners exists only because Honda operates outside its Japanese
home market.

To Manage Corporate Risk
The value of risk reduction for firms pursuing a corporate diversification strategy
was evaluated previously. It was suggested that, although diversified operations
across businesses with imperfectly correlated cash flows can reduce a fiim's risk,
outside equity holders can manage this risk more efficiently on their own by
investing in a diversified portfolio of stocks. Consequently equity holders have
little direct interest in hiring managers to operate a diversified portfolio of busi
nesses, the sole purpose of which is risk diversification.

Similar conclusions apply to firms pursuing international strategies—^with
two qualifications. First, in some circumstances, it may be difficult for equity hold
ers in one market to diversify their portfolio of investments across multiple mar
kets. To the extent that such barriers to diversification exist for individual equity
holders but not for firms pursuing international strategies, risk reduction can
directly benefit equity holders. In general, whenever barriers to international cap
ital flows exist, individual investors may not be able to diversify their portfolios
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Firms whose ownership is dominated
by a single family are surprisingly

common around the world. In the

United States, for example, Marriott,
Walgreens, Wrigley, Alberto-Culver,
Campbell Soup, Dell, and Wal-Mart
are all family dominated. However,
only 4 of the 20 largest firms in the
United States are family dominated,
and only 1 of the 20 largest firms in the
United Kingdom is family dominated.

Though not uncommon in the
United States and the United Kingdom,
family-dominated firms are the rule,
not the exception, in most economies
around the world. For example, in
New Zealand, 9 of the 20 largest firms
are family dominated; in Argentina, 13
of the 20 largest firms are family domi
nated; and in Mexico, all 20 of the 20

largest firms are family dominated. In
many countries, including Argentina,
Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Greece,
Hong Kong, Israel, Mexico, New
Zealand, Portugal, Singapore, South
Korea, Sweden, and Switzerland, over

one-third of the largest 20 firms are
dominated by family owners.

A variety of explanations of why
family-dominated firms continue to be
an important part of the world econ
omy have been proposed. For exam
ple, some researchershave argued that
family owners obtain private benefits
of ownership—over and above the
financial benefits they might receive.
Such private benefits include high
social status in their countries. Other

researchers have argued that family

R GSGarch McicIg RelGvant

Famiiy Firms In the Global Economy

ownership helps guarantee that family
members will be able to control their

property in countries with less well-
developed property rights. And still
others have argued that concentrated
family owners help a firm gain politi
cal clout in its negotiations with the
government.

On the positive side, family own
ership may reduce conflicts that might
otherwise arise between a firm's man

agers and its outside equity holders—
the agency costs discussed in the
Strategy in Depth feature in Chapter 8.
Managers of family firms are "playing
with" their own money, not "other
people's money," and thus are less
likely to pursue strategies that benefit
themselves but hurt the firm's owners,
since they are the firm's owners.

On the negative side, family
firms may become starved for capital,
and especially equity capital. Non-
family members will often be reluctant

to invest in family firms since the inter
ests of the family are often likely to
take precedence over the interests of
outsiders. Also, family firms must
limit their search for senior leadership
to family members. It may well be the
case that the best leaders of a family
firm are not members of the family, but
family ownership can prevent a firm
from gaining access to the entire labor
market. Finally, for reasons explained
in the text, family firms may need to
pursue a broad diversification strategy
in order to reduce the risk borne by
their family owners. As suggested in
Chapter 8, such unrelated diversifica
tion strategies can sometimes be diffi
cult to manage.

From a broader perspective, the
importance of family-dominated firms
throughout the world suggests that
the "standard" model of corporate
governance—with numerous anony
mous stockholders, an independent
board of directors, and senior man

agers chosen only for their ability to
lead and create economic value—may
not apply that broadly. This approach
to corporate governance, so dominant
in the United States and the United

Kingdom, may actually be the excep
tion, not the rule.

Sources; R. Morck and B. Yeung (2004). "Family
control and the rent-seeking society." Entrepre-
neurship:Theoryand Practice,Summer, pp. 391-409;
R. LaPorta, F. Lopez-de-salina, A. Shleifer, and
R. Vishny (1999). "Corporate ownership around
the world." Journal of Finance, 54, pp. 471-520;
and J.Weber, L. Lavelle, T. Lowry, W. Zellner, and
A. Barrett (2003). "Family, Inc.," BusinessWeek,
November 10, pp. 100 +.

across country boundaries optimally. In this context, individual investors can
indirectly diversify their portfolio of investments by purchasing shares in diversi
fied multmationals.^*^

Second, large privately held firms may find it in their wealth maximizing
interests to broadly diversify to reduce risk. In order to gain the risk reduction
advantages of diversifying their investments by owning a portfolio of stocks, the
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owners of these firms would have to "cash out" their ownership position in their
firm—by, for example, taking their firm public—and then use this cash to invest in
a portfolioof stocks. However, these individuals may gain other advantages from
owning their firms and may not want to cash out. In this setting, the onlyway that
owners can gain the risk-reducingbenefitsof broad diversification is for the firm
that tiiey own to broadly diversify.

This justification ofdiversification for risk reduction purposes isparticu
larly relevant in the international contextbecause, as described in the Research
Made Relevant feature, many of the economies of countries around the world
are dominated by private companies owned by large families. Not surprisingly,
these family-owned firms tend to be much more diversified than the publicly
traded firms that are more common in the United States and the United
Kingdom.

The Local Responsiveness/International
Integration It-ade-Off
As firmspursue the economies of scopelisted in Table 11.1, they constantly face a
trade-off between the advantages of being responsive to market conditions in
their nondomestic markets and the advantages of integrating their operations
across the multiple markets in which they operate.

On the one hand, local responsiveness can help firms be successful in
addressing the local needsofnondomestic customers, thereby increasing demand
for a firm's current productsor services. Moreover, localresponsiveness enablesa
firm to expose its traditional core competencies to new competitive situations,
thereby increasing the chances that those corecompetencies will be improved or
willbe augmentedby new corecompetencies. Finally, detailedlocalknowledge is
essential if firms are going to leverage their traditional competencies in new ways
in their nondomestic markets. Honda was able to begin exploiting its power train
competencies in the U.S. lawn mowermarketonlybecause of its detailed knowl
edge of, and responsiveness to, that market.

On the other hand, the full exploitationof the economiesof scale that can be
created by selling a firm's current products or services in a nondomestic market
oftencan occur only if there is tight integration across all the markets in whicha
firmoperates. Gaining access to low-cost factors ofproduction cannotonlyhelpa
firm succeed in a nondomestic market but also help it succeed in all its markets—
as longas those factors ofproduction areusedby manypartsof the international
firm. Developingnew corecompetencies and using traditional corecompetencies
in new ways can certainlybe beneficial in a particular domesticmarket.However,
the full value of these economies of scope is realized only when they are trans
ferred from a particular domestic market into the operations of a firm in all its
other markets.

Traditionally, it has been thought that firms have to choosebetween local
responsiveness and international integration. For example, firms like CIBA-
Geigy (a Swiss chemical company). Nestle (a Swiss food company), and Phillips
(a Dutch consumer electronics fi^) have chosen to emphasize local responsive
ness. Nestle, for example, owns nearly 8,000 brand names worldwide. However,
of tiiose 8,000 brands, only 750 are registered in more than 1 country, and only
80 are registered in more than 10coimtries. Nestleadjusts its product attributes
to the needs of local consumers, adopts brand names that resonate with those
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consumers, and builds its brands for long-run profitability by country. For
example, in the United States, Nestle's condensed milk carries the brand name
"Carnation" (obtained through the acquisition of the Carnation Company); in
Asia, this same product carries the brand name "Bear Brand." Nestle delegates
brand management authority to country managers, who can (and do) adjust tra
ditional marketing and manufacturing strategies in accordance with local tastes
and preferences. For example, Nestle's Thailand management group dropped
traditional coffee-marketing efforts that focused on taste, aroma, and stimulation
and instead began selling coffeeas a drink that promotes relaxation and romance.
This marketing strategy resonated with Thais experiencing urban stress, and it
prompted Nestle coffee sales in Thailand to jump from $25 million to $100 mil
lion 4 years later.^

Of course, all this local responsiveness comes at a cost. Firms that emphasize
local responsiveness are often unable to realize the full value of the economies of
scope and scale that they could realize if their operations across coimtry borders
were more integrated. Numerous firms have focused on appropriating this eco
nomic value and have pursued a more integrated international strategy. Examples
of such firms include IBM, General Electric, Toyota Motor Corporation, and most
major pharmaceutical firms, to name just a few.

Internationally integrated firms locate business functions and activities in
coimtries that have a comparative advantage in these functions or activities. For
example, the production of components for most consumer electronics is
research intensive, capital intensive, and subject to significant economies of
scale. To manage component manufacturing successfully, most internationally
integrated consumer electronics firms have located their component operations
in technologically advanced countries like the United States and Japan. Because
the assembly of these components into consumer products is labor intensive,
most internationally integrated consumer electronics firms have located their
assembly operations in countries with relatively low labor costs, including
Mexico and China.

Of course, one of the costs of locating different business functions and activ
ities in different geographic locations is that these different functions and activities
must be coordinated and integrated. Operations in one country might very effi
ciently manufacture certain components. However, if the wrong components are
shipped to the assembly location, or if the right components are shipped at the
wrong time, any advantages that could have been obtained from exploiting the
comparative advantages of different countries can be lost. Shipping costs can also
reduce the return on international integration.

To ensure that the different operations in an internationally integrated firm
are appropriately coordinated, these firms typically manufacture more standard
ized products, using more standardized components, than do locally responsive
firms. Standardization enables these firms to realize substantial economies of scale

and scope, but it can limit their ability to respond to the specific needs of individ
ual markets. When international product standards exist, as in the personal com
puter industry and the semiconductor chip industry, such standardization is not
problematic. Also, when local responsiveness requires only a few modifications of
a standardized product (for example, changing the shape of the electric plug or
changing the color of a product), international integration can be very effective.
However, when local responsiveness requires a great deal of local knowledge and
product modifications, international mtegration can create problems for a firm
pursuing an international strategy.
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The IVansnational Strategy
Recently, it has been suggested that the traditional trade-ojfif between international
integration and local responsiveness can be replaced by a transnational strategy
that exploits all the advantages of both international integration and local respon-
siveness.^^ Firms implementing a transnational strategytreat their international
operations as an integrated network of distributed and interdependent resources
and capabilities. In this context, a firm's operations in each coimtry are not simply
independent activities attempting to respond to local market needs; tiiey are ^o
repositories of ideas, technologies, and management approaches that the firm
might be able to use and apply in its other international operations. Put differently,
operations in different countries can be thought of as "experiments" in the creation
of new core competencies. Some of these experiments will work and generate
important new core competencies; others will fail to have such benefits for a firm.

When a particular coimtry operation develops a competence in manufactur
ing a particular product, providing a particular service, or engaging in a particular
activity that c^ be used by other country operations, the country operation with
this competence can achieve international economies of scale by becoming the
firm's primary supplier of this product, service, or activity. In this way, local
responsiveness is retained as coimtry managers constantly search for new compe
tencies that enable them to maximize profits in their particular markets, and inter
national integration and economies are realized as country operations that have
developed unique competencies become suppliers for all other country operations.

Managing a firm that is attempting to be both locally responsive and interna
tionally integrated is not an easy task. Some of these organizational challenges are
discussed later in this chapter.

Financial and Political Risks in Pursuing
International Strategies
There is little doubt that the realization of the economies of scope listed in
Table 11.1 can be a source of economic value for firms pursuing international
strategies. However, the nature of international strategies can create significant
risks that these economies of scope will never be realized. Beyond the implemen
tation problems (to be discussed later in this chapter), both financial circum
stances and political events can significantly reduce the value of international
strategies.

Financial Risks: Currency Fluctuation and Inflation

As firms begin to pursue international strategies, they may begin to expose them
selves to financial risks that are less obvious within a single domestic market. In
particular, currency fluctuations can significantly affect the value of a firm's inter
national investments. Such fluctuations can turn what had been a losing invest
ment into a profitable investment (the good news). They can also turn what had
been a profitable investment into a losing investment (the bad news). In addition
to currency fluctuations, different rates of inflation across countries can require
very different managerial approaches, business strategies, and accounting prac
tices. Certainly, when a firm first begins international operations, these financial
risks can seem daunting.
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Fortunately, it is now possiblefor firms to hedge most of these risks through
the use of a variety of financial instruments and strategies. The development of
money markets, together with growing experience in operating in high-inflation
economies, has substantially reduced the threat of these financial risks for firms
piursuing international strategies. Of course, the benefits of these financial tools
and experience in high-inflation environments do not accrue to firms automati
cally. Firms seeking to implement international strategies must develop the
resources and capabilities they will need to manage these financial risks. Moreover,
these hedging strategies can do nothing to reduce tiie business risks that firms
assume when they enter into nondomestic markets. For example, it may be the
case that consumers in a nondomestic market simply do fiot want to purchase a
firm's products or services, in which case this economy of scope cannot be real
ized. Moreover, these financial strategies cannot manage political risks that can
exist for firms pursuing an international strategy.

Political Risks

The politicalenvironment is an important consideration in all strategic decisions.
Qianges in the political rules of the game can have the effectof increasing some
environmental threats and reducing others, thereby changing the value of a firm's
resources and capabilities. However, the political environment can be even more
problematic as firms pursue international strategies.

Types of Political Risks
Politicscan affect the value of a firm's international strategies at the macro and
micro levels.At the macro level,broad changes in the political situation in a coun
try can change the value of an investment. For example, after the Second World
War, nationalist governments came to power in many countries in the Middle East.
Thesegovernmentsexpropriatedfor Uttie or no compensation many of the assets
of oil and gas companies locatedin their coimtries. Expropriation of foreign com
pany assets also occurred when the Shah of Iran was overfiirown, when a commu
nist government was elected in Qiile, and when new governmentscame to power
inAngola, Ethiopia, Peru,Zambia, and morerecently, in Venezuela and Bolivia.^

Government upheaval and the attendant risks to international firms are facts
of life in some coimtries. Consider, for example, oil-rich Nigeria. Since its inde
pendence in 1960, Nigeria has experienced several successfid coups d'etats, one
dvil war,two dvil governments, and sixmilitaryregimes.^Theprudent courseof
actionfor firms engagingin businessactivities in Nigeria is to exped the current
government to change and to plan accordingly.

Quantifying Political Risks
Political scientists have attempted to quantify the political risk that firms seeking
to implement international strategies are likely to face in different coimtries.
Although differentstudies vary in detail, the country attributes listed in Table 11.4
summarize most of the important determinants of politicalrisk for firms pursuing
international strategies.^-^ Firms canapplythecriteria listed in the table by evalu
ating the political and economicconditions in a country and by adding up the
scores assodated with these conditions. For example, a country that has a very
unstable political system (14points), a great deal of control of ihe economicsys
tem (9 points), and significant import restrictions (10 points) represents more
political risk than a country that does nothave these attr^utes.
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Increments to Country

Risk if Risk Factor Is:

The political economic environment

1.Stability ofthepolitical system
2. Imminent internal conflicts

3. External threats to stability
4.Degreeofcontrolof the economic system
5. Reliabilityof country as a trade partner
6. Constitutional guarantees
7. Effectiveness of public administration
8. Labor relations and social peace

Domestic economic conditions

1. Size of die population
2. Per capita income
3. Economicgrowth over the past five years
4. Potential growth over the next tiuee years
5. Inflation over the past two years
6.Availability of domesticcapital markets to outsiders
7.Availability of high-quality local labor force
8. Possibility of emplo5dngforeign nationals
9.AvailabilityOfenergy resources

lOiBivironmental pollution legal requirements
11.

External economic relations

1. Import restrictions
2. E3q)ortrestrictions
3. Restrictions on foreign investments
4. Freedom to set lip or engage in partnerships
5. Legalprotection for brands and products
6. Restrictions on liiOfiietary trarisfers .
7. Revaluation of currency in the past five years
8. Balance-of-pajmients situation
9. Drain oh hard currency through energy imports

10.Financial standing
11.Restrictionsoh the exchange of local and foreign currencies

Low High

14

14

12

9

12

12

12

15

8

10

7

10

10

7

8

8

14

8

14

10

10

9

9

9

8

7

9

14

8

8

Soune:AdaptedjEcom E Dichtl and H.G.Koeglmayr (1986). "Country RiskRatings." Management Review.
26(4),pp. 2-10. Reprinted with pennissicn.

Managing Political Risk
Unlikefinancial risks, there are relativelyfew toolsfor managing the politicalrisks
associated withpursuingan international strategy. Obviously, oneoptionwouldbe
to pursue international opportunities only in countries wherepolitical risk is very
small. However, it is often the case that significant business opportunities exist in
politically risky countries precisely because theyarepolitically risky. Alternatively,
firms can limit their investment in politically risky environments. However,these

TABLE 11.4 Quantifying

Political Risks from International

Operations
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limited investments may not enable a firm to take full advantage of whatever
economiesof scope might existby engaging in business in that country.

Another approach to managing political risk is to see each of the determi
nants of political risk, listed in Table 11.4, as negotiation points as a firm enters
into a new country market. In many circumstances, those in a nondomestic mar
ket have just as much an interest in seeing a firm begin doing business in a new
market as does the firm contemplating entry. International firms can sometimes
use this bargaining power to negotiate entry conditions that reduce, or even neu
tralize,some of the sources of politicalrisk in a country. Of course,no matter how
skilleda firm is in negotiating theseentry conditions, a changeof government or
changes in laws can quicklynullify any agreements.

A third approadi to managing political risk is to turn this risk from a threat
into an opportunity. One firm that has been successful in ttiisway is Schlumberger,
an intemationaloilservices company. Schlumberger has headquarters in New York,
Paris,and the Caribbean; it is a truly intemationalcompany. Sdilumbergermanage
ment has adopted a policyof strictneutrality in interactions with goverrunents in
the developing world. Because of this policy, Schlumberger has beenable to avoid
political entanglements and continues to do businesswhere many firms find the
political risks toogreat.Put differently, Schlumberger has developed valuable, rare,
and costly-to-imitate resources and capabilities in managing political risks and is
usingthese resources togenerate highlevels ofeconomic performance.^

Research on the Value of Intemational Strategies
Overall, research on the economic consequencesof implementing intemational
strategies is mixed.Someresearchhas found that the performanceof firms pursu
ing intemational strategiesis superior to the performanceof firms operating only
in domestic markets.^^ However, most ofthis work hasnotexamined theparticu
lar economies ofscope that a firm is attempting to realize throughits intemation-
alization efforts. Moreover, several of thesestudieshaveattemptedtoevaluate the
impactof intemationalstrategies on firmperformance by using accounting meas
uresofperformance. Other research has found that the risk-adjusted performance
of firms pursuingan intemational strategy is not different from the risk-adjusted
performance of firms pursuing purely domestic strategies.^^

These ambivalent findings arenot surprising, sincetheeconomic valueofinter
national strategies dependson whethera firmpursuesvaluable economies ofscope
when implementing this strategy. Mostof this empirical work fails to examine the
economies ofscope thata firm'sintemational strategy mightbebasedon.Moreover,
evenif a firmis ableto realize real economies of scope from its intemational strate
gies, to bea source ofsustained competitive advantage, thiseconomy ofscope must
also be rareand costly toimitate, and thefirm mustbeorganized to fully realize it.

International Strategies and Sustained
Competitive Advantage
As suggested earlier in this chapter, much of the discussionof rarity and mutabil
ity in strategic alliance, diversification, and merger and acquisitionstrategies also
appliesto intemational strategies. However, someaspects ofrarityand imitability
are unique to intemational strategies.
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The Rarity of International Strategies v r t o

In many ways, it seems likely that international strategies are becoming less rare
among most competing firms. Consider, for example, the increasingly interna
tional strategies of many telephone companies around the world. Through
much of the 1980s, telecommunications remained a highly regulated industry
aroimd the world. Phone companies rarely ventured beyond, their coimtry bor
ders and had few, if any, international aspirations. However, as government
restrictions on telecommunications firms around the world began to be lifted,
these firms began exploring new business alternatives. For many firms, this
originally meant exploring new telecommunications businesses in their domes
tic markets. Thus, for example, many formerly regulated telecommunications
firms in the United States began to explore business opportunities in less regu
lated segments of the U.S. telecommunications market, including cellular tele
phones and paging. Over time, these same firms began to explore business
opportunities overseas.

In the past several years, the telecommunications industry has begun to con
solidate on a worldwide basis. For example, in the early 1990s, Southwestern Bell
(now AT&T) purchased a controlling interest in Mexico's government-owned
telecommunications company. Ameritech (now a division of AT&T), BellAtlantic,
U.S.West, Bellsouth, and PacificTelesis (now a division of AT&T) also engaged in
various international operations. In the late 1990s,MCl (a U.S. firm) and British
Telecom (a British company) merged. In 1999, the Vodafone Group (a British-
headquartered telecommimications company) purchased AirTouch Cellular (a
U.S. firm) for $60.29 billion, formed a strategic alliance with U.S. West (another
U.S. firm), purchased Mannesman (a German telecommunications firm) for
$127.76 billion, and increased its ownership interest in several smaller telecommu
nications companies around the world. Also, in 1999,Olivetti (the Italian electron
ics firm) successfully beat back Deutsche Telephone's effort to acquire
ItaliaTelecom (the Italian telephone company). Obviously, international strategies
areno longer rareamong telecommunications companies.^

There are, of course, several reasons for the increased popularity of interna
tional strategies. Not the least of these are the substantial economies of scope that
internationalizing firms can realize. In addition, several changes in the organiza
tion of the international economy have facilitated the growth in popularity of
international strategies. For example, the General Agreement on Tariffand Trade
(GATT) treaty, in conjunction with the development of the European Community
(EC), the Andean Common Market (ANCOM), the Association of Southeast Asian
Nations (ASEAN), the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), and
other firee-trade zones, has substantially reduced both tarifi and nontarifi barriers
to trade. These changes have helped facilitate trade among countries included in
an agreement; they have also spurred firms that wish to take advantage of these
opportunities to expand their operations into these countries.

Improvements in the technological infrastructure of business are also impor
tant contributors to the growth in the number of firms pursuing international
strategies. Transportation (especially air travel) and communication (via comput
ers, fax, telephones, pagers, cellular telephones, and so forth) have evolved to the
point where it is now much easier for firms to monitor and integrate their mtema-
tional operations than it was just a few years ago. This infrastructure helps reduce
the cost of implementing an international strategy and thus increases the probability
that firms will pursue these opportunities.
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Finally, the emergence of various communication, technical, and accounting
standards is facilitating international strategies. For example, there is currently a
de facto world standard in personal computers. Moreover, most of the software
that runs off these computers is flexibleand interchangeable. Someone can write a
report on a PC in India and print that report out on a PC in France with no real dif
ficulties. There is also a world de facto standard business language—English.
Although fully tmderstanding a non-English-speaking culture requires managers
to leam the native tongue, it is nevertheless possible to manage international busi
ness operations by using English.

Even though it seems that more and more firms are pursuing international
strategies, it does not follow that these strategies will never be rare among a set of
competing firms. Rare international strategies can exist in at least two ways. Given
the enormous range of business opportunities that exist around tiie globe, it may
very well be thecase that huge numbers offirms can implement intemation^
strategies and still not compete head to head when implementing these strategies.

Even if several firms are competing to exploit the same international oppor
tunity, the rarity criterion can still be met if the resources and capabilities that a
particular firm brings to this international competition are themselves rare.
Examples of these rare resources and capabilities might include unusual market
ing sl^s, highly differentiated products, special technology, superior manage
ment talent, and economies of scale.^To theextentthat a firmpursuesoneof the
economies of scope listed in Table 11.1 using resources and capabilities fiiat are
rare among competing firms, that firm can gain at least a temporary competitive
advantage, even if its international strategy, per se, is not rare.

The Imitability of International Strategies

Like all the strategies discussed in this book, both the direct duplication of and
substitutes for international strategies are important in evaluating the imitability
of these actions.

Direct Duplication of international Strategies
In evaluating the possibility of the direct duplication of international strategies,
two questions must be asked: (1) Will firms try to duplicate valuable and rare
international strategies? and (2)Willfirms be able to duplicate these valuable and
rare strategies?

There seems little doubt that, in the absence of artificial barriers, the profits
generated by one firm's valuable and rare international strategies will motivate
other firms to try to imitate the resources and capabilities required to implement
these strategies. This is what has occurred in the international telecommunications
industry. This rush to internationalization has occurred in numerous other indus
tries as well. For example, the processed-food industry at one time had a strong
home-market orientation. However, because of the success of Nestle and Proctor &
Gamble worldwide, most processed-food companies now engage in at least some
international operations.

However, simply because competing firms often try to duplicate a successful
firm's international strategy does not mean that they are always able to do so. To
theextent that a successful firm exploits resources or capab^ties that are path
dependent, imcertain, or socially complex in its internationalization efforts, direct
duplication may be too costly, and thus international strategies can be a source of
sustained competitive advantage. Indeed, there is some reason to believe that at
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leastsome of the resourcesand capabilitiesthat enablea firm to pursue an interna
tional strategy are likely to be costly to imitate.

For example, the ability to develop detailed local knowledge of nondomestic
markets may require firms to have management teams with a great deal of foreign
experience. Somefirms may have this kind of experiencein their top management
teams;other firms may not. One survey of 433chiefexecutiveofficersfrom around
the world reported that 14percent of U.S. Qiief ExecutiveOfficers (QEOs) had no
foreignexperience and that tiie foreignexperience of 56percent of U.S. CEOs was
limited to vacation travel.Another survey showed that orily22percent of ihe CEOs
ofmultinational companies haveextensive international experience.^ Ofcourse, it
can take a great deal of time for a firm that does not have much foreignexperience
in its management team to develop that experience. Firms that lack this kind of
experiencewill have to bring managers in from outside the organization, invest in
developing this experienceinternally,or both. Of course, these activitiesare costly.
The cost of creating this experience base in a firm's management team can be
thought of as one of the costs of direct duplication.

Substitutes for International Strategies
Even if direct duplication of a firm's international strategies is costly, substitutes
might still existthat limit the abilityof that strategy to generatesustained competi
tive advantages. Inparticular, because intemation^ strategies are just aspecial case
ofcorporate strategiesin general,any of the other corporate strategiesdiscussed in
tiiisbook—^including some types of strategic alliances,diversification, and mergers
and acquisitions—canbe at least partial substitutes for international strategies.

For example, it may be possible for a firm to gain at least some of the
economies of scope listed in Table 11.1 by implementing a corporate diversifica
tion strategy within a single cotmtry market, especially if that market is large and
geographically diverse. One such market, of course, is the United States. A firm
that originally conducted business in the northeastern United States can gain
many of the benefits of internationalization by beginning business operations in
the southern United States, on ihe West Coast, or in the Pacific Northwest. In this
sense, geographic diversification within the United States is at least a partial sub
stitute for internationalization and is one reason why many U.S. firms have lagged
behind European and Asian firms in their international efforts.

There are, however, some economies of scope listed in Table 11.1 that can be
gained only through international operations. For example, because there are usu
ally few limits on capital flows within most countries, risk management is directly
valuable to a firm's equity holders only for firms pursuing business opportunities
across countries where barriers to capital flow exist.

TheOi^anization of International Strategies [
To realize the full economic potential of a valuable, rare, and costly-to-imitate
intemational strategy, firms must be appropriately organized.

Becoming International: Organizational Options

A firm implements an intemational strategy when it diversifies its business oper
ations across coimtry boundaries. However, firms can organize their intemational
business operations in a wide variety of ways. Some of the most common, ranging
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TABLE 11.5 Organizing
Options for Rrms Pursuing
International Strategies

Intennediate

Muket Gov^emance Market Governance

Exporting Licensing
Non-equity alliances
Equity alliances
Joint ventures

Hierarchical Governance

Mergers
Acquisitions
Wholly owned subsidiaries

from market forms of governance to manage simple export operations to the use
of wholly owned subsidiaries to manage foreign direct investment, are listed in
Table 11.5.

Market Exchanges and International Strategies
Firms can maintain traditional arm's-length market relationships between them
selves and their nondomestic customers and still implement international strate
gies. They do this by simply exporting their products or services to nondomestic
markets and limiting any foreign direct investment into nondomestic markets. Of
course, exporting firms generally have to work with some partner or partners to
receive, market, and distribute their products in a nondomestic setting. However,
it is possible for exporting firms to use contracts to manage their relationship with
these foreign partners and thereby maintain arm's-length relationships with
them—all the time engaging in international operations.

The advantages of adopting exporting as a way to manage an international
strategy include its relatively low cost and the limited risk exposure that firms
pursuing international opportimities in this manner face. Firms that are just
beginning to consider international strategies can use market-based exporting to
test international waters—to find out if there is demand for their current products
or services, to develop some experience operating in nondomestic markets, or to
begin to develop relationships that could be valuable in subsequent international
strategy efforts. If firms discover that there is not much demand for their products
or services in a nondomestic market, or if they discover that they do not have the
resources and capabilities to effectively compete in those markets, they can simply
cease their exporting operations. The direct cost of ceasing export operations can
be quite low,especially if a firm's volume of exports is small and the firm has not
invested in plant and equipment designed to facilitate exporting. Certainly, if a
firm has limited its foreign direct investment, it does not risk losing this invest
ment if it ceases export operations.

However, the opportunity costs associated with restricting a firm's interna
tional operations to exporting can be significant. Of the economies of scope listed
in Table 11.1,only gaining access to new customers for a firm's current products or
services can be realized through exporting. Other economies of scope that hold
some potential for firms exploring international business operations are out of the
reach of firms that restrict their international operations to exporting. For some
firms, realizing economies from gaining access to new customers is sufficient, and
exporting is a long-run viable strategy. However, to the extent that other economies
of scope might exist for a firm, limiting international operations to exporting can
limit the firm's economic profit.
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Intermediate Market Exchanges and international Strategies
If a firm decides to move beyond exporting in pursuing internationalstrategies, a
wide range of strategic alliances are available. These alliances range from simple
licensing arrangements, where a domestic firm grants a firm in a nondomestic mar
ket the right to use its products and brand names to sell products in that nondomes
tic market, to fuU-blown joint ventures, where a domestic firm and a nondomestic
firmcreatean independent organizational entity to manage internationalefforts. As
suggested in Chapter 9, the recent growth in the number of firmspursuing strategic
alliance strategies is a direct result of the growth in popularity of international
strategies. Strategicalliancesare one of the most common ways that firms manage
their international efforts.

Most of the discussion of the value, rarity, mutability, and organization of
strategic alliances in Chapter 9 applies to the analysis of strategic alliances to
implement an international strategy. However, many of the opportunities and
challenges of managing strategic alliances as cooperative strategies, discussed in
Chapter 9, are exacerbated in the context of international strategic alliances.

For example, it was suggested that opportunistic behavior (in the form of
adverse selection, moral hazard, or holdup) can threaten the stability of strategic
alliances domestically. Opportunistic behavior is a problem because partners in a
strategic alliance find it costly to observe and evaluate the performance of alliance
partners. Obviously, the costs and difficulty of evaluating the performance of an
alliance partner in an international alliance are greater than the costs and difficulty
of evaluating the performance of an alliance partner in a purely domestic alliance.
Geographic distance, differences in traditional business practices, language bar
riers, and cultural differences can make it very difficult for firms to accurately
evaluate the performance and intentions of international alliance partners.

These challenges can manifest themselves at multiple levels in an interna
tional strategic alliance. For example, one study has shown that managers in U.S.
organizations, on average, have a negotiation style very different from that of
managers in Chinese organizations. Chinese managers tend to interrupt each
other and ask many more questions during negotiations than do U.S. managers.
As U.S. and Chinese firms begin to negotiate collaborative agreements, it will be
difficult for U.S.managers to judge whether the Chinese negotiation style reflects
Chinese managers' fundamental distrust of U.S.managers or is simply a manifes
tationof traditional Chinese business practices and culture.^^

Similar management style differences have been noted between Western and
Japanese managers. OneWestern managerwas quoted: '̂'

Whenever I madea presentation[to our partner], I wasonepersonagainst 10 or 12.
They'dput me infront ofaflip chart, and then stop me while they went into a con
versation in Japanese for 10 minutes. If I asked them a question they would break
intoJapanese tofirst decide what I wanted to know, and then woulddiscuss options
in termsofwhat theymight tell me, andfinally wouldcome back with an answer.

During those 10-minute breaks in the conversation, it would be very difficult for
this manager to know whether the Japanese managers were trying to develop a
complete and accurate answer to his question or scheming to provide an incom
plete and misleading answer. In this ambiguous setting, to prevent potential
opportunism. Western managers might demand greater levels of governance than
were actually necessary. In fact, one study has shown that differences in the per
ceived trustworthiness of international partners have an impact on the kind of
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governance mechanisms that are put into place when firms begin international
operations. If partners are not perceived as being trustworthy, then elaborate gov
ernance devices, including joint ventures, are created—even if the partners are in
facttrustworthy.^®

Cultural and style conflicts leading to perceived opportunism problems are
not restricted to alliances between Asian and Western organizations. U.S. firms
operating with Mexican partners often discover numerous subtle and complex
cultural differences. For example, a U.S. firm operating a steel conveyor plant in
Puebla, Mexico, implemented a three-stage employee grievance policy. An
employee who had a grievance first went to the immediate supervisor and then
continued up the chain of command until the grievance was resolved one way or
another. United States managers were satisfied with this system and pleased that
no grievances had been registered—^until the day the entire plant walked out on
strike. It turns out that there had been numerous grievances,but Mexicanworkers
had felt imcomfortable directly confronting their supervisors with these problems.
Such confrontations are considered antisocial in Mexican culture.®^

Although significant challenges are associated with managing strategic
alliances across country boundaries, there are significant opportunities as well.
Strategic alliances can enable a firm pursuing an international strategy to realize
any of the economies of scope listed in Table 11.1. Moreover, if a firm is able to
develop valuable, rare, and costly to imitate resources and capabilities in manag
ing strategic alliances, the use of alliances in an international context can be a
source of sustained competitive advantage.

Hierarchical Governance and International Strategies
Firms may decide to integrate their international operations into their organiza
tional hierarchies by acquiring a firm in a nondomestic market or by forming a
new whoUy owned subsidiary to manage their operations in a nondomestic mar
ket. Obviously, both of these international investments involve substantial direct
foreign investment by a firm over long periods of time. These investments
are subject to both political and economic risks and should be undertaken only if
the economy of scope that can be realized through international operations is sig
nificant and other ways of realizing this economy of scope are not effective or
efficient.

Although full integration in international operations can be expensive and
risky, it can have some important advantages for internationalizing firms. First,
like strategic alliances, this approach to internationalization can enable a firm to
realize any of the economies of scope listed in Table 11.1. Moreover, integration
enables managers to use a wider range of organizational controls to limit the
threat of opportunism that are normally not available in market forms of interna
tional governance or intermediate market forms of international governance.
Finally, unUke strategic alliances, where any profits from international operations
must be shared with international partners, integrating into international opera
tions enables firms to capture all the economic profits from their international
operations.

Managing the Internationally Diversified Firm
Not surprisingly, the management of international operations can be thought of as
a spedd case of managing a diversified firm. Thus, many of the issues discussed
in Chapter 8 apply here. However, managing an internationally diversified firm
does create some unique challenges and opportunities.
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O

Decentralized Strategic and operational decisions are delegatedto
fedt^tion divisions/countrycompanies.

Coordinated Operational decisions aredelegated todivisions/country
federation companies; strategicdecisions areretained at corporate

headquarters.
Centralized Strategic and operational decisions areretained at corporate

hub headquarters.
Ti:ansnatiohal Strategicand operationaldecisions are delegatedto those

structure operational entities that maximize responsiveness to local
conditions and international integration.

Source: C.A. Bartiettand S.C%o^iaI (1989). Managing Across Borders: The lyansnational Solution.
Boston: Harvard Busing School Fi«ss. •

Organizational Structure. Firms pursuing an international strategy have four basic
organizational structural alternatives, listed in Table 11.6 and discussed later.
Although each of these structures has somespecial features, they are all special
cases of the multidivisional structurefirstintroduced in Chapter8.^®

Somefirms organize their international operations as a decentralized feder
ation. In this organizational structure, each coimtry in whicha firm operates is
organized as a fullprofit-and-loss division headedby a division general manager
who is typically the president of the company in a particular country. In a decen
tralized federation, there are very few shared activities or other relationships
among different divisions/country companies, and corporateheadquartersplays
a limited strategic role. Corporatestaff functions are generally limited to the col
lection ofaccounting and otherperformance information from divisions/country
companies and to reporting this aggregate information to appropriate govern
ment officials and to^e financial markets. Both strategic and operational decision
makingare delegated to divisiongeneralmanagers/country companypresidents
in a decentralized federation organizational structure. There are relatively few
examples of pure decentralized federations in today's world economy, but firms
likeNestle, CIBA-Geigy, and Electrolux havemanyofthe attributes ofthistypeof
structure.^^

A second structural option for international firms is the coordinated federa
tion. In a coordinated federation, each country operation is organized as a full
profit-and-loss center, and divisiongeneralmanagerscan be presidents ofcountry
companies. However, unlike the case in a decentralized federation, strategic and
operational decisions are not fully delegated to division general managers.
Operationaldecisions are delegated to divisiongeneralmanagers/country presi
dents, but broader strategic decisions are made at corporate headquarters.
Moreover,coordinated federations attempt to exploit various shared activitiesand
other relationships among their divisions/country companies. It is not imcom-
mon for coordinated federations to have corporately sponsored central research
and development laboratories, corporatelysponsored manufacturing and tech
nologydevelopment initiatives, and corporatelysponsored managementtraining
and development operations. There are numerous examples of coordinated feder
ations in today's world economy, including General Electric, General Motors,
IBM, and Coca-Cola.

A third structural option for international firms is the centralized hub.
In centralized hubs, operations in different companies may be organized into

TABLE 11.6 Structural

Options for FirmsPursuing
International Strategies
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profit-and-loss centers, and division general managers may be country company
presidents. However, most of the strategic and operational decision making in
thesefirmstakesplaceat the corporatecenter. Theroleofdivisions/coimtrycompa
nies in centralizedhubs is simply to implerrient the strategies,tactics, and policies
that have been chosen at headquarters. Of course, divisions/coimtry companies
are also a source of information for headquarters staff when these decisions are
being made. However, in centralized hubs, strategic and operational decision
rights are retained at tihe corporate center. Many Japanese and Korean firms are
managedas centralized hubs, including Toyota, Mitsubishi, and NEC (inJapan)
and Goldstar, Daewoo, and Hyundai(inKorea).^

A fourth structural option for international firms is the transnational struc
ture. This structure is most appropriate for implementing the transnational strat
egy described earlier in tihis ^apter. Inmany ways, the transnational structure is
similar to the coordinated federation. In both, strategic decision-making responsi
bility is largelyretainedat the corporatecenter, and operational decision making
is largely delegated to division general managers/coimtry presidents. However,
important differences also exist.

In a coordinated federation structure, shared activities and other cross-
divisional/cross-country economiesof scope are managed by the corporate center.
Thus,formany of thesefirms, if research and developmentis seenas a potentially
valuable economyof scope, a central researchand development laboratory is cre
ated and managed by the corporate center. In the transnational structure, these
centers of corporate economies of scope may be managed by the corporate center.
However, they are more likely to be managed by specific divisions/coimtry com
panieswithin the corporation. Thus,for example,if one division/country company
developsvaluable, rare,and costly-to-imitate research-and-development capabili
tiesin its ongoingbusinessactivities in a particularcountry, that division/country
company could becomethe center of research-and-development activityfor the
entirecorporation. If one division/country companydevelopsvaluable, rare,and
costly-to-imitate manufacturing technology development skills in its ongoing
businessactivities in a particular country, that division/country company could
become the center for manufacturing technology development for the entire
corporation.

The role of corporate headquarters in a transnational structure is to con
stantlyscanbusinessoperations across different countries forresources and capabil
ities that mig^t be a source of competitive advantage for other divisions/country
companies in the firm. Once these special skills are located, corporate staff
must then determine title best way to exploit these economiesof scope—whether
they should be developed within a single division/country company (to gain
economies of scale) and then transferred to other divisions/country companies, or
developed through an alliance between two or more divisions/country compa
nies (to gain economiesof scale) and then transferred to other divisions/country
companies, or developed for the entire firm at corporate headquarters. These
options are not available to decentralized federations (which always let individ
ual divisions/country companies develop their own competencies), coordinated
federations, or centralized hubs (which always develop corporate-wide
economies of scope at the corporate level). Firms that have been successful in
adopting this transnational structure include Ford (Ford Europe has become a
leader for automobile design in all of the Ford Motor Company) and Ericson
(Ericson's Australian subsidiary developed this Swedish company's first
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electronic telecommunication switch, andcorporate headquarters was able tohelp
transfer this technologyto other Ericsonsubsidiaries).^

Organizational Structure, Local Responsiveness, and intemational Integration. It
should be clear that the choice among these four approaches to managing
intemational strategies depends on the trade-offs that firms arewilling to make
between local responsiveness and intemational integration. Firms that seek to
maximize their local responsiveness will tend to choose a decentralized federation
stmcture. Firms thatseek tomaximize intemational integration in theiroperations
will typically opt for centralized hub stmctures. Firms that seek to balance the
need for local responsiveness and intemational integration will typically choose
centralized federations. Firms that attempt to optimize both local responsiveness
andintemational integration will choose a transnational organizational stmcture.

Management Control Systems and Compensation Policies. Like the multidivisional
stmcture discussed in Chapter8, none of the organizational stmcturesdescribed
in Table 11.5 can stand alone without thesupport of a variety of management
control systems and management compensation policies. All the management
control processes discussed in Chapter 8,including evaluating theperformance of
divisions, allocating capital, andmanaging the exchange ofintermediate products
among divisions, are also important for firms organizing to implement an
intemational strategy. Moreover, thesame management compensation challenges
and opportunities discussed in thatchapterapplyin theorganization ofintemational
strategies as well.

However, as is often the case when organizing processes originally devel
oped to manage diversification within a domestic market are extended to the
management ofintemational diversification, many ofthemanagement challenges
highlighted inChapter 8are exacerbated inanintemational context. This puts an
evengreater burden on seniormanagers in an intemationally diversified firm to
choose control systems and compensation policies that create incentives for
division general managers/country presidents toappropriately cooperate to real
ize the economies of scope that originally motivated the implementation of an
intemational strategy.

Summary
Intemational strategies canbe seen as a special case of diversification strategies. Firms
implement intemational strategies when they pursue business opportunities that cross
country borders. Like alldiversification strategies, intemational strategies mustexploit real
economies ofscopethat outsideinvestorsfind too costly to exploiton their own in order to
be valuable. Five potentially valuable economies ofscope in intemational strategies are
(1) to gain access to new customers for a firm's current products or services, (2) to gain
access tolow-cost factors ofproduction, (3) todevelop new core competencies, (4) toleverage
current core competencies in new ways, and (5) to manage corporate risk.

As firms pursue these economies of scope, they must evaluate the extent to
which theycanbe responsive to local market needs and obtain theadvantages of intema
tional integration. Firms that attempt to accomplish both these objectives are said to be
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implementing a transnational strategy. Both economic and political risks canaffect the
value of a firm's international strategies.

To be a sourceof sustained competitive advantage,a firm's international strategies
mustbevaluable, rare, and costly to imitate, and the firm mustbe organized to realize the
fullpotential ofitsinternational strategies. Even thoughmore and more firms arepursuing
international strategies, these strategies canstill be rare, for at least tworeasons: (1) Given
thebroad range ofinternational opportunities, firms may notcompete head to headwith
other firms piusuing thes<ime international strategies thatthey arepursuing; and (2) firms
may bring valuable andrare resources and capabilities to theinternational strategies they
pursue. Bofii direct duplication and substitution canaffect themutability ofa firm's inter
national strategy. Direct duplication isnotlikely when firms bring valuable, rare, andcostly
toimitate resources andcapabilities tobearin their international strategies. Several substi
tutes for international strategies exist, including somestrategic alliances, vertical integra
tion, diversification, andmergers andacquisitions, especially ifthese strategies arepursued
ina large anddiverse single coimtry market. However, some potential economies ofscope
from international strategies canbeexploited onlyby operating across country borders.

Firmshave severalorganizational options as they pursue internationalstrategies,
including market forms ofexchange (for example, exports), strategic alliances, andvertical
integration (for example, wholly owned subsidiaries). Four alternative structures, all spe
cial casesof the multidivisional structiue introduced in Chapter 8, can be used to manage
these international operations: a decentralized federation structure, a coordinated federa
tion structure, a centralized hub structure, and a transnational structure. These structures
need to be consistent with a firm's emphasis on being responsive to local markets, on
exploitinginternationalintegrationopportunities,or both.
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CLIIenqe Questions
1. Are international strategies always
just a special case of diversification
strategies that a firm might pursue?
What, if anything, is different about
international strategies and diversifi
cation strategies?

2. In your view, is gainingaccess to low-
cost labor a sufficient reason for a firm to

pursue an international strategy? Why
or why not? In yom view, is gaining
access to special tax breaks a sufficient
reason for a firm to piursue an interna
tionalstrategy?Why or why not?

3. The transnational strategy is often
seen as one way in which firms can

PpoUem Set

avoid the limitations inherent in the

localre^onsiveness/intemational inte
gration trade-off. However, given the
obvious advantages of being both
locally responsive and internationally
integrated,why are apparently only a
relatively few firms implementing a
transnational strategy? What implica
tions does your analysis have for the
abilityofa transnational strategytobe a
source of sustained competitive advan
tage for a firm?

4. On average, is the threat of adverse
selection and moral hazard in strategic
alliancesgreater for firms pursuing an

international strategy or a domestic
strategy? Why?

5. How are the organizational options
for implementing an international
strategy related to the M-form struc
ture described in Qiapter 8? Are these
international organizational options
just specialcasesof the M-form struc
ture, with slightly different emphases,
or are these international organiza
tional optionsfundamentally different
from the M-form structure?

1. In which country is it riskiest to begin international operations: Mexico, Argentina,
or Poland? Justify your conclusions.

2. Your firm hasdecided tobegin selling itsmining machinery products mGhana. Unfor
tunately, there isnota highly developed trading market for currency in Ghana. However,
Ghana does have significant exports ofcocoa. Describe a process bywhich you would be
able tosell your machines in Ghana and still translate your earnings into a tradable cur
rency (e.g., dollars or euros).

3. Match the actions of these firms with their sources of potential value.

(a) TataMotors (India) acquiresJaguar (U.K.).
(b) Microsoft (U.S.) opens four researchand development

centers in Europe.
(c) Disney opens Disney-Hong Kong.
(d) Merckformsa researchand developmentalliance

with an Indian pharmaceutical firm.
(e) Lenovo purchasesIBM's laptop computerbusiness.
(f) HondaMotor Company opensan automobile manufac-

timng plant in southernChina.Mostof the carsit
produces are sold in China.

(g) Honda startsexporting cars madein itsChina plant
to Japan.

(h) A Canadian gold mining company acquires an
Australian opal mining company.

1. Managing corporate risk
2. New core competencies
3. Leveragingcurrent corecompetenciesin new ways
4. Gainingaccess to low-cost factors of production
5. New customers for current products or services
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Appendix

Analijzing Cases and Ppepaping
fop Class Discussions

Thisbook, properly understood, is really about how to analyze cases. Just reading the
book, however, ^s no more likely to^lly develop one's skills asa strategist than
reading a book about golf will make one a golfer. Practice in applying the concepts

and tools is essential. Cases provide the opportunity for this necessary practice.

Why the Case Method?

The core of many strategic management courses is the case method of instruction.
Under the case method, you will study and discuss the real-world challenges and
dilemmas that face managers in firms. Cases are typically accounts of situations that a
firm or manager has faced at a given point in time. By necessity, cases do not possess
the same degree of complexity that a manager faces in the real world, but they do pro
vide a concrete set of facts that suggest challenges and opportunities that real man
agers have faced. Very few cases have clear answers. The case method encourages you
to engage problems directly and propose solutions or strategies in the face of incom
plete information. To succeed at the case method, you must develop the capability to
analyze and synthesize data that are sometimes ambiguous and conflicting. You must
be able to prioritize issues and opportunities and make decisions in the face of
ambiguous and incomplete information. Finally, you must be able to persuade others
to adopt your point of view.

In an applied field like strategic management, the real test of learning is how well
you can apply knowledge to real-worldsituations.Strategicmanagement casesofferyou
the opportunity to develop judgment and wisdom in applying your conceptual knowl
edge. Byapplying the concepts you have learned to the relatively imstructured informa
tion in a case, you develop judgment in applying concepts. Alfred North Whitehead
discussed the importance of application to knowledge:

Thisdiscussion rejects the doctrine that students shouldfirst learn passively, and then,
having learned, shouldapply knowledge.. . . For the very meaning of the things known
is wrapped up in their relationship beyond themselves. This unapplied knowledge is
knowledge shorn of its meaning.

Alhed North Whitehead (1947). Essays in Science and Philosophy. New York:Philosophical Library, Inc.
pp. 218-219.

Thus, you gain knowledge as you apply concepts. Mth the case method, you do
not passively absorb wisdom imparted from your instructor, but actively develop it as
you wrestle with the real-world situations described in the cases.
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How to Analyze Cases
Before discussing how to analyze a case, it may be useful to comment on how
not to prepare a case. We see two common failings in case preparation that often
go hand-in-hand. First, students often do not apply conceptual frameworks in a
rigorous and systematic manner. Second, many students do not devote suffi
cient time to reading, analyzing, and discussing a case before class. Many stu
dents succumb to the temptation to quickly read a case and latch on to the most
visible issues that present themselves, llius, they come to class prepared to
make only a few superficial observations about a case. Often, they entirely miss
the deeper issues aroimd why a firm is in the situation that it is in and how it
can better its performance. Appl)dng the frameworks systematically may take
more time and effort in the beginning, but it will generally lead to deeper
insights about the cases and a more profound imderstanding of the concepts in
the chapters. As you gain experience in this systematic approach to analyzing
cases, many of you will find that your preparation time will decrease. This
appendix offers a framework that will assist you as you analyze cases. The
framework is important, but no framework can substitute for hard work. There
are no great shortcuts to analyzing cases, and there is no single right method for
preparing a case. The following approach, however, may help you develop
your ability to analyze cases.

1. Skim through the case very quickly. Pay particular attention to the exhibits.
The objectivein this step is to gain familiarity with the broad facts of the case.
What apparent challenges or opportunities does the company face? What
informationis provided? You may find it especiallyuseful to focuson the first
and last few paragraphs of the case in this step.

2. Read the case more carefully and make notes, underline, etc. What appear to
be important facts? The conceptual frameworks in the chapters will be essen
tial in helping you identify the key facts.Throughout the course, you will want
to address central questions such as the following:
0 What is the firm's performance?
® What is the firm's mission? strategy? goals?
s What are the resources involved in ttie firm's value chain? How do they

compare to competitors on cost and differentiation?
iS Does the firm have a competitive advantage?
El Are the firm's advantages and disadvantages temporary or sustainable?
@ What is the value of the firm's resources?

0 Are the firm's resources rare?

s Are the firm's resources costly to imitate?
0 Is the firm organized sufficiently to exploit its resources?
Depending on the case, you may also want to consider other frameworks and
questions, where appropriate. Each chapter provides concepts and frame
works that you may want to consider. For example:
s What are the fiveforces? How do they influenceindustry opportunities and

threats? (Qiapter 2)
H What are the sources of cost differences in an industry? (Qiapter 4)
B What are the bases and potential bases for product differentiation in an

industry? (Qiapter 5)



Each chapter suggests more specific questions and concepts than those above.
Youwill want to consider these concepts in detail. In some cases, the instructor
may offer direction about which concepts to apply to a given case. In other
instances, you may be left to use your judgment in choosing which concepts to
focus on in analyzing a case.

3. Define the basic issues. This is perhaps the most important step and also the
stage of analysis ffiat requires the most wisdom and judgment. Cases are rarely
like tidy problem sets where the issues or problems are explicitlystated and the
tools needed to address those issues are prescribed. Generally, you need to
determine what the key issues are. In doing this, it may help for you to begin by
asking: What are the fundamental issues in the case? Which concepts matter
most in providing insight into those issues? One trap to avoid in defining basic
issues is doing what some decision-making scholars label "plunging-in," which
is drawing conclusions without first thinking about the crux of the issues
involved in a decision.^ Manystudentshavea tendency to seize the first issues
that are prominently mentioned in a case. As an antidote to this trap, you may
want to consider a case from the perspective of different conceptual frames.

4. Develop and elaborate your analysis of the key Issues. As with all of the steps,
there is no substitute for painstaking work in this stage. You need to take Ae
key issues you have defined in Step 3, examine the facts that you have noted in
Step 2, and assess what are the key facts. What does quantitative analysis
reveal? Here it is not just ratio analysis that we are concerned with. Just as
body temperature, blood pressure, and pulse rate may reveal something about
a person's health but little about the causes of a sickness, ratio analysis typi
cally tells us more about the health of a company than the causes of its per
formance. You should assemble facts and analysis to support your point of
view. Opinions unsupported by factual evidence and analysis are generally
not persuasive. This stage of the analysis involves organizing the facts in the
case. Youwill want to develop specifichypotheses about what factors relate to
success in a particular setting. Often, you will find it helpful to draw diagrams
to clarify your thinking.

5. Draw conclusions and formulate a set of recommendations. You may be
uncomfortable drawing conclusions and making recommendations because you
do not have complete information. This is an eternal dilemma for managers.
Managers who wait for complete information to do something, however, usu
ally act too late. Nevertheless, you should strive to do the most complete analy
sis that you can under reasonable time constraints. Recommendations should
also flow naturally from your analysis. Too often, students formulate their rec
ommendations in an ad hoc way. In formulating recommendations, you should
be clear about priorities and the sequence of actions lhat you recommend.

6. Prepare for class discussion. Students who diligently work through the first
five steps and rigorously examine a case should be well prepared for class
discussion. You may find it helpful to make some notes and bring them to
class. Over the years, we have observed that many of the students who are low
contributors to class discussions bring few or no notes to class. Once in class, a
case discussion usually begins with a provocative question from the instructor.

^J.E.Russoand RJ. H. Schoemaker (1989). Decision Traps: The Ten Barriers toBrilliant Decision-Making
and How to Overcome Them. New York: Fireside.
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Many instructors will "cold call"—directa question to a specificstudent who
has not been forewarned. Students who have thoroughly analyzed and dis
cussed the case before coming to class will be much better prepared for these
surprise calls. They will also be better prepared to contribute to the analysis,
argument, and persuasion that will take place in the class discussion. Discus
sions can move rapidly. You will hear new insights from fellow students.
Preparation helps you to absorb, leam, and contribute to the insights that
emerge from class discussion.

Summary
Students who embark in the case method soon leam that analyzing cases is a
complex process. Having a clear conceptual approach such as the VRIO frame
work does not eliminate the complexity. This systematic approach, however,
does allow the analyst to manage the complexity of real-world business situa
tions. In the end, though, neither cases nor real-world businesses conclude their
analyses with tidy solutions that resolve all the uncertainties and ambiguities a
business faces. However, the case method coupled with a good theory such as
the VRIO approach and hard work do make it more likely that you will gener
ate valuable insights into the strategic challenges of firms and develop the
strategic skills needed to lead a firm.
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above average accounting performance when a firm's
accounting performance is greater than the industry
average

above normal economic performance when a firm earns
above its cost of capital
absorptive capacity the ability of firms to leam
accounting performance a measiue of a firm's competi
tive advantage; calculated from information in the fhm's
published profit-and-loss and balance sheet statements
accounting ratios numbers taken from a hrm's financial
statements that are manipulated in ways that describe var
ious aspects of the firm's performance
acquisition a firm purchases another firm
acquisition premium the difference between the current
market price of a target firm's shares and the price a poten
tial acquirer offers to pay for those shares
activity ratios accoimting ratios that focus on the level of
activity in a firm's business
adverse selection an alliance partner promises to bring
to an alliance certain resources that it ei^er does not con
trol or cannot acquire
agency problems parties in an agency relationship differ
in their decision-making objectives
agency relationship one party to an exchange delegates
decision-making authority to a second party
agent a party to whom decision-making authority is
delegated
architectural competence the ability of a firm to use
organizational structure and other organizing mechanisms
to facilitate coordination among scientific disciplines to
conduct research

auction in mergers and acquisitions, a mechanism for
establishing the price of an asset when multiple firms bid
for a single target firm
audit committee sub-group of the board of directors
responsible for ensuring the accuracy of accoimting and
financial statements

average accounting performance when a firm's
accounting performance is equal to the industry average
backward vertical integration a firm incorporates more
stages of the value chain within its boimdaries and those
stages bring it closer to gaining access to raw materials
barriers to entry attributes of an industry's structure that
increase the cost of entry
below average accounting performance when a firm's
accounting performance is less than the industry average
below normal economic performance when a firm earns
less than its cost of capital

board of directors a group of 10 to 15 individuals drawn
from a firm's top management and from people outside
the firm whose primary responsibilities are to monitor
decisions made in the firm and to ensure that they are
consistent with the interests of outside equity holders
business angels wealthy individuals who act as outside
investors typically in an entrepreneurial firm
business cycle the alternating pattern of prosperity fol
lowed by recession followed by prosperity
business-level strategies actions firms take to gain
competitive advantages in a single market or industry
business plan a document that summarizes how an
entrepreneur will organize a firm to exploit an opportunity,
along with the economic implications of exploiting that
opportunity
business strategy a firm's theory of how to gain compet
itive advantage in a single business or industry
buyers those who purchase a firm's products or services
capabilities a subset of a firm's resources, defined as tan
gible and intangible assets, that enable a firm to take full
advantage of other resources it controls
cashing out the compensation paid to an entrepreneur
for risk-taking associated with starting a firm
causally ambiguous imitating firms do not imderstand
the relationship between the resources and capabilities
controlled by a firm and that firm's competitive advantage
centralized hub each country in which a firm operates is
organized as a full profit-and-loss division headed by a
division general manager; strategic and operational deci
sions are retained at headquarters
chairman of the board the person who presides over the
board of directors; may or may not be the same person as a
firm's senior executive

chief executive officer (CEO) person to whom all func
tional managers report in a U-form organization; the per
son to whom all divisional personal and corporate staff
report to in an M-form organization
chief executive officer (CEO) (duties of) strategy formu
lation and implementation
chief operating officer (COO) (duties of) strategy
implementation
closely held firm a firm that has not sold many of its
shares on the public stock market
collusion two or more firms in an industiy^ coordinate
their strategic choices to reduce competition in that industry
compensation policies the ways that firms pay employees
competitive advantage a firm creates more economic
value than rival firms
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competitive disadvantage a firm generates less eco
nomic value than rival firms

competitive dynamics how one firm responds to the
strategic actions of competing firms
competitive parity a firm creates the Scune economic
value as rival firms

competitor any firm, group, or individual trying to
reduce a firm's competitive advantage
complementary resources and capabilities resources
and capabilities that have limited ability to generate com
petitive'advantage in isolation but in combination with
other resourcescan enable a firm to realizeits full potential
for competitive advantage
complementer the value of a firm's products increases in
the presence of another firm's products
conglomerate merger a merger or acquisition where
there are no vertical, horizontal, product extension, or mar
ket extension links between the firms

consolidation strategy strategy that reduces the number
of firms in an industry by exploitingeconomiesof scale
controlling share when an acquiring firm purchases
enough of a target firm's assets to be able to make all the
management and strategic decisions in the target firm
coordinated federation each country in which a firm
operates is organized as a full profit-and-loss division
headed by a division general manager; operational deci
sions are delegated to these divisions or coimtries, but
strategic decisions are retained at headquarters
core competence the collective learning in an organiza
tion, especiallyhow to coordinate diverse production skills
and integratemultiple streamsof technologies
corporate diversification strategy when a firm operates
in multiple industries or markets simultaneously
corporate-level strategies actions firms take to gain
competitive advantages by operating in multiple markets
or industries simultaneously
corporate spin-off exists when a large, typically diversi
fied firm divests itself of a business in which it has histori
callybeen operating and the divested businessoperates as
an independent entity
corporate staff upper level managers who provide infor
mation about a firm's external and internal environments

to the firm's senior executive

corporate strategy a firm's theory of how to gain com
petitive advantage by operating in several businesses
simultaneously
cost centers divisions are assigned a budget and manage
their operations to that budget
cost leadership business strategy focuses on gaining
advantages by reducing costsbelow those of competitors
cost of capital the rate of return that a firm promises to
pay its suppliers of capital to induce them to invest in a
firm

cost of debt the interest that a firm must pay its debt
holders toinduce them tolend money tothe fiim

cost of equity the rate of return a firm must promise its
equity holders to induce them to invest in the firm
countertrade international firms receiving payment for
the products or services they sell into a coimtry,not in the
form of currency, but in the form of other products or serv
ices that they can sell on the world market
crown jewel sale a bidding firm is interested in just a few
of the most highly regarded businesses being operated by
the target firm, Imown as its crown jewels, and the target
firm sells these businesses

culture the values, beliefs, and norms that guide behav
ior in a society and in a firm
cumulative abnormal return (CAR) performance that is
greater (or less) than what was expected in a short period
of time around when an acquisition is announced
current market value the price of each of a firm's shares
multiplied by the number of shares outstanding
customer-switching costs customers make investments
in order to use a firm's particular products or services that
are not useful in using other firms' products
debt capital from banks and bondholders
decentralized federation each country in which a firm
operates is organized as a full profit-and-loss division
headed by a division general manager and strategic
and operational decisions are delegated to these coimtry
managers

decline the final phase of the product life cycle during
which demand drops off when a technologically superior
product or service is introduced
declining industry an industry that has experienced
an absolute decline in unit sales over a sustained period
of time

deep-pockets model a firm that takes advantage of its
monopoly power in one business to subsidize several dif
ferent businesses

demographics the distribution of individuals in a society
in terms of age, sex, marital status, income, ethnicity, and
other personal attributes that may determine their bujdng
patterns
depression a severe recession that lasts for several years
direct duplication the attempt to imitate other firms by
developing resources that have the same strategic effects as
the resources controlled by those other firms
diseconomies of scale a firm's costs begin to rise as a
function of the volume of production
distinctive competence a valuable and rare resource or
capability
distribution agreement one firm agrees to distribute the
products of others
diversification economies sources of relatedness in a

diversified firm

divestment a firm sells a business in which it had been

operating
division each business that a firm engages in, also called
strategic business units (SBUs) or business group



dominant-business firms jfirms with between70percent
and 95 percent of their total sales in a single product
market

dominant iogic commontheory of how to gain competi
tive advantages shared by each business in a diversified
firm

economicclimate the overallhealth of the economic sys
tems within which a firm operates
economic measures of competitive advantage measures
that compare a firm's level of return to its cost of capital
instead of to the averagelevelof return in the industry
economic value the difference between the perceived
benefits gained by a customer who purchases a firm's
products or services and the full economic cost of these
products or services
economic value added (EVA) worth calculated by sub
tracting the cost of the capital employed in a division from
that division's earnings
economies of scale the per unit cost of production falls
as the voliune of production increases
economies of scope the value of a firm's products or
services increases as a function of the number of different

businesses in which that firm operates
emerging industries newly created or newly re-created
industries formed by technological innovations, change in
demand, or the emergence of new customer needs
emergent strategies theories of how to gain competitive
advantage in an industry that emerge over time or
have been radically reshaped once they are initially
implemented
environmental threat any individual, group, or organi
zation outside a firm lhat seeks to reduce the level of ttiat

firm's performance
equity capitalfromindividuals and institutionsthat pur
chase a firm's stocks

equity alliance cooperating firms supplement contracts
with equity holdings in alliancepartners
escalation of commitment an increased commitment by
managers to an incorrect course of action, even as its limita
tions become manifest

event study analysis evaluates the performance effects of
acquisitions for bidding firms
executive committee typically consists of the CEO and
two or three functional senior managers
explicit collusion firms directly communicate with each
other to coordinate levels of production, prices, and so
forth (illegal in most countries)
external analysis identification and examination of the
critical threats and opportunities in a firm's competitive
environment

finance committee subgroup of the board of directors
that maintains the relationship between the firm and exter
nal capital markets
financial resources all the money, from whatever source,
that firms use to conceiveand implement strategies
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firm-specific human capital investments investments
made by employees in a particular firm over time, includ
ing understanding the culture, policies, and procedures
and knowing the people to contact to complete a task, that
have limited value in other firms

firm-specific investments the value of stakeholders'
investments in a particular firm is much greater than the
value those same investments would be in other firms

first-mover advantages advantages that come to firms
that make important strategic and technological decisions
early in the development of an industry
five forces framework identifies the five most common
threatsfaced byfirms in theirlocal competitive environments
and the conditions under which these threats are more or less
likelyto be present; these forces are the threat of entry,of
rivalry, of substitutes, ofbuyers,and ofsuppliers
flexibility how costly it is for a firm to alter its strategic
and organizational decisions
foreign direct investment investing in operations
located in a foreign coimtry
formal management controls a firm's budgeting and
reporting activities that keep people higher up in a firm's
organizational chart informed about the actions taken by
people lower down in the organizational chart
formal reporting structure a description of who in the
organization reports to whom
forward vertical integration a firm incorporates more
stages of the value chain within its boundaries and those
stages bring it closer to interacting directly with final
customers

fragmented industries industries in which a large num
ber of small or mediiun-sized firms operate and no small
set of firms has dominant market share or creates dominant

technologies
free cash flow the amount of cash a firm has to invest

after all positivenet present-valueinvestmentsin its ongo
ing businesses have been funded
friendly acquisition the management of a target firm
wants the firm to be acquired
functional manager a manager who leads a particular
function within a firm, such as manufacturing, marketing,
finance, accotmting, or sales
functional organizational structure the structure a firm
uses to implement business-level strategies it might pursue
where each function in the firm reports to the CEO
general environment broad trends in the context within
which a firm operates that can have an impact on a firm's
strategic choices
generic business strategies another name for business-
level strategies, which are cost leadership and product
differentiation

geographic market diversification strategy when a firm
operates in multiple geographic markets simultaneously
golden parachutes incentive compensation paid to sen
ior managers if the firm they manage is acquired
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greenmail a target firm's managementpurchases any of
the target firm's stock owned by a bidder for a price that is
greater than its current market value
growth the second stage of the product life cycle during
which demand increases rapidly, and many new firms
enter to begin producing the product or service
hard currencies currencies that are traded globally, and
thus have value on international money markets
harvest strategy a firm engages in a long, systematic,
phased withdrawal from a declining industry, extracting as
much value as possible
hedonic price that part of the price of a product or serv
ice that is attributable to a particular characteristic of that
product or service
holdup one firm makes more transaction-specific invest
ments in an exchange than partner firms make and the firm
that has not made these investments tries to exploit the
firm that has made the investments

horizontal merger a firm acquires a former competitor
hostile takeover the management of a target firm does
not want the firm to be acquired
human capital resources the training, experience, judg
ment, intelligence, relationships, and insight of individual
managers and workers in a firm •
human resources includes the trairung, experience, judg
ment, intelligence, relationships, and insight of individual
managers and workers in a firm
imperfectly imitable resources and capabilities that are
more costly for other firms to imitate, compared to firms
that already possess them
increasing returns to scale in network industries, the
value of a product or service increases as the number of
people using those products or services increases
inelastic in supply the quantity of supply is fixed
and does not respond to price increases, such as the total
supply of land, which is relatively fixed and cannot be
significantly increased in response to higher demand
and prices
informal management controls include a firm's culture
and the willingness of employees to monitor each others'
behavior

initial public offering (IPO) the initial sale of stock of a
privately held firm or a division of a corporation to the
general public
institutional owners pension funds, corporations, and
others that invest other peoples' money in firm equities
intermediate products or services products or services
produced in one division that are used as inputs for prod
ucts or services produced by a second division
internal analysis identification of a firm's organiza
tional strengths and weaknesses and of the resources and
capabilities that are likely to be sources of competitive
advantage

internal capital market when businesses in a diversified
firm compete for corporate capited
international strategies operations in multiple geo
graphic markets: vertical integration, diversification, the
formation of strategic alliances, or implementation of
mergers and acquisitions, all across national borders
introduction the firststageofa product's lifecyde when
relatively fewfirms areproducing a product, therearerela
tively few customers, andtherateofgrowth in demand for
the product is relatively low
invented competencies illusory inventions by creative
managers to justify poor diversification moves by linking
intangible core competencies to completely imrelated
businesses

joint venture cooperating firms create a legally inde
pendent firm in whichthey investand from whichthey
share any profits that are created
learning curve a conceptthat formalizes the relationship
betweencumulativevolumesofproductionand fallingper
unit costs

learning race both parties k^Neefrsass^ce seek to leam
from each other, but the rate at which firms leam
varies; the first party to leam "wins" theV;ace and may
withdraw from the alliance

legal and political conditions the laws and the legal sys
tem's impacton business, together with the general nature
of the relationship betweengovernmentand business
leverage ratios accounting ratios that focus on the level
of a firm's finandal flexibility
licensing agreement one firm allows others to use its
brand name to sellproducts in retum for somefeeor per
centage of profits
limited corporate diversification all or most of a firm's
business activities fall within a single industry and geo
graphic market
liquidity ratios accoimtmgratios that focuson the ability
of a firm to meet its short-term finandal obligations
local responsiveness in an intemational strategy, the
abilitya firmhas to respondto the consumerpreferences in
a particular geographic market
management control systems a range of formal and
informal mechanisms to ensure that managers are behav
ing in ways consistent with a firm's strategies
managerial hubris the unrealistic belief held by man
agers in bidding firms that they can manage the assets
of a target firm more efficiently than the target firm's
current management
managerial know-how the often taken-for-granted
knowledge and information that are needed to compete in
an industry on a day-to-day basis
managerial perquisites activities that do not add eco
nomic value to the firm but directly benefit the managers
who make them



managerial risk aversion managers unable to diversify
their firm-specifichuman capital investments may engage
in less risky business decisions than what would be pre
ferred by equity holders
market extension merger firms make acquisitions in
new geographical markets
market for corporate control the market that is created
when multiple firms actively seek to acquire one or several
firms

market leader the firm with the largest market share in
an industry
matrix structures one employee reports to two or more
people
mature Industries an industry in which, over time, ways
of doing business have become widely imderstood, tech
nologies have diffused through competitors, and the rate of
innovation in new products and technologies drops

•maturity third phase of the product life cycle during
which the number of firms producing a product or service
remains stable, demand growth levels off, and firms direct
their investment efforts toward refining the process by
which a product or serviceis created and away from devel
oping entirely new products
merger the assets of two similar-sized firms are
combined

M-form an organizational structure for implementing a
corporate diversification strategy whereby each business a
firm engages in is managed through a separate profit-and-
loss division

mission a firm's long-termpurpose
mission statement written statement defining both what
a firm aspires to be in the long run and what it wants to
avoid in ^e meantime
monopolistic competition a market structiure where
within the market niche defined by a firm's differentiated
product, a firm possesses a monopoly
monopolistic Industries industries that consist of only a
single firm
monopollstlcally competitive Industries industries
in which there are large numbers of competing firms and
low-cost entry and exit, but products are not homogeneous
with respect to cost or product attributes; firms are said
to enjoy a "monopoly" in that part of the market they
dominate

moral hazard partners in an exchangepossesshigh-quality
resources and capabilities of significant value to the exchange
but fail to make ffiemavailable to the other partners
multinational opportunities opportunities for a firm to
operate simultaneously in several national or regional mar
kets but the operations are independent of each other
mutual forbearance a form of tacit collusion whereby
firmstacitlyagree to not competein one industry in order
to avoid competition in a second industry
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network Industries industries in which a single technical
standard and increasing returns to scale tend to dominate;
competition in fiiese industries tends to focus on which of
several competing standards will be chosen
new entrants firms that have either recently begxm oper
ations in an industry or that threaten to begin operations in
an industry soon
niche strategy a firm reduces its scope of operations and
focuses on narrow segments of a declining industry
nominating committee sub-group of the board of direc
tors that nominates new board members

nonequity alliance cooperatingfirmsagree to work together
to develop,manufacture, or sellproducts or services, but they
do not take equity positions in each other or form an inde
pendentorganizational unit tomanagethecooperative efforts
normal economic performance a firm earns its cost of
capital
objectives specific, measurable targets a firm can use to
evaluate the extent to which it is realizing its mission
office of the president together, the roles of chairman of
the board, CEO, and COO
oligopolies industries characterized by a small number
of competing firms, by homogeneous products, and by
costly entry and exit
operational economies of scope shared activities and
shared corecompetencies in a diversifiedfirm
operations committee typicallymeets monthly and usu
ally consistsof the CEOand each of the heads of the func
tional areas included in the firm

opportunism a firm is unfairly exploited in an exchange
organizational chart a depiction of the formal reporting
structure within a firm

organizational resources a firm's formal reporting struc
ture; its formal and informal planning, controlling, and
coordinating systems; its cultureand reputation; and infor
mal relations among groups within a firm and between a
firm and those in its environment

Pac Man defense fending off an acquisition by a firm
acquiring the firm or firms bidding for it
path dependence events early in the evolution of a
processhave significanteffects on subsequent events
pecuniary economies sources of relatedness in market
power betweenbidding and target firms
perfectly competitive industry when there are large
munbers of competingfirms, the products being sold are
homogeneous with respect to cost and product attributes,
and entry and exit are very low cost
personnel and compensation committee sub-group of
the board of directors that evaluates and compensates the
performance of a firm's seniorexecutive and other senior
managers

physical resources all the physical technology used in a
firm
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poison pills a variety ofactions that target firm managers
can taketo makethe acquisition of the targetprohibitively
expensive
policy choices choices firms make about the kinds of
products or services they will sell—choices that have an
impacton relative costand productdifferentiation position
policy of experimentation exists when firms are commit
ted to engage in several related product differentiation
effortssimultaneously
predatory pricing settingpricesso that they are less than
a business's costs

pricetakers wherethe priceof the productsor services a
firm sells is determined by market conditions and not by
the decisions of firms

principal the party who delegates the decision-making
authority
privately held a firm that has stock that is not traded on
public stock markets and that is not a division of a larger
company

processes the activities a firmengages in to design, pro
duce, and sell its products or services
process Innovation a firm's effort to refine and improve
its ciurcnt processes
process manufacturing when manufacturing is accom
plishedin a continuous system; examples includemanu
facturing in chemical, oil refining, and paper and pulp
industries

product differentiation abusiness strategy whereby firms
attempt to gain a competitive advantageby increasing the
perceived value of their products or servicesrelative to the
perceived valueofofiierfirms'productsor services
productdiversification strategy a firmoperates in mul
tipleindustries simultaneously
product extension merger firms acquire complementary
productsthroughmerger and acquisition activities
productlifecycle naturally occurring process thatoccurs
when firms begin offering a product or service; the stages
consist ofintroduction, growth, maturity, and decline
productiveInputs any supplies used by a firm in con
ducting itsbusiness activities, such as labor, capital, land,
and raw materials, amongothers
product-market diversification strategy a firm imple
mentsboth productand geographic marketdiversification
simultaneously
profitability ratios accounting ratios withsome measure
of profit in the numerator and some measure of firm size or
assets in the denominator

proflt-and-ioss centers profits and lossesare calculated
at the level of the division in a firm

proprietarytechnology secret or patented technology
that gives inciunbenf firms important advantages over
potential entrants
question of imitablllty "Do firms without a resource or
capability face a cost disadvantage inobtaining ordevelop
ingit compared to firms thatalready possess it?"

question of organization "Is a firm organized to
exploit the full competitive potential of its resources and
capabilities?"
question of rarity "How many competing firms already
possess particular valuable resources and capabilities?"
question of value "Does a resource enable a firm to
exploit an external opportunity or neutralize an external
threat?"

real options investments in real assets that create the
opportunity for additional investments in the future
recession a period of relatively low prosperity; demand
for goods and servicesis low and unemployment is high
related-constrained diversification all the businesses in

which a firm operates share a significant number of inputs,
product technologies, distribution channels, similar cus
tomers, and so forth

related corporate diversification less than 70 percent of
a firm's revenue comes from a single product market and
its multiple lines of business are linked
related-linked diversification strategy the different
businesses that a single firm pursues are linked on only a
couple of dimensions or different sets of businesses are
linked along very different dimensions
reputation beliefs customers hold about a firm
resource-based view (RBV) a model of firm performance
that focuseson the resources and capabilitiescontrolled by
a firm as sources of competitiveadvantage
resource heterogeneity for a given business activity,
some firms may be more skiUed in accomplishingthe activ
ity than other firms
resource Immobility resources controlled by some firms
may notdiffuse toother firms
resources the tangible and intangible assets that a firm
controls, which it can use to conceive and implement its
strategies
retained earnings capital generated from a firm's ongo
ing operations that is retained by a firm
rivalry the intensity of competition among a firm's direct
competitors
seemingly unrelated diversified diversified firms that
exploit core competencies as an economy of scope, but are
not doing so with any shared activities
senior executive the president or CEO of a firm
shakeout period period during which the total supply in
an industry is reduced by bankruptcies, acquisitions, and
business closings
shared activities potential sources of operational
economies of scope for diversified firms
shark repellents a variety of relatively minor corporate
governance changes that, in principle, are supposed to
make it somewhat more difiiciUt to acquire a target firm
single-business firms firms with greater than 95 percent
of their total sales in a single product market
"skunk works" temporary teaii^ whose creative efforts
are intensive and focused



socially complex resources and capabilities that involve
interpersonal, social,or cultural links among individuals
social welfare the overall good of society
specific International events events such as civil wars,
political coups, terrorism, wars between countries,
famines, and coimtry or regional economic recessions, all
of which can have an enormous impact on the ability of a
firm's strategies to generate competitive advantage
specific tariff a tariff that is calculatedas a percentage of
the weight or volume of the goods being imported, regard
less of the market value

stakeholders all groups and individuals who have an
interest in how a firm performs
standstill agreements contract between a target and a
bidding firm wherein the bidding firm agrees not to
attempt to take over the target for some period of time
stock grants payments to employees in a firm's stock
stock options employees are given the right, but not the
obligation, to purchase a firm's stock at predetermined
prices
strategic alliance whenever two or more independent
organizations cooperate in the development, manufacture, or
sale of products or services; a form of exchange governance
between market exchanges and hierarchical exchanges;
examples include licensing arrangements, manufacturing
agreements, and joint ventures
strategic management process a sequential set of analy
ses that can increase the likelihood of a firm's choosing a
strategy that generates competitive advantages
strategically valuable assets resources required to suc
cessfully compete in an industry, including access to raw
materials, particularly favorable geographic locations, and
particularly valuable product market positions
strategy a firm's theory about how to gain competitive
advantage
strategy Implementation a firm adopting organizational
policies and practices that are consistent with its strategy
structure-conduct-performance model (S-C-P) theory
suggesting that industry structure determines a firm's con
duct, which in turn determines its performance
substitutes products or services that meet approximately
the same cxistomer needs but do so in different ways
substitution developing or acquiring strategicallyequiv
alent, but different, resources as a competing firm
supermajorlty voting rules an example of a shark repel
lent that specifies that more than 50 percent of the target
firm's board of directors must approve a takeover
suppliers firms that make a wide variety of raw materi
als, labor, and other critical assets available to firms
supply agreements one firm agrees to supply others
sustainable distinctive competencies valuable, rare,
and costiy to imitate resources or capabilities
sustained competitive advantage a competitive advan
tage that lasts for a long period of time; an advantage that
is not competed away through strategic imitation
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tacit collusion firms coordinate their production and
pricing decisions not by directly communicating with each
other, but by exchanging signals with other firms about
their intent to cooperate; special case of tadt cooperation
tacit cooperation actions a firm takes that have the effect
of reducing the level of rivalry in an industry and that do
not require firms in an industry to directly communicate or
negotiate with each other
tactics the specific actions a firm takes to implement its
strategies
tax haven a country that charges little or no corporate tax
technical economies sources of relatedness in marketing,
production, and similar activities between bidding and
target firms
technological hardware the machines and other hard
ware used by firms
technological leadership strategy firms make early
investments in particular technologies in an industry
technological strategy in an international strategy, the
ability a firm has to respond to the consumer preferences in
a particular geographic market
technological software the quality of labor-management
relations,an organization's culture, and the quality of man
agerial controls in a firm
temporary competitive advantage a competitive advan
tage that lasts for a short period of time
tender offer a bidding firm offers to purchase the shares
of a target firm directly by offering a higher than market
price for those shares to current shareholders
thinly traded market a market where there are only a
small number of buyers and sellers, where information
about opportunities in this market is not widely known,
and where interests besides purely maximizing the value
of a firm can be important
transaction specific Investment the value of an invest
ment in its first-best use is much greater than its value in its
second-best use; any investment in an exchange that has
significantly more value in the cimrentexchange than it
does in alternative exchanges
transfer-pricing system using internally administered
"prices" to manage the movement of intermediate prod
ucts or services among divisions within a firm
transnational strategy actions in which a firm engages
to gain coihpetitiveadvantages by investing in technology
across borders

transnational structure each country in which a firm oper
atesisorganized asa fullprofit-and-loss division headedbya
division generalmanagerand strategic and operational deci
sionsaredelegated tooperational entities thatmaximize local
responsivenessand international integration
transparent business partners international business
partners that are open and accessible
U-form structure organizationwhere differentfunctional
heads report directly to CEO; used to implement business-
level strategies
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uncertainty the future value of an exchange cannot be
known when investments in that exchangeare being made
unfriendly acquisition the management of the target
firm does not want the firm to be acquired
unrelated corporate diversification less than 70 percent
of a firm's revenues is generated in a single product market
and a firm's businesses share few, if any,commonattributes
value added as a percentage of sales measures the per
centage of a firm's sales that are generated by activities'
done within the boundaries of a firm; a measure of vertical
integration
value chain that set of activities that must be accom

plished to bring a product or service from raw materials to
the point that it can be sold to a final customer
venture capital firms outside investment firms looking
to invest in entrepreneurial ventures
vertical Integration the number of steps in the value
chain that a firm accomplishes within its boundaries

vertical merger when a firm verticallyintegrates,either
forward or backward, through its acquisition efforts
visionary firms firms whose mission is central to all
fiiey do
VRIO framework four questions that mustbe askedabouta
resource or capability to determineits competitive potential:
the questions of value, rarity,imitability, and organization
weighted average cost of capital (WACC) the percentage
ofa firm's totalcapitalthat is debt multipliedby the costof
debt plus the percentage of a firm's total capital that is
equity times the cost of equity
white knight another bidding firm that agrees to acquire
a particular target in place of the original bidding firm
zero-based budgeting corporate executives create a list
of all capital allocationrequests firom divisions in a firm,
rank them from most important to least important, and
then fund all the projects the firm can afford, given the
amount of capital it has available
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